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PUERTO RICO'S POLITICAL STATUS

" TI'ESI)AY, NOVEMBER It. 1989

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Was hington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Bradley, Mitchell, Pryor, and Packwood.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

S iNAT(R IENTSN: ANNOIN('ES I 1EARI..(5 (IN PUERTo Ri(0's P)I|Ti(AiC STATUS;
V'TERS WOvU) ('HOSE STATEOI), INDEIENI)EN('E OR ('OMMONWE:A Ii- STATUS

WASHIN;TON, I).---Seriator loyd Bentsen 1).. Texasi, ('hairman. announced
Thursday that the Finance committee e will hold hearings next week on legislation
allowing Puerto Rico to hold a referendum on its political status,

The hearings on the bill. S 712, are scheduled ir Tuesday. November 1-1 and
Wednesday, Novernber 15 at 10 a.ni, in Room S)--215 of the I)irksen Senate Office
Building.

'The residents of 'uerto Rico face a choice of monumental importance both to
them and to all the other citizens of this Nation.- lkntsen said.

"The Finance committee e acets a significant challenge to assure that the tax,
social welfare, and tariff provisions of this bill serve the best interests of Puerto
Rico and the United States from the stand point of' Puerto Rico's economy, the feder-
al budget, and the need to provide a fauir and even-handed basis for the proposed
refe rendum," Bent sen said

S 712 provides for a referendum in Puerto Rico in l991 to let residents there
ch(oos( between statehoxl, independence, or continued commonwealth status. The
bill, as referred to the Finance ('ommittee, is designed to be self-executing so that
whichever option a majority of the electorate selects would then will go into effect
without the need for further congressional approval.

Accordingly, the bill includes provisions which make the major changes in federal
laws applicable to Puerto Rico that would be necessary to implement each of the
three options. This involves many provisions within the Finance Committee's legis-
lative jurisdiction--internal revenue taxation, international trade, and the various
social welfare programs established by the Social Security Act.

(PENIN( STATEMENT ()F lION. IAOY) BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will get underway.
Secretary Gideon and Ms. Peterson, if" you would, please come

forward.
The CHAIRMAN. Today the Finance Committee begins 2 days of

hearings on S. 712, the Puerto Rico Status Referendum Act. This
legislation is of monumental importance for the people of Puerto
Rico and for all the citizens of the United States. The bill also

(1)
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raises some extremely complex issues, and we will be exercising a
lot of care as we consider it.

We need to make sure the provisions of this bill serve the best
interests of the people of Puerto Rico arid the best interests of the
United States from the standpoint of Puerto Rico's economy, the
Federal budget, and the need to provide a fair and evenhanded
basis for the proposed referendum that would result from passage
of this legislation.

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, which has
primary jurisdiction over issues relating to Territorial Possessions
of the United States, reported out S. 712 on August 2. The bill has
now been referred to the Finance Committee because many of its
provisions fall within the jurisdiction of this committee-taxes,
trade, social welfare. We are going to look at those issues under
our jurisdiction and make any appropriate revisions.

S. 712 is intended to enable the people of Puerto Rico to exercise
the right of self-determination, through a binding referendum on
the future status of the Commonwealth.

Under the referendum, Puerto Rico residents would be able to
vote for one of three options: statehood, independence, or continued
commonwealth status. If any of these three options receives a ma-
jority vote, that option would be implemented in accordance with
the provisions of this legislation.

Under the provisions of the bill in its current form, no further
congressional action would be needed. That is a very material point
and one, obviously, that has to be given further consideration.

Questions are raised by each of the three options. We will begin
today by considering the tax aspects involved. We will also consider
some of the constitutional issues that have been raised about the
referendum process. Tomorrow's hearings will focus on spending
programs and trade issues. We will be hearing from representa-
tives of each of the three major parties in Puerto Rico and from
representatives of the Administration.

I look forward to what I think will be a provocative and a very
open discussion of the three different options facing the people of
Puerto Rico and, in turn, facing the people of the United States.

I defer to the Ranking Minority Member, Senator Packwood, for
any comment he might want to make.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, we have a lot of witnesses,
and I will defer my statement.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Secretary, if you have a statement, we will be pleased to re-

ceive it.

STATEMENT ()F 11ON. KENNETH W. GIDEON, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR TAX POLI('Y, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Secretary GIDEON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Pack-

wood. It is a pleasure to be here today on behalf of the Administra-
tion to discuss Senate Bill 712, which as you have noted is a bill to
provide a referendum for the political status of Puerto Rico.

This bill would give the people of Puerto Rico an historic oppor-
tunity to vote upon the status of that island. The bill would provide
for a referendum, to be held in 1991, in which the Puerto Rican



people could decide among the optionss of statehood, independence,
or commonwealth.

The Administration strongly supports the right of the people of
Puerto Rico to decide for themselves the status of the island. Fur-
ther. as the Presidert has noted a number of times, he favors the
admission of Puerto Rico into the Union as a State, thereby assur-
u g the poplo of Puerto Rico ati equal standing with other UnitedStates citizens.

By providing for a status referendum, the United States Govern-
mont would be assisting the Puerto Rican people to exercise the
basic political right to determine the nature of their government.

As I indicated in testimony before the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resou rcc%-: earlier this year, the Administration firmly be-
lieves that the Puerto Rican people should be given an opportunity
to express their will in a manner that recognizes the historic and
fundamentlly political nature of their decision of self-determina-
tion. The importance of the decision they face as a people tran-
scends narrow concerns about specific aspects of economic or fiscal
structure.

The Administration recognizes, however, the difficulty of isolat-
ing the impact of* tax and financial issues from the question of
Puerto Rico's future status. We also recognize the desire of the
Puerto Rican people to have a referendum which is self-executing
in its important features. This desire was eloquently and unani-
mously expressed by representatives of the various Puerto Rican
political parties who testified before the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources earlier this year. We therefore accept the propo-
sition that the important economic features of each option must be
identified in order to allow the voters to have an informed choice.

In view of these competing considerations, the Administration
today endorses Senate Bill 712 currently before your committee.
We believe that the bill strikes an appropriate balance between
two important goals. First, it informs the Puerto Rican people of
the broad outline of the fiscal and economic structures applicable
to each of the three status options. Yet it preserves this essentially
political choice free from a welter of details, transitional rule, and
administrative provisions that we think are best addressed after
the political choice is made.

We believe that the substance of the proposed tax and economic
results under each of the three options in Senate Bill 712 repre-
sents a reasonable resolution of the difficult policy choices faced by
the drafters of this legislation. In particular, with respect to the
statehood option, we support the decision to defer until January 1,
1994, the application of Federal tax laws other than those relating
to excise taxes. This provision will give both the United States and
Puerto Rican tax authorities the necessary time to ensure a smooth
transition from one system to the other. In addition, we believe
that this deferral will assist in the process of developing detailed
transitional rules for Congress to consider enacting before the Jan-
uary 1, 1994 changeover.

We believe that the proposed phase-out under the statehood
option of the section 936 credit during the period from 1994
through 1997 reflects a sensible approach to minimizing the eco-
nomic dislocation that could result from an abrupt change in
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status. The future of section 936 is of course a significant concern
to the Puerto Rican people, and how it should be treated under this
bill presents a difficult question for Congress. We believe that the
consideration given to this issue by the Committee on Energy and

-Natural Resources earlier this year has produced a good and defen-
sible balance among the different interests at stake.

It is not, however, the only alternative that might have been
adopted. in particular, a uniform phase-out of section 936 under
both the statehood and commonwealth options would eliminate
what is perceived by many as a bias in the bill toward common-
wealth. Nevertheless, we recognize that section 936 cannot be
viewed in isolation from the other costs and benefits affected by
the referendum, and we seek an opportunity for the Puerto Rican
people to make a fundamental decision about their political future,
not a straw poll on relative tax benefits. We particularly appreci-
ate the difficulties presented in making each option fairly equiva-
lent. Accordingly, the Administration will accept the treatment of
section 936 proposed in the current bill and the related congres-
sional judgment that the economic provisions set forth for the
three alternatives are fairly equivalent.

With respect to the proposed cover-over of certain tax revenues
to the Treasury of Puerto Rico under the statehood option, the Ad-
ministration has certain concerns, which are discussed in more
detail in my written testimony. In general, however, we stand
ready to cooperate with this committee in developing workable
mechanisms for ensuring that the cover-over approach to statehood
grants can be smoothly implemented.

In each of the areas I have just mentioned, we anticipate that
future and further legislation by Congress may be necessary after
the referendum to cover particular details of the transition. In a
separate attachment to my written statement, I have highlighted
some of the issues that I think such legislation might have to
cover. By mentioning these issues, however, I do not suggest that
they be addressed in this bill. As previously indicated, the Adminis-
tration's view is that such relatively technical details would be
most appropriately worked out after the Puerto Rican people have
had an opportunity to express their political choice.

The Administration also endorses, subject to some technical com-
ments which I shall discuss presently, the bill's approach to fiscal
matters under the independence and commonwealth options.

Each of the political options covered by the bill-statehood, inde-
pendence, and commonwealth-raises special issues that affect the
tax systems of both Puerto Rico and the United States. We believe
that the bill should clearly define the basic tax structure under
each of the status options. However, we also believe that the funda-
mental political choice of the future of Puerto Rico should be com-
pleted prior to congressional development of technical transitional
rules for any new tax system. In general, the level of detail in the
current bill acceptably balances these objectives. The remainder of
my testimony, therefore, will identify the tax results of the bill's
provisions as drafted, note some ambiguities remaining, and high-
light issues which the bill's tax provisions do not currently address.

Revenue estimates and projections for each of the tax provisions
of S. 712 are attached to my written statement. It is difficult to



present very precise estimates of the Federal revenue consequences
of the various options described in the bill, but it may be helpful
for purposes of this discussion to consider some of the rough guide-
lines that we have offered for you today.

With respect to the section 936 phase-out, both the independence
and statehood options assume some form of reduction of the tax in-
centives currently provided under the Internal Revenue Code in
section 9836. While no change to section 936 is currently contem-
plated under the commonwealth option, we expect that Congress
would continue to review and revise section 936 and other tax ben-
efits as necessary should that option be the one selected.

We estimate that in fiscal year 19S9 the tax benefits received by
section 936 corporations amount to approximately $1.9 billion, and
that a phase-out of section 98; would yield a net reduction of' ap-
proximately 25 percent of income subject to United States tax. A
phase-out of section 936 benefits would probably cause some eco-
normic dislocation in Puerto Rico, at least in the short run. Employ-
ment in section 9:36 companies now accounts for about 12 percent
of total Puerto Rican employment; however, it is very difficult to
project the extent to which Federal tax collections would be affect-
ed by any such dislocation. Under the statehood option, collections
of' personal income tax may be somewhat reduced for a time, but
fully phased-in Federal personal income tax collections from
Puerto Rico can be expected to be relatively modest.

The statehood option also presents the issue of how a newly-im-
posed Federal income tax will interact with a Puerto Rican State
tax system. The effects of' this change must be considered for both
individual and business tax revenues.

The extension of' Federal income tax to individuals in Puerto
Rico would perhaps raise some $500 million per year at 1989 levels
net of all earned income tax credits. In comparison, the Puetto
Rican government collected about $900 million in personal income
taxes in its fiscal year ending June 30, 1989, or about 30 percent of
total Puerto Rican revenue from all sources. This amounted to only
about 5 percent of personal income in Puerto Rico.

As a State, we think Puerto Rico could design a tax system
which would maintain combined revenue levels. In the business
taxation area, similar efforts would need to be made.

Under the independence option, the elimination of section 936
would increase Federal tax collections, if 986 corporations re-
mained in Puerto Rico as U.S. corporations, or if they moved back
to the United States. However, some Puerto Rico-oriented compa-
nies in routine industries such as apparel may choose to reincor-
porate as Puerto Rican companies. This also could affect the reve-
n ues.

Mr. Chairman, I have a number of specific comments, but I know
you are very tight on time this morning. I would simply ask that
the balance of my written statement be entered in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, that will be done. If you have any
other summary comments you would like to make, we can give you
additional time.

Secretary GIDEON. Let me note a couple of comments, if I may,
Mr. Chairman.
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Specifically, on the uniformity clause issue you are going to hear
about this morning, we recognize that any continuation of 936 after
statehood would have to be tested under the uniformity clause of
the United States Constitution, which broadly requires that taxes
be uniform throughout the U jited States. We defer to the Justice
Department's views on this issue, and you will shortly hear from
Ms. Peterson.

We would encourage, as I understand Ms. Peterson will this
morning, fact-findings by the Congress to support a congressional
determination that providing that transitional tax benefits to
Puerto Rico is appropriate, and that any section 936 transition is
well suited to achievement of those congressional goals.

I might also note that we view the decision with respect to the
repeal of section 936 under the independence option as important
because of its effect on tax sparing in treaties. Let me also note
that we have concerns about some of the administrative provisions,
particularly as they affect the tax laws that are proposed for a
commonwealth. Those are all set forth in more detail in my state-
ment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Gideon appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Peterson?

STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY 1). IETERSON, ASSISTANT ATORNlfY
GENERAL, TAX )IVISiON, '.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Ms. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood:
It is an honor to appear before you today on behalf of the De-

partment of Justice to discuss Senate Bill 712, a bill "To Provide
for a Referendum on the Political Status of Puerto Rico." As the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy has just testi-
fied, the Administration strongly supports this bill, which would
permit the people of Puerto Rico to determine the future political
status of their island.

I am here today to testify as to the constitutionality of the eco-
nomic adjustment provisions in the statehood portion of the bill.
We believe that those provisions would meet the requirements of
the Constitution and would likely be upheld by the courts. As I will
discuss shortly, however, the ultimate resolution of that question
hinges, in part, on congressional findings regarding the type and
magnitude of economic dislocation that would be occasioned by
Puerto Rico's transition into statehood.

My testimony will focus primarily on two provisions in the state-
hood portion of the bill: first, the provision in section 213(d) of the
bill, which would phase out the section 936 tax credit; and second,
the provision in section 213(e) of the bill, which would provide for
the covering over of certain Federal tax revenues into the Puerto
Rican Treasury.

The Justice Department has other technical, legal, and constitu-
tional concerns with certain provisions of S. 712 that will be pre-
sented later.

I will turn now, first, and discuss the phase-out of the section 936
benefits.
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As you know, Section !; of the Internal Revenue Code effective-
ly exempts from IUT.S. taxation certain income attributable to
Puerto Rtican business and investments. Under section 21(di of the
bill, the Federal internal revenue laws would apply to Puerto Rico
effective January 1, 1994, if it became a State As a proviso to that
effective date, the section 936 credit would be phased out ratably
over 4 years. Under the bill, then, the section 936 credit would be
continued for approximately 6 years after Puerto Rico became a
State: the current credit would remain fully intact from the date of
statehood proclamation through 1993; and the credit would apply
as specified by the phase-out provision from 1994 through 1997.

The proposed extension of section 986 benefits to Puerto Rico
after it becomes a State raises a constitutional question under the
Tax Uniformity Clause. Article I, Section 8. Clause I of the Consti-
tution provides that "The Congress shall have the Power To lay
and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises to pay the debts and
provide for the common Defense and general Welfare of the United
States, but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States."

The Tax Uniformity Clause was one of several measures intro-
duced at the Constitutional Convention to limit the National Gov-
ernment's authority to wield its power over commerce and taxation
to the disadvantage of particular States. As stated by Justice Stor,
in his "Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States,
the purpose of the Tax Uniformity Clause was "to cut off all undue
preferences of one State over another in the regulation of subjects
affecting their common interests and to prevent "oppressive" com-
binations of States from exercising their taxing powers to strike at
the "vital interests" of one region.

It seems to us that the exercise of the taxing power by a Con-
gress composed of representatives of 50 States to grant temporary
tax benefits to the 51st State entering the Union hardly qualifies
as the oppression which the Tax Uniformity Clause was designed
to prevent. Indeed, there is'no evidence that the Framers intended
the Uniformity Clause to so constrain the exercise of Congress'
power under Article IV to admit new States to the Union as to dis-
able Congress from fashioning reasonable and necessary transition-
al measures.

We believe that the proposed phase-out of' the section 936 credit
would not create an "undue preference" for Puerto Rico and would
riot be found to violate the Tax Uniformity Clause. We would have
serious constitutional reservations, however, if the section 936 ben-
efits were instead extended indefinitely.

The courts have not dealt extensively with the various uniformi-
ty clauses in the Constitution, and the precise boundaries of con-
gressional authority are not clearly defined. However, there have
been two recent cases thoroughly considering the uniformity provi-
sions of the Constitution. Those cases are United States vs. Pta-
synski, and the Regional Rail Reorganization Cases.

In those cases, the Supreme Court held that classifications
framed in geographical terms could, in certain circumstances, sur-
vive challenge under the uniformity clauses. Thus, in Ptasynski,
the Court found constitutional a statutory exclusion from the
Crude Oil Windfall Profits Tax of 1980 of oil drawn from a geo-
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graphically defined area that included portions of Alaska. The
Court held that Congress could frame tax legislation in geographic
terms in response to a geographically isolated problem. It conclud-
ed that Congress had not sought to benefit Alaska for reasons
"that would offend the purpose of the Clause," such as "intend[ing]
to grant Alaska an undue preference at the expense of other oil-
producing States."

Equally, in the Regional Rail Reorganization Cases, the Supreme
Court considered a challenge to the Rail Reorganization Act of
197:3, on the ground that it violated the bankruptcy uniformity re-
quirement, because it operated only in a single statutorily defined
region. Although the Court acknowledged that "the argument has
certain surface appeal," it concluded that it "is without merit be-
cause it overlooks the flexibility inherent in the constitutional pro-
vision." As the Court observed, "[t]he uniformity provision does not
deny Congress power to take into account differences that exist be-
tween different parts of' the country, and to fashion legislation to
resolve geographically isolated problems."

The Supreme Court's recent decisions provide a basis for Con-
gress to consider Puerto Rico's unique circumstances when struc-
turing tax legislation. We believe that the retention of the section
936 preference as a transitional measure could, if supported by ade-
quate congressional findings, be justified as taking into account lo-
calized problems unique to Puerto Rico-particularly, the economic
dislocation that would result to an already economically depressed
state from a sudden and immediate termination of the section 936
benefits.

-We believe that it is within Congress's powers under Article IV
of the Constitution, concerning both the admission of new States to
the Union and the governance of United States territories, to ame-
liorate the economic dislocation occasioned by Puerto Rico's admis-
sion into the Union.

Retention of the pre-existing tax benefits for a limited transition-
al period narrowly tailored to the goal of avoiding severe economic
dislocation in Puerto Rico should, in our view, satisfy the require-
ments of the Tax Uniformity Clause. As stated by the Supreme
Court in the Regional Rail Reorganization Cases, in discussing the
analogous Bankruptcy Uniformity Clause, "the uniformity clause
was not intended to 'hobble Congress by forcing it into nationwide
enactments to deal with conditions calling for remedy only in cer-
tain regions.' "

In light of the uniformity provisions, however, section 213(d)
must represent a direct, tailored response to a geographically iso-
lated problem; namely, the economic dislocation that would other-
wise occur upon Puerto Rico's admission to the Union.

In his testimony, the Assistant Secretary noted that the 936
credit accounts for 12 percent of the total Puerto Rican employ-
ment, and the report oftde Energy and Natural Resources Com-
mittee points out that the unemployment rate in Puerto Rico for
1988 was 15.9 percent, or approximately three times that of the
United States.

We believe that additional congressional findings concerning the
magnitude of this economic dislocation would be helpful. The legis-
lative history of S. 712 should demonstrate that each special provi-
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sion addresses a particular problem in Puerto Rico. We concur with
the views of the Assistant Secretary and join him in encouraging
further fact-finding to support a determination that the limited ex-
tension of section 930' benefits is designed to address a geographi-
cally-isolated problem.

I will turn now to discuss section 213(e), the State grants and as-
sistance provision. As you know, section 213(e) of the bill would
provide for several so-called "cover-over" mechanisms. Under this
section, revenues derived from certain Federal taxes collected in
Puerto Rico would be remitted into the Puerto Rican Treasury:

First, the cover-over of the rum excise tax would be continued
after statehood; and, second, the revenues collected in Puerto Rico
from any new Federal excise tax would be covered over.

The bill provides that, "[als a compact with the State of Puerto
Rico," no alterations would be made in these cover-over provisions
until after October 1, 1998.

The covering-over provisions have been in existence since about
1917, and they are contained in section 7652 of the code, They con-
stitute an indefinite appropriation, arising out of Congress's powers
under the General Welfare Clause.

The Supreme Court has held that Congress's powers "to provide
for * * * the general Welfare" are quite expansive. I have some
quotes from the Supreme Court; but, given that time is passing,
suffice it to say that in light of the Supreme Court's construction of
the General Welfare Clause, as well as Congress's authority to
admit new States to the Union, we believe that it is highly unlikely
that the "cover-over" provisions would be held unconstitutional.
Indeed, the cover-overs might properly be viewed as merely replac-
ing funds that would otherwise have to be appropriated to deal
with Puerto Rico's economic problems.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Peterson appears in the appen-

dix.j
The (HIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Peterson.
I note that this legislation has three guiding principles: first,

that there be a level playing field among the three options and the
three parties; second, that there be a smooth transition to the
option finally chosen; and, third, that it be revenue neutral, to the
extent possible.

Does the Administration agree with the statement of principles?
Are there others the Administration would like to add, or some the
Administration would like to change'?

Secretary GiDFoN. In general, we endorse those principles, Mr.
Chairman. I think, on revenue neutrality, that achieving a precise
balance may be difficult, as the committee that previously consid-
ered this found. I think, however, they have done an admirable job.
It is clear that their alternative will, over a period of time, will
achieve revenue neutrality.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure the three leaders of' the three parties
aren't going to agree on providing a level playing field among the
three options; each of' them hopes that this particular option will
have the advantage, to help sell his particular point of' view.

I would also believe that, among the three options the question of'
whether the playing field is level or not is going to be in the eye of
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the beholder. Achieving a perfectly level playing field on these
issues is a very difficult thing to accomplish.

Secretary GIDEON. I think it is a Solomonic judgment that you
are called on to make. Indeed, the reason we are endorsing the
judgment that was made is that we thought, given the competing
considerations, this was a fair formulation. As I noted, there could
be disagreements with it, obviously depending on your point of
view. I think that any one of the supporters would like the option
to be better for his particular option. But in reviewing this bill in
general, we think that this is a fair balancing of the three options.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us look at that. If Puerto Rico chooses
statehood, section 936 is phased out over a period of time. If Puerto
Rico remains a commonwealth, section 936 stays. Is that correct?

Secretary GIDEON. Yes, although--
The CHAIRMAN. If they choose independence, section 936 would

be eliminated immediately, wouldn't it?
Secretary GIDEON. That is correct. There would be real treaty

problems if you didn't take it out immediately. But there are a
number of grants in the independence option. In other words, I
think that the committee attempted to balance the effects of all
three options, given the constraints.

The CHAIRMAN. You don't think that bill creates a bias by retain-
ing section 9:36, doesn't that make commonwealth status more de-
sirable?

Secretary GIDEON. I guess from a tax policy standpoint, and cer-
tainly from the views of some of the statehood supporters we have
heard from, I think they are concerned that there is not a phase-
out in both the commonwealth and statehood options.

Having said that, and recognizing the committee's difficult
choices in terms of revenue-balancing and other things, though, we
are here to support the balance that was chosen as a fair one. Cer-
tainly, others could be chosen.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in your testimony you seem to support the
self.executing nature of the bill. Have we ever done that before
with a State?

Secretary GIDEON. I can't answer your question on that, Mr.
Chairman, and I think if' you look at my statement carefully, you
will see that while we believe this bill should define, as it does, the
major economic features so the Puerto Rican people will know pre-
cisely what they are voting on, we don't believe that you should
enact in great detail all of' the transitional rules that would be re-
quired under each of' the three options; we think you can properly
reserve the transitional legislation to a later time, once you know
which choice you are legislating on.

But having said that, we understand, given the views that were
expressed at the hearings earlier this year, the need for the people
of' Puerto Rico to know the basic economic charter that is provided
under each one of' these options.

The CHAIRMAN. With respect to the Constitutional issues, Ms. Pe-
terson, it doesn't seem to me that you are following a literal inter-
pretation of' uniformity. What if' statehood was phased in as 936
was phased out'? Would that take care of that uniformity question?
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Ms. PETERSON. If I understand your question correctly, the
answer is yes, because there would then be no special treatment of
Puerto Rico.

However, I would like to comment on the question you raised re-
garding the literal application of the uniformity clause. Mr. Chair-
man, it is our view that a literal application of the uniformity
clause is not required, and that the recent cases by the Supreme
Court have accorded Congress some flexibility to legislate with re-
spect to precisely-defined problems arising in geographically de-
scribed areas.

The CHAIRMAN. But I thought the Administration generally ad-
vocated a literal interpretation of the Constitution. Interesting.

I defer to my colleague.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Gideon, let me make sure I understand

what you are saying. You don't think the legislation, as we are cur-
rently considering it, necessarily biases the election result in
Puerto Rico, one way or the other?

Secretary GIDEON. We certainly hope it doesn't, and I think the
attempt was an honest effort to not bias it in one direction or the
other.

Senator PACKWOOD. I know that some of the witnesses who will
come later will disagree with that conclusion; but, having said that,
do you still think we would be better off to do nothing about any
transition provisions at all? Just leave that blank until Puerto Rico
votes, and they will work it out afterwards?

Secretary GIDEON. Let me point out, Senator Packwood, that
there are substantial transition provisions in this bill. In other
words, the important questions are resolved in S. 712, at the level
of detail, pretty much, that the parties requested.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand that. And you are suggesting
that should remain'? Or would you rather do the transition provi-
sions after the vote, depending on how the vote came out?

Secretary GIDEON. I would rather do the remaining transition
provisions afterwards.

Senator PACKwooI. But keel) the existing ones?
Secretary GIDEON. But keel) the ones that are in S. 712 now. In

other words, we have specific comments on the nature of some of
the provisions, that are reflected in our testimony; but we think
the level of detail in 712 is about right.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, refresh my memory, because I don't
find it in your statement: Does the President support statehood'?

Secretary GIDEON. Yes, he does, and that is in my statement,
right up front.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is'?I must have missed it in that long tome
that you had. [Laughter.j

I apologize. I have no other questions.
There were no other questions from Senator Bentsen.
Ms. Peterson, Mr. Gideon, thank you very much.
Ms. PETERSON. Thank you.
Secretary GIDEON. Thank'you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next panel will be the Honorable Rafael

Hernindez-Col6n, Governor of" the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico;
Former Governor Carlos RIanMi'o-Barcelo, President of the New
l-rogressive Party, and Former Governor Luis Ferre, tha founder of'
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the New Progressive Party; and Former Senator Ruben Berrios-
Martinez, President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party.

Gentlemen?
Governor HernAndez-Col6n, if you would proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF lION. RAFAEL IIERNANI)EZ-CO()ON, GOVERNOR,
COMMONWEALTH OF PUERT( RICO, SAN JUAN, PR

Governor HERNANDEZ-COL6N. Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood,
I am here today to address an issue of vital importance to both
Puerto Rico and the United States.

Sometime during the summer of 1991, the people of Puerto Rico,
3.5 million citizens, are going to exercise their right to self-determi-
nation, setting the course of their future political relationship with
the United States. They hopefully will be granted the opportunity
to choose among three clearly-defined and balanced options: to im-
prove their association to the United States through enhanced
Commonwealth, to become a State, or to sever all ties to the
United States through independence. That momentous choice, seal-
ing the political destiny of a people, once made, will be irreversible,
binding and self-executing under S. 712.

In order for the decision to rest with the people of Puerto Rico,
the U.S. Congress has to present them three balanced options. If
the options are unbalanced, if Congress loads the choices in a way
that steers the Puerto Rican people to select a particular outcome,
it is Congress which will have made the choice, not the people.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood, unfortunately the status ref-
erendum bill, S. 712, as narrowly reported by the Energy and Natu-
ral Resources Committee, is not balanced amongst the options.

The most fundamental imbalance arises out of the fact that,
while the statehood option was granted parity in all Federal social
programs, the Commonwealth was denied such parity in all re-
quests made before the Energy Committee. The cash benefits aris-
ing from parity under statehood create a constituency for statehood
of about one-half of the electorate and in effect will determine the
outcome of the referendum. This has been measured by nationally
reputable polling firms. For the first time in history, statehood has
commanded a lead in Puerto Rico, as a direct effect of the bill re-
ported out by the Energy Committee.

'That Committee, however, expressly deferred to and requested
the independent determination and consideration of this committee
on these social programs and on issues of tax and trade, knowing
that your committee has the appropriate jurisdiction and expertise
with respect to these matters.

It might be useful at the outset of this presentation for me to de-
scribe the current fiscal relationship between the United States
and the Commonwealth. In order to provide for self-government in
Puerto Rico, Congress provided in 1917 that Puerto Rico would be
fiscally autonomous. The nature of this relationship sometimes
gives rise to the assumption that Puerto Rico pays no taxes yet has
substantial Federal benefits. This assumption is incorrect for sever-
al reasons:

Mr. Chairman, Puerto Ricans pay much higher local taxes than
is true in any State of the Union. Although tax reform measures
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have recently lowered rates, the top marginal personal income tax
rate in Puerto Rico is still 41 percent. This is far higher than any
State, and even higher than the marginal Federal rate. At every
level of income, Puerto Rico's personal tax rate exceeds the U.S.
income tax rate, both in marginal and average terms. For example,
a taxpayer earning $50,000 in Puerto Rico pays more taxes than a
person earning the same amount in a large U.S. city would pay in
both Federal and State taxes.

In addition, although individual and corporate citizens of Puerto
Rico do not pay U.S. income taxes, we do pay Federal Social Securi-
ty taxes, unemployment insurance, and Medicare taxes, totalling
approximately $1.6 billion a year.

Some Federal programs treat Puerto Rico for funding purposes
as a State; others do not. Puerto Rico participates fully in Social
Security and Medicare. However, Puerto Rico is given a limited
block grant in lieu of participation in the food stamps program,
and its citizens receive a lower level of benefits than other U.S.
citizens under AABD, Medicaid, and other programs.

Mr. Chairman, we believe-that the right to participate in the
minimal safety net programs is a basic individual right of U.S. citi-
zenship and should not depend on the accident of geography. Non-
U.S. citizens residing in the 50 States are generally eligible for full
assistance under these programs. In order to be given a fair option
between statehood and commonwealth, U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico
must not have to choose one over the other so as to be provided
with this safety net.

The extension of the full benefits of the social programs to the
needy in Puerto Rico must run parallel with the sustainable devel-
opment of the Puerto Rican economy. The ultimate goal of Federal
and Puerto Rican policy must be jobs, good jobs, permanent jobs, to
enhance our standard of living and lessen dependency on the social
programs.

In this regard, this committee is well aware of the crucial impor-
tance of section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code to Puerto Rico's
economic development. Mr. Chairman, I wish to emphasize that
this is not just another provision of the tax code but, rather, the
very foundation of the Puerto Rican economy. Statehood would in-
evitably destroy that foundation.

S. 712 provides no substitute for 936. It takes the motor out of
our economy and does not provide any means to keep it going. It
merely provides a transition, a phasing out of 9:36, and even this is
done in an unconstitutional manner.

You will hear today a discussion of this serious matter by emi-
nent constitutional scholar Laurence Tribe of the Harvard Law
School. It is his judgment that the 9:36 transition under S. 712 does
not pass constitutional muster under the Tax Uniformity Clause
because it permits, under Puerto Rican statehood, a continuation of
tax benefits not provided to other States. For Congress to promise a
deferral of tax burdens which cannot be constitutionally honored
would be most serious.

Furthermore, in considering the future of our economy under
statehood, it is imperative to examine the dynamic effects of the
imposition of Federal taxes. The political status' of Puerto Rico, and
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its economic future, is no ordinary tax issue, where the assumption
of no change in economic behavior is appropriate.

The island of Puerto Rico, while possessing extraordinary God-
given beauty, is also, in terms of economic development, burdened
with inherent disadvantages. These include location, lack of natu-
ral resources, small size, lack of arable land, population density,
and the need to pay higher wages than in competitive locations.
Section 936, unavailable under statehood, has been the principal
tool available to offset these disadvantages.

With the critical help of this tax provision, we have created en-
tirely new manufacturing and service sectors for the Island econo-
my, now accounting directly or indirectly for 300,000 jobs---fully
half of our Island's private sector labor force. With this section we
are now making significant contribution through twin plant
projects in countries within the Caribbean Basin Initiative.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I will go to the end of my
testimony.

I cannot emphasize too much the fiscal impact of statehood on
the Puerto Rican government and the taxpayers who support it.
We are analyzing the question carefully, and we will provide the
results to the Finance Committee. At this point, however, I am con-
fident in saying that, short of massive Federal transfers over and
above individually targeted entitlement programs, there is no way
for statehood to reduce local taxes. To do so would cause huge
public employee layoff's and a drastic reduction in the services we
provide. This is confirmed by the CBO analysis of September 6,
1989, which shows only a small net overlap between full extension
of Federal programs to Puerto Rico and present programs and serv-
ices of our government. This would create the necessity for ruinous
business taxes and the highest personal taxes in the United States,
striking at the heart of our jobs creation efforts and punishing our
fragile middle class.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Governor Hernhndez-Col6n appears

in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. That is very interesting testimony, and it shows

the complexity of our task in trying to achieve a level playing field.
If you would, proceed, Governor Romero.

STATEMENT OF FORMER GOVERNOR ('ARI)S ROEI )-.A\R-
('ELO, PRESIDENT. NEW PROGRESSIVE PARTY, ACC()MPANIEl)
BY LUIS A. FERRE, FOL'NI)ER, NEW PROGRESSIVE PARTY. SAN
JUAN, Pi

Governor ROMERO. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman Senator Packwood, thank you for inviting us to

testify today. It is an honor to participate in the historic process
that we hope will ultimately lead to Puerto Rico's entrance into
the Union as the 51st State.

My name, for the record, is Carlos Romero-Barcelo, and I am
here today in my capacity as President of the New Progressive
Party, the pro-statehood party.

I am privileged to be here with Governor Luis Ferre, Chairman
of the Republican Party of Puerto Rico, the founder of the New
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Progressive Party, and a man who has inspired generations of
Puerto Ricans in our quest for political equality. I would like the
Chairman's permission to have Governor Ferre make some short
statements for the record.

Governor FERRE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood, I am Luis A. Ferre. I was Gov-

ernor of Puerto Rico between 1969 and 1973, and I am a graduate
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In a moment you will hear from Governor Carlos Romero-Bar-
celo, the President of Puerto Rico's statehood party. I am honored
to testify on behalf of S. 712, an historic measure that would pro-
vide the people of Puerto Rico with their most cherished wish-the
right of political self-determination and, I believe, eventual state-
hood.

Mr. Chairman, I have worked for over 50 years on behalf of
statehood for Puerto Rico. I strongly believe statehood serves the
best interests of Puerto Rico and of the United States.

Like all Puerto Rican Americans, I love this country, which has
given us freedom and prosperity. Many Puerto Ricans have died
fighting to preserve liberty in the United States Armed Forces,
amongst them Fernando Garcia Ledesma, who won the Congres-
sional Medal for the ultimate sacrifice of his life. My grandson, a
graduate of West Point, serves now in the Armed Forces in Germa-
ny. He is witnessing an important episode in Democracy's progress,
its inevitable fulfillment, firsthand. So am I. What Congress is
doing for 3.3 million of its own citizens in this process is as impor-
tant, in its own way, as events unfolding in Germany, Poland, and
elsewhere. Congress is ensuring the right of self-determination.

After 50 years, people sometimes ask why I have such faith in
statehood. I have positive and negative reasons.

First, the negative: It is simply wrong to deny 3.3 million Ameri-
can citizens, who have proven their willingness to fight and die for
their country, such basic civil liberties as the right to elect a repre-
sentative congressional delegation with voting rights and the right
to vote for the President who sends them into battle.

More positively, the promise of a healthy, balanced economy lies
in statehood-not continued territorial status and dependency. I
am a common-sense businessman. My family 4nd I have been
blessed and our business has been successful, not by inheritance
but by hard work. I have served on the Board of Trustees for MIT
for 25 years. I have served on bank. boards and U.S. commissions
such as UNESCO and the U.S. Puerto Rico Status Commission. My
son serves on the Boards of American Airlines and Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. Our cement company trades on the New York
Stock Exchange.

We have learned something about business. It is this: Subsidy
does not beget success, only precarious subsistence. My businesses
have not depended upon subsidy for their success and, ultimately,
neither should other businesses which comprise Puerto Rico's econ-
omy.

Puerto Rico's economy can flourish under statehood, just as the
economies of other territories have, once they became States.
Economies dependent upon tax exemption and government subsidy,
denied the unbridled and properly deserved opportunities that only
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statehood can offer, ultimately are weighed down by the uncertain-
ties of the very programs which support them.

I have devoted my life to statehood because I know the spirit and
ability of the Puerto Rican people and the sense of fairness of this
great nation. With each passing decade of this century, at my age
of 85, I have seen Puerto Rico grow from an agricultural communi-
ty of scant resources, and suffering of poverty, and limited opportu
nities to a dynamic society inspired and guided by the spirit of
American Democracy to give every citizen an equal opportunity to
enjoy the fruits of his ingenuity and toil, to have educational and
health facilities of top quality, and to look with confidence to his
future, with the same rights as his fellow American citizens.

As such, you must not fail us in this hour of decision.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Governor Ferre appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. FERRE. Now Mr. C(nrlos Romero-Barcelo will speak to you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think we had equal time for the two of

you, as compared to each of the other panelists. I don't want the
time to be stacked in favor of one side or the other.

Have you finished your time, or not?
Governor RoMERO. Mr. Chairman, I have not even begun. I

thought, as Governor Ferre had been 50 years--
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to be sure I give equal time to the

three parties. All right, sir.
Governor ROMERO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief. I

have a very long statement, but I will just speak contemporaneous-
ly.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Governor RoMERO. I would like to say wc are here to address two

issues, basically: The first is the unavoidable duty of Congress to
provide U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico with the basic rights;
and the second is our reasons for believing that statehood would
provide important economic benefits, both for the people of' Puerto
Rico and for the Federal Government.

We are living now in one of' democracy's finest hours. People in
every part of the world ore struggling to exercise the most funda-
mental right, the right of self-determination. Europe's Eastern Bloc
is moving en masse toward democracy. In Asia, Africa, Central and
South America, the people will not be long denied-and with this
legislation-the long-standing promise of self-determination for the
world's oldest colony finally will be realized, for the 33 million
American citizens living in Puerto Rico.

I was struck by Chancellor Kohl's comments last week before the
German Parliament, when he said, and I quote: "The precondition
for reunification and freedom is the free exercise of the right of
self-determination by all Germans. I am certain that, if they get
the chance, they will choose freedom and unity." This is what the
people of Puerto Rico will choose, I am certain, if they get the op-
portunity--freedom and unity.

Self-determination, I am convinced, will lead the people of
Puerto Rico to choose statehood, for the following reasons:
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Because statehood means equality; because statehood means dig-
nity; because statehood means the right to vote, and the right to
representation.

It means strengthening the ties to the 50 States of the Union,
which is what the overwhelming majority of the people of Puerto
Rico want.

Congress should make self-determination possible with this refer-
endum. Why should Congress make it possible, as far as the nation
is concerned? Because we must look not only from our point of
view but from the nation's point of view.

First, because the nation stands for democracy, and we should
have the opportunity to choose our future and our destiny.

Second, because we have earned it. Over 200,000 Puerto Ricans
have served in the World Wars and the different wars, more than
any territory before it became a State. In the Korean War, Puerto
Rico was second in the number of wounded, third in the number of
deaths; yet, we are twenty-sixth in population, compared to the 50
States of the Union.

Congress should grant us statehood status because we will be
contributing to the Treasury. In the commonwealth status, the
people of Puerto Rico who can afford to pay do not contribute to
the Treasury. As a State we will be contributing, paying our share
as we go.

Third, because our location and our patriotism make us impor-
tant to the national security, particularly as Panama phases out.
And as Guantanamo Bay will be surrendered, Puerto Rico becomes
a key for the Caribbean and Central America from a strategic
point of view for the nation, and because our Hispanic culture
gives us a real tie with Latin America. It is not the same for the
United States to get involved in Central American and Latin
America affairs, from the point of view of the colony or the terri-
tory in the Caribbean, Puerto Rico, as it would be if Puerto Rico
were a State. From the point of view of a State right in the midst
of the Caribbean, the United States would have a real vested inter-
est in the Caribbean and Central America.

Fourth, and fifth, because our Hispanic culture gives us a real
tie, and because 3.3 million U.S. citizens deserve the right to vote
and to representation.

We have been now a colony since Columbus landed in Puerto
Rico in 1493. We are about to celebrate the 500th anniversary of
the discovery of America, and Puerto Rico is the oldest colony.

You might argue the fact of whether Puerto Rico is a colony or
not; but the perception of the rest of the world is that it is, and
perceptions are what counts. We do not participate in the making
of the laws to which we are bound; we have no right to vote in the
nation that we are citizens of; and from the world's perception, we
are a colony. That is a blotch on the image of the nation. We
should erase that blotch in 1993.

Finally, I want to address myself to the comparative evenness of
the statehood and the commonwealth. The Governor says that the
State will be granted all of these programs, which will tilt the bal-
ance in the elections in favor of statehood. This is not a grant; this
is a matter of right. We want to have the same treatment, equal
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treatment, but we want to contribute, we want to pay. We want to
pay our taxes.

When I was Governor, I came here and asked for parity. It was
denied. I will ask for parity for my people again; but I have to
swallow my pride when I ask for parity, because those of us who
can contribute are not contributing. We are asking for the opportu-
nity to pay our way, so that those of Puerto Rico who do not have
sufficient resources, who are needy and poor, will have the same
benefits as the citizens in the rest of the nation. That is what we
are asking for with statehood, and no one can say that it is giving
an advantage to Puerto Rico to make it the same as all other
States when we become a State. And that is what we will achieve.
When we become a State, we have the right to parity, but our citi-
zens will also be paying. We will achieve dignity and self-respect.
We do not want to continue as a commonwealth, welfare-state,
which is now a bottomless pit for the treasury.

You will see in later testimony that the contributions coming in
from Puerto Rico, the taxes, will more than pay off for the short-
est-term advantages of the transition period.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Governor Romero appears in the ap-

pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Governor Romero.
Senator Berrios-Martinez, we are pleased to have you.
Senator Berrios-Martinez is President of the Puerto Rican Inde-

pendence Party.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF FORMER SENATOR RI'BEN BEIRRIOS-MARTINEZ,
PRESII)ENT, Plirr() IcAN INI)EPENI)ENCE PARTY, SAN JUAN,
PR
Senator BERRiOS-MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, Senators Packwood

and Bradley, I am here to testify on the trade, fiscal and economic
provisions of S. 712.

We commend the Committee on Energy and N~tural Resources,
and partij-ularly Senators Johnston and McClure fbr their thor-
ough and conscientious work. However, there is still room for im-
provement regarding the economic provisions under independence
contained in S. 712.

This morning I wish to provide a broad policy framework which
will serve as a basis for our specific proposals. The Puerto Rican
economy is chronically ill. An appearance of normality is achieved
only through massive U.S. subsidies and massive migration.

Average unemployment in Puerto Rico during the last decade
has been 19.5 percent, and if unemployment in Puerto Rico were
measured by U.S. labor-participation standards, average real unem-
ployment during the last 10 years would have been 40 percent.
More than 400,000 Puerto Ricans have migrated to the United
States during the same 10-year period.

United States subsidies and other payments to Puerto Rico, not
including Social Security, totalled $27 billion in the last decade,
while income from U.S. investments in Puerto Rico amounted to
$58 billion.
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In short, during the last 10 years, the U.S. taxpayers subsidized
the Puerto Rican economy to the tune of $27 billion, while U.S.
companies in Puerto Rico obtained more than double that amount
as income, mostly from federally tax-exempt 936 corporations. It
should come as no surprise that under such extreme conditions of
economic dependence, Puerto Rico is fast becoming a tropical
ghetto.

Faced with these realities, the different status alternatives
should be directed towards lessening the burden of such costs, both
to the United States taxpayers and to Puerto Rico. From that per-
spective, independence is by far the most convenient alternative,
both to the United States and to Puerto Rico.

Taking the Congressional Budget Office figures as a basis and
conservatively extrapolating them for a 10-year period starting in
1992, the statehood alternative would cost the U.S. Treasury $37
billion more than the present level of funding to the Island econo-
my, which, by itself, would amount to $56 billion during the same
10-year period. This means that both statehood and commonwealth,
if parity in funding is granted to the latter alternative as requested
by the Governor, would cost the U.S. Treasury the astronomic
amount of $95 billion during the 10 years extending from 1992 to
2001.

If one were to optimistically estimate the Federal budget deficit
for 1992 at about $100 billion, the cost of Federal budget outlays for
Puerto Rico in that year would account for 8 percent of the Federal
budget deficit.

In contrast, the independence option represents no less than $10
billion in savings over the same 10-year period when compared to
the present commonwealth status, and $47 billion in savings when
compared to commonwealth if parity in social services is granted.

With respect to statehood, independence represents a savings of
$47 billion minus whatever amount is eventually collected from
Federal taxes in Puerto Rico. Needless to say, U.S. block grant obli-
gations under the present legislation would cease with independ-
ence after a 9-year transition period, and U.S. aid after that period
would be subject to negotiations between both nations.

On the other hand, on the commonwealth or statehood, the
United States taxpayer faces a bottomless pit of ever-growing ex-
penditures, per secula, seculorum. Independence, as defined in S.
712, is designed to break the straitjacket of extreme dependence
through a rational and orderly transition to this status alternative.
The 9-year transition grant contained in S. 712, the trade and other
economic arrangements which we have proposed, and the sovereign
powers which the independence option entails will provide Puerto
Rico with the necessary tools to implement an economic develop-
ment program designed to minimize economic dependence.

Finally. I must refer to the proposal made by the Governor of
Puerto Rico, requesting parity in the application of U.S. social pro-
grams to Puerto Rico. This request that the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico be treated as a State in all aspects except fiscal respon-
sibilities and voting rights raises extremely serious questions:

First, it would make commonwealth more costly than statehood,
since Puerto Rico would receive the same funds, more or less, as a
State, but would not pay Federal taxes.
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Second, it raises an even more crucial question of a political and
moral nature. Statehood is neither in the best interests of Puerto
Rico nor in the best interests of the United States, and it is my
conviction that this reality is now in the process of being internal-
ized by an ever-growing number of senators and Congressmen as a
result of the debate and discussion unleashed by this legislative
process, precisely at the time when the inclination toward state-
hood is at its highest point in Puerto Rico. Many who are becoming
worried of the statehood majority in Puerto Rico, and who have
historical misconceptions regarding independence, may be tempted
to look kindly upon the request for parity as a desperate attempt to
equip the defenders of commonwealth with an electoral weapon
that would make victory possible over statehood in the proposed
plebiscite.

If one adds to this the fact that the notion of parity has the ring
of equality and fairness attached to it, parity might appear as an
irresistible, if costly, solution to the dilemma of how to prop up
commonwealth so that it will keep statehood in the minority for
another generation.

Congress has the right, perhaps even the responsibility, not to
grant statehood; however, no one has a right to propose that Con-
gress purchase the political dignity of the Puerto Rican voters by
promising that 60 percent of Puerto Ricans who still live in poverty
a cornucopia of Federal transfer payments if they vote for the
present colonial status of political subordination. That is, if they re-
nounce their right to political equality and representation, which
they would enjoy under statehood, under independence, or under
sovereign, free association as defined in international law.

Under no conditions should Congress allow a status of colonial-
ism or political subordination to appear on the plebiscite ballot,
much less with the seductive inducement of providing the economic
benefits of statehood without the financial responsibilities of state-
hood.

If Congress merely wants to prop up the present territorial or co-
lonial status by multiplying Federal subsidies. it should limit itself
to that endeavor and put aside any pretensions regarding self-de-
termination. To do otherwise would make a mockery of the princi--
ple of self-determination and render the proposed referendum total-
ly unnecessary.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Former Senator Berrios-Martinez ap-

pears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
I was looking over the resumes of the heads of the political par-

ties. In reviewing the background, experience, and education of
each of you, I was quite impressed that the people of Puerto Rico
have candidates of your stature representing them in public serv-
ice. That is certainly to the credit of Puerto Rico.

Governor Romero, you talked about Federal benefits as "a right"
of the people. Shouldn't they also bear the responsibility for the
taxes to pay for these benefits?

Governor ROMERO. Right. Definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. During the transition period, the taxpaying obli-

gations are phased in. How would you reconcile those two points?
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Governor ROMERO. In 'he following manner:
The people who will receive the benefits are not the ones that

will pay the taxes. It would be unfair for them to be held back
until such time as the taxes were coming in, because as Puerto
Rico becomes a State, then they are entitled to equal rights as all
the other citizens in the nation. I mentioned that during the hear-
ing in the committee. I said we were willing to accept, if that is
what the Congress wants, to also wait for the time to have a transi-
tion period; but it is the needy people that would be made to wait,
and I think it would be fair because they are not now having to
pay the taxes, and they will not have to pay the taxes. The ones
that are receiving the benefits from the commonwealth arc the
ones that can afford to pay, the ones that have the tax exemptions,
and it is because they are having tax exemptions that the people
do not receive the benefits that they do in the rest of the States.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't think you would be treated exactly
the same as other citizens during the transition period.

Senator Berrios-Martinez, did you say that Puerto Rico could
become a tropical ghetto?

Senator BERRIOS-MARTINEZ. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, come on, Senator. How does the standard

of living and the per-capita income in Puerto Rico compare with its
neighbors? Theyare substantially higher, aren't they?

Senator BERRIOS-MARTINEZ. It compares to the ghettos in the
United States. That is what I was referring to. We have to compare
ourselves to ghettos in the same situation.

The CHAIRMAN. I think, though, when you are talking about in-
dependence, you have to consider what has happened in the neigh-
boring countries that are independent. I would say Puerto Rico has
done very well, compared to them.

Senator BERRIOS-MARTINEZ. That is not due to the fact that we
are not independent, Senator; that meaus "in spite of colonialism"
we have been able to improve our economy.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Governor Hernandez-Col6n, does the concept of a level playing

field mean that all these options should cost the taxpayers of the
United States the same amount of money? Is that an even playing
field? I am not sure that that is the right principle.

Governor HERNANDEZ-COL6N. No, no.
The CHAIRMAN. I woader_whether the taxpayers of this country

would be willing to assume a greater responsibility if Puerto Rico
were to choose statehood rather than independence, as Senator
Berrios-Martinez wants. Should we accept the same financial obli-
gations if Puerto Rico chooses independence, rather than statehood
or commonwealth status? In other words, should the cost to the
taxpayers be the same for each of these options? I that what it
means to provide an even playing field?

Governor HERNANDEZ-COL6N. They do not represent the same
costs. But when the options come before the Puerto Rican elector-
ate, you cannot have the benefits, the economic benefits, stacked
up in such a way on the side of one of the options so as to make
that option irresistible over the others on account of political reali-
ty.

The CHAIRMAN. From an economic standpoint.
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Governor HERNANDEZ-COL6N. From an economic standpoint, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do any of you have a different opinion on what

the criteria should be for what constitutes an equal playing field?
Governor ROMERO. First of' all, I don't think that it is possible to

have an even playing field. You can try to be as fair and as just as
possible with each of the options; but it cannot be even, because
there are uneven differences.

For instance, as a State, we vote, we have a right to representa-
tion, and we pay taxes, therefore we have the same rights as all
the other citizens in the rest of the nation.

Under the commonwealth option, you don't pay taxes, but you
have tax exemptions, not only for the people of Puerto Rico but for
the subsidiaries of corporations from the United States So those
benefits are there, and those benefits will not be there for state-
hood.

So there will never be an even field in taxes. But in benefits, of
course, being a State has additional benefits; it is a matter of being
a State. There is nothing wrong with a nation saying, "I am willing
to give you much more if you are part of us, in the same house,
when we are partners and brothers, than if you are just a little bit
separate or if you are completely separate. There is nothing wrong
with statehood being a preferred choice of U.S. citizens and having
it reap more benefits for U.S. citizens; that is part of what it is all
about. That is the success of the nation. That is why we benefit as
a nation.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Berrios-Martinez?
Senator BERRIOS-MARTINEZ. There are intrinsic differences be-

tween the three status alternatives. Our status alternative, by far,
obviously is least expensive to the United States, because after a 9-
year period the transition is phased out. We say, in our position,
that we are willing to go to the plebiscite, even though they will
use that argument against us-they will use the cornucopia argu-
ment against us. We will promise work, dignity, and self-assurance
of Puerto Rico in its own destiny. They will promise U.S. subsidies,
either through statehood or commonwealth. That is the big differ-
ence. So of course they are intrinsically different.

We hope that before the 9-year transition period we can tell the
United States, "We don't want any more grants. It is all right with
the grants for the first 5 years; from now on, give the money to
people who need it more than us, all over the world." You see? So
our way out is supposedly an uneven playing field for us, but it is
the only one we can preach with dignity.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor, would you preside while I attend
the reconciliation in the conference.

Senator PRYOR. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. I have planned to come and take over here. I

must say, Mr. Chairman, I am not quite sure exactly what our situ-
ation is. I assume that the four members of this panel have made
their statements and have been questioned adequately by the
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. But not questioned adequately.
[Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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With that, let me just say are there any follow-up statements
that any of you gentlemen would like to make?

Governor Ferre?
Governor FERRE. I would say that we are not asking for any sub-

sidy as a State of the Union; what we are asking as a State of the
Union is to have the same benefits and the same privileges as all
other States of the Union, within all the transitory periods during
which Puerto Rico's economy can be adjusted, to assume all the re-
sponsibilities of statehood. We will assume the responsibilities of
statehood, but we will have representation in Congress in order to
be equal to the other States of the Union. And we are sure that in
that moment we will be able to stimulate the economy of Puerto
Rico, to the extent that our economy will continue to prosper and
will come to the level of all the States of the Union.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you for your statement.
Any other follow-up questions or comments?
Governor ROMERO. Yes, I would like to make some comments,

Senator.
Senator PRYOR. By the way, I don't know-and please don't hold

me guilty if I am allowing more time and not allowing equal time
for each participant. But, Governor, you are recognized.

Governor ROMERO. Thank you.
Senator, Puerto Rico's developed economy at the present time,

under the present status, is said to be dependent upon tax exemp-
tions. Those tax exemptions have served us well, but I think we
have reached a point in time when those tax exemptions are now
preventing Puerto Rico from moving on to where we should be, in
parity with the rest of the nation, to become a State, to have equal
rights, the right of representation, the right to vote, to share also
in the cost of the nation, to contribute, to pay our way.

In order to make that change, because we have been dependent
on these tax exemptions, we feel that there should be a transition
period, so that the changes from one system of not paying Federal
taxes to another system of starting to pay Federal taxes creates as
little dislocation as possible and the transition is as smooth as pos-
sible.

So this is one of the issues in this, how long that transition
period should be, and whether or not it violates the Uniformity
Clause of the Constitution.

There has been testimony here-today to the fact that it does not
violate the Uniformity Clause and that it is necessary so that it
does not create those serious dislocations. We believe that once
Puerto Rico becomes a State, the other benefits-the security, the
stability, the confidence of investors, the additional funds and allo-
cations for Puerto Rico-will all provide additional financial stimu-
lus to Puerto Rico that will bring Puerto Rico up to a higher stand-
ard of living and a much higher level of employment than we now
have.

But there are a few years wherein we need to make some adjust-
ments, and that is all we are asking for, for that adjustment
period. Otherwise, I think that we should have it.

Senator PRYOR. Senator Berrios-Martinez?
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Senator BERRIOS-MARTINEZ. Senator, I have finished my state-
ment. Unless you have another question, I might ask for you to
excuse me.

Senator PRYOR. Good. I am about to excuse all of you. I have no
questions. Thank you very much, all of you.

We have another panel, and I would ask that panel now to take
their places:

Mr. Gerardo Carlo, Tax Attorney from Puerto Rico and Mr. Mi-
chael McKee of Quick, Finan and Associates in Washington, DC;
Mr. Manuel Rodriguez-()rellana, Counsel to the President, Puerto
Rican Independence Party, and Mr. Eric Negron, Special Advisor,
Tax Matters; and Mr. Antonio J. Colorado, the Administrator, Eco-
nomic Development Administration, Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, San Juan.

I believe all of you are in your place. I hope I did not mispro-
nounce too many names nor leave anyone out.

At this time, gentlemen, I am going to invoke the 5-minute rule.
It is my understanding that the other panelists had a 10-minute
time period, but I am going to invoke the 5-minute rule, and I hope
that you will be cooperative in that respect.

We will first hear from Mr. Carlo.
Mr. Carlo, I would ask that you and all of the other panelists

bring the microphone very close to you so we can all hear.

STATEMENT OF (;ERARDO CARLO, TAX ATTORNEY, CARL() ANI)
I)TB()S, SAN .JIAN, PR, ACCOMIANIEI) 13Y MICIIAEIL J. McKEE,
PRINCIPAL, QUICK, FINAN & ASSOCIATES. WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CARLO. Thank you, Senator.
For the record, my name is Gerardo Carlo. I am an attorney with

a law firm in San Juan, Carlo and Dubos, practicing incorporated
Fax law. I was previously Director of the Puerto Rico Income Tax
Bureau under the administration of Governor Ferre.

I also have with me Michael McKee, the principal of an econom-
ic studies firm in Washington, Quick, Finan and Associates, who is
doing a study about the impact of statehood on the economy and
the fiscal matters of Puerto Rico, which we hope will be ready in a
short time. We will present it to this committee at the appropriate
time.

Because we have such a short period of time here, with the 5-
minute rule that has been invoked, I wish to say that the fiscal and
economic integration of Puerto Rico, of 3.2 million people, into the
U.S. fiscal/economic situation is not an easy task. We have been
dealing with this since this bill was initially introduced in the
Senate. We still don't have all of our points down.

It was very good to hear from the Departments of Treasury and
Justice today, clarifying and giving us some input and data which
we will use as part of our studies, which in turn will clarify all of
these doubts.

I do wish to say that I have heard today arguments about parity,
arguments about equal treatment, arguments about uniformity.
There is an issue, also, about being represented, and having laws
applied to you without adequate representation in Congress.
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We are subject to Federal taxc,,. Although we are exempted from
Federal taxes, we are paying Federal employment taxes in Puerto
Rico. We are paying a series of taxes that apply to or are summari-
ly rebated to a local government, but they are paid by individuals.
And as these Federal employment taxes grow larger and larger
compared to the lower income taxes, it becomes more and more im-
portant to look at the Puerto Rico issue not only as a tax and fiscal
matter but also as a civil rights or civil liberties, if you wish,
matter.

In terms of the importance of the study that we are preparing, I
would rather give my time to Mr. McKee, Principal, Quick, Finan
and Associates, to talk about some of the results that he has found
-in his study of the integration of Puerto Rico into the fiscal system
of the United States.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. McKee?
Mr. MCKEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Michael McKee, Principal and Managing Director of the

firm of Quick, Finan and Associates, appearing today on behalf of
the Statehood Party of Puerto Rico.

I thank the Senate Committee on Finance for consenting to hear
our views on the tax and economic implications of admitting
Puerto Rico into the Union of States.

Previously I served as a senior staff economist to the President's
Council of Economic Advisors, and in the U.S. Treasury's Office of
Tax Analysis, as well as at the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development in Paris. For more than a decade I have spe-
cialized in analyzing structural adjustment issues, that is, how
shifts in taxes, regulations, development policies, and other actions
that change the underlying structure of the economy affect eco-
nomic growth and performance.

I would like to make three basic points today:
Section 936 has helped Lo overcome the inherent disadvantages

associated with non-statehood and helped to build a stronger econo-
my in Puerto Rico; but, my second point,

The future growth potential of Puerto Rico's economy can be best
realized under statehood.

Third, phasing out section 936 may cause some economic disrup-
tions, but far less serious than the proponents of commonwealth
might lead you to believe. These disruptions can be further reduced
by appropriate transition policies.

Statehood will keep many companies and attract new ones. Fed-
eral tax incentives, grouped here under the heading of section 936,
have been very good for the Puerto Rican economy. Section 936 his-
torically was an important engine of economic development on the
Island, drawing many companies and entrepreneurs to the Island,
generating high-paying jobs, developing skills and experience, at-
tracting capital, helping to improve the educational system and
build the Island's infrastructure, and boosting the incomes of many
Island residents. For these benefits, one must thank the U. S. Con-
gress and the companies that have been part of this development.

What of the future? What would happen if the Federal tax incen-
tives continue to be decreased and eventually end? What would be
the reactions of the current section 936 companies and of other
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companies considering location on Puerto Rico without these gener-
ous tax benefits?

Mr. Chairman, two kinds of companies have come to the Island
and have taken advantage of section 9:36--those that may have
reason to leave if section 936 ere eliminated, and those that will
stay with or without the section 936 benefits. These companies
differ in many ways, but they have one common denominator: they
had good tax advisors.

Consider, first, the companies that will stay even if 93G is phased
out. They are companies that have come to Puerto Rico and have
learned about its economic and strategic advantages. They belong
in Puerto Rico for real economic reasons, not artificial tax advan-
tages. They will stay and flourish. Initially, however, they needed
good tax advisers to find the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and
assure them of its economic advantages.

Recently we reviewed the treatment of Puerto Rico by business
location experts, international commercial organizations, and the
popular press. "Is the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico part of the
United States? A foreign country? Something else?" We found that
virtually all sources regard the United States as being the 50
States and the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico is a foreign loca-
tion, if it has any status at all. Indeed, we sometimes had consider-
able trouble locating Puerto Rico as either United States or for-
eign.

For example, the Places Rated Almanac bills itself as "Your
guide to finding the best places to live in America." It is one of a
number of such reference guides that. assist individuals and busi-
nesses in making location decisions. Puerto Rico is not mentioned.
Similarly, most such rankings of U. S. cities ignore Puerto Rico
and San Juan.

The Washington offices of the American Automobile Association
contain none of the organization's panoply of maps, triptiks and
tour guides for Puerto Rico, yet the organization said it had such
information for the United States, Canada, and Mexico. The only
information on Puerto Rico was to be found in a guide that even
members had to buy, entitled, "Bahamas, Bermuda, and the Carib-
bean." If Puerto Rico were a State, it would not have to rely on
astute tax advisors to overcome these and other obstacles to igno-
rance.

Puerto Rico has a number of natural advantages and a number
of advantages that have accumulated because of section 936. But
what about the companies that would leave? Some, perhaps, would
leave. No doubt the proponents of section 936, in studies in the
past, have overstated the impact of removing section 936. One such
recent study just a few years ago said that even in the worst case,
were section 936 removed and replaced by nothing, the Puerto
Rican economy after 2 years would start to grow at 2.4 percent,
roughly the growth of the United States

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. McKee.
Mr. MCKEE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKee appears in the appendix.]
Senator PRYOR. I want both of our panelists to know, each of you,

that your full statement will be printed at the appropriate place in
the record, and we appreciate your testimony very much.
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Mr. McKEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Our next twosome is Mr. Orellana, who is Coun-

sel to the President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party, and
Mr. Eric Negron, Special Advisor for Tax Matters.

I am going to give each of the two gentlemen 5 minutes, and
then we will see how much time Mr. Colorado will need.

Mr. Orellana.

STATEMENT OF MANUEL R()i)RIGUEZ-OREILLANA, COUNSEL L TO
TIlE PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICAN INI)EPENI)EN('E PARTY, AC-
('OMPANIED BY ERIC NE(;RON, SPECIAL AI)VISOR, TAX MAT-
TERS, SAN JUAN. PR

Mr. RODRiGUEZ-ORELLANA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, my name is Manuel Rodriguez-Orellana, and, as

you indicated, I am Counsel to the President of the Puerto Rican
Independence Party.

We have submitted a statement, which we would kindly ask you
to place in the record.

Senator PRYOR. Your full statement will be placed in the record.
Mr. RODRIGUEZ-ORELLANA We will be very brief here, to give you

an overview of what the statement is.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Mr. RODRIGUEZ-ORELLANA. Mr. Negron, our special advisor on

tax matters, is here with me to answer any questions which you
might have.

The position of the Puerto Rican Independence Party is that we
are convinced that independence is the most economically conven-
ient path for the Island. In fact, we see independence as a neces-
sary step for solving the problems that were mentioned earlier by
Senator Ruben Berrios-Martinez, the president of my party, in his
statement this morning.

But we do not lose sight of the fact that, while independence is
better than commonwealth, it is also different from commonwealth.

In complex endeavors, changes usually work better when they
are implemented smoothly rather than when they are implement-
ed in a drastic manner. Puerto Rico's economy has been molded on
the combination of Federal and !ocal tax exemption made possible
by section 936. The change towards a new set of incentives would
necessarily take time. Government planners would need to readjust
their promotion strategies and infrastructural priorities, and com-
panies which have established themselves on the Island, lured by
section 936, would have to adapt to new avenues of profitability.

With these realities in mind, the Puerto Rican Independence
Party has formulated its initial draft proposal for S. 712, stating
that the tax credit allowed under section 936 should remain in
effect for a 15-year period after the proclamation of independence.

This period is similar to that which has alreaJy been granted in
the Micronesian Compacts of Free Association, which have been
adopted by the U.S. Congress in recent years. Therefore, I fail to
understand the distinction that was made by the Administration as
to any most-favored-nation problems that might arise in these cir-
cumstances. In fact, no discrimination would occur under the Most
Favored Nation clauses, because nobody would be worse off. We are

25-181 0 - 90 - 2
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talking about a transition period here, for which there is already a
precedent set by this Congress.

Unlike the Micronesian Islands, however, Puerto Rico has been
made to depend heavily on section 936 for more than a decade; and
yet, Senate Bill 712 does not currently contemplate the phase-out
of section 936 after the proclamation of independence.

What we would like to do is urge the Finance Committee to seri-
ously reconsider this aspect against the background of dependence,
which justly requires a transitional arrangement. Furthermore,
from the standpoint of the U.S. Treasury, it makes virtually no dif-
ference to maintain or eliminate the 936 credit if Puerto Rico
became independent, because of the foreign tax credit mechanism.
And in my full statement I elaborate this point in greater detail.

The complexity and the importance of the stakes involved
demand a careful transition. The U.S. Government created the
monster of colonial dependence in Puerto Rico, and it is conse-
quently the U.S. Government which has the primary responsibility
for prudently phasing out all aspects of such dependence.

We would have been on our feet long ago if the Urvited States
had not taken over our economy and structured it in a manner dif-
ferent from that which we could and probably would have chosen.
What we want is for Puerto Rico to finally stand solidly on its feet
as an independent nation, without special concessions from the
United States.

Thank you very much.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you very much, Mr. Rodriguez-Orellana.
Mr. Negron?
Mr. NEGRON. Senator, we came prepared to use only the 5 min-

utes allowed, so I defer to the next panelist.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. I don't want you to go back home,

though, saying we did not grant you an ample opportunity to
speak. We want to be totally fair.

Mr. NEGRON. We want to use the ample opportunity to answer
your questions.

Senator PRYOR. Yes. We are going to have a few questions, also.
Mr. Colorado, how much time do you need?
Mr. COLORADO. I will need approximately the 10 minutes, if possi-

ble.
Senator PRYOR. How much?
Mr. COLORADO. About the 10 minutes, maybe a few minutes less.
Senator PRYOR. Can we try seven? I will compromise with you. I

fear that we are going to be having a vote shortly, and I don't want
to just leave you sitting here while I have to go vote, so let us try
seven.

Mr. COLORADO. Yes.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, sir.

STATEMENT OF ANTONIO J. COLORADO, ADMINISTRATOR, ECO-
NOMIC I)EVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, COMMONWEALTH
OF PUERTO RICO, SAN JUAN, PR
Mr. COLORADO. Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to appear before

the committee to discuss the importance of section 936 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code to the economy of Puerto Rico.
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Section 936 and its predecessors have been effectively utilized by
Puerto Rico to counteract the effects of overpopulation, lack of re-
sources, distance from the mainland, and Federal legislation which
increases our costs of production and transportation, but clearly
does not burden other countries that compete with us. Over the
past 40 years the development of Puerto Rico's economy from agri-
culture to manufactui ing has often been referred to as an "eco-
nomic miracle." This accomplishment is attributable primarily to
section 936, and to Puerto Rico's industrial incentives legislation.

United States corporations are by far the most significant source
of investment in Puerto Rico, although an increasing number of
foreign and local industries are being established. In order to un-
derstarid why the investment is so substantial and beneficial to
both the United States and Puerto Rico, it is necessary to under-
stand the interaction of our tax lavs.

Section 93(; exempts Puerto Rico manufacturing and service prof-
its of an electing U.S. corporation from U.S. corporate income tax.
In addition, section 936 provides an exemption for income from the
investment of such profits for use within Puerto Rico and, since
1987, within those Caribbean countries which have entered into a
Tax Information Exchange Agreement with the United States.

Unlike a State, Puerto Rico enjoys fiscal autonomy. It is a sepa-
rate tax jurisdiction outside of the Federal sphere. The Govern-
ment of Puerto Rico is solely responsible for its tax laws and has
primary taxing jurisdiction on any income sources within its
boundaries.

In order to provide an incentive for investment in Puerto Rico,
we have enacted a series of industrial incentives acts that provide
certain investors with tax benefits for a period of years.

Investment of tax-exempt earnings made by section 936 corpora-
tions in Puerto Rico's financial institutions are regulated by Puerto
Rico to ensure that the same are utilized in productive areas that
benefit our economy and those of qualified Caribbean Basin coun-
tries.

Our economy derives significant benefit from the manufacturing
and service activities of section 9:36 corporations. To illustrate the
enormous significance of the manufacturing sector to the overall
economy of Puerto Rico, a 5-percent reduction in Puerto Rico's
gross production in manufacturing would be the equivalent of
eliminating all agricultural production in Puerto Rico. A 10-per-
cent reduction in manufacturing would be the equivalent of elimi-
nating all tourism in Puerto Rico.

In addition, section 936 funds on deposit with Puerto Rico finan-
cial institution, have a significant beneficial effect on every aspect
of our economy.

There is, unfortunately, a direct correlation between the per-
formance of the Puerto Rico economy and the legislative status of
section 936. After "Treasury I" was issued in November of 1984,
new investment in Puerto Rico from the United States virtually
halted. This reaction was also experienced in 1982, during the
TEFRA legislative process. Thus, it appears that whenever Con-
gress and Treasury raise the specter of modifying or repealing sec-
tion 936, immediate adverse consequences develop within Puerto
Rico.
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September employment statistics, released last week, show that
total employment in Puerto Rico has grown to 916,000, an increase
of 20 percent over the figure for September of 1984. Manufacturing
employment stood at a historic high of 172,000, which represents
an increase of 25 percent over the comparable figure for September
of 1984. The unemployment rate has fallen to 15 percent, still
much higher than we would like but significantly better than the
20.5 percent in September five years earlier.

The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act was enacted in
1983, with no provision for investment incentives to stimulate the
creation of enterprises that would be able to take advantage of
duty-free access to the U.S. market offered under the new legisla-
tion. In order to make the CBERA program more effective for the
region, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico proposed the promotion
of complementary projects between Puerto Rico and the CBI coun-
tries. This program, in addition, is stimulating the use of low-cost
financing available in Puerto Rico for eligible CBI countries.

The program is now gaining momentum, and we believe it is well
on its way to surpass the objectives contemplated by Congress in
1986. Over $165 million in financing for Caribbean Basin projects
have been promoted. Moreover, an additional $400 million of
project are in the process of being promoted or are awaiting ratifi-
cation of Tax Information Exchange Agreements. So far, over
12,000 direct manufacturing jobs have been promoted in the Carib-
bean.

An economically strong Puerto Rico is crucial to maintaining the
stability of the Caribbean region. It is irrefutable that section 936
has worked, in combination with the Puerto Rico Industrial Incen-
tives Legislation, to create the strongest economy in the Caribbean.

We must also note that Puerto Rico is engaged in a significant
trade relationship with the United States that is based on section
936. In 1988, Puerto Rico imported close to $9.5 billion from the
United States, more than all of the countries of the Caribbean and
Central America together, more than Argentina, Colombia and
Brazil together, and more than twice and a half the imports of
Israel. This generates more than 170,000 jobs in the mainland. This
would not be there if it weren't for section 936.

In addition to being a good market for U.S. products, Puerto Rico
helps keep America competitive in global markets. Exports from
Puerto Rico to foreign countries grew by 37.5 percent between
Fiscal Year 1988 and 1989.

Congress needs to have a clear understanding that section 936 is
a vital economic link between the United States and Puerto Rico
which is of critical importance to Puerto Rico and the Caribbean
and which benefits the United States as well. Tampering with sec-
tion 936 can only cause economic harm to Puerto Rico.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Colorado appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Colorado.
I am going to try to engage in sort of a family discussion, if we

can call it that, or maybe a colloquy, as we call it in the Senate. I
am going to ask all of you this question.
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I have heard, since I have been here, that S. 712, as now drafted,
is slanted or tilted in favor of one of the three options. Now, could
we all express a view here'? Is S. 712 tilted in favor of one of the
three options we are discussing today?

Now, you have to lecture me, because I have not read this piece
of" legislation, and I need an education, and I imagine there are sev-
eral on the committee who do.

Mr. CARLO. Yes, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Carlo? We will try to have some brief an-

swers here on this complex issue.
Mr. CARLO. Sure. This so-called tilting argument arises out of a

complaint of the Popular Democratic Party that the bill that has
come out of the Senate Energy Committee affords equal treatment
to U.S. citizens, parity, in a series of Federal programs that we
have been actually discriminated against for many years, for differ-
ent reasons. This has been upheld by Federal courts, unfortunately.
I don't believe it is right.

Recently we had some hearings before the Senate, last week,
where some of the Senators who head this committee on food
stamps very strongly said that this was discrimination and, irre-
spective of this bill, should be wiped out.

So there was nothing that the Senate Energy Committee could
do but tell the U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico, "You are equal citi-
zens." Anything else would have been unconstitutional, would have
required a constitutional amendment. So the whole argument, I
think, has no basis.

I don't hear anyone complaining about the fact that the bill is
tilted in favor of the independence option, which I think it is. It
doesn't cost the United States anything to give Puerto Rico inde-
pendence, or very little.

Senator PRYOR. Well, let us hear from Mr. Rodriguez-Orellana on
that.

Mr. RODRi(;UEZ-ORELLANA. Let me say briefly that the issue of
whether the bill is tilted in one direction or another has been
raised as a political question by the Popular Democratic Party and
the New Progressive Party. It is kind of a shameful discussion, be-
cause what they are arguing about is who is going to get more de-
pendence money.

I think I will leave that argument for them to continue to battle
it out; I would just simply like to concentrate on what the bill
states in all of the major sections that correspond to this commit-
tee's interests.

Specifically with regard to that, I want to stress the fact that
there is a transition period provided in the bill, as reported, for
statehood, that no statement is made as to the existence of section
936, whether it is a permanent feature of commonwealth or not,
and I think it should be clarified by the Congress. And for the
same transition period, I think it should be a substantially longer
transition period in the case of independence, for the reasons that
we have stated. There should be no discrimination between the
statehood option and the independence option in terms of' allowing
for a section 936 transition period.

Senator PRYOR. We are going to talk in a moment, if' we might,
about transition.
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Now let me ask the original question to Mr. Colorado, about the
tax provisions in S. 712. Is it tilted, slanted, in any direction?

Mr. COLORADO. I will not talk on behalf of the Popular Party as
such, but as Administrator of the Economic Development Adminis-
tration I can raise the issue of what will people vote for at that
time. I think it is important that, whichever way the bill finally
comes out, it will not make it an incentive for people not to vote
for statehood because they want statehood but because they are
going to get something else immediately that otherwise they would
not, not realizing that there are other parts in the other statuses,
either independence or commonwealth, which are also vary impor-
tant to the future growth of the Island and in the future economic
development of the country itself.

Senator PRYOR. All right. Let us shift gears for a moment, if we
might, and talk about the transition rules, as in S. 712.

I will just start with you, Mr. Colorado; you have the floor now,
and we will just work backwards. What about the transition rules
in this piece of legislation? Do you feel that they are fair, that they
are adequate, inadequate, or need to be re-looked at or revisited?

Mr. COLORADO. My statement shows the importance of 936, so I
think 936 is important under the commonwealth option, and it is
important under the others also. Now, the thing is, what are the
possibilities of having 936 under the other statuses. Under inde-
pendence, obviously you could have it; it is just a matter of the
policy of the Untied States not to grant tax sparing to foreign coun-
tries. But other countries do so, like England does with Singapore,
like Japan does with many other countries. So the possibility of
section 936 under independence exists.

In the case of statehood, I think the issue is basically a constitu-
tional one: Can Puerto Rico enjoy 936, be it for a period of a few
years or be it for a long time, under statehood? And I think that
issue, the constitutional issue, will be discussed in the next panel.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Rodr.guez-Orellana?
Mr. RODRiGUEZ-ORELLANA. Yes. I just want to reiterate what I

said before. I think, as far as the tax aspects, there should be a
transition period provided for independence, as well, for section
936.

In terms of the economic benefits of the other economic meas-
ures, we have other positions that will be presented in the subse-
quent panel, as well.

Let me just say that there doesn't appear to be, from the bill,
any need for a transition under the so-called commonwealth option,
because all it is doing is modifying Federal laws which already
apply. So we are not really talking here about any transition; what
we are talking about here is the continuation of the same status.
And I think, to that extent, the bill contains a very drastic flaw,
because it is not offering an alternative to the problem, which is
commonwealth.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Mr. Carlo? We are on the transition issue. Would you comment

on that?
Mr. CARLO. Yes, Senator. I think there is no question that we

need a transition for statehood. Every new State that came into the
Union required a transition period to establish its own government.
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transition in terms of administration. It is a very complex issue,
after so many years when Puerto Rico has been treated as a for-
eign country in terms of fiscal and economic matters, that at this
time it is cut off immediately. We need a transition period that is
reasonable.

We had asked for a longer period of time in our initial request to
the Energy Committee, like 10 or 15 years initially for 936. Unfor-
tunately, it was cut down, and we think we need more.

Senator PRYOR. Let me ask this: What would happen in Puerto
Rico, notwithstanding the issue of the three options we are talking
about this morning, if wo would immediately terminate section 936,
just repeal it? What happens? Say you go back Monday morning
and there is no longer a section 936?

Mr. NEGRON. I can answer that from the point of view of inde-
pendence. The situation would be that companies established in
Puerto Rico who are subsidiaries of U.S. companies would be able
to defer their income tax liability in the United States for that
Puerto Rico-source income until that income was repatriated back
to the United States. So there would be a deferral incentive for es-
tablishing in Puerto Rico. But additionally, a foreign tax credit
would be allowed on whatever tax liability was due in the United
States on that income, corresponding to the amount of income
taxes paid by those companies in Puerto Rico. So, for instance, if
Puerto Rico levied a 34-percent corporate tax on that income, and
34 percent being the top corporate tax rate in the United States,
then no tax would be due in the United States

What we could do would be to, in effect, try to use the revenues
that we would be getting by actually being forced to levy corporate
taxes upon those corporations to in effect return them, somehow, to
those companies by means of subsidies or financing or infrastruc-
tural investments, as long as those expenditures meet some uni-
formity elements so as not to trigger any countervailing measures
under U.S. trade law, particularly the Tariff Act.

But we think we could offer a set of incentives that would some-
how match those of 936, although it would be a very different set of
incentives, and thereby we need a Iransition time to implement
those new incentives.

Senator PRYOR. Are there other comments on that question?
Mr. COLORADO. Yes, right here.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Colorado'?
Mr. COLORADO. Your question was what would happen tomorrow.
Senator PRYOR. That is right.
Mr. COLORADO. Obviously, tomorrow would be under common-

wealth status. Well, tomorrow, almost immediately after that deci-
sion, for example, I can say the tuna canning operations would
leave Puerto Rico almost immediately. That is close to 10,000 jobs.
They left the mainland already. They are there just for 936.

Now, in addition to that, we have 40,000 jobs in the textile indus-
try, in the garment industry. We probably would lose about half of
that. So we are up to a 30,000 job loss almost immediately.

Now, in the electronic area, that is a marginal industry, in elec-
trical devices, hospital supplies. You would lose a large amount of
that. It could be 20,00)0 more jobs.
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So I can tell you that almost immediately you would lose about
50,000 jobs in Puerto Rico, within 2 or :3 years.

Now, in addition to that, I am in charge of promoting industry
for Puerto Rico. Every time I promote 12,000 jobs, I end up with
realizing 9,000, and I lose 6,000 every year, because the dynamic of
manufacturing is such that you will lose jobs every year. It hap-
pens in the States, and it happens in Puerto Rico. So the result
would be that I could not promote 12,000; I probably would not be
able to promote more than 5,000 a year. So we would end up losing
additional jobs every year and reducing that 50,000 jobs by a loss of
5-6,000 jobs every year.

In addition to that, and very important, it would have no positive
effect in the Treasury of the United States, because we would
impose taxes on the corporations that would remain in Puerto
Rico. And there would be no deferral, because the companies would
be taxed immediately in the United States, we would tax them,
and a credit would be granted by the Federal Government. There-
fore, no taxes would come to the Federal Government, we would
have some taxes, but we would lose probably 50,000 jobs immedi-
ately, more every year, and the indirect jobs that are created by
those companies-probably we are talking about a loss of hundreds
of thousands of jobs.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Mr. Carlo?
Mr. CARLO. Yes, Senator. First of all, the figure of employment

created by 936 is somehow misleading. These indirect jobs that
they count is really 10 percent, not :30 percent.

I also would like to add that the tax credit is really a tax-sparing
in Puerto Rico. Some of the pharmaceutical companies, some of the
companies that are taking a great deal of benefits, for example the
pharmaceuticals of the group take 46.3 percent for all the benefits
of 936 credits-it is not really a credit-and provide only 14 per-
cent of the employment.

There are problems in 936. It has to be looked at, and it should
be looked at immediately. Under statehood or under common-
wealth or under independence, it has got to be dealt with.

I don't believe that industry is going to pick up and go. There are
built-in safeguards for that. The Internal Revenue Code has been
amended in terms of the intangibles, so that you cannot pick up
intangibles or move them or sell them without paying a very high
price. Probably what will happen is it will take a long time until
these intangibles are no longer useful to the companies before a lot
of them decide to move, and about 50 percent of the industry under
936 is based on intangible income. So a great deal of these compa-
nies will not move. To the contrary, they will remain on the Island,
and the economy will be a lot stronger.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. McKee, we arc going to have to conclude this
panel, but make your statement.

Mr. McKEE. May I just make one statement? I think it is impor-
tant to realize that statehood itself is a substitute for 936, because
of the benefits that statehood brings, not in terms of payments
from the Federal treasury but in terms of the overall structural
difference it makes in the economy by being a State.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
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Did I leave anyone out? Mr. Rodriguez-Orellana?
Mr. RODRIGUEZ-ORELLANA. What I was going to suggest, sir, since

you obviously have other commitments, we are in the best of dispo-
sition to answer any further specific questions. If you or your staff
care to direct them to us, in writing we will be sure to respond.

Senator PRYoi. Yes We actually have several questions, posed
not only by Chairman Bentsen but I think by other members of the
committee. We are going to leave this hearing record open for a
period, I thin , of approximately three weeks. Because this is an
issue of such magnitude, we want to be certain that each member
has an opportunity to submit their questions in writing to each of
our panelists today.

Senator PRYOR. Gentlemen, we thank all of you for coming, and
we appreciate your contributions to this committee meeting this
morning. Thank you very much.

PANELISTS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. We have a very distinguished panel, our final

panel. We have a very rare opportunity now in the Finance Com-
mittee to hear three very distinguished attorneys, lawyers, profes-
so rs.

First, Senator Fernando Martin, Vice President, Puerto Rican In-
dependence Party, San Juan; Mr. Laurence H1. Tribe, Tyler Profes-
sor of Constitutional Law, Harvard University Law School, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts; and Mr. Paul Gewirtz, Professor of Constitu-
tional Law, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.

Senator Martin, you are representing yourself, or part of the
legal profession in Puerto Rico?

Senator MARTIN. No, I am here representing the Puerto Rican
Independence Party's position.

Senator PRYOR. Well, you are on the panel with two of the finest
legal minds in America.

Senator MARTIN. So I hear.
Senator PRYOR. So, we will let you go first, and then let them

summarize. How is that?

STATEMENT ()F SENATOR FERNANI)() MARTIN, VICE PRESIDENT,
PUERTO RICAN INI)EPENI)EN(E PARTY, SAN JiUAN, PR

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, today I will not be testifying as
to the constitutional implications under the Uniformity Clause of a
transition towards statehood, because I believe that that is a posi-
tion at this point essentially of advocacy, and I think that it is alto-
gether proper that those who represent the commonwealth or the
statehood position put forward their arguments as to those prob-
lems. As far as we are concerned, that is not pertinent to our pro-
posals before this committee, and of course I wouldn't dare to testi-
fy as an alleged "expert," because after all I am a party in interest.

What I would like to address, and add my comments very briefly
to, was a request by the committee staff when we met last week, in
which they wanted our opinions concerning the self-executing
nature of S. 712.

As to that, let me first. of all point out that I find no constitution-
al problems whatsoever in the fact that the legislation attempts
that whatever decision is chosen by the people of Puerto Rico rep-
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resent a firm commitment on the part of the Commonwealth to in
effect grant that solution.

Of course, it is true that a future Congress, even before the plebi-
scite, could revoke this law; but, so long as the law stands and the
plebiscite takes place under that law, I seem to find no constitu-
tional problems there.

What I would like to make clear, however, is that my party is
absolutely convinced that when this process eventually ends, if it
ever does, the Congress of the United States will not approve a bill
for a referendum in Puerto Rico that contains a clause that will
make it self-executing. We are convinced that the Congress will not
politically approve legislation that will make statehood automatic
merely because a majority of the people of Puerto Rico should so
decide. That is not a legal judgment, that is a political judgment.

The principal reason why we have supported the self-executing
language is because I believe it is very important that this process
call the bluff on that attitude. I think it will be very important for
the people of Puerto Rico to realize that the Congress of the United
States is not willing to grant statehood to Puerto Rico merely be-
cause a majority of the Puerto Ricans &,.) decide.

In fact, as an independence advocat:, I am convinced that state-
hood in the case of Puerto Rico could never be a legitimate option
for the Puerto Rican people unless it was an option chosen in the
exercise of our sovereignty. Puerto Rico not being a sovereign
nation, any attempt on the part of the United States to annex
Puerto Rico as a State would obviously have to recognize that that
does not mean the extinguishing of Puerto Rico's inalienable right
to independence and self-determination; the is, in effect, its right to
secede if it ever were annexed as a State, without that choice
having been made by the people of Puerto Rico under the exercise
of their full sovereignty.

So I have the hope that this demand for a self-.xecuting process
will serve to call what I believe is a bluff, and that all parties will
be well-served at the end of this process by learning that statehood
is not in the cards for Puerto Rico.

Thank you very much, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Martin.
Professor Tribe?

STATEMENT OF LAU'RENCE t1. TRIBE, TYLER PROFESSOR OF
(ONSTITUTIONAL LAW, IARVARI) UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL,
CAMBRI)GE, MA
Professor TRIBE. Thank you, Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. This is selfish. but let me say I have long wanted

to hear these two gentlemen debate, so I am going to allow 10 min-
utes on each side. [Laughter.]

I am going to relish this.
Professor TRIBE. Thank you, Senator.
I am here really in two capacities. I am here as a constitutional

scholar, primarily. It is true that I have been retained by the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, but I made it very clear to the Common-
wealth, at some disappointment on their part, that if I didn't as a
scholar agree with a position they wanted me to advance, I would
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not advance it. So I am really not being an advocate, and they
changed a number of positions that they took because of constitu-
tional concerns that I raised.

Those concerns, on this occasion, I think are extremely serious.
They are so serious that I think much of the discussion that you
have heard about whether or not this is an even playing field may
prove to be beside the point, because what some describe as a"playing field" really appears to me, Senator, to be more like a
gambling casino. There is an enormous gamble-and I really want
to underscore how serious and grave I think it is-that the Con-
gress of the United States would be asking the people of the Com-
nonwealth of Puerto Rico and indeed all of the people of the
UnitedI States to take, if it were to pass S. 712 in the form that it
came from the Energy Committee.

The reason is that, in my judgment, S. 712 is extraordinarily vul-
nerable to Federal judicial attack. Indeed, the entire referendum,
because of the vulnerability that I will describe, might well be sub-
ject to an attempted injunction. The reason, quite simply, is that
the statehood provisions of the bill violate some very clear lan-
guage in the Constitution of the United States. Specifically, they
violate the Uniformity Clause, that requires that certain taxes be
uniform throughout the United States of America.

Now, as the Senator will see in the more elaborate prepared
statement that I have submitted, I have suggested a number of en-
tirely practical solutions to the transition problem that, as the De-
partment of Justice testified earlier in the person of Assistant At-
torney General Peterson, seem to raise no problems. That is, Chair-
man Bentsen asked the Assistant Attorney General, "Couldn't we
eliminate the constitutional cloud over S. 712 by phasing in state-
hood-that is, by delaying the effective date of statehood until after
the tax preferences had been phased out, rather than gambling
with immediate statehood, followed by 6/2 years of tax prefer-
ences?" And the Assistant Attorney General made clear that (1)
that would of course be constitutional, and (2) she had no problem
with that.

But of course that would not be nearly as appealing politically. It
is appealing to tell people, "You can become a State of the Union,
and even though you will be a State, you will be able, despite the
Uniformity Clause, to obtain, for 6;/, years, preferential tax treat-
ment." It is quite a deal. I understand why someone might want to
offer it; but, as I am going to explain, it is not a deal that is mean-
ingfully enforceable. The reason is that the Uniformity Clause
quite clearly requires that no distinction be made in the tax laws of
the United States between one State and another, in specific politi-
cal terms. That is, you can make geographic distinctions; you can
distinguish based on whether oil is above or below a certain paral-
lel; but the Supreme Court of' the United States in its most recent
pronouncement on the subject in the Ptasyvnski case made quite
clear that political, as opposed to geographical, preferences are not
consistent with the purposes of that clause.

The most important concession that I think has been made by
the Administration here today is that, if the tax preference con-
tained in this provision were permanent, it would probably be un-
constitutional. Now, I want to underscore that: if it were perma-
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nent, it would probably be unconstitutional-so what we are really
debating about is whether, by phasing it out after 61/2 years, one
can, in effect, temporarily suspend the Uniformity Clause.

It is important to recognize that that is the issue, because the
Administration isn't the only authority that takes that position.
The primary authority relied on by Mr. Gewirtz was the late Alex-
ander Bickel of Yale, made clear in the statement from Mr. Bickel
appended to the Gewirtz testimony. In his view, if the tax prefer-
ence for Puerto Rico were permanent, then it would probably be
unconstitutional.

The question then is, can one solve the problem by phasing it
out? In my judgment, the reason one cannot solve the problem by
phasing it out is that, fundamentally, doing that would run afoul of
the other important constitutional doctrine involved here, the
Equal Footing Doctrine; that is, the Supreme Court made very
clear in the Coyle case, involving Oklahoma, that if something
would be unconstitutional to do as among existing States, on a per-
manent basis, then doing it as an aspect of admitting a new State
into the Union, on a different footing from the other States, is also
unconstitutional.

It is important to recognize that principle, because what it means
is that any suggestion that the 61/2-year feature of this law would
save it is a particularly risky gamble. Saying that this is just a
temporary violation, in effect, of the Uniformity Clause is a little
like saying-that a woman isn't pregnant because her condition will
be phased out in 9 months-it is just temporary.

There either is a violation of the Uniformity Clause, or there is
not. If 6V2 years would comply with the Constitution, why not 10
years? Why not 20 years? The principle is what counts in dealing
with the Uniformity Clause. And when the Administration wit-
nesses earlier today admitted that they were not reading the Uni-
formity Clause literally, and were asked by Chairman Bentsen how
they could square that position with the Administration's usual
preference for strict construction of the Constitution, there was an
awkward silence. And I can understand why.

I can understand, Senator, why some of the portions of the Con-
stitution-the elastic phrases, phrases dealing with liberty, equali-
ty, due process-might be interpreted in a fuzzy and elastic way.
But when we are dealing with the very architecture, the structure,
of the Constitution of the United States, a core provision saying
that all States are to be treated in a uniform manner with respect
to taxation, I don't think we can afford to bend the provisions-for
6/2 years, or for 65 years.

Now, it was said by the Administration witnesses that this is not
all that oppressive-it is not "oppressing" the State of Puerto Rico,
if Puerto Rico should become a State. But what is important to re-
member is what John Marshall, the great Chief Justice, said in
McCulloch v. Maryland: "The power to tax is the power to de-
stroy." That is why the Supreme Court didn't require any showing
in McCulloch v. Mainland that the Maryland tax was literally op-
pressing the Bank the United States; it was the principle of the
thing-the camel's nose was under the tent. And if as a matter of
principle the Congress were to assert that it is permissible to treat
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States differently with respect to the power to tax, even for 61/2
years, that would be terribly dangerous.

It is not so much the people of Puerto Rico who would complain
of oppression, initially, it would be people of States like Mississippi,
and there are other States-I am not sure what the economy of Ar-
kansas is like right now, but Puerto Rico is not the only place that
has economic difficulty.

There are a lot of others who would say, "Find a neutral princi-
ple. Don't draw a political boundary." And what was done with re-
spect to Alaska oil in the Ptasynski case doesn't really help the
constitutionality of this provision at all; the Court went out of its
way in that opinion, a few years ago, to underscore that some taxes
drawn along geographical lines might survive-some. And that one
did, because drawing the line in terms of how far north you were
was a reasonable substitute for measuring the hardship of extract-
ing the oil. But there was not a hint in that opinion-and I re-read
it again last night, at about 3:00 in the morning, but I think I was
wide awake-not a hint in that opinion that suggests that the Su-
preme Court of the United States would sustain a provision that
was drawn specifically in terms of the political boundaries of a
State.

Now, of course you might say constitutional lawyers sometimes
differ, and they sometimes disagree. That is certainly true. But the
question really is, what would the remedy be if my suspicion-and
indeed I must say, in my certitude as a scholar, that this is under a
grave constitutional cloud-were to materialize?

Arthur Sutherland, a former colleague of mine who is also relied
upon by Mr. Gewirtz, says, in a letter that is attached to Mr.
Gewirtz's testimony, that he thinks there could well be a constitu-
tional test in court of one of these provisions.

Now, imagine it: The people of Puerto Rico are induced to join
the Union by a promise that they will get special tax benefits. That
is indispensable, surely, to many who would vote for the statehood
option. They are annexed.

The next thing that happens is, litigation arises. And suppose,
just suppose, that I am right. I am not always right, but sometimes
I am. Suppose I am right? And suppose the Supreme Court of the
United States then says, "Sorry, you guessed wrong." They can't
secede; the Civil War taught us that. So that the promise of tax
benefits is somewhat cynical here.

It reminds me of what Justice Jackson, back in the 1940s said in
the famous case regarding migrant farm workers going to Califor-
nia, who were promised all kinds of things. He said, "It is like a
promise to the ear to be broken to the hope, like a munificent be-
quest in a pauper's will."

I don't think we should play Caribbean roulette with the Consti-
tution of the United States or with the people of Puerto Rico, and I
do not think it would be well-advised for the Congress to take that
chance.

Thank you very much, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tribe appears in the appendix.]
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STATEMENT OF PAUL GEWIRTZ, PROFESSOR OF LAW, YALE
UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN. CT

Professor GEWIRTZ. Thank you, Senator Pryor.
I also have submitted lengthy written testimony. But in brief, I

think that Professor Tribe is really very wrong on this issue. Both
the case law and a broad range of legal experts support the consti-
tutionality of a tax transition for the new State of Puerto Rico.
Indeed, Professor Tribe's arguments were made to the Senate
Energy Committee, were rebutted by various witnesses, and were
rejected by that committee-and I hope that this committee will
reject them, too. If there are difficult issues facing Congress regard-
ing these tax proposals, they are policy issues, not constitutional
ones. The Constitution gives Congress a very free hand here to do
what it thinks makes the most policy sense.

To explain why that is so, first let me supply a bit of context.
History shows that Congress has very broad powers to make eco-
nomic adjustments when it admits new States, and in fact, Con-
gress has typically provided very generous economic aid and adjust-
ments for new States when it admits them. Congress, for example,
gave the State of Alaska 100 million acres of land and a large cash
grant when it was admitted as a State. The typical purpose of these
economic adjustments is to facilitate the transition from Territory
to State, and to ensure that the new State gets off on a sound eco-
nomic footing.

The tax provisions that are at issue here are part of the econom-
ic adjustments that S. 712 makes for the State of Puerto Rico, and
the main reasons for these tax provisions, I think, are clear: Over
the years, historically, Congress has treated the Territory of Puerto
Rico uniquely for tax purposes-that is the historic fact. It exempt-
ed Puerto Rico from the personal income tax and provided for the
section 936 tax credit, and in light of that unique tax history, S.
712 does the reasonable thing, which is that it provides for a transi-
tion period to a new tax regime, so that the new taxes will be im-
posed in a gradual manner and avoid sudden disruptions to the
economy of the new State.

In spite of Professor Tribe's arguments, nothing in the Uniformi-
ty Clause prevents Congress from doing that reasonable thing,
indeed that necessary thing. The Uniformity Clause does not bar
geographically-defined tax treatment, and you should know that
there is not a single Supreme Court decision in the entire history
of the country, not one, that has ever relied on the Uniformity
Clause to invalidate a Congressional tax provision.

The Supreme Court's recent Ptasynski case-the word "Pta-
synski" has probably been spoken more frequently in this room
today than ever before in our history-the recent Ptasynski case is
squarely on point, and it's an extraordinarily convincing precedent.
In that case, as you may know, the crude oil windfall profits tax
excluded "exempt Alaska oil" from the tax. The legislation used
the word "Alaska." Alaska was specifically singled out for the ex-
emption. And the Court unanimously-unanimously-upheld the
constitutionality of doing that. The Court's opinion was written by
Justice Powell, and I think lawyers would agree that a unanimous
opinion written by Justice Powell is as good as gold. Justice Powell
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squarely rejected the claim that the Uniformity Clause bars the
State-specific exemption for Alaska oil. What he said, in essence,
was that a geographically-based tax is constitutional if it deals with"a geographically-isolated problem." That is the key phrase in the
opinion, "a geographically-isolated problem." And the Court was
extremely deferential to Congress's judgment that in that case
there was a geographically-isolated problem that justified exempt-
ing Alaska oil.

Just as Congress had ample basis for concluding that Alaska's
unique problems justified special tax treatment under the Windfall
Profits Act, Congress surely would have an ample basis for conclud-
ing that the temporary special 'tax treatment of Puerto Rico would
address "a geographically-isolated problem,'"-that critical
phrase-namely, the fact that Puerto Rico's economy has developed
around a long history of geographically special tax treatment.
Indeed, the special tax treatment provided in S. 712 is, if anything,
I think, easier to justify than Ptasynski, because the special tax
treatment in S. 712 is only temporary and transitional, arising as
part of the admission of a new State.

Now, my point here is not that Congress's -power to admit new
States somehow gives Congress the power to create an exception to
the Uniformity Clause, or anything like that, which is how Profes-
sor Tribe has characterized my argument. The point here is that
the context of admitting a new State creates the particular justifi-
cation for a geographically-based tax treatment here-namely, that
the Territory of Puerto Rico has long operated under a unique Fed-
eral tax regime, and Puerto Rico's admission as a State and its re-
sulting movement to a new tax regime creates a unique problem, a
unique problem of getting from here to there, a problem that no
other State of the Union has.

Professor Tribe talks about the special tax treatment of S. 712
totally without regard to Puerto Rico's tax history and the geo-
graphically-unique problem it now presents. And he speaks of it as
if the tax provisions in S. 712 are a new benefit to Puerto Rico,
whereas they simply constitute a reasonable phase-out of an exist-
ing regime.

Cole v. Smith, on which Professor Tribe now puts such great
weight, simply doesn't help his case at all. Professor Tribe wrongly
interprets Cuyle to require that a newly admitted State be treated
exactly the same as existing States. Well, if that were true, Con-
gress's longstanding practice of singling out new States for particu-
lar land grants, cash grants, things of that sort would all be uncon-
stitutional.

But Coyle is not a broad grant of equal treatment. What Coyle
does is prohibit Congress from making substantive intrusions on
the sovereignty of newly-admitted States, as Congress tried to do in
Coyle itself, when it directed where Oklahoma's State Capital
would be. Well, obviously a transitional tax exemption for Puerto
Rico does not violate the sovereignty rights of Puerto Rico or, for
that matter, of anyone else.

Finally, I want to underscore that I think Professor Tribe stands
virtually alone in his rigid reading of the Uniformity Clause. I em-
phasize that because Professor Tribe says, "Well, even if you don't
agree with me, there is this serious risk that Professor Gewirtz
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may be wrong, and a serious risk of a Uniformity Clause problem."
Well, I think that is not the case, and what demonstrates this is
that Professor Tribe's conclusions are at odds not only with my
own conclusions but with the conclusions reached by a really ex-
traordinary range of scholars and lawyers. And I will just briefly
mention a few examples:

Professor Alexander Bickel, late professor the Yale Law School
and surely one of this country's greatest constitutional scholars,
wrote a long legal opinion on this question some years ago, and
agreed that "temporary, transitional adjustments"-and I am quot-
ing-in the application of the tax laws to Puerto Rico "could consti-
tutionally be made." I've included his opinion letter as an attach-
ment at the back of my testimony.

Professor Arthur Sutherland of Harvard Law School reached the
same conclusion. (His opinion letter is also attached.)

More recently the Senate Energy Committee, which heard from
Professor Tribe about this issue on at least two separate occasions,
concluded that transitional tax treatment for Puerto Rico is consti-
tutional.

The Department of Justice this morning reaffirmed the same po-
sition.

The Library of Congress's Congressional Research Service has
prepared a memorandum agreeing with our position, which is in
the record.

The Supreme Court's decision in the Ptasynski case, while obvi-
ously not addressing the specific question here, was unanimous in
reaffirming an extremely deferential approach to Congress in eval-
uating geographically-specific tax statutes, an approach altogether
at odds with the rigid one that Professor Tribe takes.

And finally, I want to emphasize again that no Supreme Court
decision in the entire history of our country has ever struck down a
Congressional statute on Uniformity Clause grounds.

Obviously this committee must make its own judgment about the
tax provisions of S. 712; but I urge you to disregard Professor
Tribe's lonely objections to the constitutionality of these provisions.
The overwhelming weight of opinion is against him, and, this time
at least, he is simply wrong.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Professor Gewirtz appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Professor. This has been a most fasci-

nating meeting.
Now, I am going to assume that Professor Tribe may want to

rebut you for about :3 minutes.
Professor TRIBE. I think it is a fair assumption, Senator. [Laugh-

ter.]
If I do stand alone, I feel in good company, with the language of

the Constitution. But the parade that we have heard here of sup-
posed authorities who agree with Mr. Gewirtz is simply false.

I read the Bickel attachment, and I was tempted to say--I guess
if Senator Bentsen had been here it would have made some sense-
I was tempted to say, "I knew Alex Bickel." True. "Alex Bickel was
a friend of mine." [Laughter.]
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Alex Bickel never said that you could give a political exemption
to Puerto Rico.

Senator PRYOR. Am I supposed to say you are not an Alex
Bickel? Am I supposed to say that? [Laughter.]

Professor TRIBE. No, I think we will just assume it.
Senator PRYOR. I don't think Senator Bentsen would have, either.
Professor TRIBE. I don't know. But the point is that Professor

Bickel was talking about a grandfather clause; he specifically said
if you take companies that were doing business in Puerto Rico as of
a certain date, and take time to phase them out, that is perhaps all
right. That is totally different from saying that for 61/2 years-and
that is at page 5 of his statement, Paul-that for 61/2years any com-
pany that comes into Puerto Rico, or any person who is a resident
of Puerto Rico, gets special tax treatment.

Now, it is true that the Court has never struck anything down
under the Uniformity Clause. That is like saying they have never
struck down anything under the clause saying that the President
has got to be 35 years old. The clause works. It doesn't spawn a lot
of litigation, because it is so clear; and it is so clear that I am
amazed that Mr. Gewirtz can misread the Ptasynski case the way
he does.

Let me quote for you from one page of Ptasynski." "Although the
Act refers to this oil as exempt Alaskan oil, the reference is not
entirely accurate." The Court points out that only 5.1 percent of
the oil in Alaska was exempt Alaska oil, and that the special
reason for the law was that almost 83 percent of the oil in Alaska
was subject to the Windfall Profits Tax and didn't get an offset be-
cause, as I understand it, it is awfully cold up there.

So there is not a word in Ptasynski that supports this rather
unique theory that we have heard today.

A couple of other points:
We are told that Congress has broad powers of economic adjust-

ment for new States. That is exactly my point. It has those powers.
It can use them constitutionally. It can give special grants, on-
budget, to new States, and there is nothing in the Constitution that
forbids that.

Mr. Gewirtz says that Puerto has been treated uniquely over the
years. That, too, is exactly my point; it has never been a State
before.

It is then said by Mr. Gewirtz that the Coyle case doesn't mean
new States must be treated the same as old States. Of course not. I
re-read Coyle again last night, too. The Coyle case doesn't say that,
and I never suggested it did. What the Coyve case holds is that, if
something could not constitutionally be done, as among old States,
there is no "junior varsity" among the States-there is no way of
letting some States in and saying, "For a while we will do this to
you, or for you." And any suggestion that you can draw a princi-
pled line between a benefit and a burden here is a snare and a de-
lusion.

So I do submit that the gamble that Mr. Gewirtz asks you to take
would leave not me standing alone but the people of Puerto Rico,
who would be given no redress.

Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Professor.
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Professor Gewirtz?
Professor GEWIRTZ. Well, just a few quick points.
I attached the Bickel letter to any testimony precisely so that the

committee could read it for itself and reach its own conclusions
about whose reading of Professor Bickel is accurate, and I urge you
to do so.

Second, since the Ptasynski case is obviously devastating to his
position, Professor Tribe seems to be arguing that the tax statute
in Ptasynski was really not State-specific. Again, I urge you to read
the opinion. The legislation uses the word "Alaska," and while it is
true that not all of the oil in Alaska was exempt (only some of it
was) and while it is true that the exemption also included some oil
outside any of the territory of the United States, neither fact de-
tracts in the slightest from the reality that the exemption was
drawn on geographic lines, using "State-specific" language in the
drafting of the legislation. And it was precisely this state-specific
geographic line that the Court upheld once it had identified that
Congress in its good-faith judgment had identified a geographically-
isolated problem.

Finally, while I cannot urge this committee to stay up as late as
Professor Tribe did to read the Coyle case, if I simply tell you what
was involved in that case I think you will conclude that it has no
real bearing on the matter here. What Congress did in Coyle was
direct the State of Oklahoma where its State Capital had to be, and
all that Coyle says is that Congress may not interfere with the sov-
ereignty of a new State in a way that it could not interfere with
the sovereignty of other States. No provision of S. 712 interferes
with the sovereignty of Puerto Rico or any other State.

Finally, I repeat the point on which I ended my main testimony,
which is that independent experts from the Justice Department,
the Congressional Research Service, the Energy Committee and
elsewhere have reached a conclusion totally at odds with that of
Professor Tribe's. So you are not simply hearing a debate between
Harvard and Yale. You are hearing two positions that many others
have evaluated, and there is overwhelming agreement with the po-
sition I am urging to you today.

Senator PRYOR. Well, Professor, this has been a classic debate. I
wish all of the members of the committee could have had the privi-
lege of listening to this discussion.

Because I think some day someone will read this record, I would
like just to place in the record Article I, section 8, clause I of the
U.S. Constitution, the Uniformity Clause. And I quote, "The Con-
gress shall have the power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts
and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the common defense
and general welfare of the United States; but all duties, impost and
excises shall be uniform throughout the United States." This is the
discussion with which you two very distinguished professors have
been involved and here during the better portion of this past hour.

I would like to ask the two of you-and this is not a legal ques-
tion, but in your research involving this issue of Puerto Rico-have
you noted anything that the Congress or our government did in the
cases of the admission of Alaska or Hawaii that were unique, that
was (1) either a detriment to either of those States, or (2) a favor to
either of those States?
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Professor TRIBE. Senator, there are two aspects of the Alaska and
Hawaii experience, that I think are relevant to your question, that
I have come across:

One relates to the experience with respect to the Federal Trans-
portation Tax. There was a period prior to the entry into the Union
of Hawaii and Alaska as States, in the early part of 1959, when the
transportation tax operated to the distinct disadvantage of those ju-
risdictions, because other Caribbean locations were exempt while
Hawaii wasn't-other Pacific locations were exempt, and so on-
and in order to prevent the disadvantage from persisting, an excep-
tion, subject-matter based, was made to the transportation tax.

Now, I don't know how well it worked out for Alaska or Hawaii,
but I do know that the scholars on whom Mr. Gewirtz relies have
expressed some doubt about the constitutionality of those very ex-
emptions. They have never been tested in litigation, and I would
submit that an income tax preference is even more vulnerable.

The other thing that is quite interesting and noteworthy about
the Alaska and Hawaii situations is that, as far as I can tell, those
are the only two States that have ever been admitted to the Union
by Federal legislation which became self-executing upon a presi-
dential proclamation following a referendum in the States them-
selves, in some way similar to what is proposed here. And I gave
some thought to the question of whether that means that the self-
executing aspect, to which several earlier witnesses have referred,
therefore raises no constitutional problem.

After all, far be it from anyone who loves to travel to Alaska and
Hawaii to suggest that they are not constitutional members of this
Union. I don t doubt that their membership is constitutional, and
yet there is this problem.

The problem is that there is no serious Supreme Court precedent
suggesting that Congress really has the power to abdicate to the
people of a territory or of a commonwealth the deliberate decision,
based on all the relevant facts, whether that area should join the
Union.

Even in the cases of Alaska and Hawaii, the people were not
given a multiple-choice exam-"Independence? Commonwealth?
Enhanced Commonwealth? Statehood?"-it was an up-or-down vote
for statehood. There wasn't much contingency involved. So Con-
gress knew exactly what it was doing when it invited those jurisdic-
tions, by vote, into the Union.

There is a kind of sleight of hand going on, I think, in S. 712
when it comes to statehood. Congress, in effect, is holding out the
carrot of statehood as one option, dangling along with it some other
vegetables like the special tax privileges that, if I am right, would
be invalidated. But it is not doing that, confident that that is what
the people will choose. That is, Congress is deciding, in a purely hy-
pothetical way, that it wants Puerto Rico to be a State of the
Union.

Now, whether a court would agree that putting in effect a hypo-
thetical question of that sort is really appropriate legislation, I am
not sure. I suspect that it would never be litigated. I suspect that
this is one of those things that would lead future scholars to debate
about whether this State had been legitimately admitted. But that
is all the more reason that Congress should ask itself: "Is it a con-
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stitutionally appropriate exercise of power, in effect to legislate in
contingency to the degree of purely hypothetical guessing?" I
mean, if, for example, Congress were to say that the people of
Puerto Rico get 25 options, and one of them is statehood, and if
that one gets more votes than any of the others, then it becomes a
State, many people in Congress who voted for that would never
have, in effect, voted for statehood; and yet, that is what would
happen upon presidential proclamation.

So I don't think it would be struck down, but I think it raises a
doubt for Congress as a matter of constitutional propriety.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Professor Tribe.
Professor GEWIRTZ. A few comments. First, one of the lessons

from Alaska is how generous Congress can be when it admits a
new State. Alaska received, as I mentioned, 100 million acres of
land when it became a State, as well as millions of dollars in direct
cash grants.

In addition, there are a couple of other interesting things that
were associated with Alaska's admission. One of' them is that
Alaska was singled out to receive 90 percent of the revenues
earned from the leasing of Federal mineral lands which were locat-
ed in the State, whereas all other States only received 50 percent of
comparable lease revenues, suggesting, once again, the way in
which during the admission process States are treated differently
from each other.

Senator PRYOR. Was this decision during the process of admis-
sion, or after it?

Professor GEWIRTZ. Yes, it was part of the Enabling Act, and in
fact I cite that provision on page 3 of my testimony.

Third, Professor Tribe mentioned another thing which I dis-
cussed in my written testimony, on page 9, which is a Congression-
al precedent for State-specific tax exemptions, which I think should
be very instructive about what Members of Congress think the
Uniformity Clause means and does not mean.

As part of the admissions process for Alaska and Hawaii, Con-
gress continued indefinitely the exemption from the transportation
tax law that those two States had enjoyed as territories, and that
exemption remains in force today. The reason, once again, was that
Congress had identified a geographically-isolated problem, which
was the remoteness of Alaska and Hawaii in this instance, and
used that as a basis for a geographic and State-specific tax exemp-
tion.

Professor Tribe raised the issue of the self-executing, nature of
the plebiscite, and maybe I should use this opportunity to say a few
things to supplement his comments on that and, I suppose not to
disappoint anyone, also to disagree with the drift of some of his
comments.

The question of whether the procedure used in S. 712 case is at
all problematic can be thought about, first, by realizing the ex-
traordinary diversity of ways by which new States have been ad-
mitted to the Union. There is no set pattern. There are instances
where prospective States have already elected Senators who have
come to Washington and have basically lobbied their way in; and
there are an enormous variety of referendum-type procedures
which Congress has used in the past. Nothing in the text of the
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Constitution seems to control the ways in which Congress may
choose to admit States. The language that Senator Pryor quoted is
obviously very general and non-specific.

But there are more precedents for what I would call a self-exe-
cuting process of admission than Professor Tribe was suggesting.
Let me say immediately that there is no precedent that I know of
that quite fits this one, in the sense of a situation in which there
are a range of status options, like independence, commonwealth,
statehood. But are there congressional precedents for statehood ad-
missions that are "self-executing," in the sense that Congress had
only one look at the statehood question and, in advance of a vote
by the people in the territory, Congress stated the terms and condi-
tions on which it would admit a State? The answer is definitely
yes, and the examples are far more numerous than the ones Profes-
sor Tribe mentions.

I don't have a list with me, but my recollection is that South
Dakota, North Dakota, Oklahoma, perhaps Montana, and several
others were admitted by means of a process where Congress actual-
ly passed a bill that provided a whole series of requirements for
statehood, land grants should statehood be approved, and even fall-
backs should statehood not be approved-things of that sort-and
that was it. And in the event, of course, the people voted to become
a State. So there certainly is ample precedent for statehood plebi-
scites that I would call "self-executing" in the sense that they in-
volve one look by Congress, in advance of a vote by the people, and
one look in which Congress both contemplates the possibility that
the people may turn down statehood and also accepts statehood in
advance if the people approve it.

Professor TRIBE. Senator, might I add just a word? It seems to me
that Alaska and Hawaii are very instructive at a broader and less
technical level. Just think about what it means to have a special
transportation tax exemption for these two States; that is, they are
uniquely, at least as of now, the States that are not continentally
attached to the United States, non-contiguous.

A uniformity principle can fairly easily be reconciled with the
idea that, if you are traveling across the ocean to another State, it
is a different situation. But what is supposedly different about
Puerto Rico in this respect is that it has got a tough economic go of
it. That is important, but it is not unique to Puerto Rico.

The other important thing to remember is that, when examples
are given of how Congress can tailor an admissions process to the
problems of a State-it can give the State land, it can give it
money-the point that is being made is really the point I want to
make, and that is, you don't need to play fast and loose with the
Constitution if you are willing to go on-budget and be visible about
what you are doing for a State. It is always very appealing to sneak
things in through the Internal Revenue Code, because it doesn't
contribute to the problem of a conspicuous expenditure, a line-item
expenditure. And that is why taxation is different. And that is why
it is very important to recognize that it is not as though the gov-
ernment owns everything and then just deigns not to tax some of
it. There is a big difference between the taxation power and the
spending power, and because of that difference, what Congress is
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being asked to do here is really quite extraordinary and potentially
dangerous, and quite a gamble.

Senator PRYOR. Professor Tribe, thank you.
Professor GEWIRTZ. May I just make two very brief comments?
Senator PRYOR. Yes. I am going to have to leave here in about

one minute.
Professor GEWIRTZ. Two very brief comments: First, Governor

Romero just came over to me and reminded me, and asked me to
mention, that Puerto Rico would be the first territory admitted as
a State since the adoption of the Federal Income Tax which was
not paying tax at the time of admission. So if you ask whether
there a geographically-unique problem, that the tax transition fea-
tures of the bill is trying to address here, the answer is clearly yes.

Second, I just wanted to mention to the Senator one of the
themes that Senator Johnston reiterated during the Senate Energy
Committee deliberations, as it bears on this issue of a self-execut-
ing plebiscite. Senator Johnston repeatedly said during those hear-
ings that he thought it was important for the people of Puerto Rico
te know what they were voting for, and, before a bill as detailed as
712 is adopted, for Congress to face up to those issues in advance.
so that the people could make informed choices.

While I recognize the difficulties that such a detailed piece of leg-
islation poses for Congress, I think Senator Johnston was right,
that the people of Puerto Rico deserve to know what the implica-
tions will be for their lives under the various options.

As one of the witnesses this morning said-I think it was Ken-
neth Gideon--of course it remains for Congress, after such a vote,
to adopt more detailed, omnibus, transition-type rules. But I do
think Senator Johnston is correct, that it is important to proceed
in the way that S. 712 does proceed.

Senator PRYOR. Professor, thank you.
We thank both of you. One, we are going to leave the record

open for three weeks. There are several questions. I have several,
for example, that Senatcr Bentsen wanted to pose to each of you. I
assume those will be done in writing.

Second, Senator Bentsen also, through his staff, has advised me
that he is extremely interested in the provision of'S. 712 of the self-
executing nature of this so-called arrangement or process, and any-
thing that either of' you would care to submit in writing on this
issue would be very much appreciated by the Chairman and by the
members of the committee.

Senator PRYOR. Well, the debate on these three options will con-
tinue tomorrow at 10:00 in this same room. At that time, we will
take two more aspects of Puerto Rico debate. Social Security and
the trade.

We want to thank our panel once again, and all of you, for being
a part of this hearing.

WITNESSES. Thank you, Senator.
[Whereupon. at 1:09 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to be contin-

ued Wednesday, November 15, 1989, at 10:00) a.m.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF lION. ILOYI) BENTSEN. A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
Today we conclude the opening set of hearings on S. 712, a bill to

establish a referendum for the people of Puerto Rico, to decide
whether or not they want to continue as a commonwealth, become
the 51st State, or become an independent nation.

Yesterday we addressed primarily questions of tax policy in this
status legislation. Today we will deal with the problems of interna-
tional trade and the major social welfare programs within the ju-
risdiction of the Committee on Finance.

Those programs are: Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, Aid
to Families with Dependent children, and the employment and
training component, the Jobs Program, Supplemental Security
Income for the needy, aged, blind, and disabled, the Social Services
Block Grant, and the Unemployment Compensation Program.

Obviously, during this particular hearing we will not be able to
fully examine all of the detailed changes that may be needed in
each of these programs to accommodate a change in political status
in Puerto Rico.

As I recall, some of the witnesses yesterday said we shouldn't go
into great detail in trying to bring this about, insofar as what those
changv6 would be, and I concur with that.

I hope, however, that today's witnesses can give the committee a
basic understanding of the scope of the changes that we need to
consider:

How they are or are not appropriate to the economic and social
conditions of Puerto Rico,

I I
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How they should be structured to provide an even-handed choice
among the three status options,

What they mean to the taxpayers of this country, insofar as our
budgetary realities for the problems that we are facing in this
nation.

I defer to the distinguished Senator from New York, for such
comments as he might want to make.

OPENIN(, STATEMENT OF 110N. I)ANIEL PATRICK MOYNIIAN. A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for
getting this process going. It is a process that has been underway
for a generation now, from the time of the great efforts under
President Kennedy to resume the relationship that had so iast
from the time of Guy Rexy Tugwells, during the 19:30s under 1'1esi-
dent Roosevelt, and a lot of us have got to know each other pretty
well over the years.

One large intervening event in the relations; between the United
States and Puerto Rico in the last generation-- it is the one that we
will be discussing here, and with obviously complex concerns, as
Congressman Fuster would agree-is that we have put in place in
a generation a whole range of social programs which turn primari-
ly on income and are measured by a poverty line. a rather simple
device which was hit upon overnight in the mid-1960s. It is a
number that is three times the number of a basic food basket de-
veloped by the Department of Agriculture about 50 years ago. And
all manner of qualifications and entitlement arise from dollar-
income measured in that manner.

The simple fact is that where about 11 percent of American fami-
lies are below the poverty line, and become so entitled, the majori-
ty of Puerto Rican families are. And from that simple fact flows an
enormous range of entitlement of a kind that obviously would
change a society, in which they are available. It would be different
from present Puerto Rico, different from anywhere in the world,
unlike anything that has been known.

In that sense, Mr. Chairman, earlier in the year we asked the
Congressional Service to give us an assessment of what these im-
pacts would be, and characteristically they did the job very well.
Ms. Carolyn Merck, who supervised the study, will be here this
morning on a panel, reporting.

I would simply like to say to the committee that this information
is at hand and I think will be found of great interest.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I should say to my friend from New York, I have

had some association with the transition of Puerto Rico for some
time. Back in 195() I participated in the enactment of Public Law
600, and that was unique in the way a territory was handled, in
that it let the people of Puerto Rico evolve a constitution of their
own, to hell) on self-government.

I also recall being down there and speaking to their legislative
body in about 1952 or, 1953, as I recall, and the change that took
place there at that time, I remember, was not without some vio-
lence. I much prefer this process.
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I recall the nationalist movement then, the violence that erupt-
ed. I happened to have been on the floor of the House of Represent-
atives at that time and had just made a speech. I don't think I in-
stigated what erupted, but it was a pretty exciting moment. I recall
President Truman stuck his head out of the window of the Blair
House, and somebody told him he'd better pull it back. But this
process I much prefer, and the evolution that is taking place.

Puerto Rico has done relatively well, as compared to its neigh-
bors that surround it, with a standard of living and per-capita
income substantially above theirs, but not yet up to that of the
Mainland. And trying to improve and continue to improve the lot
of the people of Puerto Rico is what this is all about. The argument
is, which avenue, and which option is best?

You have three very able leaders of three different political
movements in Puerto Rico. Yesterday they made their points, and I
am sure they have been well publicized back in Puerto Rico, but to
let that finally be the decision of the people of Puerto Rico is the
objective of this piece of legislation.

As the first witness this morning, we have the United States
Representative from Puerto Rico, Hon. Jaime Fuster.

We are delighted to have you.

STATEMENT OF lION. JAIME B. FUSTER, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE,
RESIDENT COMMISSIONER, COMMONWEALTil OF PUERTO RICO

CONGRESSMAN FUSTER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, in the
brief time I have, I want to raise just one issue regarding the scope
of the changes that will come about as a result of S. 712, one issue
regarding Federal expenditures that I think this committee must
address.

A vital question at issue as we approach the referendum is the
potential cost to the United States Treasury of statehood for Puerto
Rico.

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, in its
committee report, signals its expectation, and I quote, "that both
spending and revenue estimates will be refined as the bill moves
forward in the legislative process." Well, as you know, already the
Congressional Budget Office has produced, on November 6, item-
ized estimates of expected spending increases under statehood,
which differ radically from those of the Energy Committee's report.
The cumulative difference, by the way, in the two estimates, the
one of CBO and the one of the Senate Energy Committee report, is
$5.711 billion, what I would consider a very significant sum.

However-and this is the first point I want to make-even CBO's
very broad assessment is not yet complete. For -one, the CBO as-
sessment does not take into account an added cost that the Con-
gressional Research Service has identified for us. Senator Moyni-
han, it is not even in their own report which you mentioned; it is
an additional estimate they have communicated to us, over and
above what they have put in the report they prepared at your re-
quest. I refer to an additional $108 million, yearly, which Puerto
Rico would have received in Title I allocation funds if we had been
a State of the Union. Using the 5-percent inflation rate that the
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Energy Committee's report used, this adds another $538 million to
the cumulative underestimate of the committee report.

Important as this is, however, there is another vital aspect not
covered in the committee report, or in the CBO analysis, or in the
Congressional Research Service analysis, and I refer to the poten-
tial effect of statehood-on-the economy of Puerto Rico.

I believe that any reasonable assessment of Federal budgetary
costs of statehood must address the fundamental question of what
would happen to Puerto Rico's economy upon the advent of state-
hood. This is because a very credible case can be made that state-
hood would so disrupt the Island's economy that, inevitably, Feder-
al transfer payments to the Island would have to be substantially
increased to avoid economic disaster.

As I have mentioned, this issue has not been examined at all by
the various agencies and all congressional committees studying the
potential effect of Puerto Rican statehood upon the Federal budget.

Studies have been made about additional Federal expenditures
that would be required under the statehood option, in giving
Puerto Rico equal fothig--with the rest of the 50 States regarding
Federal benefits, but they have all assumed that there would be no
other change in the Island's economy; they all assume that all ex-
isting needs in Puerto Rico-for nutritional assistance, health care,
college loans and scholarships, unemployment benefits, and so
forth-will remain the same under statehood. Such assumptions
may be grossly unwarranted.

Puerto Rico's economy today is built around its exemption from
Federal taxes, an exemption that would be precipitously ended by
the advent of statehood. The elimination of Federal tax exemption
would have at least three major effects upon the Island's economy:

First, it would deprive the local government of most of the funds
it now has, largely diminishing its role as the main support of the
Puerto Rican economy. Exemption from Federal taxes has permit-
ted Puerto Rico to support a large public sector providing vital
public services and employing more than a third of the work force
in the Island. Financing for this huge public sector comes mainly
from Puerto Rico income taxes, which are higher than Federal
income taxes, and local excise taxes, which are higher than most
State sales taxes.

It is estimated that the removal of Federal tax exemption under
statehood could deprive the local government of 60 percent of its
current revenues, with no new Federal expenditures to compensate
for this particular loss, causing, therefore, the removal from the Is-
land's economy of hundreds of millions of dollars in services, jobs,
and capital investments.

Second, as was discussed yesterday, the removal of Federal tax
exemption would be a grave blow to the cornerstone of the private
sector, section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code. About three-
fourths of all manufacturing employment in Puerto Rico is in 936
companies. Moreover, 936 deposits in Puerto Rican banks have al-
lowed the financial sector to grow and thrive to unprecedented
levels.

Together, manufacturing and banking, and the indirect service
jobs they create, account for close to a third of the Island's labor
force. Here again, the elimination of Federal tax exemption will in-
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evitably result in a sharp decline of the existing manufacturing
and financial structure, with the loss of thousands of jobs and the
removal of hundreds of millions of dollars from the productive
sector of the Island's economy.

Finally, the removal of the Federal tax exemption under state-
hood would be a severe blow to the construction industry in Puerto
Rico. Both housing developments and the construction of hospitals,
industrial plants, hotels, and other infrastructure, are made largely
possible in Puerto Rico through financial instruments that depend
on local and Federal tax exemption. Here again, the loss of local
tax autonomy which would accompany statehood would be a severe
blow to the financing of construction in Puerto Rico, causing a seri-
ous decline in jobs in this sector and the removal of hundreds of
millions of dollars from the Island's economy.

It is important to note that these three major adverse effects of
the removal of Federal tax exemption are separate and distinct
from each other; that is, they fall upon different sectors of the Is-
land's economy. When one considers them jointly, when one takes
into account their cumulative or synergetic effect, it becomes very
obvious that it may be very foolish to estimate Federal Treasury
costs of statehood for Puerto Rico, without also examining the
question of how the Puerto Rican economy is to survive without
Federal tax exemption.

Let me, to conclude, briefly mention a second different reason
why this committee should address the issue I have raised with
you: No legitimate decision on the future status of the Island can
be made by Puerto Ricans unless we have been well-apprised be-
forehand as to the economic risks we might have to assume in
order to attain statehood.

Statehood is portrayed by its supporters in Puerto Rico as the
panacea for the many complex and intractable social and economic
problems that Puerto Rico has suffered for centuries. Puerto
Ricans are being told that, with statehood, unemployment will
nearly disappear, education and health care will be of the highest
quality possible, our local roads will be like the best interstate
highways, there will be no homeless, and even crime will diminish.

We in Puerto Rico have the right to know whether or not the
United States Congress shares those alluring expectations about
the bonanza that allegedly will accompany statehood. And this is
so, because all of the studies that are conducted on this matter
tend to show that the results will be very different.

In 1966, the congressionally-created U.S.-Puerto Rico Status Com-
mission, headed by Senator Henry Jackson, concluded, and I quote,
that "unless an appropriate substitute for Puerto Rico's present
economic arrangements can be provided, it is clear that statehood
... wculd have severe and probably disastrous consequences. ... It
is not helpful to the people of Puerto Rico to claim that the eco-
nomic question of statehood is not potentially a very serious one."
That is a quote, as I say, from Henry Jackson's committee.

Similar conclusions have been reached by the Tobin report of
1976, conducted and prepared by a Nobel Prize-winning professor
of Yale University, Professor Tobin, and the 1979 Kreps report by
U.S. Secretary of Commerce, Juanita Kreps. We in Puerto Rico
have the right to know whether those assessments are still valid.
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We each have to know what is your most considered judgment on
this crucially vital matter, so the people of Puerto Rico can truly
make an intelligent choice.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Fuster appears in the

appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Moynihan, for your comments.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank Mr.

Fuster for his statement-our colleague and friend-and make one
general and then one specific point:

Sir, you come before your colleagues here and speak in a very
friendly but somewhat adversarial mode. You say, "Puerto Ricans
have a right to know." Well, yes, everybody has a right to know;
but what is knowable, as is knowable by you as by anybody on this
board, is all objective, open information. We are not making any
decisions in the Finance Committee, and there is nothing we can
tell you that you don't already know or can't find out yourself.

Now, the second thing, sir, you mentioned the commission that
was established by our dear friend, Mr. Chairman, and my dear
friend Scoop Jackson, that reported in 1966 and said that statehood
would be a "disaster"-and that was the word used. But in my
opening remarks I said, since the early 1960s, when this issue re-
vived again and Munoz and his friends were around in Washing-
ton, there have been very large changes in social provision enacted
here in Washington, which, under statehood, would apply auto-
matically to a State of Puerto Rico. I mentioned four of them, and I
will just go through them very quickly:

First, the earned income tax credit would be available, based on
this poverty line. Puerto Rico has the highest per-capita income in
Latin America, but it is below our dollar line-the majority of fam-
ilies are. The earned income tax credit did not exist in 1966. Sixty-
five percent of Puerto Rican families would be entitled.

The food stamp program, for practical purposes, did not exist in
1966, and when we last reviewed it in this committee, 70 percent of
the population of Puerto Rico was receiving food stamps, and, if I
am not mistaken, your agriculture disappeared, which it would do
in any setting of that kind.

The Supplementary Security Income, which is Aid to the Aged,
Blind, and Disabled did not exist in 1966, and under it, people re-
ceiving SSI would be in the ninth decile of income, next to the very
highest group of income-which is fine by me; I would like to see a
world in which the aged, the blind, and the halt were the best-off
people in the population, but that program did not exist in 1966.

And finally, Medicaid would become available in enormously
greater amounts, and that program did not exist in 1966.

All I mean to say to my friends, and my colleague and brother,
and to my chairman is that the argument, as last laid down in the
early 1960s, won't really get us through an analysis today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman FUSTER. If I may comment on that statement, Sena-

tor, I would like to clarify one or two things.
First, let me say that when I referred to Puerto Ricans' need to

know, I was not trying to present any adversarial scenario to any
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of this. I am just saying that the whole drift of S. 712, to define in
great detail in every different matter, the alternatives. This has a
very good purpose, and that is to let the people know exactly what
their options are.

My only problem with that is.that it is not enough, for a large
and very complex population like the one in Puerto Rico, to simply
tell them in a detailed fashion what the three alternatives are
going to be. The implications for all of them need to be known also.

I think there are aspects of some of the economic implications of
these options that have not yet been adequately studied. I think it
is better that Congress study them than we, because of the objectiv-
ity or credibility factor. If we or if somebody else, other than a
party, does a study like that in Puerto Rico, we are bound to be
accused of doing a partisan study. But if it is done by Congress, it
carries with it an objectivity that has great credibility. It is only in
that sense that I meant it.

Now, as to the four programs that you mentioned, there is no
question about it, but I think that my basic point is still true, not-
withstanding those four new elements that you bring into the pic-
ture. And that is precisely why, in addition to citing Senator Jack-
son's famous study, I mentioned that studies conducted over a
decade later by Professor Tobin at Yale University, and by the
Commerce Department in 1979, tend to sustain the basic point that
was made in Senator Jackson's study, and I think they are still
valid; because, although it is true that there would be increased
transfer payments to Puerto Rico under all of the programs that
you mentioned, this does not address the precise problem I raised.

Let me put it this way: Puerto Rico right now has what you
could call two different economies. I am sure that some people
think there are more than two, but I believe there are basically
two-what I call "the productive economy," and what could be
called "the dependent economy."

My point is that statehood might destroy-it certainly will
change-the economic arrangements that have made possible the
productive economy. It might destroy that and substitute it for a
much larger dependent economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fuster, I understand your argument. There
is no way that anyone in the U.S. Congress can afford you or any
advocate for any one of these three options certainty as to the eco-
nomic results-no way. I see a great many of economists and listen
to them-I have been subjected to them-some of them, bat about
500 percent, which is just fine in baseball but, when it comes to
forecasting the economy, is not particularly helpful.

I note that the estimate is-and it is an estimate only-that our
own budget deficit will worsen in this country if Puerto Rico be-
comes a State by about $8 billion over the 4 years, because the ben-
efits are in effect and the tax revenues are not, in equal sums. But
whatever one of these three options each of you fellows support,
you will present with your spin on it as to what you think it does
for Puerto Rico. Each of you will be trying to sell a point of view
that you think is best for Puerto Rico, and there will be no certain-
ty in the final outcome for the people of Puerto Rico. They will
have to weigh it and make their judgment, and there is no way we
in the Congress can assure what the outcome will be under any one
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of them, any more than we can tell you what the economic out-
come for this country is going to be on trade deficits, budgets, and
the rest over the next 10 years. That is part of the fun of being in a
democracy.

Congressman FUSTER. But, Senator, if I may make just a brief
commentary on that, when the Senate Energy Committee began its
studies, it had to depend on the best information that was available
then, and they made some estimates. Now CBO has corrected those
estimates by almost $6 billion of added expenditures. Today I men-
tioned to you another item that would add about $540 million addi-
tionally.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fuster, every year they will get smarter as
to what the results will be. [Laughter.]

Congressman FUSTER. Yesterday, the Administration itself came
up with something that we had not heard before, and that is that
25 percent of the 936 industries would probably leave the Island.
Right now we know that that amounts, directly or indirectly, to
about 75,000 jobs. All I am pleading for is the most comprehensive
analysis of these questions that can be made, knowing for sure that
there are all kinds of certainties and uncertainties there.

The CHAIRMAN. You would never get through with an analysis
unless you say, "We stop on Friday."

Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. James Murphy, the Assistant U.S. Trade

Representative for Latin America.
Mr. Murphy, we are pleased to have you here. Please proceed

with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JAMES NI. M'RPIIY. JR., ASSISTANT '.S. TRAI)E
REPRESENTATIVE FOR LATIN AMERICA, (ARIBBEAN AND
AFRICA, OFFICE OF THE U.S. TRA)E REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement which I would like, with your permission, to

submit for the record, and provide an oral summary here at this
point.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be accepted.
Mr. MURPHY. We have examined closely the three options con-

tained in the bill, to identify the implications for U.S. trade policy.
We do not, in our testimony, comment on the overall merits of any
particular option.

We had the opportunity this summer to comment on an earlier
version of S. 712 The current version of the bill seems to resolve
most of the concerns that we had expressed at that time. The only
major remaining difficulty from a trade policy perspective is the
treatment. of coffee. In addition, we have suggestions on two other
trade-related provisions of the bill.

The first issue that concerns us is Puerto Rico's tariff on coffee.
Mr. Chairman, since 1930, Puerto Rico has been allowed to main-

tain its own tariff regime on coffee, despite the fact that Puerto
Rico is in the Customs Territory of the United States. Using a spe-
cial, congressionally-provided authority, Puerto Rico charges a duty
on all coffee imports, currently at a rate of $1.40 a pound, includ-
ing those imports from the United States. I would point out the
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U.S. tariff on coffee is zero, and that is a rate of duty which is
bound in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

The bill appears to us to be ambiguous concerning Puerto Rico's
ability to impose a tariff on coffee, if it should select the option of
statehood. USTR requests that Congress make an explicit determi-
nation on this issue. We believe that Puerto Rico should not be per-
mitted to impose a tariff on coffee of its own.

We recognize that Puerto Rico's ability to levy a tariff on inter-
state shipments of coffee is an issue for the Congress to decide.
However, as a policy matter, we believe that permitting a State to
levy its own tariffs is highly undesirable and sets an unfortunate
precedent. Indeed, this is the only case that we are aware of in
which the Congress has authorized a State to set its own tariff, or
an entity to set its own tariff, in which an entity has done so.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Murphy, in Star County, Texas, the
Commissioners' Court, back in about 1890, stated that the laws of
the United States did not apply to them, and they levied a tax on
brown sugar coming across the river, on the Rio Grande. That
lasted until the Federal Government found out about it. [Laughter.]

Mr. MURPHY. The second issue pertaining to coffee that concerns
us is Puerto Rico's status under the International Coffee Agree-
ment. Although Puerto Rico is part of the U.S. Customs territory
for other purposes, it has been exempt from the requirements of
the International Coffee Agreement. As a result, even when the
International Coffee Agreement's export quota provisions were in
effect, Puerto Rico was allowed to import coffee from members who
were not members of the International Coffee Agreement.

If this situation were to continue under statehood, in the absence
of a tariff, it could seriously undermine our ability to implement
the import-control provisions which are required under the Inter-
national Coffee Agreement when the Agreement's export quotas
are in effect. As you know, Mr. Chairman, they are currently not
in effect; but the President has instructed us to seek to renegotiate
that agreement.

In light of these two points, we would strongly recommend that
the bill be appropriately revised to reflect the following points:

First, that Congress should preferably eliminate, or at least
phase out, the tariff on coffee under either statehood or common-
wealth status; and

Second, that Puerto Rico, if a State, will be bound by the require-
ments in the International Coffee Agreement, as they apply to the
United States generally, at the time Puerto Rico is admitted to the
Union.

In addition to these concerns on coffee, we have suggestions on
section 316 of the bill, about negotiation of the Free Trade Agree-
ment, and designation as a beneficiary country under the Caribbe-
an Basin Economic Recovery Act.

Section 316(b) indicates a procedure for developing specific provi-
sions governing trade between the United States and an independ-
ent Puerto Rico. In this section, Congress expresses its willingness
to consider a mutual free trade agreement. We make some sugges-
tions in the testimony I have submitted regarding the procedure
that we believe should be specified in the bill. Furthermore, since
the President's authority to negotiate a free trade agreement,
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under section 1102(c) of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness
Act of 1988, expires on June 1, 1993, Congress may want to specify
a longer time frame in this bill for consideration of such an agree-
ment with Puerto Rico.

Lastly, section 316(b) seems to require the President to designate
Puerto Rico as a beneficiary under the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act, if it meets all criteria and requirements. We believe
the bill should be clarified so that the President is given the au-
thority to designate Puerto Rico as a beneficiary under the Carib-
bean Basin Economic Recovery Act, rather than being required to
do so, provided that Puerto Rico is found to meet all criteria for
eligibility. This would be consistent, Mr. Chairman, with current
provisions on designations of other CBI beneficiaries.

Also, section 212(b) of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery
Act should be amended to include Puerto Rico in the list of coun-
tries that the President shall consider as beneficiary countries.

That concludes my comments, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Murphy appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Murphy, that counsel will be helpful to us. I

think you made some valid points. We are pleased to have you.
Thank you.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Arnold Tompkins,

who is the Acting Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
Department of Health and Human services.

Mr. Tompkins, we are pleased to have you. If you would, proceed.
Mr. TOMPKINS. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD IR. TOMPKINS. ACTING ASSISTANT SE(-
RETARY FoR PLANNING AND EVALUATION. U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF HlEAITII AND UNMIAN SERVICES
Mr. TorPKINS. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the

committee to provide information on the impact of S. 712 on the
operation of HHS programs in Puerto Rico.

The Department provides approximately $2.6 billion per year to
or on behalf of residents of Puerto Rico or the Government of
Puerto Rico.

We believe it is important to provide an opportunity for the
people of Puerto Rico to choose their future relationship with the
United S"tates and consider that the major provisions in the bill
are, in general, workable. I will briefly summarize the principal ef-
fects of the bill on HHS programs:

First, independence. Our primary concern with the independence
option is ensuring an equitable and manageable transition to
Puerto Rican Social Security and Medicare systems. Currently,
Puerto Rican employers and almost 600,000 employees are covered
by Social Security, and 400,000 by Medicare, in the same manner
as employers and employees in the 50 States.

S. 712 recognizes the complexity of, and equity concerns in, tran-
sition to Puerto Rican systems for both Social Security and Medi-
care, and establishes a commission to address this transition to the
new systems. We support this approach.
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In particular, as regards Social Security, we consider use of a to-
talization agreement, similar to those we have with 11 other coun-
tries, as an effective mechanism.

Under thestatehood option, expenditure ceilings on several of
our entitlement programs will be removed, and a federally-adminis-
tered Supplemental Social Security Income program will be phased
in. We expect that Puerto Rico would participate in the foster care
program and expand AFDC and Medicaid programs.

We estimate additional Federal expenditures under those pro-
grams would be in excess of $1.5 billion by 1995; they would be sig-
nificantly higher under CBO estimates.

Extension of SSI would constitute a major change for individuals
affected by the communities of Puerto Rico, with potentially signif-
icant effects on the Puerto Rican economy and social institutions.
S. 712 provides a mechanism that could be used for addressing the
most appropriate manner of extending Federal programs, including
SSI, through establishment of a Commission on Federal Laws. Con-
sideration could be given to (1) ensuring that the Commission will
address issues such as how to implement SSI; and (2) making the
Commission recommendations available to Congress, Puerto Rico,
and Federal agencies much earlier than they are now called for in
the bill.

The statehood provisions in the bill would change the way in
which hospitals are reimbursed under Medicare in Puerto Rico.
Currently, Puerto Rico hospitals are reimbursed at a blended rate
based 25 percent on the national rate and 75 percent on the local
rate in Puerto Rico.

If Puerto Rican hospitals were to be paid on the same basis as
hospitals in the States, payments would be about :36 percent higher
than current payments. Because hospital costs are substantially
lower in Puerto Rico, this could result in overpayments to Puerto
Rican hospitals.

S. 712 addresses this by limiting reimbursements to Puerto Rico
to "a-.al costs providing equivalent health care to levels of care
provided in the several contiguous States." This, however, would be
inconsistent with the prospective payment approach, which is de-
signed to provide incentives to control costs.

Commonwealth status as provided for in S. 712 would have little
direct effect on HHS programs. The most significant change is re-
lated to the bill's provision allowing Federal agencies to consolidate
certain financial assistance programs. We do not anticipate that
the consolidation provision-as currently drafted and as we apply
it to other insular areas-would allow consolidation of entitlement
programs.

Thank you for this opportunity, and I will be happy to answer
any questions you may have and provided any additional informa-
tion needed.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tompkins appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Analysis by the General Accounting Office and the Congressional

Research Service shows that, if Puerto Rico became a State, there
would be a very substantial increase in the welfare program and
welfare dependency in Puerto Rico, at a level substantially higher

25-181 0 - 90 - 3
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than that of any other State. Do that give the Administration any
concern? Do you regard that as a problem? If so, what do you think
ought to be done about it?

Mr. TOMPKINS. I think, in the instance I have mentioned, in par-
ticular that dealing with SSI, we have some concern about what it
may do to the economy of Puerto Rico, particularly given the great
difference between what people are now receiving under the Aid to
the Aged, Blind, and Disabled program now in Puerto Rico and
that which they will receive under SSI. We have only concerns
about this. As the Department has been instructed by OMB, any
budgetary effects that occur, the Administration is willing to
accept.

The CHAIRMAN. What about an alternative approach? Under the
legislation before us, statehood, as I understand it, would provide
for the immediate welfare benefits; but the tax responsibilities are
phased in. What if the phasing-in of the tax benefits was matched
by a phasing-in of the welfare benefits, the increase of the welfare
benefits? Would that be a viable option?

Mr. TOMPKINS. That could be a viable option, and that was dis-
cussed at the hearings with the Energy Committee and the Com-
merce Committee before on this issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me what the Administration would
prefer about those two options?

Mr. TOMPKINS. I am really not at liberty to say. I think that has
been discussed, but it is not conclusive, to my knowledge.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean you can't tell me which one you
prefer, one or the other?

Mr. TOMPKINS. No, I can't. As to discussions on my side, it was
the expenditures side, and on Treasury's, the revenue side, and I
have not been involved in any discussions as far as what would be
acceptable or not acceptable.

The CHAIRMAN. 1 must say that is not very helpful.
Thank you very much, Mr. Tompkins.
Next we have a panel that consists of Mr. Michael McKee, who

is a Principal in Quick, Finan and Associates; Mr. Jose Berrocal,
who is Counselor to the Governor, and Mr. William Ocasio, Execu-
tive Director of the Governor's Economic Advisory Counsel; Dr.
Francisco Catala, who is Special Advisor, Economics and Trade, for
the Puerto Rican Independence Party, and Pedro Parilla, who is
Secretary of Finance of the Puerto Rican Independence Party.

Mr. McKee, if you would proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. McKEE, PRINCIPAL,. QUICK, FINAN &
ASSOCIATES. WASHINGTON, I)C

Mr. McKEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Michael McKee, a Principal and Managing Director of

Quick, Finan and Associates, appearing again today on behalf of
the statehood party of Puerto Rico. I thank the Senate Committee
on Finance for consenting to hear our views on the economic and
social welfare implications of admitting Puerto Rico into the Union
of States.

Previously I served as a Senior Staff Economist for the Presi-
dent's Council of Economic Advisers and the U.S. Treasury's Office
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of tax Analysis, as well as at the Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development in Paris. For more than a decade I have
specialized in analyzing structural adjustment issues-that is, how
shifts in taxes, social programs, regulations, development policies,
and other actions that change the underlying structure of the econ-
omy affect economic growth and performance.

I want to make five points today, about the relationship between
welfare benefits and economic development in a State of Puerto
Rico, and I note I have a full statement submitted for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be accepted.
Mr. McKEE. First, looking at aggregate taxes and outlays, from a

budget perspective it is the net effect rather than outlays alone
that matter. On this, estimates all show that statehood, when fully
phased-in, will provide a net surplus compared to commonwealth.

The CHAIRMAN. A net surplus to who?
Mr. McKEE. A net surplus in the out-years to the Federal Treas-

ury; that is, after full phase-in.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. MCKEE. Deficits occur during the transition period, but their

magnitude and duration are not inherent in statehood as a status,
but rather in the balancing of the need for an appropriately long
and smooth transition, with the desire for Federal fiscal prudence.

Regarding welfare outlays, the first question, I believe, is the tilt
question. Commonwealth advocates demean their own citizens by
arguing that their votes can be bought by welfare; but it is the
people whose jobs are felt to be in jeopardy who vote, not the poor.

Section 93 companies have repeatedly stated in their advocacy
documents that the Island's residents have a strong work ethic;
they have excellent skills and good work attitudes; they are produc-
tive by world-class standards; native management is excellent; and
it is commonwealth advocates who want the employed to believe
they will lose their jobs in the State of Puerto Rico. That is truly a
tilt.

Some Senators feel the increase in Federal outlays for welfare
benefits under statehood will build a welfare society; but this is not
addressed by the budget numbers, which alone do not answer three
relevant questions: Who benefits, and by how much? What hap-
pens, in total, to marginal benefit and tax rates? And what employ-
ment opportunities does the statehood economy provide?

First, on the programs, the EITC is an incentive to work.
Second, SSI, Medicare, and a significant portion of Medicaid, will

go to those who cannot work, nor whom a decent society would
want to be forced to work-the aged, blind, disabled, ill, and chil-
dren.

Third, AFDC benefit increases to potentially able-bodied workers
appear relatively small. Only the increase in food stamps appears
sizable. But there is already a sizable program.

Some observers have said that, since many Island residents are
on food stamps-some 40 percent are today-the work incentive is
harmed. This may be true to a very small extent, but a historical
review of the data show that the driving force in unemployment
and labor force participation on the Island has been the rapid tran-
sition to industrialization and the shocks of' the 1970s and 1980s.
The last had a major impact on the economy's not yet diversified
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industrial base. Those who registered themselves as unemployed
are people who want to work.

Finally, will the Island become a permanent welfare economy if
the corporate welfare of section 936 is ultimately withdrawn? No.
Any objective view of the Island's potential would show that the
Island is attractive by mainland standards because of its ample and
inexpensive skilled labor force. It would be a perfect place for for-
eign investment in manufacturing, but it is omitted from the tax-
treaty web those investors require. It is strategically located vis-a-
vis Latin America, but why be in a political half-way house when
one needs to be in the United States?

Puerto Rico also has an increasingly educated population. Forty
percent of those between ages 16 and 24 are in universities. The
population is increasingly bicultural and bilingual-42 percent bi-
lingual at last count. Man), of these best and brightest now come to
the Mainland after university. I have met many expatriates here
in Washington.

Finally, it has a stable government, widely viewed as pro-busi-
ness and skilled in working with business. It becomes more attrac-
tive under statehood, because of the greater certainty of the invest-
ment and business environment, and the entrepreneurial self-re-
spect that statehood would bring.

In concluding, I submit that fears about the permanent welfare
society are badly misplaced. Furthermore, permanent reliance on
development based on section 936, itself a continuously-threatened
program, is a recipe for ultimate economic disaster.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKee appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. That was an interesting and in places a some-

what provocative statement.
Tell me, did you state that Puerto Rico is 42 percent bilingual?
Mr. MCKEE. Those are the statistics I have gotten. I don't have a

source with me, but I can find the source.
The CHAIRMAN. No, no, that is fine. Is that challenged by any

other member of the panel?
Mr. BERROCAL. Mr. Chairman, the 1980 Census indicates that 58

percent of the people of Puerto Rico speak no English, approxi-
mately 23 percent with some difficulty, and 19 percent indicate
that they speak English without difficulty.

Mr. MCKEE. Let me add to that. Things continue to change dra-
matically in education in Puerto Rico, and that was the 1980
Census.

Mr. BERROCAL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jose Berrocal, would you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF I(OSI BERRO('AI, ('O'NSELOR To THlE GOVER-
NOR, COMMONWEAILTiH OF PUERTO RI(', SAN JUAN, PR, AC-
COMPANIE) BY I)AVII) GRA('E, WASHIN(TON, 1)0'

Mr. BERROCAL. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I am Jos& Berrocal, Counselor to the Governor of the Common-

wealth of Puerto Rico. I am accompanied by Mr. David Grace. It is
my pleasure to appear before you to discuss ways in which the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, created in 1952 as a compact be-
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tween the people of Puerto Rico and the Congress of the United
States, can be enhanced to strengthen its economic development
within the context of today's increasingly interdependent and
interrelated world economy.

As a small and densely populated society with limited natural re-
sources. Puerto Rico's prospects for economic growth are neces3ari-
ly tied to the search for outside markets and trade. Our economic
history during the last 40 years is one of dramatic growth and in-
dustrialization, fueled by an influx of capital and technology and
an outflow of goods and services.

An industrious and determined people, in the span of two gen-
erations, we have gone from being the poorest of the poor in the
hemisphere to enjoying today the highest standard of living in all
of Latin America. Trade has been the key to our development.

Puerto Rico's exports have boomed over the past four decades, as
has our GNP. Close to 80 percent of our trade has been with the
United States, thanks to our common market; yet, in our quest for
added self-sufficiency, we need to diversify our markets and sources
of capital. Our economic development has been staggering; but,
with a per capita income approximately one-third that of the
United States, Puerto Rico has a long way to go.

The Commonwealth Title of S. 712 contains three provisions de-
signed to enhance Puerto Rico's economic development and acceler-
ate the Commonwealth's participation in the world economy.

First, under the Generalized System of Preferences, industrial-
ized nations provide unilateral, non-reciprocal preferential treat-
ment to imports from developing countries, territories, and political
entities. The GSP treatment and other regional systems of prefer-
ences are designed to accelerate the economic development of these
entities by encouraging greater -diversification through additional
export opportunities.

GSP programs provide valuable benefits, benefits which could po-
tentially be extremely helpful in the development of' the Puerto
Rican economy, particularly in light of our efforts to promote the
economic integration of the Caribbean Basin region.

Even though the per-capita GNP of Puerto Rico is similar to that
of other developing. societies that have been accorded GSP treat-
ment, the Commonwealth does not presently receive this preferen-
tial treatment. The proposed legislation would require the United
States' Executive Branch to assist Puerto Rico in seeking favorable
treatment from foreign countries for exports from the Common-
wealth, and to encourage other countries to consider Puerto Rico as
a developing territory for purposes of their respective GSP pro-
grams.

I should note that a similar provision has been enacted into law
by Congress for the benefit of the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas, and GSP treatment has already been obtained for the
U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Pacific Trust
Territories. While it may appear a relatively modest request, to ask
the U.S. Government to encourage other countries to consider
Puerto Rico as a developing area for purposes of their respective
GSP programs, it has not been possible to obtain such assistance
from the U. S. Government in the absence of an affirmative con-
gressional policy statement to this end.
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I can go into greater detail about our history of difficulty in that
area, but I would like to continue, for purposes of time.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is an interesting statement.
Mr. BERROCAL. Our second item is the special tariff-setting au-

thority. As the USTR indicated, since 1930 Puerto Rico has enjoyed
tariff-setting authority with respect to foreign coffee. This was en-
acted to save our coffee industry in the 1920s and 1930s. This provi-
sion has allowed Puerto Rico to develop coffee production nearly
sufficient to meet local demands, and permits us to employ over
30,000 farm workers in the center of our island, very needy people.

The proposed legislation would extend this existing authority to
cover those other products of special interest to the Common-
wealth, where doing so would be consistent with U.S. international
obligations.

I will submit the remaining statement for the record, Mr. Chair-
man. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine. Thank you very much. You
made some interesting discussions there. You also have added to
my education. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Berrocal appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Catala, we are pleased to have you. If you
would, proceed.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS('() ('ATALA, P1i.1)., SPECIAL AI)VISOR,
ECONOMIC'S ANI) TRAI)E, IPERT() RICAN INI)EPENI)ENCE
PARTY. ACC()MPANIEI) BY PEI)R() PARIiIA, Pli.I).. SECRETARY
OF FINAN('E. SAN JUAN. PR

Dr. CATALA. Mr. Chairman, my name is Francisco Catala, and I
am with Professor Pedro Parilla. We are honored to testify before
this committee on behalf of the Puerto Rican Independence Party.

Since there is a limitation on time, we have already submitted a
written statement on the position of the Puerto Rican Independ-
ence Party on trade issues, Social Security, and Federal grants. In
fact, we agree with S. 712 and with the report of the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources; except that, in light of the obvious
administrative considerations which mandate a concern for
smoothness in phasing out Puerto Rico's dependency, we regard
the complete transition we had originally proposed as preferable.

We call upon this committee to face the fact that, even with the
complete transition we request, independence remains by far the
most convenient option from the point of view of the U.S. Treas-
ury. That transition is detailed in our written statement and in our
original proposal.

I will read a short statement now on the trade issue:
Puerto Rico is one of the most open economies in the world, with

a combined volunie of imports and exports nearly twice the size of
the gross product. By far, the majority of this trade has been with
the United States, which provides the bulk of Puerto Rico's imports
and the main market for its exports.

In the last three fiscal years the United States has accounted for
about 88 percent of Puerto Rico's total exports, or total merchan-
dise exports. On the other hand, Puerto Rico has become a major
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market for the United States In fiscal year 1988, the Island's mer-
chandise purchases from the United States amounted to almost $8
billion, a figure equivalent to 43 percent of local gross product in
that year. This level of imports exceeded that of at least 10 other
major trading partners of the United States. Such countries as
France, Italy, Brazil, Venezuela, China, Hong Kong, and Singapore
were surpassed by Puerto Rico in terms of imports form the United
States

Similarly, Puerto Rico's imports from the United States were
only $1.4 billion less than the combined total of Australia, New
Zealand, and South Africa.

Considering that Puerto Rico's population is about 3.3 million, it
is considerably smaller than that of most of the U.S. major trading
partners, the Island is probably the biggest U.S. customer in per-
capita terms.

Direct access of Puerto Rico's product to the U.S. market has
been indicative of the economic relationship between the two coun-
tries and the cornerstone of the Island's industrialization historical-
ly. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the special advantage pro-
vided by free access to the United States has been eroded in the
last two decades as the U.S. Government has granted freer access
to its market to other countries as part of GATT negotiations, and
more recently under the CBS initiative.

It is in the best interests of both the United States and Puerto
Rico that good trade relations be maintained after the Proclama-
tion of Independence. A special trade regime between the Republic
of Puerto Rico and the United States will not only strengthen the
bonds of friendship and mutual respect, but will also facilitate con-
tinued economic development of Puerto Rico and enable us to play
a positive role in the development of other Caribbean and Latin
American nations.

With respect to the latter, it should be pointed out that the Car-
ibbean and South America are the two most important trading re-
gions from Puerto Rico's viewpoint after the United States.

The current draft of S. 712 allows Puerto Rico to opt for benefici-
ary status under the Caribbean Basin Initiative, or to enter into a
mutual free-trade agreement with the United States. It also offers
most-ftavored-nation treatment for Puerto Rico after it becomes in-
dependent. These /provisions, although capable of providing the
direct-access guarantees which were earlier proposed or suggested
should be further clarified to expressly indicate our intent to safe-
guard the maximum access of Puerto Rican product to the U.S.
market, as proposed in the Report of the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources.

This desirable frep-trade arrangement between the United States
and the Republic of Puerto Rico would not necessarily mandate
open trade of all goods between the two nations; but, to the extent
that there are limitations, those limitations would be as mutually
agreed and would, overall, provide mutual benefits to both nations
and would assist each in meeting its trade and economic develop-
ment objectives.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Catala appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Gentlemen, we have limitations on time. I apologize for other
members not being here, but we are having a joint session of the
Congress with Lech Walensa, and that is where the rest of them
are.

I must tell you, though, that the testimony you have developed
for us is going to be very helpful for this committee in arriving at a
judgment. We anticipate having additional hearings next year con-
cerning these specific issues. But the points that you have individ-
ually raised are obviously going to bring to mind other questions as
we probe and try to decide what we should do within the jurisdic-
tion of this committee. We are going to be much better informed
because of the contributions that you have made.

Thank you very much for your appearance today.
Our next panel consists of Ms. Linda Morra, Director of Intergov-

ernmental and Management Issues, Human Resources Division,
U.S. General Accounting Office; Ms. Carolyn Merck, Specialist in
Social Legislation, Congressional Research Service, Library of Con-
gress; and Mr. Charles Seagrave, Chief of Human Resources Cost
Estimates, Budget Analysis Division of the Congressional Budget
Office.

Ms. Morra, would you proceed with your statement, please?

STATEMENT OF LINI)A G. MORRA, I)ltE('TOR, INTERGOVERN-
MENTAL ANDI MANAGEMENT ISSUES, iMAN RESOURCES I)IVI-
SION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Ms. MORRA. Thank you.
I am pleased to be here today to provide background information

on Puerto Rico for the committee. I will begin with an overview of
Federal spending and Federal tax policies.

Federal spending comprises about 30 percent of Puerto Rico's
gross product. In the 50 States, the average is about 22 percent.
Puerto Rico's gross product was about $18 billion in 1988, with Fed-
eral spending about $6.2 billion of that. In addition to Federal
spending, certain tax benefits accrued to both individuals and cor-
l)orations. Islanders and U.S. corporations doing business in Puerto
Rico are for the most part exempt from Federal taxes. In a 1987
report, we estimated that in 1983 the Federal Treasury would have
received an estimated $2.4 billion if' Federal tax laws were ex-
tended to Puerto Rico. Finally, the Federal Government provided
$70:3 million to Puerto Rico in direct loans, loan guarantees, and
insurance in Fiscal Year 1988.

Generally, Puerto Rico is treated as a State under most Federal
laws and programs. The major exceptions are in the tax laws,
income-support programs, and health care programs. Since CRS is
going to discuss, income-support programs and health care pro-
grams, I am going to concentrate on tax laws.

Puerto Rico is not subject to Federal individual or corporate
income tax laws. Two provisions in Federal tax law are designed to
encourage industry and improve the Puerto Rican economy.

The first is the Possessions' Tax ('r( .it, also known as section
936 of the Internal Revenue ('ode. It, ir, .4f'ect, exempts the income
U.S. firms earn from business operations and certain financial in-
vestments in Puerto Rico 'rom Federal corporate income taxes. Ac-
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cording to the Department of the Treasury, in 1983, 625 corpora-
tions in Puerto Rico received benefits equalling $1.6 billion. These
companies employed about 89,000 employees. The estimated tax
benefit per employee averaged $18,523, or 125 percent of the aver-
age compensation per employee.

The second provision, section 7652(a) of the Tax Code, allows
taxes on items produced in Puerto Rico and sold in the States or
consumed on the Island to be depcsited in the Treasury of Puerto
Rico. Puerto Rico received $227 million under this provision in
1987.

While similar to the States' governmental structures in most re-
spects, Puerto Rico's system of government has two unique charac-
teristics:

First, the central government directly provides services such as
public education, health, police and fire services that in the 50
States local governments generally provide. The government is the
Island's largest employer. Municipalities are the only political sub-
divisions in Puerto Rico, and they have limited service-delivery re-
sponsibilities.

Second, Puerto Rico relies on 52 public corporations to deliver
many kinds of' services. While some, such as the University of
Puerto Rico and the Electric Power Authority, have counterparts
in the States, others do not. For example, Puerto Rico's Telephone
Authority and Communications Authority operate the Island's tele-
phone system; and the Sugar Corporation grows sugar cane, buys it
from private firms, processes it, and markets it. In 1987, 11 of the
largest of these corporations had net assets of about $5 billion and
revenues of about $2.7 billion.

It is not clear how a status change might affect either character-
istic.

The aggregate short-term financial condition of the Common-
wealth's central government, its public corporations, and its mu-
nicipalities shows a surplus. The Commonwealth's 1990 budget
projects revenues of about $10.5 billion for 1989 and expenditures
of about $9.8 billion.

Puerto Rico, however, has a relatively high public debt. Exclud-
ing the debt attributable to public corporations, the percent of the
Commonwealth's and municipalities' debt in relation to the Is-
land's gross product is about one-third higher than the average for
the 50 States and their localities.

Total revenues for Puerto Rico's central and municipal govern-
ments, excluding the public corporations, will be about $4.8 billion
in 1989. This is about 26 percent of the Island's gross product. For
the 50 States, the average is about 18 percent.

The largest share of total revenues. 241 percent, will be from Fed-
eral aid. This is nearly twice the average for the 50 States. The
other components, almost equally divided, are sales, and individual
and corporate income taxes.

The implications of the status option for independence on reve-
nues are not clear. Even though nearly a quarter of the govern-
ment's revenues are derived from Federal assistance, it is unclear
whether it would necessarily lose this support under the independ-
ence option. For example, treaties similar to those in the Philip-
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pines on base-use payments could supplement an independent
Puerto Rico's budget.

Under the statehood option, the heavy reliance on income taxes,
especially corporate income taxes, would probably change because
of the imposition of Federal income taxes. This could place pres-
sures for increasing other tax sources. The option of continued
commonwealth would probably have very little effect on revenues.

Excluding the public corporations, the Commonwealth spends
about 29 percent less per capita than State and local governments.
The independence status option would create new demands for ex-
penditures, potentially in defense, postal, and other services.

The statehood option could result in pressure for the Common-
wealth to increase its expenditures in the areas of income security
and health care, as Federal matching programs drive greater ex-
penditures.

Under the commonwealth status option, the potential for change
is unclear.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation, and I will be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Morra appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Merck, if you would, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN L. MERCK, SPECIALIST IN SOCIAL
LEGISLATION, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCIl SERVICE, LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS

Ms. MERCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Carolyn Merck. I am a legislative analyst with the

Congressional Research Service. The purpose of my testimony
today is to describe how welfare programs and recipients might be
affected by a change in Puerto Rico's status. My statement is large-
ly drawn from a report CRS prepared last summer, at Senator
Moynihan's request.

I would like to preface my testimony by saying that I will not
address program costs or budget effects, as the Congressional
Budget Office is charged with the responsibility of providing such
estimates to the Congress.

In order to keep my statement brief, I will discuss only the most
significant changes that would occur if statehood were to be chosen
in the referendum. Most welfare programs would be unaffected by
the enhanced commonwealth option; and, under independence, wel-
fare programs would no longer be the responsibility of the U.S.
Government.

If statehood were to be the outcome of the referendum, the
Earned Income Tax Credit and the Supplemental Security Income
and Food Stamp programs would undergo the most significant
changes in scope. These programs are federally financed, have na-
tionally Uniform eligibility and benefit criteria, and are generally
geared to serve a population whose income is low relative to main-
land U.S. incomes. Because incomes in Puerto Rico are far below
those of even the poorest State, the eligibility levels for these pro-
grams would occur at a point below which a large segment of the
Island's population would fall.
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The Earned Income Tax Credit is a refundable credit for house-
holds with earned income and dependent children. It is not avail-
able in Puerto Rico, because it is part of the U.S. income tax
system. However, upon implementation of the Federal income tax
in the State of Puerto Rico, this program would be extended to all
working Puerto Rican parents with adjusted gross incomes below

.$19,340, and that is in 1989.
Given the distribution of family income in Puerto Rico, a rough

estimate shows that in 1979 almost two-thirds of' all Puerto Rican
families with children would have been eligible for the EITC if' it
had been available then at today's real dollar levels.

The Supplemental Security Income program, which is not avail-
able in Puerto Rico, provides federally financed, nationally uniform
monthly cash assistance to low-income elderly, blind, and disabled
persons.

Instead of SSI, the Commonwealth operates a program of Aid to
the Aged, Blind, and Disabled according to locally-determined eligi-
bility and benefit criteria. Federal funds going to Puerto Rico for
AABD are subject to an annual cap. and the Commonwealth is re-
quired to pay 25 percent of benefit costs.

Under statehood, SSI would replace the AABD program at 100
percent Federal expense, and the cap on Federal funds would be
removed. For a single individual, the income eligibility and maxi-
mum benefit levels would increase from $32 monthly to $368, or to
about $245 if the recipient lived in another's household. A jump of
this magnitude undoubtedly would expand the population eligible,
increase payments to program participants 8- to 11-fold, and could
potentially affect persons other than SSI recipients. The elderly in
Puerto Rico tend to live in extended households, and a large in-
crease in the income of one household member might create a work
disincentive for other household members.

Although the Food Stamp program is not under the jurisdiction
of this committee, its counterpart, the Nutrition Assistance Pro-
gram, is the linchpin of Puerto Rico's welfare system. The NAP
provides more money and affects more people in the Common-
wealth than all other means-tested welfare programs put together.

Statehood would require the extension of the regular Food Stamp
program to Puerto Rico, with four major consequences:

Benefits would have to be issued in food stamp coupons rather
than cash, requiring implementation of redemption procedures and
monitoring of food store operations;

The number of recipients would increase by about 400,00() per-
sons, to well over half of the population;

Benefits to participants would rise significantly, by at least 20
percent, and probably more;

Puerto Rico would lose the very substantial flexibility it now has
to design its major cash welfare program as it sees fit, without the
panoply of Federal food stamp rules that States must follow.

Overall, this increase in income to a large segment of the Is-
land's population in the form of coupons earmarked for fbod could
create distortions of uncertain dimensions in food markets and the
economy in general.

Puerto Rico decides benefit levels and eligibility criteria for the
Aid to Families with I)ependent Children program, as do the
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States. However, unlike the program in the States, funding is sub-
ject to a cap, and Puerto Rico is required to pay 25 percent of bene-
fits costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Twenty-five percent of what?
Ms. MERCK. Benefit costs.
AFDC covers only about 5 percent of the population, and thus is

much smaller in scope than the NAP or, potentially, the Food
Stamp program.

If Puerto Rico were to become a State, the cap on Federal fund-
ing would be removed, and the Federal Government's share of ben-
efit costs would rise from 75 percent to 83 percent. However, it is
unclear how Puerto Rico would respond to open-ended funding for
AFDC at an 83 percent matching rate. By spending somewhat less
money, Puerto Rico could maintain existing benefit levels. Because
the Food Stamp program would be available to a broader popula-
tion and would offer higher benefits at no cost to Puerto Rico,
there would appear to be little reason for Puerto Rico to expand its
AFDC program.

The Medicaid program is available in Puerto Rico under current
law, but it functions under vastly different rules from those that
prevail in the States. Medicaid funding in Puerto Rico is capped,
and the Commonwealth must pay half of program costs. Under
statehood, the cap on Federal funds for Medicaid would be re-
moved, and the Federal share of costs would rise from 50 percent
to 83 percent. As a result, Federal spending for Medicaid in Puerto
Rico could more than double.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it varies in the various States.
Ms. MERCK. Yes, it does, inversely with per capita income.
The CHAIRMAN. But you were saying Puerto Rico would go to the

maximum?
Ms. MERCK. That is right.
In addition, Puerto Rico would become subject to new require-

ments for furnishing more extensive coverage to some classes of in-
dividuals, while cutting off coverage to others. Also, Puerto Rico
would no longer be permitted to restrict Medicaid providers to
public hospitals and clinics, as it does now.

In conclusion, under the statehood option for Puerto Rico, a
sharp rise in welfare benefits could dramatically reconfigure the
outline of the Island's income distribution. While, on the one hand,
this could have salutary effects on the living standards of many
low-income people, the effect on labor force participation and work
disincentives in an economy in which labor force participation is
already low and unemployment is very high is an issue of serious
concern.

This concludes my testimony. I would be glad to take questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Merck appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I am curious as to why, as a public policy matter,

they restrict Medicaid to public hospitals. Why?
Ms. MERCK. Puerto Rico's program has a waiver from the "free-

dom of choice" of health care providers that applies in the 50
States. And, historically, public health care facilities provided Med-
icaid service, which, in Puerto Rico, remains the local practice.
That is where the low-income population tends to get their medical
care, and therefore it is the system that is now in operation.
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The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. Seagrave, if you would, proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. SEAGRAVE, CHIEF, HUMAN RE-
SOURCES ('OST ESTIMATES UNIT. BUDGET ANALYSIS I)IVISION,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
Mr. SEAGRAVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to

appear before the committee to discuss the Congressional Budget
Offices's cost estimate of S. 712, the Puerto Rico Status Referen-
dum Act.

CBO's current estimate of the bill is as the bill was ordered re-
ported by the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on Sep-
tember 6, 1989. Only spending estimates are discussed in the esti-
mate. As you know, revenue estimates are being undertaken by the
Joint Committee on Taxation.

CBO has have prepared some background materials on the costs
of the Puerto Rico Status Referendum Act. Those materials contain
three summary tables and the complete cost estimate that CBO has
prepared.

As Table 1 shows, based on actual data from the Bureau of the
Census, in 1988 the Federal Government spent $6.2 billion in
Puerto Rico. The composition of that spending is displayed in Table
1.

CBO has examined the growth in that spending in recent years
and found that it had been increasing about 6 percent a year. We
used that 6-percent growth rate in conjunction with the 1988 data
to project spending over the 1992-1995 period. This appears as line
1 in Table 2. Consequently, we anticipate, in 1992, that $7.9 billion
will be spent by the Federal Government in Puerto Rico, rising to
$9.4 billion in 1995.

We have also examined the incremental effects of the three
status options contained in S. 712 under these baseline assump-
tions. The enhanced commonwealth option would have insignifi-
cant effects on total spending in Puerto Rico. The nature of the
spending could change. The bill would allow consolidation of many
grants that are currently provided to Puerto Rico. Overall, howev-
er, we think total spending would change little under the enhanced
commonwealth option.

Under the independence option, we find that in 1994 and 1995
there would be minor reductions in Federal spending. The bill
would have the Federal Government look at the amount of money
it was spending in the year before the Proclamation of Independ-
ence, and would have the Federal Government continue those pay-
ments over a 9-year period. Since spending to Puerto Rico current-
ly rises each year, continuing those payments at a constant level
would result in the savings shown, or about a tenth of a billion dol-
lars in 1994, and $.3 billion in 1995.

The statehood option would result in significant increases in Fed-
eral spending. Under our estimates, the increases would rise from
$1.7 billion to $3.3 billion in 1995.

Since I am sitting at the table with GAO and CRS, I would like
to thank both of them. They helped greatly in preparing these esti-
mates. And while we certainly cannot hold them responsible for
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any problems, CBO has appreciated the cooperative effort of the
congressional agencies on this issue.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not through with you. I have some more
things I am going to ask the three of you.

But, go ahead.
Mr. SEAGRAVE. Table 3 examines the increases in some of these

entitlement programs, which Carolyn Merck has outlined earlier.
The largest increase in our estimates is in the Medicaid program,
where we feel that Federal Medicaid costs would grow from $.9 bil-
lion in 1992 to $1.2 billion in 1995.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that particularly because of the shift in the
sharing option from 50-50, as I now understand it to be, to some-
thing like 83-17?

Mr. SEAGRAVE. It is because of both the shift from 50-50 to 83-17
and the removal of the cap, which currently exists. In 1990, Feder-
al spending is limited to $79 million.

Other major increases would be in the Food Stamp program, re-
placing the current Nutrition Assistance Block grant, where we
feel spending will rise by about $700 million a year, and in SSI,
which in 1995 we estimate would add $900 million to Federal
spending.

In conclusion, I would like to make clear that these estimates are
somewhat uncertain. We do not have the detailed data bases on
Puerto Rico that we do for the continental 48 States. The estimates
also depend critically, or at least importantly, on reactions of the
Puerto Rican economy.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Seagrave appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. All right. And yours, of course, is on the spend-

ing side.
The argument has been made here, amongst the witnesses, that

statehood would bring about a substantially larger cost than has so
far been estimated, because of the economic impact of eliminating
the Internal Revenue Code, section 936. You have heard that argu-
ment. I would like you to comment on whether that impact has
been considered in developing your costs.

Mr. SEAGRAVE. No impact of section 936 has been included in
these estimates for a couple of reasons:

The estimates run through 1995, and, as the bill was ordered re-
ported by the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the 936
provisions phase out over time. They would be 20 percent phased
out in 1994, and 40 percent phased out in calendar year 1995. We
don't think, in those 2 years, 936 will have a major impact.

The CHAIRMAN. But then let me say that I would like for the
Congressional Budget Office, in consultation with the General Ac-
counting Office and the staff of the Joint Tax Committee and CRS,
to undertake an economic analysis of the likely impact of the pro-
posed tax code changes under the statehood option, a coordinated
study of that. And then, of course, we have not reviewed or reached
any decision on the exact pattern of how it will phase in the tax
and benefit changes under the options. That adds to your problem.

But simply as a working hypothesis, I would like for the CBO to
assume a gradual phase-in of both the benefit and the tax provi-
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sions over a 5-year period or a 10-year period. And you ought to
assume that that is done in a manner that attempts to maintain
budget neutrality throughout the period.

Now, when you do that analysis and the study, you ought to also
get whatever evidence the three parties want to submit, as they try
to influence that analysis toward their point of view.

Mr. SEAGRAVE. We will be glad to try, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. But let them have a shot at it. Let them present

their versions, and then try to give us an objective analysis of that.
You have given us a wealth of information, and I must state that

it is a highly complex subject. It is obvious we are going to have to
get a great deal more study, from the point of view of this commit-
tee, in those areas in which it has jurisdiction.

I appreciate very much the testimony that has been presented to
us. It is obvious we are going to follow up with some written re-
quests and want some additional information, and we will be
having additional hearings next year.

Thank you very much for your attendance.
[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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TAX RULES RELATING TO PUERTO RICO
UNDER PRESENT LAW AND UNDER
STATEHOOD, INDEPENDENCE, AND

ENHANCED COMMONWEALTH STATUS
(S. 712,

PUERTO RICO STATUS
REFERENDUM ACT)

INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet,1 prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation, provides a discussion of tax rules relating to Puerto Rico
under present law and under statehood, independence, and en-
hanced commonwealth status. S. 712, the Puerto Rico Status Refer-
endum Act, was reported by the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources on Septer ber 6, 1989, and has been jointly re-
ferred to the Senate Committee on Finance for consideration of
matters within its jurisdiction. 2

Part I of the document provides an overview of United States
and Puerto Rican tax rules under present law. Part II provides a
description of the provisions of S. 712 as reported by the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. Part III discusses
tax implications of statehood, independence, and enhanced com-
monwealth status options for Puerto Rico under the bill. Appendix
A lists selected Federal excise tax rates, and Appendix B lists se-
lected Puerto Rican excise tax rates.

IThis pamphlet may be cited as follos Tax Ruls Re/clting to Puerto Rico Under Present
Law and Under Statehood, lndepndence, and Enhanced ('mmon calth Status (S 712. Puerto
Rico Status Referendum Act) J('S-19-89i, November 14, 1981)

2 S. Rep. No. 101-120, 101st Cong., 1st Session (19891 S. 712 also has been jointly referred to
the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry

11)

(75)
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I. PRESENT LAW

A. Overview of United States Tax Rules

1. Taxation of individuals

General rules
The United States generally imposes income tax on the world-

wide income of U.S. citizens and residents. The rate structure cur-
rently consists of two brackets with rates of 15 and 28 percent. 3 In-
dividuals are eligible for personal exemptions for themselves and
for each of their qualified dependents of $2,000 in 1989. In addition,
a standard deduction of $3,100 is permitted for single filers and
$5,200 for joint filers in 1989. Thus, in general, no Federal income
tax is due from a single filer with less than $5,100 of adjusted gross
income.4 The corresponding amount for a married couple with two
dependent children would be $13,200.

As a general rule, every U.S. citizen or resident is required to file
an annual U.S. individual income tax return. However, an individ-
ual whose gross income for a taxable year is less than the sum of
the personal exemption amount and the basic standard deduction
which is applicable to such individual is excused from this filing re-
quirement.

The U.S. tax system permits numerous deductions, exclusions,
arid credits in the calculation of taxable income and tax liability.
Certain expenses are permitted as itemized deductions that reduce
taxable income if the sum of these expenses exceeds thp standard
deduction. In particular, State and local income and property taxes
generally are permitted as itemized deductions.

The earned income tax credit is available to taxpayers who main-
tain a household for a child. In 1989, the credit equals 14 percent of
the first $6,500 of earnings. The credit is reduced by 10 percent of
income in excess of $10,240 and is completely phased out at
$19,360. The earned income credit is refundable and thus the
amount of credit that exceeds the tax otherwise due is paid to the
taxpayer. For example, in 1989 a married couple with two children
would owe no U.S. income tax and in addition would receive a pay-
ment from the U.S. Treasury if their only income were earned
income of less than $15,600.

Nonresident alien individuals are subject to-U.S. tax, at the
above rates, on their net income effectively connected with the con-
duct of a trade or business in the United States. Such individuals
are also subject to a tax (at different rates computed on the basis of

3 The phaseout of the benefits of the 15-percent bracket and personal exemptions results in a
mar ma rate of 33 percent for certain income levels.

4 Other than for certain minor children who are claimed as dependents on their parents'
return.

(2)
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gross income) on certain other types of U.S. source income. Puerto
Rico generally is not included as part of the United States for this
purpose or other purposes of the Internal Revenue Code. 5

Treatment of foreign source income
In general, U.S. persons (e.g., U.S. residents and U.S. citizens no

matter where they reside) are taxed on all their income whether
from U.S. or foreign sources. A credit, with limitations, may be
claimed for foreign taxes paid or accrued, or alternatively foreign
taxes may be treated as an itemized deduction. For this purpose
Puerto Rico is generally treated as a foreign country.

Code section 911 provides that a U.S. citizen or resident with a
tax home abroad may under certain circumstances elect to exclude
an amount of his or her foreign earned income from gross income.
The maximum exclusion is generally limited to $70,000 per year
plus certain housing costs. No deductions, exclusions, or credits are
allowed for amounts allocable to this excluded income.

Taxation of US. persons residing in Puerto Rico
Under the Jones Act,6 Puerto Rico is deemed to be a part of the

United States for purposes of acquiring citizenship of the United
States by place of birth. 7 Thus, a person born in Puerto Rico is
typically a U.S. person for U.S. tax purposes. However, section 933
of the Code provides that income derived from sources within
Puerto Rico by an individual who is a resident of Puerto Rico gen-
erally will be excluded from gross income and exempt from U.S.
taxation, even if such resident is a U.S. citizen. Such income will
generally be subject to taxation by the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico. Items of income earned from sources outside of Puerto Rico
by U.S. persons who reside in Puerto Rico are generally subject to
U.S. taxation.

Because Puerto Rico source income earned by U.S. citizens wh'o
reside in Puerto Rico is excluded from gross income for U.S. tax
purposes, such individuals who earn less than the applicable
threshold amount of income from non-Puerto Rico sources general-
ly are not required to file a U.S. income tax return. Presumably,
most income of residents of Puerto Rico is derived from sources
within Puerto Rico. Thus, it is likely that the majority of Puerto
Rican residents do not earn a sufficient amount of non-Puerto Rico
source income to require them to file U.S. income tax returns.

Estate and gift tax
For U.S. citizens and residents, the amount subject to estate and

gift tax is determined by reference to all property, wherever situat-
ed. For nonresident aliens, such amount is determined only by ref-
erence to property situated in the United States.

The Federal estate and gift taxes are unified, so that a single
progressive rate schedule is applied to an individual's cumulative

6 Puerto Rico is generally treated as a "State" and as par of the United States, however, for
purposes (f the Federal ln:urance Contributions and Unemployment Acts (ode secs 3121el
and 3306(ji). Thus, under present law, residents of Puerto Rico generally are subject to the Fed-
eral employment taxes impose@ under these Acts

Ch. 14 539 Stat. 951 19171, 48 US.C secs 731 et seq. u19A2
48 U.S.C sec. 733 1982).
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gifts and bequests. The gift and estate tax rates begin at 18 percent
on the first $10,000 of taxable transfers and reach 55 percent on
taxable transfers over $3 million (50 percent on taxable transfers
over $2.5 million in the case of decedents dying and gifts made
after 1992). The estate and gift tax rate for transfers in excess of
$10 million is increased by five percent until the benefit of the uni-
fied credit and graduated brackets is recaptured.

U.S. citizens and residents are allowed a unified credit of
$192,800 in determining estate and gift tax. This is equivalent to an
exemption for otherwise taxable transfers totaling $600,000. In
place of the unified credit, nonresident aliens are allowed a credit
of $13,000 in determining estate tax.

Under a special rule, a U.S. citizen residing in a possession is
treated as a nonresident alien for estate and gift tax purposes only
if citizenship was acquired solely by reason of citizenship of, or
birth or residence within, the possession (sees. 2209 and 2501(c); cf
secs. 2208 and 2501(b)). Transfers of property by residents of Puerto
Rico that are exempt from Federal estate and gift taxation in the
United States under these provisions are generally subject to estate
and gift taxation in Puerto Rico, the limited extent of which is dis-
cussed below in Part I.B.1. Estates of decedents qualifying under
this rule are allowed a credit against the estate tax equal to the
greater of $13,000 or that proportion of $46,800 which the value of
that part of the decedent's gross estate which at the time of death
was situated in the United States bears to the value of the entire
gross estate wherever situated (sec. 2102(cX2)).

2. Taxation of corporations
U.S. corporations, in general, are subject to U.S. income tax on -

their worldwide income. Corporations are taxed at a 34-percent
rate on income in excess of $75,000. The benefit of lower marginal
tax rates on income less than $75,000 is phased out above $100,000
of income.

Foreign taxes paid or accrued are creditable, with limitations,
against U.S. tax liability, or alternatively may be deducted in cal-
culating taxable income. Special rules, described in detail below in
Part I.C., apply to income derived in U.S. possessions by certain do-
mestic corporations.

3. U.S. taxation of Puerto Rico obligations
The interest on a bond issued by the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico or its municipalities is generally exempt from tax (sec. 103).
The exemption does not apply to any bond that is a non-qualified
private activity bond (within the meaning of sec. 141), an arbitrage
bond (within the meaning of sec. 148), or a bond issued in unregis-
tered form.

B. Overview of Tax Rules of Puerto Rico

The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico provides
that the power of the Commonwealth to impose and collect taxes
and to authorize their imposition and collection by municipalities
shall be exercised as determined by the Legislative Assembly and
shall never be surrendered or suspended. Under its Income Tax
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Act, Excise Tax Act, and Estate and Gift Tax Act, Puerto Rico has
imposed such taxes in ways that are in some ways similar to, and
in other ways different from, U.S. Federal taxes. In particular, the
Puerto Rico Income Tax Act was extensively reformed in 1987, in
some instances closely following the Federal income tax changes of
the Tax Reform Act of 1986.8

1. Taxation of individuals

Income tax
Individuals who are resident in Puerto Rico (regardless of citizen-

ship) are subject to tax by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico on
their worldwide income. Generally, a person is considered a resi-
dent of Puerto Rico for Puerto Rican income tax purposes if that
person is actually present in Puerto Rico and is more than a mere
transient or sojourner. Resident individuals are entitled to deduct
from gross income 9 those expenses which are connected with the
conduct of a trade or business or with the production of income.
Additionally, they can claim either certain itemized deductions or a
standard deduction, whichever is greater. Itemized deductions in-
clude certain mortgage interest, residential property tax, auto li-
cense fees, certain casualty losses, and subject to limitations, medi-
cal expenses, charitable contributions, personal interest, 10 rent
paid on the taxpayer's principal residence, and certain education
costs. For 1989, the standard deduction is $3,000 for married per-
sons filing joint returns, $2,000 for single individuals, $2,600 for
heads of households, and $1,500 for married persons who file sepa-
rate returns. Resident individuals are also permitted to claim per-
sonal exemptions in the amount of $1,300 for single persons, or
$3,000 for married persons filing jointly or heads of households. Ad-
ditionally, a personal exemption is allowed in the amount of $1,300
for each dependent of the taxpayer ($1,600 in the case of certain
dependents who are full time university students). A married
couple with two dependent children, for example, has no income
tax liability if their income is less than $8,600.

Pursuant to the 1987 tax reform, marginal individual tax rates
are reduced from a pre-reform high of 50 percent to 33 percent.
This reduction is phased in over a three-year period commencing in
1988.11 Similar to the U.S. tax system, the Puerto Rican tax system
phases out the benefits of the graduated tax rates and personal and
dependent exemptions at a 5-percent rate beginning at $75,000 of
taxable income.

At the election of the taxpayer, interest income in excess of
$2,000 earned by Puerto Rican resident individuals from deposits
with Puerto Rican financial institutions may be taxed at a flat rate

I Although the Puerto Rican tax reform changes generally became effective soon after enact-
ment, individuals may, elect to delay the effective date of such changes for five years.

$ Generally, gross income includes all income derived from whatever source, less certain ex-
clusions. Items of exclusion include among others, gifts, inheritances, amounts received under a
life insurance contract, interest on government obligations, and interest on individuals' savings
accounts up to $2,000 annually.

10 Similar to U.S. tax law, the deduction for personal interest is currently being phased out
and will no longer be deductible following 1989.'

I IThe top marginal rate for 1988 is 45 pelScent, for 1989 is 38 percent, and for 1990 and
beyond is 33 percent.

-0 - - M _ - -
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of 17 percent withheld at source. The first $2,000 of such income is
excluded from taxable income. Additionally, a maximum tax rate
of 20 percent applies to Puerto Rico source dividends, which tax is
also withheld at source.

Individuals with taxable income in excess of $75,000 are subject
to an alternative basic tax, if the amount of such tax is higher than
the taxpayer's regular tax. The rate of the tax varies from 10 to 20
percent as taxable income increases.

Nonresident individuals are taxed the same as residents with re-
spect to income which is effectively connected with a trade or busi-
ness conducted in Puerto Rico. Generally, nonresidents are subject
to a withholding tax of 29 percent on non-effectively connected
fixed and determinable annual or periodical income and capital
gains. 12

Estate and gift tax
For residents of Puerto Rico, the amount subject to estate and

gift tax is determined nominally by reference to all property, wher-
ever situated. However, property located in Puerto Rico is general-
ly deductible from any gift and from the gross estate (except in the
case of a U.S. citizen decedent whose worldwide gross estate is sub-
ject to U.S. estate taxation, as discussed below). Nonresidents of
Puerto Rico are subject to estate and gift tax only on property lo-
cated in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico's estate and gift taxes are unified, so that a single
progressive rate schedule is applied to an individual's cumulative
gifts and bequests. The estate and gift tax rates begin at 18 percent
on the first $10,000 of taxable transfers and reach 50 percent on
taxable transfers over $2.5 million. Nonresidents whose estates are
subject to tax in their countries of origin are taxed in the amount
of the maximum tax credit allowed by the estate tax rules of such
country on property located in Puerto Rico, rather than by applica-
tion of the progressive rates to property located in Puerto Rico. In
the case of U.S. citizen decedents (1) who were resident in Puerto
Rico and whose worldwide gross estate is subject to U.S. estate tax-
ation, or (2) who were not resident in Puerto Rico and whose gross
estate located in Puerto Rico is subject to U.S. estate taxation, the
estate tax law provides that a tax equal to the maximum credit
computed under section 2014(bX2) of the Code shall be imposed on
that part of the gross estate located in Puerto Rico.

Residents of Puerto Rico are allowed a fixed exemption (in lieu of
a unified credit) in the amount of $400,000 in determining the tax-
able estate, reduced by the deduction taken for property located in
Puerto Rico. The estates of nonresidents of Puerto Rico who were
citizens of the United States generally are eligible for a fixed ex-
emption in the amount of $10,000. However, in the case of a U.S.
citizen not resident in Puerto Rico whose property in Perto Rico .is
not subject to estate taxation in the United States, the law provides
that the allowable exemption is the greater of (a) the proportion be-
tween the value of all the gross estate of the decedent subject to

* a If the individual is a U S. citizen, the withholding rate is generally 20 percent.
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taxation and the estate in both jurisdictions, multiplied by $60,000
or (b) $30,000.

2. Taxation of corporations and partnerships

In general
Under current Puerto Rican tax law, corporations and partner-

ships are generally both taxed on an entity basis.13 Such entities
which are organized or created under the laws of Puerto Rico are
subject to tax on their worldwide income, determined on a net prof-
its basis.

Corporations and partnerships which are organized or created
under the laws of a country other than Puerto Rico are taxed on
income earned from sources within Puerto Rico and on income that
is effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in
Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rican corporations and partnerships and the effectively
connected income of non-Puerto Rican corporations and partner-
ships are generally subject to three separate income taxes in
Puerto Rico: a "normal tax" which is imposed on all taxable
income at a flat rate of 22 percent, a "surtax" which is levied at
graduated rates on a progressive basis, and an "additional tax" of 5
percent on certain corporations and partnerships. The benefits of
the graduated rates are phased out by the additional tax beginning
at $500,000 of taxable income. For taxable years beginning prior to
January 1, 1989, the combined effect of the applicable taxes provid-
ed marginal tax rates that ranged from 22 to 45 percent. For tax-
able years beginning after December 31, 1988, the 22 percent mini-
mum rate remains unchanged, but the maximum rate will be
gradually reduced over a four-year period to 35 percent. ' 4

Gains from the disposition of capital assets held for more than
six months are subject to a maximum tax of 25 percent.

Affiliated Puerto Rican corporations and partnerships are not
permitted to consolidate their operations for purposes of determin-
ing their Puerto Rican income tax liability. Thus, each member of
an affiliated group must file a separate Puerto Rican income tax
return and generally pay tax on its separate taxable income.

Non-effectively connected fixed or determinable annual or peri-
odical income (e.g., interest, dividends, royalties, rents, wages, and
annuities) that is earned from sources within Puerto Rico by non-
Puerto Rican corporations and partnerships is generally subject to
a gross basis withholding tax of 29 percent, except that certain
specified items of such income are subject to withholding tax at re-
duced rates. ' 5

' However, certain partnerships referred to as "special partnerships" are allowed flow
through treatment similar to the treatment afforded to partnerships under U.S. tax law. To
qualify as a special partnership, at least 70 percent of the partnership's income must be from
Puerto Rico sources and at least 70 percent of its gross income must be derived from certain
specified activities.

14 The highest marginal rate for 1989 is 42 percent, for 1990 is 39 percent, for 1991 is 37 per-
cent, and for 1992 and beyond is 35 percent

I s For example, dividends are subject to withholding tax at a rate of either 10 percent (if de-
rived from manufacturing or other specified activities) or 25 percent.
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Alternative minimum tax
As part of the 1987 tax reform, a corporate alternative minimum

tax was enacted that is similar, in some respects, to the U.S. corpo-
rate alternative minimum tax. The Puerto Rican corporate alterna-
tive minimum tax will apply if it results in a tax liability greater
than the corporation's regular tax liability.

The corporate alternative minimum tax rate is a flat 22 percent,
levied on "alternative minimum net income." Generally, alterna-
tive minimum net income is computed by addifig back to taxable
income certain items which receive preferential treatment in com-
puting the regular tax. Items of tax preference include flexible de-
preciation (discussed in Part I.B.4.), income deferred under the in-
stallment method, and net operating losses, among others. Addi-
tionally, alternative minimum net income is increased by an
amount equal to 50 percent of the excess of the corporation's net
income per its audited financial statements over alternative mini-
mum net income before this adjustment.

Branch profits tax
Puerto Rico also imposes a tax on certain profits of a Puerto

Rican branch of a non-Puerto Rican corporation or partnership.
The purpose of the branch profits tax is to provide similar tax
treatment to Puerto Rican branches and Puerto Rican subsidiaries
of non-Puerto Rican corporations and partnerships. The branch
profits tax rate is generally equal to 25 percent of the branch's
"dividend equivalent amount." This amount represents profits of
the branch that are effectively connected with a trade or business
in Puerto Rico, and that are not reinvested in such a trade or busi-
ness.

The branch profits tax rate is only 10 percent for manufacturing,
hotel, and shipping operations; and the tax is inapplicable to non-
Puerto Rican corporations and partnerships that derive at least 80
percent of their gross income from Puerto Rico sources. ' 6

In addition to the branch profits tax, a special 29 percent branch-
level interest tax is levied on the excess of the amount of interest
deducted by a Puerto Rican branch over the amount of interest it
actually paid during the taxable year.
3. Foreign tax credit

Non-Puerto Rican taxes paid by a Puerto Rican corporation,
Puerto Rican partnership, or individual resident in Puerto Rico on
non-Puerto Rico source income can be claimed as a credit against
Puerto Rican tax on such income. This credit, however, is subject
to a per-country limitation and an overall limitation. Alternatively,
non-Puerto Rican taxes may be claimed as a deduction against
gross income in arriving at taxable income. I

16 This exemption from the branch profits t-ax generally covers U.S. corporations that claim
benefits under Code section 936.
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4. Tax incentives

In general
The Puerto Rican tax law provides numerous tax incentives in-

tended to encourage capital formation and attract foreign invest-
ment. Many of these incentives are available to sole proprietor-
ships, as well as to corporations and partnerships.

Industrial tax incentives
The Puerto Rico Tax Incentives Act of 1987 provides for a partial

tax exemption for corporate income and property taxes. Generally,
taxpayers engaged in manufacturing or that provide export serv-
ices are allowed 90-percent tax exemptions on their industrial de-
velopment income. The length of time for which a taxpayer may
qualify for this incentive depends on the location of the taxpayer's
qualified operation, as set forth in the following table.

[Exemption is
applicable for]

Investment in: Years
H igh Industrial Zones ............................................................ 10
Intermediate Industrial Zones .............................................. 15
Low Industrial Zones ............................................................... 20
V ieques and Culebra 17 ........................................................... 25

An eligible taxpayer is permitted to elect specific taxable years
to which the exemption would apply. For example, if an eligible
taxpayer incurs a net operating loss during the first taxable year
in which it qualifies for the exemption, it could elect not to apply
the exemption for that year and still have the full exemption
period remaining. Following the expiration of the applicable ex-
emption period, manufacturing firms may apply for an additional
ten years of exemption at a 75-percent exemption rate.

A manufacturing operation that qualifies under the tax incentive
system and that has income of less than $500,000 and employs
more than 15 persons generally is granted a 100-percent tax ex-
emption on the first $100,000 of such income. In lieu of this exemp-
tion, certain manufacturing companies are allowed a deduction
equal to 15 percent of their production worker payroll, not to
exceed 50 percent of industrial development income.

Other tax incentives which are made available to manufacturing
firms include a reduced tax of 5 percent on the repatriation of one-
half of current earnings by a Puerto Rican corporation to a non-
Puerto Rican shareholder if the other half is invested for at least
five years in designated Puerto Rican assets. "

Puerto Rico also provides incentives to certain financial institu-
tions referred to as "International Banking Entities" (IBEs). Gener-
ally, income earned by an IBE from authorized activities is com-
pletely exempt from income and branch profits tax. Also, distribu-
tions of such earnings to owners of the IBE are exempt from all
withholding tax.

'7 Offshore islands.
18 After the expiration of the five-year period, the reinvested earnings may also be repatriat-

ed, subject to a 5-percent tax.
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Taxpayers in other specified industries also are eligible for vari-
us tax incentives. The favored industries include shipping, agricul-
are, tourism, art and literature. Generally, the incentives are pro-
ided by means of special tax exemptions or deductions that vary
,y industry.

Flexible depreciation
As a general rule, a taxpayer is permitted to claim depreciation

leductions for the cost of a capital asset over the asset's estimated
useful life. Depreciation is usually claimed either on a straight-line
)asis or on any other basis in accordance with a recognized trade
practice.

However, in certain circumstances, taxpayers are entitled to
claim depreciation deductions on an accelerated system known as
"flexible depreciation." Flexible depreciation may be claimed by
taxpayers with income from construction, agriculture, land devel-
opment, real estate rehabilitation, real estate development, manu-
facturing, hotel, tourism, shipping, and certain export operations.
Under the flexible depreciation system, a taxpayer may elect to de-
preciate all, part, or none of the undepreciated cost of the qualify-
ing asset during the taxable year. The deduction is limited, howev-
er, to an amount not to exceed 100 percent of the pre-depreciation
net income of the qualified activity for the taxable year.

For example, assume a taxpayer engaged in manufacturing has
pre-depreciation net income for the taxable year of $100,000, and
has manufacturing equipment with an undepreciated basis of
$200,000. Further assume that under the general depreciation
system, the taxpayer would receive a depreciation deduction in the
amount of $20,000. Under the flexible depreciation system, the tax-
payer is permitted to claim up to $100,000 of depreciation, thereby
reducing its taxable income to zero.

C. U.S. Internal Revenue Code Section 936

As described above, a U.S. domestic corporation is subject to U.S.
Federal income tax on its worldwide income. Generally, a foreign
corporation is subject to U.S. income tax only with respect to its
income derived from sources within the United States or income
which is effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or busi-
ness in the United States. For this purpose, a domestic corporation
is one created or organized under U.S. or State law, and the term
"United States" generally includes only the 50 States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Any other corporation is a foreign corporation.
For example, a corporation organized under Delaware corporate
law and doing business solely in Puerto Rico is a domestic corpora-
tion and is therefore generally subject to U.S. tax on its Puerto
Rican income; by contrast, a corporation organized under the laws
of Puerto Rico, and engaed in the same business as the Delaware
corporation in Puerto Rico, is a foreign corporation and is subject
to no U.S. tax.

A domestic corporation in certain circumstances may eliminate
its U.S. tax on certain income associated with certain possessions
(including Puerto Rico) and certain foreign countries by means of
the possessions tax credit under section 936 of the Internal Reve-

1 -1 -
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nue Code. In effect, this credit may eliminate all income tax on a
domestic corporation doing business in Puerto Rico where the cor-
poration is also excused from Puerto Rican income tax pursuant to
a tax incentive provided under Puerto Rican law as described
above.
1. Qualification requirements

In order to qualify for the possessions tax credit, a domestic cor-
poration must satisfy the following two requirements. First, the
corporation must derive at least 75 percent of its gross income from
the active conduct of a trade or business within a U.S. possession
(which can include the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico) during the
preceding three years.1 9 Second, at least 80 percent of the gross
income of the corporation must be derived from sources within a
U.S. possession during that same three-year period. A domestic cor-
poration which satisfies these requirements and elects the benefits
of section 936 is generally referred to as a "qualified possessions
corporation" or a "section 936 corporation.
2. Operation of the credit

General rule
As described above, a qualified possessions corporation, like any

other domestic corporation, is generally subject to U.S. taxation on
its worldwide income. However, section 936 allows such a corpora-
tion a credit equal to the portion of its U.S. tax liability that is at-
tributable to (1) foreign source taxable income from the conduct of
an active trade or business within a U.S. possession or the sale or
exchange of substantially all of the corporation's assets which were
used in such a trade or business, and (2) certain income earned
from investments in U.S. possessions or certain foreign countries,
generally referred to as qualified possession source investment
income ("QPSII").

To illustrate the operation of the section 936credit, consider the
following examples. Assume that a qualfied possssions corpora-
tion which has elected the use of the section 936 credit earns $80 of
foreign source taxable income from the active conduct of a trade or
business in Puerto Rico, and $20 of QPSII (also foreign source)
during the taxable year. Further assume that the corporation
earns no additional income. Absent the section 936 credit, the cor-
poration would have a U.S. tax liability of $34.20 However, section
936 allows a tax credit equal to the portion of tentative U.S. tax
attributable to Puerto Rico-related income. Since all of the corpora-
tion's taxable income for the year was derived from an active busi-
ness conducted in Puerto Rico or from QPSII, the credit eliminates
the corporation's entire U.S. tax liability for the year.

Now assume that the same company earned an additional $20
from U.S. sources during the taxable year. In this case, the corpo-
ration's U.S. tax liability prior to application of the credit would be
$40.80.2 1 Because $100 of the corporation's taxable income was pos-

19 The majority of corporations that currently qualify for the section 936 credit have estab-
lished operations in Puerto Rico,

20 $100 multiplied by the current corporate tax rate of 34 percent,
21 $120 x .34 = $40.80.
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session source income which qualifies for the credit, the credit
would reduce the corporation's U.S. tax liability to only $6.80.22

As this description indicates, the section 936 credit, unlike the
ordinary foreign tax credit, is a "tax-sparing" credit. That is, the
foreign tax credit is applicable only where a U.S. corporation has
actually paid or accrued a foreign tax liability with respect to
income earned from non-U.S. sources. The foreign tax credit oper-
ates as a mechanism to prevent double taxation of the same item
of foreign source income. By contrast, the section 936 credit is not
contingent on taxation in the possession, but spares the section 936
corporation U.S. tax whether or not it pays income tax to the pos-
session. In fact, qualified possessions corporations are typically
granted full or partial exemptions from Puerto Rican income taxes
under the tax incentive programs described above. Therefore, the
section 936 credit often allows corporations to earn income that is
subject to little or no income tax by any jurisdiction.

Taxation of intangible property income
Prior to enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982 (TEFRA), many U.S. companies took the position that
they could utilize qualified possessions corporations to generate
tax-free income from any intangible property that had been devel-
oped in the United States by such U.S. companies. To achieve this
result, a U.S. company would transfer developed intangible proper-
ty to a wholly owned qualified possessions corporation. That trans-
fer would generally be free of U.S. tax under Code section 351. The
qualified possessions corporation would, in turn, use the intangible
property in its Puerto Rican manufacturing operations. Profits at-
tributable to the intangible property would be recognized by the
qualified possessions corporation upon sale of its manufactured
product. Taxpayers argued that because such profits were attribut-
able to an active business conducted in Puerto Rico, they were eli-
gible for the section 936 credit and could escape U.S. taxation.
These positions were the subject of considerable disagreement be-
tween taxpayers and the U.S. government.

In response to the issues associated with the transfer of intangi-
ble property developed in the United States, the Congress in
TEFRA added sections 367(d) and 936(h) to the Code. Section 367(d)
provides special rules which generally treat the transfer of intangi-
ble property by a U.S. person to a foreign person in an otherwise
tax-free exchange or reorganization as a taxable sale of such prop-
erty, the sales price of which is contingent on the future income to
be generated by the intangible property. The resulting income is
treated as having a U.S. source. Section 936(h) provides rules for
allocating income from intangible property between a qualified pos-
sessions corporation and its U.S. shareholders. Three alternative
methods are provided for allocating intangible property income.
These methods include (1) a general rule, (2) a cost sharing method,
and (3) a profit split approach. Under the general rule, a qualified
possessions corporation is prohibited from earning any return on
intangible property. Instead, all such income must be allocated to

21 $40.80 x (1120-100)/120) = $6.80.
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its U.S. shareholders. However, a qualified possessions corporation
may elect to use either the cost sharing or profit split method in-
stead of the general rule.

The operation of the cost sharing and profit split methods was
revised by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Relevant 1986 Act revisions
included both direct amendments to section 936(h) and also amend-
ments to section 482. Insofar as amounts computed under either
method were determined by reference to the meaning of "arms
length" as used in section 482, these methods were affected by the
requirement, added by the 1986 Act, that the income with respect
to any transfer or license of intangible property shall be "commen-
surate with the income attributable to the intangible."

Currently under the cost sharing method, a qualified possessions
corporation must pay to the appropriate members of its affiliated
group (which includes foreign affiliates) an amount representing its
current share of the costs of the research and development ex-
penses incurred by the affiliated group. A qualified possessions cor-
poration's current share of the affiliated group's research and de-
velopment expenses is the greater of (1) the total amount of such
expenses, multiplied by 110 percent of the proportion of its sales as
compared to total sales of the affiliated group, or (2) the amount of
the royalty payment or inclusion that would be required under sec-
tions 367(d) and 482 with respect to intangibles which the qualified
possessions corporatioit is tree, ted as owning under the cost sharing
option, were the latter a foreign corporation (whether or not intan-
gibles actually are transferred to the qualified possessions corpora-
tion). By making this cost sharing payment, the qualified posses-
sions corporation becomes entitled to treat its income as including
a return from certain intangibles, primarily manufacturing intan-
gibles, associated with the-products it manufactures in the posses-
sion.

Under the profit split method, the qualified possessions corpora-
tion and its U.S. affiliates are permitted to split their combined
taxable income derived from sales of products which are manufac-
tured in the possession by the qualified possessions corporation.
Generally, 50 percent of this combined taxable income is allocated
to the qualified possessions corporation. However, a special alloca-
tion of research and development expenses as required by section
936(hX5XCXiiXII) can cause the proportion of combined taxable
income allocated to the qualified possessions corporation to be less
than 50 percent. In no event under the profit split approach will
the portion of combined taxable income which is allocable to the
qualified possessions corporation exceed 50 percent.

As a result of the 1986 Act provision that requires the amount of
a cost sharing payment to be determined in accordance with the
rules of section 367(d), some taxpayers previously utilizing that
method may find that they are no longer able to claim as much
section 936 credit against U.S. tax on income attributable to intan-
gible property under that method as they would be able to claim
using the profit split method. As a result, some taxpayers may find
the cost sharing method less desirable and may switch to the profit
split approach, as permitted by I.R.S. Notice 87-27, 1987-1 C.B. 471.
Because Treasury has yet to issue certain guidelines applicable to
the relevant computations, the time for making such a switch has
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been extended by I.R.S. Notice 88-97, 1988-2 C.B. 421, and I.R.S.
Notice 89-82, 1989-32 I.R.B. 54.

Alternative minimum tax
Income earned by a qualified possessions corporation that quali-

fies for the section 936 credit is excluded from alternative mini-
mum taxable income, and therefore is not subject to the alternative
minimum tax.

Taxation of distributions to shareholders of qualified posses-
sions corporations

A qualified possessions corporation is not permitted to join in
filing a consolidated U.S. tax return. Therefore, dividends paid by
the qualified possessions corporation to its U.S. shareholders are
not eliminated under the rules applicable to affiliated groups of
corporations that file tax returns on a consolidated basis. However,
such dividends may qualify for the deduction for dividends received
from a domestic corporation (sec. 243). In the case of a corporate
shareholder that owns at least 80 percent of a qualified possessions
corporation, 100 percent of dividends received from such corpora-
tion generally are deductible by the shareholder. For corporate
shareholders owning less than 80 percent of a qualified possessions
corporation, a 70-percent dividends received deduction is available.
Consistent with the benefits provided by the dividends received de-
duction to corporate shareholders of qualified possessions corpora-
tions, non-corporate taxpayers rarely own the stock of qualified
possessions corporations. Such corporations are generally owned by
U.S. corporations with sufficient stock ownership to qualify for the
100-percent dividends received deduction. Thus, in most cases,
income earned in Puerto Rico by a qualified possessions corpora-
tion can be distributed to a U.S. corporate shareholder without in-
curring any regular U.S. income tax, either to the qualified posses-
sions corporation or to the U.S. corporate shareholder. However,
the dividend constitutes adjusted current earnings of the U.S. cor-
porate shareholder for purposes of computing the alternative mini-
mum tax.

Earnings on funds invested by a U.S. corporation are generally
subject to U.S. tax. On the other hand, undistributed retained earn-
ings of a qualified possessions corporation which are invested in

uerto Rico (or, indirectly, in certain foreign countries) generally
)roduce QPSII, which is not subject to U.S. tax. As a result, there
appears to be little incentive for a qualified possessions corporation
o repatriate earnings to the United States (except to the extent
hat the corporation would otherwise fail to meet the 75-percent
ctive business test) when tax-free income can be earned by invest-
ig such amounts elsewhere.

D. Excise Taxes

U.S. excise taxes
The Internal Revenue Code imposes a variety of excise taxes on
e manufacture, sale or use of particular commodities or services.
'cupational taxes and penalty taxes imposed on certain other ac-
,ities (e.g., prohibited transactions of tax-exempt entities) are also
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provided as excise taxes. Many excise taxes are collected at the
manufacturing level or, in the case of commodities produced
abroad, upon importation. Other excise taxes are collected at the
Wholesale or retail level. (Certain Federal excise taxes imposed
under the Internal Revenue Code are listed in Appendix A.)

U.S. excise taxes generally do not apply within Puerto Rico. 2 3

However, a special excise tax is imposed on articles which are man-
ufactured in Puerto Rico and shipped into the United States for
sale or consumption. The tax is equal to the Federal excise tax that
would be imposed if the articles were manufactured in the United
States (sec. 7652).24

Revenues collected from the tax on articles coming into the
United States from Puerto Rico are generally "covered over" (i.e.,
paid) to the Puerto Rican Treasury. With respect to excise taxes
imposed on articles not containing distilled spirits, revenues are
covered over to Puerto Rico only if the cost or value of materials
produced in Puerto Rico plus the direct costs of processing oper-
ations performed in Puerto Rico equal at least 50 percent of the
value of the article at the time it is brought into the United States
(sec. 7652(dX1)). Moreover, no cover over is permitted on such arti-
cles if Puerto Rico provides a direct or indirect subsidy with respect
to the article that is unlike the subsidies Puerto Rico generally
offers to industries producing articles not subject to Federal excise
tax (sec. 7652(d)(2)).

With respect to Federal excise taxes imposed on articles contain-
ing distilled spirits that are manufactured in Puerto Rico and
shipped into the United States, revenues are covered over to the
Puerto Rican Treasury only if at least 92 percent of the alcoholic
content of such articles is attributable to rum (sec. 7652(c)). The
amount of excise taxes covered over to Puerto Rico with respect to
such articles cannot exceed $10.50 per proof gallon (sec. 7652(f)).

In addition, a provision of the Code added by the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (described in Part I.F., below) provides a special
rule for excise taxes collected on rum imported into the United
States from any country. Such excise taxes are covered over to the
treasuries of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, under a for-
mula prescribed by the U.S. Treasury Department for the division
of such tax collections between Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
(sec. 7652(e)). 2 5 This formula currently results in the cover over of
approximately 88 percent of revenues from rum excise taxes to
Puerto Rico and the remainder of such revenues to the Virgin Is-
lands.

A special excise tax rule also applies when articles manufactured
in the United States are shipped to Puerto Rico (sec. 7653). In such
cases, the articles are exempt from Federal excise taxes and, upon
being entered in Puerto Rico, are subject to a tax equal in rate and
amount to the excise tax imposed in Puerto Rico upon similar arti-
cles of Puerto Rican manufacture.

23 See 48 U.S.C. sec. 734 (1982).
24 No tax is imposed, however, with respect to distilled spirits manufactured in Puerto Rico

and brought into the United States for certain nonbeverage purposes, as provided for by section
5314.

26 The formula for division of rum excise taxes between Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands is
contained in 27 C.F.R. part 250.31 (1988).
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2. Puerto Rico excise taxes
Puerto Rico generally imposes a 5-percent excise tax on a broad

range of commodities, transactions, and occupations, with special
excise tax rates for certain articles such as sugar, cigarettes, and
petroleum products., 6 (Selected Puerto Rican excise tax rates are
listed in Appendix B.) Articles manufactured in Puerto Rico and
exported therefrom are exempt from Puerto Rican excise taxes, as
are articles introduced by importers and deposited in bonded ware-
houses for reexportation. In addition, certain enumerated items
(e.g., food, religious items, certain farm equipment, books, maga-
zines, newspapers, children's clothes, and variou,. personal and
medical items) are exempt from Puerto Rican excise taxes.

E. Tax Treaties

In addition to the Federal, State, and local tax laws contained in
the Internal Revenue Code and other statutes, tax rules governing
U.S. persons, or U.S. income, may also be determined by bilateral
or other treaty obligations between the United States and foreign
countries. Generally, the purposes of such treaties are the avoid-
ance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion.

Treaties accomplish the goal of avoiding double taxation by limit-
ing the amount of tax that may be imposed by one treaty country
on the income earned by residents of the other treaty country, by
ensuring the creditability of taxes imposed by the treaty country
where income was earned (the "source country") in computing the
amount of tax owed by a resident of the other treaty country to his
or her residence country (or by exempting from residence country
tax income derived from sources in the other treaty country), and
by providing procedures under which inconsistent positions taken
by both treaty countries with respect to a single item of income or
deduction may be mutually resolved by the two countries. Treaties
prevent fiscal evasion by providing for exchange of taxpayer infor-
mation between the two taxing authorities, and in some cases by
providing that each tax authority will assist the other in revenue
collection. In addition, treaties typically provide that nationals of
one treaty country may not be subject by the other treaty country
to taxes or requirements connected therewith that are other or
more burdensome than those applicable to similarly situated na-
tionals of the other treaty country. Generally, treaties may be used
by residents or citizens of one country to reduce the taxes that
would otherwise be payable to the other country under its internal
laws. Treaties general y do not operate to increase the amount of
taxes that would otherwise be due under internal law.

The United States is currently a party to over 35 bilateral
income tax treaties, over 15 estate and gift tax treaties, approxi-
mately five agreements for the exchange of taxpayer information,
and certain other treaties (e.g., friendship, commerce, and naviga-
tion treaties) that may affect tax relations with residents or nation-
als of other countries. The preferred tax treaty policies of U.S. Ad-
ministrations have been expressed from time to time in model trea-
ties and agreements. In addition, the Organization for Economic

" See 1987 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Excise Act
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Cooperation and Development and the United Nations have pub-
lished model tax treaties.

Other countries' preferred tax treaty policies may differ from
those of the United States depending on their internal tax laws
and depending upon the balance of investment and trade flows be-
tween those countries and their potential treaty partners. For ex-
ample, the United States has in the past attempted to negotiate
treaties that waive all source country tax on interest, royalties, and
personal property rents paid to residents of the other treaty coun-
try. Certain capital importing countries, on the other hand, may be
interested in imposing relatively high source country tax on such
income. In cases where a country ta'-es certain local business oper-
ations at a relatively low rate, or . zero rate of income tax (wheth-
er to attract manufacturing capital to that country or for other
reasons), that country may seek to enter into "tax-sparing" treaties
with capital exporting countries. Tnat is, the first country may
seek to enter into treaties Under which the capital exporting coun-
try gives up its tax on the income of its residents derived from
sources in the first country, regardless of the extent to which the
source country has imposed tax with respect to that income.2 7

However, the United States has rejected proposals by certain for-
eign countries to enter into such tax sparing arrangements.2 8

There are no bilateral tax treaties between Puerto Rico and any
foreign country. In addition, U.S. treaties typically do not include
Puerto Rico in the definition of "United States" for treaty pur-
poses. Moreover, although Puerto Rican individuals are typically
U.S. citizens, U.S. treaties often do not extend to them the same
reductions of foreign source country tax to which a resident of one
of the 50 States or the District of Columbia would be entitled under
a U.S. tax treaty.

F. Caribbean Basin Initiative
The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (title II of Pub. L.

No. 98-67, 97 Stat. 369 (1983), also known as the Caribbean Basin
Initiative, or "CBI") provides for an integrated, mutually reinforc-
ing set of measures in the fields of trade, tax, investment, and fi-
nancial assistance to address both emergency problems and long-
range economic development among the countries of the Caribbean
basin. The Act lists 27 countries that each may be treated as a ben-
eficiary country under the CBI if there is in effect a proclamation
by the President designating such country as a beneficiary coun-
try.2 9 The CBI provides that the President may not make such a

'I" For a statement of some of the policies implicated by tax sparing, see, e g. hDuble Taxation
('onvention w ith Pakistan Hearing before the Senate Comm on Foreign Rlelations, 8Sth ('ong,
1st Sess 1-34 111571 testimony of Professor Stanley Surrey

28 By contrast, the United States has provided, through section 10:0; of the (ode, for "tax-spar-
ing" with respect to certain Puerto Rican source iand other posse,,"sion source) income of U S
companies.

'1 The countries listed in the ('1I1 are the following
Anguilla ('ayman Islands
Antigua and Barbuda Costa Rica
The Bahamas l)ominica
Barbados Dominican Republic
Belize El Salvador
British Virgin Islands (renada

Continued
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designation, or must withdraw the designation, under certain enu-
merated circumstances inimical to U.S. public policy in the region.
Currently, 22 countries have been designated. 30

The CBI contains provisions to ensure that Puerto Rico and
other U.S. possessions not suffer from the benefits conferred on
beneficiary countries under the CBI. For example, insofar as favor-
able duties on rum imported into the United States from benefici-
ary countries might have reduced the quantity of Puerto Rican
rum imported into the United States, and hence reduce the cover
over to Puerto Rico of rum duties under Code section 7652(a), the
CBI provides (as described above in Part I.D.) for a cover over to
Puerto Rico of rum duties collected from other countries as well,
under a formula to-be prescribed by the Treasury.

Expenses for attending conventions outside the "North American
area are not deductible unless certain conditions are met. The
term "North American area" includes the United States, its posses-
sions, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and Canada
and Mexico. Under the CBI, the term also includes any CBI benefi-
ciary country, or Bermuda, if there is in effect a bilateral or multi-
lateral agreement between such country and the United States pro-
viding for the exchange of information between the United States
and such country, and there is riot in effect a finding by the Treas-
ury that the tax laws of such country discriminate against conven-
tions held in the United States. Currently, the countries that qual-
ify for this treatment include Bermuda, Jamaica, Grenada, Domini-
ca, Barbados, and the Dominican Republic.

Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Montserrat
Netherlands Antilles
Nicaragua

See 19 U.S.C. sec. 2702(b) (1988).
30 The designated countries are the following:
Antigua and Barbuda
Aruba
The Bahamas
Barbados
Belize
British Virgin Islands
Costa Rica
Dominica
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Grenada

Panama
Saint Christopher-Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago
Turks and Caicos Islands

Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Montserrat
Netherlands Antilles
Saint Christopher-Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Trinidad and Tobago
See Tariff Schedules of the United States,
19 US C.A. sec. 1202 (1988).
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Countries that enter into an information exchange agreement
under the CBI are eligible to serve as host countries for Foreign
Sales Corporations ("FSCs"), which are entitled to special tax bene-
fits under the Code. In addition, certain investments in CBI coun-
tries that qualify for convention deductions may generate q-ialified
possessions source investment income for purposes of the posses-
sion tax credit of section 936 when investments in a financial insti-
tution or the Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico or
the Puerto Rico Economic Development Bank are used for invest-
ment. consistent with the goals and purposes of the CBI in active
business assets or development projects in those CBI countries.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE BILL (S. 712)

A. Overview

The bill (S. 712) as reported by the Senate Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources,3 1 provides for a referendum to be held on
June 4, 1991 (and if necessary for a runoff referendum to be held
on August 6, 1991), or on a date (or dates) during the summer of
1991 as may be mutually agreed by the three principal political
parties of Puerto Rico. The purpose of the referendum will be to
determine whether Puerto Rico is to become a U.S. State, become
an independent country, or remain in a Commonwealth relation-
ship with the United States. 3 2 The procedures for implementing
whichever status option receives a majority (as certified to the
President and the Congress of the United States by the Governor of
Puerto Rico) are detailed in titles II (which applies if statehood is
chosen), III (independence), and IV (commonwealth) of the bill. The
bill provides that the set of procedures appropriate to implement
the status chosen generally shall go into effect on October 1, 1991.
Moreover, in the event of a delay due to a legal challenge, imple-
mentation of' the status option receiving a majority is intended to
go into effect as soon as is practicable after October 1, 1991 (S. Rep.
No. 101-120, at 31).

As discussed below, titles II and III of the bill contain provisions
regarding tax and other economic issues that arise under the op-
tions providing for a change from Puerto Rico's current status. The
report of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources states
that the committee intended to establish three principles to gu'Je
future consideration of the bill:

These principles include: first, that there ought to be an
even playing field, politically, between the three political
parties with regard to the status options; second, that
there ought to be a smooth transition so that any change
in political status, to statehood or independence, ought to
work economically; and third, economic adjustment should
be revenue-neutral to the extent possible, in that it does
not cost the Treasui,' additional dollars over a period of
time. 33

As the report also states, specific concerns were expressed as to
whether the committee had in fact achieved an even playing field.
The one specific concern identified in the report is not a tax issue,
however, but rather that there is a tilt toward statehood because

31 S. Rep. No. 101-120, 101st Cong, Ist Sess, September 26, 1989.
12 The bill describes Puerto Rico, under the Commonwealth relationship, as a self-governing

body politic joined in political relationship with the United States and under the sovereignty of
the United States (bill sec. 4021.

33 S. Rep No. 101-120, at 26

20)
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there are a number of Federal benefit programs on which, effective
January 1, 1992, the existing Federal "caps" on benefits would be
eliminated and recipients of these program benefits might thus be
encouraged to vote for statehood (id.).

B. Statehood

Should statehood be certified as having obtained a majority of
the votes cast in the referendum, and upon the certification of the
election of officers (U.S. Senators and Representatives) required
under the bill, then the President is to issue a proclamation an-
nouncing the result of the election, and admitting the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico as a State on an equal footing with the other
States (bill sec. 201). Upon admission of Puerto Rico into the Union,
all of the local laws then in force in Puerto Rico continue in force
and effect (except as modified or changed by the bill) subject to
repeal or amendment by the Puerto Rico legislature (bill sec.
208(a)).

As a general rule, all of the laws of the United States will have
the same force and effect within the State as they had on the date
immediately prior to the date of admission of the State of Puerto
Rico, subject to certain important exceptions (id.). For example, the
continuation of laws in effect does not apply to existing laws pro-
viding for grants or other assistance to State or local governments
or to individuals, under which Puerto Rico or its residents are
either excluded or whose eligibility is less than that provided on a
uniform basis to other States.

Under section 213 of the bill, entitled "Economic adjustment,"
the bill contains a set of transitional provisions which, according to
the language of the bill, are intended to be

Pursuant to Congress's power to admit new States, in rec-
ognition of the unique Federal tax provisions and pro-
grams affecting the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico which
differ from those which applied to any other newly admit-
ted State, and solely for the purposes of effecting a smooth
and fair transition for the neiw State with a minimum of
economic dislocation and to permit Federal agencies to
assume or expand responsibilities for the administration
and enforcement of Federal taxes and programs affecting
the citizens residing in the new State.

The transitional provisions relate specifically to excise taxes, to
income taxes, to the payment of Federal tax receipts and customs
duties and equivalency payments on alcohol to Puerto Rico after
statehood, and to the application in Puerto Rico of Federal entitle-
ment programs (such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), Medicaid, Medicare, and the Food Stamp Program, among
others). This pamphlet addresses the first three topics.

With respect to excise taxes, all Federal excise taxes which are
not applicable to Puerto Rico as a possession are extended to
Puerto Rico, effective on the date of admission of Puerto Rico to
statehood, in the same manner as otherwise applicable in the sev-
eral States (bill sec. 213(a)). It is apparently intended that with re-
spect to other taxes, the current tax treatment applicable to Puerto
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Rico is continued until January 1, 1994 (bill sec. 213(d)). 34 Effective
on that date, the Federal internal revenue laws would apply gener-
ally within the State of Puerto Rico as within the several States,
subject to such transitional rules or other provisions as Congress
may have enacted prior to that date. However, the bill provides
that the tax credit previously allowed under section 936 of the Code
with respect to income or investments from activity in Puerto Rico
would be reduced to 80 percent for taxable years beginning in 1994,
60 percent for taxable years beginning in 1995, 40 percent for tax-
able years beginning in 1996, 20 percent for taxable years begin-
ning in 1997, and would not be available with respect to such
income or investments thereafter. The bill expressly reserves to
Congress authority to enact appropriate transitional rules regard-
ing the implementation of the above credit reductions and the tax
treatment of corporations with respect to which a section 936 elec-
tion is in effect during the transition period. The bill would also
authorize the Treasury Department to promulgate and implement
such regulations as are necessary.

Further, the bill would provide certain grants and other pay-
ments to Puerto Rico based on tax revenues. The current payment
provided by permanent indefinite appropriations of customs duties
and equivalency payments on alcohol would be continued as a
statehood grant (bill sec. 213(e)(1)). Unless otherwise provided by
law, all revenues derived from Federal excise taxes which became
applicable in the State of Puerto Rico pursuant to the bill, or any
new Federal excise taxes which become applicable thereafter,
would be deposited into the Treasury of Puerto Rico (bill sec.
213(e)(2)). The bill provides that, "[a]s a compact with the State of
Puerto Rico," no alteration in the transfer of funds under this pro-
vision or the above provision on customs duties and equivalency
payments on alcohol may be made until after October 1, 1998. The
bill would not change the rule that prevents the cover over to
Puerto Rico of amounts in respect of taxes imposed on any article
(other than an article containing distilled spirits) if the U.S. Treas-
ury determines that a Federal excise tax subsidy was provided by
Puerto Rico with respect to such article. That is, as under current
law, cover over will be prevented if Puerto Rico provides any subsi-
dy of a kind different from, or in an amount per value or volume of
production greater than, the subsidy which Puerto Rico offers gen-
erally to industries producing articles not subject to Federal excise
taxes.

Finally, the bill provides that all revenues derived from the ap-
plication of the Federal internal revenue laws in 1994 and 1995
within the State of Puerto Rico would be deposited into the Treas-
ury of Puerto Rico as a transitional statehood grant to the new
State to assist in maintenance of government services and infra-
structure, and to minimize the impact on local revenues of the
transition from being a foreign tax jurisdiction (bill sec. 213(e)(3)).
The measure of the amount of income which is so derived would be

3" A technical change might be appropriate to clarify the intent of the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources. It may be likely that, for excise tax purposes, the specific rule provided
for by bill section 213(a) would control, rather than the more general rule of bill section 213(d).
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bill).3 5 The annual grants would begin in the fiscal year following
the year independence is proclaimed and be made through the
ninth year following the certification of the status referendum.

The bill provides that once the results of the referendum are cer-
tified (that is, before actual independence), Puerto Rico would no
longer be deemed to be a part of the United States for the purposes
of acquiring citizenship of the United States by place of birth. In
addition, no person born outside of the United States after the
proclamation of independence would be a citizen of the United
States at birth if the parents of such person acquired U.S. citizen-
ship (under now-existing law) solely by virtue of being born, prior
to the proclamation of independence, in Puerto Rico. The bill does
not affect the citizenship, however, of any person born prior to the
date of the certification of the referendum. Also, the bill provides
various rights under U.S. immigration laws for Puerto Rican indi-
viduals who were born after independence or certification of the
referendum or who otherwise never were U.S. citizens.

The bill provides for three specific measures relating to Federal
taxes. First, effective on the date of proclamation of independence,
the tax credit allowed under Code section 936 would become un-
available with respect to income or investments from activity in
Puerto Rico (bill sec. 317(a)). Second, the bill would provide for the
establishment of a task force by the Joint Transition Commission
that would be charged with negotiating appropriate tax treaties to
govern relations between the United States and Puerto Rico, which
agreements would be approved by the government of Puerto Rico
and the United States in accordance with their respective constitu-
tional processes (bill sec. 317(b)). Finally, while the bill provides
that the outstanding debts of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico at
the time of the independence proclamation shall be assumed by the
Republic, the bill also provides that the tax treatment of any such
obligations shall be unaffected by the proclamation of independ-
ence "to the extent that similar obligations issued by states are so
treated" (bill sec. 319).

Section 316(b) of the bill provides for the establishment of a Task
Force on Trade to consider and develop specific provisions between
the United States and Puerto Rico following independence. This
subsection also expresses Congress's willingness to consider a
mutual free trade arrangement if negotiated. According to the
report of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, "free-
trade" in this case

Does not mean that there would be open trade of all goods
between the two nations, but that to the extent there are
limitations on imports or exports, those limitations would
be as mutually agreed and would, overall, provide mutual
benefits to each nation and would assist each in meeting
its trade and economic development objectives.3 6

31 A technical change might be necessary to clarify the intent of the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources. The bill seems to provide that the grant will equal the Comptroller G;en-
eral's estimate of the total number of grants, programs, and services discontinued, rather than
the total amount of such discontinued grants, programs and services

36 S. Rep. No. 101-120, at 46-47.
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determined according to such transitional rules or other provisions
as Congress may have enacted prior to January 1, 1994.

In addition to the foregoing express transitional rules, the bill
would require various studies aimed at determining what changes
in Federal laws applicable to Puerto Rico, or in the administration
of those laws, would be appropriate after statehood (e.g., bill secs.
208(b) and 213(b)).

C. Independence

Should independence be certified as having obtained a majority
of the votes cast in the referendum, the bill provides for the Puerto
Rico legislature to set in motion the election of delegates to a con-
stitutional convention, and, after a constitution is adopted by the
convention, an election by the people for its ratification or rejec-
tion. In addition, the bill provides for the establishment of a Joint
Transition Commission to be appointed in equal numbers by the
President of the United States and the presiding officer of the con-
stitutional convention.

The bill provides for the President of the United States to recog-
nize Puerto Rico's independence by proclamation shortly after (1)
the Governor -of Puerto Rico certifies the results of an election of
officers of the Republic of Puerto Rico called for under the ratified
constitution, and (2) the approval, in accordance with the constitu-
tional processes of Puerto Rico and the United States, of specific
arrangements for (a) the use of military areas by the United States
in Puerto Rico, and to meet United States defense interests, and (b)
the continuation or phaseout of Federal programs. The bill pro-
vides that U.S. recognition of independence would take effect as of
a date chosen by the presiding officer of the constitutional conven-
tion (with the advice of the person elected as head of state of the
Republic), shortly after receipt of the U.S. proclamation recogniz-
ing Puerto Rican independence, on which date the government of
the Republic would take office. The bill provides for a proclamation
of independence to be made by the Puerto Rican head of state im-
mediately upon taking office. The bill also provides that upon the
proclamation of independence, all U.S. laws applicable to the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico immediately prior to the proclamation
shall no longer apply in the Republic of Puerto Rico, ui)less specifi-
cally otherwise stated.

The arrangements regarding military areas and Federal pro-
grams are to be negotiated by task forces established by the Joint
Transition Commis;ion, and would be required under the bill to ac-
complish certain goals. For example, the arrangements for continu-
ation or phaseout of Federal programs must provide that all Feder-
al pension programs shall continue as provided by U.S. law. Under
the bill, the United States may be required to pay annually to the
Republic of Puerto Rico a grant equal to the amount estimated by
the Comaptroller General of' the United States based on the total
amount of grants, programs, and services, including Medicare, pro-
vided by the Federal Government in Puerto Rico in the year in
which independence is proclaimed (except for those grants, pro-
grams, and services, which will otherwise continue under the
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In the absence of such an agreement, the bill provides that Puerto
Rico shall be afforded most favored nation status, and, provided
that Puerto Rico meets the requirements under the CBI, designa-
tion as a beneficiary under the CBI.

D. Commonwealth

Should commonwealth be certified as having obtained a majority
of the votes cast in the referendum, new provisions relating to the
commonwealth status of Puerto Rico would become effective Octo-
ber 1, 1991. The bill would generally amend the rules of both the
House and the Senate to expedite review of certain recommenda-
tions of the Puerto Rican government (where such recommenda-
tions are adopted by the Puerto Rico legislature and that fact is
certified by the Governor to the Speaker of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives and the President of the Senate) that particular Feder-
al laws should not apply to Puerto Rico (bill sec. 403(a) and (b)).
Under the bill, such a recommendation becomes law through enact-
ment of a joint resolution of Congress approving the recommenda-
tion. (This provision would not apply, however, to any Federal stat-
utory law (1) establishing grants or services to individual U.S. citi-
zens, (2) relating to citizenship, or (3) pertaining to foreign rela-
tions, defense, or national security (bill sec. 403(c)).) Under the rule
changes provided by the bill, if a resolution covered by the bill is
introduced in the House or Senate, then it must be referred to com-
mittee, and absent a report by the committee by the end of 45 days
after referral, it shall be in order for a member favoring the resolu-
tion to move to discharge the committee from further consider-
ation. The bill sets conditions on the consideration and debate of
this motion, as well as the consideration and debate of' the underly-
ing resolution, in the latter case limiting debate to not more than
10 hours, equally divided.

The bill also sets forth a mechanism under which the Governor
of Puerto Rico could require agency review and judicial review of
Federal regulations which apply to Puerto Rico but which the Gov-
ernor determines are inconsistent with the policy, set forth in the
bill, of enhancing the Commonwealth relationship to enable the
people of Puerto Rico to accelerate their economic and social devel-
opment, to attain maximum cultural autonomy, and in matters of
government to take into account local conditions in Puerto Rico
(bill secs. 402(b) and 404).

The bill provides that the Governor of Puerto Rico may enter
into international agreements to promote the international inter-
ests of Puerto Rico as authorized by the President of the United
States and consistent with the laws and international obligations of
the United States (bill sec. 403(d)). The bill also would give Puerto
Rico the right (confined by the limits of U.S. international obliga-
tions) to impose tariff duties on foreign origin products imported
into Puerto Rico from outside the customs territory of the United
States (bill sec. 406).
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE BILL

A. Overview
In analyzing the implications of the tax policy choices for the

three status options, it may be useful to have established principles
by which to evaluate the options. The report of the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources identified three principles to guide
consideration of the bill: an even playing field, politically, for the
three political parties with regard to the status options; a smooth
economic transition; and an adjustment that is revenue-neutral to
the Treasury over a period of time, to the extent possible.

Other principles could be used to guide the analysis. For exam-
ple, some would argue that the treatment of Puerto Rico under
statehood or independence should be the same as other States or
independent countries, respectively, regardless of the other effects
of this treatment. Others believe that the special circumstances of
Puerto Rico require continuing assistance over some term, regard-
less of the status chosen.

There may be conflicts in practice among certain of these princi-
ples. It may be difficult to provide for an even political playing
field under the three status options while still providing for a reve-
nue-neutral transition without substantial economic disruptions.

Certain principles suggest that the analysis of tax policy should
not be made in isolation from the analysis of outlay programs. The
principle of revenue neutrality (relative to present law) implies
that the large increase in Federal benefits provided to Puerto
Rican residents that some believe would occur under statehood, for
example, would have to be offset by increased levels of Federal tax
revenue derived from Puerto Rico. If a similar level of benefits
were not provided to Puerto Rico under the other status options,
then revenue neutrality would require a lower Federal tax burden
on Puerto Rico. Thus, the amount of tax revenue derived under the
various status options would differ and would depend on the level
of Federal benefits provided, if revenue neutrality were to be main-
tained. As the incidence of changes in Federal outlays would likely
differ substantially from the incidence of changes in Federal tax-
ation as it affects Puerto Rico, the net effect on Puerto Rico's econ-
omy would also require the analysis of both changes. Also, it may
be appropriate to distinguish between funds provided to the Gov-
ernment of Puerto Rico and funds or benefits provided to the resi-
dents of Puerto Rico.

On the other hand, one may, for certain purposes, evaluate tax
policy in isolation from benefit changes. For example, the principle
that Puerto Rico should be treated no differently than any other
State or independent country, depending on the status chosen, sug-
gests that the appropriate tax treatment would follow from U.S.
tax treatment of the other States and countries, respectively, inde-

(26)
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pendent of changes in Federal outlays and benefits. Having de-
signed tax provisions to meet tax policy goals, the level of benefits
could be adjusted appropriately.

B. Statehood Provisions

1. Application to Puerto Rico of the Internal Revenue Code

General application
If Puerto Rico becomes a U.S. State, its residents would, in the

ordinary course of events, become U.S. Federal taxpayers subject to
the Internal Revenue Code of the United States as currently ap-
plied to inhabitants of the other 50 States. Although the bill con-
templates statehood taking effect near the end of 1991, the bill pro-
vides that the current tax treatment applicable to Puerto Rico is
continued until January 1, 1994. Thus, the bill contains a transi-
tional rule which delays application of ordinary U.S. tax rules to
Puerto Rican persons and provides that revenues from certain
taxes applicable to the State of Puerto Rico would be provided to
the Treasury of Puerto Rico during a transitional period.

The intent of the rule is in part to allow Puerto Rico additional
time to amend its tax laws in order to avoid placing an otherwise
extraordinary tax burden on Puerto Rican persons.3 7 It can be
argued that Puerto Rican taxes are likely to be reduced after state-
hood to the extent that prior governmental functions of the Com-
monwealth are assumed by the Federal government, and thus are
financed by Federal taxes rather than Puerto Rican taxes. The va-
lidity of this argument turns on larger budgetary issues concerning
the relative levels of Federal and State spending in Puerto Rico
after statehood.

The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources has taken the
position in its report that the local income tax laws of Puerto Rico
are sufficiently different from U.S. Federal tax laws that immedi-
ate application of the Federal income tax laws would be unwork-
able (S. Rep. No. 101-120 at 36). The committee concluded that new
taxes should commence at the beginning of a taxable year and that
Treasury would need lead time in order to properly administer and
enforce the tax laws (id.). On the other hand, some believe that a
delay of approximately two years before application of Federal
income tax laws is unnecessary or otherwise inappropriate. (See
Part III.B.4., below, discussing constitutional issues raised by this
provision of the bill.) The Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources stated that it expected the tax-writing committees to ad-
dress the issue of overall transitional requirements for application
of the Federal internal revenue laws in a manner which would best
provide for a smooth transition for the new State (id. at 36-37).

At some point in the future, however, the Federal income tax
laws would apply to Puerto Rican residents in the same manner as
they apply to any residents of the other 50 States and the District
of Columbia. Any tax imposed by the State of Puerto Rico would
constitute a State tax. As is true for other States, income and prop-

31 Currently, local Puerto Rican taxes are said to raise approximately $2 billon in local reve-
nues (S. Rep No 101-120, at 36).
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erty taxes paid to the Puerto Rican government would generally be
deductible for Federal tax purposes under the Code as it now reads;
sales taxes would not be deductible by individuals.

Once the U.S. tax laws do take effect in 1994, under the bill
there will be a two-year period during which all revenues derived
from the application of the Federal internal revenue laws within
the State of Puerto Rico will be deposited into the Treasury of
Puerto Rico. Neither the bill nor the Energy and Natural Re-
sources Committee report elaborates on the method by which this
amount is to be measured, except to say that the measure of the
amount which is so derived will be determined according to such
transitional rules or other provisions as Congress may have en-
acted prior to January 1, 1994. Although the further statutory in-
terpretation of this language is in one sense a question of spending
(rather than taxation), in another sense the existing usages of tax
laws that divide taxing jurisdiction among different governments
may be viewed as informative. In the case of income tax, the
amount treated as derived from application of U.S. tax law in
Puerto Rico could be, for example, the revenues from Puerto Rican
resident individuals and Puerto Rican corporations on their income
that would not be taxed by the United States if Puerto Rico were
,still a Commonwealth, plus revenues from the Puerto Rico source
income of foreign persons and the income of such persons effective-
ly connected with the conduct of a trade or business in Puerto Rico.
As another possibility, the amount could be revenues from income
of any person effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or
business in Puerto Rico. Many other variations are possible.

Individuals
The Internal Revenue Code imposes lower generally statutory

rates of income tax on individual taxpayers than does the Puerto
Rican tax system. In addition to rate differences, differences be-
tween specific deductions, exemptions and credits available under
Federal, as opposed to Puerto Rican law, would also affect the dif-
ferences in net tax liabilities before and after statehood takes full
effect. The addition of Federal income tax to current Puerto Rican
tax would increase the individual income tax burden in Puerto
Rico. It is reasonable to expect, however, that Puerto Rico would
adjust its tax system to reflect the changed fiscal responsibilities of
statehood.

One important item of Federal law not currently part of Puerto
Rican tax law is the refundable earned income credit. Under
present Puerto Rican law, for example, for a married couple with
two children, income tax may be due when income exceeds $8,600.
Partly as a result of the earned income credit, in the same case
under present U.S. law there would be no net income tax liability
until income exceeds $15,600. Moreover, the refundable credit may
result in refunds in excess of tax liability for many Puerto Rican
individuals with earned income below certain levels. Because the
area median family income in Puerto Rico is likely below the
phaseout range of the credit (which starts at $10,240 in 1989), the
maximum credit amount or a significant portion thereof may be
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available to a disproportionately higher percentage of Puerto Rican
citizens than to those of any other State.38

Some have expressed concern that the combination of eligibility
for Federal means-tested benefits, and the imposition of U.S. Feder-
al individual income tax in addition to Puerto Ricd tax, may dis-
courage employment and earnings in Puerto Rico after statehood.
The disincentive for employment, it is argued, would be strongest
for low-wage workers. Because the average income level is lower in
Puerto Rico than in any existing State, it follows that -the disincen-
tive effects may be of greater importance to the economy of Puerto
Rico than of any other State.

Others point out that the U.S. income tax system provides for
higher income tax thresholds than the Puerto Rico system, and
thus may not have an effect on many low-income workers. To the
extent that Puerto Rico reduces its level of income taxation as a
result of statehood, the combined level of U.S. and Puerto Rican
tax would be lower than a purely static comparison would suggest.
It is possible that the new Puerto Rican state tax system would
have higher income tax thresholds than the existing system, and
thus the tax burden on the lower income groups would be reduced.
Thus, some conclude, the income tax system under statehood would
not reduce and might actually increase individual incentives for
employment relative to the current situation.

The application of U.S. Federal estate and gift taxation to Puerto
Rico may significantly alter the estate and gift tax consequences of
transfers by Puerto Rican individuals. For example, the taxable
estate of a Puerto Rican decedent may be exempt from estate and
gift tax under existing Puerto Rico law, due to the exclusion for
certain property located in Puerto Rico. Under the bill, such an
estate would be taxable by the United States if the individual dies
after 1993. The "soak-up" tax under current Puerto Rico law may
or may not be viewed as also imposing a tax on such an estate
after 1993, and that tax, if not amended, might affect not only the
division of the revenue generated by taxing the estate between the
State and Federal governments, but in addition the total amount of
tax owed on the estate. It may be that Puerto Rico would adjust its
estate tax system to reflect the new status of" Puerto Rico as a
State.

Business operations
In the case of corporations, the Internal Revenue Code also im-

poses lower statutory rates of income tax than does the Puerto
Ricarn tax system. However, the widespread availability of tax in-
centives under the Puerto Rican tax system implies that many
business enterprises may have greater tax liability under the Inter-
nal Revenue Code than under the Puerto Rican system. The in-
crease arising from imposition of Federal tax would be most dra-
matic for those enterprises eligible for Industrial Zone and other
exemptions from Puerto Rican tax. The introduction of the Federal

: Median family income in Puerto Rico is calculated to be $5,923 in 1979. This compares to
$14,591 in Mississippi (the lowest level of any present State; and a national average of $19,917.
Memorandum to Senator Moynihan, "Effects of the Proposal For A Referendum on the Status
of Puerto Rico," Congressional Research Service, August 1, 1989, at p. 5.
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tax system therefore may reduce the variation in tax burdens
among different business enterprises but greatly increase the tax
burden for corporations most able to use current Puerto Rican ex-
emptions and deductions. Some have suggested that the increased
tax burden may discourage future economic development; others
believe that a more even distribution of tax among businesses
could lead to a more efficient allocation of capital and labor.

Unlike the U.S. tax system, Puerto Rico does not treat partner-
ships as nontaxable pass-through entities, except for "special part-
nerships." The imposition of the U.S. tax system could significantly
influence the choice of business entity utilized, encouraging in
some cases use of partnerships in Puerto Rico.

2. Code Section 936

Phaseout of credit

Section 213(d) of the bill provides a special transition rule for
Code section 936. Under this rule, the credit previously allowed
under section 936 with respect to income or investments from ac-
tivity in Puerto Rico would be reduced to the following percent-
ages:
Taxable years beginning in: Percent

1 9 9 4 ....................................................................................... .... . 8 0
19 9 5 ...................................................................................... ...... . 6 0
19 9 6 ..... ................................................................................ ...... . 4 0
19 9 7 ...... ................................................................................ .... . 2 0
1998 and thereafter ................................................................ 0

Under the bill, a qualified possessions corporation that only
earns income attributable to Puerto Rican activities in 1991, 1992,
and 1993 will pay no U.S. income tax on that income. In 1994, the
same company would receive only 80 percent of the benefit provid-
ed under section 936, and therefore would be required to pay U.S.
tax equal to 20 percent of its pre-credit tax liability. This phaseout
of section 936 benefits would continue ratably until 1998, when the
company would pay full U.S. income tax on its income from Puerto
Rican operations.

Legal issues
Section 213(d) of the bill provides that in implementing the sec-

tion 936 credit phaseout, Congress would explicitly retain the right
to enact appropriate transitional rules, and the Secretary of the
Treasury would be authorized to promulgate such regulations as
would be necessary. Apart from the currently unspecified transi-
tion rules contemplated by the bill, statutory phaseout of the sec-
tion 936 credit in the bill raises, by itself, certain questions.

For example, under present law only U.S. corporations are affect-
ed by the section 936 credit. The credit is not relevant to foreign
corporations, including those organized under the laws of Puerto
Rico, because they generally incur no U.S. tax liability from the
pursuit of solely Puerto Rican activities. Under the bill, as of Janu-
ary 1, 1994, companies that were incorporated under Puerto Rican
law will be considered U.S. domestic corporations for US. tax pur-
poses, absent an additional change in law. It might be argued that
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under the language of the bill, such Puerto Rican companies would
then be able to elect the use of section 936 assuming they satisfy
the other qualification requirements contained in that section.
Thus, a Puerto Rican corporation that earns all of its income from
Puerto Rican sources would avoid paying any U.S. income tax prior
to 1994, and with the use of the section 936 credit, receive partial
U.S. tax relief from 1994 through 1997. (It is unclear whether this
result represents the intent of the Committee on Energy and Natu-
ral Resources.)

It may be necessary to consider whether the grant of a transi-
tional phaseout of section 936 by the bill should serve only to phase
in gradually U.S. tax liabilities for those companies that previously
received benefits under that section, or should also serve to gradu-
ally phase in U.S. tax liabilities for most Puerto Rican corporations
that had previously not benefited from section 936. No such gradu-
al phasein applies to Puerto Rican individuals. Depending on tax
rates faced by a Puerto Rican corporation, such a broad phasein
simply may provide a temporary reduction in income tax liabilities.
This potential benefit may be unrelated to the transitional con-
cerns expressed by the Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources.

Another issue involves the determination of the source of income
earned by a qualified possessions corporation. Section 936(aXl)(A)
provides for a credit against U.S. tax on foreign source income
only. Upon Puerto Rico's admittance as a State, income earned
from sources within Puerto Rico would generally be treated as U.S.
source income for all purposes of the Internal Revenue Code. Thus,
U.S. tax on such income technically would not be eligible to be
offset by the section 936 credit. This treatment would virtually
eliminate all benefit of the section 936 credit to qualified posses-
sions corporations over the transitional period unless their income
was of such a nature as to be susceptible to resourcing to a foreign
country or possession. If the transitional rule currently in the bill,
or any similar phaseout of section 936 is adopted, the treatment of
Puerto Rican source income for this purpose may need to be clari-
fied.

A third issue involves the treatment of Puerto Rican taxes, Sec-
tion 936(c) provides that any tax imposed by a foreign country or
possession of the United States with respect to income of a quali-
fied possessions corporation that is taken into account in comput-
ing the section 936 credit shall not be treated as a tax that is either
creditable under the foreign tax credit rules or deductible by such
corporation. This rule operates to deny a qualified possessions cor-
poration a double benefit since the section 936 credit operates to
spare the corporation any U.S. income tax on its possession source
income. Beginning in 1994, income taxes paid to Puerto Rico will
no longer be considered taxes paid to a foreign country or a posses-
sion of the United States. Rather, they will be taxes paid to a
State, which are generally deductible for U.S. tax purposes. As a
result, based on the technical language of section 936(c), the disal-
lowance of a deduction for income taxes related to income which is
eligible for the section 936 credit would not apply to taxes paid to
Puerto Rico. During the transition period, this inapplicability
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might permit both a deduction and a credit under section 936 for
the same tax, unless amendments were made.

The interplay of the deduction of Puerto Rican taxes and the
phaseout of section 936 is illustrated by the following example.
Assume that in 1994 a qualified possessions corporation earns $100
of income solely from its operations in Puerto Rico, and pays $20 of
income tax to Puerto Rico. If Puerto Rican taxes are treated as
nondeductible under section 936(c), the company would have a pre-
section 936 credit U.S. tax liability of $34. Under present law, the
section 936 credit would offset the company's entire U.S. tax liabil-
ity. However, pursuant to the phaseout of section 936, the company
is allowed a benefit equal to only 80 percent of the credit allowed
under present law. Thus, under one reading of the bill, the compa-
ny's net tax liability for 1994 would be $6.80.39 If, on the other
hand, the taxpayer were allowed to deduct Puerto Rican tax, its
pre-credit U.S. tax liability wouid be $27.20, 80 percent of which is
$21.76. Therefore, under the bill a taxpayer might plausibly take
the position that it is entitled to a section 936 credit in 1994 of
$21.76 against a pre-credit tax liability of $27.20, resulting in a net
U.S. tax liability of $5.44. The difference between $6.80 and $5.44
(i.e., $1.36) represents U.S. tax on the portion of Puerto Rican taxes
paid by the company corresponding to the portion of its income not
eligible for the 936 credit. 40

It would appear proper to allow a deduction fbr those taxes paid
to the new State of Puerto Rico attributable to the portion of
income that is not granted section 9:6 benefits during the phaseout
period, since no double beneit is available to the qualified posses-
sions corporation with respect to such taxes. Under this view, the
correct amount of net U.S. tax in the above example would be
$5.44. Taxes paid to a foru-ign country or U.S. possession attributa-
ble to income not eligible for the section 936 credit pursuant to the
transition rules could properly be regarded as creditable, assuming
the requirements for the foreign tax credit were otherwise met.

Economic issues
Background.-The gross domestic product of Puerto Rico grew at

an average rate of 5.2 percent per year between 1950 and 1979.
Manufacturing had been the dominant source of growth in Puerto
Rican development in the post-World War 11 era, as manufacturing
employment grew from ) to 20 percent of total employment during
the same period. Since 1980, however, real growth has declined to
rates similar to U.S. rates, with gross domestic product growing I
percent between 1979 and 1983, and 4 percent between 1983 and
1988. The proportion of' manufacturing jobs has declined from 20
percent to 18 percent of' employment during the past eight years.

Section 936 may have played a significant role in the economic
development of Puerto Rico. It is estimated that there were 88,579
employees in 527 qualified possessions corporations that were en-
gaged in manufacturing in 1)83.41 In 1988, there were approxi-
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mately 157,000 manufacturing jobs and a total of over 870,000 jobs
in Puerto Rico. Section 936 companies may account for around half
of manufacturing employment in Puerto Rico, but only about a
tenth of total employment. Because the measured value-added per
employee is higher in the manufacturing sector than in other sec-
tors (and even higher in section 936 companies), qualified posses-
sions corporations account for a relatively greater percentage of
gross domestic product than of employment.

Some argue that the effect of -section 936 companies on Puerto
Rican employment goes beyond the direct employment by section
936 companies. Employment is stimulated, it is argued, in sectors
of the economy which purchase output of or supply goods to quali-
fied possessions corporations. In addition, as qualified possessions
corporations' employees' wages may exceed the income they would
otherwise earn, employment is increased by the consumption
spending of these employees. Some estimates claim that between
one and three additional jobs are created for each employee of a
qualified possessions corporation.42

The Treasury Department and others argue that the indirect
effect of section 936 on Puerto Rican employment is weak, and that
estimates showing large effects are flawed on both theoretical and
technical grounds. 43 In addition, they contend that looking at the
number of workers employed by section 936 companies overstates
the effect of section 936 on employment. They maintain that many
of these employees would, in the absence of section 9:36, be other-
wise employed, although perhaps at lower rates of" pay.

The efficiency of section 936 as an incentive for economic devel-
opment is in dispute. Proponents assert that section 936 is crucial
for attracting capital-intensive manufacturing companies, particu-
larly in chemicals and electronics, which have spurred Puerto
Rican development and led to major increases in employment and
wages.

Opponents argue that the effect on employment is limited and
the costs far exceed the benefits. The Treasury Department esti-
mated that the tax benefits of section 936 were $18,523 per quali-
fied possessions corporation employee in 198:3, which equalled 125
percent of employee compensation. The changes made by the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) helped lower
the ratio of tax benefits to employee compensation from 148 per-
cent of employee compensation in 1982 and further reductions may
occur in the future because of post-1982 changes in section 936.44
Efficiency considerations led the Reagan Administration to propose
replacing section 936 with a wage credit in 1985.4 5

Eliniina tion of sect ion 916'. -- The effect of eliminating section 9:6
on the Puerto Rican economy depends on the reaction of qualified
possessions corporations and the significance of these companies to
the Puerto Rican economy. The phaseout of section 936 benefits
would expose qualiied possessions corporations to levels of tax-

42 Such ('st:rnat4.s a re' discu.,,ed In Sixth tJo'.swsslons 1T,'7jp rt, at . 5
43 Sixth P'.s'esimos Report
44 Sixth Possc .siori.-; Reprt
4 " The P'resident's Tax Prop ,sal.s te th congress s /r F trr,' , (;ruth id S'imt hpit ,May

1985 Se albo, Ta c Reftirm for Fairrness, Strnprr(t, ,anid Ec iwu ztt Grwi M, V .', Ipart na'nt of
the Treasury, Nov-mber 1J, I
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ation to which they previously had not been subject. Certain com-
panies that have made substantial investments in manufacturing
operations in Puerto Rico, both in terms of physical plant and in
the development of a reliable and skilled workforce, may conclude
it would be most efficient to maintain their operations in Puerto
Rico. Indeed, some level of direct U.S. investment in Puerto Rico
may continue regardless of the availability of section 936 benefits.

Other companies that located in Puerto Rico primarily because
of the U.S. tax benefits may conclude that the after-tax return is
no longer adequate to maintain operations in Puerto Rico. These
operations may be eliminated, moved to the United States, or re-
placed by operations conducted through a foreign subsidiary in a
foreign country where generous tax holidays or other incentive pro-
grams may be available. In addition, the decision to locate future
operations in Puerto Rico will be adversely affected, all else the
same, by the loss of section 936 benefits.

The effect of any reduced U.S. investment in Puerto Rico
through qualified possessions corporations is uncertain. The dis-
pute regarding the direct and indirect employment effects of sec-
tion 936 is echoed in the analysis of the effect of the phaseout on
the Puerto Rican economy. To the extent both the direct and indi-
rect effects are small, the elimination of section 936 benefits may
have a limited impact on Puerto Rican employment and wages.
However, given the relatively high unemployment levels in Puerto
Rico, the ability for the economy to absorb workers displaced from
qualified possessions corporations may be limited, and increased
unemployment may result.

Qualified possession source inuestrnent income.-A substantial
amount of retained earnings from Puerto Rican operations of quali-
fied possessions corporations has been invested in certain Puerto
Rican financial institutions in order to generate QPSII. Once the
tax incentive for qualified possessions corporations to reinvest
those amounts in Puerto Rico is removed, it is possible that those
funds will be repatriated to U.S. parent companies or used else-
where. The phaseout of section 936 will reduce the subsidy that has
been available to certain Puerto Rican financial institutions
through the lower interest rates required on QPSII funds. The cost
of funds may increase and the amount of financial capital available
to Puerto Rican financial institutions may be reduced. The effect
on the ability cf Puerto Rican business to raise funds would
depend, however, on the extent that existing QPSII funds actually
expand the pool of funds available to Puerto Rican enterprises
rather than being invested elsewhere or displacing other funds
available to Puerto Rican businesses.

3. Excise taxes and customs duties
Notwithstanding the general delay of Internal Revenue %ode ap-

plicability to Puerto Rico until 1994, the bill specifically provides
that, effective on the date of admission to statehood, all Federal
excise taxes are applicable to Puerto Rico in the same manner as
they apply to other States (bill sec. 213(a)). However, the bill fur-
ther provides that all revenues derived from excise taxes made ap-
plicable to Puerto Rico by the bill, as well as the current payment
provided by permanent indefinite appropriations of customs duties
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and equivalency excise tax payments on alcohol, are generally to
be covered over to Puerto Rico as a statehood grant until Congress
passes a law providing otherwise (but not before October 2, 1998).
Thus, unlike other States, the Puerto Rican State Treasury would
receive the receipts from the Federal excise taxes instead of the
Federal Government. As under current law, however, excise taxes
would not be covered to Puerto Rico with respect to any article
(other than an article containing distilled spirits) if Puerto Rico
provides a direct or indirect subsidy with respect to the article
unlike subsidies offered to industries producing articles not subject
to Federal excise taxes.

The application of Federal excise taxes in addition to existing
Puerto Rican excise taxes (see the Appendices) could result in in-
creases in the prices of certain articles. Puerto Rico might adjust
its excise taxes, however, in response to the imposition of Federal
tax. Under the bill, Puerto Rico would be in the unique position
where revenue from Federal excise taxes made applicable in the
State of Puerto Rico would be transferred to the State govern-
ment.46 In effect, the Federal excise tax could be viewed as a State
tax, except that the rates would be set and collection performed by
the U.S. government.

4. Uniformity clause
The U.S. Constitution grants to the Congress the power to lay

and collect "Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, . . but all Duties,
Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States." U.S. Const., art. I, sec. 8, cl. 1.47 As indicated by the ab-
sence of the word "taxes" from the clause setting forth the rule of
uniformity (the "uniformity clause"), the rule applies only to the
subset of taxes encompassed by the terms "duties, imposts and ex-
cises." In addition, it is clear from other parts of article I that the
uniformity clause does not apply to the subset of taxes denoted in
the Constitution as "direct" taxes, which are subject to "apportion-
ment" requirements rather than "uniformity" (see sec. 2, cl. 3; sec.
9, cl. 4).

Thus, insofar as the bill provides for special treatment of Puerto
Rico as to any particular "duties, imposts [or] excises" once Puerto
Rico becomes a State, it may be appropriate to examine whether
the application of such a tax under the bill is or is not "uniform."

Duty, impost or excise
As described above, the bill's application of Federal income tax-

ation to a new State of Puerto Rico differs in at least two respects,
during a period beginning on or after October 1, 1991, and ending

4 As noted above, section 20Sia) of the bill provides that, unless a different treatment is ex-
p essly provided, all U.S laws shall have the same force and effect within the State of Puerto
Rico as they did within the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico immediately prior to the date of ad-

mission to statehood The bill is somewhat unclear whether the provisions of current law section
7652 that provide for cover over to Puerto Rico of excise tax revenues would be repealed effec-
tive prior to 1994 because they are inconsistent with section 21:3 of the bill, in which case, after
Puerto Rico becomes a State, only those revenues from excise taxes "which became applicable
in" Puerto Rico pursuant to the bill would be covered over to the Puerto Rican Treasury (at
least through October 1, 1998)

4 Note that there is no comparable limitation on the sending power of Congress See, eg..
Heluering v Xavis, :301 US 619 u19371 Congress has discretion to determine that the general
welfare is served by an expenditur. program that addresses local problems
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during 1998, from the application of such taxation to the existing
States. 4 8 First, the Federal income tax would not be applied to the
new State of Puerto Rico until January 1, 1994. Second, the income
tax credit provided by section 936 of the Code would be phased out
over a period that would end during 1998, rather than terminated
immediately upon statehood. Thus, the preliminary issue in any
uniformity clause analysis of the provisions of the bill is whether
the Federal income tax constitutes a duty, impost or excise, as such
terms are used in the uniformity clause.

Some believe that the Federal income tax does constitute such a
duty, impost or excise, although judicial pronouncements on this
issue have not followed a consistent path. For example, the Su-
preme Court in Pollock v. Farmers' Trust and Loan Co., 157 U.S.
429 (1895), considered the classification of a tax on income from
real property by reference to the source of the income, and charac-
terized such a tax as equivalent to a tax on real property. The
Court thus distinguished authorities that treated a tax imposed on
interest and professional income as a duty, impost or excise, and
classified the tax on income from property as a direct tax subject to
the apportionment requirement. However, the Supreme Court sub-
sequently held in Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107 (1911), that
a tax on corporations measured by income was not a direct tax but
an excise on the privilege of doing business in the corporate form,
and thus subject to the requirement of uniformity rather than ap-
portionment.

In 1913, the sixteenth amendment exempted income taxes from
the apportionment clauses and thereby mooted the primary signifi-
cance of the classification of a tax as direct or not. However, the
Supreme Court in Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., 240
U.S. 1 (1916), rejected an interpretation of the sixteenth amend-
ment that would view the Federal income tax as a direct tax that
is exempt from the apportionment requirement. Under such an in-
terpretation, the income tax would be arguably exempt (as a direct
tax) also from the uniformity requirement. Instead, 'he Court in-
terpreted the sixteenth amendment to prevent the classification of
an income tax by reference to the source of the income, which
could "take an income tax out of the class of excises, duties, and
imposts and place it in the class of direct taxes." Id. at 19. There-
fore, despite the fact that some aspects of an income tax have been
classified as direct, it may be fairly argued that the Federal income
tax as a whole is subject to the requirements of the uniformity
clause.

Uniformity
According to Justice Story, the purpose of the uniformity clause

was to cut off all undue preferences of one State over an-
other in the regulation of subjects affecting their common
interests. Unless duties, imposts, and excises were uni-
form, the grossest and most oppressive inequalities, vitally
affecting the pursuits and employments of the people of

4 As discussed above, there would be no differences between Puerto Rico and the pre-existing
States in the imposition of excise taxes ias distinguished from the expenditure of excise tax col-
lections)
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different States, might exist. The agriculture, commerce,
or manufactures of one State might be built up on the
ruins of those of another; and a combination of a few
States in Congress might secure a monopoly of certain
branches of trade and business to themselves, to the
injury, if not to the destruction, of their less favored neigh-
bors. 4 9

Other experts, scholars and judges have concurred.6 0

The uniformity clause does not require that all affected taxes fall
equally or proportionately on each State or region. The clause re-
quires only that a tax operate "with the same force and effect in
every place where the subject of it is found." Head Money Cases,
112 U.S. 580, 594 (1884) (upholding as uniform a tax on immigrants
through seaports but not on immigrants through inland cities).
Thus, there is no prohibited geographic discrimination merely be-
cause the subject of a tax is distributed disproportionately across
the country. Similarly, in the case of the uniformity requirement of
the bankruptcy clause (U.S. Const., art. I, sec. 8, cl. 4), "[t]he uni-
formity provision does not deny Congress power to take into ac-
count differences that exist between different parts of the country,
and to fashion legislation to resolve geographically isolated prob-
leins." Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102, 159
(1974).

Most recently, the Supreme Court held that an exception for cer-
tain Alaskan crude oil from the Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act
of 1980 did not violate the tax uniformity clause. United States v.
Ptasynski, 462 U.S. 74 (1983). That Act was "designed to impose rel-
atively high tax rates where production cannot be expected to re-
spond very much to further increases in price and relatively low
tax rates on oil whose production is likely to be responsive to
price." H.R. Rep. No. 96-304, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1980), cited in
Ptasynski, at 77. To that end, Congress exempted certain classes of
oil from the tax, including a relatively limited subset of the oil pro-
duced in Alaska, denoted "exempt Alaskan oil." Exempt Alaskan
oil was defined geographically, by reference to the Arctic Circle
and the Alaska-Aleutian Range.

The exemption reflected the considered judgment of Congress
that unique climatic and geographic conditions required that oil
produced from a specified area be treated as a separate class of oil.
H.R. Rep. No. 96-817, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 103 (1980). The Supreme
Court found,.that Congress had before it ample evidence of the dis-
proportionate costs and difficulties associated with extracting oil
from this region. The Court stated that it could not fault the deter-
mination of Congress, based on neutral factors, that this oil re-
quired separate treatment. 462 U.S. at 85. Nor was there any evi-
dence that Congress sought to benefit Alaska for reasons that
would offend the purposes of the uniformity clause (for example, by

49 I J Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States sec 957 (T. Cooley ed.
1873), cited in United States v Ptasynski, 462 U S. 74, 81 (1983)

60 See 2 M. Farrand, The Records of the Federal Convention of 178.7,pp 417-418 (1911). See
also 3 Annals of Cong. 378-379 (1792) (remarks of Hugh Williamson); Addr essof Luther Martin
to the MarylandLegislature iNov. 29, 1787), reprinted in 3 M Farrand, supra, at 205 (all cited in
Ptasynski, at 81-82).
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intending to grant Alaska an undue preference at the expense of
other oil-producing States), especially in view of the fact that the
tax generally fell heavily on Alaskan oil. Id. at 77-78 (n.5). Accord-
ingly, the exemption was held not to violate the uniformity clause.

The Supreme Court in Ptasynski, following the analysis of the
Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases decision, opined that the
uniformity clause gives Congress wide latitude in deciding what to
tax, and does not prevent Congress from considering geographically
isolated problems. If Congress defines the subject of the tax in non-
geographic terms, the uniformity clause is satisfied. Id. at 84. Iden-
tifying the subject of a tax in terms of its geographic boundaries
does not render the tax invalid, but rather triggers a close exami-
nation of the classification to see if there is prohibited discrimina-
tion in light of the purposes of the uniformity clause. Id. at 85.

Some have argued that the exemption of the new State of Puerto
Rico from the entire scheme of Federal income taxation cannot be
justified in a manner that would be consistent with the uniformity
clause as it has been interpreted under existing case law. They dis-
tinguish Ptasynski on several grounds, including the fact that the
preferred tax status of Puerto Rico under the bill is not offset by
substantial Federal tax burdens on Puerto Rico; in Ptasynski, by
contrast, Alaska overall bore a large share of windfall profits tax
burdens while only a small subset of Alaskan oil was exempt.
Thus, it is argued that the proposed delay in applying Federal
income taxation to the State of Puerto Rico would violate the uni-
formity clause. In addition, it has been argued that section 936,
which is intended to promote the economic development of U.S.
possessions, provides to Puerto Rico precisely the kind cf prefer-
ence that the uniformity clause prevents among States.

It has been further argued that the temporary nature of the dif-
ferences in tax treatment provided to Puerto Rico under the state-
hood option of the bill would not make such differences any less
offensive to the uniformity clause of the Constitution. There is ap-
parently no authority under the uniformity clause that directly
considers whether a temporary nonuniformity would violate the
clause. However, the Supreme Court did invalidate a transition
provision in the enabling act under which Oklahoma was admitted
as a State, which provision would have prevented Oklahoma from
moving its State capital from Guthrie to Oklahoma City for a
period of six and one-half years after Oklahoma's admission as a
State. In Coyle L'. Smith, 221 U.S. 559 (1911), the Court ruled that
Congress is not authorized, by the power to admit new States (U.S.
Const., art. IV, sec. 3) or otherwise, to impose a term or C'ondition
on the admission of a new State that would render the new State
"less or greater, or different in dignity or power," from the pre-ex-
isting States. Id. at 566. The Court held that Congress did not have
the power to include an otherwise unconstitutional provision in the
Act under which Oklahoma was admitted to the Union, even
though the provision was temporary.

Others argue, however, that special tax treatment of Puerto Rico,
whether temporary or permanent, would not violate the uniformity
clause. In fact, the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
has taken the latter view with respect to temporary differences,
stating that it
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believes Congress has substantial authority under the ter-
ritorial and statehood clauses of the Constitution to pro-
vide for non-identical economic treatment under statehood
if such treatment is reasonable, transitional, and neces-
sary. The provisions of Section 213 [of the bill] are not only
reasonable, but necessary in order to provide: Federal
agencies the time needed to implement certain new taxes
and social programs in Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico with the
time needed to modify local tax and social program laws,
and to avoid extremely serious disruptions to the economy
of Puerto Rico during the transition from commonwealth
status to statehood.51

It may be argued that the uniformity clause raises serious con-
cerns as to the validity of the tax provisions provided under the
statehood option of the bill. All other things being equal, some
might view it as preferable, from a constitutional view, for Con-
gress to address the general administrative problems of transition
by providing a sufficient delay between the status referendum in
1991 and the date of actual admission of Puerto Rico as a State,
rather than by delaying the application of Federal income taxation
to Puerto Rico for any period after admission. On the other hand,
there are bases on which to distinguish the authorities relied on by
some for the proposition that the bill is unconstitutional. The com-
mittee may consider whether or not such distinctions are material.

The intent and purpose of the uniformity clause, as explained by
Justice Story, may have been to prevent a combination of States
from setting differential tax provisions that would harm the eco-
nomic interests of another State or States. Even in Coyle v. Smith,
the temporary measure that was invalidated was an attempt by
the existing States to deny the new State of Oklahoma a state
power protected by the Constitution-namely, the power to locate
its state capital. The seven-year phaseout of section 936, in con-
trast, would be a temporary benefit granted to Puerto Rico by the
current States intended to ease the economic integration of a new
State. Similarly, the two-year delay in imposing Federal taxation
generally in Puerto Rico would be a temporary benefit granted to
Puerto Rico by the current States that would ease the administra-
tive burdens of moving to full statehood treatment under the Inter-
nal Revenue Code. Some would argue that the concerns addressed
by the uniformity clause may not be implicated as severely where
the only differential taxation applies in a reasonable transition
period between present law and full uniformity.

In addition, the Supreme Court in Ptasynski was "reluctant to
disturb [Congress's] determination" by finding a violation of the
uniformity clause where Congress "has exercised its considered
judgment with respect to an enormously complex problem." 462
U.S. at 86. Accordingly, it may be argued that a set of transitional
provisions for the admission of a State, such as the one crafted by
the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources to address actual
problems that are unique to Puerto Rico, satisfies the requirements
of the uniformity clause. If the Committee on Finance chooses to

11 S. Rep. No. 101-120, at 39.
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adopt transition provisions at all similar to those reported out by
the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, then to the
extent the Finance Committee can further articulate the specific
rationale for such provisions, it may thereby strengthen the argu-
ment that the uniformity clause is satisfied.

C. Independence Provisions

1. Citizenship
Under the bill, if independent status is chosen by the Puerto

Rican voters, Puerto Rico would no longer be deemed to be part of
the United States for the purpose of acquiring U.S. citizenship by
reason of place of birth after the date of certification of the refer-
endum. In addition, no person born outside of the United States
after the proclamation of independence would be granted U.S. citi-
zenship at birth as a result of being born to parents who acquired
U.S. citizenship solely by virtue of being born in Puerto Rico prior
to the proclamation of independence. The U.S. citizenship status of
persons born in Puerto Rico prior to certification of the referendum
would remain unchanged.

The bill does not address the U.S. citizenship status of persons
born in Puerto Rico, or born to Puerto Rican-born parents, after
certification of the referendum but before the proclamation of inde-
pendence. Because the interval between those two events is uncer-
tain under the bill, and because status as a U.S. citizen has U.S.
tax consequences, the committee may choose to consider what the
citizenship consequences of birth in that interval would be, and
whether it would be desirable (as a matter of certainty of tax ad-
ministration or otherwise) to conform the dates applicable to citi-
zenship determinations under the bill so that they are all based
either on the date of' certification or the date of proclamation of in-
dependence.

The bill also does not expressly address the effect that Puerto
Rican independence would have on the existing Code provision that
exempts Puerto Rican residents who are U.S. citizens from the U.S.
tax otherwise imposed on a U.S. citizen's worldwide income (Code
sec. 933). There may be little policy reason to retain a complete and
unlimited exclusion from taxable income for income earned from
Puerto Rican sources by U.S. citizens who reside in Puerto Rico. 5 2

Those individuals could be eligible, however, to claim the benefits
of either the foreign earned income exclusion (sec. 911) or the for-
eign tax credit (sec. 901) with respect to certain income earned out-
side of the United States.

In some cases, however, it may be argued that the logic of a sec-
tion 933 exception will continue to apply. Absent section 933,
Puerto Rican resident individuals who retain U.S. citizenship sub-

62 Similar tax treatment afforded to U.S corporations with operations in Puerto Rico under
section 936 is expressly eliminated under the bill. The bill states generally that all U.S. laws
applicable to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico immediately prior to the proclamation of inde-
pendence shall no longer apply in the Republic of Puerto Rico (bill sec. 308(aX20) Some might
argue that the specific repeal of section 936 with respect to Puerto Rico Ibill se. 317(a)] suggests
that the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources intended bill section 30a)2) to have no
effect on the application of U.S. law to the U.S tax obligations of individuals or corporations.
Alternatively, it might be argued that section 933 is a U.S. law applicable to the Commonwealth
of Puerwo Rico and as such that it is repealed in under bill section 3084ax2).
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sequent to the proclamation of independence may be faced with
U.S. income tax return filing responsibilities for the first time. As
previously discussed, a U.S. citizen is relieved from the require-
ment of filing a tax return if his gross income for the taxable year
is less than the sum of the amount of the personal exemption and
the amount of the applicable standard deduction. Although section
911 excludes (up to $70,000) the foreign earned income of a U.S. cit-
izen from gross income, the benefits of section 911 must be express-
ly elected by such person on his U.S. individual income tax return
for the taxable year. Alternatively, the foreign tax credit rules do
not exclude foreign source income from gross income. Rather, they
provide a tax credit against the taxpayer's U.S. tax liability, sub-
ject to certain limitations, for foreign taxes paid with respect to
such income. In cases where foreign taxes on a particular taxpay-
er's income are not as high as U.S. taxes, the credit still leaves a
residual U.S. tax liability. Thus, U.S. citizens resident in Puerto
Rico who have heretofore avoided filing U.S. income tax returns as
a result of the application of section 933, may be required to pay
U.S. tax or to file U.S. tax returns for future taxable years, depend-
ing upon the resolution of the issue regarding the future applica-
tion of section 933.

After Pureto Rican independence, U.S. citizens resident in
Puerto Rico would not be treated as residents of a possession for
purposes of the relief from estate and gift taxation provided under
sections 2209 and 2501(a) of the Code (discussed above in Part
I.A.1). Accordingly, effective for decedents dying and gifts made
after the Affective date of Puerto Rican independence, all U.S. citi-
zens resident in Puerto Rico would be subject to worldwide U.S.
estate and gift taxation on the same basis as U.S. citizens resident
in any other foreign country. However, individuals born after inde-
pendence who do not become citizens or residents of the United
States would not be subject to Federal estate or gift taxation.

2. Code section 936

Immediate elimination
Under section 317(a) of the bill, effective on the date of proclama-

tion of independence by Puerto Rico, the section 936 credit would
not be allowed with respect to income or investments from Puerto
Rican activity. Thus, as of such date, all taxable income earned by
qualified possessions corporations from the active conduct of a
trade or business in Puerto Rico and the QPSlI related to the in-
vestment of section 936 profits in Puerto Rico would be subject to
U.S. tax.

The effects of eliminating the use of section 936 for U.S.-owned
business operations may not be as severe as might appear at first
glance. The income attributable to the conduct of an active trade
or business in a foreign country by a foreign corporation owned by
U.S. persons is generally not subject to current U.S. taxation. Such
income of the foreign corporation generally is taxable only when
repatriated to the U.S. owner. If there is sufficient U.S. ownership
of the corporation, as is typically true of existing qualified posses-
sions corporations, an indirect credit for foreign taxes paid on the
corporation's income is available, with limitations.
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Thus, if a U.S. person uses a foreign corporation (e.g., one orga-
nized under Puerto Rican law) instead of a U.S. corporation to do
business in Puerto Rico, the effective burden-of U.S. tax on active
business income in Puerto Rico may be small due to the benefits of
deferral. It is often pointed out that the effective burden of a tax
deferred for a sufficiently long period of time approaches that of
exemption. It is also possible that excess foreign tax credits avail-
able from other sources may be applied against the U.S. tax on
income from Puerto Rico.

Some argue, however, that the effects of the elimination of sec-
tion 936 may not be easily mitigated. Reorganizing existing quali-
fied possessions corporations as foreign corporations may not
always be practicable. Also, the imposition of U.S. tax upon a dis-
tribution to the U.S. owner imposes a tax burden, even though de-
ferred, that may not currently exist. Lastly, investment income
may be subject to immediate U.S. tax, with a foreign tax credit,
and may not be eligible for deferral.

Tax-sparing implications if retained
As originally introduced, the bill contained a provision that

would have continued the application of section 936 with respect to
Puerto Rico under the independence option. This provision was de-
leted by the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. By
doing so, the committee made the bill more consistent with general
U.S. international tax policy. As a general principle, the United
States taxes domestic corporations on their worldwide income.
However, section 901 prevents the double taxation of certain for-
eign source income with respect to which the taxpayer has paid or
accrued foreign tax by allowing a credit for such tax up to the
amount of the U.S. tax attributable to such income. Generally, for-
eign countries provide similar treatment either by allowing a for-
eign tax credit or by only subjecting to tax income earned from
sources within the taxing jurisdiction. The section 936 credit oper-
ates differently than the foreign tax credit in that the allowance of
a credit is not dependent upon the existence of a foreign tax liabil-
ity of the taxpayer. Thus, the section 936 credit is considered a tax-
sparing credit.

Section 936 has operated in the past as a mechanism to encour-
age investment by domestic corporations in U.S. possessions in
order to assist in the development of the economies of those posses-
sions. As some possessions may assess little or ro tax on U.S. com-
panies that establish operations within their borders, such oper-
ations have in many cases produced tax-free income to qualified
possessions corporations. The U.S. does not provide a tax-sparing
credit to companies that operate in independent foreign countries,
and has resisted all efforts by capital-importing countries to in-
clude tax-sparing credits in tax-treaty relationships with the
United States.

If Puerto Rico becomes an independent country, it would be in-
consistent with U.S. tax treaty policy for the United States to con-
tinue to allow a tax-sparing credit to companies with operations in
Puerto Rico. To do so would discriminate against U.S. companies
with operations in other foreign countries. However, any income
tax paid to Puerto Rico with respect to income from Puerto Rican
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sources should generally qualify as a foreign income tax that is eli-
gible for the foreign tax credit, t!>nreby granting companies with

uerto Rican operations the same treatment as afforded to other
companies with multinational operations. As previously discussed,
most qualified possessions corporations are currently benefitting
from full or partial tax exemptions from Puerto Rican tax. Wheth-
er or not those exemptions would continue subsequent to the proc-
lamation of independence would be a decision to be made independ-
ently by the Puerto Rican government.

3. Excise taxes
The bill does not contain a specific provision governing excise

taxes in the event that Puerto Rico should become an independent
republic. However, section 308 of the bill provides a general rule
that (except as otherwise provided) upon a proclamation of inde-
pendence, all laws of the United States applicable to Puerto Rico
immediately prior to independence would no longer apply. This ap-
parently would result in repeal of present-law sections 7652 and
7653 of the Internal Revenue Code. Thus, upon a proclamation of
independence, articles manufactured in Puerto Rico and shipped to
the United States (and vice versa) would be treated as articles
shipped from (and to) a foreign country for excise tax purposes, and
Federal excise tax revenues (including rum excise taxes) would no
longer be covered over to the Puerto Rican Treasury pursuant to
section 7652 but instead would be retained by the U.S. Treasury.
4. Tax treaty negotiation and ratification

Section 317(b) of the bill provides for the establishment of a Task
Force on Taxation to negotiate appropriate tax treaties to govern
relations between the United States and Puerto Rico. Under the
bill, any agreements so negotiated must be approved by the govern-
ment of Puerto Rico and the United States in accordance with
their respective constitutional processes. In the case of the United
States, entry into a treaty requires transmittal of the treaty by the
President to the Senate, consent by two-thirds vote of the Senate,
and ratificatior of the Senate-approved treaty by the President.

From the standpoint of the United States, the bill could poten-
tially alter the normal course of treaty negotiations. The bill ap-
pears to give the Joint Transition Commission, rather than the
President, the ability to appoint the negotiators representing the
United States. By contrast, U.S. tax treaties are ordinarily negoti-
ated for the United States by officials of the Office of Tax Policy
within the Treasury Department, who have broad areas of respon-
sibility in the formation of U.S. statutory and treaty tax policy.
The Committee on Finance may wish to consider whether the bill
should take the job of negotiating U.S.-Puerto Rico tax treaties
away from the office that may be most sensitive io the favorable or
unfavorable precedential effect of a Puerto Rican treaty by chang-
ing the ordinary method for designating the individuals who would
negotiate the treaty.

Given the bill's apparent requirement that ordinary constitution-
al procedures for the approval of any U.S.-Puerto Rico tax treaty,
once negotiated, be followed, it should be possible under the bill to
prevent the entry into a treaty containing what the U.S. govern-
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ment views as an inappropriate treaty policy for dealing with
Puerto Rico. The treaty negotiated would presumably be subject to
Senate advice and consent, and Presidential ratification, as is true
for any other treaty. Any concerns that the Senate and the Execu-
tive Branch might have about provisions that are inappropriate for
a U.S.-Puerto Rico treaty would therefore have opportunity for ex-
pression prior to any such treaty entering into force. It may be
argued, however, that the process of obtaining a treaty that can
pass the Senate and be ratified would be more efficient if the nego-
tiators were chosen by one or both of those branches directly,
rather than indirectly through the Joint Transition Commission.
The Committee on Finance maewish to clarify the procedure
under which any treaty would negotiated and to express its
views as to which types of treaty provisions it views as appropriate
or not (e.g., tax-sparing).

5. Tax-exempt bonds
The bill provides that if the interest on bonds issued by Puerto

Rico currently is exempt from tax in the United States, the inter-
est on those bonds would continue to be exempt from tax when
held by a United States taxpayer after Puerto Rico's proclamation
of independence. The bill does not affect the treatment of any
bonds issued by Puerto Rico after its proclamation of independence.
Thus, such bonds would be treated similarly to the indebtedness of
any other foreign country when held by a taxpayer in the United
States; that is, the interest on such bonds would be subject to tax.

When U.S. taxpayers purchase the bonds of corporations, foreign
governments, and the Federal Government itself they recognize
that they are liable for tax on the interest paid by those bonds. Be-
cause purchasers of bonds generally seek the highest net return
consistent with their preferences for risk, tax exemption enables
State and local governments, including Puerto Rico, to sell bonds to
United States taxpayers at interest rates which generally are lower
than those offered by corporations, foreign governments, and the
Federal Government. Because a bond's coupon rate generally is
fixed at the time of its sale, revocation of tax exemption for bonds
which were initially issued as tax-exempt bonds would create sub-
stantial reductions in the market value of the bonds, and potential-
ly create substantial capital losses for the bondholders, unless spe-
cific covenants provide otherwise.

For example, assume a taxpayer holds a bond whose interest is
tax-exempt, which pays a coupon rate of $10 per year, and will
repay the bondholder $100 in 10 years. Assume the discount rate is
10 percent. This bond would be worth $100 (the present value of
the annual coupon payments plus the payment of $100 in the tenth
year). If the tax exemption of this bond were revoked, the bond-
holder's net after-tax income from the annual coupons might be. $7.
Now the bond would be worth $81.56 (the present value of the net
after-tax coupon payments plus the payment of $100 in the tenth
year). This represents nearly a 20-percent reduction in the value of
the bond. Retaining tax exemption for outstanding tax-exempt
bonds might forestall the creation of potential windfall losses in
connection with tax-exempt bonds of Puerto Rico for which tax ex-
emption is revoked.
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The interest saving which accrues to Puerto Rico under present
law is tle result of the Federal Government foregoing the collec-
tion of tax on the interest paid by Puerto Rico to its bondholders.
As such, tax exemption creates a subsidy from the Federal Govern-
ment to Puerto Rico on its interest costs. After independence, the
tax subsidy for interest on newly issued bonds would no longer be
provided. Puerto Rico would have to compete with corporations, the
Federal Government, and other foreign governments when selling
bonds. Consequently, Puerto Rico's future interest costs would be
higher than if tax exemption were retained.
6. CBI participation

The bill provides that in the absence of a U.S.-Puerto Rico
mutual free trade agreement, Puerto Rico would qualify for desig-
nation as a beneficiary country under the CBI, assuming it is not
disqualified for any of the reasons that would statutorily disable
the President from designating it as fj beneficiary country. Thus,
under the bill, assuming that the Repliblic of Puerto Rico also en-
tered into a suitable agreement for the exchange of tax informa-
tion with the United States, at some future time Puerto Rican com-
panies might be eligible for FSC status by the terms of the bill, and
certain Puerto Rico convention expenses would be eligible for de-
duction. In addition, the non-tax benefits flowing from CBI benefi-
ciary status might also apply to Puerto Rico.

D. Enhanced Commonwealth Provisions

1. Code Section 936
The bill does not address the operation of section 936 as it relates

to the enhanced commonwealth status option. It is apparently as-
sumed that section 936, to the extent that it continues to be part of
the Code, would continue to apply to Puerto Rico if such option
were selected. It is further apparently assumed that any subse-
quent modifications to section 936 by Congress would be applicable
to Puerto Rico.
2. Treaties

The bill provides that the Governor of Puerto Rico may enter
into international agreements to promote the international interest
of Puerto Rico as authorized by the President of the United States
consistent with the laws and international obligations of the
United States. The committee may wish to consider whether this
provision should be modified insofar as it relates to tax treaties.

Some have argued that the fact that Puerto Rico is not generally
covered by tax treaties has adversely affected Puerto Rico. The
Committee ozn Finance may wish to consider the issue of whether
such treaties or other international agreements would be desirable
or not, and if desirable, whether existing law or the bill (to the
extent, if any, that the bill changes existing law 53) should be
changed to facilitate entry into such treaties. For example, some
may argue that Puerto Rico should have the ability to negotiate

s3 Cf Davidson, "Tax Sparing! A Question of Treasury Policy or Puerto Rico Politics," 35 Tax
Notes 731, 734 (198).
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treaties with capital exporting nations that would provide for tax
sparing, thus giving Puerto Rico an additional source of tax-favored
foreign capital in addition to the capital attracted by section 936 of
the Code.

However these issues are resolved, it may be appropriate to con-
sider further refinements to the procedure by which any Puerto
Rico international agreements would be authorized under the bill.
For example, the Constitution provides that treaties may only be
entered into with the advice and consent of the Senate. Therefore,
if the Federal Government is to give the Commonwealth a right to
enter into international obligations affecting taxes consistent with
U.S. laws and treaties, the committee may find it desirable that
Senate advice arid consent be required before the President author-
izes the entry into such obligations by the Commonwealth.

3. Application of Federal law
The bill generally provides for repeal of Federal laws insofar as

they apply to Puerto Rico, upon a joint resolution of Congress ap-
proving a recommendation for such repeal submitted to Congress
by the Government of Puerto Rico, and amends both the Senate
and House rules that would otherwise be applicable to the process
of passing such a joint reso.1,tion so as to provide a "fast-track"
procedure. Among other things, the Senate rule amendment would
curtail unlimited debate that might otherwise be permitted. As
compared to current law fast-track procedures that exist, for exam-
ple, under the Congressional Budget Act and certain other provi-
sions, 54 the bill may be viewed as relatively unique insofar as it
extends such procedures to initiatives of the Government of Puerto
Rico that seek to override existing legislation. However, the bill
does not provide for the application of this rule to any Federal stat-
utory law (1) establishing grants or services to individual U.S. citi-
zens, (2) relating to citizenship, or (3) pertaining to foreign rela-
tions, defense, or national security.

Such a procedure for repeal of laws applicable to Puerto Rico
raises the question whether it is appropriate to adopt fast-track
procedures for proposals initiated by the Government of Puerto
Rico to repeal Federal legislation insofar as it relates to Puerto
Rico, when such procedures necessarily must give this legislation

recedence over other legislation applicable to the entire United
states or, indeed, other possessions. It may also be appropriate to

consider whether the provision should apply to tax legislation but
not to legislation involving Federal benefits, citizenship, foreign re-
lations, defense, and national security.

As to the desirability of using the fast-track procedure here,
some may argue that if the United States is to remain in a Com-
monwealth relationship with Puerto Rico, and Congress is to have
certain unique powers and responsibilities with respect to Puerto
Rico that it would not have if Puerto Rico were a State or inde-
pendent country, Congress should be required to deal promptly
with effects of its legislation (including possibly unknown and unin-
tended effects) on Puerto Rico. Were Puerto Rico an independent

54 A list of resolutions which are currently privileged for consideration in the House of R~pre-
sentatives may be found in House Document 100-248, 100th Cong., 2d Sess 865-66 t1988).
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country, no such effects might exist in the typical case; were it a
State, Puerto Rico would have its own representatives in Congress
to exercise directly a Puerto Rican voice in U.S. legislation. On the
other hand, it may be argued that priorities among categories of
Congressional business generally need not be fixed in advance,
absent unusual needs. It may be argued that the interests of
Puerto Rico in repealing existing legislation (or existing tax legisla-
tion) do not rise to the level of such unusual need.

Finally, the tax law contains several provisions, described above,
that have proven to be of particular interest to various Puerto
Rican constituencies. By channeling certain expressions of these in-
terests through the bill's procedures, the bill may be thought to
give more weight, in some cases, to the views of the Governor and
legislature of Puerto Rico. On the other hand, the bill may be
viewed as restricting the freedom of Congress to fashion its own re-
sponses to these views.

4. Regulatory review
The bill sets forth certain broad policies, including the accelera-

tion of Puerto Rican economic and social development, and (in mat-
ters of government) the taking into account of local conditions in
Puerto Rico. The bill requires that all agencies (as that term is de-
fined in the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. sec. 551), which
for this purpose may include the Treasury Department and the In-
ternal Revenue Service (IRS), be guided by those policies. If and to
the extent Treasury and IRS may engage in rulemaking "pursuant
to title 5, United States Code, section 553," 55 Treasury and IRS
are to include in the concise general statement of the basis and
purpose of any final rule, the views or arguments submitted to
them that raise a question of the consistency of the rules with
those policies.56

When Treasury publishes a final rule in the Federal Register
(other than a rule issued after notice and hearing required by stat-
ute 57) that by its terms applies in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Governor may, within a fixed period, require the Treas-
ury to reconsider the rule in light of the policies set forth in the
bill. The bill requires publication in the Federal Register, within a
fixed period, of a Treasury finding with respect to the objections of
the Governor. If the Treasury finds that it has no discretion to
make the rule inapplicable to Puerto Rico, or to vary the terms of
its application to Puerto Rico, or if it finds that there is a national
interest that the rule be applicable to Puerto Rico as published,
thet. under the bill the Governor, if aggrieved by such finding, can

55 It has-been said by at least one lower court that rules which are "interpretative" are

"exempt from the rulemaking requirements of sec. 553." National Restaurant Ass'n v. Simon,
411 F. Supp. 993, 999 (D.D.C. 1976). It is not entirely clear whether the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources intended to include rulemaking involving such interpretative rules by its
use of the phrase "pursuant to title 5, United States Code, section 553."

,6 The bill is unclear on the nature of the concise general statement required, and may need a
technical change to clarify the intent of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. Com-
pare bill section 404(b) with S. Rep. No. 101-120 at 50.

" There is apparently no general statutory notice and hearing requirement applicable to tax
regulations in general. See Code sec. 7805; 5 U.S.C. 553(c) (1988).
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petition for review of that finding in the U.S. Court of Appeals for
either the First Circuit or the District of Columbia Circuit. 58

Thi- provision raises constitutional and administrative questions.
For example, it may be appropriate to consider whether, and the
extent to which, this provision expands the jurisdiction of the
courts to hear complaints about tax regulations,59 as well as the
appropriateness of having issues about the impact of Treasury reg-
ulations on Puerto Rican economic and social development and
other policy issues adjudicated in the Federal courts. Under cur-
rent law, judicial determinations regarding the validity of Treasury
regulations typically arise in specific tax controversies between a
taxpayer and the IRS, and are generally circumscribed by defer-
ence to the agency's judgment as applied to the relevant statutes
and legislative history. 60 Moreover, the general rule under the
Anti-Injunction Act is that no suit for the purpose of restraining
the assessment or collection of any tax shall be maintained in any
court by any person, whether or not such person is the person
against whom such tax was assessed (Code sec. 7421(a)). Declarato-
ry judgments with respect to Federal taxes may be similarly barred
in the general case (28 U.S.C. sec. 2201 (1982); ef Alexander v.
"Americans United" Inc., 416 U.S.C 752, 759 n.10 (1974)). The bill,
in contrast, would provide that without a specific taxpayer contro-
versy, a court may be asked to weigh generalized policy objectives
with respect to Puerto Rico against tax policies embodied in specif-
ic tax statutes and regulations and determine on the basis of that
weighing process what remedy (if any) may be appropriate. Some
may argue that Puerto Rico does not have an alternative legal way
to challenge the validity of tax regulations, and that it therefore
would be appropriate for the Governor to be permitted to litigate
in advance the appropriateness of those regulations. Cf South
Carolina v. Regan, 465 U.S. 367 (1984) (holding that the Anti-In-
junction Act did not bar a State from challenging under the tenth
amendment to the Constitution a regulation restricting the form in
which States could issue tax-exempt bonds). Others may argue that
it is sufficient for such challenges to be made by affected taxpayers.
They may also argue that the bill permits overly broad prospective
relief from regulations insofar as the right of judicial review pro-
vided might not be conditioned on the existence of equitable juris-
diction (e.g., the bill might be read to provide the Governor a right
of judicial review without requiring a demonstration that enforce-
ment of the regulation would cause irreparable harm). Finally,
some may argue that the weighing process necessitated by compari-
son of any regulation with the broad policy statement set forth in
the bill would be more appropriately addressed outside the Judici-
ary branch of government.

50 On the other hand, there is no explicit procedure for judicial review prescribed by the bill
for a case in which either the Treasjry finds an inconsistency between the rule and the policy
announced in the bill, and makes some change in the original regulation ini accord with terms
specified in its finding, or no finding as required by the bill is pub is ied in the Federal Register.

3 It may be, for example, that the use ofjudicial review under this provision would be limited
more or less severely by imitations based on justiciability doctrines (e.g., those regarding wheth-
er a matter brought before a Federal court is a case or controversy, whether it involves overly
political questions, whether it is ripe, and whether the parties have standing).

So E.g., National Muffler Dealers Assn v. United States, 440 U.S. 472 (1979).
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APPENDIX A:

Selected Federal Excise Tax Rates

A. Alcohol Beverage Excise
Taxes:

1. Distilled spirits ................
2. Wines:

Not more than 14 r.ercent
alcohol.

14 to 21 percent alcohol ..........
21 to 24 percent alcohol ..........
Artificially carbonated

wines.
Champagne and other

sparking wines.
3 . B e e r ............................................

B. Tobacco Excise Taxes:
1. Cigars:

Small cigars (weighing no
more than 3 pounds per
thousand).

Large cigars (weighing
more than 3 pounds per
thousand).

2. Cigarettes:
Small cigarettes (weighing

no more than 3 pounds
per thousand).

Large cigarettes (weighing
more than 3 pounds per
thousand).

3. Snuff, chewing tobacco,
pipe tobacco:
S n uff ..........................................
Chewing tobacco ......................
Pipe tobacco ..............................

(4

$12.50 per proof gallon.

17 cents per wine gallon.

67 cents per wine gallon.
$2.25 per wine gallon.'
$2.40 per wine gallon.

$3.40 per wine gallon.

$9 per barrel (31 gallons) gener-
ally.

75 cents per thousand.

8.5 percent of wholesale price
(but not more than $20 per
thousand).

$8 per thousand (i.e., 16 cents per
pack of 20 cigarettes).

$16.80 per thousand. 2

24 cdnts per pound.
8 cents per pound.
45 cents per pound.

9)

25-181 0 - 90 - 5

Tax Tax rates
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Selected Federal Excise Tax Rates-Continued

Tax Tax rates

C. Highway Trust Fund Excise
Taxes: 3

1. Gasoline
2. Diesel fuel
3. Special motor fuels (ncl. al-

cohol fuels from petroleum)

D. Airport and Airway Trust
Fund Excise Taxes:4

1. Air passenger ticket tax .........
2. International departure tax..
3. Domestic air cargo tax ...........

E. Communications Excise Tax:
Local and toll (long-distance)

telephone and teletypewrit-
er services.

9 cents per gallon.
15 cents per gallon generally.
9 cents pe. gallon.

8 percent of amount paid.
$3 per person.
5 percent of amount paid.

3 percent of amount paid.5

1 Wines containing more than 24 percent alcohol are taxed as distilled spirits.
'Large cigarettes measuring more than 6.5 inches in length are taxed at the

rate prescribed for small cigarettes, counting each 2.75 inches (or fraction) as one
cigarette.

3 These taxes are currently scheduled to expire after September 30, 1993.
4These taxes are currently scheduled to expire after December 31, 1990.
8 This tax is currently scheduled to expire after December 31, 1989.

APPENDIX B:

Selected Puerto Rican Excise Tax Rates

Tax Tax rates

A. Cigarettes .................................... $3.15 per 100 cigarettes.

B. Gasoline ....................................... 16 cents per gallon.

C. Aviation Fuel .............................. 3 cents per gallon.

D. Gas Oil or Diesel Oil ................. 8 cents per gallon.

E. Crude O il ..................................... Up to $6.00 per barrel, depending
on the market price for crude
oil.

F. Sugar ............................................ 7 cents per pound.

G . A utom obiles ................................

H. Other articles not subject to
specific excise tax or exempt
from excise tax.

14 to 85 percent
price, I depending
and horsepower of

5 percent of taxable price.

1 For purposes of Puerto Rican excise taxes, "taxable price" generally means 72
percent of the sales price for articles manufactured in Puerto Rico and 132 percent
of the article's factory f.o.b. price for articles imported into Puerto Rico.

of taxable
on weight

automobile.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTONIO J. COLORADO

MR. CHAIRMAN, IT IS MY PLEASURE TO APPEAR BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE OF SECTION 936 OF THE

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO TtE ECONOMY OF PUERTO Rico. As

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, MY

MAIN RESPONSIBILITY IS THE CREATION AND RETENTION OF

MANUFACTURING, SERVICE AND RELATED JOBS IN PUERTO RICO, SECTION

936 IS THE KEY TO PUERTO RICO'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND MY

TESTIMONY WILL CONCENTRATE ON THE NEED TO PRESERVE THIS VERY

IMPORTANT PROVISION,

SECTION 936 A ND ITS PREDECESSORS HAVE BEEN EFFECTIVELY

UTILIZED BY PUERTO RICO TO COUNTERACT THE EFFECTS OF

OVERPOPULATION, LACK OF RESOURCES, DISTANCE FROM THE MAINLAND,

AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION WHICH INCREASES OUR COSTS OF PRODUCTION

AND TRANSPORTATION, BUT CLEARLY DOES NOT BURDEN OTHER COUNTRIES

THAT COMPETE WITH US. OVER THE PAST FORTY YEARS, THE

DEVELOPMENT OF PUERTO Rico'S ECONOMY FROM AGRICULTURE TO

MANUFACTURING HAS OFTEN BEEN REFERRED TO AS AN ECONOMIC

MIRACLE. THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT IS ATTRIBUTABLE PRIMARILY TO

SECTION 936, AND TO PUERTO Rico-s INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES

LEGISLATION.

UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS ARE BY FAR THE MOST SIGNIFICANT

SOURCE OF INVESTMENT IN PUERTO Rice, ALTHOUGH AN INCREASING

NUMBER OF FOREIGN AND LOCAL INDUSTRIES ARE BEING ESTABLISHED.

IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND WHY THE INVESTMENT IS SO SUBSTANTIAL AND

BENEFICIAL TO BOTH THE UNITED STATES AND PUFPTO RICO, IT IS

NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND THF INTERACTION OF OUR TAX LAWS.
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UNITED STATES TAX LAW

SECTION 936 EXEMPTS PUERTO RICO MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE

PPOFITS OF AN ELECTING U.S. CORPORATION FROM U.S. CORPORATE

INCOME TAX, GENERALLY, THESE CORPORATIONS APE WHOLLY-OWNED

SUBSIDIARIES OF L.S. CORPORATIONS WHICH CONDUCT MOST OP ALL OF

THEIR BUSINESS WITHIN PUERTO RIco.

IN ADDITION, SECTION 936 PROVIDES AN EXEMPTION FOR INCOME

FROM THE INVESTMENT OF SUCH PROFITS FOR USE WITHIN PUERTO RICO

AND, SINCE 197, WITHIN THOSE CARIBBEAN COUNTIES WHICH HAVE

ENTERED INTO A TAX INFORMATION EXCHANGE AGREEMENT ('TIEA") WITH

THE UNITED STATES.

THESE TAX BENEFITS, HOWEVER, WOULD BE OF NO VALUE WITHOUT

PUERTO RiCo's OWN TAX INCENTIVES FOR DOING BUSINESS THERE.

PUERTO RICO LAW

UNLIKE A STATE, PUERTO RICO ENJOYS FISCAL AUTONOMY. IT IS

A SEPARATE TAX JURISDICTION OUTSIDE OF THE FEDERAL SPHERE. THE

GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS TAX LAWS

AND HAS PRIMARY TAXING JURISDICTION ON ANY INCOME SOURCE WITHIN

ITS BOUNDARIES.

IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN INCENTIVE FOR INVESTMENT IN PUERTO

RICO, WE HAVE ENACTED A SERIES OF INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVE ACTS THAT

PROVIDE CERTAIN INVESTORS WITH TAX BENEFITS FOR A PERIOD OF

YEARS.

INVESTMENTS OF TAX-EXEMPT EARNINGS MADE BY SECTION 936

CORPORATIONS IN PUERTO RICO'S FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ARE

REGULATED BY PUERTO RICO TO ENSURE THAT THE SAME ARE UTILIZED IN

PRODUCTIVE AREAS THAT BENEFIT OUR ECONOMY AND THOSE OF QUALIFIED

CARIBBEAN BASIN COUNTRIES.

THIS FAVORABLE TAX CLIMATE BALANCES SOME OF THE ADVERSE

ECONOMIC EFFECTS IMPOSED ON PUERTO RICO BY FEDERAL LEGISLATION

AND REGULATIONS, SUCH AS THE U.S. MINIMUM WAGE, OSHA AND EPA

REGULATIONS, AND THE JONES ACT.
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IMPORTANCE OF SECTION 936 TO PUERTO RICO

SINCE THE 1940s, SECTION 936 AND ITS PREDECESSORS AND THE

PIERTO RIco INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES ACTS HAVE BEEN OF CRITICAL

IMPORTANCE IN ATTRACTING U.S..INVESTMENT TO PUERTO Rico.

OUR ECONOMY DERIVES SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT FROM THE

MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE ACTIVITIES OF SECTION 936

CORPORATIONS. To ILLUSTRATE THE ENORMOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

MANUFACTURING SECTOR 7O THE OVERALL ECONOMY OF PUERTO RICo, A

FIVE PERCENT REDUCTION IN PUERTO RICO'S GROSS PRODUCT IN

MANUFACTURING WOULD BE THE EQUIVALENT CF ELIMINATING ALL

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN PUERTO RICO. A TEN PERCENT REDUCTION

IN MANUFACTURING WOULD BE EQUIVALENT TO ELIMINATING ALL TOURISM

IN PUERTO Rico,

IN ADDITION, SECTION 936 FUNDS ON DEPOSIT WITH PUERTO RIco

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS HAVE A SIGNIFICANT BENEFICIAL EFFECT ON

EVERY ASPECT OF OUR ECONOMY, ACCORDING TO THE U.S. TREASURY,

THE COST OF CAPITAL IN PUERTO Rico COULD BE 1.0 TO 1.5

PERCENTAGE POINTS BELOW WORLD RATES, DUE TO THE AVAILABILITY OF

936 FUNDS,

THERE IS, UNFORTUNATELY, A DIRECT CORR

PERFORMANCE OF THE PUERTO RICO ECONOMY A

STATUS OF SECTION 936. AFTER 'TREASURY

NOVEMBER OF 19P4, NEW INVESTMENT IN PUERTO F

STATES VIRTUALLY HALTED. THIS REACTION WAS

1982, DUPING THE TEFRA LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

THAT WHENEVER CONGRESS OR TREASURY RATS

MODIFYING OR REPEALING SECTION 936, IMMEDIA

CONSEQUENCES DEVELOP WITHIN PUERTO RICO.

CONGRESS DETERMINED TO PRESERVE SECTION

INVESTMENT FROM U.S. FIRMS RESUMED. -

REAL GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT IN PUERTO

PERCENT BETWEEN FISCAL YEARS 1985 AND 19R8

FIVE PERCENT IN 1987, BY .9 PERCENT IN I

ELATION BETWEEN THE

ND THE LEGISLATIVE

I" WAS ISSUED IN

RICO FROM THE UNITED

ALSO EXPERIENCED IN

THUS, IT APPEARS

SE THE SPECTER OF

TE ADVERSE ECONOMIC

IT WAS ONLY AFTER

936 IN 1986 THAT

RICO GREW BY FIFTY

REAL GNP GREW BY

988 AND PRELIMINARY

ESTIMATES FOR 19A9 SHOW A 3.7 PERCENT GROWTH RATE. SEPTEMBER
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EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS, RELEASED LAST WEEK, SHOW THAT TOTAL

EMPLOYMENT IN PUERTO RICO HAD GROWN TO 916 THOUSAND, AN INCREASE

OF TWENTY PERCENT OVER THE FIGURE FOR SEPTEMBER OF 1984.

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT IN PUERTO Rico STOOD AT A HISTORIC HIGH

OF 17? THOUSAND, WHICH REPRESENTS AN INCREASE OF 25 PERCENT OVER

THE COMPARABLE FIGURE FOR SEPTEMBER 198h. THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

HAS FALLEN TO 15.1 PERCENT, STILL MUCH HIGHER THAN WE WOULD

LIKE, BUT SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE 20.5 PERCENT IN

SEPTEMBER FIVE YEARS EARLIER,

IMPORTANCE OF SECTION 936 TO THE CBI

THE CARIBBEAN BASIN ECONOMIC

ENACTED IN 1983 WITH NO PROVISION

STIMULATE THE CREATION OF ENTERPRISE

RECOVERY ACT ('CBERA') WAS

FOR INVESTMENT INCENTIVES TO

ES THAT WOULD BE ABLE TO TAKE

ADVANTAGE OF THE DUTY-FREE A

UNDER THE NEW LEGISLATION,

EFFECTIVE FOR THE REGION,

PROPOSED IN 1985 THE PROMOTION

PUERTO RICO AND THE CB! COUNT

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF

INCENTIVES WHICH RESULT FROM T

OUR LOCAL TAX BENEFITS, Ii

STIMULATING THE USE OF LOW C

RICO FOR ELIGIBLE CBI COUNTIES

IN 1986 CONGRESS DETERMIN

USED TO FINANCE ACTIVE BUSINESS

CCESS TO THE U.

IN ORDER TO

THE COMMONWEALTH

OF COMPLEMENTAR

RIES, THIS PROGI

THE REGION Wl

HE COMBINATION C

N ADDITION, THE

OST FINANCING AV

S. MARKET OFFERrD

MAKE CBERA MORE

OF PUERTO RICO

Y PROJECTS BETWEEN

RAM INTEGRATES THE

TH THE POWERFUL

)F SECTION 936 AND

COMMONWEALTH IS

AILABLE IN PUERTO

ED THAT SECTION 936 FUNDS

ASSETS AND DEVELOPMENT

COULD BE

PROJECTS

IN THOSE CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE SIGNED AND RATIFIED

TIEAs WITH THE UNITED STATES,

THIS PROGRAM IS NOW GAINING MOMENTUM AND WE BELIEVE IT IS

WELL ON ITS WAY TO SURPASS THE OBJECTIVES CONTEMPLATED BY

CONGRESS IN 1986. OVER $165 MILLION FINANCING FOR CARIBBEAN

BASIN PROJECTS HAVE BEEN PROMOTED. MOREOVER, AN ADDITIONAL $400

MILLION OF PROJECTS ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BEING PROMOTED OR ARE

AWAITING RATIFICATION OF TIEAs. So FAR, OVER 12,000 DIRECT

MANUFACTURING JOBS HAVE BEEN PROMOTED IN THE CARIBBEAN.
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BECAUSE THE OPPORTUNITIES FOP FINANCING

SECTION 936 FUNDS ARE SO ATTRACTIVE, AN INCENTIVE

CB! COUNTRIES TO SIGN THE TIEA,

THE GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO HAS BEEN

CONVINCING MANY OF THE CAPIBBEAN COUNTRIES OF THE

THE BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED BY SIGNING THE AGREE

HELD WITH GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SECTOR REPRESEP

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC RESULTED IN THE EXPEDIENT F

THEIR AGREEMENT, WE HAVE ALSO BEEN IN CONV
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IMPORTANCE OF SECTION 936 TO THE UNITED STATES

AN ECONOMICALLY STRONG PUERTO Rico Is CRUCIAL TO

MAINTAINING THE STABILITY OF THE CARIBBEAN REGION. IT IS

IRREFUTABLE THAT SECTION 936 HAS WORKED, IN COMBINATION WITH THE

PUERTO RICO INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES LEGISLATION, TO CREATE THE

STRONGEST ECONOMY IN THE CARIBBEAN.

IN ADDITION, SECTION 936 PERMITS THE FUNDING OF THE CBI

THROUGH THE FREE MARKET FINANCIAL SYSTEM, NOT THROUGH A DIRECT

GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY PROGRAM.

WE MUST ALSO NOTE THAT PUERTO RICO IS ENGAGED IN A

SIGNIFICANT TRADE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNITED STATES THAT IS

BASED ON SECTION 936, IN 198P PUERTO RICO IMPORTED CLOSE TO

$9.5 BILLION FROM THE U.S., MORE THAN ALL OF THE COUNTRIES OF

THE CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA TOGETHER, MORE THAN ARGENTINA,

COLOMBIA AND BRA7IL TOGETHER, AND MORE THAN TWICE THE IMPORTS OF

ISRAEL. THIS GENERATES MORE THAN 170 THOUSAND JOBS IN THE

MAINLAND,

IN ADDITION TO BEING A GOOD MARKET FOR U.S. PRODUCTS,

PUERTO RICO HELPS KEEP AMERICA COMPETITIVE IN GLOBAL MARKETS.
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EXPORTS FROM PUERTO RICO TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES GREW BY 37.5

PERCENT BETWEEN FY 19R8 AND 1999, THIS REPRESENTED 11.R PERCENT

OF PUERTO RICO'S TOTAL OFF-ISLAND SHIPMENTS OF $16,3 BILLION.

THus, ON THE WHOLE, THERE ARE -IGNIFICANT BENEFITS ENJOYED

BY THE UNITED STATES FROM SECTION 936,

IN SUMMARY, MP, CHAIRMAN, SECTION 936 OF THE UNITED STATES

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, IN CONJUNCTION WITH PUERTO RICO'S

INCENTIVES LAW, PROVIDES A SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIC BENEFIT TO

PUERTO RICO. IT IS NOW BECOMING CLEAR THAT SECTION 936 FUNDS

ARE BEING USED, AND WILL BE USED iN THE FUTURE TO A MUCH GREATER

EXTENT, TO PROVIDE FINANCING FOR CBI PROJECTS AS ENVISIONED BY

CONGRESS IN 1986, THUS PROVIDING A SUBSTANTIAL BENEFIT TO THE

CARIBBEAN BASIN. MOREOVER, SECTION 936 BENEFITS THE UNITED

STATES BY PROMOTING REGIONAL STABILITY AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

CONGRESS NEEDS TO HAVE A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING THAT SECTION

936 IS A VITAL ECONOMIC LINK BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND

PUERTO RICO WHICH IS OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE TO PUERTO RICO AND

THE CARIBBEAN AND BENEFITS THE U.S. AS WELL. TAMPERING WITH

SECTION 936 CAN ONLY CAUSE ECONOMIC HARM TO PUERTO Rico,

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN. I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER

QUESTIONS,
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individuals and coi-porations in Puerto Rico. Thus, commonwealth with parity is by
far the most expensive status option for the U.S. government.

Needless to say, U.S. block grants obligations t ider the present legislation would
cease with the independence alternative after a nine year transition period, and
while land I quote from the Committee Report) "it is not required that all U.S. aid
would cease at the end of the ninth fiscal year . . . future aid would be subject to
negotiations . . " taking into account "a history of very close relations and mutual
interests between both nations."

On the other hand, under the Commonwealth and statehood options the U.S. tax-
payer faces a bottomless pit of ever growing expenditures with no reasonable hope
of offsetting them with locally generated revenue.

In short the answer presented by statehood and commonwealth to the chronic eco-
nomic ills of Puerto Rico is therefore based on ever increasing economic dependence
on the U.S. Treasury.

Independence proposes instead to break the straitjacket of extreme dependence
through a rational and orderly transition. As stated in section 318 of S. 712. the eco-
nomic provisions regarding independence:

are enacted in recognition of the unique relationship between the United
States and Puerto Rico, to affect a smooth and fair transition for the new
Republic of' Puerto Rico with a minimum of economic disruption, and to
promote the development of' a viable economy in the new Republic of
Puerto Rico.

The transition grant contained in S. 712 to be paid to Puerto Rico during a nine
year period, the trade and other economic arrangements which we have proposed,
and the sovereign powers which the independence option entails, will provide
Puerto Rico with the necessary tools to implement an economic development plan
designed to put the Puerto Rican economy on its feet.

Independence is thus the only alternative which provides a blueprint for the
future based on work and production rather than on economic dependence. We
aspire to justice and national dignity, not charity and subservience, S. 712 provides
the basic framework for such an endeavor.

Finally, I must address myself to a deeply disturbing issue which is before this
committee's consideration. I refer to the proposal made by Governor Rafael Hernan-
dez Col6nand his party requesting parity in the application of' United Statcs social
programs to Puerto Rico under commonwealth. This request that Puerto Rico be
treated as a state in all aspects except fiscal responsibilities and voting rights raises
extremely serious questions. First, issues of a strictly econoni,: nature arise in the
attempt to bring parity to the unincorporated territory of Puerto Rico. This would
make commonwealth more costly than statehood itself since Puerto Rico would re-
ceive the same funds as a state but would not contribute to the Federal government.
Secondly, however, an even more crucial question of a political and mora! nature is
brought dramatically to the fore.

It is my conviction that statehood is neither in the best interests of' Puerto Rico
nor in the best interests of the United States. It is also my conviction that this un-
derstanding is now in the process of being internalized by ever growing numbers of
Senators and Congressmen as a result of the debate and discussion unleashed by
this legislative process. This is taking place precisely at the historical moment when
the inclination towards statehood is at its highest point in Puerto Rico.

Many who are becoming wary of a statehood majority in Puerto Rico, and who
have historical misconceptions regarding independence may be tempted to look
kindly upon the request for parity as a desperate attempt for a last clear chance to.
equip the defenders of commonwealth with an electoral weapon powerful enough to
make victory possible over statehood in the proposed plebiscite. If one adds to this
motive the fact that the notion of parity has a ring of equality and fairness attached
to it, parity might appear as an irresistible, if costly, solution to the dilemma of how
to prop up commonwealth status so that it will keep the statehooders in the minori-
ty-not to mention to independent istas- for another generation.

Congress has a perfect right-perhaps even a responsibility-not to grant state-
hood to Puerto Rico no matter how large a majority of Puerto kicans might favor it.

However, no one has a right to propose that Congress purchase the political digni-
ty of' the Puerto Rican voters by promising the 6017,e" of Puerto Ricans who still live
in poverty a cornucopia of Federal transfer payments if they vote for the present
status of political subordination and renounce their right to political equality and
representation which they wou!d enjoy under statehood, independence, or sovereign
free association as defined by international law.
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No one in this Congress would back down an inch in their position to apartheid
simply because the South African government decided to extend to poor blacks the
economic benefits that it grants to poor whites. How is it possible then to argue that
economic largesse to the Puerto Rican poor should justify the possibility of retaining
a politically subservient territorial or colonial regime in Puerto Rico where real leg-
islative, executive, and judicial power is exercised by the government of the United
States from the election of whose President and Congress the Puerto Ricans are ex-
cluded?

To talk of parity in Federal funding to Puerto Rico in the context of present day
or "enhanced" commonwealth is to permit colonialism to be shielded from congres-
sional inquiry by the artful sophistry of appealing to a highly selective sense of
equality and fairness.

If Congress feels the obligation, as it should, to provide generous economic terms
to the different status options let it be generous in the terms it provides independ-
ence and statehood, and let it be generous in helping to finance a real sovereign free
association relationship as defined by international law. However, under no condi-
tiors should it allow a status of political subordination to i.ppear on the ballot,
much less with the seductive inducement of providing the economic benefits of
statehood without the financial responsibilities.

Whatever economic terms the Congress chooses to provide, any legitimate status
alternative should spring from a combination of its sense of justice as well as from
enlightened self interest. This role should clearly preclude that of promoting contin-
ued colonialism. I urge this Committee, as I indeed urge the Congress, to reject any
proposal that would even provide the appearance of attempting to extort the right-
ful claims nf Puerto Ricans to full political rights under statehood, independence, or

-sovereign free association by making an artificially sweetened colonial offer.
If Congress merely wants to prop up the present territorial- status by multiplying

Federal subsidies, it should limit itself to that endeavor and put aside any pretenses
regarding self-determination. To do otherwise would make a mockery of this princi-
ple and render the proposed referendum totally unnecessary.

POSITION OF THiE PIUERT() RICAN INDEPENDEN(TE PARTY ON TAXATION ISSUES

In contrast to the patterns of growth that Puerto Rico attained in the first two
decades after World War Ii, and in spite of' current efforts by status guo advocates
to artificially prolong the life of the rose-colored propaganda of those early post-war
years, Puerto Rico's economy can hardly be described today as a showcase of suc-
c(,ss. With half of its population dependent on public outlays for basic subsistence,
and with higher drug abuse and crime rates than even those that usually afflict so-
cieties with pervasive unemployment, the island must instead be observed as suffer-
ing from a severely dislocated economic Structure. This structure permits a relative-
Iv small sector of the population to profit from the industrial, financial and service
networks organized around Section 9:f of the I.S. Internal Revenue ('ode; but it
also forces a much larger sector of the population to suffer the consequences of dra-
matic unemployment and even greater underemployment.

Puerto Rico's economyv relies excessively on Section t:0; This makes our economy
not only skeAed and disarticulated, but also unstable and vulnerable to decisions
made by a congress s in which Puerto Ricans are not represented. For many years we
were told that we simply could not aspire to anything better. 'today, however, the
,)utstanding accomplishments of snall nations in Sooth East Asia and in other
areas of the world m;nike it difficult to believe that Puerto Rico- --with its relatively
well developed infrastructure and its highly skilled labor furce--must be doomed to
depend for its economic progress on just a single aiind fragile U S. statutory provi-
sion.

In the tPuerto Rican Independence Party, we ar, convinced that independence is
the most economically convenient path for the isla nd. In fait. we see independence
its a necessary step f'0r" solving the probiens mentioned earlier. Yet w,,e do not lose
sight of the fa-ct that while independenc, is fttfe+ than (Conmonwealtlh, it is also
(Ii//E'relid fromn ( oninimweafthl InI Compjlex pol iticaul endealvors. as, III More Mundane
natters., chalnge-, tow;ird -oinethinv i different usutIlv vik better whtii implement-
ed smoothly, rather than drastically

By makiniig Puerto Rico independent we could( definit ely offer, both the island and
outside investors generally, a 1m1uch better industrial packa e than that which is
available today The ability of United State' c(npanies to dhfer t'nited States taxes
on their luerIto Rico earnings until the time of repatriation, combined with the ad-
(litional effect of the foreign tax credit metChani-ni available tender the laws and
treaties of the I.nited States, wooUld all w the Island to offi.r tax-related incent ivyes
corn parable to those currently in i)l face Furthermore. lLIerto Rico's sovereign (Oil-
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trol over areas of commerce now subject to United States legislation, such as mari-
time transport and foreign trade, would make it easier to promote local industries
and to substantially reduce operating cost on the island, thus enhancing our indus-
trial attractiveness.

Perhaps more importantly, an independent Puerto Rico would be able to greatly
expand and diversify its capital and export markets. This area is of particular sig-
nificance in view of the fact that countries like Japan, West Germany, France and
the United Kingdom have developed section 936 equivalents for which Puerto Rico
would qualify if it were an independent nation. Finally, we wish to underscore that
the block grant provisions in the current draft of S. 712 would allow the island to
utilize substantial funds for investing in its industrial future, rather than for per-
petuating the dependence and stagnation currently caused by a large portion of the
Federal transfer programs.

Regrettably, Puerto Rico's economy has been molded not on the set of incentives
we just outlined, but on the combination of Federal and local tax exemption made
possible by section 936. The change toward a new set of incentives would necessarily
take time. Government planners would need to readjust their promotion strategies
and infrastructural priorities, and companies which have established themselves on
the island lured by section 9:36 would have to adapt to new avenues of profitability.

With these realities in mind, the Puerto Rican Independence Party formulated in
its initial draft proposal for S. 712 that the tax credit allowed under section 936
should remain in full effect for a 15-year period after the proclamation of independ-
ence. This period is similar to that which has been granted in the Micronesian free
association compacts adopted by the U.S. Congress in recent years.

In spite of the fact that, unlike the Micronesian islands, Puerto Rico has been
made to depend heavily on section 936 for more than a decade, S. 712 does not cur-
rently contemplate a phase-out of section 936 after the proclamation of independ-
ence. Thus, according to Congressional Budget Office estimates, the 936 credit would
be expected to disappear by 1994.

We urge the Finance Committee to seriously reconsider this aspect against the
just described background of dependence which requires a transitional arrangement.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of the U.S. Treasury, it makes virtually no differ-
ence to maintain or eliminate the 936 credit if Puerto Rico became independent.

This latter point is crucial to understand. If section 936 were eliminated and
Puerto Rico treated like any other foreign country under U.S. law, then all earning
repatriations to U.S. shareholders from Puerto Rico corporations would be subject to
U.S. corporate taxes. However, the shareholders would be able to offset against
their U.S. tax 1Iability a credit equal to the amount of taxes paid in Puerto Rico on
the income to which the dividends correspornded. Since at least during the early
years after independence most foreign companies on the island will continue to be
owned by U.S. residents, the Puerto Rican government would almost surely tax
their incomes at corporate rates similar to those of the United States. This would be
accomplished either through a direct corporate tax or, in order to maintain the de-
ferral incentive, through a withholding tax on dividends. This way, the United
States would collect no revenue whatsoever, while Puerto Rico would collect it all.
Puerto Rico could, in turn, use those revenues to invest in its infrastructure or to
finance and subsidize companies located there in order to erase any economic disad-
vantage caused by the virtual neccesity of imposing corporate taxes.

As indicated, this new set of circumstances could in the long run allow Puerto
Rico to maintain--or even to enhance-its investment attractiveness. The complex-
ity and the importance of the stakes involved, nevertheless, demand a careful tran-
sition. The U.S. government created the monster of colonial dependence in Puerto
Rico, and it is consequently the U.S. government which has primary responsibility
for prudently phasing out all aspect of such dependence. We would have been on
our feet long ago if the United States had not taken over our economy and struc-
tured it in a manner different from that which we ourselves would have selected.
What we want is for Puerto Rico to stand solidly on its feet as an independent
nation, without special concessions from the United" States.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF' JOSE BiEHROCAi.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Jose Berrocal, Counsellor to
the Honorable Rafael lernandez Colon, Governor of the ('ommonwealth of Puerto
Rico. It is my pleasure to appear before you today to discuss ways in which the ('om-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, created in 1952 as a compact between the people of
Puerto Rico and the Congress of the United States, can enhance and strengthen its
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economic development within the context of today's increasingly interdependent
and interrelated world economy.

The international economy of the 21st century will be more competitive and di-
versified. The increasing globalization of world markets, the unification of Europe.
the opening of the iron curtain, the surge of democracy in Latin America, the new
awakening in the ('aribbean, are all dramatic and progressive changes toward
more interdependent world. As part of these changes, we seek an expanded role for
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in the area of international trade.

As a small and densely populated society with limited natural resources, Puerto
Rico's prospects for economic growth are necessarily tied to the search for outside
markets and trade. Our economic history during the last forty years is one of dra-
matic growth and industrialization, fueled by an influx of capital and technology
and an outflow of goods and services. An industrious and determined people. in the
span of two generations. we have gone from being the poorest of the poor in the
hemisphere to enjoying today the highest standard of living in all of Latin America.
Trade has been the key to our development.

Puerto Rico's exports have boomed from $235 million in 195) to $13,186 million in
198, whilt our imports have grown from $345 million to $1 L,59 million during the
sane period. Our total Gross National Product has grown twenty-five-fold since
1950.

(lose to 8X') percent of this trade has been with the United States, thanks to our
common market. Yet in our quest for added self-sufficiency we need to diversify our
markets and our sources of capital. Our economic development has been staggering,
but with a per capita income approximately one-third that of' the U.S., Puerto Rico
has a long way to go.

The ('ommonwealth Title of S. 712, as reported by the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources (ommittee, contains three provisions designed to enhance Puerto Rico's
economic development and to accelerate the Commonwealth's participation in the
world economy by expanding access for our pi'oducts in foreign markets.

First, although Puerto Rico's income qualifies it for GSP treatment, our ex;:orts
do not receive such preferential treatment. GSP status has already been obtained
by, among others, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa. The pro-
posed legislation would require the United States executive branch to encourage
other countries to grant similar G(SP status to Puerto Rico.

Second, Puerto Rico needs special, limited tariff-setting authority, to the extent
consistent with U.S. international obligations, so that it may provide adequate pro-
tection and encouragement to the production of a narrow category of Puerto Rican
products, primarily agricultural in nature, of slight interest to the United States,
but vital to Puerto Rico.

Third, because Puerto Rico is bound by U nited States trade agreent nts. Puerto
Rico, with its unique economlic framework, seeks to be consulted when the United
States negotiates such agreements.

I ("P S1 AT L'S

U nder the Generallized Sv.tei 0' P rel'erenIC', "GSP", industrialized nations pro-
vide unilateral, non-reciprocal Ipreferential treatment to( imports from developing
countries, territories, and polit cal entities The (;SP program is designed to acceler-
ate the eco(Jnomic developent of these en t ties by encoiuraging greater diversifica-
tion through additional export opport unities

GSP program, provide valuable benefit.-b-henefits v, which coo IH poti-ntiallv be ex-
tremely helpful in the development of the lPuert Ric.o" co)[no1my Even though the
per capital GNP of Puerto Rico is similar to that of (oth(.r (.vilopin, eonomies that
have been accTrded (; Sl status, , the (omnlmonwe:ilt 11 dop, not receive preferential
GSlP treatment The prciposed [egi.,,tlo WI uld required, their' t'hited States (,ec'utive
branch to :se'ek to obtain fIhvorable tre(,tmvnt fromi fr(eign c(unt"it,., ltr exports
from the commonwealth h and to enic rage ot hcr country es to P'uc...ider eo Rico
is N deaeele)pinlg territory for i rp.ists ol their respect I'c ( ;SP) jIrogjriIns. A similar

lpro-is~)ii has beenl enacted tint() lai% Cy'ogress for thet-benefit 4of the- C ommron-
we alth of the Northt-rn Mariana, Moruvir. (;S) status. has already\ been 4t)tiled
for the i' S. \'rgin Gluland-, ( Aim. ,\inerican Sarmoa. and th( tT S IiCleC Tru.t Tlr-
r it or e,

While it ivay appear to be a relativeI, modest ri,(just tol ask the, ITit(,d St~lt(.s
(ove rnmenit to ciincoo rage (I other cc munit re t l ct(I sldt r I VIt rt ico i is da ,velo ing
arfea for lurlxp.,., )f their respective ( S pIr(igr si., it hait, 11 tbeen possible tIo
obtiln Such fitance' from the i( nited State i l Cvernnelnt in the ;iln ofan atri -
firntlive, congressinal i poc. statement
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For example, in 1987, several Japanese companies had indicated in writing their
willingness to consider manufacturing in Puerto Rico for the Japanese domestic
market if Japan would grant GSP status to Puerto Rican products, and it appeared
that the Japanese Government was pt'epared to do so if it received such a request
from the executive branch of the United States Government. All that was needed to
test this promising possibility was a letter from the United States Trade Represent-
ative to the Government of Japan requesting this action. This limited request, fol-
lowed a prior expression by the Secretary of State of his desire to assist Puerto Rico
in securing greater Japanese. investment. Nonetheless, an inter-agency committee of
the U.S. Government decided against taking this simple step to help Puerto Rico
and, incidentally, to thereby reduce the United States trade imbalance with Japan,
on the ground that Japan probably would acquiesce to such a request and the Ad-
ministration did not wish to find itself indebted to Japan for even such a modest
act.

Because GSP benefits are to be accorded on a nonreciprocal basis without expecta-
tion of compensation, there is no sound policy reason for the United States Govern-
ment not to encourage other countries to grant Puerto Rico GSP status. In light of
this prior history, we therefore request that the reported language be made manda-
tory as originally proposed by the Commonwealth, by deleting the phrase "it is the
sense of the Senate that" currently found in Section 406(b) of S. 712, as adopted by
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee at the request of the Adminis-
tration.

II. SPECIAL TARIFF-SETTING AUTHORITY

Since 1930, Puerto Rico has enjoyed tariff-setting authority with respect to foreign
coffee. This has allowed Puerto Rico to develop coffee production nearly sufficient to
meet local demands. The proposed legislation would extend the existing authority to
cover those products of special interest to the Commonwealth, where doing so would
be consistent with U.S. international obligations.

Puerto Rico has long been part of the "customs territory of the United States." As
such, Puerto Rico's ability to develop an international trade policy to enhance the is
land's economic development has been severely restricted. For example, since the
turn of the century, Puerto Rico has generally been required to levy the same cus-
toms duties on imported articles as the U.S. mainland.

In contrast to the U.S. Virgin Islands and other insular possessions which may set
duties so as to take into account the special needs of their developing island econo-
mies, Puerto Rico is prohibited by statute from imposing duties which differ from
those of the United States. A number of products and crops which may be of rela-
tively slight interest to the United States are vital to Puerto Rico. The U.S. duties
on these products are frequently so low that they fail to provide any protection for,
or encouragement to, Puerto Rican producers and place the Commonwealth at a dis-
tinct competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis its Caribbean neighbors.

Under Section 406 of S. 712, as reported by the Senate Energy and Natural Re-
sources Committee, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico would be authorized to
impose tariff duties on foreign-origin products to the extent that it can do so with-
out violating the international obligations of the United States. Such duties would
be in addition to the regular duties applicable to products entering the customs ter-
ritory of the United States. The special tariff-setting authority would apply to for-
eign origin products which are imported directly into Puerto Rico and those which
are transshipped to Puerto Rico through the United States. It would not affect U.S.-
origin merchandise which would continue to enjoy duty-free access to the Common-
wealth.

Ill. CONSULTATION WITH RESPECT TO TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

As part of the "customs territe 'V of the United States,- the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico is bound by the tartif and non-tariff agreements negotiated by the
United States. In the past, Puerto Rico has not played an active role in the formula-
tion of U.S. trade negotiation strategy. As a result, the special economic interests
and needs of the Puerto Rican economy have not always been recognized by U.S.
negotiators or accorded adequate weight. For example, the United States has agreed
to very low tariffs on certain agricultural products such as plantains which are pro-
duced in Puerto Rico but not the mainland.

Section 406 of S. 712, as reported by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, would amend Section 1102 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness
Act of 198X by adding a new "sense of' the Senate" provision, urging the President
to consider the effects of proposed tariff rates and proposed changes in non-tariff
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measures on the economy of Puerto Rico. In particular, the President would be re-
quired to consult with the Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico concern-
ing the potential impact of such changes before concluding international trade nego-
tiat ions.

The proposed legislation provides a formal mechanism for participation by Puerto
Rico in the negotiation of international trade commitments that are binding on the
Commonwealth without unduly restricting the flexibility of U.S. negotiators. While
it would require the President to consult with the Governor of the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico and to consider the potential impact of tariff and non-tariff measures
on the Puerto Rican economy, the legislation would not impose any substantive lim-
itations on the President's trade negotiating authority. In view of these relatively
modest objectives, we object to the phrase "it is the sense of the Senate that" added
by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee at the request of the Ad-
ministration to water down the mandatory statutory language the Commonwealth
sought. We request that the Senate Finance Committee restore the original lan-
guage proposed by deleting this weakening phrase.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the Commonwealth Title of S. 712 contains three relatively modest,
yet important, international trade provisions designed to enhance Puerto Rico's eco-
nomic development and to accelerate the Commonwealth's participation in the ex-
panding world economy We strongly advocate the adoption of these three provisions
with the minor revisions discussed above.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANCISCO CATAIA

POSITION OF THE PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE PARTY ON THE QUESTION OF UNITED
STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND TRANSFER PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO

The structural deficiencies resulting from the economic development strategies
implemented in Puerto Rico are reflected in the high degree of dependence on U.S.
Government grants and transfer payments to the Commonwealth Government and
to individuals.

During fiscal year 198X (Puerto Rican fiscal year), Federal Government grants
and transfer payments to Puerto Rico amounted to $r,665 millions. If we exclude
from that figure, the net operating expenditures of Federal agencies in Puerto Rico,
$684 millions, we get the Federal transfers received by the government sector for
joint projects and operational expenses $1,19! millions), and the transfers to indi-
viduals ($3,711 millions. There are also subsidies to industries, the bulk of which
goes to public enterprises, that during fiscal 19 8 amounted to $71 million. Of the
total transfers to individuals, the share of vested rights represents about 68 percent.

A reduction of such dependence is a major goal of the Puerto Rican Independence
Party, but this-reduction needs to be accomplished gradually and in an orderly
manner.

We propose that transfer payments to individuals arising flom vested rights
should continue fully in effect until the normal expiration of such benefits. This pro-
posal is in keeping with S. 712, Section 313. Regarding all other U.S, Government
grants and transfers, the Puerto Rican Independence Party proposed in its initial
proposal before this Congress that federal transfers to Puerto Rico be maintained
for ten years after the proclamation of independence at their level in the year of
such proclamation. Thereafter, the transfers would decrease by ten percent each
year until their total phase-out in the year 20. S. 712 currently calls for a nine-year
continuation of transfers at such present level. In light of obvious administrative
considerations which mandate a concern for smoothness in phasing out Puerto
Rico's dependency, we regard the complete transition we had earlier proposed as
preferable. We call upon this Committee to face the fact that even with the com-
plete transition we request, independence remains by far the most convenient
option from the point of view of the U.S. Treasury. All efforts to make the transi-
tion to independence a smooth and viable constitute an historical, political and eco-
nomic advantage for both for Puerto Rico and the United States.

POSITION OF THE PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE PARTY REGARDING SOCIAl, SECURITY

Section 314a Provides that the Joint Transition Commission established under
Section 305, through a Task Force on Social Security, will negotiate the necessary
agreements for the transfer of functions and resources from the Social Security
system of the United States to a new social insurance system to he established by
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the government of the Republic of Puerto Rico (RPR. This section also insures that
the benefit rights of workers who have attained permanently insured status under
the Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance programs as of 5 years subsequent
to the certification to the referendum shall be guaranteed. The transition from the
current arrangement to a new system would guarantee that current beneficiaries
would continue to receive full benefits until the normal expiration of such benefits.

This might entail a transition cost, since current contributions by Puerto Ricans
to the present system are less than the current benefits. However, such cost is both
fair and consistent with the overarching legislative purpose of gradually reducing
Puerto Rico's dependence on the United States, particularly in light of the fact that
current beneficiaries have made lifetime contributions to the system and in light of
the fact that any transition cost would be temporary. The Task Force established by
the Joint Transition Commission to deal with these matters would select among var-
ious possible alternatives to provide such guarantees, so that the RPR could estab-
lish and operate a financially sound social insurance system for the protection of
future generations of its citizens.

With respect to the contribution paid into the United States Social Security
System by residents of Puerto Rico who have not attained permanently insured
status as of the expiration of the 5-year period .... iblished in this section, the most
sensible approach would be to transfer those contributions, with interest, to the new
social insurance system of the RPR. Upon such transfer, an) obligations of the
United States Social Security System toward those workers would cease. This trans-
fer would provide the RPR with an adequate start-up fund for its own social insur-
ance system.

POSITION OF TIlE PUERTO RICAN INDEPENI)ENCE PARTY ON TRADE ISSUES

Puerto Rico is one of the most open economies in the world, with a combined
volume of imports and exports nearly twice the size of its Gross Product. By far, the
majority of this trade has been with the United States, which provides the bulk of
Puerto Rico's imports and the main markets for its exports.

In the last three fiscal years (1986-I988), the United States has accounted for be-
tween 87% and 88%l, of Puerto Rico's total merchandise exports.

On the other hand, Puerto Rico has become a major market for the United States.
In fiscal year 1988, the Island's merchandise purchases from the United States
amounted to $7.9 million, a figure equivalent to 418%, of local Gross Product in that
year. This level of merchandise imports exceeded that of at least ten other major
trading partners of the United States, according to U.S. Department of Commerce
data for 1988. Such countries as France, Italy, Brazil, Venezuela, China, Hong Kong,
and Singapore were surpassed by Puerto Rico In terms of merchandise imports from
the United States. Similarly, Puerto Rico's imports from the United States were
only $1.4 billion less than the coined total of Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa. Considering that Puerto Rico's population of about 3.3 million is consider-
ably smaller than that of most of the U.S. major trading partners, the Island is
probably the biggest U.S. customer in per capita terms.

Direct access of Puerto Rico's products to the U.S. market has been a key feature
of the economic relations between the two countries and a cornerstone of the Is-
land's industrialization strategy. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the special
advantage provided by free access to the U.S. market has been eroded in the last
two decades as the U.S. Government has granted free access to its market to other
countries as part of GATT negotiations and, more recently, under the ('aribbean
Basin Initiative.

It is ihi the best interests of both the United States and Puerto Rico that good
trade relations be maintained between the two nations after the proclamation of in-
dependence. A special trade regime between the Republic of Puerto Rico and the
United States will not only strengthen the bonds of' friendship and mutual respect
between the two countries, hut will also facilitate the continued economic develop-
ment of' Puerto Rico and will enable the Republic to play a positive role in the de-
velopment of other ('aribbean and [atin Ar-il'rican nations. With respect to the
latter, it should be pointed out that the (aribbean and South America are the two
most important trading regions from Puerto Rico's viewpoint after the United
States.

The current draft of S. 7 12 allows Puerto Rico to opt for beneficiary sIatus under
the ('aribbean Basin Initiative, 01 to enter into a iut Li free trade agreement with
the United States. It also offers most favored nation treatment for Puerto Ric after
it becomes independent These proviions, although capable of providing the direct
access guarantee,, , h ich our earlir I ioprof.sal suggested, should he further clarified
to expressly i ndicate our in t ent t sa fegu'i d the maximum : s VOf I1uert Rican
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products to the U.S. market as proposed in the report of the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources. The desirable fPee trade arrangement between the United
States and the Republic of Puerto Rico would not mandate open trade of all goxls
between the two nations, but that to the extent there are limitations on import.; or
exports, those li-iitations would be as mutually agreed and would, overall, provide
mutual benefits to both nations and would assist each in meeting its trade and eco-
nomic development objective,;.

MEMORANDUM

To: Senate Finance Committee
From: Puerto Rican Independence Party, by Manuel Rodriguez Orellana, Esq.,

Counsel to the President; Erick Negron, Esq., Special Advisor on Tax Matters
Re: S. 712-Tax Aspects under Puerto Rico Status Bill
Date: December 6, 1989

This memorandum summarizes the position of the Puerto Rican Independence
Party with respect to the tax questions arising from Section 936 of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code under S. 712. Such summary encompasses not only the principal ar-
guments advanced by representatives of our Party during the Committee hearings
of November 14, 1989, but also our reaction to the concerns expressed by the Treas-
ury Department with respect to the allowance of a phase out for Section 936 in the
event Puerto Rico opts for independence.

With regard to matters under Finance Committee jurisdiction but not related to
Section 936, our Party introduced its written and oral comments on the relevant
aspects of bill U.S. 712 during the hearings of November 15, 1989. The bill's lan-
guage should more specifically incorporate the detailed legislative intentions em-
bodied in the Report of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. We be-
lieve, however, that the bill, as clarified by the Report, provides generally fair treat-
ment to the independence option regarding the above-mentioned nontax matters.

Regrettably, the same cannot be said about the Section 9:36 issue. While a consti-
tutionally dubious six-year phase-out is allowed under statehood for Section 936, and
while Section 936 is not even mentioned under the commonwealth formula (thus
helping to obscure the fact that, like any other alleged attribute of commonwealth
status, Section 936 is currently subject to congressional action), under independence
Section 9:36 vanishes immediately. Specifically, Section 317 of S. 712 states that
effectiveie on the date of proclamation of independence, the tax credit allowed
under Section 936 of the United States Internal Revenue Code shall not be available
with respect to income or investments from activity in Puerto Rico."

The Report indicates that. the decision not to-allow a phaseout for Section 98N
under independence was "in response to concerns of the Department of the Treas-
ury that extension of Section 936 to an independent Puerto Rico might trigger
'most-favored' clauses in tax treaties with other nations and would thus require Sec-
tion 936 to be extended to them." These concerns were reiterated by the Treasury
Department during the Finance Committee hearings of November 14, 1959.

The Report, however, does not provide any other bases for doing anyway with a
phase-out of Section 936 after the proclamation of independence. Thus, the objec-
tions of the Treasury Department appear to be the sole reason for the discriminato-
ry way in which independence is treated with respect to Section 93; vis a eis state-
hood and commonwealth.

We believe that the Treasury )epartment's approach is plainly incorrect with
regard to this issue. First, while the United States government has traditionally re-
fused to adopt tax sparing as a general policy in its tax arrangements with foreign
nations, it has also been the specific policy of' United States to maintain the applica-
bility of Section 93f; to territories formerly under U.S. rule that attain sovereignty
while subject to such tax provision. The continued availability of Section 936 for a
15-year period is expressly conferred in Section 255 of the Compact of' Free Associa-
tion between the government -)f United States and the governments of the Federat-
ed States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. See -IS U.S.C. sec.
1681. A similar provision, appears in section 255 of the draft compact between the
United States and the Republic of' Ialau. Id.

In its report on S. 712, the ('ommittee on Energy and Natural Resources notes
that "Section 9:36 is continued to the Freely Associated States of MIicronesia and
this has not posed problems with respect to 'most-favored' clauses in tax treaties.
The report then goes on to indicate that "It1he Freely Associated States, while fully
sovereign, are not independent and while under free association are eligible to par-
ticipate in many federal programs ts though they were a part of the trnited States.
Puerto Rico, on the other hand, would be fully independent " This political differ-
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ence between an independent Puerto Rico and the Freely Associated States, while
correctly stated in the Report, is not legally relevant as regards to the "most fa-
vored" clauses so that Puerto Rico's capacity to enjoy tax sparing under independ-
ence should be restricted.

Under international law, a sovereign nation may enter into a free association
compact with another nation covering not just tax sparing but almost for many
other aspect. Even if such a compact entailed a revocable delegation by one con-
tracting nation to the other of decisional prerogatives normally associated with in-
dependence, such delegation would not make the former any less of a sovereign
nation. The fact that a nation may be freely associated with another does not de-
tract from its international personality as a nation possessing sovereignty.

Even if the alleged distinction between independent and freely associated nations
were legally relevant, the only thing Puerto Rico or any other independent nation,
would need to do to qualify for tax sparing would be to enter into a free association
compact with the United States with a single provision allowing for a tax sparing
arrangement. Free association compacts, after all, need not contain any specific
minimum of provisions; everything is left to the will of the contracting nations, pro-
vided that neither renounces its sovereignty.

The "free association" element is not the reason for that absence of complaints
from "most favored" clause beneficiaries regarding the 15-year extension of Section
936 to the Micronesian nations. Nobody has complained because no one is worse off
by such extension. In other words, since such extension only lasts for the duration of
the free association compact 415 years), it can be regarded in effect as a reasonable
phase-out of just one important item within the comprehensive set of pre-existing
economic and political relationships which in fact provided indefinite 936 benefits.

As noted in the report by the Committees on Energy and Natural Resources,
"Itihe State Department testified that a reasonable phase-out of Section 936 would
not likely raise objections from other nations because such a transition situation
was not contemplated under any previously negotiated tax treaties." Since the ques-
tion of whether those treaties would be violated by such phase-out is not an issue of
tax policy-which would properly correspond to the expertise of the Treasury De-
partment--but of treaty interpretation-for which the State Department is better
equipped--we strongly suggest that the views of' the latter should prevail. The
entire transition apparatus under the independence formula in S. 712, after all, is
designed precisely to reorient Puerto Rico from its current special treatment under
U.S. law toward self sufficiency and equal footing with other nations. This goal is
squarely consistent with the policies behind "most favored" clauses in both tax and
trade conventions.

In considering the above arguments, we urge the Finance Committee to take into
account the fact that from a budgetary standpoint it makes ,irtuallv no differencee
for the United 3tates to maintain or eliminate the 93; credit in the context of an
independent Puerto Rico. If Section 936 were eliminated and Puerto Rico treated
like any other foreign country under U.S. law, all dividends paid to U.S. sharehold-
ers from Puerto Rico corporations would be subject to U.S. corporate taxes. llowev-
er, the shareholders would be able to offset against their U.S. tax liability a credit
equal to the mount of taxes paid in Puert6 Rico on the income to which the divi-
dends corresponded. Since at least during the early years after independence most
foreign companies on the island would probably to be owned by U.S. residents, the
Puerto Rican government would be tempted to tax their income at corporate rates
similar to those of the United States. In this were done, the United States would
collect no revenue whatsoever, while Puerto Rico would collect it all. Puerto Rico
could, in turn, use those revenues to invest in its infrastructure or to finance and
subsidize companies located there in order to erase any economic disadvantage
caused by the virtual neccesity of imposing corporate taxes.

As explained in our testimony at the hearings of November 14., 199, this new set
of circumstances, combined with the considerable commercial and fiscal advantages
Puerto Rico would attain upon becoming independent, would allow the island to
structure a more balanced and reliable set of investment incentives than that which
exists. The change toward such new incentives, however, would be difficult to ac-
complish overnight. Government planners would need to readjust their promotion
strategies and infrastructural priorities, and companies which have established
themselves on the island lured by Section 936 would have to adapt to new avenues
of profitability. These realities demand implementation of a smooth and responsible
transition.

Independence is in the best interests of both the Puerto Rico and the United
States. These interests are best insured through friendly ties that recognize the spe-
cial relationship which Puerto Rico will continue to share with the United States.
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On the economic side of such relationship, Congress must not overlook the role that
Section 936 has played for Puerto Rican economy, for the manufacturing enterprises
operating on the island and for the substantial sectors of the U.S. economy that are
linked to the 936 industrial network. At practically no revenue cost, a reasonable
path can be drawn for Puerto Rico to overcome its current overdependence on tax
sparing from the United States, thereby rendering independence a simpler solution
for all sides affected.

We urge the Finance Committee take action in this respect by amending S. 712
with the introduction of a reasonable phase-out provision for Section 936 under the
independence alternative.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Luis A. FERRE

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Finance Committee: My name is
Luis A. Ferre. I served as Governor of Puerto Rico from 1969 to 1973, and I am a
graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In a moment you will hear from former Governor Carlos Romero, President of
Puerto Rico's statehood party. I am honored to testify on behalf of S. 712, an histor-
ic measure that would provide the people of Puerto Rico with their most cherished
wish the right of political self-determination and, I believe, eventual statehood.

Mr. Chairman, 1 have worked for over 50 years on behalf of statehood for Puerto
Rico. I strongly believe statehood serves the best interests of Puerto Rico and of the
United States.

Like all Puerto Rican Americans, I love this country. Many Puerto Ricans have
died fighting to preserve liberty in the United States Armed Forces, amongst them
Fernando Garcia Ledesma who won the Congressional Medal for the ultimate sacri-
fice of his life. My grandson, a graduate of West Point, serves now in the Armed
Forces in Germany. He is witnessing an important episode in Democracy',
progress-its inevitable fulfillment-firsthand. So am I. What Congress is doing for
3.3 million of its own citizens in this process is as important, in its own way, as
events unfolding in Germany, Poland, and elsewhere: Congress is ensuring the right
of self-determ ina tion.

After 50 years, people sometimes ask why I have such faith in statehood. I have
positive and negative reasons.

First, the negative: it is simply wrong to deny 3.3 million American citizens, who
have proven their willingness to fight and die for their country, such basic civil lib-
erties as the right to elect a representative congressional delegation with voting
rights and the right to vote for the President who sends them into battle.

More positively, the promise of a healthy, balanced economy lies in statehood not
continued territorial status and dependency. I am a common sense businessman. My
family and I have been blessed and our business has been successful, not by inherit-
ance, but by hard work. I have served on the Board of Trustees for MIT for 25 years.
I have served on bank boards and U.S. commissions such as UNESCO and the U.S.
Puerto Rico Status Commission. My son serves on the Boards of American Airlines
and Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Our cement company trades on the New
York Stock Exchange. We have learned something about business.

It is this. Subsidy does not beget success-only precarious subsistence. My busi-
nesses have not depended upon subsidy for their success and, ultimately, neither
should other businesses which comprise Puerto Rico's economy.

Puerto Rico's economy can flourish under statehood, just as the economies of
other territories have, once they became states. Economies dependent upon tax ex-
emption and government subsidy-denied the unbridled and properly deserved op-
portunities that only statehood can offer-ultimately are weighed down by the un-
certainties of the very programs which support them.

I have devoted my life to statehood because I know the spirit and ability of the
Puerto Rican people and the sense of fairness of this great nation. With each pass-
ing decade of this century, at my age of 85, 1 have seen Puerto Rico grow from an
agricultural community of scant resources and suffering of poverty and limited op-
portunities to a dynamic society inspired and guided by the spirit of American De-
mocracy to give every citizen an equal opportunity to enjoy the fruits of his ingenui-
ty and toil, to have educational and health facilities of top quality, and to look with
confidence to his future, with the same rights as his fellow American citizens.

You must not fail us at this hour of decision.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ,JAIME B. FASTER

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee. I want to bring to
your attention a very vital issue that must be addressed by this Committee if the
referendum process envisioned in S. 712 is to be meaningful. I refer to tile question
of the economics of the statehood option, more specifically, to the question of the
effect that statehood would have upon the economy of Puerto Rico.

This is an issue that this Commit,ee must address because otherwise it cannot
properly consider the question that you will be exploring today about the potential
cost to the U.S. Treasury of statehood for Puerto Rico. Any reasonable assessment of
the Federal budgetary costs of statehood must address the fundamental question of
what would happen to Puerto Rico's economy upon the advent of' statehood. This is
so because a very credible case can be made that statehood would so disrupt tile
island's economy that inevitably Federal transfer payments to tile island would
have to be substantially increased to avoid economic disaster. Reputable Puerto
Rican sources claim that statehood will cause a total net loss of over 20J,000 jobs in
the island from both the public and private sectors. If this claim has any basis, it
would mean that under statehood the current l; unemployment rate of Puerto
Rico would more than double, geometrically increasing local demand for Federal as-
sistance.

This issue has not been examined at all by the various federal agencies or con-
gressional committees studying the potential effect of Puerto Rican statehood upon
the Federal budget. No attempt has been made to draw any connection between eco-
nomic change under statehood and the need to increase Federal spending. Studies
have been made about additional Federal expenditures that would be required
under the statehood option, but all such studies have merely attempted to estimate
how much the Federal costs would increase in giving Puerto Rico parity or equal
footing with the rest of the 50) states regarding federal benefits. They have all as-
s umed that there would be no other change in the island's economy. They all
assume that all existing needs for nutrition assistance, health care, college loans
and scholarships, unemployment benefits and so forth will remain the same under
statehood.

Such assumptions may be grossly unwarranted. Puerto Rico's economy today is
built around its exemption from Fed*-ral taxes, an exemption that would be precipi-
tously ended by tile advent of statehood. The elimination of Federal tax exemption
would h, ve at last three major effects upon the island's economy. First, it would
deprive ihe local government of most of the funds it now has, largely diminishing
its role as the main support of the Puerto Rican economy. Exemption from Federal
taxes has permitted Puerto Rico to support a large public sector providing vital
public services and employing more than a third of the work force. Financing for
this huge public sector comes mainly from Puerto Rico income taxes which are
higher than Federal income taxes and excise taxes which are higher than most
state sales taxes. To superimpose Federal taxes upon them would cause the burden
of taxation upon Puerto Rico's narrow tax base to be unbearably heavy or would
force a massive redw ion in public services and public employment. It is estimated
that the removal of Federal tax exemption under statehood could deprive the local
government of COr. of its current revenues with no new Federal expenditures to
coml)ensate for this particular loss, causing, therefore, the renmoval from the island
economy of hundreds of' millions of dollars in services, jobs and capital invest ments.

Second, the removal of Federal tax exemption would be a grave blow to the cor-
nerstone of' the private sector, Section !t):); of the Internal R.venue ('ode. The Feder-
al tax benefits of Section 9:36 have allowed P~uerto Rico s own tax incentives to ser't-
as a powerful i ndu.ement for manufacturing corn pali, es to build production facil i-
ties in Puerto Rico. About three fourths of all miinuftcturing em ployment il lPuerto
Rico is in 9361; companies; . Moreover, 9:36 deposits in utlerto H ican banks have al-
lowed the financial sector to grow and thrill* to unprecedented levels. Together
manufacturing and banking and the indirect service jobs they cerate account fo0r
close to a third of the island's labor force. "I'hev also account for the largest share of
Puerto Rico's dornestic product. I lere, again, the elimination of' Federal tax exenp-
tion will inevitably I-esult Ill it sharp dcllrle of the existi ng r n ufactur ng and fi-
nancial structure with thc loss of thouands of jobs and the rem val of hundred, of
millions of dollars from the productive sector of the island's uc(nomy.

Finally, the renloval of Federal tax exemption under statehood would be a severe
blow to the construction industry in Plerto Rico Both housing development,, and
the construction of hospitals. indIstr Nal plants, hi tels anid either infrastructure are
made largely possible in Puertoi Rico through finan'ic al in,,truments that depend oil
local and Federal tax exemption IuTI r to ,n ,,i<orced (;NMA noirt gages. Iuerto
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Rican housing, and industrial revenue bonds and other Puerto Rican government se-
curities, commercial bank and S&L deposits, and other such instruments generate
huge local private investments that make possible most of the construction and cap-
ital development that occurs in the island. Here again the loss of local tax auton-
omy which would accompany statehood wouid be a severe blow to the financing of
construction in Puerto Rico, causing a serious decline in jobs in this sector and the
removal of hundreds of millions of dollars from the island s economy.

It is important to note that these three major adverse effects of the removal of
Federal tax exemption are separate and distinct from each other.

In other words, these are consequences that fall upon different sectors of the
island economy. When one considers them jol'ntly); that is, when one takes into ac-
count their cumulative or synergetic effect, as one must in an integrated economic
model, it becomes obvious that it may be very foolish to estimate Federal Treasury
costs of statehood for Puerto Rico without also examining the question of how the
Puerto Rican economy is to survive without Federal tax exemption. The combined
effect of the potential decline of all the major sectors of the Puerto Rican economy
upon the advent of statehood makes this an essential issue to be studied by those in
charge of gauging the Federal budgetary implications of Puerto Rican statehood.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, to conclude my testimony, let me
briefly mention a second different reason why this Committee should address the
issue I have raised with you. No legitimate decision on the future status of the
island can be made by Puerto Ricans unless we have been well apprised beforehand
as to the economic risks we might have to assume in order to attain statehood. As
you know, under Commonwealth status Puerto Rico has experienced an impressive
economic development. We have progressed from being a "stricken land" and the"poorhouse of the Caribbean" to becoming the people with the highest standards of
living in all Latin America. Under the existing economic arrangements, in all but
four of the 37 years of Commonwealth, the Puerto Rican economy has either
matched or surpassed the growth rates of the United States economy. In fact, in 25
of those 37 years our growth has been markedly superior to that of the mainland,
roughly double most of the time.

And yet, despite this remarkable pattern of growth, Puerto Rico's average per
capita income is still only one third that of the mainland, unemployment is still
around 15%/, and 43% of family households depend on Federal aid to meet their nu-
tritional needs. In the face of this stark reality, statehood leaders in Puerto Rico are
telling us that the eventual elimination of the economic advantages of Common-
wealth, as would happen under statehood, will not only not cause negative results
in the island but that, to the contrary, economic growth will be, far superior to what
we have experienced during the last four decades. Statehood is portrayed as the
panacea for the many complex and intractable social and economic problems that
Puerto Rico has suffered for centuries. Puerto Ricans are being told that with state-
hood unemployment will nearly disappear, education and health care will be of the
highest quality possible, our local roads will be like the best interstate highways,
there will be no homeless, even crime will diminish.

We in Puerto Rico have a right to know whether or not the United States ('on-
gress shares these alluring expectations about the bonanta that allegedly will ac-
company statehood. In 19t;6 the congressionally created U.S.-Puerto Rico Status
Commission, headed by Sen. Henry Jackson, after conducting the most encompass-
ing study ever realized on this matter, concluded, that "unless an appropriate sub-
stitute for Puerto Rico's present economic arrangements can be provided, it is clear
that statehood . . . would have severe and probably disastrous consequences .... It
is not helpful to the people of Puerto Rico to claim that the economic question of
statehood is not potentially a very serious one."

We in Puerto Rico have a right to know whether that assessment is still valid.
And if it is, as many of us believe it is, then we have a right to know what precisely
are the new arrangements that will substitute Commonwealth's strong economic ad-
vantages. We have a right to know what concretely will take the place of our exist-
ing tax incentives program which accounts for one of every three jobs in the island
today. We have a right to know what concretely will take the place of Puerto Rico's
fiscal autonomy which has allowed the strong centralized government of Puerto
Rico to provide extensive health, education, housing and other vital public services
to our large population of poor or low income citizens, services that no state govern-
ment in the mainland can afford to offer at a comparable magnitude. We deserve to
know what is your most considered judgment on this crucially vital matter Mr.
Chairman, the growth of the Puerto Rican community has been bogged down for too
long because of the endless and barren status debate. We can get out of' this quag-
mire if you lend us a hand. Make this referendum a really meaningful process by
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properly addressing this vital issue so that the people of Puerto Rico can truly make
an intelligent choice.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL (UEWIRTZ

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is Paul Gewirtz. I am a
Professor of Law at the Yale Law School. I have taught at Yale since 197;, where
my main teaching and writing has been in the field of Constitutional Law. Prior to
teaching at Yale, I was a law clerk to Justice Thurgood Marshall at the Supreme
Court of the United States, and I practiced law for several years here in Washing-
ton.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the State-
hood Party of Puerto Rico (the New Progressive Party). I have been asked to address
specifically whether there is any constitutional obstacle to the tax treatment of the
new State of Puerto Rico as provided in S. 712. My answer is that there is no consti-
tutional obstacle. These tax provisions may raise complicated po)c1yN questions, but
the Constitution gives Congress extremely broad 'eway in making these policy
judgments. My message, in brief, is that the Constitution leaves you an extremely
free hand to do what you think makes the most policy sense regarding the tax treat-
ment of Puerto Rico as it moves from its current status to statehood. If there are
difficult issues facing Congress concerning these tax proposals, they are policy
issues, not constitutional ones.

I INTRODI('TION. ECONOMiC AI),JLTS'fENTS "OR NEW 5rAT[,

The tax provisions of S. 712 at issue here appear in Section 21:1 of the bill, the
section that provides for a variety of economic adjustments for the new State of
Puerto Rico. Their purpose is to facilitate Puerto Rico's transition from territory to
State, and their legal status is inseparable from this purpose.

Since the earliest days of our country's history, all sorts of' special economic aid
and adjustments have been included as part of the state admissions process. For ex-
ample, beginning with Ohio in 18(02, Congress has typically given extensive tracts of
Federal land to new States to assist them in financing their new responsibilities.' In
the recent case of Alaska, an immensely valuable grant of' 1(I((,I(0,1100( acres was
made. Direct cash grants---such as the general purpose grant of S,2,16,1I1II provided
to Alaska over a five-year period-have been common as well.= Congress has also
subsidized newly-admitted States through other means. Alaska once again provides
an example: Under the Mieral Leasing Act, as ainended by Alaska's Enabling Act.
the State of Alaska receives 9(I'4 of the revenues earned thIough t hi, leaing oIf Fed-
eral miner-! land located in the State. while all other States only receive :,g IC; of'
comiparable lease revenues. 31 U S.('. § 1I (19,S2).

These general economic adjustments all seek to facilitate the tra nsition from ter-
ritory to State and to ensure that ti-e new State gets off On a ,o)u, nd Etco)nom ic toot-
ing. Such assistance fills comfortably within a variety of different c'ongre.-si)nall
powers, viewed singly and in combination Congress' twin Article IV powers "to
admit new States" and "to rnakt, all needfful Rules and Regulations resl)ectirg the
Territory or other Property belonging to the IUnited State,,"--- .- supp ilemented by
the Necessary and Proper ('laus,--give C 'ongross broad autho ritV to fawilit ate tihe
transition from territenrv to State. ("ng rs' 1 power to dispose ()' it., otherr property"
is an independent ,ourcL' ofthe aut 1Ithot-t to make land grant.- t) Stte- AIhito) im v
T.'xus. 37 i.S. 272 01):11 And (i'ngre.,s' spndi|g poer giviv's Congre.s virtuallv
unlimited leeway to expend public funtds in 'x avs that. in its judgmen, will ''pr ovide
for the ... general welfare." Art. I S(c ,T Ie particular t ype and amount of' aid

I tom p~troller (Gt'nrw ,il. E- ritntr, , r "i -i 'l it fi .' (I 'iv- C .--ll I~t ' tfi I~ir<) .f.ttil l 't]
v r dt i , 'l 1 0. I ) 1. )
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or adjustment has typically depended upon the circumstances surrounding a par-
ticular admission-including both the particular needs of the new State in question,
and the resources available to the Congress at the time.

II. THE ISSUE: THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF A TAX TRANSITION FOR PUERTO RICO

As part of the economic adjustments for the new State of Puerto Rico, S. 712 con-
tains two tax provisions which are the main ones at issue here. First, Section 936 is
phased out gradually, rather than abruptly terminated upon statehood. Second,
there is a delay of two years in applying the personal income tax to the new State of
Puerto Rico. The main reasons for these provisions are clear. Over the years, Con-
gress has treated the territory of Puerto Rico uniquely for tax purposes, exempting
it from the personal income tax under Section 933 and providing for the Section 936
tax credit. In light of this unique history, S. 712 does the reasonable thing: it pro-
vides for a transition period to a new tax regime, so that new taxes -will be imposed
in a gradual manner and sudden disruptions to the economy of the new State will
be avoided. In addition, the transition period gives both the Federal Government
and the Government of Puerto Rico time for needed administrative measures to im-
plement the new tax regime. In light of Congress' broad powers to make economic
adjustments when admitting new States, it would seem apparent that Congress
could provide a tax transition for Puerto Rico that is justified by Puerto Rico's
unique history and situation.

Nevertheless, Professor Laurence Tribe, who has been retained by the Common-
wealth Party (PDPI, objects that such transition provisions are unconstitutional. Ac-
cording to Professor Tribe, these provisions violate the Uniformity Clause of the
Constitution. That is flatly wrong. As elaborated below, the constitutionality of tax
transition features for Puerto Rico is overwhelmingly supported by the case law and
by a broad range of legal experts. Indeed, when Professor Tribe made his arguments
to the Senate Energy Committee, they were rebutted by various witnesses and writ-
ten submissions, and were rejected by the Committee. The Committee Report states:

Another issue of controversy is whether or not Section 213 is constitutional -
because it does not immediately and fully apply Federal taxes ... and may
thus be in violation of the uniformity clause of the constitution. The Com-
mittee disagrees with this view and believes Congress has substantial au-
thority under the territorial and statehood clauses of the Constitution to
provide for non-identical economic treatment under statehood if such treat-
ment is reasonable, transitional, and necessary. The provisions of Section
21:1 are not only reasonable, but necessary in order to provide: Federal
agencies the time needed to implement certain new taxes and social pro-
grams in Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico with the time needed to modify local tax
and social program laws, and to avoid extremely serious disruptions to the
economy of Puerto Rico during the transition from commonwealth status to
statehood.4

A. congress s May Frvame Slxectal Tax Trealment in ('graphic Terms
The alleged constitutional problem with the tax provisions in Section 213 of S. 712

is the Uniformity Clause of the ('onstitution I Art. I., Sec. 8, § 1j, which provides that"all l)uties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States'"
Professor Tribe at times suggests that the Uniformity ('lause generally prohibits
geographically-defined taxes and for that reason would prohibit special transitional
tax treatment for Puerto Rico after it became a State. But in fact that is not the
law, that is not what the Uniformity Clause means. Even assuming that the Uni-
formitv ('lause applies to the income tax-a question never squarely decided by the
Supreme Court-it i., crystal clear that the requirement of uniformity does not bar
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geographically-defined tax treatment. And the case IOr ('ongre,-' go-:.a)hicall. -de-
fined tax treatment for the State of' Puerto Rico is especially strong, siice tit helj'-
cial treatment here is part of the admission of a new Stat(- wtlh l unt ,Ie lt\ li>,to-
ry and involves the t ransit ional phI)Si rig Out Of th ex ,Xi-tl cng ,-pcclal t z.x Ir'at miaent
under Puerto Rico's territorial statu-,

(1 I 1' UDIIAl. Pa:.rEC'EutENT: i'HF'NREJ. (S'UPaR-M i (C'RSES

No Supreme Court case has , '-w- re Jld (III theW Ul7 ifarniit ( 'lbu.-. to0 anvIladAte a
congressional tax provision Te, meot recent major case sqtl;lr!'.lv oll p ,in( is the
Supreme Court's 19t8; deci.,io,i in i!'nted a/ tt/rl,s v ./as i.4:, 161, U .S 71 it::,. in
which the Court upheld t!.:. corstitUtional ,it Oft n e,×'ri V pt ron to tit ( 'ra( l )il
Windfall Profit Tax Act of1 i9 , S. [h( Act (xcLuide(td "exemi)t Alaskan oil-I" arm tha'
tax. In a unanmous opinion f' the ('i tr. 'Justice lowell rejtcf I.the h.l 1 im that
this state-specific exei pt oni %. as proh I ha t( Iw t he If IIIr o iV- v ('l . " The '( nI
fortuity Clause gives Congress % id, latitude in deciding \ hait to tax. ii it n, ad
- 'does not deny Congress the power to titke ilto accoutlli dl!fiw'rce,, hil a'vi, ti
tween different parts of the country. a id to Lishion leisllatioln ti ,',-olva. ga'c.dve pha-
cally isolated problems' Id at t tlotIll.uo a ail 6 a>or' attt d2(t,, .-l t ( 'CSc', I l
U.S. 102, 1;1 a197.1ri.

Thus, the' Unif'ormity (luse perilIti gogra ph L':alI\l-h ised. tajx t ritjl. "t ' 'to deal
with a geographical ly isolated problem.' What th- (l"Iis, foridt a,, I,,' ilrihic diS-

crimination," which does Iot address i real geographic dlffr inc-;i and I.t rt-ort,
unconstitutional. As 'Justice P1owl-I n ate(d. the pa rpir)o of' the l'at, aarit v ('; 1 is Is
to prevent "oppressive ineq ualities" through whi c-h a Ccc ci'-hil nlo all Stat(, inhlih
set differential tax rates ill a \wiy, that would haaria the ,corlioclik lilterv"- of' rivlil
States. Id. at i-I. To avid runinirg altOul oI' this )trlpoe,(,. IC/ajsv.,J'a eqllIc.-; only
that a geogril)hicail-s pci ifitc tax he ' 'based oin ltutral fialors"-iaiag that thel
justification for a t 11ogra1 l ical-1pec ifi c tax ll t it be alla itu Itl p l r ll(in t hat Corre-
sponds to the geographic arei singled rit. riot siniplY g'caailphic d.lscrinriiat ion for'
its own sake._ And in P'I/uswski, the Sipireln' (lota rt i'(il dlel'rred to ('Cigress
finding of' such factors: Ihat Alaska's "'rgi Ih' eccrlaagl vrlogs. en vil ninlmt, aind
remote location" created i geograplhic'.,ll-;t-cific' prohleii., alld made the ''xelllpt
Alaskan oil'" a "unique class of oil'' mevritiig special tax tn itmern Id. , at T. he
Court concluded the opinion by undl-sc'oring its atititadle of defereric' toc ('ollgre.s il
applying the 1rniforniltY ('lausce t tongress i Olil taiX p)(licY: 'Vha',ae. |Is liere,. ('on-
gress has exercised it ciarisidertd judg(ieit with Iiespect to an11 eiaai.slvti. .)' C'oiii,!aa
problem, we ar r'el uctant to .ILur) its (lItrllllitin.n Id at S6.

I2'1 ('(iNc iHSSIiNA I . IPRhEIEENT.- HE 'I' AWAII A A.-h. Ti ,.ANSN icr\Ti(TIN TAX
EE i iiI I(),N

On(- ied laak rio firurther thil the Enabling Ac't Caalt'rai illg the ad IllP-itior of' thetV
two most r'ec'it states. Alaska and 1licwaii, ta see urnritther highly relav ilit prec'edeit
f'or continuing Vig c'rt ill Spec'iua I taX tireVit nilt t hait I'leo iCOc C'r, itlv huts-a pow-
erf'ul ('nag''ssmn l/ pre'edenct it' not a judicial one Thil, Era.iling Act continued inr-
definitely the exemtion i romia ti , Tran.sportation Tax [I i i which tharsa, t o States
had enjoyed its territori,'s. atnidt this exei lpticll rtriinsa Ill foar'ce talI;\. Travel br-
tween two of, the f'orty'-eight c'ontill(,ital States is full\Y taxed. %%fhile travel between
one of' the fort.v-eight States aind Alaska or Ilawiiii is niistly tax- xept *( U.S('.
§ 426;1 cl seq. 1 I 1s '2. ihis :;t i.it,-specific treatment, like tie special t i'at meint of'
Alaskat uplhl iii Ptasv isi,,, : justi iild iecaui. ,' (Jliogr S , dtfet'riliil,'c t hat there is t
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"geographically isolated problem" specifically, the "handicap which [Alaska and
Hawaii) suffer because of their distance from the mainland of the United States.",,

B. Phasing Out Puerto Rico 's Territorial Tax Treatment (is Part of its Admission as
j NeU State is Permissible (eographicll.V-tsed Tax Treatment

Just as Congress had an ample basis for concluding that Alaska's unique prob-
lems justified special tax treatment under the Windfall Profit Tax, and that Alaska
and Hawaii's unique problems justified special tax treatment under the Transporta-
tion Tax, Congress surely has an ample basis for concluding that temporary special
tax treatment of Puerto Rico would address a "geographically isolated problem"-
namely, the fact that Puerto Rico's economy has developed around a long history of
geographically-special tax treatment. As in Plasnwski. if Congress were to "exercise
its considered judgment with respect to [the] enormously complex problem" here
and decide that special tax treatment were warranted, the courts would surely not
"disturb its determination." Ptas nski. at 86.

Both the Alaska exemption from the Windfall Profits Tax and the Hawaii'Alaska
exemption from the Transportation Tax are examples of open-ended special tax
treatment based on geography. The special tax treatment provided in S. 712 is, if
anything, easier to justify, because Congress is admitting a new State and the spe-
cial tax treatment is only temporary and( transitional, arising as a part of the admis-
sion of a new State. As noted above, Congress has long found it necessary to aid a
new State in various ways during an initial period-and this has included adjusting
the application of certain Federal laws to it for some period.)' There is no reason
why Congress may not also temporarily adjust the tax laws and grant temporary
special tax treatment to facilitate the transition from (tax-exempt) territory to (tax-
eligible) State. The rationale for such a tax transition period is to avoid sudden dis-
ruptions to the economy of the new State and to permit the orderly administrative
implementation of a new tax regime. The Senate Energy Committee found that
Puerto Rico's unique tax history warranted this special transitional tax treatment
and that this treatment was "not only reasonable, but necessary." (See Er:ergy Com-
mittee Report, quoted at pp. 5-6 above.) The Uniformity ('lause does not bar this
kind of temporary geographically-defined tax treatment because, in IPtasvnski's
terms, Congress would have identified a temporary "geographically isolated prob-
em."

The point here is not that Article IV somehow gives Congress the power to create
an "exception" to the requirements of the Uniformity Clause (which is how Profes-
sor Tribe has characterized our argument). The point is that the context of admit-
ting this new state creates the particular justification for the geographically-based
tax treatment here. The territory of Puerto Rico has long operated under a unique
Federal tax regime. and it is precisely Puerto Rico's admi,,:,,ion as a State and its
movement to a new tax regime that creates the unique problem of' "getting from
here to there--a problem that no other State in the Union has.')

Similarly, in emphasizing the temporary transitional duality of the special tax
treatment of Puerto Rico, our point is not that violations of the Uniformity ('lause
are somnehow acceptable so long as they are teml)orary. The temporary nature of the

special tax treatment here is part of' what establishes that it does not violate the
Uniformity Clause at all. The temporariness demonstrates that the geographically-
specific tax treatment here is no broader than its justification. The geographically
isolated problem that needs to be addressed is the economic and administrative ef
fects caused by the changeover from an old tax regime (as a territory) to a new one
(as a State) The temporary tax transition provided by S. 712 is tailored to the geo-
graphically-based problem identified, and is no broader than that.

Since it addresses a "geographically isolated problem," S. 712 does not offend the
underlying purpose of the Uniformity ('lause, which is to prevent a faction of domi-
nant States from imposing 'oppressive inequalities" on other States. Ptaswnski.
suw,, at S2. Indeed. congress s is not singling out a State or States for any burden at
all. Responding to a new State's u unique problem, it is maintaining the status quo for
a period time: simply allowing its prior special tax treatment to continue for a while

1;4,S . 11r2 ( ic Ri- P-. 2 , 1 (11WHIMr : dn n (d bill', .-Insrr'. i, eid i.iie in S 16'p) No :, .
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P l'I,, t,, H ILc,) Inl t .l , t0 14 , ,) , ) h' l \ doi .l l) hl~ll %.,.. f1411 'I'll 1.-%,% (, d)(- , 1t ,.. 1)(--

t i l- . 11 , dl ) I l o l, l) R i k " ,, i fl ) [m. 1,1 l i,-, ~ t111dh .I lh (. 11 1I t iX r('l..:111,0 111,,,)1\1)1o. ; , S o n''l , '111d
, I::,:
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and then be phased out gradually. All of this overwhelmingly demonstrates that the
geographically-based tax provisions here are a far cry from the kind of geographic
"discrimination" that the Uniformity Clause would condemn.

(ov/, v. Smith. 221 U.S. 551) 41111, on which Professor Tribe puts such great
weight, does not help his case at all fie wrongly interprets ('n'le as requiring that a
newly-admitted State be treated exactly the same as existing States. If this were
true. Congress' longstanding practice of singling out new States for land grants and
other economic aid would be unconstitutional. But (' v/ is not a general guarantee
of equal treatment. ('vh, simply prohibits Congress from making substantive intru-
sions on the sovereignty of a newly-admitted State. The guarantee of "equal foot-
ing" means that a new State must have all the substantive rights of an existing
State.' In ('rC', itself, Congress interfered with the State's right to chose the loca-
tion of its own capital. And every item in Professor Tribe's "parade of horribles"
involves Congress making a substantive intrusion on a constitutional right: suspend-
ing the republican form of government guarantee. exempting a new State from the
Takings Clause; overriding the jury trial provision. Obviously such intrusions are
unconstitutional, whether they are temporary or permanent. But the temporary tax
provision for Puerto Rico is nothing like these, nor is it like the provision struck
down in ('vle. A transitional tax exemption would not violate the substantive rights
of the State of Puerto Rico, of its citizens, or of anyone else.

None of this is to say that Congress is compelled to provide special tax treatment
to the new State or to use the current approach of S. 712. But the point here is that
the ('onstitution does not stand in Congress' way, in spite of what some have sug-
gested. The issues before you are issues of policy alone. A policy choice might lead
Congress to frame tax treatment in general subject terms that are favorable to
Puerto Rico;' 2 to collect all taxes from Puerto Rico immediately upon statehood, but
directly return tax revenues from the U.S. Treasury to the Puerto Rican Treas-
ury;'' or to cushion the effect of the application of new taxes with direct economic
assistance to Puerto Rico. But if Congress concludes that Puerto Rico's needs, given
the history of its tax treatment, justify temporary special tax rules after it becomes
a State, nothing in the ('onstitution bars Congress from making the appropriate ad-
justments, Congress, in brief, has extremely broad constitutional leeway to structure
appropriate tax policies for the new State of Puerto Rico,

ii. CONCL.L'S10 N

Professor Tribe stands alone in his rigid reading of the Uniformity Clause. His
conclusions are at odds not only with my own, but with the conclusions reached by
a broad range of scholars and lawyers. These other views are worth summarizing to
underscore just how isolated Professor Tribe is on this issue:

(1) Nineteen years ago, the late Professor Alexander Bickel of the Yale Law
School. surely one of this century's greatest constitutional scholars, wrote a legal

The ' oiquil !i)ot I i' d(t rine "has long x-en held to refer t< slit to a/ rights and to soiver-
eignt," and not to) incld'V' "t- oirnmic stature or standing " iUtl'd .,b b'ts v T :J.as. ;t:; t S 707.
,17 1 199 ('-iphasi: -"-tpplled, i t proh ibhits congress s from ad tin t i a new State with less '"ilit-
Ical standig and .rA e re 'ig than the other States. 0i. and in no way bars ('ong.ress from
giving the rne%% Sttate, t'com0'noin i' assistance appropriate to its sttuatin or cedii ngl property to
one State , without cotres,,,m ding cessions to all States .' AIhawno ' Tv'xros. :3T17 US at 275
,Reed, ,J . concurring'

-' 'he U n form t ( 'lau-e is , s,,atisfied whenever the tax "l'iorates with the same force and
v'flfct In every place ,%hkre the subject of it is found" Iilead .Mwoo ' ('oasrs. 112 U S. ;-,*Aj. 5 !_
i ,-sl, Thus. if ('ori 's .shes to avoid defining a tax or tax exemption in explicitlv geographi-
cal terms 'even 'hough Ptm.ttski tx'rrinits it, Congress ma% deine the tax or tax exem option in
terris of a "subject'' whichh has theoretical application throughout the Uinited States but which
is clo.- sculpted *to zULt sp- eial Puerto Rican circuust anc, congresss , fo r exainple. could
define a l"ede'rI tax t'xmnilmion in terms of' the prsT,,ence or ab,-ence of a particular f'-ature of
loc'al lawssuch as the presence of a lo'a1 tax exeipt 0l Of a pait icuflar character Sec'. i'a. er-
mio de'z v Wie't', . :0; t S :i 1l, 25 "591-01 1 i'115i, Internal Reve, nue Co'e §1512'b 15 'he choice
betwvce'n using this "subject matter' approach and using an txpw1iItl geographic approach is
fundatnientllv at natter of 1lxlcy and practicality, riot constitutional law

' This isnow lot- %%ith Federal excise tax('s oil rum, and S 712 continue, that procedure S
712 also prol )s's sirnilar procedure for Federal eit'rsonnal income taxes until 1'191 This ap-
proach I)StS no iforn i t ('laus.,e issue at al ,,irce- the tax its'll ''i aS s.sed equallfy u ' IX)f all
lapplcabie, taxpas,rs %khert'ir they ari,'' w without an , geognriphic (lit4iiictiin t nt ed Statfe's v
Sinro'o. ,2 T S " ' Wall 1 111, 121 i1721 The "give-back' of taxs' to the' Stat'. like' cash grants.
land grants, and ot he',r torni , of1 eonoinlC as.ista nct. is not restri' t'd hy the' !,ntlormit ('lau.se'
As, noted abo'e ' ste pp 3 1,. congresss ' power to single out a Stat' fI -cial e'colonlic assist-
ance- is .sscntially plenar "It is for ('ongres,, tei decide %hich ixp-nditure',, vtill proriotet the
ge( nt'raL welfare " lbm kle'c v Vito, 121 t? S 1, 9 11 ll74i;
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opinion on this question and agreed that "temporary, transitional adjustments in
the application in Puerto Rico of United States internal revenue laws could consti-
tutionally be made" (page 1). As he explained:

In admitting a new state, Congress may find it necessary, and has histori-
cally most often found it necessary, to aid the new state in various ways,
and to ease or adjust the application of Federal laws to it, and the oper-
ation of Federal institutions within it, during an initial period. There is no
real reason why the internal revenue laws may not be temporarily so ad-
justed, as by granting temporary preferential tax treatment. The history of _
the prior relationship between a territory and the United States would be a
decisive consideration in validating a temporary preferential treatment
which can be explained as reasonable in light of that prior history, in the
sense that it substitutes a gradual transition for a sudden and possibly dis-
locating change. (pages 5-6)

The full text of Professor Bickel's opinion appears as Attachment 1 to my testimo-
ny.

(2) In the same year, one of Harvard Law School's most distinguished constitution-
al scholars, Professor Arthur Sutherland, also wrote an opinion letter agreeing with
that position. The full text of his opinion letter appears as Attachment 2 to my testi-
mony.

(3) More recently, the Senate Energy Committee, which heard from Professor
Tribe about this issue on at least two separate occasions, concluded that transitional
tax treatment of Puerto Rico is constitutional. (The Committee Report is quoted at
pages above. I am also including as Attachment :3 to this testimony a transcript of
the exchange I had with Senator Johnston, Chairman of the Committee, during the
question and answer period following my own testimony before that Committee.' 4 )

(4) The Department of Justice, in its testimony before the Energy Committee,
agreed that transitional tax treatment for the new state of Puerto Rico would be
constitutional.

.51 The Library of Congress' Congressional Research Service has prepared a
memorandum agreeing with our position.

(6) The Supreme Court's decision in the Ptasy'nski case, while obviously not ad-
dressing the specific question here, was unanimous in reaffirming an extremely def-
erential approach to Congress in evaluating geographically-specific tax statutes
under the Uniformity Clause-an approach altogether at odds with the one Profes-
sor Tribe takes.

(7) And finally, it is worth emphasizing that Supreme ('ourt decision in the entire
history of our country has ever struck down a congressional statute on Uniformity
Clause grounds.

Obviously, this Committee must make its own judgment about the tax provisions
of S. 712. But I urge you to disregard Professor Tribe's lonely objections to the con-
stitutionality of those provisions, Ile stands alone, and he is simply wrong.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, for this opportunity to
appear before you.

Attachments:

ATTACHMENT I: BICKEL OPINION)

MEMORANDUM FOR WAiIACE GONZALEZ-OLIVER, ESQUIRE

You have asked me to review a paper dealing with the applicability of United
States internal revenue laws to Puerto Rico, should Puerto Rico become a state of
the Union; and you have asked that I render you an opinion, concentrating particu-
larly on the constitutional issues.

In forming my opinion, I have relied essentially on the authorities and the infor-
mation collected and discussed in Your excellent paper. I have undertaken only the
most limited sort of independent investigation of my own.

Stated generally, my opinion is that Puerto Rico could not, as a state, constitu-
tionally receive an indefinite exemption from United States internal revenue laws,
or benefit for an indefinite period from a modified application in Puerto Rico of
those laws. I believe, however, that no constitutional obstacle stands in the way of
writing into tax statutes exemptions, deductions and credits which have theoretical,

IP u .(1 teilo. if I'tg'rt (!r Ilu Hewing, Biorit, .'fnate ( ,win rn ifi on Eno'qN (10d .\Vfit
ral Resur r 's. i'u rt 1. 111st C'ong . 1s 1 ,71:1, :,2 .tseq I 19 !h
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and indeed possible actual, application throughout the United States, but which are
tailored closely to suit special Puerto Rican interests. My opinion is also that tempo-
rary, transitional adjustments in the application in Puerto Rico of United States in-
ternal revenue laws could constitutionally be made. I believe, finally, that both cate-
gorical and unrestricted grants from the Federal Government can, without encoun-
tering any constitutional difficulties, achieve for a quite extended period of time all
or nearly all that exemption from the application of internal revenue laws would
accomplish.

While I agree that the question whether an income tax is subject to the require-
ment of geographic uniformity is an open one, in the sense of never having been
squarely decided, I think the reasoning of Brushaber v. Union Pacific RV. Co., 240
US. I t1915, would prove persuasive to Congress and the Supreme Court.

It is perfectly true that the Constitution on its face leaves room for some doubt.
The subject of taxation is first mentioned in Article I, Section 2, where we are told
that "direct Taxes," like Representatives in the Federal House, are to be "appor-
tioned among the sevei-Q States." At this stage, no power to tax has vet been grant-
ed by the constitutional te-xt, and this section does not constitute the grant. It is
concerned, rather, with the apportionment of Representatives, and with the highly
vexing problem of how to count the slave population, and mentions direct taxes only
by the way, because they also are to be apportioned, and the draftsman wanted as
few occasions as possible for the discussion of the distasteful matter of counting
slaves, and wished to dispose of it in all its aspects once and for all. The express
grant of the power to "lay and collect Taxes Duties Imposts and Excises", then
comes in Section S of Article I, and the requirement of uniformity does apply only
to "Duties, Imposts and Excises." We are then also told separately in Section 9 of
Article I-separately, that is, from the subject of Representatives in Congress-that
direct taxes are to be apportioned. Thus unless we conclude from the fist reference
to "direct Taxes" that the Framers understood the words, "tax or taxes," in strict
usage, to be synonymous with "direct tax or taxes," Sections 2, 8, and 9 of Article I,
taken together, are open to the interpretation that Congress could lay direct taxes,
which had to be apportioned; duties, imposts and excises, which had to be uniform;
and taxes that were neither direct, nor duties, imposts or excises, and which needed
neither to be apportioned, nor to be uniform.

But it can well be argued that the terms "tax" and "direct tax" were used as syn-
onyms. The word "tax" appears twice more in Section 9, both times in the phrase
"tax or duty," and in both instances the tax that was being contradistinguished
from a duty would, I think have been viewed as a direct one, because falling on
property. (See Brushaber v. Union Pacific Rv. ('o., supra. 240 U.S. at 19.) In any
event, the reasoning of the BrushAber case cuts across the textual doubts, such as
they may be, and cones to rest on the proposition that, aside from the special prob-
lem of apportioning direct taxes, the Constitution intended to prevent congresss
from using its taxing power to favor one geographical region of the country over
another. That makes sense, and it suggests that indirect, and therefore unappor-
tioned, taxes must be geographically uniform, whatever they' may be called. That is
the substance of the matter, rising above nomenclature.

Of course, as Brushuber itscif held, Congress has wide latitude in electing to tax
or not to tax an activity or interest. Congress may also treat different activities and
interests differently, and quite arbitrarily so. Covertly, then, if' not overtly, Federal
taxation may fall differently on various regions, in accordance with the activities
and interests that characterize a region.' The requirement of geographic uniformity
does have some practical consequences; it does operate as something'of a constraint.
Nevertheless. geographic uniformity may be seen in some measure as more a sym-
bolic than a practical value. Yet I think it would still be viewed as a symbolic value
of considerable importance to the health and the morale of the body politic in a fed-
erated republic. It would, I think, be considered particularly important in the case
of so pervasive aid fundamental a system of taxation as the income tax, so that even
if' it were :admitted that some indirect taxes need not be uniform, I would doubt that
the income tax would be classified among them. I realize that the precedent of the
exemption in favor of lawaii and Alaska from the transportation tax IPaper, pp.
19 et seq. I is to the contrary, but I believe that exemption might be held unconstitu-

tional if it could be brought into litigation, and it does not involve, of course; any-
thing of the pervasive importance of the income tax.

As I have indicated, and as your paper thoroughly demonstrates, geographical
uniformity is all that is required. ('ongress may certainly condition a tax or an ex-
emption or' deduction upon selected features of' local law, which states may volun-
tarily adopt or not, as they ch ose. 41f kotidal v. Mci/.on, 273 U.S. 12 1927,.1 1 see
no reason why ('ongre's may not do the same thing, in a sense, retroactively; that
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is, condition a tax or an exemption on the prior existence, as of a date certain, of a
given feature of local law, so that the tax would not fall, or the exemption would
not apply, in a jurisdiction which on that date did not have that given feature in its
law. Thus, it would seem to me, Congress could exempt from the payment of certain
Federal taxes corporations doing business in a State in which, for a given period of
time, or on a date certain, such corporations were by the operation of local law
(state or territorial) exempt from the payment of local taxes of a certain description.

Even the requirement of geographical uniformity may yield at the point, itself ex-
tending over a reasonable transitional time-span, at which the requirement is inter-
sected by the power of Congress, under Article IV, Section :3 of the Constitution, to
admit "New States . . . into this Union." In admitting a new State, Congress may
find it necessary, and has historically most often found it necessary, to aid the new
State in various ways, and to ease or adjust the application of Federal laws to it,
and the operation of Federal institutions within it, during an initial period. There is
no real reason why the application of internal revenue laws may not be temporarily
so adjusted, as by granting temporary preferential tax treatment. The history of the
prior relationship between a territory and the United States would be a decisive
consideration in validating a temporary preferential treatment which can be ex-
plained as reasonable in light of that prior history, in the sense that it substitutes a
gradual transition for a sudden and possibly dislocating change.

A new state must be admitted on a footing of equality with existing states. As
held in Covle v. Oklahoma, 221 U.S. 551), 567 (1911): "The power is to admit 'new
States into this Union.' 'This Union' was and is a union of States, equal in power,
dignity and authority, each competent to exert that residuum of sovereignty not del-
egated to the United States by the Constitution itself." The equality that is required
is political. And the emphasis is on a prohibition against detracting from the sover-
eign power of a state, not against conferring benefits, certainly not against transi-
tional benefits. Nor is there a prohibition against setting the selfexecuting terms of
admission. In practice, Congress has at times gone farther 'see Paper, p. 821, and I
believe some of these farther steps that Congress has seen fit to take would have
been declared unconstitutional, had it been possible to frame a proper litigation.
But extending land or money grants to a new state, on a lump sum or annual basis,
with or without conditions that could also be attached to grants made to any other
state, seems to me unquestionably constitutional. Nor do I see how a transitional
exemption from application, in whole or in part, of internal revenue laws-a form of
benefit-could be deemed to violate the doctrine of the political equality of sover-
eign states. So the power to admit new states under Article IV, Section :3 may
enable Congress to depart during a transitional period from the requirement of geo-
graphical uniformity in taxation, and nothing in the requirement that new states be
admitted in a status of equality with the old would present any obstacle to the en-
actment of special transitional tax arrangements.

The issues I have been discussing are constitutional issues, and would be so treat-
ed by Congress in light of all-few as they may be-relevant pronouncements of the
Supreme Court Whether, however, if Congress granted a temporary or even an in-
definite exemption to a new state of Puerto Rico from application of the Internal
Revenue Code, or if it tailored special tax exemptions to the needs of Puerto Rico, or
if it made novel and unprecedented block grants to Puerto Rico on a continuous
annual basis-whether, if Congress did any or all of these things, the constitutional-
ity of its actions could ever be litigated to a decision in the Supreme Court is quite
another question. The conclusion that Congress reached on the constitutionality of
such measures might very well remain the final one, and never be subject to judi-
cial review. The reason is that grave, quite possibly insoluble, problems of standing
would face a taxpayer or a state which wished to challenge the validity of grants or
exemptions applicable to Puerto Rico. A taxpayer could not show that he stood to
gain anything from a lawsuit challenging an exemption granted to another taxpay-
er. Nor can a taxpayer challenge a.grant-in-aid on other than First Amendment
grounds, which are unlikely to be applicable here, or at least unlikely to be general-
ly applicable. (Cf. Flast v. ('ohen.i The interest of a state, with respect to both tax-
exemptions and grants, has I believe been clearly held to be non-justiciable.
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(See Florida v. Mellon, supra; Alabama v. Texas. 347 U.S. 272 (195S4.1 In different
circumstances, standing was assumed in a case coming from a state court in ('Ole v.
Oklahoma, supra, but on a basis that could not withstand challenge and analysis.

ALEXANDER M. BICKEL.

lAITACHMENT 2: SUTHERLANI) OPiNION!

LAW SCHOOl. O1" IIARVARI) UNIVE' SITY,
8l v 4. 1IWO.

Wallace Gonzalez, Esq.
P.O. Box 11,3i7
Santurce, PR

Dear Mr. Gonzalez: A number of weeks ago you asked me if I would give some
study and thought to a question of constitutional law concerning the tax status of
Puerto Rico, if that Commonwealth were to become a State. Subsequently, you sent
me a lengthy study of the various legal questions involved in granting tax prefer-
ences to a new State of Puerto Rico. I have examined the ,study, done, souie outside
reading, and now write this letter as a report of my conclusions.

Puerto Rico, having been duly authorized by Act of Congress, in 1919 repealed the
Federal income tax law applicable within Puerto Rico and enacted a similar tax
statute with rates comparable to those of the Federal Internal Revenue Code. The
Puerto Rican income tax proceeds go to the government of that Commonwealth. If
on the moment she attains statehood the Federal income tax law takes effect in
Puerto Rico at the same rates which apply to the other States, her economy will be
very hard hit.

Could the Congress constitutionally provide by statute for a transitional period of
a few years during which the tax powers of the new State would by stages come to
be taxed at the same rates as those in the older States'.' In my opinion this would be
a constitutionally valid arrangement. Admission of new States occurs under Article
IV, Section 3, which reads:

New States may be admitted by the ('ongress into this Union: but no new
State shall be forced or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State,
nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or parts of
States, without the consent t of' the Legislatures of the States concerned as
well as of the Congress.

The Congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needlul Rules
and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the
United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to
Pr ejudice any Claims of the United States, or of any part icular States.

This provision neither expressly aut horizes nor denies, to the United States the
constitutional power to confer on a new State, at the moment of admission, some
temporary transitional advantages not available to other States.

Three provisions of Article 1 and the Sixteenth Amendment contain language
which may have sonie relevance.

Article 1. Section 2: "Representatives and direct Taxes shall he appor-
tioned among the several States which may he included within this Union,
.Wcording to their respective Numbers."

Article 1, Section S, Clause 1: "The Congress shall have Power To lay and
('ollct Taxe., I)uties. Imposts and Excises. to pay the I)ebts and provide for
the cornimon )efense and general Welfare of the united States. but all
Duties. Imposts and Excises Mall be uniform throughout the United
States "

Article 1. Section 9. ('lause .1 ''No capital ion, or other direct. 'Tax shill be
Ilid, u les, in iroportion to tlie Census -'r" Enuntr:aton herein lelore' di-
r'cted to be taken."

Sixteer nth A mendnnnt : "The congresss hall ha' e power to lay and collect
taxes on ILcomes. from whatever source derived, without apportionnilent
aruionug the ,evral States, aInd without regard to anv census or en lm('ri-
tion."

There is no decision (f the Suprter(' ( ou rt dir,ctl\ in point, hut gtuiertl principles
of constitutional construction, and ;I cornside11rable ) bdy od corgr',siorral precedent,
suggest that the ''necessary arid p rper' clu4 of, t 1he ('0r1st totion. Act I. § S last
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clause, would empower the Congress to make the required transitional provisions
for Puerto Rico.

The Constitution is not explicit in all the details of its grants of power. Its drafts-
men must have intended to create a workable government, and when they empow-
ered the Congress to admit new States they must have intended that the Congress
be empowered to make sensible detailed arrangements for that admission. "We
must never forget that it is a constitution we are expounding" wrote John Marshall
in McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheaton 316 (1819). The provision that "all Duties, Im-
posts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States" was not intended
to put at a disadvantage a State in the process of admission. The requirement for
uniformity was designed to inhibit a group of populous States from levying taxes in
such a way as to damage States less h-avily represented in the Congress. The gradu-
al rise in the federal. tax rate applicable to Puerto Rico does not offend that pur-
pose.

In the absence of Supreme Court precedent, congressional precedent properly has
much persuasive force in constitutional questions. No one of these four clauses men-
tions the process of admission of new States nor does the admissions clause, Article
IV, § 3 mention tax arrangements. In governing Puerto Rico the Congress has here-
tofore consented that she withdraw from the scope of the Internal Revenue Code,
and the constitutionality of this action of the Congress is unchallenged. Assuming
that the Congress decides to admit Puerto Rico at once, is there any constitutional
barrier preventing the process of undoing the tax advantages Puerto Rico now
enjoys, being made gradual, extending several years into the new period of State-
hood?

The Congress in Section 22(b) of the Alaska Omnibus Act, Pub. L. 86-70, 73 Stat.
141, June 25, 1959, and in Section 18(AX ) of the Hawaii Omnibus Act, Pub. L. 86-
624, 74 Stat. 411, July 12, 1960, provided that for these two distant States, a partial
exemption from an otherwise uniform application of a Federal, excise tax on air,
fares, which had been granted to them as territories, would continue into Statehood.
Every Congressman and Senator must take an oath to support the Constitution (Ar-
ticle VI; they must have considered that they recognized the unusual geographical
position of the two new States and deviated from tax uniformity in their favor.

The Congress makes non-uniform grants to States, examples occur in Alaska and
Hawaii. Congress could grant back to Puerto Rico after Statehood the revenues the
Federal Government would derive from an application of the Internal Revenue Code
in Puerto Rico. No constitutional mandate would require that such a grant be geo-
graphically uniform. The transitional period of gradual increase in Federal Tax
Rates would have the same effect as a series of declining grants.

The constitutionality of the tax exemption during Puerto Rico's territorial phase
appears reasonably clear. In a 1962 opinion the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit used language suggesting the possibility of a penumbral period
after Statehood begins during which transitional arrangements are proper.

Traditionally, the concept has been that territorialism ends the minute
statehood begins, but there are loose ends. New courthouses or equivalent
facilities must be made ready. So we see no particular present day objection
to transition provisions to operate within a limited time with vestiges of
territorialism.

Mahlum v. Carlson 304 F2d 285, 289 (9C, 1962;. The length of the interim
period in Puerto Rico would be for congressional discretion in the first in-
stance. If there were to be a grave abuse of that discretion, and if a litigant
had standing to challenge it, a Federal Court might review the propriety of
the duration. See Chastleton Corl)oration v. Sinclair 264 U.S. 543 (1924).

If the Constitution did not require that an income tax be uniform, an alternative
ground would obviously uphold the interim arrangements. An argument can be
made that a tax on income, other than income derived from tangible real and per-
sonal property, is a third sort of tax neither "direct" under the requirement of ap-
portionment, nor a "duty, impost, or excise" which must be uniform throughout the
United States. If that were so the interim concessions to Puerto Rico would raise no
other question However if the Supreme Court were to pass on this matter, I doubt
that it would so hold. The opinion of the Court on the rehearing in Pollock v. Farm-
ers' I.,oan & Trust CO., 158 U.S. 601 11H95) struck down the tax on those sources of
income not derived from real and personal property. It did so on the ground that
the Congress would not be deemed to have intended such a minor part of the total
tax to stand without the tax on incomes derived from real and personal property.
The Chief Justice introduced his discussion of the topic by the following paragraph:
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We ht%e considered the Act only in respect of the tax on income derived

from real 'state, and from Iavested personal )r(Jperty,, and have not com-
meit ied on so Much of it as hears on gains, or profits from business. priivi-
li'ge,. mi empl oments. in view of the instances in which taxation on busi-
nes. iri'ilekes~or employments, has assumed 0he guise of an exci,,e tax
and been sustained as such.

If thc \alidit\ of an interim scaledown of income tax in l'uerto RICo could be
tested in c)urt. an( if the case turned entire, , on an argument that an income tax
need not be tnifo:ni in any event, there would be a very sulbstantal chance that the
Supreme Court wOuld hold that the tax must be uniform. The policy behind the uni-
formitv rei(u irr'mInt of Article 1. § 8, Clause 1 applies to income taxe.,.

On the other hatnd the policy of' reasonable adjustments in :idm vision of ni'w
States tends to I u ht1id the t ransitiunal provision.

This letter has not dealt with the question of a litigant's standing to rais-e the
question of' i nterim iT-educed I ncome taxation for lPuerto Rico. Flast v. (olii', .ii2 U S.

4{ I 4g held that a Federal taxpayer had standing to raise the constitutionality of'
Federal ,xpenditures which violated the limitations imposed by the First Amend-
ment. Mr. Chief -Justice Warren, writing the Court's opinion, did suggest that a tax-
payer might attack "a breach by' Congress of the specific constitutional limitations
imposed upon an exercise of the taxing and spending power." (392 U.S. 1i10. There
is thus a substantial possibility that a Court test would be possible. And in any
event standing' " is not a necessity in raising a constitutional question in the Con-
gress. There the sturdy good sense of the gradual adjustment plan and the prece-
dents in Alaska and Hawaii would have great weight.

If' any matter in this letter seems to you unclearly expressed, I shall be pleased to
attempt a clarification.

Sincerely yours,
ARTI'R E. St'TIIER.AND.
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353

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Gewirtz, I think your statement is
more than convincing on most issues. I have a question really only
about 936. 1 think there is no doubt at all that we can give grants
and aids and help to Puerto Rico and can accomplish whatever it is
in a number of different ways

My question really is whether oT not there is ambiguity left with
respect to this issue on the uniformity clause and section 936.

I have the Ptasynski case, and it is very clear there that they say
a tax is uniform when it operates on the same force and effect in
every place where the subject of it is found. And they go on to say
that sometimes there are geographical differences which the Con-
gress may take into consideration.

Now, the subject of the tax in the Ptasynski case was oil, and the
oil was different in Alaska than here because there it was discov-
ered in a hostile environment and had to be transported over an
expensive pipeline

The subject of the tax in 936 is corporate transactions. Those cor-
porate transactions may not be different. What is different with re-
spect to 936 is the need of the island.

The Court goes in Ptasynski to talk about when the Congress
frames a distinction in geographic terms, although the Congress
has wide latitude, that where the Congress does choose to frame a
tax -in geographic terms, we will examine the classification closely
to see if there is actual geographic discrimination

Now, doesn't that suggest that perhaps there is a difference be-
tween the incidence of the tax? In other words, if you can define
the thing taxed in different terms, you have wide latitude, but
where you simply want to discriminate geographically in order to
give money to one state over the other, unless you can identify a
difference in the thing taxed, the incidence of the tax, doesn't that
su ggest some ambiguity here about the reach of those decisions?

Professor GEWIRTZ. I see the argument, but I think it is not right.
The thing that was taxed in Ptasynski was the oil. Oil is oil.

What was different was the surrounding context, the geographic
F problems in the surrounding context. And so too in this situation.
t may be that the corporate transactions are the same, but the

thing that Congress could I think easily determine in its judgment
is that the context was different.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose, let's say for example, that I was able to
talk the Congress into saying that income tax rates shall be lower
in my State of Louisiana because unemployment is high and just
say the income tax shall be 28 percent in the rest of the country
and 15 percent in Louisiana. Would that be permitted under Pta-
synski?

Professor GEWIRTZ. Well, I think we would need to know more. I
think your example suggests that it is not very plausible that that
would happen because it is not very plausible that people in Con-
gress would conclude that there is something really unique about
Louisiana for these purposes. But when it comes to something like
936, 1 think a lot of Members of Congress would conclude that
there is something very different about Puerto Rico's history with
regard to that which would make the immediate elimination of
such a tax have a very different impact on Puerto Rico than in
other situations. And, remember, the proposal that we are making

25-181 0 - 90 - 6
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with respect to 936 is simply for a reasonable phaseout which takes
account of the unique history of Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. What does the Court mean when it talks about
actual geographic discrimination?

Professor GEWIRTZ. I think it means that if Congress doesn't
have a reason, has not exercised its considered judgment. I did try
to mark some of those passages in the opinion. And I think the
flavor that comes through there loud and clear is that when Con-
gress is trying to deal seriously with a complex problem in making
a considered judgment, the Supreme Court is not going to inter-
vene and say the Constitution stands in its way.

And, in fact, the Supreme Court never has, never. It has never
struck down a tax on uniformity grounds. It is because the Su-
preme Court appreciates that these are very difficult problems and
that as long as Congress is doing its best to legislate and to solve
those problems in a way that makes policy sense, it is permitted to
do so.

The CHAIRMAN. What again is the Court saying when it says, "A
tax is uniform when it operates with the same force and effect in
every place where the subject of it is found"? What do they mean
"the subject of it"? Don't they mean that the subject has to be dif-
ferent as opposed to the need of the place for revenue?

Professor GEWIRTZ. I don't think the subject has to be different
in the sense that oil has to be in one place and coal in other place.
What has to be different is there has to be some geographically dif-
ferent problem in Congress' judgment. I think that is all that it
mearns. That sentence has to be read in context of everything else
in the opinion.

My core point, remember, is to just get this issue of the Constitu-
tion out of the picture so that we can have a serious policy debate
about what is the right thing. My point is that if you conclude that
it would be best for Puerto Rico and best for the United States
with a new state of Puerto Rico to have some transitional continu-
ation of 936, nothing in the Constitution, nothing in the Supreme
Court of the United States should stop you or should confuse the
issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you are probably right, but I'm a
little bit concerned about that. I am quite sure that it is at least
ambiguous enough that there would be a vigorous lawsuit brought
and tested. I would rather have your side of the case certainly I say
than my side. I play the devil's advocate with you. I don't even be-
lieve that necessarily myself, but I think there is a question. There
is certainly a distinction between this situation and the Gewirtz-l
mean, the Ptasynski case.

Profcssor GEWIRTZ. I'm not going to be the plaintiff in that law-
suit, Senator Johnston. [Laughter.]

Let me just say in closing it is worth keeping in mind I think
this is a unanimous opinion. I really think that is significant. We
know that the Supreme Court-when there are little qui] ..bles and
interesting issues which will divide the Court in the future, we get
separate opinions. I can't tell you how many Supreme Court opin-
ions these days have three, four, five opinions. This is a unanimous
opinion in both its literal wording and in the spirit of the opinion.

Look at the last paragraph about spirit of deference to Congress.
I really think that there can be no reasonable disagreement about
the scope of this opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you are probably right.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH W. GIDEON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is a pleasure to be here today
on behalf of the Administration to discuss Senate Bill 712, a bill "To Provide for a
Referendum on the Political Status of Puerto Rico." This bill would give the people
of Puerto Rico an historic opportunity to vote upon the status of that island. The
bill would provide for a referendum. to be held in 1991, in which the Puerto Rican
people could decide among the options of statehood, independence, or common-
wealth status.

The Administration strongly supports the right of the people of Puerto Rico to
decide for themselves the status of the island. Further, as the President has noted a
number of times, he favors the admission of Puerto Rico to the Union as a State.
thereby assuring the people of Puerto Rico an equal standing with other United
States citizens. By providing for a status referendum, the U.S. Government would be
assisting the Puerto Pican people to exercise the basic political right to determine
the nature of their government.

As I indicated in testimony before the Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources earlier this year, the Administration firmly believes that the Puerto Rican
people should be given an opportunity to exl)ress their will in a manner that recog-
nizes the historic and fundamentally political nature of their decision of self-deter-
mination. The importance of the decision they face as a people transcends narrow
concerns about specific aspects of economic or fiscal structures.

The Administration recognizes, however, the difficulty of isolating the impact of
tax and financiai issues from the question of Puerto Rico's future status. We also
recognize the desire of the Puerto Rican people to have a referendum which is self-
executing in its important features. This desire was eloquently and unanimously ex-
pressed by the representatives of the various Puerto Rican political parties who also
testified before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources earlier this year
We therefore accept the proposition that the importdrit economic features of each
option must be identified to allow an informed choice.

In view of these completing considerations, the Administration today endorses
Senate Bill 712 currently before your Committee. We believe that the bill strikes an
appropriate balance between two important guals. First, it informs the Puerto Rican
people of the broad outline of the fiscal and economic structures applicable to each
of the three status options. Yet it preserves this essentially political choice free from
a welter of details, transitional rules. and administrative provisions best addressed
after the political choice is made.

We believe that the substance of 1he proposed tax and economic results under
each of the three options in Senate Bill 71L represents a reasonable resolution of the
difficult policy choices faced by the drafters of this legislation. In particular, with
respect to the statehood option, we support the decision to defer until January 1,
159-1 the application of Federal tax laws, other than those relating to excise taxes.
This provision will give both U.S. and Puerto Rican tax authorities the necessary
time to ensure a smooth transition fi'om one system to the othei. In addition, we
believe that it will assist in the process of developing detailed transitional rules For
Congress to consider enacting before the January 1, 199.1 changeover.

We also believe that the proposed phase-out under the statehood option of the sec-
tion 9:36 credit during the period from 199.1 through 1997 reflects a sensible ap-
proach to minimizing the economic dislocation that could result from an abrupt
,hange in status. The future of section 936 is of course a significant concern to the
Puerto Rican people and how it should be treated uhder this bill presents a difficult
decision for Congress. We believe that the consideration given to this issue by the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources earlier this year has produced a good
and defensible balance among the different interests at stake.

It is not, however, the only alternative that might have been adopted. In particu-
lar, a uniform phase-out of section 936 uder both the statehood and commonwealth
options would eliminate what is perceived b, many as a bias in the bill toward com-
monwealth. Nevertheless, we recognize that section 93f; cannot be viewed in isola-
tion from the other costs and benefits affected by this referendum, and we seek an
opportunity for the Puerto Rican people to make a fundamental decision about their
political future, not a straw poll on relative tax benefits. We particularly appreciate
the difficulties presented in making each option fairly equivalent. Accordingly. the
Administration will accept the treatment of section 931; proposed in the current bill
and the related congressional judgment that the economic l)rovisions set forth for
the three alternatives are fairly equivalent.

With respect to the proposed cover-over of certain tax revenues to the Treasury of
Puerto Rico under the statehood d option, the Administration has certain concerns,
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which I will discuss in more detail later. In general, however, we stand ready to
cooperate with this Committee in developing workable mechanisms for ensuring
that the cover-over approach to statehood grants can be smoothly implemented.

In each of the areas I have just mentioned, we anticipate that further legislation
by Congress may be necessary after the referendum to cover particular details of
the transition. In a separate attachment to this testimony iAppendix Ili I have
highlighted some of the issues that I think such legislation might have to cover. By
mentioning these issues, however, I do not suggest that they be addressed by this
bill. As previously indicated, the Administration's view is that such relatively tech-
nical details would be mos! appropriately worked out after the Puerto Rican people
have had an opportunity to express their political choice.

The Administration also endorses, subject to some technical comments which I
shall discuss presently, the bill's approach to fiscal matters under the independence
and commonwealth options.

Each of the political options covered by the bill--statehood, independence, and
commonwealth status-raises special issues that affect the tax systems of both
Puerto Rico and the United States. We believe. that the bill should clearly define the
basic tax structure of each status option. However, we also believe that the funda-
mental political choice of the future of Puerto Rico should be completed prior to
congressional development of technical transitional rules for any new tax systsm In
general, the level of detail in the current bill acceptably balances these objectives.
The remainder of my testimony, therefore, will identify the tax results of' this bill's
provisions as drafted, note ambiguities remaining in the bill, and highlight issues
which the bill's tax provisions do not currently address.

1. GENERAL REVENUE EFFECTS OF S. 712

Revenue estimates and projections for each of the tax provisions of S.712 are pro-
vided in an attachment to this testimony (Appendix 11. It is difficult to present very
precise estimates of the Federal revenue consequences of the various options de-
scribed in the bill, but it may bxe helpful for purposes of this discussion to consider
some rough guidelines.

A. Section 9.,6 Phase.Ouf
Both the independence and the statehood options assume some form of reduction

of the tax incentives currently provided under Internal Revenue ('ode 'Code") sec-
tion 936. While no change to section 92:; is currently contemplated under the com-
monwealth option, we expect that Congress would continue to review and revise sec-
tion 936 and other tax benefits as necessary should that option be selected

We estimate that in fiscal year 19S9 the tax benefits received by section 931; cor-
porations amount to about $19 billion, and that a phase-out of section 936 would
yield a net reduction of approximately 25 percent of income subject to U.S tax A
phase-out of section 936 benefits probably would cause some economic dislocation on
Pulerto Rico, at least in the short run. Employment in 93;6 companies now accounts
for about 12 percent of total Puerto Rican employment. However, it is very difficult
to project the extent to which Federal tax collections would be affected by any such
dislocation. Under the statehood option, collections of personal income tax may be
somewhat reduced for a time; but, as discussed below, fully phased-in Federal per-
sonal income tax collections from Puerto Rico can be exxcted to be relatively
modest.
B. Imposition of Fecderal Income Tax

The statehood option presents the issue of how a newly-imposed Federal income
tax will interact with a Puerto Rican state tax system. The effects of this change
must be considered for both individual and business tax revenues.

The extension of Federal income tax to individuals in Puerto Rico would perhaps
raise some $500 million per year at 19S9 levels net of all earned income credits. In
comparison, the Puerto Rican government collected about $900 million in personal
income taxes in their fiscal year ending ,June 30, 1989, or about :i11 percent of total
Puerto Rican revenue from local sources. This amounted to only about 5 percent of
personal income in Puerto Rico.

As a State, Puerto Rico could design a tax system which would maintain com-
bined revenue levels. It might choose to follow other States in relying more heavily
on sales taxes. Under either the commonwealth or independence options, Puerto
Rico could continue a system similar to the current Puerto Rican tax.

With respect to business taxation, the Puerto Rican government now collects
about $1.0 billion a year in taxes from business, which represents about it0 percent
of business income. ;ince about .(0 percent of this revenue is collected from exempt
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sect ion '3; corporations, Puerto Rico may experience some loss of revenue if a
phase-out of section 936 benefits cause.; any of these companies to reduce their
Puerto Rican operations

Under statehood, Federal corporate ta) would also apply to Puerto Rican business
that does not nov benefit from section 9:26. This includes locally incorporated, or
foreign. companies as well as section 9:0: corporations that do not receive a full or
partial exemption From Puerto Rican tax. This would increase Federal revenues by
ab)ut $.325 million per year at 19;!I levels

C f'dteral E.iiLs, Taxes
Puerto Rico does not now pay Federal excise taxes. Assuming that by virtue of its

becoming a State, U.S excise taxes became applicable within Puerto Rico, this
change would result in an increase in revenues of approximately $2.50 million per
Near, which under the current bill would be rebated to the Puerto Rican govern-
ment as a statehood grant. In addition, approximately $10(0 million per year in cus-
toms duties would continue to be collected and segregated for the benefit of Puerto
Rico under the current bill.

1). Puerto Rican Ext'ndltures
Finally, Puerto Rico may choose to make adjustments on the expenditure side in-

stead of. or in addition to, adjustments on the revenue side. Government employ-
ment now accounts for 2: percent of total employment in Puerto Rico. In addition,
Puerto Rican government enterprises play a very important role in the Puerto
Rican economy. A reduction of these expenditures, either to reduce taxes or to pro-
vide incentives to business may, therefore, be one of the consequences of any phase-
out of current provisions

E. Economy ic Effects of it(epende nce Option
Under the independence option, the elimination of section 936 benefits would in-

crease Federal tax collections if 926 corporations remained in Puerto Rico as U.S.
corporations or if they moved back to the United States. However, some Puerto
Rico-oriented companies in routine industries, such as apparel or food processing,
may choose to reincorporate as Puerto Rican companies. The Federal revenue gain
may therefore not be quite as large as under statehood. Under thfe independence
option, Federal excise taxes would only apply, as they do now, on imports from
Puerto Rico; and the Federal Government would riot collect any customs duties on
goods imported into Puerto Rico. However, this would be offset somewhat by in-
creased customs collections on imports from Puerto Rico. In addition, there might be
a modest revenue pickup from withholding taxes on dividends paid to Puerto Rican
residents, etc

With the above rough estimates in mind, I would now like to turn to a technical
review of the bill as drafted. Before discussing the bill's specific provisions, however,
it may be useful to briefly summarize the tax relationship that currently exists be-
tween Puerto Rico and the United States.

Wl. St'MMARY OF EXISTING; TAX LAWS

Generally .peaking, the ('ommonwealth of' Puerto Rico is not considered part of
the "United States,- as that term is used in the Internal Revenue (ode (see section
77llaM~l and id u. rhus, Puerto Rico has its owrIL ax laws. and the U.S. internal
revenue laws do riot extend fully to Puerto Rico. Deplninrg upon the nature of the
tax involved, different methods have been used to allocate taxing jurisdiction be-
tween the two governments.

A. Income Taxes

1. Untted States In, rmn, Tax
The United States renerallv taxes the worldwide income of U.S. citizens, resident

alien individuals, an: ; mestic corporations. It also taxes the U.S. income of foreign
corporations and n president alien individuals. Two important provisions affect the
U S. taxation of U.S. persons with P~uerto Rican income.

First, under section 933 of the ('ode, the United States exempts the Puerto Rican
source income of individuals who are bona fide residents of Puerto Rico. Consistent
with section 93, U.S. citizens resident in Puerto Rico may be exempted from the
withholding of zFederal tax on their Puerto Rican source earnings (see section

Second, section 9:61; provides an effective exemption for certain Puerto Rican
income of quialifv ing U S corporations that eict its benefits and that are engaged
in business in luerto Rico The ex('ml)tion is granted in the form off a "tax sparing'
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credit, under which the company's U.S. tax liability on its qualifying Puerto Rican
income is reduced by a credit for a hypothetical Puerto Rican tax equal to the
amount of U.S. tax due on that income. Because Puerto Rican tax law provides gen-
erous exemptions to certain business operations there, section 936 corporations
enjoy a very low aggregate effective tax rate.

2. Puerto Rican Income Tax

Puerto Rico is authorized by Congress to enact its own income tax system. In
1954, the Puerto Rican legislature adopted its present income tax system, which is
based on the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1939. In the absence of a tax exemption
grant, Puerto Rico taxes all Puerto Rican source income earned by U.S. and foreign
persons (including corporations) and taxes the worldwide income of all Puerto Rican
resident individuals and Puerto Rican corporations.

The Puerto Rican individual income tax rates are somewhat higher than corre-
sponding U.S. rates, and the Puerto Rican personal exemptions are somewhat lower
than the U.S. exemptions. This will remain true even after tax law changes enacted
by the Puerto Rican legislature in 1987 are fully phased in.

Under a series of industrial incentives laws, Puerto Rico has granted generous ex-
emptions to certain business and investment income of qualifying businesses. Thus,
while Puerto Rico's nominal corporate tax rate is slightly higher than the U.S. cor-
porate tax rate, the exemption grants significantly reduce the effective Puerto
Rican corporate tax rate.

B. Estate an(I Gift Taxes

1. United States Estate an(I Gift Taxes

The United States taxes the worldwide estates of U.S. citizens and noncitizen de-
cedents domiciled in the United States, as well as the U.S. situs estates of nondomi-
ciliary aliens. The United States allows a foreign tax credit for Puerto Rican estate
taxes imposed on the Puerto Rican s:tus estate of U.S. decedents (see section
2014igiw Similarly, the U.S. gift tax applies to all gifts by U.S. citizens and nonciti-
zen domiciliaries, and to gifts of U.S. situs property by nondomiciliary aliens. For
purposes of the U.S. estate and gift taxes, U.S. citizens resident in Puerto Rico who
are citizens solely because of being citizens of Puerto Rico or because of their birth
or residence in Puerto Rico are treated as nondomiciliary aliens, taxable only on
transfers of U.S. situs property (see sections 220',. 2209, 250111b,, and 25011Ko.

2. Puerto Rwan Estate and Gif/t Thxes
Puerto Rico generally taxes the worldwide estate of Puerto Rican resident dece-

dents and the Puerto Rican situs estate of nonresident decedents. The amount of
Puerto Rican estate tax on tne Puerto Rican situs estate of a U.S. citizen resident in
Puerto Rico can depend upon whether the United States includes that property in
the U.S. gross estate. Puerto Rico allows a credit for U.S. state taxes paid on the
U.S. situs property of a Puerto Rican resident decedent. Similarly, Puerto Rico taxes
all gifts by Puerto Rican resident donors and gifts of Puerto Rican situs property by
nonresident donors

G Emplo ynnt Taxes
The various Federal employment taxes, including the self-employment tax (sec-

tion 14(11, the social security or FICA taxes (sections 31)1 and 311! 1, and the unem-
ployment insurance or FUTA tax section 33011, are fully applicable within Puerto
Rico as in the United States. (See sections 1102bi, 3121el, and 81,jl*Gji.

D. Excise. sales Taxes

1. U.S. Exctse Taxes
The United States does not impose a broad-based Fcldeal sales tax. The ('ode

does, however, impose a wide variety of excise taxes, including retail taxes, manu-
facturer taxes, services t., xes, environmental taxes, alcohol taxes, etc generally ,
these taxes do not apply within Puerto Rico because of an exemption in the PueI to
Rico Federal Relations Act (4S U.S.C. sec. 734.

Code sections 7652 and 7653 provide special rules with respect to taxes on articles
manufactured in Puerto Rico and shipped into the United States, and vice versa.
Basically, these rules treat such shipments as if they were imports from or exports
to a foreign country. Under section 7652, articles of Puerto Rican manufacture
shipped into the United States are subjected to a Federal tax equal to the amount of
the Federal tax that would apply to similar articles manufactured in or imported
into the UnitedStates. For example, by virtue of section 7;52. the United States
imposes a tax at the rate of $12.50 per proof gallon on distilled spirits produced in
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Puerto Rico and shipped into the United States, because that is the tax imposed on
U.S.-produced distilled spirits.

The special feature about these rules, however, is that theY call for a rebate or
"cover-over" of these equalization taxes to Puerto Rico. Section 76521a) generally re-
quires the United States to cover over to the Puerto Rican Treasury the amount of
these Federal equalization taxes imposed on Puerto Rican articles shipped into the
United States. In addition, section 7(52(e generally requires the United States to
cover over to Puerto Rico (and, under a sharing arrangement, to the Virgin Islands)
the Federal tax collected on all rum imported into the United States. By virtue of
section 7652(f), however, the amount of these alcohol taxes to be covered over to
Puerto Rico cannot exceed $10.50 per gallon.

Section 7(53(b provides that articles otherwise subject to Federal taxes will he
exempt from the normal taxes if they are shipped into Puerto Rico. Instead, section
7i;53(al imposes a tax on such items equal to the amount of Puerto Rican tax appli-
cable to similar items manufactured in Puerto Rico.

3. Puerto Rican Ex'ise Taxes
Pursuant to excise tax amendments enacted in 19S7, Puerto Rico imposes a 5 per-

cent excise tax on a broad range of commodities, transactions, and occupations.
I would now like to turn to a review of the issues presented by the tax provisions

under eac[ of the three political options described in the bill.

111. COMMENTSS ON STATEHOOD OPTION

A. Status of Puerto Rican TaIx Law's
Title II of S. 712, relating to the statehood option, contains two-sections which are

particularly relevant to the continued application of Puerto Rican tax laws and
their future interaction with the Federal tax ,ystem-

• Section 208 (Laws in Effect) generally provides that Puerto Rico's territorial
laws remain in force after statehood until amended or repealed by Puerto Rico. In
addition, all Federal laws will have the same force and effect within the State of
Puerto Rico as they had inmediatelv prior to admission, except as provided in sec-
tion 21: or elsewhere in the bill.

* Section 213 (Economic Adjustment) provides a number of special rules relating
to the adjustment of Puerto Rico's tax status. In particular, the "current tax treat-
ment applicable to Puerto Rico' is continued until Januarv 1, 1994. Effective on
that date, Federal internal revenue laws will apply within Puerto Rico in the same
manner as within other States.

We support the bill's approach of keeping the Puerto Rican local tax system in
place until amended by the Puerto Rican legislature The deferred application of
Federal tax should give luerto Rico sufficient time to develop appropriate measures
of state level taxation Moreover, as the Current hill provides, these adjustments to
the local tax structure should ultimately be made hy Puerto Rico rather than by the
Federal government We recommend, however, that sever-,l clarifications he made,
perhaps in legislative history, with respect to the provisions addressing the study
and review of appropriate transition rules.

First, section 20IS(b provides for a Presidential Commission on Federal Laws to
recommend to Congress which Federal laws should continue to apply to the new
State of Puerto Rico. It is unclear under the current bill whether this commission n
will consider the application of Federal tax law to Puerto Rico. To the contrary, we
believe th:st the bill should provide that the review and adoption of any transition
or other provisions affecting Federal internal revenue laws are beyond the scope of
the commission's s mandate. To the extent such issues are left unresolved bv S. 712,
they should be addressed by ('ongress and the Administration through subsequent
legislation.

Second. section 21:1d provides that the Secretary of the Treasury shall consult
with the (Governor of' Puerto Rico on "the transition of the new State from a foreign
tax jurisdiction." The intended scope of these consultations is ambiguous. We be-
Iieve such consultations should be directed toward providing Puerto Rico with assist-
ance in developing a new state level tax system, particularly in assessing the effects
and likely impact of a combined Federai-State tax as of ]1994~-. The application of
Federal tax laws in Puerto Rico should, however, be addressed through the normal
legislative process of the ('ongress.

B. Aiqpltcalton o Fk'derul 'xcise Tax.es
Under section 2138ai, all Federal excise taxes o re extended to Puerto Rico as of its

date of admission as a State. In general, we agree with this result. To ease the ad-
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ministration of these new taxes, however, it would be preferable to begin the appli-
cation of the new excise taxes on the first January I following statehood. Assuming
the admission of Puerto Rico as a State in October of 1991, this effective date for the
excise taxes would be January 1, 1992.
C. Application of Other Federal Tax Laws to Puerto Rico

1. Transition for Federal Tax
Deferral Date of Januan, 1, 1994. Under section 213(di, Federal internal revenue

laws would apply to Puerto Rico effective January 1, 1994. In general, this deferral
of two years after statehood is an appropriate period for the Puerto Rican and U.S.
governments to adjust their respective tax systems into a combined Federal-State
regime.

With respect to our administration of this transition, extending Federal taxation
to Puerto Rico does not pose a serious problem. The Internal Revenue Service esti-
mates on a preliminary basis that the change would involve approximately $5 mil-
lion in start-up costs and $12 million annually for operating a district office in
Puerto Rico. If the Puerto Ricans chose statehood, it would take between one and
two years after the referendum to cost the additional resources, to have the neces-
sary funding approved in the IRS budget, to staff the district, and to make the
system operational. Thus the process should be completed prior to the January 1,
1994 effective date. Although income tax returns would not be filed for fifteen
months after that effective date, it is necessary to have the new system in place
from the outset since withholding and estimated tax payments would begin during
the first quarter.

Apart from the length of any deferral period, we strongly support keeping an ef-
fective date of January 1 for the imposition of Federal tax laws in Puerto Rico. Initi-
ating the new system at the beginning of a calendar year is essential to avoid seri-
ous confusion for taxpayers and administrative problems for the IRS.

2. Pre-1.9.94 Tax Treatment
Section 2I3id) of the bill also provides that prior to January 1, 1994, "the current

tax treatment applicable to Puerto Rico is continued." We assume this is a refer-
ence solely to the application of Federal internal revenue laws and is not intended
to freeze in place the current Puerto Rican system of tax until 1994. As explained
above, we would support giving the Puerto Picans full autonomy over how and
when they effect their transition from the current commonwealth system to a new
state tax structure. Accordingly. we recommend a clarification that this language
applies only to Federal taxes.

.J. Federal Toaton ofldividua Is
With respect to the taxation of individuals, the bill apparently contemplates the

elimination of the exemption [or Puerto Rican source income under current Code
s.-ction 933. Moreover, this change should coincide with the effective date for the
application of Federal tax law on January 1, 1994. We recommend that the current
bill clarify this intent.

Accordingly, with respect to U.S citizens resident in Puerto Rico, the extension of
the income tax laws presumably means that they will become subject to Federal
taxes on their Puerto Rican source income earned on or after January 1, 191. The
bill would also seem to require that these individuals become subject to the with-
holding of Federal income taxes on their P~uerto Rican earnings. With respect to
non-U.S. citizens resident in Puerto Rico, their U.S. income tax status would depend
upon their classification as either resident aliens or nonresident aliens, taking into
account the inclusion of Puerto Rico as part of the United States for purposes of
applying the resident alien definition of Code section 77(lb.

4, Federal Taxation of Ptuerto Rican corporationns
The extension of the Federal income tax regime to l'uerto Rico also raises a

number of issues for Puerto Rican corporations. Because of the inclusion f Puerto
Rico as part of the United States after admission, these corporations, which are now
treated as foreign corporations for U S. income tax purposes. would be treated as
domestic corporations. This would generally mean that Puerto Rican corporations
would become subject to full U S. income tax on their worldwide income The re-
characterization of Puerto Rican corporations as domestic corporations could have a
number of corollary effects on those corporations, their affiliates, shareholders, and
lenders. We believe the current bill appropriat ely reserves , uch issues for transi-
tional rules in subsequent legislation however, we le lieve that inmplementing legis-
lation shu uld not co,,fer double benefits on such (orporat ios (See further discus-
sion in Appendix Ill.
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cred it under (ode section 92:-6 snall be reduced to "O' in .. 4, ; % in 1995, -1' in
1996. 20W' in 1997, and shall be eliminated thereafter. As I stated previously, we
support this pro,,ision as a sensible approach to avoiding the economic dislocation
that could result from tire abrupt termination of this benefit. Nevertheless, 1 would
simply raise the following concerns which remain with respect to congressional
adoption of this proposed phase-out.

We recognize that any continuation of section 936 after statehood would have to
be tested under the uniformity clause of' the U.S. Constitution Art. I, see. S, cl. lJ
which broadly requires taxes to be uniform throughout the UJnited States. We defer
to the Justi"e Department's P ws on this isue ,nd I understand a Justice Depart-
ment wit ness vill address the issue for tie Conmttee. We would encourage fact-
findings by Congress to sulp)ort a congressional determination that providing transi-
tional tax benefits to Puert, Rico is appropriate and tht any section 936 transition
adopt,,d is well su ited to ach ievem(-n: of congressional Koas

Man"' technical issues are Ilso presented by a phase-out of section 93G. The bill
properly defers such sssucs for transitional legislation. ISe:e Appendix IIf. Iloweve,-,
('ongress should clarify wheher the bill's e-xtension of section 936 benefits is intend-
ed to apply to newly-electing corporations, and whether Puerto Rican corporations
are eligible for these phased-out benefits after statehood. In making this latter de-
termination, it should be noted that the Puerto Rican compares which were
exempt from Pueito Rican tax under the commonwealth's incentives tax exemp-
tions will he a different class of companies trian tlisc ,.Lich meet the section 9.N;
requirements As a result, Puerto Rican corporations that had been fully exempt
under the Puerto Rican tax system might become subject to tax for the first time if
they failed to qualify for exemption under section 936.

The section 9:i(; exemption applies not only to Puerto Rican business profits of
U.S. corporations, but also to their Puerto Rican source investment income derived
from qualifying investments of those profits The latter category of investment
income, known as QPSII '"qualified possession source inve-itment income"l, can in-
elude income from lending section 936 funds through a Pu rto Rican financial insti-
tution to qualifying borrowers in beneficiry countries of the Caribbean Basin Initi-
ative CBIl.

It should be recognized that the proposed phase-out of section 93t; .,ould eliminate
the CBI tax incentive in its present form. The current role of Puerto Rican financial
institutions-holding funds earned by section 93f; corporations operating in Puerto
Rico and lending them out for qualifiedd ('BI investments--would be eliminated
without the QPSII tax benefits undcr section 9 6. Moreover, the current magnitude
of section 936 operations outside of Puerto Rico is not sufficient to permit the trans-
fer of this syst .-i to another U.S. possession As part of its subsequent transitional
legislation, Co, gress may want to consider appropriate measures for continuing
similar benefits with respect to ('BI investments.

6' Federal Tax Transitional ?ule.s
Congress reserves its authority under bill section 21 Id to enact "transitional

rules or other provisions" moditing the V94 application of' Federal internal reve-
nue laws in Puerto Rico. In an attachment to this testimony (Appendix 1lt, we have
described some of the issues which will be raised by the extension of Federal tax
law to the State of Puerto Rico. It is essential that the bill provide a flexible mecha-
nism for resolving these issues and the myriad of other complex tax questions that
will be presented by any statehood transition As I stated at the outset of' this testi-
mony, we believe the current bill provides such a mechanism by setting a general
effective date and expressly retaining congressional authority to establish appropri-
ate transitional rules.
D. Statehood Grants an(d Assistance

Section 213e) of the bill provides for several mechanism. for covering over of Fed-
eral revenues to the Puerto Rican Treasury. First, the cover-over of the .l.() per
gallon rum excise tax and the current cover-over system applicable to certain
custom duties are continued after statehood. Second. the revenues collected from
any new Federal excise tax imposed in Puerto Rico after statehood will be covered
over. With respect to these two provisions, the bill includes a Congressional 'corm-
pact" not to alter the cover-over of funds until after October 1, 1998. Finally, the
revenue derived from the application of' the Federal internal revenue laws in 1994
and 1995 within the State of Puerto Rico % ill also be covered over
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We recommend that the Committee consider clarifying the current bill language
referring to "all revenues" derived from Federal internal revenue laws in 1994 and
1995. For example, it is unclear whether the provision covers estate and gift tax and
employment taxes as well as income taxes. Perhaps more important, the bill should
state whether the revenue gains attributable to the partial phase-out of section 936
credits in 1994 and 1995 are intended to be covered over to Puerto Rico.

We agree with the proposition that Puerto Rico should receive sufficient State-
hood grants and assistance to ease its transition from commonwealth status. We
note, however, that the cover-over mechanism currently applied in the context of
other U.S. possessions has presented administrative problems in the past and in-
volves complex procedural issues of measurement and timely payment. (See discus-
sion of transitional issues in Appendix II.) Such difficulties could be significantly
magnified with respect to the variety of revenue sources and the substantial
amounts contemplated by section 213e) of the bill. Moreover, it is in the interest of
both the U.S. and Puerto Rican governments to develop a procedure for calculating
and remitting the appropriate amount of these payments with minimum controver-
sy.

Accordingly, while the bill language should describe clearly the parameters of
these intended grants, we recommend that the Committee avoid tying such benefits
to a rigid cover-over mechanism; rather, Congress should preserve its flexibility for
resolving the mechanical issues of measurement and remittance of such grants
through transitional rules in subsequent legislation. In particular, the language de-
scribing the Congressional "compact" not to alter these transfers for seven years
should be clarified so that it prohibits neither the implementation through transi-
tional rules of an appropriate payment mechanism nor future procedural adjust-
ments to that system.

IV. COMMENTS ON INDEPENDENCE OPTION

Title III of S. 712 deals with the independence option and contains several provi-
sions which specifically address a number of tax and trade issues. Section 308 deals
with the status of pre-existing law upon proclamation of independence. Section 317
covers a few specific tax issues. Section 319 addresses the tax treatment of Puerto
Rican Government bonds.
A. Status of Pre-existing Laws

Under section 308, all U.S. laws applicable to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
immediately prior to independence shall no longer apply in the Republic of Puerto
Rico upon proclamation of independence, except as otherwise provided in Title III of
the bill or in any separate agreements concluded between the United States and the
Republic of Puerto Rico. For purposes of U.S. tax laws, this provision presumably
means that those Federal tax laws that treat Puerto Rico either as part of the
United States or as a possession of the United States shall no longer apply, and that
Puerto Rico shall instead be treated exclusively as a foreign country for U.S. tax
purposes. Thus, for example, U.S. citizens living and working in Puerto Rico could
become eligible for the foreign earned income exclusion under Code section 911.
Generally, except for the section 911 exclusion, income derived by U.S. citizens and
residents from foreign sources is subject to U.S. tax with a credit for foreign income
taxes. In addition, we assume that this provision means that special provisions ap-
plicable to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, such as the cover-over of Federal
excise taxes imposed on Puerto Rican-produced articles entering the United States,
shall no longer apply. It would be useful for these understandings to be reflected in
the legislative history, if not in the statute itself.

Under section :308(an3i:
all laws and regulations of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in force im-
mediately before the proclamation of independence shall continue in force
and shall be read with such modifications, adaptions, qualifications, and ex-
ceptions as may be necessary to bring them into conformity with the Con-
stitution of the Republic of Puerto Rico, until such time as they shall be
replaced with new legislation ....

In other words, Puerto Rico's tax Jaws would generally remain in effect as national
tax laws in an independent Puerto Rico, until changed by new legislation.
B. Elinntilion o/ Section 9,6"

Section 317 (a specifically provides that the section 936 credit currently allowed
under the Code shall, upon the proclamation of independence, become unavailable
with respect to income or investments from activity in Puerto Rico. This automatic
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repeal of section 936 as it relates to Puerto Rico is essential to eliminate any diffi-
culties that otherwise arise with respect to a number of income tax treaty partners
of the United States who have effectively been granted most favored nation status
with regard to tax sparing incentives No such difficulties would arise, however, if
Congress were to decide to cushion the elimination of section 936 wits transition
grants to the Republic of' Puerto Rico.

C. Negotiation of Tax Treaties
Section 317(b) provides-that the Joint Transition Commission, to be appointed by

the President of the United States and the Presiding Officer of the Constitutional
Convention of Puerto Rico, shall establish a Task Force on Taxation to negotiate
appropriate tax treaties between the United States and Puerto Rico. Such treaties
would be approved by the two governments in accordance with their respective con-
stitutional processes. In light of the level of economic integration between Puerto
Rico and the United States, the Administration certainly supports the notion that
tax treaties could appropriately be negotiated between the two countries. Inasmuch
as ihe negotiating authority for such treaties has generally been delegated to the
Treasury Department within the Executive Branch, the Administration would rec-
ommend that the legislative history to this provision clarify that the appropriate
U.S. representatives to any such Task Force would be the Treasury Iepartment offi-
cials responsible for the negotiation of tax treaties.

1) Continuation of Exemption for Interest on Puerto Rican Goernment Obligations
Section 319 of the independence option provides that any obligations of the Com-

monwealth of Puerto Rico (including its municipalities and insti'umentalities which
are valid and outstanding upon the date of the proclamation of independence shall
be assumed by the Republic of Puerto Rico, and their tax treatment shall be unaf-
fected "to the extent that similar obligations issued by states are so treated." We
understand this exemption to be limited to those obligations issued prior to the date
of proclamation of independence, and not to obligations that are either original is-
suances or refinancings on or after that date. Moreover, we understand the scope of
this exemption to be co-extensive with the exemption for U.S. municipal bonds. as
that exemption may bw amended from time to time. 1lere again, the legislative his-
tory to the statute could usefully confirm these understandings

V. 'OMMENTS ON TilE (OMMONWEAITH iOl'TI(N

As I have previously indicated, the Administration support-, the approach of S.
712 with ,e;pect to the tax treatment of Puerto Rico under each of the status op-
tions. The bill's commonwealth option would not involve any changes to the sub-
stantive tax laws applicable to Puerto Rico. While alternative approaches could
have been taken, .uch as one which would have called for more equivalent treat-
ment of section 936 and other tax provisions across the three options, we Eelfieve
that the current bill reflet', a good and defensible balance. We continue to believe,
ho\%ever, that Congress should make clear that tax benefits such as section 93f;
cannot be regarded as benefits that will last indefinitely under commonwealth
status, but rather as incentives which Congress will continue to review and revise as
necessary.

Sect ions .4038 and .1()4 of the commonwealth option contai, a number of provisions
concerning Puerto Rican Government participation in the making of' Federal law
relating to Puerto Rico on which I would like to comment.

A. Apldwabitv of Fe'deral Lau' to Puerto Rico
Section 4Q( al would authorize the Governor of Puerto Rico to certify to Congress

that the legislature of" Puerto Rico has adopted a resolution stating that a Federal
law, or provision thereof, should no longer apply to Puerto Rico because there is no
overriding national interest in such applicability and it does not serve the interests
of Puerto Rico. Any such l1w woUld then become inapplicable to Puerto Rico if ('on-
gress enacts a joir t resolution approving the recommendation of the Government of
Puerto Rico. Section 4(0:3Ib contains procedures for the expedited ('ongressional
review of the recommendation of the Government of Puerto Rico that a Federal law
should no longer apply.

The Administration has serious concerns about this procedure which are not lim-
ited to its effect on tax laws. We believe that it inapl)ropriately impinges on the
enactment and amendment of legislation. It also places undue authority in the
hands of the Governor of Puerto Rico to affect Federal lgislation, with troubling
implications for the equitable treatment of Puerto Rico as compared with the states
and territories.
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We also have concerns about the extent to which such a procedure, if utilized in
connection with tax laws, could be disruptive to the smooth administration of the
tax system and could create uncertainty for taxpayers. Moreover, we believe that
the enactment of tax legislation, like other legislation, should follow standard Con-
stitutional and legislative procedures. We strongly oppose an earlier proposal which
could have rendered Federal statutes automatically inapplicable to Puerto Rico if
they were inconsistent with a vaguely described principle of commonwealth.

B. In tern a t ion a l Agreem en ts
Section 403(d) of the bill provides that the Governor of Puerto Rico may enter into

international agreements to promote the international interests of Puerto Rico as
authorized by the President of the United States and consistent with the laws and
international obligations of the United States. Currently, Puerto Rico does not have
the authority to negotiate or enter into international double taxation or similar
agreements in its own right. An outright grant of independent tax treaty authority
to Puerto Rico would significantly complicate the negotiations of United States trea-
ties and quite possibly undermine several existing conventions. While we believe
that this provision appropriately provides flexibility in the general area of Puerto
Rico's international agreements without sacrificing the President's control in this
area, we believe that Congress should explicitly deny independent tax treaty author-
ity in the commonwealth option.

C, Regulatory Reciea'
Section 404 sets forth procedures by which the Governor of Puerto Rico may re-

quire the review of regulations which apply to Puerto Rico but which the Governor
determines are inconsistent with the Federal policy stated in section 402 of the bill.
That policy is to enhance the commonwealth relationship to enable the people of
Puerto Rico to accelerate their economic and social development, to attain maxi-
mum cultural autonomy, and in matters of government to take into account local
conditions in Puerto Rico.

The Administration also has serious concerns about the effect of this provision on
the Federal rule-making process. The provision would grant the Governor of Puerto
Rico far greater influence over that process than that accorded to the governors of
the states or territories Moreover, it would inappropriately tilt the balancing of in-
terests that agencies undertake in their rule-making in Puerto Rico's favor, to the
detriment of other interest groups. It represents an unjustified intrusion into a deci-
sion-making process that is already adequately governed by the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act.

We believe that the application of this provision in the tax area in particular
would unreasonably complicate the fair and efficient administration of the tax
system. For example, when the Internal Revenue Service publishes a final regula-
tion, this provision would require that the IRS include in the prearfble the argu-
mnents submitted to the IRS that raised a question about a proposed regulation's
consistency with the policy of section 402. As you know, an enormous number of the
regulations published by the IRS apply, directly or indirectly, to Puerto Rico, wheth-
er they deal with residents of Puerto Rico, income arising there, transactions occur-
ring there, or other such matters. Thus, the bill's provision could be read to require
the IRS to respond specifically and in detail to points raised by the Governor of
Puerto Rico on regulations having impact as general as the passive activity loss reg-
ulations if he felt they had an undesired impact on investments in Puerto Rico.

In addition, section 410-Fc provides that when an agency publishes a final rule
that applies in Puerto Rico other than a rule issued after notice and hearing re-
quired by statute), the Governor of Puerto Rico may submit to the agency within 30
days his determination that the rule is inconsistent with the policy of section .102.
The agency is then required to publish a finding in the Federal Register within 45
days, stating whether the rule will apply in Puerto Rico. If the agency finds that the
rule should apply to Puerto Rico, the Governor can challenge that finding in a Fed-
eral court of appeals. In the Administration's view, this procedure would give the
Governor wholly inappropriate influence over the Federal rule-making process.

We believe that the Administrative Procedure Act currently provides reasonable
procedures for ensuring that Federal regulations are promulgated in a manner that
guarantees appropriate attention to all relevant considerations. We would regard
this provision's requirements as a most undesirable precedent for deviating from
those procedures. Moreover, we think that they could seriously impair the efforts of
an agency like the IRS to promulgate regulations in a manner that promotes maxi-
mum efficiency and certainty.
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APPENDIX L.-REVENUE ESTIMATES AND PROJE(IONS

The following chart shows the Federal revenue collections that are estimated to
result from implementation of either the statehood or the independence option
under S. 712 through fiscal year 1994 and projections of revenues for the six fiscal
years thereafter. Because economic projections are not made by the Treasury, Coun-
cil of Economic Advisors, or the Office of Management and Budget for years after
1994, the projections shown for 1995-2000 are based on a continuation of the fiscal
year 1994 economic forecast in later years. The section 936 projections, however, are
based on the historic patterns of section 936 tax expenditure growth which have
been significantly in excess of U.S. economic growth.

Except in the case of customs duties and rum excise taxes, these figures reflect
projected increases in Federal revenue collections over existing law. As indicated
below, many of these amounts would be subject to a cover-over to the State of
Puerto Rico. Except as otherwise indicated, these figures reflect an effective date of
1/1/94 for Federal tax law changes. These figures do not assume an) change in
Puerto Rican tax law.

[In millions of dollars

[SHiYArS FY PROI[LIIONS fY

199i, l9,J 19J. ij7 5 1996 191 19?8 , 1 9 1000

STATEHOOD
Phase-Out Sec 936 45 128 538 i204 1889 2610 3325 3141 3994
NeA Excise Taxes'-' 213 ' 295 1 309 ' 325 ' 341 ' 358 '376 395 414
Personal Tax.

Gross U.S Collections (Net of tC 645 616 707 139 713 809 846
Cover-Over to PR ' 48? '666 ' 168
Net US Collections 163 10 539 139 713 809 816

Corporate Tax
Gross U S Collechons 249 421 448 411 495 519 545
Cover-Over to PR 1 249 ' 427 '114
Net US Collections 0 0 274 411 495 519 545

Customs Duties '97 '1i34 '141 '148 155 163 171
Rum Excise Tax ' 188 ' 252 ' 255 '251 '260 '262 265 268

INDEPENDENCE
Eliminate Sec 936 :4 .6 1501 25/9 2738 2816 3095 33217 3555 3816
Rum Excise Tax 188 252 255 257 260 262 265 268

T e ui ect 1i) r,', or . , Ric ' ,.y , '
- Reh cls 3? I '' i'. ' I L' 1 'V. r 13' f', , A.

APPENDIX II.-TE('HNI('AI, ISSUES FOH SUBSEQUENT TRANSITIONAL. LEGISLATION

The following discussion identifies some of the technical issues that could be pre-
sented by the transition from Puerto Rico's current tax system to the systems con-
templated by Senate Bill 712 under the statehood and independence options. This(
list is not exhaustive and many additional issues will certainly arise as detailed
transition mechanisms are developed. As discussed at the outset of this testimony,
the Administration believes that technical details, such as the issues described
below, should not be addressed by Congress as part of S. 712. To the contrary, we
support the approach of the current bill under which Congress retains full authority
to develop appropriate transitional rules through subsequent legislation after
Puerto Rico has chosen its future political status.
1. Stateho(I oJ)ttof

A. I)omestication of Pue'rto Rican ('orpratins
1. Potential Tax upon IDoiesticatin.--Upon extension of the Federal tax system

to the new State of' Puerto Rico, corporations created or organized in Puerto Rico
would be treated as "domestic" United States taxpayers. This transition raises
many issues concerning how the prior history of the corporation will affect its
future U.S. tax liability. For example, the change from a foreign to domestic corpo-
ration could be treated as an inbound reorganization triggering the provisions of
Code section 367, which could result in an immediate imposition of tax. Alternative-
ly, the domestic conversion could be treated as a nonrecognition (vent with a carry-
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over of the corporation's tax attributes described in Code section 381 (e.g., loss car-
ryovers, earnings and profits, and accounting methods).

2. Distributions after "Tax.free" Domestication.-If the domestication of a Puerto
Rican corporation is deemed to be a nonrecognition event for U.S. tax purposes,
Congress might treat distributions of pre-effective date earnings and profits of a
Puerto Rican corporation as if they were distributions from a foreign corporation-
i.e., restrict or eliminate the dividends received deduction, while allowing an indi-
rect foreign tax credit for such distributions under Code section 902. Classifying and
tracking these prior earnings could involve significant administrative burdens. Nev-
ertheless, assuming Congress rejects the upfront payment of tax under Code section
367, this system would impose an appropriate amount of shareholder level tax on
distributions to U.S. taxpayers of earnings and profits which were not subject to cor-
porate tax when accumulated in the "foreign" corporation.

,.J Additional Effects of Prior Earnings.-If Congress retains the "foreign" charac-
ter of earnings and profits accumulated before the effective date, several additional
consequences could follow. Investment of such earnings in United States property
could be subject to tax pursuant to the rules of Code section 956. To the extent Code
section 1248 would have applied to sales of the corporation's stock if the corporation
had been a foreign corporation, gains from such sales could be treated as a dividend.
Moreover, the Puerto Rican corporation might be subjected to the branch profits tax
to the extent it reduced its U.S. branch's investment of pre-effective date earnings
and profits in United States assets.

4. Other Attributes of Domestic Status.-The domestication of Puerto Rican corpo-
rations also presents issues of extending other tax attributes applicable to certain
U.S. corporations. For example, the change could result in a Puerto Rican corpora-
tion becoming eligible for the first time to join in the consolidated return of its U.S.
affiliated group, with corresponding questions about its ability to use accumulated
losses against the income of such a group. In addition, the Puerto Rican corporation
could become eligible for the first time to be treated as a small business ("S") corpo-
ration as defined in Code section 1361, with the effect of eliminating its corporate
tax liability altogether. If the Puerto Rican corporation had been a controlled for-
eign corporation under Subpart F of the Code, it would presumably shed that status,
although the impact of such a change on matters such as its section 959 "previously
taxed income" account would have to be addressed.

B. Phase-Out of Section 9.16
1. Source of Income Rules.--Section 936 benefits currently extend to certain busi-

ness and investment income from sources outside of the United States. Upon the
extension of the Federal tax system to Puerto Rico under statehood, income from
Puerto Rican sources would fail this source test. Thus, an adjustment to the source
rules would be required to continue the benefits of section 936 with respect to
Puerto Rican source income during the phase-out period.

2. Effects of Puerto Rican Tax Pvwnents.--As of the effective date, Puerto Rican
taxes would presumably be deductible as state taxes and will no longer generate for-
eign tax credits. Under Code section 936(c), however, no credit or deduction is per-
mitted with respect to Puerto Rican taxes on income taken into account under sec-
tion 9 6. Consideration could be given to allowing the deduction of Puerto Rican
state tax payments during the phase-out period to the extent they were allocable to
the portion of' Puerto Rican income no longer eligible for a section 936 credit. For
example, 20%7- of such taxes could be deductible in 199-4, 401 in 1995, etc.

.1. Effects of Contitnued Status of Electing ('orporations.-Under current law, cor-
porations electing the benefits of section 936 are subject to several corollary effects.
For example, such corporations are considered to be part of the U.S. affiliated group
for purposes of the 100-e"- dividends received deduction and the allocation and appor-
tionment of certain expenses between foreign and domestic sources under Code sec-
tion 64fe. However, such corporations are not eligible to file a consolidated return
with their U.S. affiliates. In addition, recipients of dividends from a section 936 cor-
poration may be subject to increased alternative minimum tax liability under Code
section 56. In developing subsequent transitional rule:3, Congress should consider the
extent to which these provisions will continue to apply during the phase-out period.

4. Reocation ofSection 9.16 Status.-Under current section 93 6(e), a revocation of
an) section 936 election which has not been in effect for ten taxable years requires
the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury. )epending on the resolution of the
above issues, many corporations may determine that the section 93; credit no
longer generates overall benefits when compared to nonelecting status, particularly
in the later phase-out pxriod. Accordingly, Congress should also consider whether
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the revocation procedures under current law will be modified during the phase-out
period.

C. Statehood (Grants an(Id Assistance
1. Measurement of Taxes Subject to (Couer-ouer. -Under the statehood option, reve-

nues derived from the application of U.S. internal revenue laws in 1994 and 1995
within the State of Puerto Rico will be covered over to the Puerto Rican Treasury.
As noted in the above testimony, the current bill language should be clarified to
specify the taxes to which this provision is intended to refer and whether it applies
to the additional revenues from the phase-out of section 936 in 1994 and 1995.

In subsequent transitional rules, Congress will also need to consider how these
grant provisions could best be implemented. With respect to measuring tre amount
of Federal income taxes that would be covered over to Puerto Rico, a number of
different approaches and combinations thereof are conceivable. For example, the
cover-over could be equal to the amount of Federal income taxes collected on Puerto
Rican source income of all U., taxpayers. This would require all U.S. taxpayers to
report separately the ariour, ( their Puerto Ricamn source income and their other
income, and to allocate an appropri:.tp -mount of deductions to their Puerto Rican
source income in order to determine the amount of their Federal tax liability attrib-
utable to that income.

Alternatively, or in combination with that approach, the cover-over could include
the amount of Federal income taxes collected on the worldwide income of Puerto
Rican residents. Foi- purposes of this alternative, Puerto Rican "residents" could be
deemed to mean individuals resident in Puerto Rico and Puerto Rican corporations.
This alternative would require individuals to report their status as residents of
Puerto Rico Under whatever residency standard would be established for that pur-
pose. The cal,.ulation of the separate Federal tax liability of a Puerto Rican corpora-
tion could b2 difficult where, for example, that corporation is part of a U.S. consoli-
dated group.

To the .-xtent that either of these approaches may be applied in a manner which
requires a determination of the excess in Federal tax liability over what it would
have been without statehood, affected taxpayers could face substantially more bur-
densome reporting requirements

2. Additional ('oncerns with (uter-Over Mechanism.-The use of a cover-over of
Federal tax revenues after Puerto Rican statehood raises several additional con-
cerns. First, Congress has stated its strong reservations with the cover-over system
on the basis of' equity relative to state governments This ('ommittee in 1984 ex-
pressed the view that the practice should not be expanded without a thorough ex-
amination of that issue. S. Prt. 98-169, 1-1000.

Moreover, the timing of the payment to Puerto Rico raises significant administra-
tive problems under any cover-over system. The grant could be based on the amount
of' tax reported or collect-d for a given year. Neither figure can be finally deter-
mined until well alter the year in question, vet Puerto Rico's needs will presumably
he greater during the early part of the transition pe.riod. Advanced payments of' the
estimated cover-over might be made, but this would require subsequent reconcilia-
tion of' the corrected aMiiouint and possible collection froni Puerto Rico of' prior over-
payments In short, tying the amount of' thi:- grant directlV to the revenues collected
by (or reported to) the IRS creates a source of continuing controversy which could
be counter to the interests of both governments

•J. Alternahtc'es to the (CTer-O(cr Svystem.-The above concerns could be resolved
by substituting for the cover-over rnechanismn a series of direct grants, perhaps
keyed to an estimate of' the same Federal revenues to which the current provisions
are intended to apply. This method would meet Puerto Rico's transition require-
ments more directly amd efficiently while eliminating the significant administrative
burden of' measuring and transferring the appropriate amounts under a cover-over
system. Thus we would recommend clarification in the current bill that congress s
retains full authority to develop flexible mechanisins in subsequent legislation for
meeting its grant and assistance obligations

I!. fnth7 ence ,it loll
Relief of IDoubl hh lihng hrdens.-U nder the independence option, P'uerto Rico

Sill maintain its own separate system of' taxation. However, assouning that current
('ode section 93 is repealed as of the date of independence, all 'uerto Ricans who
are U.S. citizens will remain stibject to Federal tax on their worldwide income.
Many such taxpayers will owe no U.S. income tax. either because of the exclusion
for foreign earned income under ('ode section 911 or due to offsetting credits for the
foreign taxes paid to Puerto Rico. U nder current law, however, a ..S. return must
be filed to claim Foreign tax credits or the section 911 exclusion. As part of its t ran-
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sitional rules, Congress should consider adopting some form of simplified procedure
to alleviate this double return filing requirement in appropriate cases.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAFAEL HERNANDEZ-COLON

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Committee: I am here today to
address an issue of vital importance to both Puerto Rico and the United States.
Sometime during the summer of 1991, the people of Puerto Rico-three-and-one-half
million U.S. citizens-are going to exercise their right to self-determination, setting
the course of their future political relationship with the United States. They hope-
fully will be granted the opportunity to choose among three clearly defined and bal-
anced status options: to improve their association to the United States through
either enhanced Commonwealth, to become a state, or to sever all ties to the U.S.
through independence. That momentous choice sealing the political destiny of a
people, once made, will be irreversible, binding and self-executing.

In order for the decision to rest with the people of Puerto Rico, the U.S. Congress
has to present them three balanced options. If the options are unbalanced-if Con-
gress loads the choices in a way that steers the Puerto Rican people to select a par-
ticular outcome-it is Congress which will have made the choice, not the people.
Balanced options are crucial if the people of Puerto Rico are to effectively exercise
their right to selfldetermination and assure the legitimacy and integrity of the ref-
erendum process.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, unfortunately the status referen-
dum bill, S. 712, as narrowly reported by the Energy and Natural Resources Com-
mittee, is not balanced among the options. The most fundamental imbalance arises
out of the fact that while the statehood option was granted parity in all Federal
social programs, the commonwealth was denied such parity in all requests made
before the Energy Committee. The cash benefits arising from parity under statehood
create', a constituency for statehood of about half of the electorate and in effect will
determine the outcome of the referendum. This has been measured by nationally
reputable polling firms. For the first time in history, statehood has commanded a
lead in Puerto Rico as a direct effect of the bill reported by the Energy Committee.

That ('ommittee, however, expressly deferred to and requested the independent
determination and consideration of this Committee on these social programs and on
issues of tax and trade, knowing that your committee has the appropriate jurisdic-
tion and expertise with respect to these matters.

It might be useful at the outset of this presentation for me to describe the current
fiscal relationship between the U.S. and the Commonwealth. In order- to provide for
self-government in Puerto Rico, Congress provided in 1917 that Puerto Rico would
be fiscally autonomous. The nature of this relationship sometimes gives rise to the
as,umJ)tion that Puerto Rico pays no taxes yet has substantial Federal benefits.
This assumption is incorrect, for several reasons.

Mr chairmann , Puerto Ricans pay much higher local taxes than is true in any
state in the Union. Although tax reform measures have recently lowered rates, the
top marginal personal income tax rates in Puerto Rico is still .11 percent. This is far
higher than any state and even higher than the marginal Federal rate. At every
level of income, Puerto Rico's personal tax rate exceeds the U.S. income tax rate,
both in marginal and average terms. For example, a taxpayer earning $51,ooo in
Puerto Rico pays more taxes than a person ear ning the saine amount in a large U.S.
city would pay in both Federal anId state taxes.

In addition, although individual and corporate citizens of Puerto Rico do not pay
U.S. Income taxes, we do pay Federal Social Security ior FI(AI taxes. unemploy-

rnient insurance and Medicare taxes, totalling approximately $1.6 billion a year.
Some Federal programs treat Puerto Rico for funding purposes as a state; others

do not. Puerto Rico participates fully in Social Security and Medicare. flowever,
Puerto Rico is given a limited block grant in lieu of participation in the Food
Stamps prograin, and its citizens receive i lower level Of benefits than other 1. S.
citizens under ABI)A. Medicaid and other programs.

Mr. chairmann , we believe that the right to partic ipatf inI the nini maIl saety net
programs is a b sic individual right of IT S, citienshi p and ,houtiId not de)eped Upon
the accident ofgeoriraphy. Non-11 S citizens residing i r' .41 states ;re generally eligi-
be fbr full assi.,tance under these prograrn,, In order to he given a fair option be-
tWeen statehood and com noweaIth, IS. , cit[-I/ns In 1IPtrt,) Rico in ust nlot have to
choo se one ov r Ihe other so js to bue provided with tis sae ,ty net

The extensiOl Of the full benefit",, (f the, socal J)rogr'lllIs to the nedy in IPuerto
Rico mu.,t run )Karizllt'l With the' .,usimtainahie rlevel njIrI t t-l the, PLIuerto Ricar,' ecCnP-
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my. The ultimate goal of Federal and Puerto Rican policy must be jobs, good jobs,
permanent jobs to enhance our standard of living and lessen dependency on the
social programs.

In this regard, this Committee is well aware of the crucial importance of Section
936 of the Internal Revenue Code to Puerto Rico's economic development. Mr.
Chairman, I wish to emphasize that this is not just another provision of the tax
code, but rather the very foundation of the Pverto Rican economy. Statehood would
inevitably destroy that foundation.

S. 712 provides no substitute for 936. It takes the motor out of our economy' and
does not provide any means to keep it going. It merely provides a transition, a phas-
ing out of 936 and even this is done in an unconstitutional manner. You will hear
today a discussion of this serious matter by eminent constitutional scholar Laurence
Tribe of the Harvard Law School. It is his judgment that the 9:36 transition under S.
712 does not pass constitutional muster under t.ie Tax Uniformity Clause, because it
permits under Puerto Rican statehood a continuation of tax benefits not provided to
other states. For Congress to promise a deferral of tax burdens which cannot be con-
stitutionally honored would be most serious.

Furthermore, in considering the future of ou- economy under statehood, it is im-
perative to examine the dynamic effects of the imposition of Federal taxes. The po-
litical status of Puerto Rico, and its economic future, is no ordinary tax issue, where
the assumption of no change in economic behavior is appropriate.

The island of Puerto Rico, while possessing extraordinary God-given beauty, is
also, in terms of economic development, burdened with inherent disadvantages.
These include location, lack of natural resources, small size, lack of arable land,
population density, and the need to pay higher wages than in competitive locations.
Section 936, unavailable under statehood, has been the principal tool available to
offset these disadvantages.

With the critical help of this tax provision, we have created entirely new manu-
facturing and service sectors for the Island economy, now accounting, directly or in-
directly, for 300,000 jobs-fully half of our Island's private sector labor force. With
this section we are now making a significant contribution through twin plant
projects in countries within the Caribbean Basin Initiative. Formerly the poorest
area of Latin America, we have de,,eloped into the most prosperous and we are also
helping our neighboring countries. But we still have far to go, as evidenced by our
average income today being only one-half that of the lowest-ranking state.

Clearly the reason why companies have established operations in Puerto Rico is
that we have been able to offer tax advantages which make possible the profitability
of these enterprises in the difficult environment I have described.

Mr. Chairman, in a global economy, the reality is that an additional layer of Fed-
eral taxation and elimination of Section 9:31; will cause these companies to rapidly
relocate their operations outside the United States, to areas that already afford
similar tax benefit programs. The disastrous effect on employment of this industrial
exodus will in turn result in increased social costs and decimation of the local tax
base. When added to existing levels of poverty on the Island, this will tragicailv and
inevitably require extraordinary new Federal Government expenditures to (teal with
a condition of massive dependency

As I said at the outset, S. 712, the Energy Committee bill. i- defective in that is
creates an imbalance in favor of the statehood option It does so by immediately
granting full Federal welfare benefits virtually across the board, while at the same
time excessively deferring Federal tax obligations and retaining certain unique tax
benefits of Commonwealth. In fact, this front-end loading in favor of statehood hasbeen characterized by statehooders as an economic bonanza. On a long-term basis
this is an illusion. But short term, and for electoral purposes it works wonders.

To be specific, under S. 712, statehood would occur in 1992 with full welfare bene-
fits in that year except for SSI, which would be phased in over two years. Federal
income taxes would not apply in 1992 and 1993, and all such revenues therefrom
would be paid over to the state government for the next t%%o years (1991 & 19951.
The phase-out of Section 936 would occur over a seven-year period. Moreover, all
U S. excise taxes collected in Puerto Rico would be paid" )ver to the state govern-
ment along with customs du .ie, on imports into luerto Rico and U S excise taxes
on Puerto Rican products shipped to the mainland.

This fOrm ulation obscures the, true costs of stat hood fron the electorate. It cam-
ouflages, for then, the disastrou- long-tern economic (,r sequence, of statehood
while spotligh.,ing the prospect oif mimedatv', and dramatically higher welfare bern,-
fits and all of this purports to be revenue nIet 0%ralI over a five year period at the end
of which it would allegedly be revenue posit ye for the 17 S Tr.a.,,rv.
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Above all, it is imperative that the status referendum should not be decided on
the basis of which option can deliver the basis necessities of life to the neediest citi-
zens of Puerto Rico. This referendum has profound implications not only for Puerto
Rico but for the United States. The options presented must be balanced and their
consequences must be fully understood by the electorate. This is essential to avoid
economic hardship and a backlash of political resentment from unfulfilled hopes
and expectations.

I cannot emphasize too much the fiscal impact of statehood on the Puerto Rican
government and the taxpayers who support it. We are analyzing the question care-
fully and will provide the results to the Finance Committee. At this point, however,
I am confident in saying that-short of massive Federal transfers over and above
individually targeted entitlement program there is no way for a statehood govern-
ment to reduce local taxes. To do so would cause huge public employee layoffs and a
drastic reduction in se-vices. This is confirmed by the CBO analysis of September 6,
1989, which shows only a small net overlap between full extension of Federal pro-
grams to Puerto Rico and present programs and services of our government. This
would create the necessity for ruinous business taxes and the highest personal taxes
in the United States-striking at the heart of our jobs creation efforts and punish-
ing our fragile middle class.

Mr Chairman, I am aware of the expertise that exists in your staff, and on that
of the Joint Tax Committee and Congressional Budget Office, to analyze both the
tax and expenditure issues in this regard. In addition, we have commissioned
KPMG Peat Marwick to also undertake a most sophisticated and thorough economic
analysis.

Any such analysis has to address the following key questions: With the imposition
of Federal taxes, how many companies will relocate and how many thousands of
jobs will be lost? What are the effects on the economic growth of the economy, and
the cost and magnitude of social programs? What will replace Puerto Rico's fiscal
autonomy as the economic development tool?

In closing, Mr. Chairman, may I express again my appreciation for this opportuni-
ty to appear before your Committee, particularly in view of the inordinate demands
being placed on this Committee and its Chairman in the closing days of this session.
I am very much aware, Mr. Chairman, of your long personal experience with Puerto
Rico and its ecoromy, dating back to your earlier distinguished service in the U.S.
House of Representatives nearly 40 years ago. It is fortunate indeed that the consid-
eration of these crucial and complex matters is in the hands of someone with your
perspective and background.

The wisdom of this Committee's deliberations will play a great part in determin-
ing how three and a half million of your fellow Americans will live in the future.
Ultimately, it will also determine whether the relationship of the U.S. and Puerto
Rico, in whatever form, can continue to be of great mutual benefit and cultural en-
richnient.

I would be pleased to resr-ond to any questions that the committee e may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MI('IIAEI. J. M KIEI:

IN, .l . II 1 , ' '

I am Michael McKee, a Principal and Managing Director of Quick, Finan & Asso-
ciates, appearing today on behalf of the statehood party of Puerto Rico. I thank the
Senate Committee on Finance for consenting to hear our views on the tax and eco-
nomic implications of admitting Puerto Rico into the union of states.

Previously I served as a Senior Staff Economist of the President's Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers (during both the Carter and Reagan Administrations) and in the
U.S. Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis, as well as at the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development in Paris For more than a decade I have specialized
in analyzing structural adjustment issues-that is, how shifts in taxes, regulations.
development policies and other actions that change the underlying structure (not
just the margins) of the economy affect economic growth and performance.

LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL. TAX ANAI.YSIS

My colleagues on this panel are eminent tax expert:;, .:nd I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to discuss with them the issues of tax polic-" and the future of the Puerto
Rico economy. Before I discuss the key tax issues, I t-'.,ve it is important to put
these issues into a broad policy context, because a broader perspective reveals where
it ;- appropriate to apply conventional tax analysis in assessing the issues at hand-
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and where are the appropriate limits on such analysis and the tax experts that
apply it.

First, the primary issue of the Constitutional status of Puerto Rico is not funda-
mentally economic, but one of self-determination and constitutional rights. A sec-
ondary, but basic economic, question is which regime-statehood, commoiiwealth or
independence-provides the best economic potential for:

(1) the Puerto Rico economy and incomes of Puerto Ricans;
(2) the U.S. economy: and, finally,
(3) the U.S. Treasury.

The answer to this question has tax elements and demands tax expertise, but it also
requires addressing a far broader set of structural reform issues that must draw in-
sights from development economics, business location in theory and practice, labor
market economics, and fiscal policy in an open island economy.

For the strict purpose of this panel discussion, we can focus on two tax-related
questions. First, what are the implications for the Puerto Rico and U.S. economies
and for the U.S. Treasury of continuing Section 936 and the commonwealth?
Second, what are the implications of moving away from the special tax benefits of
Section 936 in the context of commonwealth and moving toward a more balanced
tax, expenditure and economic environment under statehood'?

One must beware of false precision in answering such questions. We are being
asked to predict changes associated with fundamental restructuring of the economy.
Conventional tax expenditure extrapolations and budget projections are misleading,
because they invariably make simplified assumptions on future economic growth
trends that do not reflect major structural changes and changes in economic behav-
ior.

Big quantitative models also do not work, because they, too, are based on the his-
torical structural relationships. Yet, these big models continue to be applied-some-
times generating results that clearly exceed the bounds of credibility. I)o you be-
lieve, for example, the forecasts o. ,ne recent (January 1989) study that repealing
Section 936 would lead to the loss of, among others:

: 34 leather manufacturing jobs in Texas,

* 65 stone, clay and glass-making jobs in New York, and
• 88 wholesale and retail trade positions in Hawaii?
Credible, comprehensive structural analyses must dig deeper into the underlying

structure of the markets for labor, capital, and goods and services. They can point to
directions associated with policy changes, as well as to the key factors that will
affect the changes and the potential associated with such changes-but not to pre-
cise trends or scenarios. But, this is an acceptable level of econ mic detail for this
exercise. Economic viability .- -i prerequisite, but the vote on Puerto Rico's self-de-
termination should not ultimately turn on artificially precise economic numbers.

We can show with certainty that there are many actors (more than previous
studies sponsored by the 93f; companies would have you believe) associated with
statehood that offset the losses and disruptions associated with scenarios for phasing
out 9:36. Taking all factors into account, it is clear that even the worst possible
short-term economic costs (cost projected by the defenders of Section 936) associated
with ending Section 936 and phasing in a more balanced statehood economy are
siml)ly not great enough to deny to the residents of Puerto Rico their fundamental
constitutional rights. It is equally clear that Puerto Rico's long-term economic possi-
bilities under statehood exceed those associated with continuing commonwealth.

As I have said, unlike many other issues addressed by this Committee, this is fun-
damerta!ly not a numbers issue We can-and will in the future-produce much
economic detail and analysis on the questions under review. But, let me tell my
views t(day with as few numbers as I can.

STATEHOOD WIi.iL KEEP MANY ('OMPANIF-S AND AT1rA('T NEW ONES

Federal tax incentives--grouped here under the heading of Section 936--have
been very good for the Puerto Rico economy. Section 936) historically wais an impor-
tant engine of economic development on the i:,land:

" drawing many companies and entrepreneurs to the island,
" generating high-paying jobs,
* developing skills and experience,
" attracting capital,
* helping to improve the educational system and build the island's in frastructure.

and
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e boosting the incomes of many island residents.
For these benefits one must thank the U.S. Congress and the companies that have
been part of this development.

What of the future? What would happen if the Federal tax incentives continue to
be decreased and eventually end'? What would be the reactions of the current Sec-
tion 936 companies and of other companies considering location on Puerto Rico
without these generous tax benefits?

Two kinds of companies have come to the island and have taken advantage of Sec-
tion 936: those that may have reason to leave if Section 9:36 were eliminated, and
those that will stay with or without the 936 tax benefits. These companies differ in
many ways, but they have one common denominator: good tax advisers.

Consider first the companies that will stay ever, if 936 is phased out. They are
companies that have come to Puerto Rico and have learned about its economic and
strategic advantages. They belong in Puerto Rico for real economic reasons, not arti-
ficial tax advantages. They will stay and flourish.

Initially, however, they needed good tax advisers to find the commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Recently, we reviewed the treatment of Puerto Rico bv business loca-
tion experts, international commercial organizations, and the popular press. Is the
commonwealth of Puerto Rico part of the U.S.? A foreign country? Something else?
We found that virtually all sources regard the United States as being the 50 states
and the District of Columbia-Puerto Rico is a foreign location if it has any status
at all. Indeed, we sometimes had considerable trouble locating Puerto Rico as either
U.S. or foreign. i'or example:

- The Places Rated Almanac I bills itself as "Your guide to finding the best places
to live in America. " and is one o/ a number of such reference guides that assist indi-
uiduals and businesses in making location decisions. It ranks locations throughout
all the United States on a number of dimensions concerning the quality of'living.
Puerto Rico is not mentioned. Similarly, most other such rankings of US. cities
ignore Puerto Rico.

* The Washington offices of the American Automobile Assotation-a key source
of travel information, but also a quintessential representation of American's percep-
tions of America-contained none of the organization's panoply of maps, triptiks,
and tour guides for Puerto Rico. Yet the organization said it had such information
for the United States, Canada, and Mexico. The only information on Puerto Rico
was to be found in AAA's commercial travel agency-ten pages in an AAA travel
guide entitled Bahamas, Bermuda, Caribbean.

If Puerto Rico were a state, it would not have fo rely on astute tax advisers to
overcome these and other obstacles of ignorance. U.S. companies, U.S tourists and
others could find it in a conventional search of the states and could judge for them-
selves its advantages.

Puerto Rico's natural advantages begin with an inexpensive, skilled labor force,
along with developed infrastructure and capital stock. These are the legacies of Sec-
tion 936 development -legacies that would not leave if Section 9:31; is removed. In
addition, the island has a hospitable climate, especially for tourism, and Hawaii's
success attracting investment in this area following statehood is encouraging.
Puerto Rico's climate and soit conditions are also very favorable for modern agricul-
ture, and once again post-statehood investment in Hawaii is encouraging. We also
believe that Puerto Rico's "biculturalism'"-its Hispanic culture alongside the long-
term ties with the mainland-is a significant asset to businesses operating in both
Latin America and the U.S And if the island achieves statehood, its geographic lo-
cation would help attract investment from both Latin American businesses entering
the U.S. market and mainland firms looking south.

Further, statehood would remove major obstacles to a Puerto Rico location for
companies in foreign countries. Under the current commonwealth regime, foreign
companies not only face the distorted labor and capital markets caused by 936, but
they are effectively precluded from locating on the island because Puerto Rico is not
included in the web of international tax treaties with the U.S,

Sustainable economic growth ultimately rests on native resources, talent and ini-
tiative, and statehood will not directly enhance or diminish thVse factorSV. st,,,
hood would encourage business to exploit them, by guaranteeing to outside ir vestor
that the legal protection and financial guarantees of the Federal goernnent aind
regulation will never be withdrawn. Once this is e-stablished, the islands natural
advantages would attract significant new investment.

I l .<%er. HItChard. 1),. (A Sw.',rctr , 'io] r. lt' tt :.mnb.lo I 'rerntr v Hall Nc Y,rk 1'1.".
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DISLOCATIONS CAUSED BY COMPANIES LEAVING (AN BE MINIMIZED

Although the end of Section 936 would certainly unsettle the affected firms and
some would leave, there is no evidence that it would cripple the island's economy.
Section 9:36 firms would not abandon their capital investments on the island over
night. They would phase out their operations over time. Moreover, their legacy of
manufacturing and distribution facilities, trained labor and other resources devel-
oped on the island can be exploited by other manufacturing companies and other
sectors that would grow more vigorously.

A study prepared for proponents of Section 936 predicts that the island's economy
would continue to expand at about 2.4 percent a year with repeal of the tax incen-
tive-nearly the same rate projected for the U.S. That is, those who have every
reason to show the most pessimistic scenarios concede that removal of Section 93(6
would not destroy the fundamental viability of Puerto Rico's economy. And, it is es-
pecially important to note that their study assumed immediate termination of the
tax incentives with no transition or offsetting impacts from other policies.

For companies that do go, new investment will be needed t(, replace them. New
companies will come-companies investing for fundamental economic reasons
rather than tax-driven gains. But, it will require several years to "spread the word,"
change strategic plans, shift location decisions, and realize the investment potential
to facilitate the structural shift to a more balanced economy. Thus, to reduce the
disruptions to Puerto Rico's economy (and to the 936 companies), it would be appro-
priate to adopt a set of transition policies- phasing cut Section 936 benefits and/or
replacing them with less costly programs. Balancing the need for a long transition
period on the island against Federal budget demands and requirements of fiscal pru-
dence for the entire nation, I suggest the Committee consider a phase out of 14) to 15
years.

CONCIASI ON

In conclusion, there is great potential for the island economy of Puerto Rico.
Under commonwealth that potential can be only partially realized-and then only
with the continuation of costly Federal tax benefits. Section 9:36 has been under crit-
icism for some time. It may or may not have been the best use of Federal resources
in the past. But it did work to "bootstrap" the economy to its current level of devel-
opment. Today, however, Section 936-especially in the commonwealth environ-
ment-mav not be the best development policy for the future. In fact, I believe
there is a clearly superior alternative: Statehood, and its balanced tax and develop-
ment policies, will allow a more natural and stable environment for the Puerto Rico
economy to meet its full potential.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAFI. ,i. McKL:
IN,, I'. .1, If-',

I am Michael McKee, a Principal and Managing Director of Quick, Finan & Asso-
ciates, appearing again today on behalf of' the statehood party of' Puerto Rico. I
thank the Senate Committee on Finance for consenting to hear our views on the
economic and social welfare implications of admitting Puerto Rico into the union of
states.

Previously I served as a Senior Staff Economist for the President's Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and the U.S. Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis, as well as at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development in Paris. For more than a
decade I have specialized in analyzing structural adjustment issues-that is, how
shifts in taxes, social programs, regulations, development policies ahd other actions
that change the underlying structure of the economy affect economic growth and
performance.

POSING TilE QUESTION

The matter at hand is not fundamentally economic, but one of constitutional
rights: whether the U.S. citizens living in the coinmonwealth will be allowed to de-
termine the character of their political union.

Often in hearings like this one, economists are called up',n to deliver some num-
bers-year-by-year estimates of how many recipients would enter each program and
how much spending would be required, before and after certain policy changes. On
this score, current estimates show that after full phase-in, statehood provides a net
surplus to the Federal fisc relative to continued commonwealth Such deficits as
occur in the earlier years are a function of the chosen transition policies.
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In considering the economic and social implications of statehood for Puerto Rico,
and especially the associated changes in welfare benefits, two rather different ques-
tions are paramount.

• As raised by Senator Moynihan and others, would the expansion of benefits
create significant economic incentives against work and help to create a permanent
welfare state?

* How will the welfare policy shifts and all other changes associated with state-
hood affect the island's future economic performance-which, in turn, determines
the long-term economic environment in which the social programs operate?

These most critical economic questions cannot be accurately answered with
budget estimates. They require knowledge of the probable shifts in incentives, in un-
derlying market structure and in economic behavior.

My testimony today will address the two economic questions above, primarily in
nonquantitative terms. 1 conclude that:

* The increase in Federal social-welfare program support under statehood would
not impair the work culture required for vigorous economic growth in Puerto Rico;
and -

* statehood, even when tied to the elimination of Section 936 tax incentives, is
the best environment for maximizing the long-term economic potential of the island
and spurring sustained economic development.

THE STATE OF PUERTO RICO WOULD NOT HE A WELFARE STATE

Some opponents of self-determinatio' have argued that as a state, Puerto Rice's
relatively low income and high unemployment would channel too much Federal
money to the island. This is not an economic argument, and we leave to others the
political and legal debate over whether the Federal Government should vary its
social-welfare support, according to whether an American citizen lives in Puerto
Rico.

However, there is a related question, one raised by Senator Moynihan, which
should be joined: Given that the people of Puerto Rico are poorer than those of any
of the 5(0 states, at present and on average, would statehood provide such high levels
of Federal social-welfare support, as to undermine the work ethic and create an al-
ternate culture of dependency damaging to economic initiative?

Our judgment is that it would not. The reason is that most of the projected in-
creases would be distributed either as rewards for Aorking, or to people who are too
ill, or too young, or too old, or too disabled to work. For the remaining benefits that
could be characterized as potentially eroding the work ethic, the probable increases
per recipient are much smaller than the aggregate figures suggest.

One should not be deceived by the large absolute and relative increases in the
aggregate Federal outlays for these welfare programs. These aggregate increases are
irrelevant to the question of how the new or enhanced programs affect the inclina-
tion of potentially able-bodied adults in Puerto Rico to enter the labor force and
become gainfully employed.

This incentive effect is more a function of the change in per capita benefits for
those able-bodied adults potentially meeting the new welfare program requirements.
Using this as our criterion, we can rule out certain programs or parts of programs
from our locus of concern.

First, consider the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC program, which supplements
the wages of working parents %ho earn below poverty incomes. Far from discourag-
ing work, the EI'eN rewards the work vthic by providing mote support for more
work.

Second, there is Supplementary Security Income rSSI), providing support for el-
derly, blind and disabled persons who de inot receive Social Security This would be
a new program replacing a smaller existing block-grant program. But virtually all
who would receive this help cannot support themselves; the persons receiving these
forms of help cannot work regardless of the level of assistance. Statehood would also
riise AFIX" support for poor children. They. too. cannot work; in addition. these re-
cipients already receive assistance under commonwealth programs supported by the
Federal government. Moreover, we cannot tell from the aggregate outlay figures,
but it appears that most Nledicaid funds woold be channeled to the SS recipients
and the AFIX' children.

Statehood would also provide certain welfare benefits to some able-bodied persons,
as in the 50 states In this category, we count fod stamps and the portion of AFDC
and Medicaid benefits supporting the parent. Once again, the commonwealth al-
ready provides these benefits. It is difficult to derive from the aggregate outlay fig-
ures an estimated of per capita increases, but for most programs the probable in-
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creases relative to existing benefits-and, more importantly, to total incomes--is not
dramatic. Moreover, there is no evidence that they have altered economic initiative
among Puerto Ricans.

In this regard, it has been noted that Puerto Rico has low labor force participa-
tion. But by broadening the comparison to Latin American countries, we conclude
Puerto Rico's low participation rate is primarily a feature of its transition from an
agricultural to a modern economy, and we expect that recent increases in participa-
tion will continue.

Unemployment is also higher in Puerto Rico than the U.S. average, once again
consistent with rapid modernization. There is also a special factor in Puerto Rico's
case: The oil shocks of the 1970s and recession of the early-1980s hit Puerto Rico's
less diversified economy even harder than they did the mainland's. As in other de-
veloped economies, joblessness in Puerto Rico follows the normal pattern of the
business cycle. If statehood spurs economic investment, as we expect, natural
growth will reduce island unemployment in a permanent way.

Thus, the next important economic questions are about the economic potential of
statehood and how Puerto Rico can best manage the transition from commonwealth
to statehood. These questions were addressed in more detail in my testimony yester-
day and are briefly covered below.

STATEHOOD WILL SPUR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable economic growth ultimately rests on native resources, talent and ini-
tiative, and statehood will not directly enhance or dimir.ish these factors. But state-
hood would encourage business to exploit them, by guaranteeing to outside investors
that the legal protection and financial guarantees of the Federal government and
regulation will never be withdrawn; that the island's status uncertainty is over.
Once this is established, the island's natural advantages will attract significant new
investment.

Puerto Rico's natural advantages begin with an inexpensive, skilled labor force,
along with developed infrastructure and capital stock-in part permanent legacies
of past Section 936 development. In addition, the island has a hospitable climate,
especially for tourism, and Hawaii's success attracting investment in this area fol-
lowing statehood is encouraging. Puerto Rico's climate and soil conditions are also
very favorable for modern agriculture, and once again post-statehood investment in
Hawaii is encouraging. We also believe that Puerto Rico's "biculturalism"-its His-
panic culture alongside the long-term ties with the mainland-is also a significant
asset to businesses operating in both Latin America and the U.S. And if the island
achieves statehood, its geographic location would help attract investment from both
Latin American businesses entering the U.S. market and mainland firms looking
south, as well as other foreign firms now lacking tax treaty protection.

Although the end of Section 936 would certainly unsettle the affected firms and
some would leave, there is no evidence that it would cripple the island's economy.
Those firms that would leave with the ending of Section 936 would not abandon
their capital investments on the island overnight. They would phase out their oper-
ations over time. Moreover, their legacy of manufacturing and distribution facilities,
trained labor and other resources developed on the island can be exploited by new
manufacturing companies and other sectors that would grow more vigorously.

A study prepared for proponents of Section 936 predicts that the island's economy
would continue to expand at about 2.4 percent a year with repeal of the tax incen-
tive--nearly the same rate projected for the U.S. That is, those who have every
reason to show the most pessimistic scenarios concede that removal of Section 936
would not destroy the fundamental viability of Puerto Rico's economy. And, it is es-
pecially important to note that their study assumed immediate termination of the
tax incentives with no transition or offsetting impacts from other policies, including
statehood. We believe that, to reduce the disruptions to Puerto Rico's economy fand
to the 9:16 companies), it is appropriate to adopt a generous set of transition poli-
cies-phasing out Section 936 benefits and/or replacing then with less costly pro-
grams.

In conclusion, there is evidence and reason to believe that Puerto Rico, even with-
out Section 9:36 will be richer as a state, than as a commonwealth with special tax
benefits. Statehood represents the best potential fbr vigorous economic development
for the 3.3 million American citizens living in Puerto Rico. Although we come to
this view by analyzing the economic evidence, we cannot be unaware that one of the
great ideas underlying the American experiment with liberty is that political self-
determination and economic progress thrive together. It is a lesson that we taught
the world; one learned most recently by the peoples of Eastern Europe. Economics
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Attachment.

VALUE OF GRANTS RECEIVED BY STATES AT TIME OF AMiISSION AND FqL IVAI ENT
GRANT FOR PUERTO RICO, PRFPARED BY PRICE WATERHOUSE.

This report analyzes the value of land and money granted to the 5t states at the
tide of their admission to the Union. The study converts these values to current do]-
lars and determines an equivalent value of a gra.t for Puerto Rico should it become
a state. Based on this analysis, we conclude that the equivalent value grant fot
Puerto Rico would be $154 billion. It should be noted that Congress has hisIorically
established land and money grants on the basis of each state's fi,'is and circun-
stances rather than on averages.

In Table I, the value of the land grant received by each state is calculated in 198N9
dollars. This calculation involves first valuing all real property for ,+ach of the fifty
states. For the value of real property, we used the market value (,' all assts-sed ordi-
nary real property published by the Bureau of' the Census for 19 1.1 This und-resti
mates the value of real property in each state to the extent that some hand is not
assessed for property tax purposes (e g., Federal and state-owned hindl. To arrive at
an approximate land value for each state from real property values, we us, the
benchmark of Manvel 2 that land is 3119%- of real proptert) values.

These values are inflated from 1981 to I9S9 prices using th,- yearly growth rate of
land values over this period. The growth rate in land value is estimated as the sum
of the annual inflation rate and the real rate of 'and appreciation, The CPI inflation
rate averaged -1 percent between 19S1 and April 1989. T'he( real rate -f land appre-
ciation was estimated using a price index of land calculated by Goldsmith for the
period from 1949 to 1967."

The value of each state's land grant is estimated b3 niultipl) ing the %a!ue of land
for each state by the proportion of the state's land granted by the Federal govern-
ment. The land grants to the states ale based on a 1980 GAO Study.4 Totaling the
land grants for all 50 states and dividing by the summed population of each state at
its time of admission to the union gives the average value of land grants per person
in the mainland United States of $ls,169. By multiplying this value by Puerto
Rico's population, we arrive at the equivalent value of Puerto Rico's land grant
$153,996 billion.

Table II adds total monetary grants " in 1989 prices) to the total value of' land
grants. The monetary grants are valued at 1989 prices using the CPI. The average
value of monetary grants in 1989 dollars per capita based on admission population,
was $9. For Puerto Rico this would amount to $,29 million based on 1980 Census
Population.

Bureau of' the (ensu,,.. "axable Property Vaimle, and Assesno, t . I ice H{at lo,," 1!,8'
(Cents Of G 1 (; ,1'MC1ts. t S [) pa rt [nIct o[it ( ' om irere, \W'.,h1ngt i. I)( ' _ St;P(). Ft uary
V01, 1. Table II

ZAllen Manvel. 'l'rend., in th, Value ot RUal E.tat' an Land, 19-Y) IG(O;." Thrw,'' I.all Re-
searh Sludt,'. The Natiorm l ('omrmn ,.,,Ion on Urbman lPrublems. Wahlito. 1) ('S'('(). t' l

3 Laurits R (R ' ristense n and );ah Wt .W Jrgenon,. '"The Me:,surtc ,nt of' US ReaI ('zi)11aI
Input. 19210-1T." R116. U f'o 'I+ ,l ,mo' d Wv<l dlh. IXc 169, Series 1: . 1) 29

Gen;choral Aicou n tinog ofbelit, "Ex > ,rl elto I'a..t e'lrritorie., ('an Assst u'ecrt o H ico Stat us

IX.Ibe rations," Rep)rt to the C congress . ( ;I) I' ;. March 7. 19I1t,0
' ;e'ner'al Aicounting oflice, I P0.*11

'I I I
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TABLE I -- LAND AND MONETARY GRANTS RECEIVED BY STATES AT TIME OF ADMISSION
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROLYN L. MERCK

Mr. Chairman, my name is Carolyn Merck. I am a legislative analyst with the
Congressional Research Service (CRS). The purpose of my testimony today is to de-
scribe how welfare programs and recipients might be affected by a change in Puerto
Rico's status. My statement is largely drawn from a report CRS prepared last
summer at Senator Moynihan's request.

I would like to preface my testimony by saying that I will not address program
costs or budget effects, as the Congressional Budget Office is charged with the re-
sponsibility of providing such estimates for the Congress.

In order to keep my statement brief, I will discuss only the most significant
changes that would occur if Statehood were to be chosen in the referendum. Howev-
er, most welfare programs would be unaffected by the enhanced Commonwealth
option, and, under independence, welfare programs would no longer be the responsi-
bility of the U.S. Government. I

If Statehood were to be the outcome of the referendum, the Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITCJ, and the Supplemental Security Income ISSI) and Food Stamp pro-
grams would undergo the most significant changes in scope. These programs have
federally financed, nationally uniform eligibility and benefit criteria and are gener-
ally geared to serve a population whose income is low relative to mainland U.S. in-
comes. Because incomes in Puerto Rico are far below those of even the poorest state,
the eligibility levels for these programs would occur at a point below which a large
segment of the Island's population would fall.2

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

The Earned Income Tax Credit tEITC) is a refundable tax credit for households
with earned income and dependent children. It is not available in Puerto Rico be-
cause it is part of the U.S. income tax system. However, upon implementation of the
Federal income tax in the State of Puerto Rico, this program would be extended to
all working Puerto Rican parents with adjusted gross incomes bhdow $19,340.

Given the distribution of family income in Puerto Rico, a rough estimate shows
that in 1979 almost two-thirds of all Puerto Rican families with children would have
been eligible for the EITC if it had been available then at today's real dollar levels.

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program, which is not available in
Puerto Rico, provides federally financed, nationally uniform monthly cash assist-
ance to low-income elderly, blind, and disabled persons.

Instead of SSI, the Commonwealth operates a program of Aid to the Aged, Blind
and Disabled (AABD) according to locally determined eligibility and benefit criteria.
Federal funds going to Puerto Rico for AABD are subject to an annual cap, and the
Commonwealth is required to pay 25 percent of benefit costs.:'

Under Statehood, SSI would replace the AAP8I) program at 100 percent Federal
expense, and the cap on Federal funds would be removed. Income eligibility and
maximum benefit levels would increase from $32 monthly (for those with no other
income and no shelter costs) to $368 monthly (about $245 if they lived in another's
household). A jump of this magnitude undoubtedly would expand the population eli-
gible, increase payments to program participants 8- to 11-fold, and could potentially
affect persons other than SSI recipients. The elderly in Puerto Rico tend to live in
extended households, and a large increase in the income of one household member
might create a work disincentive for other household members.

I Under independece, many issues pertainlng to the social security retirement program
would have to be resolved by a special transition commission, iricu(irig credits for work per-
formed under the U S system and which nation's program would pay for tie benefits according
to what formula At least in tht. short run, there could be increased costs to the United States if
it continued to pay Puerto Rican heneficiarits but no longer collected payroll tax from Puerto
Rican workers and employer,

According to 110l, I) census dat a, the iedian lamlv irconl in the tnited States was nearly
$20,i }, in Mississippi. the |xmrest State, it was $11 ,600,I but in iPue rto Rli It Was on] * .IN HIl
Using the income standard that defines txverty in the Statv.- I I l ;, wi ; rcen t of f Ia mmiiies in
the United States f(t,] below Ioverty In %is,.ssisppt a l ut 2O t-rcet of finmi lies % ere J|Xmr, and
in Puerto Rico .)x percent tell below the I S pxiverty line

" Federal funds for AABI) are combined with funding for Aid to I' inuie.s with I .tendent
children n iAFIX' . emergency assistance, and foster Cart and adoption assistance In 19*I. Feder-
al funds are capped at $,2 nolhOn In 19*7, AAID) pa rni'm it s i Putrto Rico totaled $17 2 million

federal plus Puerto Rican funds
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THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

Although the Food Stamp program is not under the jurisdiction of this committee,
its counterpart, the nutrition assistance program (NAP), is the linchpin of Puerto
Rico's welfare system. The NAP provides more money and affects more people in
the Commonwealth (about 43 percent of the population) than all other means-tested
welfare programs put together.

Statehood would require the extension of the regular Food Stamp program to
Puerto Rico with four major consequences:

* Benefits would have to be issued in food stamp coupons rather than cash, re-
quiring implementation of redemption procedures and mr"itoring of food store oper-
ations;

a The number of recipients could increase by 400,000 persons, to well over half
the population;

* Benefits to participants would rise significantly, by at least 20 percent; and
* Puerto Rico would lose the very substantial flexibility it now has to design its

major cash welfare program as it sees fit, without the panoply of Federal food stamp
rules that States must follow.

Overall, this increase in income to a large segment of the Island's population in
the form of coupons earmarked for food could ,reate distortions of uncertain dimen-
sions in food markets and the economy in gene:-al.

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

Puerto Rico decides benefit levels and eligibility criteria for the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, as do the States. However, unlike the
program in the States, funding is subject to a cap, and Puerto Rico is required to
pay 25 percent of benefit costs. AFDC covers only about 5 percent of the population
and, thus, is much smaller in scope than the NAP or, potentially, the Food Stamp
program.

If Puerto Rico were to become a State, the cap on Federal funding would be re-
moved, and the Federal Government's share of benefit costs would rise from 75 per-
cent to 83 percent. However, it is unclear how Puerto Rico would respond to open-
ended funding for AFDC at an 83 percent matching rate. By spending somewhat
less money, Puerto Rico could maintain existing benefit levels. Because the Food
Stamp program would be available to a broader population and would offer higher
benefit levels at no cost to Puerto Rico, there would appear to be little reason for
Puerto Rico to expand its AFDC program.

MEDICAID

The Medicaid program is available in Puerto Rico under current law, but it func-
tions under vastly different rules from those that prevail in the States. Medicaid
funding in Puerto Rico is capped, and the Commonwealth must pay half of program
costs. Under Statehood, the cap on Federal funds for Medicaid would be removed,
and the Federal share of costs would rise from 50 percent to 8:3 percent. As a result,
Federal spending for Medicaid in Puerto Rico could more than double.

In addition, Puerto Rico would become subject to new requirements for furnishing
more extensive coverage to some classes of individuals (pregnant women and infants
in families with incomes up to 100 percent of the Federal poverty line), while cut-
ting off coverage to others (persons with incomes over 133 percent of the AFDC
payment level). 4 Also, Pue-to Rico would no longer be permitted to restrict Medic-
aid providers to public hospitals and clinics.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, under the Stateh-xxd option for Puerto Rico, a sharp rise in welfare
benefits could dramatically reconfi~ure the outline of the Island's income distribu-
tion. While, on the one hand, this c(:"ld have salutary effects on the living stand-
ards of many low-income people, the effect on labor force participation and work
disincentives in an economy in which unemployment is already very high (14.5 per-
cent) is an issue of serious concern.5

Puerto Rico provides medical serv ces financed by Medicaid to lrons with incomes up to
five t'nies the AFIX' pa'n nt level -$.,,71 for a three-person family tll i

- In 1i,7 the latxr force participation rate persons age l6 and over wa .1.1 1 [x-rcent- 7
percent for mahs and :301 1w NrCent fo.- fenales
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA G. MORRA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am pleased to be here today to
provide background information for the Committee as it begins its deliberations o
the future political status of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

As you begin your work on S. 712, understanding the existing relationships be-
tween the Federal Government and Puerto Rico regarding taxes, income security
and health care programs, and how the government of Puerto Rico differs from that
of the 50 states will provide an important context.

BACKGROUND

Puerto Rico % as ceded to the United States by Spain in 1898 and administered as
a territory untli 1952, when the island became a commonwealth of the United
States with its own constitution. The island has about 3.3 million residents, which
makes it larger than 26 of the 50 states. Under the provisions of S. 712, the people
of Puerto Rico will have an opportunity to decide their future political relationship
with the United States in 1991. This bill authorizes a referendum and defines three
status options: commonwealth, statehood, and independence.

Unlike the cases of the 37 states admitted to the Union since 1791, this bill's ap-
proach to deciding political status is based on transition provisions that would auto-
matically implement the status option that receives a majority of votes cast in the
referendum. As a result, the specific provisions contained in this bill are very impor-
tant. They result in costs and benefits that could accrue to both the Federal Govern-
ment and the people of Puerto Rico under each of the status options.

I would like to begin my presentation with an overview of the significance of Fed-
eral spending, Federal tax policies, and other related influences on Puerto Rico's
economy today. _

THE FEDERAL FISCAL INFLUENCE IN PUERTO RICO

Federal spending comprises about 30 percent of Puerto Rico's gross product. In
the 50 states, the average is about 22 percent. Puerto Rico's gross product was about
$18 billion in 1988. Federal spending on the island that fiscal year, for all purposes,
was about $6.2 billion. About 38 percent of this-about $2.4 billion-was in grants to
the commonwealth or its local governments. This includes welfare assistance, educa-
tion, highway aid, and customs duties shared with the island. Another 47 percent
was for direct payments to individuals, including those for retirement, disability,
and veterans' benefits. Most of the remaining 15 percent was for Federal procure-
ment, such as military purchases, and wages of Federal employees on the island.
such as postal workers.

In addition to Federal spending, certain tax benefits accrue to both individuals
and corporations. islanders and U.S. corporations doing business in Puerto Rico are,
for the most part, exempt from Federal taxes. In a 1987 report, we estimated that,
in 1983, the Federal treasury would have received an estimated $2.4 billion if Feder-
al tax laws were extended to Puerto Rico. ' About 88 percent of this would have re-
sulted from taxing corporations, and the remainder from taxing individuals.

Finally, the Federal Government provided $703 million to Puerto Rico in direct
loans, loan guarantees, and insurance in fiscal year 1988. For example, the Federal
Government guaranteed $50 million in student loans, $454 million in mortgage in-
surance, and $9 million in VA home loans.

Given this context, I would now like to discuss several significant Federal pro-
grams and laws under which Puerto Rico is currently rated differently than are the
50 states.

(URRENT TREATMENT OF i'UERTO RICO IN SELECTED FEDERAL I.AWS AND PROGRAMS

Generally, Puerto Rico is treated as a state under most federal laws and pro-
grams. The major exceptions are in the tax laws, income support programs, and
health care programs Most ofthese are under this committee's jurisdiction.
Tx Lao-S

Puerto Riico is not subject to Federal individual or corporate income tax laws.
Since 1919, Puerto Rico has adopted its own tax law. In this respect, it is similar to
a foreign country. Two provisions in Federal tax law are designed to encourage in-
dustry and improve the Puerto Rican economy. The first is the pXossessions tax

I W lflrf (pti T if' E t hl4IIP Iell,/It arld IPX'(ur fi' t), ierti R ,. ili l IsIihl ,s. Guam, ' i
.,.rit.i n .", l wK ((;,() II I) s'7 !.-P, Vt t , T
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credit, also known as Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code. The second, Section
7652(a) of the code, governs taxes on shipments to the mainland U.S.

Section .9,16:-The possessions tax credit is designed to encourage U.S. businesses
to invest in Puerto Rico and U.S. possessions. It has the effect of exempting the
income U.S. firms earn from business operations and certain financial investments
in Puerto Rico from Federal corporate income taxes. According to the Department
of the Treasury, in 1983 (which is the most current published data available) 625
corporations in Puerto Rico received benefits equaling $1.6 billion. These comp- r.i.,s
employed about 89,000 employees. The estimated tax benefit per employee averaged
$18,52:3, or 125 percent of the average compensation per employee. Forty-six percent
of the benefit: wen' to pharmaceutical companies, which accounted for about 15
percent of the total employment.

Section 762(a.-Anotihir important provision of the tax code allows taxes collect-
ed under the internal revenue laws on items produced in Puerto Rico and sold in
the states (or consumed on the island) to be deposited in the Treasury of Puerto
Rico. Puerto Rico received $227 million under this provision in 1987.

Income SupNrt Programs
Of the six largest income support programs, three are applied in the same way as

they are in the 50 states, and three are applied differently to Puerto Rico. The three
that are applied the same are social security, unemployment insurance, and child
nutrition. Those that differ are Adult Assistance (the predecessor program to Sup-
plemental security Income, or SSI Nutrition Assistance (which is similar to Food
stamps) and Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDCJ. For these programs,
federal funding is capped and benefits are lower than they are in the 50 states.

Adult Assistance. -Among states, assistance to the needy, aged, blind, and dis-
abled individuals is provided through the SSI program. This program is completely
federally funded and administered. Puerto Rico is excluded from participating in
this program. Instead, its assistance to these individuals continues through SSI's
predecessor adult assistance programs, which are jointly funded by the Federal and
Puerto Rican governments, and administered by Puerto Rico. In fiscal yar 1989,
the Federal share of Puerto Rico's adult assistance programs was $11.9 million. The
average monthly payment was $32 plus half of actual shelter costs, compared with
the U.S. average under SSI of $362 a month.

Aid to Families with l)ependent Children.-AFDC provides cash payments to
needy children and their caretakers through state-operated programs that are joint-
ly funded by the state and federal governments. The Federal share is an open-ended
match ranging from 50 to 83 percent of total costs, depending on a state's per capita
income. However, the Federal share for Puerto Rico is fixed at 75 percent and fund-
ing is capped. The Federal share of Puerto Rico's AFDC payments amounted to
about $50 million in fiscal year 1988. Its monthly benefit of $90 for a family of three
is $28 lower than the lowest maximum payment in the 50 states.

Nutrition Assistance. -Among the states, the Food Stamp program provides Fed-
eral open-ended funding for a state-administered program of food assistance. Puerto
Rico is excluded from participating in this program. In its place, the Federal govern-
ment has created a separate Federal Nutrition Assistance program. This grant is
not open-ended, like the Food Stamp program; however, as in the states, it is admin-
istered by Puerto Rico. A funding ceiling of $937 million was authorized for fiscal
year 1990.

Ms. Merck, in her testimony, will discuss the implications of the various political
status options for each of these three programs.
Health Care

I would now like to briefly summarize the differences in the two major health
care programs, Medicaid and Medicare. In both cases, Federal funding is lower in
Puerto Rico.

Medicaid. -Among the states, Medicaid provides health care through state-operat-
ed programs that are jointly funded by the state and Federal g governments. H owever
in Puerto Rico there is a funding cap, much like in the three income security pro-
grams just discussed. A funding ceiling of $79 million is authorized for fiscal year
1990.

Medicare.-In the case of Medicare, Federal cost reimbursements are open-ended,
as they are in the 50 states, but the cost reimbursement rate is lower because it is
based on the average Puerto Rican hospitalization costs, not the U.S, average, as
they are for the 50 states.

Again, Ms. Merck will discuss these in more detail.
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GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE AND FINANCES

I would now like to turn to several characteristics of Puerto Rico's governmental
structures that differ from those of the states and that could be affected by a change
in political status. I will then discuss briefly Puerto Rico's financial structure.

First, I would like to note that government (federal, commonwealth, and local) is
the largest employer on the island, employing about 201,000 people, or about 23 per-
cent of the total number employed on the island. This is greater than the 7 percent
for the United States as a whole. In addition, the Commonwealth operate." 52 public
corporations.
Governnientall Structure

While similar to the states' governmental structure in most respects, Puerto
Rico's system of government has two unique characteristics. First, the central gov-
ernment directly provides a number of services that, in the 50 states, local govern-
ments provide. And second, the central government owns or controls a number of
public corporations. It is not cl,?:r how a status change might affect either charac-
teristic.

Role of Local (;oernments.-Municipalities are the only political subdivisions in
Puerto Rico, and they have limited service delivery responsibilities. The great ma-
jority of governmental functions are financed and administered by the central gov-
ernment and its public corporations. For example, municipalities share a limited re-
sponsibility for education and health, providing services such as school bus and am-
bulance personnel. Localities raise few of their own resources and depend heavily on
Commonwealth and Federal grants for their operating revenues. The Common-
wealth provides public education, public health, police, fire, and utility services.
Some municipalities augment the Commonwealth police with their own local police
forces, and two provide their own electric power because they are too remote from
the facilities of the Electric Power Authority.

Public Corpations.-Puerto Rico has 52 public corporations. Puerto Rico relies
on public corporations to deliver more kinds of services than are currently provided
by similar state authorities, boards, a id other quasi-independent state agencies.
While some, such as the University of Puerto Rico and the Electric Power Author-
ity, have counterparts in the states, otizers do not. For example, Puerto Rico's Tele-
phone Authority and Communicatiojis Authority operate the island's telephone
system. The Electric Power and the Aqueduct and Sewer Authorities provide public
utilities. The Sugar Corporation grows sugar cane, buys it from private firms, proc-
esses it, and markets it. The Maritime Shipping Authority operates three shipping
lines. And the Government Development Bank is the financial advisor and fiscal
agent for the Commonwealth government, and makes loans to the public corpora-
tions as well as to private enterprises.

In 1987, 11 of the largest of these corporations had net assets of about $5 billion
and revenues of about $2.7 billion. While most of these corporations obtained their
revenues from charges for services, or products, a number of the corporations. such
as the Sugar Corporation and the Maritime Shipping Authority, operated with a net
los, and were subsidized by the central government.

Under any of the status options, there are no obvious reasons why the current
governmental use of public corporations would necessarily change.
Government Finances

The aggregate short-term financial condition of the Commonwealth's central gov-
ernment, its public corporations, and its municipalities shows a surplus. The Com-
monwealth's 1990 budget projects revenues of about $10.5 billion for 1989 (for the
central government, its public corporations, and the municipalities) and expendi-
tures of about $9.8 billion. About 36 percent of these revenues are from the sales of
goods and services from the public corporations.

Puerto Rico, however, has a relatively high public debt that was exceeded by only
; of the 50 states, although much of it is attributable to Puerto Rico's public corpo-
rations. In 1987, the public debt was $10.1 billion, of which public corporations com-
prised about 71 percent. Even excluding Puerto Rico's debt attributable to public
corporations, however, the percent of the Commonwealth's and municipalities' debt
in relation to the island's gross product is about one-third higher than the average
for the 50 states and their localities.

Revenues.--Total revenues for Puerto Rico's central and municipal governments,
excluding the public corporations, will be about $1.8 billion in 1989. This is about 2C,
percent of the island's gross product. For the 50 states, the average is about 18 per-
cent.
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The largest share of total aid-24 percent-will be from federal aid. This is nearly
twice the average for the 50 states. The other three major components, almost
equally divided, are sales, and individual and corporate income taxes. Puerto Rico
relies more heavily on individual and corporate income taxes than the states-41
percent of total revenues, as compared to 14 percent for the states and their local-
ities. For example, corporate income taxes account for 22 percent of Puerto Rico's
revenues-significantly higher than the 3 percent U.S. average. Conversely, proper-
ty taxes account for about 6 percent of Puerto Rico's revenues-less than half that
of the states and their localities.

The implications of the status option for independence on revenues are not clear.
Even though nearly a quarter of the government's revenues are derived from Feder-
al assistance, it is unclear whether it would necessarily lose this support under the
independence option. For example, treaties similar to those in the Philippines on
base use payments could supplement an independent Puerto Rico's budget. In addi-
tion, the current market for the government's and the public corporations' tax-
exempt issues could be affected. This could have potentially adverse ramifications
on its debt structure, depending on how the banking community perceives the tran-
sition from a U.S. commonwealth to an independent nation.

Under the statehood option, the heavy reliance on income taxes, especially corpo-
rate income taxes, would probably change because of the imposition of Federal
income taxes. This could place pressures for increasing other tax sources. The option
of continued commonwealth would probably have very little effect on revenues.

Expenditures.-Excluding the public corporations, the Commonwealth spends
about 29 percent less per capita than state and local governments. It tends to spend
less on education than the states. Education comprises 23 percent of total spending
in Puerto Rico compared with 33 percent for the states. Puerto Rico also spends less
on welfare (6 percent vs. 11 percent). But it spends more on housing and community
development (8 percent vs. 2 percent), and more on health care and hospitals 11
percent vs. 8 percent).

The independence status option would create new demands for expenditures, po-
tentially in defense, postal, and other services currently provided by the Federal
government. Under the statehood option, uncapping Federal benefit programs and
imposing federal standards could result in pressure for the Commonwealth to in-
crease its expenditures in the areas of income security and health care as Federal
matching programs drive greater expenditures. Under the commonwealth status
option, the potential for change is unclear.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation. I would be happy to answer any
questions you may have. Thank you.
Attachment.
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PUERTO RICO: INFORMATION FOR STATUS DELIBERATIONS

SECTION 1.-PUERTo Rico's HISTORICAL EVOLUTION TOWARD GREATER SELF-
GOVERNMENT

191? Organic Act Included U.S. ('itizenship and Locally Elected Iglslature
Many Puerto Ricans voiced disapproval of the first Organic Act because they be-

lieved it did not provide as much autonomy as the 1897. Spanish Charter. Conse-
quently, they pressed for greater self-government, such as a totally elected legisla-
ture. After sustained attempts (delayed by World War I) revisions were granted in
March 1917.

This new Organic Act, known as the Jones Act, marked a major step toward
home rule. It included a bill of rights and authorized a popularly elected 19-member
Senate as a coequal companion to the 89-member House. The Executive Council was
divested of its legislative role, and most of its members were to be appointed by the
governor, rather than presidentially appointed. Puerto Rican Supreme Court jus-
tices, the governor, and several council members, however, continued to be appoint-
ed by the president. Although granting more self-governing powers, the Congress re-
tained the right to nullify any local law. Also, the governor could refer legislation to
the president for final disposition if the governor's veto was overridden. This proce-
dure was exercised only three times, all in the 19-10s.

The Jones Act also extended U.S. citizenship to Puerto Ricans who desired it. Like
the original act, however, the ,Jones Act did not solve the island's ultimate status. In
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action by the congresss .

Aun El'ct(,(I (,ou'/fr( ir--A another Sit-p Toward (;rea ,r . i/'(;I'ernment
Although the new Organic Act provided a fully elective legislature, questions con-

ceruing the island's ultimate status remained, and requests for increased autonomy
continued For example, Puerto Ricans argued that although they were U.S. citizens
subject to the miltarv draft, their participation in national affairs was limited.

Legislation passed in 19-17 authorized Puerto Rico to select its own governor and
enabled the governor to appoint executive officials, ltowever, like all its predeces-
sots. the act did not determine the island's final state us, and the Congress still re-
tained the po-wer to annul legislation.

(;r,'.,t(r Hone lui'--( omititution Established und ('ommonw-ealth Formed
I)issatislaction with this remaining Federal jurisdiction propelled movements for

increased local control. In 19530, the Congress authorized Puerto Rico to organize a
constitutional government. This legislation spe.ified that the constitution was to be
republican in nature and include a bill of rights. After the populace approved the
law, a cons titutional convention was held.

Three of the island's four major political parties had delegates elected to the con-
stitutional convention. One party refused to noininate candidates because tlie con-
vention "did not have the constituent authority necessary to make Puerto Rico a
free and independent republic." The constitutional convention met initially on Sep-
tember 17, 1951, and completed its work in February 1952. On February 6, the con-
vention delegates approved a Constitution by SS to :8.

Following congressional and local approval the Constitution of the Comionwealth
of Puerto Rico became effective on July 25, 1952. and certain sections of' the organic
Act were repealed. Thus, Federal responsibility in purely local matters terminated.
and, like states, local executive, legislative, and judicial authority rested with
Puerto Rico. Then in 1953, the General Assembly of the United Nations approved a
resolution recognizing the new status of' Puerto R~ico. The United Nations authorized
the U.S. to discontinue reporting information on Puerto Rico as a non-self-governing
territory. The remaining sections of the Organic Act became the Puerto Rican Fed-
eral Relations Act: (the Federal Relations Act and the Commonwealth Constitution
are further discussed in section 5).
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l'uerto licos StatUis Before the United Nations
Prior to 1952, the United States submitted information on Puerto Rico's economic,

social, and educational conditions to the United Nations, which required nations to
submit this information if they administered territories where people had not yet
attained self-government. In 1953, however, the United States inl'ormed the United
Nations that it would cease reporting such information on the grounds that the
Puerto Rican government was largely autonomous as a result of its commonwealth
status. Since that time however, the United Nations Decolonization Committee has
urged the United States to take all necessary measures to transfer total sovereignty
to Puerto Rico.

The United States, however, has maintained that a 1953 United Nations resolu-
tion, which recognized that Puerto Rico had exercised its right to sovereignty, leaves
the United Nations with no jurisdiction in the matter. Recently, a resolution was
passed in the United Nations calling for decolonization of all territories by the year
24)00. Although Puerto Rico was not mention specifically, the United States was the
ofily country to vote against this measure. Twenty countries abstained and two were
absent when the resolution was voted on.
Puerto Ricans Stri e to Resoh'e Status Issue

During the 1950 s and 11160s, Puerto Rico began a transformation from an agrarian
to an industrial-based society, but economic change came quicker than political
change Several attempts were made during the period to clarify the commonwealth
status and expand the island's political powers. For example, in 1959, the Common-
wealth legislature submitted a bill for consideration by the Congress to transfer
some important powers to Puerto Rico, such as the right to fix its own duty on cer-
tain imports, but no action was taken. After a 1963 bill introduced in the Congress
to draft a new compact to give Puerto Rico greater autonomy failed, the Congress
created the U S.-Puerto Rico Commission on the Status of' Puerto Rico. The commis-

I.q
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sion recommended that the relationship be based on the principle of mutual consent
and self-determination through a referendum.

The 196e7 Referendum
!n July 1967, pursuant to recommendations formulated by the status commission,

a referendum was held in Puerto Rico on three political status alternatives: state-
hood, independence, or continued commonwealth status. Commonwealth status was
supported by ;0.4 percent of the voters, 39.0 percent favored statehood, and 0.6 per-
cent supported independence.
Post-Re/'eren du m Actiu ties

Subsequently, in 197:1, an advisory group, appointed by President Richard Nixonk
and Governor Rafael Hlernandez-Colon, explored ways to further develop the com-
monwealth status and recommended that Puerto Rico be able to:

-participate in international organizations and make agreements with foreign
countries consistent with U.S. policy;

-- set minimum wage rates and environmental protection regulations;
-take part in establishing immigration quotas;
-levy, change, or eliminate tariffs on goods imported into the island, consistent

with U.S. laws and international obligations;
-have representation in the U.S. Senate as well as the House of Representatives;

and
-object to certain Federal legislation and have such objections acted upon by the

Congress.
These features were embodied in the "Compact of' Permanent Union Between

Puerto Rico and the United States," a bill introduced in the Congress in 1975. This
proposal also called for establishing a U.S.-Puerto Rico commission to study the pos-
sibility of transferring Federal functions to the island and instituting a system of
contributory payments to the Federal ''reasury. After several hearings and amend-
ments, the bill died in committee

In December 1975, a slightly modified version of the proposed compact was intro-
duced in the House of Representatives, where it died in committee. A Senate ver-
sion of the compact was also not acted upon

Other initiatives included a statehood proposal made unilaterally by President
Gerald Ford in December 1976. The proposed legislation called for hearings and
studies on statehood's effects. a status referendum, and a constitutional convention.
In January 1977, a Puerto Rican statehood bill was introduced in the Rouse of Rep-
resentatives and was referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
Though a longtime proponent of statehoodi, then Governor Carlos Roniero-Barcelo
did not mention tbhe Ford proposal in his inaugural address on January 2, 1977. In-
stead, he concentrated primarily on the economic problems facing the island, includ-
ing high unemployment, which was 21 percent in 1976.

In March 1977. President Jimmy Carter appointed an Interagency Study Group
on Puerto Rico to study its economic problems but the report did not discuss status
issues. In 1982, President Ronald Reagan reaffirmed the right of the Puerto Rican
people to self-determination, and indicated his preference for statehood.

In 1979 the U.S. House of Representatives passed a concurrent resolution reaf-
firming its commitment to respect and support the right of the people of Puerto
Rico to self-determination. More recently, during the 100th Congress, several bills
were introduced to provide for self-determination for Puerto Rico but no action was
taken.

Current Actiuities
In the November 1988 general election, all three of the major Puerto Rican politi-

cal parties, which represent the three alternatives for the ultimate status of Puerto
Rico, advocated a resolution of the status issue in the platforms they presented to
the electorate. In 198,, Rafael Hlernandez-('olon was reelected governor.

In accordance with the I latform of his pro-commonwealth Popular I)emocratic
Party, Governor Ilernandez.Colon announced in his inaugural address the intention
of the government of Puerto Rico to hold a referendum on Puerto Rico's political
status. President George Bush, in his State of the Union address in February 19,S9,
reaffirmed the right of self-determination for the 3.3 million residents of Puerto
Rico,

In April it9', as ('hairnman of the Senate ('ommittee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources, you introduced legislation that would lay the groundwork for referendums
on Puerto Rico's political future. This legislation would allow the Puerto Rican

25-181 0 - 90 - 7
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people to make a choice between three options-statehood, independence, or an en-
hanced commonwealth status.

[This w.ction i., rprirl ed trif tv 1I'"i ( A() r-e r- It hai n N -4n Ullate d I

SECTION 2.-POLITICAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORKS FOR DECIDING THE STATUS OF THE
COMMONWEALTH

Initial Decisionmaking Framework Emanates From Experiences of Past Territories
The fundamental principles to be applied during any status deliberation are well-

rooted in American history. The U.S. Constitution grants the Congress broad au-
thority over territories and permits it great flexibility in admitting States or grant-
ing independence. Historically, in deliberating and legislating status changes, the
Congress has emphasized the traditional principles of democracy, population, and
economic capability and adhered to the territories' choices of self-government, while
also considering U.S. interests and each applicant's distinct characteristics. Follow-
ing the Revolutionary War, the Congress conceived a framework to guide the first
U.S. territory' from an embryonic institution through self-governing stages until its
final status was achieved. The process has grown in complexity over the years and
has been applied flexibly. Since the 13 original states were formed, 37 additional
states have been admitted to the Union, and one territory has opted for indeperld-
ence.

Although not necessarily establishing promissory or restrictive precedents, experi-
ences of past territories can provide insight into issues likely to be deliberated by
Puerto Rico and the Congress. Like Puerto Rico's debate, past status discussions
centered on quests for greater political rights and equality and involved various
other considerations.

After the initiative came from the territory, the Congress typically deliberated
certain fundamental areas, such as the applicant's progress in self-government;
social and economic development; population size and composition; geography; gov-
ernment organiztation, functions, and finances; and any unique circumstances.
During such deliberations, the specific term of the new status were worked out be-
tween the territory and the Congress. In some cases residents also were required to
approve provisions of the status change legislation before the new relationship could
become effective. When evaluating statehood applications, the Congress has used its
broad authority and has been guided by three admission principles. The Senate com-
mittee report accompanying the most recent admission act sets forth these stand-
ards as follows:

(1) That the inhabitants of the proposed new state are imbued with and
sympathetic toward the principles of democracy as exemplified in the
American form of government;

(2) That a majority of the electorate desire statehood; and
(3) That the proposed new state has sufficient population and resources to

support a state government and to provide its share of the cost of the Fed-
eral government.

The Congress has been guided by tradition, but it also has been adaptable and
used discretion in applying these principles. In assessing political and financial in-
formation during statehood deliberations, the Congress has usually required or pro-
hibited certain practices as admission conditions and provided land grants and other
transitional assistance to foster economic development and support public services.

Although statehood deliberations have resulted in some trends, the Congress'
broad authority-combined with each state's unique characteristics and the in-
creased complexity of government responsibilities-has led to many variations in
admission procedures, time elapsed before attaining statehood, prerequisite condi-
tions, and assistance provided.

Many elements considered during statehood deliberations also were analyzed
when the Congress accepted the only decision by a U.S. territory to become inde-
pendent. Throughout the Philippines efforts to gain autonomy, the Congress closely
monitored the territory's progress in self-goveiment and social, fiscal, and econom-
ic development. Also, the Congress required that certain conditions be met and en-
acted special trade preferences and other measures to assist the Philippines' transi-
tion to independence.

For this section. a te,.,itorv is defined as a part of the United States that is iot a state The
District of Col,_'mbia is nut included in this definition
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The various procedures and terms established in admitting states and granting
independence were analyzed in detail in our 1980 report, Experiences of Past Terri-
tories Can Assist Puerto Rico Status Deliberations (GGD-S0-26).

Vuu',ing Legal (oncepts of Corn mont'ealth
Although the creation of the Commonwealth in 1952 was recognized as a further

step toward self-government for Puerto Rico. different interpretations regarding the
island's relationship with the Federal Government have arisen. Prior to the estab-
lishment of the CommonweaIth,'Puerto Rico was considered an unincorporated ter-
ritory. Since then, the question of whethe-r Puerto Rico's status has changed has
been the subject of much analysis and debate. Some believe that the commonwealth
is a new entity and no longer a territory within the meaning of the territorial
clause of the U.S Constitution. While some consider the commonwealth another
type of unincorporated territory short of statehood, still others contend that it did
not change Puerto Rico's political and legal status.

Congre;sioial committee reports disclosed that the commonwealth status provided
more self-government but would not "preclude a future determination by the Con-
gress of Puerto Rico's ultimate political status [and] ". . . would not change Puerto
Rico's fundamental political, social, and economic relationship to the United
States." However, the precise legal definition of commonwealth has not been deter-
mined. The 1906 report by the Commission on the Status of Puerto Rico noted that
this unclear legal relationship is not a unique situation.

In short, a Federal relationship-whether it be commonmkealth or state-
hood--is never completely clear Rather. there is a necessary and desirable
obscure fringe area which permits many legal, political, and practical ad-
justments to take place. It is true that Commonwealth has many areas of
uncertainty because it is novel. But it is also true that commonwealth like
statehood has many areas of uncertainty because of the nature of a Federal
relationship.

The U.S. Supreme Court has not directly considered Puerto Rico's status since
1922. The issue has been discussed in lower federal courts and the Puerto Rico Su-
preme ('ourt, but these rulings did not clarify the broad status issue. Further discus-
sion of U.S. court cases related to Puerto Rico's status is contained in section 4.

When Puerto Rico became a commonwealth in 1952, it was removed from the In-
terior department's jurisdiction and assumed responsibility for its own internal af-
fairs. No single Federal agency was directed to replace Interior, and Puerto Rico has
continued its singularly unique relationship to the Federal government since that
time. In 1961, a presidential memorandum directed that matters pertaining to
Puerto Rico were to be referred to "The Office of the President."
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SFCTiON .- FEDFRAL t.6(ilSATION APPLYING To PUERTO RIco
The civil government of Puerto Rico was established under the Organic Act of

19() (the Foraker Actl.' In 1917, a new Organic Act was passed (the Jones Act)
granting Puerto Rico greater self-government and citizenship.: In 1950, legislation
was enacted that authorized Puerto Rico to adopt a constitution.:' The constitution
became effective in 1952. The 1950 legislation also modified the 1917 Organic Act to
conform it to Puerto Rico's now relationship with the United States and renamed
the Organic Act at, the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act.

Other Federal itegislation enacted since the Organic Act also affects Puerto Rico
in many ways. In fact, a search of a database of Federal laws mentioning Puerto
Rico showed more than 1,019 references.

To narrow our review of Federal laws applying to Puerto Rico, we worked with
the staff of the Sejiate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and others to
identify those laws which were seen as the most significant. We conducted our
review in seven major areas. income support, health care, taxes, immigration, labor,
environment, and trade. In these areas, we identified about 30 major laws. We have
briefly summarized these statutes and described how they applied to Puerto Rico.
We have not assessed their economic impact or the background behind their enact.
ment. This is done selectively in our March 1981 report, which examines various
self-determination issues.

3;81 Stta 77
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With some exceptions, Federal laws in the seven areas we examined apply to
Puerto Rico in the same manner as they do to the states. The major exceptions are
income support and health care programs and income taxes. Three of the six income
support programs we examined are more limited for Puerto Rico, either in funding
or eligibility, than they are for the states. Funding for health care under Medicaid
is capped for Puerto Rico. For Medicare, the prospective payment rates for inpatient
hospital services are based on the cost of Puerto Rican hospitals rather than the
national average cost as it is in the states. With regard to both individual and corpo-
rate income taxes, Federal laws generally do not apply and the operations of U.S.
corporations located in Puerto Rico are likewise exempt.

Table 3.1 summarizes these laws and shows Puerto Rico is not always treated as a
state under Federal law.

TABLE 3.1 -COMPARISON OF THE APPLICABILITY OF SELECTED FEDERAL LAWS IN PUERTO RICO AND
THE 50 STATES

federal lai aw Khes in te
La or program same way to Puerto Rico and

the states

Income support programs
Adult Assistance Program No
Aid to Families with DepenOent Children No
Child Nutrition Act Yes
Nutrition Assistance (Food Stamps) No
Old Age Survivors and Disability Program (Social Security) Yes
Unemployment Insurance Yes

Health care programs
Medicare No
Medicaid No

Tax laws No
Immigration Yes
Labor laws

Fair Labor Standards Act Yes
Minimum Wage Act No
National Labor Relations Act Yes
Job Training Partnership Act Yes
Occupational Safety and Health Act Yes
Employee Retirement Income Security Act Yes
Mirant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act Yes

Environmental laws
Water Resources Development Act of 1986 Yes
Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1981 Yes
Super fund legislation Yes
Clean Water Act Yes
Clean Air Act Yes
Solid Waste Disposal Act Yes
Toxic Substances Act Yes
Safety of Public Water Systems Act Yes
Noise Control Act Yes
Navigation and Navigable Waters Act Yes
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act Yes

Trade laws
Tariff Act of 1930 Yes
Trade Act of 1974 Yes
Agricultural Adjustment Act Yes
Export Administration Act Yes
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act No

IN('OME SUI'PORT PR(X;RAMS

Puerto Rico participates in some Federal income support programs or programs
that have similar objectives, but is generally not treated as a state. The Federal
funding for these programs is capped so that Il1 Puerto Rican Residents might re-
ceive lower levels of assistance than individuals residing in a state or (2) the Coin-
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monwealth must bear a higher share of the costs. Some programs are unique to
Puerto Rico, and Puerto Rico has set different eligibility requirements and provides
a different set of benefits than do many of the states in other programs.
A du It A ssista nce Programn

Puerto Rico does not participate in the Supplemental Security Income ISSI pro-
gram, which is open-ended and totally federally funded and administered. Instead, it
continues the Adult Assistance program, which was superseded by SSI. The Adult
Assistance program 1.12 U.S.C. § 1381, note) provides cash assistance to needy, aged,
blind, or disabled individuals. The program is jointly funded by the Federal and
Puerto Rican governments and is administered by Puerto Rico. The Federal govern-
ment pays 75 percent of the costs of Puerto Rico's Adult Assistance benefit and
training programs, and 50 percent of other administrative costs. Total expenditures
for Adult Assistance, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and foster
care (title IV-E assistance) is capped at $82 million for fiscal Year 1989 and thereaf-
ter. In 1989, $11.9 million will be used for adult assistance programs. The average
monthly adult assistance payment is $32 and the U.S. average under SSI is ,362 a
month.

The Commonwealth establishes eligibility criteria and benefit levels within the
limits of Federal law and in accordance with a plan approved by the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) Federal law requires that Adult Assistaace re-
cipients meet eligibility criteria similar to those for SSI-they must be 65 years old,
blind, or disabled. The Federal Government requires the Commonwealth to consider,
with some exceptions, all income and resources in determining eligibility. 'he
income standards have different exceptions for the aged, disabled, and blind.

-For the aged and disabled: Of the first $80 a month of earned income, the first
$20 plus one-half of the remainder is disregarded.

-For the blind: (a) The first $85 a month of earned income plus one-half of that
in excess of $85, and lb for a minimum of 12 but no more than 36 months,
other income other income and resources needed to fulfill an approved plan for
self-support is disregarded.

Through Federal regulations, HHS sets forth basic resource standards for poten-
tial participants. The value of a home, automobile, personal effects, and income-pro-
ducing property of a potential participant (up to certain limits) may be excluded
when determining compliance with resource limitations. Excluding these items,
assets can not exceed $2,000 per individual in order to qualify for benefits.
Aid to Families with Dependent Children

The AFDC program does not treat Puerto Rico as a state. AFDC provides cash
payments for needy children (and their caretaker relatives) through state-operated
programs that are in accordance with a plan approved by HiS. The Federal Gcv-
ernment shares part of total, program costs through a formula grant to the states,
Puerto Rico, and other jurisdictions. Federal AFDC funding to states is open-ended,
while Federal funding is capped for Puerto Rico at $82 million for fiscal year 1989.
The states and Puerto Rico can choose between two Federal cost-sharing arrange-
ments. They can use either a prescribed formula or the federal matching rates used
for Medicaid. Currently, all states and Puerto Rico use the Medicaid rate, which
ranges from 50 to 8:3 percent depending on per capita income. However, for AFDC,
Puerto Rico's Medicaid rate is fixed at 75 percent by Federal law, tup to the funding
cap. The reimbursement rate for the states' and Puerto Rico's administrative costs
is 50 percent except for planning, design development, and installation of' certain
mechanized claims processing and information retrieval systems, which are shared
at 90 percent. AFDC is authorized as title IV-A of the Social Security Act, as
amended (42 U.S.C. §601 et seq.). It was recently amended by the Family Support
Act of 1988 (42 U.SC. § 1305 note).

Puerto Rico, like the states, defines need, establishes income and resource require-
ments, and sets benefit levels within Federal limits. Federal regulations require
each State and Puerto Rico to establish a need standard and payment amounts. A
need standard is the amount of funds needed to mneet daily living requirements. A
payment standard is the amount a state or Puerto Rico will pay to a family that has
no other countable income. Both the need standard and payment amounts in Puerto
Rico are lower than any state or territory.

AFD(' assistance is provided to needy children, generally under 1, deprived of
support because of their parents' continued absence from home, incapacity, death,
or-at state and Puerto Rico's option--unemployment of the principal wage earners.
Unlike a number of states, Puerto Rico does not provide assistance to two-parent
families in which the primary wage earner is unemployed. But under the Family
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Support Act (42 U.S.C. § 607 note (1988)) these states and the Commonwealth will be
required to provide such assistance as of October 1, 1992, for 6 months a year. The
act also allows emergency services to be funded, and coverage may be extended to"essential persons"-individuals determined essential to a recipient's wellbeing.
Puerto Rico already provides emergency services.

Additionally, countable income-gross income minus disregards for earned and
unearned income-must be below the applicable need standard. Federal law man-
dates a number of income disregards. In addition, Puerto Rico disregards certain
other income of a dependent child, including up to 6 months of income from the Job
Training Partnership Act.4 Unearned income is disregarded completely.

In addition to income criteria, AFDC applicants are not allowed to have assets
exceeding a specific dollar amount. For example, resources are limited to $1,000, ex-
cluding (1) a home, (2) an automobile with equity value to $1,500, and (3) burial plots
and funeral agreements valued up to $1,500 per person. Generally, the gross income
of any child or relative claiming AFDC, including certain income of stepparents and
the income of an alien's sponsor deemed available to the applicant, must be below
185 percent of the applicable "need standards" established by the state or area in
which the applicant resides.
Child Nutrition Act

The Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. § 1771 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as a
state. Its purpose is to safeguard the health and well-being of the nation's children
and to encourage domestic consumption of agricultural and other foods. The act sets
up a special program to encourage milk consumption by children, the school lunch
program, and a supplemental food program for women, infants, and children.
Nutrition Assistance (Food Stamps)

Puerto Rico is excluded from participation in the Food Stamp program. It has a
separate Federal Nutrition Assistance program (7 U.S.C. § 2028) which is a block
grant through which cash is provided to needy households to purchase food. In addi-
tion, a small portion of the funds is used to stimulate food production and distribu-
tion. The program is administered by Puerto Rico within funding and other limits
established by Federal law and under a plan reviewed and approved annually by
the Department of Agriculture.

Unlike Federal funding for the Food Stamp program, which is open-ended, Feder-
al funding for administrative and benefit costs of food assistance in Puerto Rico was
capped at $825 million per year in 1981. Beginning in 1987, the Congress legislated
annual increases to the authorized amount. A funding ceiling of $937 million is au-
thorized for fiscal year 1990. One hundred percent of benefit costs are paid by the
Federal Government under Puerto Rico's program Administrative costs are shared
on a 50/50 basis between the Federal Government and Puerto Rico.

The method of calculating Nutrition Assistance benefits is similar to that for the
Food Stamp program. The allowable disregards are deducted from gross income to
determine countable income and assistance is provided using adjusted Food Stamp
tables from 1982.

Puerto Rico allows a standard deduction of $40 per month plus 20 percent of
earned income except-in self-employment cases. A combined maximum of up to $40
per month for shelter, child care, and/or disabled care may also be deducted. In the
case of households with elderly or disabled persons, shelter expenses in excess of 50
percent of monthly adjusted income may be deducted. In addition, up to $100 per
month of monthly medical expenses may be deducted for households with elderly or
disabled persons.

Benefits are paid in cash and vary monthly. Because the program is capped, total
monthly available funds are divided by total monthly required funds to establish an
adjustment factor for recipients' benefits. Monthly benefits are adjusted up or down
depending on the previous month's factor.

Old Age Suritors and Disability Prograrn (Social Security)
Puerto Ricans are treated the same as residents of states under the Old Age Sur-

vivors and Disability Program, title II of the Social security Act (42 U.S.C. § 301 et
seq.) It is a national program of contributory social insurance in which employees,
employers, and self-employed people pay taxes that are pooled in special trust funds.
When earnings stop or are reduced because the worker retires, dies, or becomes dis-

4The Job Training Partnership Act of 19S2 iPublic Law 9(7-:30M) provides grants for job t rain-
ing and related assistance, t(J economically disadvantaged individuals and others who face sigrif-
icant ernploynwnt barriers
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abled, monthly cash benefits are paid to partially replace the earnings the family
has lost.

Un employ m ent Insurance Program
Puerto Rico is treated as a state under the Unemployment Insurance program,

title III of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 502, 503) The program is a joint fed-
eral-state effort to provide temporary and partial wage replacement to workers un-
employed through no fault of their own. Within broad Federal guidelines, states es-
tablish their own employer tax structure, eligibility requirements, and benefit
levels. State imposed employer payroll taxes fund the benefits and federally imposed
employer payroll taxes fund program administration.

HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS

Puerto Rico is generally treated as a state under the Medicare program, with one
exception as discussed below. Puerto Rico is not treated as a state under the Medic-
aid program. Funding for Medicaid is capped in Puerto Rico and this results in dif-
ferences in the services Puerto Rico offers and its eligibility requirements.

Medicare
The Medicare program is generally administered in Puerto Rico in the same way

it is administered in the states. Medicare (42 U.S.C. § 1395 et seq ) is a Federal pro-
gram that pays much of the health care costs of almost all people aged 65 and over
and certain disabled people. The one difference in Puerto Rico's treatment under
the Medicare program is that Puerto Rico's prospective payment rate is based on
the cost of hospitalization in the island. In the states these costs are based on a na-
tional average.

Medical id
The Medicaid program is different in Puerto Rico than it is in the states. Medic-

aid (42 U.S.C. § 1396 el seq.) provides funding for medical assistance to low-income
persons who are aged, blind, disabled, or members of families with dependent chil-
dren. The federal government shares part of total program costs through a formula
grant available to the states and other jurisdictions, including Puerto Rico. The pro-
gram is essentially designed and administered by the states and Puerto Rico within
Federal limits and in accordance with plans approved by HIIS.

Federal funding for the Medicaid program in the states is open-ended; in Puerto
Rico it is capped. A funding ceiling of $79 million is authorized for fiscal year 1990.
The Federal financing participation rates for states' Medicaid benefits (except for
family planning which is reimbursed at 90 percent) is based on a formula that takes
into account states' per capita income, with limits that may be no lower than 50
percent and no higher than 8:3 percent. The rate for Puerto Rico is fixed at 50 per-
cent by Federal law, up to the funding cap. The sharing rates for administrative
expenses are 75 percent for training, conducting utilization reviews, operating
mechanized claims processing, information retrieval, fraud control, and hospital
costs-determination systems; 90 percent for establishing the mechanized claims proc-
essing and fraud control systems; and 50 percent for the remaining administrative
costs.

The states and Puerto Rico must serve the "categorically needy," which includes
11) recipients of cash assistance through programs such as AFIX and SSI (Adult As-
sistance in the case of' Puerto Rico.) In addition, states and Puerto Rico may opt to
serve "medically needy" individuals-those who do not qualify as categorically
needy but who cannot afford necessary health care. Puerto Rico has opted to serve:

-persons eligible for but not receiving Adult Assistance or AFDC;
-persons in a medical facility who, if they left the facility, would be eligible for

cash assistance;
-the spouse of' an Adult Assistance recipient who is living with the recipient and

who has been determined to be essential to the recipient's well-being;
-all individuals under age 21 who would be eligible for AFDC' except that they do

not qualify as dependent children; and
-- individuals who would be eligible for Adult Assistance or AFIX' if Puerto Rico's

coverage were as broad as allowed tinder the Federal law, including families
with unemployed parents.

Puerto Rico also extends coverage to i) pregnant women, (2 medically needy in-
dividuals under 21, 13) caretaker relatives. 14) the aged, (5) the blind, (61 the disabled,
and (TI eligible spouses of aged, blind, or disabled individuals.
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Income eligibility limits for the "medically needy" differ between states and
Puerto Rico (42 C.F.R. 43(3.811-436.814). For states, the medically needy are limited
by regulation to those with income no greater than 133 1/3 percent of the AFDC
payment standard for a family of the same size. For Puerto Rico, Federal regula-
tions set minimum income limits; the Health Care Financing Administration must
approve limits greater than this minimum. For fiscal years 1985-89, Puerto Rico's
approved income limit per month for a family of two was $400, while 133 1/3 per-
cent of its AFDC payment standard was $74. Thus some Medicaid participants in
Puerto Rico would not be eligible if the more stringent eligibility limits used in the
states were applied.

TAX LAWS

Puerto Rico is not subject to Federal individual or corporate income tax laws.
Since 1919, with the passage of the Revenue Act of 19l8,'- Puerto Rico has adopted
its own tax law. In this respect, Puerto Rico is similar to a foreign country having a
separate taxing authority.

Two provisions in Federal tax law are designed to encourage industry and im-
prove the Puerto Rican economy. A Federal tax credit for corporations earning
income in Puerto Rico has been in effect since the enactment of the Revenue Act of
1921,6 although the nature of the tax benefit has undergone many changes. One of
the most significant tax provisions affecting Puerto Rico is section 936 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. § 936.7 It is designed to encourage U.S. businesses to
invest in Puerto Rico and U.S. possessions. The section 93(6 tax credit has the effect
of exempting the income U.S. firms earn from business operations and certain fi-
nancial investments in Puerto Rico from the Federal corporate income tax. The tax
credit is equal to the amount of U.S. tax imposed upon that share of its income a
corporation derives from its business in Puerto Rico.

Another important tax provision is section 7652(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
(26 U.S.C. § 7652a)) governing shipments to the United States. Taxes collected
under the internal revenue laws on items produced in Puerto Rico and sold on the
U.S. mainland or consumed on the island are to be paid into the Treasury of Puerto
Rico. The rate of tax under this provision is the same as that imposed on the 50
states for articles of like nature. There are some limits to this provision. Manufac-
tured items, although actually imported from Puerto Rico, are not treated as Puerto
Rican products unless the sum of the cost or value of the materials produced in
Puerto Rico, plus the direct cost of processing operations performed in Puerto Rico,
equals or exceeds 50 percent of the value of the item at the time it is brought into
the United States. Similarly, distilled products are not treated as if' they were pro-
duced in Puerto Rico unless 92 percent of their alcoholic content is attributable to
rum.

IMMIGRATION

In 19174, Puerto Ricans were granted U.S. citizenship iS U.SC. § 1102). Immigra-
tion into Puerto RiCo is subject to the same provisions as in the states.

LABOR LAWS
Under the seven acts we examined. Puerto Rico is treated the same as a state

with the exception of the Minimum Wage Act.

Fair Labor Sn(ndards Act
Puerto Rico is treated as a state under the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C.

§ 201 et seq. 1. The act provides Federal standards concerning minimum wage, over-
time pay, child labor, and employer record keeping, among other standards, in order
to prevent labor conditions in the United States detrimental to the maintenance of
a in imum standard of living necessary for the health, efficiency, and general well-
being of workers.

P' 1 1' [ , N o, 1;-- ".-, , l SItat 11C)-1
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Minimum Wage Act
Under the Minimum Wage Act (29 U.S.C. § 206) which is part of the Fair Labor

Standards Act, special industry committees in Puerto Rico were empowered to
gradually increase minimum wages until they reached the Federal minimum wage
level. When that level Aas reached, the industry committees became inactive. Cur-
rently, Puerto Rico has the same $3.35 an hour minimum wage as the states.

Nation l 1.ulor Relatimns Act
The Nationai Labor Relations Act, as amended by the Labor Management Rela-

tions Act ,'29 1_7C. § 151 ct seq treats Puerto Rico as a state. It prescribes certain
rights for management and labor with respect to each other and establishes a
fr .mework f'r settling labor-management disputes. The act establishes the National
Libot Reatims Board :NLRB) which has a regional office in Puerto Rico, to carry
out its pmvisicns Although the law itself is silent on tlh question of how and if it
apples, to Puerto Rico, case law has established that it does apply. (See NLRB v.
Securtty .Vatuna LIle Insurance (ompan., 49.14 F. 2d 336; (1st Cir. 197.1)).

,lob Train g i'a(rtn'1 itlp Act
The Job Training Partnership Act (29 U.S. C. § 1501 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as

a state . The purpose of the act is to establish programs to prepare youth and un-
skilled adults for entry into the labor force and to afford job training to those eco-
nomically disadvantaged individuals and other individuals facing serious barriers to
employment, who are in special need of such training to obtain productive employ-
merit.

(k''tlIon a/ N/Ie a nd l Ieu/th Ac t
The Occupational Safety and Health Act (29 U.S.C. § 652 et seq.) treats Puerto

Rico as a state. It is designed to ensure safe and healthful working conditions in the
United States. The act authorizes the Secretary of Labor to set mandatory occupa-
tional safety and health standards and enforce compliance with those standards.
The act also encourages the states to operate, with the Secretary's approval, their
own safety and health programs. The Secretary has authorized Puerto Rico to oper-
ate such programs

Employee Retirement Inmme Security A't
The Employee Retirement Income Seclzrit., Act 29 U.SC. § 1001 et seq.) treats

Puerto Rico as a state. It authorizes the Secretary of Labor to monitor and regulate
employees' pcn:sion benefit programs by requiring disclosure; setting standards for
pension plan administrators; and providing remedies. sanctions, and ready access to
Federal courts for participants. The act ,'lso requires plans to vest the accrued bene-
fits of employees with significant periods of service, sets minimum plan funding
standards, and requires termination insurance.

Migrant an(I Seasonal Agricul!ura / Wor ker Protection Act
The Migrant and Seasonal Agricuiltura! Worker Protection Act (29 U.S.C. § 1801

et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as at state The it authorizes the Secretary of Labor to
require farm labor contractors to register and to compl\ with disclosure require-
ments to stop activities de' rimental to migrant and seasonal workers.

ENVIRONMIEN'rAl. LAWS

Generally, Federal environiental legislation treats Puf_ rto Rico as a state. How-
ever, certain law.; also target Puerto Rico for special project.,

Wo'er Resou rces Deelomern t Act
The Water Resources Development Act of !9S; 133 .S.(' § 2201 0' seq ) allots

funds for the study and improvement of public waterways. &'veral projects under
this act were intended to improve Puerto Rico's waterways Specifically, it includes
projects to improve the navigation in San Juan Ilarbor, Fajardo Ilarbor, and
Guayanes Harbor; a project to improve flood control in !io Puerto Nuevo and a
flood control feasibility study in Guavanilla River basin; and the removal of the
abandoned vessel "A. Regina" from the waters off Mona Island.

Abandoned Shnpi'reck Act
The Abandoned Shipwreck Act of l9,7 141 U.S.C. § 2101 0i seq. I gives the states

(including Puerto Rico) t title to any abandoned vessels embedded in state-owned sub-
merged lands. Puerto Rico gained title to submerged lands around the island, ex-
tending out 3 Spanish leagues (10.9 miles, as part of the Organic Act of' 1917. ISee IS
U S.C. § 719)
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Superfund Legislation
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of

1980, commonly referred to as the Superfund legislation (42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.)
treats Puerto Rico as a state. The act sets guidelines for reporting and responding to
the release of hazardous pollutants into the environment.

Clean Water Act
Puerto Rico is treated as a state under the Water Pollution Prevention and Con-

trol Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.) commonly known as the Clean Water Act. The ob-
jective of the act is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of the nation's waters. Federal agencies are directed to cooperate with
state and local agencies to develop comprehensive solutions to prevent, reduce, and
eliminate pollution in concert with programs to manage water resources.

Clean Air Act
Puerto Rico is treated as a state under the Air Pollution Prevention and Control

Act (42 U.S.C. § 87401 et seq.) known as the Clean Air Act. The purpose of the act is
to protect and enhance the quality of the nation's air resources so as to promote the
public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population. This is ac-
complished by providing for the establishment of minimum air quality standards,
initiating national research and development to prevent and control air pollution,
and by providing technical and financial assistance to states to facilitate air pollu-
tion prevention and control programs.

Solid Waste Disposal Act
The Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as a

state. The act is designed primarily to aid state and local governments through tech-
nical and financial assistance in reprocessing or disposing of used oil, garbage,
sludge, etc. This is accomplished through training grants involving the design, oper-
ation, and maintenance of solid waste disposal systems; by setting guidelines and
regulating treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes; and by prohibiting
future open dumping of solid waste on land.
Toxic Substances Act

The Toxic Substances Act (15 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as a state.
The act authorizes the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to require the testing of certain potentially environmentally hazardous sub-
stances or mixtures in order to develop data on health and environment effects.

Safety of Public Water Systems Act
The Safety of Public Water Systems Act (42 U.S.C. § 300f et seq. treats Puerto

Rico as a state. It authorizes the EPA Administrator to issue drinking water regula-
tions that specify the maximum allowable contaminant levels in water.

Noise (."on trol Act
The Noise Control Act (42 U.S.C. § 4901 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as a state. The

act requires the EPA Administrator to issue federal noise emission standards to
help promote an environment free from noise that jeopardizes people's health and
welfare.

Navigation and Navigable Waters Act
The Navigation and Navigable Waters Act 33 U.S.C. § 1401 et seq.) treats Puerto

Rico as a state. It authorizes the EPA Administrator to regulate the dumping of all
types of materials into ocean waters and to prevent or strictly limit the dumping
into ocean waters of any material that would adversely affect human health, the
marine environment, ecological systems, or economic opportunities.
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 U.S.C. § 11001 et
seq.) treats Puerto Rico as a state. The act authorizes the EPA Administrator to pre-
scribe regulations to enforce the reporting and disclosure requirements for sub-
stances that he or she has classified or defined in the Code of Federal Regulations
as extremely hazardous substances or as hazardous chemicals. It also includes toxic
chemicals listed in Committee Print 99-169 of the Senate Committee on Environ-
ment and Public Works. The act directs the governor of each state to appoint a
State Emergency Response Commission that will develop an emergency plan for the
state.
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TRADE LAWS

Puerto Rico is treated as a state in each of the five pieces of legislation we exam-
ined. The various trade acts are administered by different agencies throughout the
government. For example, the Departments of the Treasury (Customs) Commerce,
and Agriculture all administer various aspects of Federal trade laws. In addition to
trade legislation are numerous trade agreements between the United States and
other countries regarding a broad spectrum of American manufacturing and
produce. These agreements are often item-specific (for example an agreement re-
garding the export of steel or textiles to the United States). These trade agreements
were beyond the scope of our review.
Turiff Act of 19,10

The Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1202 et seq.) treats Puerto Rico as
a state. This act has been amended to include several important trade provisions
designed to protect American industry by regulating imports and exports, and pro-
hibiting "unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation of arti-
cles into the United States . (. " (19 U.S.C. § 1337b.

The General Tariff Schedule (19 U.S.C. § 1202) is one of the primary sections of
the Tariff Act of 1930. Puerto Rico is within the general customs territory of the
United States. This means that Puerto Rico is treated the same as a state under
Customs authority.

Antidumping 19 U.S.C. § 1673) and countervailing duties provisions (19 U.S-.C.
§ 16711 are two other sections of the Tariff Act of 1930. In both provisions, Puerto
Rico is treated as a state. Duties are imposed on imports into the United States to
correct unfair practices that benefit imports over domestically produced goods. Anti-
dumping duties are placed on imports that are sold in the United States at a price
lower than in the country where they are produced (dumping). Countervailing
duties are levied to counteract export or other subsidies provided by the producing
country for goods that are imported into the United States. Generally, antidumping
or countervailing duties are applied only if an import materially injures or threat-
ens to materially injure a U.S. indostry or materially retards the establishment of
an industry in the United States.

Two other provisions of the Tariff Act of 19:30 treat Puerto Rico different than a
state. These provisions authorize Puerto Rico's legislature to impose a duty on coffee
imported into Puerto Rico 119 U.S.C. §§ 1319, 1:19a .

Trade Act of 197
The Trade Act of 1971 (19 U.S.C. § 21)1 et seq) treats Puerto Rico as a state. It

sets out goals and standards for trade agreements between the United States and
foreign countries. The act also attempts to eliminate trade barriers and protect
American industry from unfair and injurious import competition.

Agriultural Adjustment Act
The Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, (7 U.S.C. § 601 et seq. ) treats

Puerto Rico as a state. The act authorizes the President to impose fees or quotas on
imported products that undermine any Department of Agriculture domestic com-
modity program. rhe act is designed to prevent imports from interfering with Agri-
culture's efforts to stabilize or raise domestic agricultural commodity prices.
Export Adm inistration Act

The Export Administration Act (50 App. U.S.C. § 24(01 et seq.) includes Puerto Rico
in its definition of the United States. The act regulates the export of goods and tech-
nology that would prove detrimental to the security of the United States. The act
grants the President authority to limit or suspend exports of U.S. commodities and
technical data to foreign destinations for anN of three specified purposes: to protect
the national security, to ensure against an excessive drain of scarce goods, arid to
further foreign policy objectives.

('aribbean IBisin Econonlui Recouery Act
The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (19 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq.? commonly

known as the Caribbean Basin Initiative, has special provisions applying to Puerto
Rico. It authorizes certain U.S. unilateral and preferential trade and tax measures
for Caribbean Basin countries and territories. The act bu.nefits Puerto Rico by allow-
ing duty-free treatment of products, a percentage of which was produced or proc-
essed in Puerto Rico but sold by one of the Caribbean beneficiary nations. For the
purpose of determining whether the foreign product referred to above qualifies for
duty-free treatment, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is defined as a "beneficiary
country."
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SECTION 4.--SYNOPSIS OF THE HISTORY OF PUERTO RICo's STATUS IN UNITED STATFS
CouRTS

Prior to attaining Commonwealth status in 1952, Puerto Rico was considered an
unincorporated territory of the United States. Since that time there has been much
debate, study, and speculation on whether Puerto Rico's status has changed. Al-
though the United States Supreme Court has not directly considered the status of
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the issue has been discussed in several lower
Federal courts. The precise legal definition of the term "Commonwealth," however,
has not been determined.

PRE-COMMONWEALTH LEGAL STATUS DEPENDENT ON INSULAR CASES

In the early 20th century, the United States Supreme Court addressed the status
of territories in a group of decisions known as the Insular Cases. These decisions
considered primarily the status of Puerto Rico and the Philippines acquired by the
United States from Spain in the 1898 Treaty of Paris.

In a 1901 case,' the court was faced with the immediate issue of whether mer-
chandise brought into New York from Puerto Rico was subject to the payment of
duties, as prescribed by Puerto Rico's First Organic Act. 2 An answer to that ques-
tion involved a determination of whether the duties were levied in such a way as to
be repugnant to Art. I, § 8, cl. 1 of the United States Constitution.3 That determina-
tion depended on whether Puerto Rico was considered an incorporated or unincorpo-
rated territory.

The difference between incorporated and unincorporated status, in part, lay in
the extent of applicability of the United States Constitution. If a territory were un-
incorporated, authority of the Congress over it was plenary,4 that is, limited only by
the "fundamental parts" of the Constitution. 5 However, if incorporated, then the
entire Constitution would be applicable, and the Congress would thereby be limited
by all the provisions of the Constitution in exercising its authority. Although sever-
a cases already had held that territorial inhabitants enjoyed the protection of per-
sonal and civil rights implicit in principles of constitutional liberty, those decisions
made no distinction between incorporated and unincorporated territories.6

In assessing whether Puerto Rico had been incorporated, Justice White compared
the provisions in other territorial acts and that of Puerto Rico and found that:

There has not been a single cession made from the time of the Confedera-
tion up to the present day, excluding the recent treaty with Spain, which
has not contained stipulations to the effect that the Uaited States through
Congress would either not disincorporate or would incorporate the ceded
territory into the United States.7

Although the Treaty of Paris contained no such provisions, it stated:
Spain cedes to the United States the Island of Porto Rico and other islands
now under Spanish sovereignty in the West Indies, and the Island of Guam
in the Marinas or Ladrones . . . . The civil rights and political status of the
native inhabitants of the territories hereby ceded to the United States shall
be determined by the Congress."

On the basis of the quoted treaty provision, Justice White concluded that the ex-
press purpose of the treaty, was not only to leave the status of Puerto Rico to be
determined subsequently by the Congress, but to prevent the treaty from operating
to the contrary.t1 Accordingly, he found that since the Congress did not expressly

I lom'sne. v, Bado'ell. 1S2 I S. 211, 2,87 1 19111
:31 Stat. 77, April 12. 1 9010 Foraker Acti

:1 That clause states that "The congress s shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties,
Imposts and Exciss, to pay the Debts and provide for the Common Dfnse and general Welfare
of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be' uniform throughout the
United States."

4 The Congress' authority is exercised both as an incident to its right to acquire territory and
on the territorial clause of the Constitution, Art. IV, § 3, cl. 2 l)orr v. United States, 195 U.S.
138:, 146 190 ). The territorial clause states, "The' Congress shall have Power to dispose of and
make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States ......
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Id. at 339-40.

t Id. at :141,
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incorporate Puerto Rico, it could establish a government not subject to all the re-
strictions of the Constitution. Thus. because the Congress was not bound by the uni-
formity clause, it could impose duties on goods coming into the United States from
Puerto Rico. I,

Several years after DTo'nes the Court considered questions involving the status
and applicability of the United States Constitution to Hawaii, the Philippines, and
Alaska II

In Hawaii v. Mankichi, ,Justice White considered whether Hawaii had been incor-
porated by the Newlands Resolution of 1898 1 prior to its being specifically incorpo-
rated into the Union by its First Organic Act in 1900.' In finding that the islands
were not incorporated by the Newlands Rolution, Justice White, in part, pointed to
the following:

By the resolution the islands were annexed, not absolutely, but merely "as
a part of the territory of the United States," and were simply declared to be
subject to its sovereignty. The minutest examination of the resolution fails
to disclose any provision declaring that the islands are incorporated and:
made a part of the United States or endowing them with the rights which
would arise from such relation. On the contrary, the resolution repels the
conclusion of incorporation. Thus it provided for the government of the is-
lands by a commission, to be appointed by the President until Congress
should have opportunity to create the government which would be deemed
best. 14

On the other hand, in Rassmassen v. United States, the court found Alaska to be
incorporated in view of:

t1, Article 3 of the treaty with Russia which provided that the people of
Alaska should enjoy all the rights, advantages and immunities of citizens of
the United States; and should be maintained and protected in the free en-
joyment of their liberty, property, and religion.

(2) The actions of Congress concerning internal-revenue taxation and ex-
tension of United States Laws relating to customs, commerce and naviga-
tion over Alaska and establishing a collection district in Alaska.

3) The recognition of the incorporated status of Alaska in prior decisions
of the Supreme Court.' '-

The status of Puerto Rico was again considered by the Supreme Court in Balzac v.
Puerto R!ico,' several years after the enactment of the Organic Act of 1917,17 (The
Jones Act). That act established a revised civil government for Puerto Rico; provided
for a bill of rights including substantially all the guaranties of the United States
Constitution other than those relating to indictment by grand jury and right of jury
trial in criminal and civil cases; and with minor exceptions provided United States
citizenship to Puerto Ricans. The issue presented to the court was whether a defenj-
ant was entitled to a jury trial for a misdemeanor, the Puerto Rican Code providing
only for jury trials in felony cases."

Although the court acknowledged that citizenship was an important factor in de-
termining whether a territory was incorporated, it held that the Organic Act of
1917 did not incorporate Puerto Rico into the Union. Moreover, it noted that:

Incorporation has always been a step, and an important one, leading to
statehood. Without, in the slightest degree, intimating an opinion as to the
wisdom of such a policy, for that is not our province, it is reasonable to
assume that when such a step is taken it will be begun and taker, by Con-
gress deliberately and with a clear declaration of purpose, and not !"ft a
matter of mere inference or construction.

1,2 U1.S at :M,-12
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COMMONWEALTH STATUS

Prior to 1952 there was little question that Puerto Rico was an unincorporated
territory. Since the establishment of the Commonwealth, however, the status ques-
tion has been the subject of fervid public debate and ambiguous and conflicting
statements by courts.

Some believe that the Commonwealth is an entirely new entity and tha" Puerto
Rico is no longer a territory within the meaning of the territorial clause of the
United States Constitution.2 ° Others consider the Commonwealth another type of
unincorporated territory, the wurd "territory" limited to the "constitutional word
for an area which is part of the United States and which is not a state." 21 Still
others contend that Puerto Rico's status was changed little by forming the Common-
wealth.22

The United States Supreme Court has not directly considered tne status of the
Commonwealth. In Examining Board v. Flores de Otero,2 however, the court stated
that: "Puerto Rico occupies a relationship to the United States that has no parallel
in our history." On the other hand, recently the court, per curiam, found that the
Congress was empowered under the territorial clause of the Constitution to treat
Puerto Rico differently from the states so long as there was a rational basis for
doing so, and it held that Puerto Rico could receive less assistance than the states
under the Aid to Dependent Children program. 24 Although it could be argued that
this holding suggests that the court still views Puerto Rico as an unincorporated ter-
ritory of the United States, since the status issue was not directly considered, it is
uncertain that the rationale of the case would extend beyond its particular facts.

In some instances, Federal appellate courts have suggested that the compact cre-
ating the Commonwealth did nothing to change Puerto Rico's status. In one case,
the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit stated: -

The legislative history of the Act providing for this last change in the
government of Puerto Rico shows very definitely that those members of
Congress most responsible for its enactment thought that the Act would not
change Puerto Rico to some political entity other than a territory. The
Senate Report explaining and recommending the passage of this bill, U.S.
Code Corngressional and Administrative Service, 1950, Volume 2, page 2682
stated:

It is important that the nature and general scope of 5333i be made abso-
lutely clear. The bill under consideration would not change Puerto Rico's
fundamental political, social, and economic relationship to the United
States.

Again, on page 26W3 of the same volume, the report stated:

This bill does not commit the Congress . . . to the enactment of statehood
legislation for Puerto Rico in the future. Nor will it in any way preclude a
future determination by the Congress of Puerto Rico's ultimate political
status. 25

Decisions of the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit also seem to
indicate that Puerto Rico's status did not change in 1952,2 However, the state-
ments made by that court are less clear than those in Detras, supra. Thus, in Guer.
rido v. Alcoa Steamship ('o..27 the court noted that Puerto Rico was neither a state
nor a territory which had been incorporated into the Union preliminary to state-
hood, citing Balzac. Yet, in another instance ,Judge Magruder, a long-time student
of Puerto Rican affairs, stated:

"11Sc, ('oscottno %. v iterraiomi/ L ,i:hiroi n' Ass iatio , 126 F Supp 120, 122 ii)P R
1954).

21 IAibowitz, A If, the Al fp/nbtihtv o/ A'Fhral Law to fo. he nmion lIth o/ l'Purto, Rico., 56
G eo I. A . 2 19, 2 A3 19fi7

.2Se e.4g. letres v L ms im hig (orp. 231 F 2d 59Gi;, s"e!-;io 7th ('ir I91i;
1:1 121; U S 572. 591 (197(;i
24 42 USC §§ 6ll1 ct seq. Harris v Rosario. ;I I, Ed 2d PsT. :,s," sli,

2')134 F.2d at 599-0l)l(1
z,; Prior to 1961, decisions of the Supreme ('ourt of Puerto Rico wer(' a plpealed to the United

States Court of Appeal s for the First (ircuit Si nece 19; appeals Irain the Su ;rene Court of
Puerto Rico are treated simI:arlv to those of a state ,an( are heard by the U united States Su-
preme 'ourt. 25 U S C § 12. r 1976;1

" 2 I F 2d 3 , :352 fIst (0 r 1!:1;)
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Albeit, as a general rule, the status of a particular territory has to be
taken in view when the applicability of any provision of the Constitution is
questioned, it does not fb;low when the Constitution has absolutely with-
held from the government all power on a given subject, that such an in-
quiry is necessary. Undoubtedly, there are general prohibitions in the Cor-
stitution in favor of the liberty and property of the citizen which are not
mere regulations as to the form and manner in which a conceded power
may be exercised, but which are an absolute denial of' all authority under
any circumstances or conditions to do particular acts. In the nature of
things, limitations of this character cannot be under any circumstances
transcended, because of the complete absence of power.32

In another opinion Justice Brown provided additional guidance:
Whatever may be finally decided by the American people as to the status

of these islands and their inhabitants-whether they shall be introduced
into the sisterhood of States or be permitted to form independent govern-
ments-it does not follow that, in the meantime, awaiting that decision, the
people are in the matter of personal rights unprotected by the provisions of
our Constitution and subject to the merely arbitrary control of Congress.
Even if regarded as aliens, they are entitled under the principles of the
Constitution to be protected in life, liberty and property'

Following this Insular decision, other cases further defined which parts of the
Constitution were or were not applicable to Puerto Rico as an unincorporated terri-
tory. A factor that might have contributed to courts rarely expounding on which
rights and protections in the United States Bill of Rights applied was the enumera-
tion of substantially the same rights, with the exception of the grand and petit jury
trial provisions, in Puerto Rico's revised Organic Act of 1917.

During the pre-Commonwealth era, the Sixth Amendment right of trial by jury,' 4

Fifth Amendment protection of grand jury indictment,:'', the Commerce Cliause,:"1!
and prohibition against the imposition of duties or imposts on imports,: 7 and the
Uniformity Clause ' specifically were held inapplicable to Puerto Rico. Other pro-
tections which appeared not to apply were the Seventh Amnt,,dment right to trial by
jury in civil suits,3 19 and the lFifth Amendment protection against double jeopardy. 4

1

Aiso, during this period the only constitutional provisions judicially ' found 'Ap-
plicable to Puerto Rico were due process, 4 and the Eighteenth Amendment prohibi-
tion. 4 

3 Other parts of the Constitution which, in all likelihood, were applicable to
l)re-Commonwealth Puerto Rico were the right to habeas corpus,"4 and the Fifth
Amendment right to just compensation
Post.(nrmon 'eaIlth Pet-od

With the formation of' the Commonwealth, the privileges and immunities clause
of' Article IV § 2, cl. I of' the United States Constitution continued to be applicable
through the Federal Relations Act.'; That clause provides: "The Citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of ('itizens in the several
States.' Although some courts have urged that Puerto Ricans as American citizens
should be afforded greater L nited States constitutional protection, the rights of'

32 l ,:2 U S at 291, 29 1-!)-
'" 1,,2 U1 S at 2 :-2-,',:1

34 ll/zi v Puerto Rio,. 2.7,. 11 S 29S 1 19221
I-' lt',i'h Rico % Iopm. 21.- U S :I (191 -0
t"Art 1. s, c 1 :1
"Art 1. § 101. cl 2. B ;( a glu . flol/h'stc,. 16;2 I" 2d -l,. OTl II r 1"t Cir 19;T ,v1 del',,'d : 12

U S *11;
lArt 1, § .,cl 1 1, '.l s n,'v Bhidu /. I,,2 U S at :112
f)" , /h t( Rit ) Sho, l (' Ltd. :102 U 5 27,:1. '_11, ,1:'7)
G t (; %./b , v U nit'd s ,. 2l S ' :;::;. :! . :i14, - It11 ?

'' In 1917, the prlvilege.- and Ilo I It'. cIIL" (' 01 Artcle IV, C. I 1 1 ,Ot Lt ien l SOWUH,' .
('onstituti1)1 ,,'s I1)ild(' aJ441) icmci )14 ,' Mll a MW(tt l l14 th' t Jo it'+ A t t, A ' 1 la- , tIugh hw'rl, lcu(

er, A ,tIt(< Of ht l ( 'nion " 'ub 1, No :962 § 7. Aug P. 1 17. 1 St,t 72
I-,' l l :o < v ' ,'t , leu .() , S 29 . :112 -:11:1 1922

lres lumab . the "l' (litt -'*ri :\iinl'iidnl, t li' I ., I ) p1)lih1b1tJ)n ',> k1 ,i ,,plic bll
Rh irn o .s v Ui't.' d S.ttt+', 12 " 2d 761, T6;2 1 1st ('r Pi'26'

4 Ehs' i'nto/ vv v F, ,, ,'., t l 1T I 2d ! i;1, t;,-, 1) CCIZ 1!1'' I't "t i , I ' l ' I , t l(44U'lie 11) 14,4t.,
•lvii),n r44, AAh1 ' ', r :c9Igi [4 U S T6 I

/ / ' /I h 1 ,4 ,,14 . ., t S {l:1 1 11.. I-:-; 2 , 1 ,2'
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American citizens guaranteed by the privileges and immunities clause are not ex-
tensive.47

In Torres v. Puerto RiCo,4M the United States Supreme Court held that the Fourth
Amendment to the United States Constitution was applicable to Puerto Rico,
though not deciding whether that amendment applied directly or through the Four-
teenth Amendment. The court also set forth other constitutional provisions found in
previous Supreme Court cases to be applicable to Puerto Rico. They are the First
Amendment free speech clause,4 9 the due process clause of either the Fifth or Four-
teenth Amendment,5 0° and the equal protection guarantee of either the Fifth or
Fourteenth Amendment. 11

Prior to Torres several Federal court decisions suggested that the Equal Protec-
tion clause was applicable to Puerto Rico.'52 In Rodriquez Cintron v. Richardson,5 3

the court held that the Puerto Rican plaintiffs were entitled to benefit from the
principles of equal protection read into the Fifth Amendment. This determination
by the United States District Court for Puerto Rico recently found apparent support
in a ruling by the United States Court of Appeals. 5 4

In an instance in which the constitutionality of sections of an abortion statute
were challenged, the United States District Court for Puerto Rico suggested that
Puerto Rico should be treated as a state under the Fourteenth Amendment (due
process and equal protection I.

None of this makes clear just which specific provisions of the United
States Constitution apply in Puerto Rico. But it does follow undeniably that
at least those 'fundamental' protections of the United States Constitution,
which were restraints upon the power of the pre-commonwealth govern-
ment, remain in effect after formation of the Commonwealth and restrict
its powers.

Finding such great similarity in the practical and theoretical application
of the tests used as to both states and unincorporated territories, we may
assume that the notion of "fundamental rights," which has undergone such
a metamorphosis in the context of interpretation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, must be deemed to have had a similar expansion as to Puerto Rico,
In addition, we think that we may' safely assume that when a personal
right has been found applicable to the states via the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, we may then assume that such right is applicable to Puerto Rico, re-
gardless of' thie theoretical means used to achieve such a result. After all,
citizrs of' Puerto Rico, in common with citizens of states, are citizens of the
United States.---"

P)resently, it is uncertain whether the right to a jury trial in a criminal case,
guaranteed both by Article III, § 2, c . : and the Sixth Amendnment to the United
States institutionn, is applicatfle to P~uert() Rico Although in 1959 the United States
('ourt of' Appeals for the First Circuit found those provisions inapplicable,'"! in 1976,
the United States D)istrict ('ourt for Puerto Rico held the Sixth Amendment applica-
ble 'M- Moreover, recently, a Federal district court found unconstitutional )rovisions
in American Sa moan laws and regulations denying the right to jury trial.--" The
later decisions may reflect the U nited States Supreme Court's holding that the right
to ai Jury trial in a cri minal case is fundamental. ,

v Iht pJr I ,.I I'g(' i , Il II IF1I IIIn I 1. g (tiIII (t41 1 IV.(,' h , 41t ) t1 and'ld Fou t ll l th A i nli'f nrll I'r .>, are
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[Thi' portin ol action I t, nt. and wa not containtd in the 1IT i (.,() relrt I

FEDERAL COURT CASFS SINCE 1980 THAT DISCUSS THE LEGAL STATUS OF PUERTO RICO

Before attaining commonwealth status in 1952, Puerto Rico was considered an un-
incorporated territory of the united States. Since that time there has been much
debate, study, and speculation on whether Puerto Rico's status has changed. Al-
though the term "commonwealth" has not been precisely defined, Federal courts
have discussed the nature and consequences of Puerto Rico's status.

Our 1981 report included a synopsis of the history of Puerto Rico's status in the
U.S. courts in the pre-commonwealth period and the post-commonwealth period
through 1979.' This section focuses on court cases during the 1980s that discuss the
legal status of Puerto Rico. It is presented as an update of, and should be read in
conjunction with, the discussion in our 1981 report.

During the 1980s, Federal courts have rendered a number of decisions on issues
where the legal status of Puerto Rico was relevant to the decision. In all but one
case, the Federal courts treated Puerto Rico as a state. In this case, the Supreme
Court upheld a lower reimbursement rate than that for the states under the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children program.

CASES TREATING PUERTO RICO AS A STATE

The U.S. Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, and District Court all had cases in the
1980s in which they treated Puerto Rico as a state.

Supreme Court Cases
The United States Supreme Court decided several cases in the 19 80s in which it

treated Puerto Rico as a state. In a 1982 decision," the Court applied the already
well-established rule that the fundamental protections of the United States Consti-
tution extended to the citizens of Puerto Rico." The Court applied this rule to the
specific issue of the right to vote, and found voting rights of Puerto Rican citizens to
be constitutionally protected to the same extent as those of all other United States
citizens. 4 This case involved a statute that gave a political party the right to fill an
interim vacancy in the Puerto Rico legislature until the next election. The statute,
which was similar to those adopted by several states to deal with untimely and un-
expected vacancies in the legislature, was challenged on the grounds that it violated
the right of members of the other parties to vote for a replacement. The Court
found that the mechanism served to "preserve the 'legislative balance"' until the
next general election could be held.5 Quoting in part from one of its earlier deci-

-sions,6 the Court made the point that "Puerto Rico, like a state, is an autonomous
political entity, 'sovereign over matters not ruled by the Constitution.' ' -

In another 19,82 case, the Court found that Puerto Rico's sovereignty was analo-
gous to that of a state for purposes of its right to bring a lawsuit on behalf of some
of its citizens." The Court allowed Puerto Rico to maintain a suit on behalf of
Puerto Rican migrant farm workers against Virginia apple growers for violations of
Federal law protesting united States workers, including Puerto Ricans, against dis-
criminatory employment practices. The Court applied the same test it would have
applied to a state, and concluded that Puerto Rico had a sufficient interest of its
own ("quasi-sovereign" interest) beyond the private interest of the aggrieved work-
ers, to allow it to sue on their behalf. This interest consisted of protecting its resi-
dents from the harmful effects of discrimination and, alternatively, of pursuing its
residents' interest in the Commonwealth's participation in the Federal statutory
employment service scheme.

In a 1986 case, the Court reviewed the constitutionality of a Puerto Rico statute
and treats Puerto Rico as a state in applying a rule that gives binding effect to the
construction of Puerto Rico law by Puerto Rico courts' The ('ourt said:

See GAO report Puerto Rui, Pt lut l 'uturt, A Al D "It , I,."t, n Ith Morn, l)we'sinslols.

IGGI) SI-48, March 2, 1II i pp. Ill'._ I I'
' Ririquez v. Popular ki)8,ruti PAirtN. 157 U S 1 19'-21
3 See Torres v. Puerto Rw-. 4 12 U S 1;7, 1 ;) 70 (1 P79
4See also Lolxz Lop'z v Aran, discussed belhA, in v"hich the 'nted States ('ourt of Appeals

for the First Circuit reiterated that Fourth Arnwndmnent right., art fundAmental constitutional
rights, and added that the right to travel was similarly protected

457 G S. at 13
(a lero -Toledo v Iu.rsol Ya ch I Leastinig ('o . 1l4; I S 66:3, (i7 :117 1 h i ch in turn had

quoted from a lower court decision. M, ra v .ft-p.s. 11.7 F Supp l1l 1) P R 1973 1
S4 57 U .S . a t !,

8 Snapp & Son, Inc. v Puerlo Rico. 417)l , 52 U 1952
' Posadla. e 1, Puerto Rico Asseor v Tourism ('Co. 17s' U S :1 2, i 1.,t;
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This would certainly be the rule in a case originating in one of the 50
States. [Citations omitted.] And we believe that Puerto Rico's status as a
Commonwealth dictates application of the same rule. 10

In a 1987 case, the State of Iowa asserted that the Extradition Clause of the Con-
stitution did not require Iowa to extradite an individual because the Clause applied
only to states, and Puerto Rico was not a state. 1' The court concluded that it did
not have to decide whether the Extradition Clause applied Puerto Rico because the
Extradition Act, a Federal statute implementing the Clause, did apply to Puerto
Rico and required Iowa to extradite the individual. The court held that the Extradi-
tion Act, which requires extradition of fugitives at the request of a "Territory," as
well as a "State," applied to Puerto Rico as a commonwealth. The court reasoned
that when Puerto Rico's status was changed from that of territory to that of com-
monwealth, the legislation that accomplished the change "did not remove from the
Government of the Commonwealth any power to demand extradition which it had
porsessed as a Territory, for the intention of that legislation was 'to accord Puerto
Rico the degree of autonomy and independence normally associated with States of
the union.' " 12

In a recent Supreme Court decision, a 1988 case, the Court treated Puerto Rico as
a state in holding that no Federal law preempted Puerto Rico's power to regulate oil
prices. ' 3 The Court said:

Although Puerto Rico has a unique status in our Federal system . . . the
test for Federal pre-emption of the laws of Puerto Rico at issue here is the
same as the test . . . for pre-emption of the law of a state.' 4

Appellate Court Cases
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit decided several cases in the 1980s

in which it treated Puerto Rico as a state. In most of these cases, the court had to
determine whether particular Federal statutes applied in the same way as they
would have applied to states, and found that they did.

In a 1981 case, the court found no reason to treat Puerto Rico in a manner differ-
ent from the way it would treat a state. The court held that section 3 of the Sher-
man Antitrust Act, 5 which prohibits restraints of trade "in any Territory of the
united States," applied to Puerto Rico in its commonwealth status.' 6 The court said:

It is fair to assume that the framers of the Sherman Act, had they been
aware of the FRA [Federal Relations Act] and subsequent Constitutional de-
velopments, would have intended that Puerto Rico be treated as a 'state'
under the Act,.once Commonwealth status was achieved.17

In a 1985 case involving evidence obtained by wiretapping, the court found that
the Federal law that allowed evidence of recorded telephone conversations meeting
statutory standards,' 8 was the controlling law for Federal prosecutions in Puerto
Rico. ' The court held that the Constitution of Puerto Rico, which prohibits wire-
tapping and the use of wiretapped evidence in court, did not apply. In comparing
Puerto Rico to a state, the court said:

While the creation of the Commonwealth granted Puerto Rico authority
over its own local affairs, Congress maintains similar powers over Puerto
Rico as it possesses over the Federal states. [Citation omitted.] The congres-
sional intent behind the approval of the Puerto Rico Constitution was that
the Constitution would operate to organize a local government and its adop-
tion would in no way alter the applicability of United States laws and Fed-
eral jurisdiction in Puerto Rico. [Citations omitted.1 When Congress ap-
proved the Constitution of Puerto Ricot-wag simultaneously enacted: "The
statutory laws of the United States not locally inapplicable, except as here-

Id. at :*39
', Puerto Rico v Branstad, 1S U S - - 107 S ('t 2,,1si II ls7j.

1,s3 U.S. at --- 1i07 S Cc at 2sI19.
I I'uerto) ?teo I)(Krtment f(' n.sunwr Af/]zr. v Is/a Petroleun ('rp. IS. US . 51
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inbefore or hereinafter otherwise provided, shall have the same force and
effect in Puerto Rico as in the United States ... " 48 US.C. 5 731.'')

In a civil rights case in 1985.2' the court viewed Puerto Rico as a state in deter-
mining that certain residency rules of the Amateur Sports Council of Puerto Rico
did not constitute "state" action that violated the Fourteenth Amendment and a
Federal statute.2 2 The court found that Commonwealth actions are to be treated as
state actions when applying Federal civil rights law.

In another civil rights case in 1987, in which two Puerto Rican police officers were
convicted of assaulting and beating three men, the court held that Federal statutes
making it a crime under certain conditions to deprive someone of their civil rights23

applied to Puerto Rico. 24 The court went on to hold that, just as would be the case
with a state, the defendants could be prosecuted under both Federal and local law,
without violating the constitutional prohibition against trying a person twice for the
same crime (double jeopardy) because Puerto Rico and the United States were sepa-
rate sovereign entities.

Although the legal relationship between Puerto Rico and the united
States is far from clear and fraught with controversy, it is established that
Puerto Rico is to be treated as a state for purposes of the double jeopardy
clause.

Finally, In a 1988 case, the court concluded that the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service's policy of seizing airline passengers' tickets as a matter of course,
before completing an initial inspection and without any articulable suspicion that
the ticket holder was an Illegal alien, violated the Fourth Amendment, which pro-
hibits unreasonable searches and seizures. 2 5 The case involved a passenger at a
Puerto Rico airport, and the court found that both the Fourth Amendment and the
right to travel freely applied to Puerto Rico. In a partially concurring opinion, one
judge said:

Puerto Rico's constitutional status is irrelevant to the validity of the chal-
lenged process because the requirements of the Fourth Amendment are as
fully applicable in Puerto Rico as in the States. 6

District Court Cases
In a 1980 decision of' the United States District Court for the District of Puerto

Rico, Puerto Rico received the same treatment a state would have received. The
court did not, however, compare Puerto Rico with a state. The court found that the
Commerce Clause of the Constitution, which gives the Congress authority to regu-
late commerce with foreign nations and among the states, applied to Puerto Rico no
matter what its technical status.27 Citing a Supreme Court decision.2h the court
said that it was settled that:

[R]egardless of the nature of the particular constitutional relationship be-
tween Puerto Rico and the United States, the Territorial Clause [which em-
powers Congress to regulate territories] is a source of congressional power
over the island.2 9

CASES TREATING PUERTO RICO IN A MANNER DIFFERENT FROM A STATE

We found only one case during the 19S0s in which a Federal court treated Puerto
Rico different from the way it would have treated a state. The case was a Supreme
Court case in which Puerto Rico challenged its rate of reimbursement under the Aid
to Families with I)ependent Children (AFDC) program." Puerto Rico argued that
the reimbursement rate violated the Fifth Amendment's equal protection guarantee
because it was lower for Puerto Rico than for the states.

The court said that the Congress, which was empowered under the Territory
Clause of the Constitution'" to make all necessary rules and regulations respecting

75, F2d at i:i
Ps I, S(' §211, 212 1 PJs,21
12 IS(' § [!1',:
Is€ L, T [ S C § 211, 21:2 (19sn21.
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a territory, could treat Puerto Rico differently from states. Citing an earlier Su-
preme Court decision,3 2 the Court reiterated: "Congress . . . may treat Puerto Rico
differently from States so long as there is a rational basis for its actions." -1-1 The
court cited three rational bases for the statutory classification of Puerto Rico under
AFDC:

Puerto Rican residents do not contribute to the Federal treasury; the cost
of treating Puerto Rico as a state under the statute would be high; and
greater benefits could disrupt the Puerto Rican economy. 3 4

ANOTHER RELEVANT CASE

In a 1981 case, the First Circuit Court of Appeals found that a statute that ap-
plied to "dependencies and insular possessions of the United States" continued to
apply to Puerto Rico after it became a commonwealth.3 I The statute was 12 U.S.C.
§ 6:32, which gives Federal district courts jurisdiction over certain banking transac-
tions in "dependencies or insular possessions of the United States." In holding that
the statute applied to Puerto Rico, the court said:

Puerto Rico's territorial status ended; of course, in 1952. Thereafter it has
been a Commonwealth with a particular status as framed in the Puerto
Rican Federal Relations Act. Act of July 13, 1950, Pub. L. 600, § 4, (4 Stat.
319; see also Act of July 3, 1952, Pub. L. 447, 66 Stat. 327. However, nothing
in this legislation expressly or by necessary implication removed Puerto
Rico from the reach of section 632. While Puerto Rico's new status rendered
the words 'dependency or insular possession' somewhat obsolete as to it, the
language was nonetheless still sufficient, given the historical context, to en-
compass the reorganized Commonwealth. 36

IT1'hJ .ct,, hC014 - t11 , .n9 .. .hLttr,.d. Uix'ltod Iroln) the' I!9"I GAO\( wixo(tl InIhm ,a it n tm ed in bractket., hic,
|bee'l ul~ot('d 1

SECTION 5.-GoVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO

GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURES

Although the island's present relationship with the federal government has not
been defined precisely, Puerto Rico exercises virtually the same control over its in-
ternal affairs as the states. Also, the island's Constitution provides for a government
structure similar to that of the Federal Government and the states. In fact, Puerto
Rico was the first of the present U.S. territories to have a congressionally approved
constitution and locally elected governor.

The island freely manages local affairs and also operates within the broader Fed-
eral political system. Presently, like states, Puerto Rico does not exercise responsi-
bilities within the Federal government's purview, such as levying duties or imposts
on imports or exports, entering into treaties with foreign governments, coining
money, and establishing rules for naturalization.

Cornwo wealth ('COnstitu tion Modeled After U.S. m n(l State Constitutions
Most of the Commonwealth Constitution'- provisions were adopted directly from

the U.S. and state constitutions. Puerto Pco's Constitution provides for three sepa-
rate independent branches of governmen,-executive, legislative, and judicial-with
appropriate checks and balances. The Conmonwealth Constitution also includes an
extensive Bill of Rights essentially derived from the traditional protections con-
tained in Federal and state constitutions,

Although there is much similarity, the Commonwealth ('onstitution contains pro-
visions not in the U.S. Constitution. Examples include:

-popular majority ratification of constitutional amendments;
-prohibition of sex discrimination, wire-tapping, and the death penalty;
-- jury conviction in a felony case by three-fourths majority vote;
-minority party representation in the legislature equal to each party's elective

strength; and

:12 (' %l.ftin. v Turres, 1:35 U S I i197x

3:1 .146 US at 651 -52
:114 i. at 652.
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-employees' rights and protections for equal pay, the work environment, and col-
lective bargaining.

Some of these provisions, however, are present in other Federal laws or in the
constitutions or laws of one or more states.
Executive Pourer Vested With an Elected Governor

The Commonwealth government's executive authority rests with its governor. The
governor is responsible for executing (ommonwealth laws and can make appoint-
ments, grant pardons and reprieves, and approve or disapprove joint resolutions and
bills passed by the legislature. The governor must also report annually on the Com-
monwealth treasury's condition and the proposed expenditures for the ensuing fiscal
year and present a message concerning the Commonwealth's affairs when each reg-
ular legislative session begins.

The governor is commander-in-chief of the militia, which is the National Guard,
and can order it to prevent or suppress rebellion, invasion, or any serious public
disturbance. Although the governor can proclaim martial law, the Legislative As-
sembly must convene immediately and either ratify or revoke the governor's procla-
mation.

The governor is popularly elected in general elections held every fourth Novem-
ber A gubernatorial candidate must be at least 35 years old as well as a U.S. citizen
and a citizen and bona fide resident of Puerto Rico for the preceding 5 years. No
limit exists on the number of terms that the governor can be reelected.

In addition to prescribing the governor's powers, the Commonwealth Con-titution
establishes various executive departments, headed by secretaries, appointed by the
governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Constitution also estab-
lishes the position of Secretary of State, whose appointment must be approved by
both legislative houses. The Secretary of State succeeds the governor in case of a
permanent or temporary vacancy in that office.

Executive branch responsibilities are similar to those in states, but more exten-
sive. For example, they include: education, health, police and fire protection, tele-
phone communications, electricity, water, and maritime transportation. The execu-
tive branch presently includes the Office of the Governor, [15 departments, 42 exec-
utive agencies, and 52 public corporations, as shown in table 5. 1.1

TABLE 5.1-ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF PUERTO RICO

Executive Departments:
Justice
Treasury
Health
Education
Labor and Human Resources
Agriculture
State
Transportation and Public Wcrks
Commerce
Social Services
Consumer Affairs
Natural Resources
Housing
Anti-Addiction Services
Recreation and Public Sports

Executive Agencie, and Offices
State Elections Commission
Forensic Sciences Institute of Puerto Rico
Civil Rights Commission
Office of the Insurance Comnissioner
Office of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions
Health Services and Facilities Administration
Minimum Wages Commission
Office of Veterans Affairs
Agricultural Development Administration
Agricultural Services Administration
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TABLE 5.1-ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF PUERTO RICO-Continued

Industrial Tax Exemption Office
Traffic Safety Commission
Office of the Administration of the State Insurance Fund
Juvenile Institutions Administration
Industrial Commission
Public Service Commission
Office of Human Development
Board of Appeals on Construction and Land Subdivisions
Commission on Investigation, Prosecution and Appeals
Regulations and Permits Administration
Puerto Rico Administration for Federal Government Affairs
Puerto Rican Commission for the Celebration of the
Quintecentennial Celebration of the Discovery of America and Puerto Rico
Parole Board
Corrections Administration
Office of the Inspector of Cooperatives
Cooperative Development Administration
General Services Administration
Office of Government Ethics
Horse Racing and Equine Industry Administration
Labor Relations Board
Sugar Board
Municipal Complaints Hearing Commission
Municipal Services Administration
Puerto Rico Police
Puerto Rico National Guard
Economic Development Administration
Fire Department
Central Office of Personnel Administration
Rural Housing Administration
Board oi Appeals of the Personnel Administration System
Puer(o Rico Government Employees' Retirement System
Teachers' Retirement Board

Public Corporations:
Corporation for the Transfer of Technology
Corporation for Correctional Enterprises
Land Administration
Cooperative Development Company
Corporation for the Musical Arts
Puerto Rico Corporation of the Musical Scenic Arts
Corporation of the Puerto Rico Conservatory of Music
Corporation of the Symphony Orchestra of Puerto Rico
Public Building Authority
Medical Services Administration of Puerto Rico
Right to Work Administration
Tourism Company of Puerto Rico
Agricultural Credit Corporation
Rural Development Corporation of Puerto Rico
Agricultural Insurance Corporation
Port Authority
Metropolitan Bus Authority
Highway Authority
Corporation of Industries of the Blind, Mentally Retarded and Other incapacitated Persors
Industrial Development Company
Puerto Rican Institute of Arts, Cinematography and Television
Corporation for Urban Renewal and Housing
Housing Bank and Financing Agency
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TABLE 5.1--ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF PUERTO RICO-Continued

Government Development Bank of Puerto Rico
Municipal Finance Agency of Puerto Rico
Recreational Development Company
University of Puerto Rico
Agricultural Experimental Station
Agricultural Extension Service
Corporation for the Conservation and Administration of the Simon de la Torre Cemetiry
Telephone Authority
Puerto Rican Public Broadcasting Corporation
Puerto Rican Telephone Company
Corporation for the Technological Deveiopment of the Tropical Resources of Pue'to Rico
Sugar Corporation

Public Corporations:
Land Authority
Corporation of the Fine Arts Center of Puerto Rico
Institute of Puerto Rican Culture
Communications Authority of Puerto Rico
Aqueduct and Sewer Authority
Electric Energy Authority of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico Shipping Authority
Administration for the Compensation of Automobile Accidents
Corporation for the Cardiovascular Center of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean
Economic Development Bank of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico Authority for Solid Waste Management
Commercial Development Company
Authority for the Finance of Industrial, Medical, Educational and Control of Environmental Contamiation

Facilities
Puerto Rico Corporation -fo the Development and Administration of Lake, River and Marine Resources
Culebra Conservation and Development Authority
Puerto Rico Corporation for the DevelopmEnl of Mineial Resources
Puerto Rico Authority for the Finance of Infrastructure

Souro# ,f Popiflj RIC( y 1r Y rj '' YI, , , ,,j I III

Popularly Ecled Bica m /era Assent bv Executes I.cgisa ti 'e Fu m' ions

The Commonwealth Constitution provides that "The legislative power shall be
vested in a Legislative Assembly ...... The assembly is bicameral and convenes
annually from the second Monday in January through April Each house is led by
an officer-the Senate by the President and the Rouse of Representatives by the
Speaker. Although special sessions may be called only by the governor, regular ses-
sions may be extended indefinitely by joint resolution.

A majority of both houses must approve bills before they are submitted to the
governor, who has 10 days to sign the-bill into law or return it with objections. If
the governor does not act within 10 days the bill becomes law. Also, a returned bill
can become law if two-thirds of each house approve it.

The Legislative Assembly also has the power to create, consolidate, or reorganize
executive departments and define their functions. Further, it has broad authority
over local municipalities. The assembly is also responsible for approving the Coi
monwealth's budget and determining how the ('ommonwealth and the municipali-
ties impose and collect taxes. Moreover, the assembly may propose constitutional
amendments by concurrent resolution, approved by at least two-thirds of each
house.

Legislative Assemhly members are popularlv elected in general elections and
serve --year terms concurrent with the governor, Legislators must read and write
Spanish or English and be citizens of the United States and Puerto Rico Minimum
age for senators is 30 years (Id and representatives 25 years Also, all legislators
must have resided on thie island at least 2 years iinmnneiately prior to election.

The Legklativ, Assemblv consists of 27 senators and 51 representatives Two sen-
ators are elected from each of - senatorial districts, ana I I others compete for "at
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large" seats. Representatives are elected from 40 districts, I member from each, and
11 "at large."

Additionally, in certain situations if more than two-thirds of the members in
either house are elected from a single party, such number of members may be in-
creased so that the total number of minority members can be 9 in the Senate and It
in the House. With more than one minority party, seats are apportioned according
to each group's electoral strength. This unique constitutional provision has been
used to assure representation of minority parties in the legislature approximating
their voting strength on an island-wide basis.

The Commonwealth Constitution also establishes an independent controller who
is principally responsible to the Legislature. The controller, appointed by the gover-
nor with consent of the Legislative Assembly to a 10-year term, is charged with au-
diting all revenues, accounts, and expenditures of the Commonwealth, its agencies
and instrumentalities, as well as local municipalities.
Unified Judicial System Mandated

The Commonwealth Constitution provides for a unified judicial system for pur-
poses of jurisdiction, operation, and administration. The Constitution vests judicial
power in a Supreme Court and any courts as may be established by law. It also em-
powers the Legislative Assembly to create and abolish courts, except for the Su-
preme Court, in a manner not inconsistent with the Constitution, and to determine
courts' venue and organization.

The assembly exercised this authority by passing the Judiciary Act of 1952, which
vested judicial power in a General Court of Justice-composed of the Supreme Court
and the Court of First Instance. The Supreme Court is almost exclusively a court of
appellate jurisdiction although it does have original jurisdiction to hear habeas
corpus petitions and other causes and procedures conferred on it by law. The Court
can hold laws unconstitutional, but only by majority of the Court's justices. The
court is authorized to adopt rules for administering Puerto Rico courts and rules of
evidence and civil and criminal procedure, subject to legislative approval. The
court's decisions may be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court in the same kinds of
cases that can be appealed from the highest state courts. ,€

Currently, Puerto Rico law provides that the Supreme Court have seven justices-
a chief justice and six associate justices-appointed by the governor upon the advice
and consent of the Senate. Justices must be citizens of Pulerto Rico and the United
States, residents of Puerto Rico for at least 5 years prior to appointment, and admit-
ted to practice law in Puerto Rico at least 10 years prior to appointment. Moreover,
justices serve indefinite terms, and the size of the court can be changed "only by
law upon request of the Supreme Court." Furthermore, justices cannot participate
in political campaigns, contribute to political parties, or hold elected office.

The Court of First Instance has original jurisdiction over civil and criminal pro-
ceedings and is comprised of two divisions-the superior court and the district court.
Although the 1952 act specifies cases to be heard in these courts, each division can
hear a case if' the concerned parties and the judge agree. The superior court also
hears appeals from final judgments of the district court. Court of First Instance
judges are appointed by the governor for specified terms with advice and consent of'
the Senate.

As mentioned earlier, the U.S. district court for the district of Puerto Rico hears
Federal cases. Appeals from this court are treated essentially like those from other
Federal distri t courts The island's official courtroom language is Spanish, except
in the Federal district court where English is required Although attempts have
been made to allow certain proceedings in Spanish. legislation has not been enacted.

PUBl.I(' ('ORPORA'rIo.Ns

Puerto Rico's 52 public corpo-1rltions are governmental entities of the ('ommon-
wealth, with varying degrees of independence f'rm the central government, [particu-
larly with respect to the custody of funrids Most public cori)orations are governed by
boards appointed by the gov'ernor with the advice arid consent of the Senate, hut
some publie- corporations are subsidiaries or departments of the central government

Most j)uhli(' corporations obtain revenues from charges tor services or products,
but many are subsidized by the central government. The lrger public corporations
finance capital improvenient, through the sale of bonds.

Most of the- island's public co rporition s provide public tittliti es (r" social services,
in somne cases performing seVrviL'es normally iss( iated with the private sector in) the
states Examples follow
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-The Electric Porter Authority owns and operates generating and distribution fa-
cilities which supply 99 percent of all electric power consumed in Puerto Rico.
fFor fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $1.1 billion for this agency.]

-The Got'ernment Deuelopment Bank is the financial adviser and fiscal agent for
the Commonwealth government, the public corporations, and the municipali-
ties, particularly in the issuance of bonds and notes. To aid in the island's eco-
nomic development, the bank also makes loans to public corporations as well as
private enterprises. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $630 million for
this agency.]

-The Telephone Authority purchased the Puerto Rico Telephone Company from
the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation in 1974. The authority
operates the island's principal telephone system. Areas not covered by this
system are served by another public corporation, the Communications Author-
ity. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $574 million for this agency.]

-The Public Buildings Authority plans, acquires, leases, and constructs office
buildings, schools, courthouses, police and fire stations, warehouses, hospitals,
and related facilities for lease to government agencies. [For fiscal year 1989,
Puerto Rico budgeted $343 million for this agency.]

-The Industrial Decelopment Company participates in the Commonwealth-spon-
sored economic development program by providing physical facilities, general
assistance, and special incentive grants to manufacturers. [For fiscal year 1989,
Puerto Rico budgeted $100 million for this agency.]

-The UniversitN of Puerto Rico, with more than 50,0001 students, is the island's
largest institution of higher learning. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budg-
eted $454 million for the university.]

-The Sugar Corporation was created in 1973 to consolidate ownership and man-
agement of the Commonwealth's interests in the sugar industry. These interests
consist primarily of owned and leased land, mills, and refineries. The corpora-
tion grows its own cane, buys cane grown by private firms, processes the cane,
and sells the crude, refined sugar, and molasses. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto
Rico budgeted $188 million for this agency.]

-- The Urban Renewal and Housing Corporation carries out activities related to (1)
providing housing for moderate income families, (21 federally aided public hous-
ing, (31 urban renewal, and (4) other housing activities financed by Common-
wealth appropriations. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $269 million
for this agency.]

-The Ports Authority owns and operates the island's major airport and seaport
facilities. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $98 million for this
agency.]

-The Maritime Shipping AuthoritN operates three shipping lines, acquired in
1974, serving Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto
Rico budgeted $888 million for this agency.]

-The Land Administration is responsible for the use of land. It acquires and
maintains land reserves for developing agricultural and manufacturing facili-
ties and for constructing housing, commercial, health, school, recreational, and
other public facilities. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $58 million
for this agency.]

-The Housing Bank and Finance Agency is principally engaged in insuring and
servicing mortgages originated by the Urban Renewal and Housing Corpora-
tion. [For fiscal year 1989, Puerto Rico budgeted $316 million for this agency.]

Table 5.2 presents financial data on selected public corporations as of 1979. Al-
though not fully comparable due to accounting differences, the data provides soi,,e
insight as to the size of these activities.

Table 5.2.-FINANCIAL DATA ON SELECTED PUBLIC CORPORATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1989
in" rpr ho . )I , i,'

PL; h j. p ! ',+ r. t .r' [i.} il ril ' Nv .f,4 , , i Fr,

' ' l1'411 re',, nue<,

Electric Power Aulhority $1,940 4 $1 6/1 4 $269 C $669 8
Highway Authority 1482 9 7279 755 0 134
Government Development Bank 1,301 1 1,199 8 101 3 110 5
Aqueduct and Sewer Authortty 991 3 332 8 658 5 88 7
Telephone Authority 182 6 151 0 31 6 212 0
Public Buildings Autnority 512 0 4301 819 603
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Table 5.2.-FINANCIAL DATA ON SELECTED PUBLIC CORPORATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1989-
Continued

in mil ,(ws of oiars]

Public corp abons Total assets Total Iabilies Net assets Fiscal year
1979 revenues

Industrial Development Company. 395 6 134 2 261.4 21 5
University of Puerto Rico 383 4 329 7 53 7 2070
Sugar Corporation ' 353 2 415 6 (62 4) 80 1
Urban Renewal & Housing Corporation, 3304 4558 (1254) 655
Ports Authority 254 3 124 8 129 5 37 5
Maritime Shipping Authority 179 9 211 9 (32 0) 2324
Land Administration 143 8 31 1 112 7 5 8
Housing Bank & Finance Agency 120 7 95 0 25 7 99
Communications Authority 4 72.7 59 7 13 0 11 9
Municipal Finance Agency 47 7 47 3 04 3.1

Totals j 9,292 0 7018 1 2,273 9 , 1,962 7

Siscal year 1978 daa

[Table 5.3 presents financial data on seven of the above selected public corpora-
tions as of 1987. Although not fully comparable due to accounting differences, the
data provides some insight as to the size of these activities.]

[Table 5.3]-UPDATED FINANCIAL DATA ON II PUBLIC CORPORATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1987
in mihions Of Vliarsl

i Fiscal year
'T e N 1981 Revenues

Government Development Bank $5,687 6 $5,304 0 $383 5 $383 6
Highway Authority 2,524 3 710 4 1,813 9 700
Electric Power Authority 2.552 8 2,218 9 333 9 860 5
Aqueduct and Sewer Authoiy 2,040 2 135 7 1,304 6 259 8
Telephone 3uthonty 1,2966 93; 9 358 8 485 1
Public Buildings Authority 1.075 2 803 7 271 5 1?2 2
Industrial Development Company 574 8 195 4 379 4 501
Ports Authority 352 4 154 3 198 1 60 7
Maritime dipping Authority 214 3 424 4 (210 1) 3118
Communications Authority 186 7 122 8 63 9 53 4
Land Authority 63 6 20 0 43 6 37 6

Source Anrui 'eprf for eacf, pu l cmrrur n and 'te W ,th a YPar 198') 30 Bud pt fir !he ornomrur n e.1h oi Puerio Rico

Municipalities Are the Only Level of Local Government
The Commonwealth Constitution empowers the Legislative Assembly to create,

abolish, consolidate, and reorganize municipal subdivisions. Municipalities cannot be
abolished or created, however, unless a majority of their voters ratify the legisla-
tion. The Legislative Assembly also determines how municipalities can impose and
collect taxes and authorizes t hem to develop programs and create agencies for the
general welfare.

Municipalities are Puerto Rico's only local political subdivision. Each of the is-
land's 78 municipalities has a mayor and a municipal assembly. Located in both
urban and rural areas, the average population for the municipalities is about 25,000
and only 5 have populations exceeding 100,000. Metropolitan San Juan has a popu-
lation of about one million persons.

Each municipality has a mayor and assembly, popularly elected to serve terms
concurrent with the governor and Commonwealth legislature. To qualify for munici-
pal office, a candidate must be able to read and write Spanish or English and be a
resident and qualified voter of that municipality. Each municipality can levy certain
sales taxes, but responsibilities vary.

Although the Commonwealth government provides most government services, the
municipalities are responsible for local administration of services, such as street
cleaning, garbage collection, and some public works. To a limited extent, the munici-
palities share responsibility for education and health by providing various services
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such as drivers for school buses and ambulances. Moreover, seven municipalities
augment the Commonwealth police with their own local police forces, and two mu-
nicipalities provide their own electric power because they are too remote from facili-
ties of the Electric Power Authority.

The municipalities carry out their responsibilities primarily with commonwealth
and Federal Government funds, as well as some self-generated revenues. Further,
the Commonwealth legislature exercises certain supervisory responsibilities over the
municipalities' budgeting and fiscal affairs. For fiscal year 1980, the estimated
budget for the municipalities amounted to $540 million, with $27.1 million coming
from commonwealth and local sources, and the remaining $266 million coming from
the federal government, primarily for the comprehensive employment and training
program, community development, and local public works. The largest combined
municipal budget was San Juan's, which totalled $165 million-$88 million from
island sources and $77 million from the Federal government.

Most municipalities had budgets ranging between $1 million and $2 million, ex-
clusive of Federal funds. The more significant sources of local revenue were the mu-
nicipal subsidies from the Commonwealth; the property-taxes levied by the munici-
palities and collected by the Commonwealth; and the municipal shares of the Puerto
Rican lottery receipts, cigarette taxes, and Electric power Authority rebates. Mu-
nicipalities also raised limited revenues from business licenses and from renting
municipal facilities to the Commonwealth government.

LGAL AND POLITICAl. STRUCTURES

Puerto Rio Law Is A Blend of( 'iil and Common Iaw Traditions
Prior to becoming a U.S. territory, Puerto Rico law was based on Spanish civil

law-Spain's version of the civil law system developed primarily in continental
Europe under the influence of Roman Law. In England and subsequently in nearly
all of the United States, common law prevailed.

Civil law and common law differ principally in the way law is created. In a civil
law jurisdiction, the legislature establishes laws primarily by enacting codes with
broad provisions. Civil law courts look to codes as primary sources of law. Court de-
cisions usually are neither primary sources of law nor binding on other courts, even
though they are consulted as aids in the decisionmaking process.

Civil law courts generally do not create the law but only apply it, and common
law courts traditionally are a principal lawmaking body. Common law court deci-
sions of a jurisdiction's highest court are binding on itself and the lower Courts in
the same jurisdiction Although statutes and codes are primary sources of law as in
civil law jurisdictions, common law legislation is usually more specific than civil law
codes.

In practice, civil and common law systems often are not as dissimilar as they
appear. Although civil law courts base their decisions principally on code provisions,
they may rely on and follow consistent higher courts' decisions. Moreover, in in-
stances where a code provision does not specifically address the matter in controver-
sy, the distinction between applying the law and creating it may Se insubstantial.
At the same time, much of common law is legislatively. rather than judicially cre-
ated. This is particularly true of U.S. Federal law, since no U.S. federal general
common law exists.

Since becoming part of the united States, significant aspects of Anglo-American
Common Law have been added to or replaced Puerto Rico's Spanish civil law. This
synthesis to a mixed civil and common law jurisdiction began soon after Puerto Rico
became a territory. Although the 19(10 Foraker Act established a three-member com-
mission to compile and revise Puerto Rico's laws, it:

was not appointed to sweep away the legal system of the island, but rather
to preserve those native institutions which have given evidence of vigor and
growth, and to adapt them to the fundamental principles of American Law.

Subsequently, the Puerto Rican legislature preserved two of the five principle
Spanish civil law codes and replaced three others with codes based on common law.
Although modified over the years, the Spanish Civil ('ode and to some extent the
Code of ('ommerce are still in force. The Spanish Penal Code was replaced by one
adopted from that of' Montana. The Spanish Code of Civil Procedure and, in great
measure, the ('ode of ('riminal Procedure were replaced by ones adopted from those
used by Idaho and California, respectively.

The blending of' civil and common law is evident in Commonwealth Supreme
Court decisions For example, that ('ourt has frequently held that the primary
source of law is written law !romnilgated by the legislature-a fundamentaJ civil
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law characteristic. However, as in common law jurisdictions, Puerto Rico's Supreme
Court, almost since its establishment, has relied on its previous decisions as a basis
for deciding cases and has held itself and lower courts bound by those decisions.

Although the United States is essentially a common law country, civil law is not
unknown. After the American Revolution there was considerable support for adopt-
ing French civil law. Although this did not occur subsequent acquisitions of civil law
and mixed jurisdictions, which later became states, led to a continued presence of
civil law. For example, in such states as Texas, California, Arizona, and New Mexico
the civil law doctrine of community property, giving spouses certain rights in mari-
tal property, still is in force.

Louisiana is the only state in which a civil code is still fully in force. Like Puerto
Rico, civil law has been in use in Louisiana for several hundred years, but common
law has also been a strong influence. For example, unlike pure civil law jurisdic-
tions, consistent decisions of the Louisiana Supreme Court are consulted and fol-
lowed by Louisiana state courts.

Constitution Assures Citizens'Rights in Collective Decisions
The Commonwealth Constitution establishes a democratic system of government

and states that this system is fundamental to the Puerto Rican community. It em-
phasizes that the peoples' will is the source of public power and political order is
subordinate to the rights of man, while assuring citizens' free participation in collec-
tive decisions. The Constitution provides for general elections every 4 years. At that
time, the governor, the Legislative Assembly, municipal officials, and any other offi-
cers the legislature may determine are elected.

Although matters concerning the electoral process are left to legislative determi-
nation, the Constitution provides that every person over 1 years old is entitled to
vote, and the inability to read or write and nonownership of property cannot dis-
qualify a voter. Although regulation of elections and the registration of political
parties and voters are also left to legislative determination, this power is limited by
constitutional provisions guaranteeing protections for citizens and political parties.

Electoral law Governs Political Process
The 1977 "Puerto Rico Electoral Act," as amended, which replaced prior electoral

laws, presently governs the island's electoral process. The act (1 provides for a Com-
monwealth Election Commission and an Electoral Review Board; (2) details proce-
dures for voting and voter registrations; (3) establishes regulations for political par-
ties, candidates' eligibility, party funding, and political contributions; (4) sets penal-
ties for violations; and (5) provides for citizens' protections and rights in the political
process.

The Commonwealth Election Commission organizes and supervises the electoral
process. The Commission is composed of a general administrator, who acts as its
chairman, and electoral commissioners from each political party. The administrator
is appointed by the governor for a 10-year term with the consent of the Legislative
Assembly. Commissioners are also appointed by the governor following petitions
from each party.

The Commonwealth Election Commission also regulates local election commis-
sions. These permanent local commissions are composed of a chairman and regular
members from each political party. Each polling place is staffed by a poll board
comprised of one inspector from each political party and any other participating
candidate or organization.

The Electoral Review Board investigates matters concerning the electoral process,
candidate eligibility requirements, and election results. The board has three mem-
bers, appointed to 10-year staggered terms by the governor, with consent of the Leg-
islative Assembly. Although the beard's findings of fact are final, appeals on ques-
tions of law maybe taken to the Commonwealth Supreme Court.

The electoral act altered Puerto Rico's voting system. Prior to 19S0 all voters
gathered in polling stations by a given hour, and the doors were closed until all bal-
lots were cast. Beginning in 1980, however, all voters were to be permitted to cast
ballots at any time between prescribed hours. Because a large number of registered
voters did not obtain identification cards, this system couid not be fully implement-
ed for the 1980 election. According to a Commonwealth official, however, those with-
out identification cards were allowed to vote at a prescribed hour under procedures
applied in the past.
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ROLE IN U.S. FEDERAL SYSTEM

Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act Contains Present Basic Arrangements
Current fundamental arrangements between the island and the federal govern-

ment are described in the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act, as amended. Among
other provisions this act continues Puerto Rico's exemption from certain U.S. inter-
nal revenue laws. Excise taxes on certain Puerto Rican goods domestically produced
and transported tc the United States are returned to the island treasury, as are
U.S. tariffs on foreign goods imported into the island.

Provisions for U.S. citizenship arid free trade between Puerto Rico and the states
are also continued. Puerto Rico has control of all public lands and buildings, high-
ways, harbor areas, streams, and submerged lands not reserved for Federal Govern-
ment purposes. A resident commissioner continues to represent island residents in
the united States. The act also provides that U.S, laws not locally inapplicable shall
apply equally to Puerto Rico and describes the U.S. district court's jurisdiction to
hear Federal cases.
National Polilical and Legislatice Partici.wtion Has ( brownn But Remains Limited

Puerto Ricans have been American citizens since 1917, but they cannot vote in
presidential elections unless they are registered to vote in a state or the District of
Columbia. Residents, however, participate in choosing presidential candidates
through the national conventions and presidential primaries. Additionally, Puerto
Rico residents elect a resident commissioner to the united States but do not send
senators or representatives to the Congress.

In 1970, an advisory group appointed by tho president and Puerto Rico's governor
studied extending islanders the right to vote in presidential elections. It concluded
that such enfranchisement was not incompatible with Commonwealth status be-
cause of common citizenship. Although the group recommended that the vote be
granted if residents chose so in referendum, a direct vote by island residents has not
been taken.
Resulents Ha'e No Vote frr President But Help choosee Canhdates

Even though Puerto Ricans and other territorial domiciliaries cannot vote in na-
tional elections, they help choose presidential candidates. Puerto Ricans have tradi-
tionally participated in both the Republican and Democratic national conventions.
Although the island's delegations have grown since the original two Republican del-
egates and six Democratic delegates in 1904. the number of island delegates has
been determined differently from states.

The Republican party allocates three delegates for each congressional district, but
territories' delegations are determined arbitrarily. Puerto Rico's delegation varied
until 1964 when it was allocated five members. In 1970 the island was allocated 8
seats, and in 1980 the delegation was further increased to 14 members.

Democratic convention delegations from the states and the District of ('olumbia
are calculated on the basis of tir votes cast for the l)emocratic presidential candi-
date in the last three elections and (2) the population as measured by the electoral
vote. Between 1904 and 1960, Puerto Rico was allocated six delegates to each Demo-
cratic convention. In 196.1 and 1968 Puerto Rico had an eight-member delegation,
and in 1972 it decreased to seven. In 1976 the part of the formula measuring popula-
tion by electoral votes was applied to Puerto Rico. Because the island was assumed
to have 4 electoral votes its delegation increased to 22 members. Puerto Rico's dele-
gation further increased in 1980 to 41 delegates, the 27th largest in attendance.

While Puerto Rico has traditionally participated in national conventions, early in
1980 the island held ius first presidential preference primaries. Previously, island
delegates were chosen by caucus without direct voter participation. The Republican
primary was held in February and the Democratic primary a month later. Com-
bined turnout was substantial, with about I million eligible voters participating.

Residents Flare Sume Reresentation tn the Congress
Puerto Rico residents do not have voting representation in the Congress, because

this right is constitutionally guaranteed only to state residents, They do, however,
elect a resident commissioner to the united States, who in many respects serves as a
member of the House of Representatives.

The first commissioner was elected in November 190)0 but was not permitted on
the House of Representatives' floor until June 19t2. In February 190.1. he was grant-
ed the same powers as delegates from other territories The resident comnissioner
can introduce legislation and speak in committee or on the floor Although allowed
to vote in committee beginning in 1970, the resident commissioner canr.ot vote on
the [louse floor.
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SECTION ;.-GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES IN PUERTO Rico
Government in Puerto Rico includes the Commonwealth central government

(with its 52 public corporations) and 78 municipalities. Unlike most states, the great
majority of governmental functions are administered and financed by the central
government and its public corporations and limited responsibilities have been dele-
gated to the municipalities.

We analyzed the Commonwealth's 1989 revenue and expenditure patterns and
contrasted them with the averages for state and local governments in the 50 states
and the District of Columbia. We also examined trends in governmental debt.

As a percent of total revenues, and excluding the sales of goods and services, the
Commonwealth and its municipalities rely more heavily on corporate and individual
income taxes and less on property taxes than the average of all state and local gov-
ernments. Also, as a percent of total expenditures, spending patterns of the Com-
monwealth were roughly comparable (excluding the municipalities and the commer-
cial activities of public corporations) with those of state and local governments,
though spending for education was less in Puerto Rico.

The level of total debt per capita is about that of state and local governments, but
excluding the debt of public corporations it is less than state and local borrowing.
The debt of these public corporations is generally financed by the revenues of these
corporations, similar to private corporate borrowing. However, since they are gov-
ernmental entities, interest on their bonds is tax-exempt.

While comparisons with state and local revenues, e- penditures, and debt levels
provide a useful context for describing Puerto Rico's government finances, the com-
parison is a rough one at best, for a number of reasons. Fi rst, some financial classifi-
cations of revenues by source, and expenditures by purpose, were not comparable
because such data were not readily available. Second, the Commonwealth's govern-
mental activities in some respects, such as supplying agriculture credit, correspond
more closely to those of the Federal Government than those of state and local gov-
ernments. And finally, differences in the pattern of Commonwealth revenues and
expenditures and the averages for state and local governments may not necessarily
be significant, because wide variations exist among the states.

We have not calculated the burden of taxes and debt on residents of Puerto Rico
to compare them to those in states and localities because a very large proportion of
taxes collected are ultimately paid by foreign owners and customers of Puerto Rican
business. Consequently, expressing taxes as a percent of residents' personal income
would substantially overstate resident tax burdens. We have computed tax and debt
amounts per capita, but these should not be interpreted as resident tax and debt
burdens.

REVENUE SOURCES

We analyzed Puerto Rico's revenues in two ways, first by including its public cor-
porations, and then without. When the public corporations are included, Puerto
Rico's most important revenue sources are sales of goods and services (.36 percent)
individual and corporate income taxes (19 percent) Federal funds (17 percent) and
excise taxes (i) percent. Table 6.1 summarizes revenues by source for Puerto Rico
(19S91 and state and local governments (1987).

TABLE 6.1-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA REVENUES BY SOURCE-PUERTO RICO CONTRASTED WITH
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

IIn ma lion, of ',,' l rI

Puerlo Ro tmaed) 981

Percent ', Pcr (,.D1131 Percent ot

Sales of goods and services $3.147 $1135 36 $49,810 $205 6
Individual income ta3 923 280 9 83.681 344 10
Corporate income tax 1.038 315 10 22.672 93 3
Sales lax 1,072 325 10 144,293 593 17
Property tax 282 85 3 12122 498 14
federal fund 1.170 536 11 114996 41? 14
All other revenue sources 1,624 49? lb 305.911 1.251 36
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TABLE 6. !-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA REVENUES BY SOURCE-PUERTO RICO CONTRASTED WITH
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS-Continued

Percent ofA",,.rt Pr " ,,1 131 Ar ii Per to tal

Total 10,456 3.168 100 842 590 3,462 100

V i.~ +r yr '0,r, i.r*~,''
R.....' ... . .y e ,rri ,r , t.or'.' c Alo r, cc.' S r p v r rw re (jn%[i

(en vi nn i lnl n 1 i'"1#|1 •II I 't~%6- K'.

The sales of various goods and services, at 36 percent of the total, comprise the
largest share of Puerto Rico's revenues. This is high compared with the states and
localities ((; percent) because of the many public corporations owned by the Com-
monwealth, such as electric power, telephone service, various credit corporations,
and sugar marketing. For state and local governments, "sales of goods and services"
consists of five categorie,; of revenues: government owned and operated water, elec-
tric, gas, transit systems, and liquor store receipts. While on average this is a rela-
tively small source of revenue, there is wide variation among the states, ranging
from as much as $,94 per capita (24 percent of total revenue) in Nebraska to as
little as $51) per capita (I percent of total revenue) in Rhode Island.

In contrast, the category of "all other revenue sources" for state and local govern-
merits is .36 percent and 16 percent for Puerto Rico For states and localities, this
includes a significant amount of revenues generated by commercial activities that
Puerto Rico categorizes as the sales of goods and services.

We were unable to sort out the differences to make these two categories compara-
ble between Puerto Rico and states and localities. Furthermore, revenues from the
sales of goods and services may not be available for general government expenses
because (1) they may be restricted for the use of a particular enterprise or fund, and
(2) the revenues generated are partly offset by the cost of producing or delivering
the goods and services sold. Such costs are not shown in table (.I and no informa-
tion was readily available about restrictions on use of' revenues from sales. There-
fore, we recomputed table 6.1 to exclude the sales of' good'i and services, as shown in
table 6.2.

TABLE 6.2-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA REVENUES BY SOURCE-PUERTO RICO CONTRASTED WITH
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

jiq r lo . 1,"3,r

P. . '; ,-,I Percenl f
Any~urri Fir crbt, {, ALr Pr 11AD t u!

Individual ,ncon;e tax $923 $280 19 $83,68] $314 11
Corporate ncomp tax 1.038 315 22 2? 612 93 3
Sa,:es tax 1,012 325 22 141.293 593 18
Property tax 282 85 5 121,221 498 15
Fpde,al furds 1,126 341 24 114.996 472 14
A!i othpe revenue 'ource', 434 101 1 305 911 1 21 39

Total 41/5 I,147 100 192 780 3.251 100

P I., , I,- A : 1h r. I w ,,,'

"'able 6.2 shows that P'uerto Rico relies 11re' heavi ly on individual and corporate
income taxes (.11 pe-rcenti compared with an average of' 1,4 percent for states and
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localities. Also, Puerto Rico relies less on the use of the property tax than states and
localities do on average 0; percent versus 15 percent).

Total revenues, including public corporation revenues, as a percent of gross prod-
uct for Puerto Rico was 57 percent (it was 21; percent when corporation revenues are
excluded). For the states, total revenues as a percent of gross national product was
19 percent when the revenues of utilities and liquor stores are included, and 18 per-
cent when they are not.

EX PEN )IT U R ES

We also analyzed Puerto Rico's expenditures, both with and without the commer-
cial activities and public utilities. Taken together, commercial activities and utilities
are Puerto Rico's largest expenditures Also, the Commonwealth spends in total
about the same per capita as other -tate and local governments. Table ;.3 compares
expenditures by function ftr Puerto Rico l1JI9 estimated I and the states and local-
ities ( 19,S7,.t

TABLE 6.3--TOTAL AND PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION-PUERTO RICO CONTRASTED
WITH STATE AND lOCAL GOVERNMENTS

I2 Ih 5'

Educatirmn 0 -1, $7, I S;9 I32 S945 30
Miscellaneaus commercial .2 1 .?28 13 ( )
Public utililles 4F ,' br.509 269 8
Healh, hospitals / i2 222 1 56.3 234 1
hran4ort3tP 52 ], 59 P.20 24 8
Housmng and community le,.elopme t  54 1 I 6 .!F 48 2
Public safety "-, 113 -F ,51 33 1
Government 3drnmsthatcn 11 2i 4 3 6. , 1 13 5
Interest on ,enera! deb 11? 4 17? 5
Natural resources - F7 11 40
Pubhc Velae 351 108 . 8n .,'. 329 10
Sewerage 231 67 3 1 82,? 61 2
Parks and recreatin 103 1 I I 9; 8 45 1
Social insurance aJm n'Artcn 81 21')2
Other and L - , e '1 1 3 13i 386 1?

Icta! 9.0: 911 3l0 ?72%4 1 i15 100

K., ' ,*, +' ,r

(,.1 anmtt in h nanc'. i tfl i-

When the commercial activities and utilities are excluded, we find that although
the spending patterns in Puerto Rico and the states are roughly comparable in
many categories, there are several exceptions. For example, spending on education
in Puerto Rico is 23 percent of total expenditures, compared with 33 percent in the
states, and 5 percent on welfare, compared with 11 percent in the states (see table

'tThe ,xptnditur-d-.,ho%%n or lPuerto Rico iriludh' ori, lihos'e (if ilt' cerltranl g (v.'rillil(,it .rld

public col'lr;Ii tlo ;' Mhille th< os. .,ho%%I Ii r tlie ,tate.s include lA)'.c l gover rrrWilt .Xj)trIIditl t,.'
i)urto Rico murir pal exlixnditur'-, \ rt' not readily *vivaiahle for 1 II' I 11 195,2. for- which the
lItest ('e-lISus lhl t ir d(at wet t 1tr; ;illahw.- rlIi l plal l txI)t-rdrIres were 2 il million conprr',d
to the ('om moo weatbh's ex perid itdtr..' (i S1._ 7 bi lli(n (about . pei't-t, nr I t, '['he exp-ndture, fort
public cortxiratiois and other cetialr giJni.iritlit l gernk'-ie, hac ben rd'li.ssilied i1 oird'd i to
cores lond moe0l se I . ,y ti, iht ('e1V Bhanrtat', ci .St' fi. tlI sche-rilt'

25-181 0 - 90 - 8
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TABLE 6.4-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION-PUERTO RICO CONTRASTED
WITH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Puepri Rico t 'S , n1 IM , I Slat", ]9S71
{r p...r. ,,ip-L r . . . "I.Arf Per LiPid3 Percert of

Education $1.552 $470 23 $229.93? S945 33
Healthihospitals 132 222 11 56,912 234 8
Transportation 59 179 9 59.820 246 8
Housing and community development 514 174 8 11.766 48 2
Public safety 570 173 8 56.651 233 8
Government admnstratici 419 127 6 34.896 143 5
Interest on general debt 368 112 5 41,816 112 6
Natural resources 4 366 1l1 6 9,738 40 1
Public welfare 35/ 08 6 80.090 329 11
Sewerage 287 87 4 14,862 61 2
Parks and recreation 103 31 ? 10.978 45 2
Social insurance administration 81 25 1 2.152 11 (:i)
Other 181 238 12 93,854 386 13

Total 6 188 2,057 100 104.121 2.893 100

- lI cles late an lo cal ow, frnner! elpndvurel
LTess tan I percent
Inci'ijo, 3piiirr i1 S soill! Fc

Source Pueilo Rico iRure , 6ere Dreparel t , t , I rnur , u on,' A1,, ,r,r Ii S111jV j r t, . r, , I'i lho e BureaO I,
(;rucrnmin finnnre in II6.~

U-ERTO RICO S IEBT

Puerto Rico's debt, including that of the Commonwealth, its municipalities, and
its public corporations, totaled about $10.1 billion in 1987. On a per-capita basis,
Puerto Rico's debt was estimated to be about $2,971 in 19S9 and that of state and
local governments was $3,175. Puerto Rico's debt is equivalent to 60 percent of its
gross product. However, as noted earlier, a comparison with state and local govern-
ments debt is not exact, because some of Puerto Rico's credit activities may be con-
sidered similar to some of those of the Federal Government and of' private corpora-
tions.

Puerto Rico's average annual debt growth rate since 1975 has been fairly con-
stant, ranging from about 5 to 7 percent a year. For state and local governments, it
has averaged about 10 pet-cent per year. Puerto Rico's debt for selected years be-
tween 1975 and 1987, along with the average annual growth rate, is shown in table
6.5 below.

Table 6.5-PUERTO RICO'S DEBT AND ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (1975-87)

YPa, PubiC ,bt l In n licOn ol Ave,'pe .mnual growth fate

19/5 $5,089 1
1918 6,076 5 6 1
1981 7.505 0 7 3
1984.. 8.6926 5 0
198/ 10.1426 53

Source Plannng Board ol PL&1o RIco [conorfl( RePi)orlI t1 I f,,o'pmr of Putri,, Rlcr, 1'.8

The proportion of Puerto Rico's debt among the Commonwealth, municipalities,
and public corporations has been fairly constant between 1975 and 1987. In 1987,
the Commonwealth's portion was 25 percent; the municipalities' portion, 4 percent;
and the public corporations' portion, 71 percent. The public corporations' portion
peaked in 1981 at 76 percent and has been declining since, while the Common-
wealth's portion bottomed out in 1979 and 1991, and has been rising since. The Com-
monwealth generally uses general obligation bonds, which are guaranteed by the
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taxing power of the government, while its public corporations use revenue bonds,
which pledge the corporations' future revenues for debt repayment.

Puerto Rico's total public debt as a percent of its gross product has declined since
1975. In 1975, it was 71 percent and dropped to 60 percent in 19S7. By comparison,
state and local government debt as a percent of the U.S. gross national product was
14 percent in 1975, and rose to 16 percent in 1987.

Excluding Puerto Rico's debt attributable to the public corporations, the percent
of the Commonwealth's and municipalities' debt in relation to its gross product is
comparable with that of state and local governments. Table (;.6 shows Puerto Rico's
debt, excluding that of the public corporations, compared with that of state and
local governments for selected years between 1975 and 1987. It also compares them
as a percent of gross product and on a per-capita basis.

Table 6.6--PERCENT OF DEBT TO GROSS PRODUCT AND DEBT PER CAPITA-PUERTO RICO

CONTRASTED WITH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS (1975-87)

P J. ! F uI SLtt X,11 , or, Tnr

rrl:,f ,, p ,,, r j n01,,, r pert CCp'l,

1975 $i,433 20 $493 $191,269 12 $886
1978 1,539 17 496 238,032 11 i,069
1981 1,784 15 552 303.767 10 1,320
1984 2 ?S3 6 699 423 75W 11 1,788
1987 2.911 882 602,795 13 2471

Dot, n Iq 'i ', rr ei I r I n

FS.o i F'ier.j P,,[- P , "r'r Fl i f P.Jfs-, Rr. leemp -r (tvp tof th/ Gvi rn jr oJf louw rfo litie: nI. . V, the ,I.
E.cvnverni ;u 1tporl tof fht 're id Itit Jr. 1~ 1 ' 'i' fr , r,' But ,i , G 'w mni ni it, trn x. /.975 Jr.P 7.

i'lh - I,,..tu ~ ~ ~ ~ tjn K,-. u "7 11b v u t -11 1 I m I h, I Jl I ;\ ,| .

SECTION 7.-SOCIOE('(NOMIC CONDITIONS IN PUERTO RICO

The commonwealth of Puerto Rico experienced significant economic growth be-
tween 19,50 and 1379. It had a 5.2 perciit annual growth rate in gross product for
these years, after accoUnting tbr inflation.' Growth declined about 1 percent a year
from 1979 to 1983 and recovered to an annual rate of growth of 3 9 percent from
1983 to 198. While Puerto Rico's economy was transformed during the past four
decades from an agricultural to a manufacturing base, some problems, such as rela-
tively low incomes and high unemployment, still persist.

The Commonwealth's economic development strategy promotes manufact u ring,
which accounted for much of the growth in the island's economy since 1950. In 1988,
manufacturing provided 18 percent of total employment and 56 percent of gross
prod uct.2

There has been a substantial shift in the manufacturing sector from labor to cap-
ital intensive ind'ijtries. For example. textile and apparel employment has re-
mained steady but employment in electrical machinery manufacturing has in-
creased. Since 198), employment increased the most rapidly in finances (including
real estate and insurance and services (which includes hotels) Federal, Common-
wealth, and local governments employed 23 percent of the workforce in 1998, the
largest employment sector in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico has experienced an improved standard of living since 1950 in areas,
such as life expectancy, housing, and education. However, several other 'socioeco-
nomic indicators show less progress. For example, similar to conditions a decade
ago, new jobs will need to be created in the future to improve the standard of living
and the employment rate. Fifty-one percent of the island s population was under age

All figures revsrted for Puerto Rico are based on its July 1--June 301 fiscal year. unless noted
ot herwise.

Sllowever, manufacturing provided .I) lrcent ot gross dormestic product in ISS Gross prod-
uct includes incoine earned only by residents ()I Puerto Rico (;ro. product was $1s.I billion in
I9,SS In contrast, gross donw.stic product includes ;1ll i n'cou, ea rned in Puerto Rico, and it was$2--) ; billion in 19s),
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25 in 1980, compared with a U.S. average of 41 percent. As a result, the future
growth in job opportunities will be critical to continuing the improvement in Puerto
Rico's standard of living.

PUERTO RICO S ECONOMY IS TRANSFORMED THROUGH INDUSTRIALIZATION

Puerto Rico's economy was based on agriculture until the 1940s. Then the island
government recognized that agriculture alone could not sustain its economy and
growing population. As a result, it decided to seek economic growth through indus-
trialization. Early attempts to industrialize through government-owned and operat-
ed enterprises, however, proved unsuccessful. Puerto Rico's leaders concluded that a
substantial infusion of external capital would be required to attain full employment
and equalize the standard of living between the states and the island.

Coi sgouentiv, in 1948 Puerto Rico initiated a program, known as Operation Boot-
strap, to attract U.S3. manufacturing investment. A comprehensive set of incentives
was debised, highlighted by the corporations' total exemption from Puerto Rican
corporate income and property taxes. Also, U.S. laws in effect at that time exempt-
ed Puerto Rican subsidiaries of. U.S. firms from Federal corporate taxes and al-
lowed duty-free shipments between the states and Puerto Rico.

MAJOR INDICATORS SHOW CONTINUED ECONOMIC EXPANSION

Puerto Rico's economic growth accelerated rapidly after 1950. The island's gross
product--the total income available to residents--increased 13-fold between 1950
and 1979. And Puerto Rico's gross product nearly doubled between 1979 and 1i88
from $10 billion to over $18 billion as shown in figure 7.1.

FIGURE 7.1.--PUERTO RI(o GROSS Paonu(-r (1979-88)
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Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board, Economic Report to the Gorernor (198).

The gross product grew at an annual rate of 5.2 percent a year from 1950 to 1979,

after accounting for inflation. As shown in figure 7.2, Puerto Ricav real gross prod-

uct declined from 1979 to 1983 at an annual rate of less than 1 percent and in-

creased from 1983 to 1988 at an annual rate of 3.9 percent. Growth in the U.S. gross

national product during these two periods was 1.0 percent and 4.0 percent, respec-

tively.
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FI;URE 7.2--P JERTO Rico GRoss PRODUCT (71979-88 IN CONSTANT 1954 )OLLARS)
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Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board, So'ioeconomic' Statistics." 1988.

As the economy grew, personal income and employment increased considerably.
Personal income rose from $653 million in 1950 to nearly $17 billion in 1988. From
1950 to 1988, employment grew from .596,000 to 873,000. Per capita personal income
in Puerto Rico grew from $296j in 1950 to $3,149 in 1979, one of the highest in the
Caribbean. However, Puerto Rico's per capita income was less than half that of the
lowest state at that time. In 198S its per capita personal income reached $5,157,
which was 47 percent of Mississippi's $10,992, the state with the lowest per capita
income. Nevertheless, this is an improvement over 1950, when the island's per
capita income was 39 percent of that of the lowest state.

Puerto Rico's economic growth Aas accompanied by substantial trade expansion.
Merchandise exports increased from $235 million in 1950 to $13.2 billion in 1!98,
while imports rose from ,$315 million to $11.9 billion. Until 1982, imports usually
exceeded exports because most raw materials and intermediate goods used by the
manufacturing sector were imported as were most consumer goods, including agri-
cultural products. Figure 7.3 shows Puerto Rico experienced a trade surplus in 1982
and annual surpluses beginning in 1985.
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FIGURE 7.3-PUERTO Rico TRADE DATA (1978-88)
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Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board, Socioeconomic Statistics (19881

Puerto Rico's economy is fully integrated with that of the United States.-As a
result, the states have been its primarytrading partner. The percentage of Puerto
Rico's exports to the states has remained relatively constant over the past four dec-
ades. It was 89 percent in 1950 and 88 percent in 19188. However, goods shipped from
the states have decreased from 92 percent of Puerto Rico's imports in 1950 to 6;7
percent in 1988.

MANUFAC TIRING REMAINS THE DRIVING ECONOMIC: FORCE BUT ITS STRUC TURE HAS
CHANGED

Spurred almost entirely by the investments of U.S. firms, manufacturing has
become the most important sector in Puerto Rico's economy. Manufacturing net
income increased from $89 million (current dollars) in 19150 to $,Z9.4 billion in 1988, or
62 percent of total net income. Figure 7.4 illustrates the manufacturing sector's role
as the dominant contributor to the island's gross product.
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FIGURE 7.4-PUERTO Rwo GROSS DOMESTIC PROi)UCT BY SECTOR t1988)
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Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board. Economic Report to the Go'ernor l I.98S).

From 1950 to 1979, manufacturing jobs grew from 9 to 20 percent of total employ-
ment. But between 19S' and 1I SS total employment declined to 1S percent, in part
because of more rapid growth in other sectors of the economy. In 19 , manufactur-
ing employment stood ot about 157,00) jobs. I lowever, there was a shift from labor-
to capital-intensive jobs. For example. eniployment in the apparel industry stayed
constant at about ,3,60)0 jobs between 1980 and ! 9,%, while electrical machinery in-
creased from iS,000)) to nearly 23,00 jobs (luring the same period as shown in table
7.1.

Table 7.1-DISTRIBUION OF EMPLOYMENT IN PUERTO RICAN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (1980-
83)

, , "I", ( On 0n

lectrical equipment
Chemicals
Paper and allied product. prinrn, and pubhshmi
Textile mill products
Scientific insrurnent
Food and kindred products
Apparel
Wood and furniture products
Stone. clay and glass items
Petroleum, and allied produce
Primary meal and allied products
Leather and leather products
Miscellaneous
Non electrical machinery and transportation equipment
Tobacco products

180 228
15 19 1

3,1 3 FJ
13 138
?3 .1 ?3
335 33,5

48 4,5
11 12
53 49

6 59

19 31
19 41
2 1 12

U - U

-18
35
3

2

00
I
2
5

8
32

9

26 1
224
59
59
15
9

00
28
42
65
/5

106
20 5
40 5
429

117

, Is
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Table 7.1-DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT IN PUERTO RICAN MANUFACTURING INbUSTRIES (980-
83)-Continued

in,1 , I r ,r!y Li

Total

Riv. 1,910 and /'%.

1546 1510 24 16

D),,,l' ,, ,l , 1 , ', ,,' (I insu, e mnnufacluriig ndullrih.r ttf I'm rti

GOVERNMENT REMAINS A MA.IOR SECTOR OF TilE ECONOMY

While manufacturing is the largest contributor to Puerto Rico's gross product,
government has become the leading sector in terns of' employment as shown in
figure 7.5. By 1988, the government employed 201,000 people at all levels-Federal,
commonwealth, and municipal which comprised 23 percent of the total workforce.
In addition, spending of the federal, commonwealth, and municipal governments
contributed 24.1 percent of' the island's gross domestic product in 1988.

FIGURE 7.5-EMPLOYMENT IN PUERTO RI('O By E('ONOMi(' SECTOR (FISCAL. YEAR 1988)
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Federal disbursements to Puerto Rico increased from $2.9 billion in 1979 to $1.2
billion in l9ss. Transfer payments to individuials, such as earned pensions and wel-
fare. and social security entitlements, comprised 21AI percent oI' P uterto Rico's per-
sonal income in 1984, (it was 21,2 percent iil 1979) In the states, transfers to individ-
uals were about 1:8.7 percent of' personal income in I 9S,.

Federal Income support expenditures in Puerto Rico Include earned benefits, for
veterans such as pensions, medical services, and r elated SUpl)ort. For example, about
(;,0HI veterans of the conllicts Ili Korea and Viet nain werte re,,itllg in lPuer.o Rico
iln March. 198l, The l)epartmen t If Veterans Aftairs had ftis(al Year 19. S spending

"1,n~ 6hn
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in Puerto Rico of S894.' million. ('ompt.nsiation and pension payments to veterans
represent about .57.8 percent of that figure.

Puerto Rico's central and municipal government employment has grown at rough-
ly the same rate as the Puerto Ri-'an econnlrry but economic expansion has outpaced
growth in public expenditures From 1979 to I 9$$, government employment in-
creased at an average annual rate of 1., percent compared with 1.9 percent for the
overall Puerto Rican Cconorny and 0.,s l)ercent for the manufacturing sector. By
198S, all government sector employment ws 201 ,00(I0 persons or 281 percent of the
total workforce. But, government operating expenditures from the general fund, ex-
cluding the public corporations, grew from $2.0 billion in 1979 to about $:O) bi 1 lion
in 19,s or about 5 percent per year, while its share ofthe isi-nd gross product de-
creased front ! 7 percent in 1979 to I.)." per cent in 1,SS.r

The ( 'ommonweAilth provid,-s nany public services t hat are typically local govern-
ment function.; itn the states, inciuding public education -tnd police and fire services.
Ill addition, the Comn monwveal th provides public utility services and owns proprie-
tary-type companies which are typically private sector functions in the states, These
include public ownership and operation of the Puerto Rico Telephone Company,
Electric ('ompany, Sugar ('orporation, and a maritime freight shipping company.

OTIER E(ONOIMI SECTORS A 11O; GREW SUBSTANTIALLY

In addition to manufacturing and government, other economic sectors achieved
substantial growth. As shown in table 7.2, net income and employment between
190S4 and 19,$ increased markedly in services ( including hotels) and finances rinclud-
ing insurance and real estate).

Table 7.2-NCREASE IN NUMBERS Of PERSONS EMPLOYED AND INCOME IN SELECTED PUERTO
RICAN ECONOMIC SECTORS (1980--88)

[. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .

Finance, nsuralce ?nd real estate ?1 30 4 SI 3 16 S.86 108
Manufacturing 1 3 . L0 .I.80 .433 96
Srvices ncriuding h.,,!ei!, 135 182 35 130 2 011 jI
hransprtatcn and othpr 2j. ic ui ties 417 51) 6 1.003 1.634 H1
frade (w oiEaae and re1a : 1_ 11 5 £AQ 1 2 590 60
Constructicn 1, I 3 339 W4 32

,; r f ' - 1i, i c i ' ln" Iif. pi I 1p f 0 (.# 10 r 10' I 1.

The hotel industry, which is an essential component of the tourism sector. experi-
er'ced serious financial problems during the 1970s. In 1977, for exoniple, t he retl con-
solnflated 1os for hotels was $6.; million. There had been rapid construction in the
19fi0s, and the number of hotel rooms peaked at 9,806 in 1975. The number of rooms
decreased about 37 percent from 1975 to 1989. Despite the decline in hotel rooms,
the number of hotel visitors increased 10 2 percent from 11175 to 1988. The increase
in the number of hotel registrations coupled with a decline in hotel rooms has in-
creased the percent of' rooms rented froni ,,S.S in 1:38 to 7.15 in 1998.

GAINS IN SOCIAL ('ONi)II)NS REAI.Z'ED, BUT I'ROBLEMS REMAIN

The island's economic growth was accompanied by significant improvements in
social conditions. )espite gains in the adequacy of' health care, housing, and educa-
tion, however, problems remain.

Better medical and sanitation services, among other factors, contributed greatly
to controlling infectious diseases and reducing infant mortality rates in Puerto Rico.
As a result, the island's life expectancy was 7.1 years in ,,;, slightly higher than
the U.S. average and one of the highest in the world.

The island's housing stock and quality also increased greatly. While in 1910, SOP
percent of Puerto Rico's housing "as considered inadequate, this number was re-
duced to 18.2 percent by li f), according to the latest U.S. Census of Housing. Vari-
ous factors, including island land reform and Federal assistance and mortgage in-

Alout .1;74 millimi ()I thi', h 4'ed 'ial .rrlll.'.,- i-,ii|l It thi, I.'- ixtluidm i . tie ('hv ilnumnwvpillh',
share of gross di m'st! Il ri 1dtc i,' li he .i tll 7 r'r 'ril
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surance, have continued to contribute to improved housing. However, in 1980, 12.4
percent of occupied housing in Puerto Rico lacked complete private plumbing facili-
ties compared with 2.2 percent in the United States.

Educational opportunities also have improved markedly. While only one-half of
the eligible children attended school in 1940, four of five were enrolled in 1976, and
significant progress has been made in reducing illiteracy, which was 80 percent at
the turn of the century. While the population is predominantly Spanish-speaking,
about 42 percent has some English proficiency, according to the 198(0 cerisus. Despite
this educational progress, severe problems exist. The island's illiteracy rate was
about 11 percent in 198. In the United States as a whole, the illiteracy rate has
been estimated at I percent. Furthermore, elementary and secondary educational
expenditures are estimated at nearly $1,400 per pupil in fiscal year 1988 in Puerto
Rico. In fiscal year 1985, the lowest state expenditure was $1,594 per pupil. Never-
theless, higher education is increasingly in demand in Puerto Rico. From 1970 to
1987, the percentage of persons aged 18-24 attending college more than doubled
from 17 percent to 40 percent. While 48 percent of the 18-24 population attended
college in the United States, the rate of increase has been much faster in Puerto
Rico. Enrollment in public and private colleges totalled about 155,800 in 1988.

Despite progress on a number of fronts, Puerto Rico faces various urban ills such
as crime, alcoholism, drug addiction, and mental health problems. And crime is a
problem in Puerto Rico. According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 46 states
including the District of Columbia) had higher crime rates than Puerto Rico.
Puerto Rico's crime rate was 3,358.8 per 100,000 population in 1987 compared with
5,550 per 100,000 in the United States. However in terms of violent crime, only 7
states had a higher violent crime rate than Puerto Rico. Also, the island's 1985
infant mortality rate was 14.9 per thousand live births compared with 10.6 per thou-
sand in the United States. Only the District of Columbia had a higher infant mor-
tality rate in 1985.

CHRONIC POVERTY AND UNEMPLOYMENT PERSIST

Chronic high poverty rates persist in Puerto Rico despite an improving economy.
In 1979, the Census Bureau reported 62.4 percent of Puerto Rico's population had
incomes below the Federal poverty level, compared with 12.4 percent of the U.S.
population.

Although total employment in Puerto Rico grew frown 1950 to 1979 population
growth ?xceeded job creation by more than 15 percent. From 1978 to 1988, the re
verse has been true as job creation has increased at a rate nearly three times that
of population growth. But island unemployment continues to be two to three times
greater than the national average and incomes remain relatively low, In calendar
year 1988, the unemployment rate was 15.0 percent compared with the U.S. average
of 5.5 percent (Louisiana had the highest unemployment rate, 10.9 percent in 1988)
This has been partially responsible for the high levels of participation in public as-
sistance programs. For example, in 1988, 43.5 percent of the population was eligible
for the Nutrition Assistance program, a more restrictive version of Food Stamps,
which operates only in Puerto Rico. Finding employment for an expanding popt'la-
tion has been a problem in Puerto Rico. As shown in figure 7.6, unemployment was
about 17.5 percent in fiscal year 1979 and increased to 23.5 percent in 1983 before
declining to 15.9 percent in 1988.
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FIGURE 7 .6 -PUERTO RIco AND U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT RATES (1979-)8
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Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board. Prcijininarv I. Report of th Economy of Pierto
Rico 1988); Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, EmloYment and

__ Earn inkts (May 1!)S).

The island's industrialization created a net increase of 102,000 manufacturing jobs
from 1950 to 1988 along with 19,0001 jobs in other nongovernment sectors. During
the same period, however, the agricultural sector lost 179.000 jobs while 50.000
home needlework jobs also were eliminated between 1950 and 1979.

Moreover, because the manufacturing sector became increasingly capital inten-
sive, the island's industrialization did not absorb the labor force growth from 1950
to 19 79.

Two factors. however, have served to stabilize employment and population trends
in Puerto Rico--government employment and out-migration. Government employ-
ment (Federal, commonwealth, and municipal) increased from 106,000 in 1970 to
201.000 in 198,, an increase of 59.6 percent. Additionally, migration to the states
totaled about 700,0010 persons from 1917 to 1972. Net outmigration is estimated at
280,000 from 1980) to 1985. About 2.3 million Puerto Ricans now reside in the states.

Puerto Rico's population has grown from 2.9 million in 1975, to 3.3 million in 1988
according to the Ecoomic Reol)(rt'to the (;Gi-'ernor (I9.S') Puerto Rico's population
density was 947 persons per square mile in 1986; this Is 14 times greater tha) that
of the United States as a whole and comparable with Rhode Island, which has a
population density of 9r2-1 persons petr square mile

Average family size has been declining in Puerto Rico Average family size was
5.2 persons in 11140 and declined to :3.7 persons in 1979. From 19801 to 19's, Puerto
Rico had a population increase of nearly :3 6 percent, compared with 8.1 percent in
the United Stttes.

Moreover, the island's population has become predominately urban. In 1980, 67
percent of the population was classified as urban, compared with 30 percent in 1940
lin 1980, 74 percent of the U.S. population was classified as urban) As of 1980, about
one-third of the island's population lived in the San Juan metropolitan area. Fur-
ther, 51 percent of Puerto Rico's population was under 25 years of age in 198(1
whereas it was 41 percent under age 25 in the states. But the Puerto Rico Planning
Board estimated that the percentage of the popu'n:tion under age 25 will decline to
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41 percent by the year 2000. Having an increasingly older population may some-
what reduce the pressure for new job creation.

' - I ,I thfl .,I I 4T JrI T h , I, - i ni'i I (M ) t III-lI"t I t 1 l , i ji1 1 ' ) 1.I li, I

PROGRAMS TO I)IVERSIFY AND STRENGTHEN E('ONOMY AND RF;DUCE UNEMPIO')MENT ARE
BEING PURSUED

Because Puerto Rico possesses few exploitable natural resources to sustain eco-
nomic growth, the island's economy is characterized by extensive trade, primarily
with the United States. Many mainland-based manufacturing corporations, which
provide most of the island's capital investment, import most of their raw materials
and, because local markets are too small, export most finished products to the
United States. This situation, combined with the fact that a substantial portion of
Puerto Rico's population obtains income support from U.S. transfer payments,
makes the island's economy very sensitive to mainland decisions and economic con-
ditions.

Manufacturing will continue to be the stanchion of Puerto Rico's economy, but
island government officials believe that more selective promotion of manufacturing
is needed and that the economy needs to be more balanced and diversified. Noting
that no one sector should dominate the economy to the degree manufacturing does
today, these officials believe that other sectors also should be promoted.

One notable program initiated by the Commonwealth government involves mod-
ernizing and revitalizing agriculture to reduce dependence on imported foodstuffs
and provide employment. With the advent of Puerto Ricols industrialization, the
amount of land and attention devoted to agriculture was decreased. By 1979 agricul-
ture accounted for less than 5 percent of island employment. Production of the tra-
ditional cash crops-sugar. coffee, and tobacco-had declined and become unprofit-
able by 1979. Although production of' other items like livestock and dairy products
increased, the island still imported over $1 billion in foodstuffs annually in 1979.

A 1978 Commonwealth report stated that island agriculture was based generally
on outdated technology and inefficient production. As a result, Puerto Rico devised
a 12-year plan to modernize the agricultural sector. If successful, the program would
establish a rice industry, enable Puerto Rico to grow many agricultural products
currently imported, and create about 10,000 additional jobs by 1988. Agricultural
employment actually declined by about 5,00() from 1978 to 19IS.

In 1979, the U.S. Department of Commerce concluded that because the recent
pace of government hiring cannot be maintained, employment in agriculture, manu-
facturing, and non government service industries such as tourism must grow if
Puerto Rico's unemployment is to be reduced materially. In 1978, the island ,overn-
ment extended tax exemptions to service industries to further promote this indus-
try. As of June 1980, nine such exemption grants had been approved, but officials
believed it was too early to assess the overall effectiveness -I the program.

Several other areas also are being considered to help diversify tlhe economy. For
example, although copper and nickel deposits exist, their quality has not justified
commercial mining. The recent rise in market prices for these metals, as well as for
the gold and silver by-products obtained in their development, may make these de-
posits exploitable in the future.

Investigations also have suggested the possibility that oil deposits exist in Puerto
Rico. The Commonwealth government plans a $5 to $( million sampling program at
one promising onshore area to determine whether actual drilling for oil is justified.
The government is planning to negotiate with private companies to attempt the far
more expensive challenge of offshore drilling. Further exploration and testing are
needed to indicate whether oil deposits exist and, if so, whether they are commer-
cially retrievable.

Diversification of export destinations also has been cited as a means for opening
up new markets for Puerto Rican products and generating additional employment.
To enhance this effort Puerto Rico has begun trade missions to other countries and
seminars have been sponsored to inform local businessmen about exporting their
products.

Another potential employment producing strategy would be to replace certain im-
ports with locally produced goods. Puerto Rico's Economic l)evelopmeni Administra-
tion estimated that import substitution could create thousands of jobs. The Econom-
ic Study of Puerto Rico was less positive in its assessment but suggested that some
potential for such a program existed.
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SECTION s.-'rw STATUS OPTIONS: SIMILAR CONCERNS, BUT IDEOIXO(;ICAi. DIFFERENCES
UNDERSCORE DEBATE

Although amended commonwealth, statehood, and independence proposals have
been made, the Puerto Rican people have not voted on the status issue directly since
19;7. The general election results since 1952 are shown in table 8.1, but these do not
necessarily reflect support for each status since other issues, such as economic con-
ditions, were involved in the campaigns.

Table 8.1-GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS SINCE 1952

PNrly le, ROO P li ,E

1952 64 8 129 190
1956 62 5 250 12 0
1960 62 4 34 3 3 3
1964 59 4 34 6 21
1968 518 45 2 30
1912 510 45 5 45
1976 453 483 64
1980 410 412 57

Puerto Rico's local political parties are aligned according to status preferences-
an historic consequence of the continuing debate. Traditionally, various parties have
advocated the concepts of commonwealth, statehood, or independence. Prestntly,
one party supports statehood, another favors improving Commonwealth status, and
two parties advocate independence.

The Popular Democratic Party (PDP) supports an improved commonwealth. The
PDIP dominated island politics from 1940 to 1968, when it lost the governorship to
statehood supporters. The PDP regained power in 1972, but lost again in 1976.

The New Progressive Party (NPPi advocates admission to the Union. The party
was formed from earlier statehood parties in 196S, and later that year NPP's guber-
natorial candidate was elected. It lost in 1972, regained the governor's seat in 1976,
and retained it in 1980.

The two parties supporting independence are the Puerto Rican Independence
Party IPIP) and the Puerto Rican Socialist Party (PSI") Formed in the mid-1940s, the
PIP is dedicated to independence and democratic socialism. The PSP, committed to
independence and socialism, first participated in local elections in 1976.

PUERTO RICO S STATUS DII.EMMA CH(X)SING FROM DIVERGENT AI.TERNATIVIES

Heightening awareness of Puerto Rico's status controversy has kindled increased
interest in the various status options. Each is advocated and defended with intensity
and emotion and is based upon a diverse philosophy. Moreover, each position has
been shaped by Puerto Rico's social and economic environment. However, despite
sharp differences. statehood, commonwealth, and independence advocates, albeit in
varying degrees, have expressed some similar basic concerts.

Intensely proud of their Puerto Rican heritage, all status participants are ada-
mant about preserving the island's language and culture. Further, all maintain that
Puerto Rico has not attained a full measure of dignity and a solidified identity.
Each argues that the current status is one of political and personal inferiority and
does not meet the needs of the Puerto Rican people.

The desire for equality and increased political rights comprises the nucleus of
each status option, but concerns over the island's serious social and economic prob-
lems also transcend partisan lines Participants recognize that a new status will not
automatically solve all the island's difficulties; however, participants assert that an
alternative legal, constitutional framework is required to guide Puerto Rico's socio-
economic advancement.

Aside from these few points, however, status participants are divided sharply-
both on an ideological basis as well as a political one. This intense and longstanding
divisiveness has been cited as a major [actor undermining Puerto Rico's ability to
effectively combat its social and economic difficulties. After extensive hearings and
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discussions, the 1966 U.S.-Puerto Rico status commission report astutely concluded
that:

Status choices, the Commission has come to see, are in a sense political
'subcultures' within Puerto Rico's society. Each status viewpoint holds an
interpretation of history, a way of life, a concept of the Puerto Rican identi-
ty, and an aspiration for a Puerto Rican destiny. Ideological differences
alone make consensus difficult, but that difficulty is nurtured by the parti-
san political character of the status parties and by electoral competition.
Thus, political opposition and ideology regularly enforce one another to in-
tensify the conflict over status.

Since then, this historic dilemma has been accentuated by economic and financial
difficulties and increased criticism of the present Commonwealth's ability to meet
Puerto Rico's needs-politically or economically. Because each major political party
has proposed status alternatives, the following sections summarize each option's
basic political rationale as a preface to our analysis provided below.

These synopses, based on the parties' platforms and other material, contain view;
on why each party believes its status is the most logical. Not included are _acli
party's assertions about why the other two options are unfeasible. Also not detailed
here are the parties' beliefs about their proposals' numerous financial, social, eco-
nomic, and other benefits; however, these views are discussed in sections 5 through
7 on a topical basis.
Statehood Advocates Desire Equality Within The American System

Since Puerto Rico became part of the United States, statehood has been a goal of
certain local political parties. Advocates believe that only statehood would bring
Puerto Ricans political and economic equality, dignity, and security. Maintaining
that statehood is the inevitable culmination of the island's political development,
proponents advocate that admission would eliminate the current status' inadequa-
cies and foster the island's development.

Statehood advocates maintain that the present relationship is one of inequality
and inferiority-one that retains "vestiges of colonialism" and relegates Puerto
Ricans to second class citizens. Proponents state that although Puerto Ricans are
U.S. citizens, they cannot participate fully in the American political system. Gover-
nor Carlos Romero-Barcelo, a staunch statehood advocate, explains that:

If Puerto Rico were a state, we would have seven representatives in the
House, two United State senators, and nine electoral votes for President-
more electoral votes than twenty-five of the existing states. But without
statehood, we lack the political rights that make citizenship in a democracy
truly meaningful.

Advocates assert that the island is still a territory, subject to the Congress' broad
authority. As such, they state that the Congress can treat the island differently
from states by excluding or restricting its participation in certain Federal activities.
Moreover, they point to a recent U.S. Supreme Court case upholding such differen-
tial treatment and a "long history of discrimination and unfair treatment against
the residents of Puerto Rico in fundamental Federal legislation, grants-in-aid, and
other programs."

Another inequality statehood advocates cite is that Puerto Ricans have paid their
"blood tax" through military participation since World War I, but island residents
cannot vote for or against the Commander-in-Chief.

Advocates maintain that statehood is the key to eliminating such inequality and
increasing the island's participation in shaping America. They also believe there is
little known about Puerto Rico on the U.S. mainland. Governor Romero notes that
"We are still looked upon as outsiders-and sometimes even as foreigners-by our
fellow American citizens in the rest of the nation."

Although recognizing this problem, supporters view the granting of U.S. citizen-
ship in 1917 as a vital factor in sustaining the statehood movement. The identify
citizenship as the indissolvable link between the Island and the states and maintain
that statehood would bring fulfillment of the implied admission promise inherent in
citizenship.

Advocates emphasize that Puerto Ricans have continually demonstrated their loy-
alty to American democratic principles and the private enterprise system. They
point to the island's adoption of many American doctrines, traditions, and institu-
tions and of a constitution patterned after the Federal model. They cite residents'
substantial contributions to defending the nation through military service for many
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years. Additionally, advocates point to the extensive trade between the island and
the states and the integration of their economies.

Proponents state that Puerto Rico has made substantial socioeconomic progress
but argue that statehood is needed to resolve the island's problems. They believe
statehood would provide the necessary legal instrument for assuring political equali-
ty, social justice, and economic security, as well as enhancing the island's prosperity
and role in national matters. Governor Romero summarizes this sentiment as fol-
lows:

I am convinced, both as a Latin American and as a U.S. citizen, that state-
hood for Puerto Rico would constitute a boon for the nation, as well as for
the island .... We statehooders are therefore committed to forging a socie-
ty in which, while remaining faithful to our linguistic and cultural tradi-
tions, we can make a full and meaningful contribution to building a better
America. in exchange for full and meaningful participation in the process
by which America is governed.

Advocates maintain that statehood will reduce, rather than increase, Puerto
Rico's reliance on Federal transfer payments. They believe admission would create
more natural economic growth and stimulate investment in such areas as manufac-
turing, agriculture, and tourism by providing political security, increasing aware-
ness of Puerto Rico, and enabling the island to better use its abundant labor supply.

Further, statehood would assure the island equal treatment in Federal programs
and laws as well as full representation in the U.S. Congress. Advocates believe that
equal political representation would give Puerto Rico a stronger voice in federal leg-
islation, strengthen Federal awareness of the island's problems, and greatly en-
hance Puerto Rico's ability to increase its share of Federal investments to help stim-
ulate the economy.

Statehood advocates recognize that although admission would bring political
equality It will also entail significant fiscal adjustments; but they propose this proc-
ess be phased in gradually over several years. Proponents express their desire to
pay Federal taxes to correct the current one-sidedness and give residents a greater
sense of dignity and self-worth by contributing to common goals. The. note, howev-
er, that the longstanding absence of Federal taxation puts the island in an unprece-
dented situation.

Supporters point out that new states have traditionally been granted a wide range
of concessions and that the Congress has the broad authority to accommodate the
island's special needs. Advocates argue that Puerto Rico's situation presents unique
circumstances dictating a commvnnsurate approach in devising adequate admission
arrangements. Such terms should. they maintain, preserve the island's language
and culture and provide for phasing in full Federal taxation. This proposal and
other examples of transitional arrangements advocates believe are indicative of the
type needed are discussed further in subsequent sections.

While recognizing that fiscal adjustments are necessary, statehood supporters
assert that admission cannot be viewed solely in financial terms. They declare that
the fundamental issue is their full and equal rights as citizens within a democracy
and the quest for dignity. This goal, Governor Romero proclaims, "is political equali-
ty within a framework which will permit our island and our nation to prosper to-
get her."

('ommonu'ealth Proponents BWant To Keep Ties But Seek (;reut'r Autononv
Traditionally, supporters of the commonwealth concept have espoused predomi-

nantly autonomist principles. Essentially, this translates into strong ties with an-
other country-Spain and later the United States-while developing greater self-
government for Puerto Rico within this broader political system. Support for these
principles resulted in the island's 1 97 Charter of Autonomy with Spain and fos-
tered the present ('ommonwealth relationship.

In every decade since 1952 Commonwealth proponents have advocated revisions to
clarify that status and expand the island's political powers. Supporters maintain
that C'ommonwealth is a legitimate status in and/of itself. They argue that the
present fundamental relationship between Puerto Rico and the United States
should be continued, but changes are necessary to give Puerto Rico greater flexibil-
ity and to assure the viability of the commonwealth principle

The most recent description of the rationale for greater autonomy has been Gov-
ernor Raphael Ilernandez-Colon's "New Thesis," introduced on ,July 25, 1979. An
aide to the Governor stressed that the New Thesis outlines why greater autonomy is
needed and identifies general areas where change is required, but he stated that
changes to the present status are potentially exhaustive and that exact methods
need to be studied and worked out in greater detail later.
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The Popular Democratic Party endorsed the New Thesis' general principles in its
1980 electoral platform. The New Thesis maintains that Commonwealth status has
served Puerto Rico well but needs amending so the island can deal effectively with
pressing social and economic concerns. Basic U.S.-Puerto Rico ties are to be pre-
served, but greater political autonomy is believed necessary to enhance self-suffi-
ciency and resolve the current confusion and lack of orientation.

Mr. Hernandez-Colon maintains that the principal advantage of the autonomous
system is its flexibility to accommodate the island's aspirations and particular needs
within its tie to the United States, but outside the latter's rigid internal structure.
He argues that despite the 81-year relationship with the United States, the island
has retained its unique cultural and linguistic features-the foundation of Puerto
Rico's identity and autonomy.

The New Thesis asserts that this autonomy needs to be increased over internal
matters and expanded to include authority to make arrangements 'ith other coun-
tries. It states, however, that equally as important is preserving political, social, cul-
tural, economic, and emotional bonds between Puerto Rico and the United States,
which have profoundly affected the island's development.

These ties, particularly common citizenship, must be maintained while preserving
Puerto Rico's autonomist identity, argues Mr. Hernandez-Colon. He states further
that when citizenship was extended it was anticipated that the island would have
an autonomous political system. He notes that common citizenship is deeply hon-
ored and its privileges defended by Puerto Ricans through military service, but
island residents' identity comes from being Puerto Rican, not from being U.S. citi-
zens:

Our Puerto Rican nationality has been given U.S. citizenship, which adds
to it a special dimension of protection and political loyalty for coexistence,
but not to compete with or reduce the basic and deep loyalty that for vital
reasons ties. us to the motherland.'

The New Thesis asserts that citizenship should not be viewed as a step to state-
hood but rather as a source of rights so that Puerto Ricans can affirm themselves as
individuals while retaining their unique characteristics. This citizenship, Mr. Her-
nandez-Colon maintains, along with Puerto Rico's right to freely pursue self-deter-
mination, strengthens the island's position to decide its future. lie argues that com-
monwealth status has resulted in great socioeconomic achievements but that wide-
spread dissatisfaction and critical social and economic problems dictate a reevalua-
tion of the present arrangement.

The New Thesis presents proposed strategies to handle the island's problems but
maintains that they cannot be effectively resolved without greater autonomy. Mr.
llernandez-Colon asserts that to spur economic investments and begin educational
reform greater flexibility is needed. lie proposes that Federal assistance to the
Puerto Rican government be allocated 'n a block grant rather than on a program
basis. Also, he states that control over communications (radio and television) is
needed for educational purposes.

Further, Mr. Ilernandez-('olon maintains that Puerto Rico needs to develop a
human resource policy for generating employment opportunities; reduce its depend-
ence on the Federal (overniment and foreign capital, remold the island's manufac-
turing and agricultural sectors to better use foreign investment; and institute social
and educational reforms. To make any strategy work. however, he states that the
island needs to be granted authority over immigration of foreigners. everything re-
lated to labor relations (wages and work conditions, I use of natural resources and
the sea, environmental regulations, eiit ry of foreign products through tariff controls,
and negotiations with foreign countries

Mr. Ifernandez-(olon argues that many of thest' necessary adjustments to the
c(mr"nonw, IMAlth formula were ignored when the proposedd 197.- impactct of' Perma-
nent Union was not acted Uplun ('onsequet ly', hIe state, that the stat us issue should
be pursued vigorously to effect the appropriatt' r(,vi.ilis Siinilarly. in its l )S) plat-
form the Popular I)emocratic P artv em mlphast/ed its pledge to pursue expanding the
('o nm on wealth's authority.

The New The-si, ma intails that the ('umonm weItdth i ct'pt should he a dynamic
process that can teV mod if'id is ci rcutlrstatoct's chang(' Nit' lerni+ndez-('<dm 'o StSerts
that contellipora ry Federal and ]tint erational realtis make adjustIm'nts necessary.
Ife states that beaus, (I gro >x i g in t(,rnaI r(qluJ irerIent", s. LA0urt< Rico lteds to in-
Crease its local authorityt and widen its external relations in search of resources and
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agreements that will suit its economic and cultural needs. This situation, Mr. Her-
nandez-Colon argues, mandates that Puerto Rico be granted greater autonomy.
Independence Supporters Advocate Complete Autonomy

Independence has been an aspiration of certain Puerto Rican groups since Span-
ish dominion. In fact, a brief revolt against Spain in 1868, known as the Gritode
Lares, became a symbol for independence supporters. The independence option has
continued to be advocated during the association with the United States. Presently,
two political parties certified to participate in local elections espouse independence
as their status goals-the Puerto Rican Independence Party (PIP) and the Puerto
Rican Socialist Party (PSP)

The PIP, steadfastly committed to independence and democratic socialism, states
that complete autonomy is required to correct the heart of Puerto Rico's very seri-
ous social and economic problems. It asserts that the colonial relationship with the
United States has precluded the island from possessing the necessary political and
economic authority to, among other things:

-- protect and adequately develop its cultural and national identity;
-safeguard industry, agriculture, and trade; correct unemployment by establish-

ing a rational program for replacing imports; diversify foreign trade; and regu-
late immigration; and

-control the monetary system, prevent the flight of financial resources abroad,
and develop a wage and pri-e policy

The PIP regards the current situation as an intense social and economic crisis.
Numerous social ills, including rising crime, poverty, drug addiction, and mental
health problems, the PIP states, have their roots in the colonial capitalist structure
which raises aspirations far beyond Puerto Rican reality. Additionally, it asserts
that this has resulted in a state of dependence, powerlessness, and a lack of self-
worth. The PIP maintains that:

This is so because from the time our children are small they are taught
in our schools that 'Puerto Rico is a small and poor country without miner-
al resources,' and that "we have two flags, two anthems, two languages and
two cultures." It is repeated to the point of satiation that the Common-
wealth is not a colony, that this status is "our creation, what serves us,
what we breathe and what gives us life," 2

This, the PIP asserts, is why Puerto Rico has an identity crisis and its people are
terribly insecure over what might happen.

The PIP also emphasizes that the pattern of dependence extends to economic
problems as well. It states that economic stagnation, chronic unemployment, and in-
flationary trends have occurred because Puerto Rican growth was created through a
colonial system. This dependent model, it explains, is characterized by reliance on
foreign capital, exportation of production and importation for consumption, excess
consumption financed through debt, and emphasis on economic growth, rather than
real development based on a fairer distribution of wealth.

The PIP platform details an alternative socioeconomic development model and
outlines proposals to solve specific difficulties and to form the basis for resolving the
problems of colonialism and dependent capitalism. It asserts that dependence on ex-
ternal capital, welfare payments , and foreign debt will continue unless the transi-
tion to independence is initiated.

The PIP recognizes that this conversion would be a difficult process requiring a
transitional period. It explains that as a colony almost every vital aspect of' Puerto
Rican life has been controlled by the United States. This integration and domina-
tion, the PIP maintains, has created a situation where independence can be ade-
quately achieved only through an "orderly, rational and responsible transition."

While acknowledging that this process should benefit both countries, the Ill' as-
serts that the transition should eliminate the colonial distortions which have made
the island's economy dependent on U.S. needs. Accordingly, the party has developed
several transition prop)rsals, which are discussed in til' following sections. Th' wIl
has emphasized, however, that there is no limit, const it ut ionally or otherwise, to the
kinds of arrangelnt'tis that could be established brtweetn an iWnde)ende'n t Puerto
Rican republic and the Unit'd States

Although it recognizes that a tra nsiticm would be ditflicult, tilt' IP Pl maintains htlat
independence would bring more per'nlia 0t al(1 self-retliait economic growth. This
would be based on inrl'eased production and 111 'I)lVrnIlt . a fair distribution Of

-'(t lft; cit n tnik,-rn h tic [li+ i-,hc i lo-l:c!L +r ,,f I'll' !I' P ',lc ,,r lt ;il.lltir ni
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wealth, Puerto Rican control of its economy, reduced foreign dependency, and a
social policy and political ethic to raise the island's standard of living.

The President of the PIP, Mr. Ruben Berrios Martinez, maintains that independ-
ence is the only solution for Puerto Rico and would be best for the United States:

The Republic of Puerto Rico, conceived in liberty and founded on rational
and equitable' economic principles, would protect the interests and rights of
the people of Puerto Rico; free the American taxpayer of the increased cost
of maintaining an unworkable economic system; and would make U.S. poli-
cies conform to the principles of liberty on which the Union was founded as
well as the principles of contemporary international law.

Advocates believe that obtaining complete political autonomy will more than
offset the current arrangements with the Federal government. More importantly,
however, they argue independence is the inalienable right of the Puerto Rican
people and would bring dignity and full control over the island's economic, social,
and cultural development.

The Puerto Rican Socialist Part) (PSP, committed to socialism and the rights of
workers, firmly supports independence as the solution to the island's status dilem-
ma. The PSP states that it will never renounce this goal regardless "of the adverse
changes that may come about in the status of the country." The party advocates
eliminating the capitalist system and imperialism which it believes underlies many
of the island's present political, social, and economic problems.

The PSP believes that the island's political electoral process. is invalid, btating
that:

The constrained limits of that process, determined by the framework of
our relationship of colonial subordination to the United States, makes it im-
possible for there to even be a valid electoral process under the standards of
bourgeois democracy.-'

Although the PSP has participated recently in elections, it does so under the basis
of maintaining its independence and "impugning, not recognizing, the validity of
the colonial administration and its institutions."

The party notes other examples of colonial domination, such as the U.S. Navy oc-
cupying and using the island, Vieques, delorming Puerto Rico's national culture
through the educational system, and rising crime because Puerto Rico cannot con-
trol the immigration of' undesirables from the U.S. mainland. Other examples cited
are deteriorating family life because of capitalist developments and alienation and
persecution found in all sectors of the country. This situation, the PSP states, has
occurred because Puerto Rico does not possess the legal means to solve problems
facing its society.

The PSP further cites the precarious nature of the present economic structure,
which is characterized by high unemployment, low income levels, high debt, and de-
clining levels of' investment. The party believes this model to have failed because so
many people are impoverished while foreign capital obtains billions in profits. It
points out that the only factor preventing total collapse has been the influx of sub-
stantial Federal aid.

The PSP advocates a number of social and economic solutions to increase workers'
rights, combat crime, improve health care and education, and stimulate agriculture.
The party points out, however, that many remedies cannot be implemented because
Puerto Rico is not independent. For example, the island does not have authority to
regulate immigration; impose tariffs to protect local production, particularly agricul-
ture; and control all natural resources.

Although the PSPf advocates independence, it maintains that any valid status de-
cision can be made only after the United States totally and unconditionally trans-
fers all powers to Puerto Rico. Mr. Juan Mari-Bras, Secretary-General of the PSP,
has explained this concept as follows:

There is only one way of decolonizing colonial territories and that is by
eliminating the intervention which produces that colonization. Since the
United States undertook its intervention in Puerto Rico unilaterally, with-
out having consulted the Puerto Rican people at all, by means of an armed
invasion which subsequently was ratified in a treaty between two belliger-
ents in a war, neither one of which was Puerto Rico; and inasmuch as it
has constantly pursued its intervention in our country since then, crushing

'This quotation and other,, in this section riot attributed to individ ual.s were, taken from an
Ingl ish translation of the PSIP I! I I vIctoral platform
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the self-determination of the Puerto Rican people, the only way in which
the United States can abide by mankind's mandate to decolonize Puerto
Rico is by halting its intervention. Since there was no need for plebiscites,
referendums or e:c-ctions to carry out invasion, there is no ground to claim
that they are necessary for the full and unconditional transfer of powers to
the people of Puerto Rico.

The PSP is committed to boycott any plebiscite that takes place prior to a com-
plete transfer of powers to Puerto Rico. It pledges to vigorously pursue national and
international activities to prevent any such referendum which perpetuates what it
considers to be the political, economic, and military subordination of Puerto Rico to
the United States.

The PSP, however, urges Puerto Ricans to construct "a legal formula that will
favor the most peaceful and least painful transition toward decolonization," consist-
ent with the prior transfer of powers concept. Although reaffirming the pledge for a
peaceful transition, Mr. Mari-Bras states that "we shall never refuse to confront the
violence of the enemy with the violence of the Puerto Rican revolutionary spirit."

The PSP is steadfastly committed to independence as the only acceptable status.
It firmly believes that complete autonomy is required to protect and nurture the
island's culture, to institute a true democracy by the masses, and to enable Puerto
Rico to attain control over its destiny.

IThi, ..& ,cion ha. .en reprinted Irom the 1,',1 (;A() report It has not Itx-n updated I

SECTION 9.-SELF-DETERMINATION ISSUES

Any status decision involves assessing a perplexing array of concerns. This section
discusses how such decisions will affect

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLITICAL ISSUES

Federal laws and programs:

-statehood would result in equal treatment
-Independence would result in far-reaching changes
-Enhanced commonwealth would maintain special arrangements with some ef-

fects unknown
Government services:
-statehood: responsibilities largely unaffected, with some qualification
-Independence: numerous adjustments and additional financing

Citizenship and nationality under independence:
-Who would continue to be U.S. citizens?
-What would be their nationality?
-What constitutional and judicial protections would remain?
-What would be the effect of immigration laws?
Congressional apportionment: decisions would have to be made under statehood
Political violence: scenarios debated for each status option

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Federal financial assistance:

-statehood would increase aid
-Independence would terminate federal assistance; alternative funding and bene-

ficiaries vested rights would remain in question
-Enhanced commonwealth would seek greater discretion over use of federal

funds and federal law

Tax environment, liability, and exemption:

-Tax liabilities and revenue structure uncertain under status options
-Tax environment characterized by income and property tax exemptions
-Eliminating corporate tax exemptions could threaten future business develop-

ment
Other factors important to business:
-U.S. wage laws
-shipping costs
-Trade arrangements
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-Capital costs and availability
-Energy costs

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Language issues:
-Spanish language predominates historically
-Conducting federal court proceedings in Spanish is advocated
-Statehood admissions set historical precedence for language requirements
Legislation and measures exist for accommodating linguistic minorities
Status options propose various approaches to preserve Puerto Rico's language and

culture

INTERNATIONAL STATUS

U.N. Committee considers Puerto Rico's status despite U.S. opposition
Hypotheses of international acceptance and autonomy advanced for each status

option
Strategic defense issues surface with status debate

IThis 4- 1ti ha,' t''n tIli . t 1t iLted Irofl the I',s (; A() rt|>rt Inlforrl mnt cI l nt.ined in brickvt, ha.
bec.n uildat'd I

SECTION 9A.-POLITICAL AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES

FEDERAL LAWS AND PROGRAMS

Present Treatment Similar to States, But Key Differences Exist
Puerto Rico's relationship with the Federal Government contains many special

features, but it has developed similar to the Federal-State model. The island's duty-
free access to U.S. markets and use of the dollar since the early 1900s have created
a situation where almost three-fourths of Puerto Rico's trade is with the States.
Since that time, the Federal Government also has provided Puerto Rico's defense
and extended most U.S. laws to the island. Moreover, the advent of U.S. citizenship
in 1917 prompted certain legal protections and enabled unrestricted migration to
the States. Further, the island is treated like a State in the vast majority of Federal
activities and assistance programs.

Several key departures from the traditional Federal-State relationship, however,
also have contributed greatly to the island's development and revenue raising capac-
ity. Federal tax advantages have played a key role in attracting investment-ap-
proximately 90 percent of Puerto Rico's industry reportedly has been financed by
mainland-based firms. Also, since 1900, Puerto Rico's exclusion from most Federal
internal revenue provisions has afforded the island government greater flexibility in
establishing a local tax system. Another longstanding arrangement to provide gov-
ernment revenues is the Commonwealth's receipt of certain Federal excise taxes
and customs collections.

On the other hand, although-treated like a State in almost all Federal assistance
programs, Puerto Rico is either excluded or provided reduced funding levels in cer-
tain programs, such as Supplemental Security Income, and Elementary and Second-
ary Education. Such treatment has raised questions concerning the rights of U.S.
citizens residing in Puerto Rico and has been addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The court, in two separate cases, rejected arguments that reduced funding levels
and exclusion from certain Federal programs w re unconstitutional.

In one case, the court concluded that the (ongress may treat Puerto Rico differ-
ently from Stales as long as there is a rational basis, because the U.S. Constitution
grants the Congress authority to make all needful rules and regulations respecting
the territories. The court cited three reasons which it concluded justify different
treatment: Puerto Rico residents do not contribute to the Federal Treasury; the cost
of treating Puerto Rico as a State would be high; and additional amounts of Federal
aid could disrupt the Puerto Rican economy.

Similarly, there are a few variations in how Federal services and regulations
apply to Puerto Rico, although in most cases the island is treated like a State. One
notable variation concerns Federal banking laws. For example, although national
banks in one State generally are prohibited from opening branches in another State,
federal law permits, ux)n approval, national banks to operate branches in Puerto
Rico Additionally, the Interstate commerce e Act does not apply, and the Federal
Trade Commission and the Bureau. of ('ensus and Labor statistics do not provide
the same coverage given to States,
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Statehood Would Bring Equal Treatment Under Federal Lau's And Programs
Statehood would not change most elements of the present relationship, because

the island already is treated like a State in most Federal activities. Admission, how-
ever, would alter several key aspects of Puerto Rico's. relationship with the Federal
Government.

Statehood would bring full equality in national political and legislative matters
and end limitations on certain Federal programs where Puerto Rico is treated dif-
ferently from States. Equal treatment under statehood, however, would eliminate
Federal tax advantages which have been important to the island's development and
government finances. Statehood advocates maintain that Puerto Rico's unprecedent-
ed situation warrants adjustment measures designed to facilitate a Wransition.

Because statehood would cause numerous adjustments important to the island's
future, it would require careful consideration by the Congress and Puerto Rico. Con-
sequently, statehood's aggregate impact would be inf uenced greatly by the terms of
admission, strategies to promote economic development and replace current special
tax arrangements, and decisions regarding the island government's revenue struc-
ture.

Independence Would Prompt Far-Reaching Changes
Independence would cause profound changes to virtually every aspect of Puerto

Rico's relationship with the Federal government. Independence holds fac-reaching
impacts, because Puerto Rico's longstanding relationship with the United States has
influenced significantly the island government's financing and economic posture in
addition to having forged strong commercial and other ties to the remainder of the
United States. Recognizing the magnitude and scope of change their status option
entails, the Puerto Rican Independence Party (PIP) has advocated that autonomy be
attained through an orderly and rational transition to self-reliance.
Eliminating the Extensive Federal Role.: Potential Impacts and Advocates Proposals

Because autonomy would completely revamp the intricate federal-Puerto Rico re-
lationship, independence's ultimate impact hinges on numerous future legal, fiscal,
and other policy decisions by the Congress and Puerto Rico. The most notable deci-
sions would entail the terms of independence; the financial structure and policies of
the republic; and the new nation's success in concluding treaties with other coun-
tries and organizations concerning trade, financial assistance, and other arrange-
ments. Other elements crucial to the new nation's development would include
worldwide economic conditions and Puerto Rico's attractiveness as a place for in-
vestment.

Although the overall effects of independence cannot be measured with any certi-
tude, elements that would change can be described and areas requiring detailed con-
sideration delineated. The PIP has proposed certain arrangements it believes are in-
dicative of the type needed to facilitate a transfer of powers.
Although Maintaining Special Arrangements. the Impact of Amended ('oMnM1-

wealth Prolxsals Hinges on Future Decisions
Although emphasizing that the basic framework of the current relationship be

preserved, commonwealth proponents have advocated certain changes. They have
proposed that common citizenship, currency, defense, and duty-free access to U.S.
markets be continued along with exemptions from most internal revenue laws and
rebates of alcohol and tobacco excise taxes and customs duties. Advocates have
maintained, however, that certain arrangements need revising to give the island
more flexible treatment in Federal laws and programs as well as greater control
over several areas regulated by the Federal government.

Although proposals for an amended commonwealth have been made, the exact
nature of any modifications are contingent upon future deliberations by common-
wealth advocates and approval by the Congress. As for statehood and independence,
the ultimate impact of an amended commonwealth hinges on the specific negotiated
terms and subsequent policy decisions by the Puerto Rico government. Consequent-
ly, the best indication of what an amended commonwealth would entail, according
to commonwealth advocates, could be obtained by examining proposals embodied in
the 1975 Compact of Permanent Union and Governor Ilernandez-Colon's 1979 "New
Thesis."

Along with achieving more local control over spending Federal funds, amended
commonwealth supporters have urged a greater voice in Federal legislation and ac-
tivities affecting the island. One proposal designed to enhance Puerto Rico's influ-
ence over these matters is to grant the island representation in the U.S. Senate
along with the House of Representatives. Another suggested modification has pro-
posed that in the future:
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-Puerto Rico would not be subject to Federal laws unless specifically mentioned;
-if mentioned in new Federal legislation and regulations the island would be au-

thorized to object and have such objections acted upon by the Congress or the
administering Federal agency; and

-Federal legislation and regulations already applicable to the island would be
subject to review by a joint U.S.-Puerto Rico Commission.

This commission would (1) study the desirability of retaining, modifying, or elimi-
nating the application of Federal laws, especially those pertaining to communica-
tions, shipping, and administration of the selective service, ((2) stud), the possible
transfer of various Federal functions to Puerto Rico, and (WiO examine the desirabil-
ity of making gradual contributory payments to the Federal Treasury when such
payments would not impede the island's social and economic development.

If any Federal functions were assumed or payments to the Federal Treasury insti-
tuted, new financial obligations inherently would be created. The amount of addi-
tional costs, however, is contingent upon decisions regarding which activities would
be affected as well as the exact arrangements made to finance new responsibilities
and transfer any functions. Similarly, the impacts of any contributory payments
cannot be gauged until the types and methods of remuneration are established.

Control Sough! Over Bra d Range of Federal Activities
While pressing for greater influence over future Federal actions, commonwealth

proponents also have advocated amendments to increase Puerto Rico's control over
several other areas. One such proposal was that all U.S. immigration laws and
quotas continue to apply, but that when economic and demographic conditions war-
rant, the President and Puerto Rico's Governor could agree to limit or increase
entry of aliens into the island.

Another proposed modification calls for increasing Puerto Rico's role in setting
tariffs and quotas on goods entering the island. One such proposal was that Puerto
Rico be able to levy, change, or eliminate such tariffs and quotas, so long as it was
consistent with U.S. international obligations and laws as well as coordinated with
the Federal government. The proposal also stated that the island would be accorded
observer status on U.S. delegations negotiating international trade agreements and
be consulted throughout the process. Further, the United State, would, upon re-
quest, seek to have Puerto Rico recognized as a developing country qualified to re-
ceive preferences associated with that status.

Commonwealth supporters also have advocated that Puerto Rico be granted au-
tonomy in establishing wage rates and other labor related factors along with pri-
mary control over the island's ecology. They further have proposed that Puerto Rico
be permitted when consistent with U.S. policy to enter ilito commercial, technical,
and other agreements with foreign countries and participate in international orga-
nizations.

All of these proposals are intended to strengthen the island's control over areas
presently within Federal jurisdiction. They are advocated primarily as instrumi-nts
to promote Puerto Rico's economic development.

(;OVEHNMENT SVHVI( m-S

tJ1'(Ihr Stateh,nl. Most e'd(erlh am( Puerto Ricn Res'lnsibilties 'Milhl AOt be A/:
fec'ted, Althog th S,,uw Wouhl A'cd A' attention

With few exceptions, Federal regulations ar;d services applicable to States also
apply to Puerto Rico, For example, the Federal Government provides postal, de-
fense, customs, and immigration services and regulates areas such as occupational
safety, aviation, the environment, and maritime shipping. Our analysis and discus-
sion with officials in almost every Federal agency revealed that admission into the
Union would not affect most services and regulations.

Certain areas in which Puerto Rico has been treated differently from States, how-
ever. would need attention. Services provided by the Federal Internal Revenue Ser'-
ice (IRS) would increase if the island became a State. Presently, IRS's Office of
International Operations handles certain Federal tax matters in "Puerto Rico, such
as Social Security and excise taxes, but statehood would increase responsibilities for
processing and auditing additional individual and corporate returns and collecting
other taxes- An IRS official estimated that these added duties would require staff
and resources equivalent to a small district office and could possibly cost about $S
million annually.

Because it is treated differently from States under certain U.S. banking laws.
changes could be required if Puerto Rico is admitted to the Union. Most notably,
although Federal law generally prohibits nationally chartered banks located in one
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State from opening branches in another State. these banks-upon the Federal Re-
serve's approval-can open branches in Puerto Rico. Three large branches of main-
land-based national banks-Chase Manhattan, Citibank, and Bank of America-
have become important to the island's banking industry and economic development.
These banks hold over one-third of total banking assets and deposits and finance
almost half of the island's bank loans. Because this arrangement could be jeopard-
ized if Puerto Rico became a State, it would need attention during any statehood
deliberations.

Several other banking provisions also would require attention. All nationally
chartered banks in the States are required to join the Federal Reserve System
which, among other things, makes them insured banks under the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act, but Puerto Rican branches of national banks are not. Also, such
branches are not subject to Federal legislation pertaining to reserve requirements or
interest rates on deposits. Further, limitations on certain interstate bank acquisi-
tions have not been applied to Puerto Rico.

In addition to certain banking regulations, Puerto Rico is exempted from the
Interstate Commerce Act. Statehood likely would have little effect in this area, how-
ever, because Puerto Rico has no railroads or interstate roads, and the island al-
ready is subject to Federal maritime laws.

Like Federal activities, Puerto Rico's government responsibilities likely would not
be affected significantly by statehood. Discussions with Commonwealth officials and
our review of available documents revealed that the island government already pro-
vides a full range of services comparable to those performed by State and local gov-
ernments. As discussed in section 5, these services include education and public
safety, along with highway construction and maintenance.
If l',dependent. Federal Serices and Regulation Would (case. Requiring Numerous

Adjustments and Additional Financing
An independent Puerto Rico would have complete autonomy over its own affairs.

The island no longer would be subject to Federal regulation or be the recipient of
Federal services. Presently, the Federal Government regulates many areas, includ-
ing shipping, immigration, communications, and the environment. Further, federal-
ly provided services include defense, postal, and census counts; and safety certifica-
tions of airplanes, drugs, and various other products.

Like the challenges of implementing a new economic system, however, the new
nation would have to decide which federally administered activities would be as-
sumed and how such new responsibilities would be managed and financed. The
manner in which the new nation chooses to govern and finance its activities would
not be known until its organization was formulated. Additionally, an independent
Puerto Rico's governmental activities would be influenced by any arrangements
made with the Federal Government to transfer the functions

The PIP has proposed that Federal postal facilities be transferred to the new gov-
ernment's postal agency and notes that efforts would be made to retain the same
employees because of their expertise. The PIP also has advocated a bilateral treaty
to maintain the present relations regarding international telephone, cable, radio,
and television services after independence. A similar proposal has stated that until
bilateral treaties are negotiated for air and marine lines, present service would con-
tinue temporarily under permits in effect before independence.

The PIP also has advocated the U.S. military's complete withdrawal and has
called for negotiating the minimum time and conditions for vacating the island. The
PIP, however, plans to demand the immediate cessation of activities on Vieques-an
island off' the coast of Puerto Rico. According to Ruben Berrios Martinez, a former
President of the PIP, an independent Puerto Rico would not have armed forces
other than a national guard.

In addition to negotiating the U.S. military's departure, the PIP has stressed that
the real and personal property rights of American citizens and businesses would be
honored and any exploitation justly compensated. They also have proposed that all
U.S. Government property be given to the new republic In all, the .S. Government
owned 91,351 acres in Puerto Rico in 1981. Over 73,000 acres were acquired by
either direct purchase, donation, or other means. Also, more than 15,000 acres were
ceded to the United States by Spain in 1898.

(]TIZIFNSIIIJ AND NATIONALITY

ln dep(ndeen' Wuld lW( H atse complicateed Issue Of('itizen.ship
If' Puerto Rico chooses independence, questions will arise about continued U.S.

citizenship of Puerto Ricans both on the island and the mainland. The effect of a
new nation's formation on inhabitants' nationality or citienship has been a compli-
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cated issue in international and domestic law. Some general principles exist. howev-
er, and the Puerto Rican Independence Party has made a proposal concerning this
issue.
US. Courts Have Selom Addressed Socereignty changess . But (enertl l'rinwiples

Exist
Although rarely addressed in U.S. courts, some principles have been formulated

in cases involving conquest or cession of territory as well as domestic citizenship. At
the end of the 19th century, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the nationality of a
territory's inhabitants becomes that of the government under whose sovereignty
they pass, subject to their right of election to retain their former nationality. In an-
other case, the court held that every independent nation has the right to determine
what classes of persons should be entitled to its citizenship in accordance with its
own constitution.

Both these decisions are consistent with the view in international law that the
predecessor State's law determines which persons have lost their nationality, and
the newly independent stated's law determines which persons hve acquired its na-
tionality.

A corollary issue is determining which nationals or citizens are affected b%, a sov-
ereignty change. Generally, this involves deciding whether the new status is con-
ferred on persons domiciled in the new State, those born there regardless of domi-
cile, or both. Although U.S. case law on this question is limited, a U.S. Court of Ap-
peals suggested that domicile, at the time of a sovereignty change, was the crucial
factor.

When the Republic of the Philippines achieved independence. questions arose re-
garding the continued U.S. nationality of its citizens. Although jurisprudence re-
garding the Philippines situation is minimal, a U.S. district court held that Philip-
pines citizens lost their U.S. nationality immediately upon independence. The status
of Philippines citizens, however, is not analogous to Puerto Ricans because most
Filipinos were U.S. nationals at the time of independence, but not IU.S. citizens.

The difference in legal status between U.S. nationality and citizenship is impor-
tant. Citizenship is a status of constitutional dininsion protected by the Fourt,,enth
Amendment, while nationality is a status conferred by statutory law. In this regard,
U.S. Supreme Court decisions have held that a U.S. citizen has a constitutional
right to remain a citizen unless that status is voluntarily renounced.

In view of the constitutional and judicial protection conferred upon U.S. citizens,
it is not clear what act or acts would constitute a voluntary renunciation. It could
be argued that a formal individualized renunciation is necessary and that a change
in sovereignty alone would not cause an automatic loss of U.S. citizenship.

International Treaty Procistons 1Hav'e Resl'e( Na tionalitv Problems
In the past when sovereignty changes occurred, treaty provisions often addressed

nationality problems. For example, when Spain ceded Puerto Rico and other territo-
ries to the United States, the Treaty of Paris allowed territorial inhabitants to
either retain their Spanish citizenship or adopt their territory's nationality The
treaty provided that inhabitants could preserve their Spanish citizenship by declar-
ing their decision within 1 year. T-e absence of such a declaration was considered
as renunciation of Spanish allegiance and adoption of the territory's nationality.

Some ( "iizenshtp) Qu es tio n1s A (,',lresse( by In dIelE'n tl cE u urtv IProp,)sa
Should Puerto Rico bccoine an independent nation, an agreement between the

United States and Puerto Rico on the citizenship question would seem probable.
Some questions which most likely would be addressed include:

-Which Puerto Ricans would automatically be citizens of the new republic; those
domiciled on the island, those born on the island and domiciled elsewhere, or
both'?

-Would citizens of the new republic automatically lose their U S. citizenship, or
would formal renunciation be necessary?

-Could citizens of' the new republic also remain U.S. citizens? [Although the
United States allows dual citizenship in some cases, it may neither be desired
by an independent Puerto Rico nor reasonable to extend it to an entire popula-
tion.]

-Which Puerto Ricans who are not automatically citizens of the new republic
would be given the choice of becoming citizens"

- What formal r)Xedures for choosing and renouncin g citizenshi p would be es-
tabl shed?
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The PIP's 1980 political platform contains a proposal regarding citizenship. The
proposal states that U.S. citizens born in Puerto Rico and residing on the island at
the time of independence will become citizens of Puerto Rico unless they desire to
retain their U.S. citizenship. Those persons who declare this desire within 6 months
of independence would acquire the status of resident foreigner. Resident foreigners
would be guaranteed personal and property rights, but not political rights or the
right to occupy public offices.

The proposal further states that U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico, but not
born on the island, could request Puerto Rican citizenship. Additionally, Puerto
Ricans residing outside Puerto Rico at the time of independence would be allowed to
become Puerto Rican citizens within 1 year of independence. If year has passed
these persons could apply for Puerto Rican citizenship after residing on the island
for 1 year.

This proposal appears generally consistent with principles of international and do-
mestic law because 11) it allows for choice and (2) place of domicile is the determin-
ing factor. Although the PIP proposal does address many elements of the citizenship
question, resolution of this issue could only be accomplished through negotiation be-
tween Puerto Rico and the U.S. Government.

A Change in Citizenship Could Affect Unrestricted Migration
Another consideration related to citizenship is Puerto Rican migration to the U.S.

mainland. Common citizenship has fostered close ties between Puerto Rico and the
remainder of the United States and has afforded Puerto Ricans unrestricted access
to the States for employment and other reasons. Puerto Rican migration has helped
the island's overcrowding, possibly alleviating some economic problems. Although
the large net outmigration of the 1950s and 1960s has ended, Puerto Ricans continue
to move between the island and the mainland in great numbers.

Losing US. citizenship may result in limiting migration, because an independent
Puerto Rico would likely be subject to U.S. immigration laws. In this regard, the
PIP calls for the U.S. government to grant an annual Puerto Rico immigration
quota for 10 years after the republic is established. Like other areas, however, the
impact on migration would depend on the negotiated terms of independence.

CONGHRESSIONAl APPORTIONMENT

Sto tchood Woul( [resent ('Ongressiona/ Apiyrtionrnent De'ision
Should Puerto Rico be admitted as a State, the Congress could either reapportion

the present 135 House of Representatives seats or increase the House size to accom-
modate the new State's representation. [Because its population was greater than 25-
states in 1986, the island would have been eligible for representation equal to or
greater than half the States. In a 1989 report Congressional Research Service esti-
mated Puerto Rico would receive up to six seats.]
U.S. ('onstitutmn Proi'ides Basis for State Representation

Congressional composition was discussed widely at the 1787 Constitutional Con-
vention. Conflicts between large and small States led to the compromise arrange-
ment which provides equal State representation in the Senate. while representation
in the Ilouse of' Representatives is apportioned according to each State's population.

The US. ('onstitution established representation for the first ('ongress and pre-
scribed that reguIar censuses provide tile population basiS., fOr subsequent apportion-
ments. Additionally, the constitution provides that each State have at least 1
member of the Ilouse of' Representatives, and the maxinium number of represent ta-
tives cannot exceed I for every :M4,0(0(0 persons.

Increases ()(cuirrcd FrcquettIv in the ttotst, Size Until /191l
The admission of new States and )opouLItion increases 'itis,(f tht Ilouse, of Repre-

sentatives to grow from) I;. roenibers representing 13 States to 135 members repre-
senting 51) States. New States' adinission or enabling atIs no0rm3llv prescribed at
least oine representative until the next apjportion tuent Apportionrment acts from
18.501 to 1911 allowed for increasing the Ilouse size should a new State be admitted,
aid Ilouse inenihrship was i lcaseid llowing each decerinial census until 1911.

In that \'ear ai apportiolmnnt a't Fixed I louse memibrii p at 188i and provided
that Arizona aid New Mex ico each have one. r(-presentative should tOhey become
States In 1912 both were admitted and the House size se-t at the present 135+ Al-
though ar 11129 act changed the method fir appimrtionm.nt, it did riot crllmig the
I louse ,ize.

Since 1 929 only two States have [en admitted-Alai, rd lHawaii in 159
Their adrni"in acts ('rititled them to ) t. one remtte lative lintil the next reapportion-
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ment, temporarily increasing House membership to 437. Following the 1960 census,
however, the House was reapportioned, dividing the 435 seats among the 50 States.
The 1929 act, as amended, continues to dictate apportionment despite numerous at-
tempts to increase the House size.

POLITICAL VIOLENCE

Sporadic Politically Motivated Violence Presents An Uncertain Factor In Resolving
Status Con troversy

Like many other areas throughout the world, Puerto Rico's history has included
isolated incidents of political violence. Because these incidents have been described
as generally stemming from dissatisfaction with the island's political status, the
present debate has included discussing the potential for future violence. This possi-
bility, however, is afforded varied significance by the different status proponents.
Whether violence would increase is speculative, but past history makes it a factor
with uncertain dimensions in attempting to resolve the island's status controversy-

Dissatisfaction with Political Status has Cat. sed Isolated Incidents of Violence
Puerto Rican dissatisfaction with Spain's authoritarian control led to a powerful

home rule movement in the 1800s. Although most Puerto Ricans sought to gain
greater autonomy peacefully, a small separatist movement emerged, and several iso-
lated uprisings occurred. One such occurrence in 1868, the "Grito de Lares," is gen-
erally considered a symbol of the pro-independence struggle and is celebrated as a
local holiday to mark the' revolt against Spain. By the end of the 19th century,
Puerto Rico had obtained greater participation in managing its own affairs through
the Charte., of 1897, but the Spanish-American War ended Spain's rule.

Although most islanders were hopeful that U.S. presence would bring improve-
ment, dissatisfaction with U.S. policies began to grow in the early 20th century.
During this time a small group of anti-American residents formed the Nationalist
Association:' and embarked on a campaign to invoke independence sentiment. The
nationalists, frustrated in their peaceful attempts, became increasingly hostile in
the 1930s to dramatize their cause. Along with the turmoil caused by this group's
violent actions, the island was also suffering the depression's severe economic hard-
ships.

Trhe latter part of the 1930s witnessed further nationalist violence. Following the
1936 assassination of a police chief and subsequent police retaliation, in 1937 the
Ponce Massacre occurred, which left 11) dead and more than 100 injured. Attempts
were also made to assassinate a Federal judge in Puerto Rico and the island's ap-
pointed governor. These terrorist attacks were widely condemned in both Puerto
Rico and the states.

During the movement for commonwealth status the nationalists again launched a
terrorist campaign on the island and the U.S. mainland. In 1950 nationalists at-
tempted to force their way into the Governor's mansion in San Juan while simulta-
neous uprisings occurred in six other Puerto Rican towns. Two days later, an at-
tempt was made to assassinate President Harry S. Truman by two mainland Puerto
Ricans, who were part of the Nationalist movement.

After these attacks the then Governor and Puerto Rican press expressed their
sorrow, emphasizing that the small nationalist group had little sympathy from the
vast majority of Puerto Ricans. Many mainland newspapers also urged that the na-
tionalist uprising be kept in perspective and that it not affect the upcoming com-
monwealth status.

In 1951 Nationalists woundexi five Congressmen on the floor of the U.S. Iouse of
Representatives, Many arrests and convictions followed tl'ese incidents, and the Na-
tionalist organization dissipated.

Other terrorist groups seeking independence, however, have surfaced, Consequent-
ly, politically motivated crimes continue to occur sporadically both in Puerto Rico
and the states. In 1979, groups espousing independence claimed responsibility for at-
tacking U.S. military personnel in Puerto Rico, killing several people. Also, many
bombing incidents in the 1970s and other violence on the mainland resulting in sev-
eral deaths are believed linked to a clandestine terrorist Organization dedicated to
Puerto Rican independence.

Possibility of Increased Violence discussed
Politically motivated violence has occurred sporadically and the possibility of con-

tinued violence has been raised by many different persons. Although most consider
political violence a possibility, its extent and importance is given different weight.

Representatives from anti-statehood political parties have repeatedly made state-
ments that statehood for Puerto Rico would unquestionably result in increased vio-
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lence. They believe that attempts to resist assimilation would result in numerous
violent attacks both in Puerto Rico and the United States.

Statehood supporters believe that violent incidents are not representative of the
island's political sentiment or stability and that the status question should not be
affected by criminal actions and threats of a few. Puerto Rico's pro-statehood former
Governor has stated there is no reason whatsoever to believe that the advent of
statehood would result in any significant upsurge in violence. He has further sug-
gested that violence has tended to historically increase as a colony moved towards
independence because of infighting among groups striving to lead the government,
whereas colonies moving towards integration have remained tranquil.

Federal Bureau of Investigation officials in both Washington and Puerto Rico be-
lieve the number of Puerto Ricans involved in political violence is small, and most
island residents do not support this type of activity. Further, they believed it diffi-
cult to predict whether there would be any increase engendered by a status change.
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SEC-rON 9B-EcONOMIc DEVELOPMENT

FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Current Relationship Prompted Integral Fiscal Role Of The Federal Government
The island's relationship with the U.S. Government and historic growth in Feder-

al activities have contributed to the extensive federal role in Puerto Rico. Table 9b.1
illustrates the changing importance of Federal disbursements.

Table 9b.1-FEDERAL EXPENDITURE IN PUERTO RICO (1975-1979)
Ino riln, of bof:3rs;

1175 1919
: ? 1979 PercenI

increase

Net transfer payments $599 $1.483 148
Federal grants to the government Sector 197 1.423 79

Total Federa! assistance 1,396 2,906 108
Operatng expenditures of Federal agencies in Puerto Rico 188 258 31
Federal assistance as a percent of island gross product 20 29
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Table 9b.2-FEDERAL EXPENDITURE IN PUERTO RICO (1980-1988) 1
!I,: ri,ihO-:, of :viar. ]

1980 1988
i')8 1988 Pe+ceni

greasee

Net transfer payments $1,606 $2,322 446
federal grants to the government sector 1320 1,199 -9 2

Total Federal assistance 2.926 3.521 200
Operating expenditures of Federal agencies in Puerto Rico 271 684 1469
Federal assistance as a percent of island gross product 28 20
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Federal disbursements, as they do in states, substantially affect government fi-
nances as well as island residents' personal income and contribute significantly to
Puerto Ricans' education, health, income security, housing, and employment oppor-
tunities. [For example, about 21 percent of the island's 198 personal income and 31
percent of 1987 commonwealth government annual receipts came from Federal
intergovernmental grant-in-aid programs.]

The Federal role has other dimensions. In addition to the importance of its tax
policies, the Federal Government_ employs several thousand ix-rsons and spends
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[over $683 million] to run its island operations. Additionally, Federal loans and
guarantees constituted an important source of capital.

Under Stotehw)(, Increased Aid Would Bene/it Island Go'crnments and Lou-Income
Res iden ts

In 1979, Puerto Rico already was fully eligible for the vast majority of the over
1,000 Federal assistance programs available to individuals and state and local gov-
ernments. Although like states, Puerto Rico was not eligible for some programs tar-
geted to a geographic area or specific group, the island was treated differently from
states in certain major programs. In fiscal year 1979 there were 20 Federal pro-
grams that excl'rded the island or limited Puerto Rico's participation. Although
treatment as a -tate would have had a minimal or unquantifiable effect under 14 of
these programs, it would have brought substantial additional amounts under the re-
maining 6.

As illustrated in table 9b.3 Puerto Rico would have received about $836 million in
additional Federal aid if it had been a state in 1984.

Table 9b.3-CHARACTERISTICS OF UNEQUAL TREATMENT AND ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL FEDERAL
ASSISTANCE IN 1984 HAD PUERTO RICO BEEN TREATED LIKE A STATE

+,( leJ anlef

tt aIt,"CKj
n,*ii.ons )I

education [lemenlary and secondary education Different allocation formula applied $68
(Title I)

Health and Human Serv,ces Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Excluded 404
Aid to Families w*ith Dependent Chi- Federal matching rate et at 15 82

dren (AFDC) percent and island funding sub-
ject to a ceiling for fisl year
1979

Social Services (itle XX of Social Instead of being included in the 24
Security Act) formula $15 million are set aside

for Puerto Rico
Meicaid (Medical Assistance Pro Matching rate set at 50 percent and 221

gram Title XIX of Social Security island fund subject to a ceiling in
Act) fiscal )ear 1919

Agriculture food Stamp Program (Food S!amp Separate block grant s bject to a '194
Act of 1964) ceilin I

Earned Income Credit payments 31
Total 836
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The actual increased amount of Federal aid which could accrue under statehood,
however, would depend on various factors including

-any changes to the authorization, allocation methods, or funding levels of pro-
grams where Puerto Rico is treated differently from states;

-budgetary decisions by the corn monwealth government regarding expenditure
levels in programs where the Federal Government reimburses or matches local
costs; and

-specific terms of any admission legislation.
Because most of the programs which would have been affected by statehood were

targeted for low-income persons; funding increases would have benefited less advan-
taged island residents. Additional funds under the Supplemental Security Income
ISSI) program would have directly increased the income of needy aged, blind, or dis-
abled persons. Similarly, increased Federal funds under Medicaid, Aid To Families
With Dependent ('hildren (AFD('t (Child Support Enforcement, and Title XX of the
Social Security Act would have been available to help state or local agencies assist
low-income residents. (As we reported in our 1987 report on extending benefits to
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the territories, Federal costs under these programs would have doubled from about
$1 billion to about $2.1 billion in 1984.] 1

The overall increase in Federal aid brought by statehood would have raised the
island's 1979 per capita share of total Federal outlays (domestic and defense) closer
to that of the lowest state. On a per capita basis, Puerto Rico's actual Federal share
in 1979 was much lower than any state, primarily due to its unequal treatment in
several programs and the relatively small amount of defense expenditures. Any in-
creased aid brought by statehood would improve the island's standing, and advo-
cates have further contended that a stronger voice in Federal legislation through
full congressional representation could result in additional funds.

Under Independence, Federal Assistance Would Terminate, but Questions Surface Re-
garding Alternative Funding and Beneficiaries' Vested Rights

Because Federal assistance has become increasingly important, making up for the
loss of such integral and longstanding funding sources would present a key chal-
lenge to the new nation. An independent Puerto Rico would no longer automatically
be eligible for the Federal assistance currently received. These funds, [amounting to
about $3.8 billion in 19881, have contributed significantly to Puerto Ricans' income
and, as illustrated in table 9b.4, are important to government services.

[Table 9b.4:]-FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION TO KEY PUERTO RICO SERVICES, 1989

Social welfare 28 3
educationn 24 !
Hcusing ' 10
Health 5 3
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Source &)r1 Pr:-,s j f , ,,7 W A it I, c Ricf'c ) fetr _Irv 15 1989

Recognizing the consequences of suddenly losing Federal funds, the Puerto Rican
Independence Party (PIP) has proposed that current funding levels be extended tem-
porarily after independence. In lieu of the current forms of aid, however, the PIP
has suggested that the Federal Government contribute to a special Development
and Economic Reconstruction Fund. This fund would help finance essential govern-
ment activities until the economy, is reoriented, consumption patterns reduced, and
other revenue sources developed.

This U.S. foreign aid would be requested for a 10-year period and decrease each
year. Concomitantly, the independent nation, faced with steadily decreasing Federal
assistance, would be confronted with decisions regarding levels and types of taxation
and public services. Another important factor in counteracting the loss of federal
program funds could be additional foreign aid from other countries and internation-
al organizations.

Island residents' vested rights acquired through contributions to certain Federal
activities would require special attention. For example, Puerto Ricans, like other
U.S. citizens, have paid into the Social Security Trust Fund and served in-the
Armed Forces or Civil Service.

The PIP has proposed that current beneficiaries continue receiving payments
after independence under the same conditions as U.S. residents. Additionally, the
proposed arrangement regarding Social Security calls for returning all payments,
including interest, made by Puerto Ricans who had not yet received any benefits.
The moneys would be used to establish a Puerto Rican Social Security System.

Commonwealth Adurx'ates Seek Discretion in Using Federal Funds and Greater In-
fluence Over Federal Lo'

Commonwealth advocates have proposed changing the manner in which certain
Federal funds are provided to Puerto Rico's government. As an alternative to
present Federal assistance which is targeted for use in specified programs and
projects, amended commonwealth proponents have advocated that certain grants-in-
aid be consolidated into a block grant. They have argued that such treatment would
result in greater local discretion in determining how these funds are spent. Al-

lWelfare and Taxe Extending k nefits and Taxes to Pluertt, 1R'io. Vi rgin Islands,. uam.
American Samoa," (;.AO/1lRD-7-i1;I. September 15, PISI7
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though the method for distributing aid to the Commonwealth government would be
altered, programs such as Food Stamps and Medicare, along with payments to social
security, civil service, veterans, and other beneficiaries, would continue unchanged.

TAX ENVIRONMENT, LIABILITY, AND EXEMPTION

Under Statehood. Immediate Equal Treatment Would Greatly Increase Tax Liabl-
ities And Likely Prompt Major Realignments in Puerto Rico's Revenue Structure

Along with extending additional Federal funds, immediate equal treatment under
statehood would engender profound changes to overall taxation in Puerto Rico. Al-
though certain Federal taxes apply, for the most part Puerto Rico is not integrated
into the federal internal revenue system. In the absence of full Federal taxation, the
Commonwealth government developed a tax system more akin to that of the Feder-
al Government than those of states. Equal treatment would bring full Federal tax
liabilities and likely necessitate adjustments to Puerto Rico's tax system to make it
compatible with the Federal one. The potential repercussions of such changes would
necessitate deliberations by the Congress and Puerto Rico, along with numerous
policy decisions regarding the scope of government services and the sources tapped
to finance such activities. Recognizing the major adjustments associated with imme-
diate changes to current tax arrangements, statehood proponents have argued that
a 2(-year transitional period be included in any admission legislation so that the
Federal tax system could be phased in gradually. Although exempted from most
U.S. taxes, Puerto Rico residents already are subject to Federal social security and
unemployment taxation. Individual and corporate income earned outside of Puerto
Rico as well as salaries of Federal employees working on the island also are taxed.
Customs duties on foreign goods imported into Puerto Rico are applied fully as are
Federal excise taxes on island-produced alcohol and tobacco products on mainland-
bound shipments. Statehood would not affect the application of these taxes, but
equal treatment would end the current arrangement whereby ex'ise tax and cus-
toms duty collections less administrative costs are returned to Puerto Rico. Curtail-
ing these rebates, [which amounted to $319.2 million in 1987] would decrease com-
monwealth government revenues while increasing Federal receipts.

Immediately imposing full Federal taxation would increase substantially Puerto
Rico's overall tax liability. The island is in effect exempt from Federal individual
and corporate taxes on income earned in Pueito Rico along with certain excise and
estate and gift taxes. If Puerto Rico had been treated like a state [in tax year 1983,
its liability would have been an estimated $2.4 billion] more but this fails to- ac-
count for potentially reduced revenue that could result from businesses losing their
tax advantages leaving Puerto Rico.

The estimated increased Federal taxes would have stemmed primarily from the
estimated [$2.1 billion] corporate liability and would have reflected, in part, the sub-
stantial profits of U.S. mainland based firms operating in Puerto Rico fin tax year
19831. In 1979 Puerto Rico would have had a greater Federal corporate income tax
liability than similar liabilities in 34 states. The U.S. Treasury Department estimat-
ed that mainland-based tax exempt Firms alone [had fiscal year 19S2 federal tax sav-
ings of $1.7 billion].

The future corporate income tax liability under statehood however, could be influ-
enced greatly by decisions regarding investment in Puerto Rico. Mainland-based
firms have been important to Puerto Rico's economy. Statehood's potential positive
and negative influences on business decisions it a fundamental question surround-
ing the status debate.

The island's Federal individual income tax liability would have increased by $248
million in 1979 on the basis of our calculations from the latest available Puerto
Rican tax return compilations. In contrast to the corporate levy, however, the island
individual liability would have been less than any state. Because of Puerto Rico's
extremely law per capita income, about 43 percent of the Puerto Rican tax returns
used in our analysis in 1979 would have had no Federal tax liability.2

In fact, about 71 percent of these Puerto Rican returns could have been eligible
for an estimated total of $36 million in earned income credits in 1979. The earned
income credit is one of several Federal tax code changes which have significantly
influenced the tax liability of lower income taxpayers since 1975. Others include in-
creases in the personal exemption allowances and the zero income tax bracket along
with decreases in overall tax rates.

SSixteen percent of" island individual tax returns filed in fi.,cal Near 19791 had no common-
"kalth tax liabity
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In addition to increased corporate and individual income taxes, Puerto Rico resi-
dents also would have to pay estate and gift taxes along with additional excise
taxes. During 1979 the island would have owed about $19 million in estate and gift
taxes and approximately $146i million in added Federal excise levies on items such
as gasoline and telephone services.

In conjunction with immediate equal treatment under the Federal tax system,
statehood likely would prompt major changes to the island government's revenue
system. For example. had it been a state [in 1987], the island would not have re-
ceived the [$319.2 million] in Federal excise tax and customs duty rebates. Such lost
revenue, however, would have been replaced by the estimated increased Federal aid
under statehood. Although much of this aid would have been paid to individuals or
targeted to increase funding in existing services, there would have been Puerto
Rican government funds freed up by the changed Federal share in Medicaid, AFDC,
and SSI.

The additional Federal aid would have offset the loss-of rebates, but the Common-
wealth goverr~ment in 1979 likely would have had to collect about the same amount
of tax revenue if the range of public services were to be adequately maintained. As
a state, however, Puerto Rico likely would have to change its tax system because
island levies are similar to Federal taxes rather than those of state and local gov-
ernments. Like in the Federal tax system, island individual and corporate income
and excise levies are the major revenue producers, but Puerto Rican tax rates in
many cases are higher. In contrast, property and sales taxes are the revenue main-
stays of state and local governments, and income tax rates are considerably lower
thai the Federal ones.

Consequently, as a state, Puerto Rico would have to adjust its revenue system to
make it compatible with the Federal one. Full federal taxation likely would necessi-
tate reducing Puerto Rican taxes in categories where Federal levies exist. To com-
pensate for any decreases, revenue would have to be obtained from other sources to
maintain government services.

Obtaining sufficient revenues to maintain the level of Puerto Rican government
services while making the island tax system compatible with the Federal one
present major considerations. Hypothetically, if full Federal taxation had been im-
posed in addition to Puerto Rico levies, the island's overall 1979 tax liability would
have increased by an estimated (66 percent, primarily due to the additional Federal
corporate income tax liability. Excluding this tax, the island's total liability would
have increased by approximately 17 percent. If it becomes a state, however, Puerto
Rico's actual tax liability would depend upon various elements. Most notable would
be any changes to U.S. tax laws and the tax structure adopted by the new state.
Other important determinants would be the terms of statehood legislation, along
with budgetary decisions regarding the island government's revenue system and the
scope of public services. Additional factors would include economic conditions and
the Puerto Rico government's financial posture..3

Another potentially significant but highly speculative element which could affect
Puerto Rico's tax liability is the island's tax compliance difficulties. Although the
Puerto Rico Treasury Department has intensified enforcement efforts, compliance
with island tax laws reportedly remains a problem. Some observers believe that the
Federal IRS with its greater resources might improve tax compliance.

Although IRS might increase island tax compliance and total collections, there
would be no way to accurately gauge the magnitude of improvements until the
agency began full operations. A representative picture of Puerto Rican tax compli-
ance would probably not be available for several years, because it would take time
to inform the populace about Federal tax requirements. Accordingly, we did not
adjust our tax liability-calculations to include prospective increased compliance
levels, but improved collection efforts could be a factor influencing the island's tax
liability should it attain statehood.
Statehxxt Proponents Hace Advocated Gradual Application of Full Federal Tax-

ation and Other Transitional Measures
Statehood supporters have recognized that their status option would bring in-

creased Federal taxes and eliminate excise tax and customs duty rebates to the
Puerto Rico government. They have asserted, however, that because Puerto Rico
would be the first new state not already incorporated into the Federal internal reve-
nue system, gradual introduction of Federal taxation would be logical and neces-
sary.
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Specifically, statehood advocates have suggested a 20-year transition period.
During this time, Federal individual and corporate taxes gradually would be phased
in while comparable Puerto Rico levies are reduced to approximate those in states.
Similarly. proponents have suggested that rebates of Federal customs duties and
excise taxes be phased out incrementally. It also has been proposed that corpora-
tions ibe permitted to retain their Federal tax advantage until the corresponding
Puerto Rican tax waiver expires.

Other examples (A proposals to help the new state adjust its revenue system in-
clude various trni, of transitional assistance ranging from special monetary aid
and land grants to setting aside Federal contracts for manufacturing firms in
Puerto Rico. Stmatehood advocates also have suggested that the Federal government
assume the 1979 Puerto Rico public debt of $1 1 billion. 4 Servicing this debt cost
about $7010 million in 1979. This, it has been asserted, would permit channeling of
local resources into satisfying the infrastructure requirements of a post-statehood
economy and would free the State government from a large fixed expense during a
period when major shifts in revenue sources would be taking place.

Exernpttot.s Fr, n Income a:nd Prop1)erty Taxes Highlight Iuerto Rir:o Tax Enctron-
Inen,

Puerto Rico's tax environment has been a major attraction to business since 194S,
when the island began offering qualified local, U.S., and foreign firms-primarily iii
the manufacturing sector -exemptions from Puerto Rican income, property, and
municipal taxes. This program complemented existing Federal legislation which ex-
einpted from Federal taxation earnings of certain mainland-based firms operating in
Puerto Rico. Considerable tax exemptions remain in effect, but certain important
changes have been made at both the Federal and Puerto Rico levels.

The Fedcral tax exemption provision, formerly section 262 of the Revenue Act of
1921. was made section 931 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. IUnde' section 9:31,
qualifying U.S. corporations could operate in Puerto Rico without paying Federal
taxes on income earned there and on income derived from investing those earnings
in Puerto Rico and foreign countries.

Businesses saw a major drawback in section 931. however, because dividends paid
by a Puerto Rican subsidiary to a U.S. parent corporation were taxable. To avoid
this taxation, a subsidiary typically accumulated earnings from its Puerto Rico oper-
ations and often invested them overseas until the tax exemption expired. At that
time, the subsidiary would be liquidated into its parent because such liquidations
were free from any Federal or Puerto Rico income tax.

Between 1973 and 1971; a congressional committee considered eliminating the ex-
emption. Subsequently, another committee required an annual report from the U.S.
Department of the Treasury on the provisions operation. Additionally, through the
1976 Tax Reform Act, the Congress made several changes and moved the tax exemp-
tion provision from section 931 to section 936 of the Internal Revenue ('ode. Foreign
income of U.S. corporations' Puerto Rico subsidiaries, known as possessions corpora-
tions, was made taxable, and parent corporations could receive dividends from their
Puerto Rico sub.sidiaries tax free. This was done in part because of concern about
U.S. corporations' Puerto Rico subsidiaries investing their profits outside the states.

Anticipating the revision of the U.S. Internal Revenue ('ode, Puerto Rico changed
its method for taxing the dividends paid to parent corporations by tax exempt firms.
Prior to 1976 the rate of this tax (known as the tollgate taxi was 15 percent, but
collections were small because it applied only if the parent could claim a foreign tax
credit. Subsequently, Puerto Rico reduced its tollgate tax to 10) percent, and the tax
applied even if the parent was denied a foreign tax credit.

The 10 percent tollgate tax could be reduced to 7 percent if 25 percent of a year's
industrial development income was invested in certain ways for S years and to 5
percent if 51) percent of such income was invested in certain instruments for 5 years.
Also, liquidating dividends of post 1977 industrial development income would be
subject to a .1 pe-rcent tollgate tax.

Before 1978 possessions corporations paid virtually no dividends to their U.S. par-
ents. During that year, however, possessions corporations distributed to their U.S
parents $1.5 billion. Puerto Rico estimated that dividend repatriation in both 1979
and 19,sf) was $1.7 billion. [Estimated tax benefits for tax year 19-142 totaled $1.7 bil-
lion. The tollgate tax amounted to $S11 million in 1I9S2 and about $120 million in
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Additionally, in June 197S Puerto Rico altered its longstanding policy of offering
total tax exemption to qualified corporations. A revised Industrial Incentives Act re-
quired that firms receiving new exemption grants pay taxed on part of their earn-
ings. The act also offered firms exemption period extensions and certain other in-
ducements t(- encourage conversion to the new law and partial taxation.

Two main reasons for enacting the law were 11) the Commonwealth government's
need for additional revenues to develop the island's infrastructure, and 121 the gov-
ernment's desire to eliminate the inequity whereby individuals bear the largest
share of the tax burden while many corporation paid no taxes. Puerto Rico's Fco-
nomic Development Administration, for example. estimated that exempt profits in-
creased from 0.6 percent of net manufacturing income in 194S to 71.2 percent in
1976. jin inflation-corrected dollars, net income in 1,'2 amounted to 295 percent of
income in 1974 according to the Federal Treasury's l9S5 report on the Possessions
Corporate ion System of Taxation ]

The act primarily affected larger firms. most of which were U.S subsidiaries, be-
cause it totally exempted the first SI0,0011d of a firm's income if it earned less than
$5(0,0(l. We were informed that more than 95 percent of all local tax exempt man-
ufacturing firms earn !ess than $500.000; annualiv. and about half of these firms
earn less than ;1)]III .

The tax exemptions offered under the act are still significant, beginning at 901 per-
cent and decree, ing gradually over the life of the grant as shown in table 9b.5.

Table 9b.5-PU.RTO RICO CORPORATE INCOME TAX EXEMPTION SCHEDULE, 1980

l1 15 - b
6 2 ',

Depending on the /one in which it locates, a firl rece vivs an bi1ltial exemption of
1I0 to 25 years. In addition, the ffrio can apply for an exter;:.ion (iof I0 years with a
51-percent exemption for the first 5 years and between i.'- and 5 percent for the
next 5 years. The 9.:! also encouraged conver.,ions "f, existing tax exemption grants
by off,.ring Ill-yveai extensions in return for becoming partially taxable Some of the
other niijor provisions of the act gave special exeml)t ion.., to certain industries and
allowed alternative ways to calculate taxes in certain circumstances.

Although the act required paying some taxes, many holders of existing exenition
grants requested conversion. The combination of Federal and local exemptions still
represents significant incentives unavailable in the states, Over .)11() applications-
about one-third of existing grants-were received. The commonwealthth government
estimated that tax revenues under the new act would be about $110 million in 1111
and rise to about $45 million in 19S5. The 19,S7 Tax Incentives Act maintained the
basic provisions of the earlier act.

Aside from firms operating under an exemption, businesses in Puerto Rico are
taxed at rates similar to those levied by the federal government in 1979. The is-
land's corporate tax structure is based on the U.S. Internal Revenue ('ode of 1939
and is comparable in many respects to the current Federal tax code. ('orporate tax
rate,; start at 22 percent of net income and rise to 15 percs'nt on all income over
$300,000. Federal corporate income tax rates begin at 17 percent and rise to 16 per-
cent on all income iln excess of $1 )0,0)0. Additionally, Puerto Rico tax rates apply to
gross income, less allowable deductions, which is defined in much the same way as
the Federal tax code.

Each Status pt!on To VarYing Degrees Iwiuild A/i't the Liahlities of Taxable
Firms

Although tax exemptions have been granted to many firms, primarily in the man-
ufacturing sector, the vast majority of business-es (including corporations, partner-
ships, and proprietorships, pay full Puerto Rico taxes. For- example, in 1977. of the
approximately 14,1011 firms operating on the island, over 12,7111 01 percent were
taxable. These included over 1 ISltl) Puerto Rico businesses, about (1 niainland-

25-181 0 - 90 - 9
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based firms, and approximately 40 foreign enterprises. The Federal Census Bureau
indicated there were 32,620 establishments in Puerto Rico in 1986.

Taxable firms are important to Puerto Rico's economy. They employed about
400,000 persons, or about 50 percent of island employment, and contributed $5.3 bil-
lion, or 49 percent of gross domestic product. As discussed below, each status alter-
native would have varying effects on the tax liabilities of these businesses.

Firms currently paying island taxes likely would not be affected substantially by
statehood even though Federal levies would be applied fully. Presently, Puerto Rico
and foreign firms, as well as U.S. firms operating under a section 936 exemption,
are not required to pay Federal taxes on income earned from Puerto Rican sources,
but the island taxes at rates comparable to the Federal ones. Additionally, although
U.S. firms without a section 936 exemption are subject to Federal taxes, they can
totally, or in large part, offset their Federal liability by claiming a foreign tax credit
for Puerto Rico taxes paid.

Although any decision on how to make the Puerto Rico tax system compatible
with the Federal one rests entirely with the commonwealth government, statehood
likely would prompt substantial reductions in island corporate rates to approximate
those in states. Because state tax rates are much lower than the federal counter-
part-the average for all states is 6 percent-and state taxes paid are deducted from
income subject to Federal tax, the combined federal-Puerto Rico liability for cur-
rently taxable businesses under statehood would likely approximate that of firms in
the states and remain relatively close to the present island levy.

For example, if Puerto Rico adopted the average state tax rate of (; percent, the
effective combined Federal and island maximum tax rates would increase to 4!) per-
cent, or 4 percentage points higher than the current island maximum rate of 45 per-
cent. Although the maximum combined Federal and Puerto Rico tax rates under
statehood would total 52 percent, 46 and 6 percent respectively, firms would pay an
effective rate of 49 percent because state taxes would be deductible from income
subject to Federal taxation, Of course, if Puerto Rico becomes a state the actual tax
liability of any firm would depend largely on the tax system adopted by the island
government and the Federal tax system at that time.

Under independence, the island would be the primary jurisdiction to tax Puerto
Rican source income. An independent Puerto Rico would be confronted with numer-
ous decisions regarding its tax system, and it is impossible to determine with any
certitude the type of corporate tax system the new nation might adopt. Any U.S.
firm operating in Puerto Rico, however, most likely would be able to reduce its Fed-
eral liability by taking a foreign tax credit for any island taxes paid.

Amended commonwealth proposals have not suggested any fundamental changes
in the tax arrangements between Puerto Rico and the Federal government. Like
statehood and independence, however, any changes regarding the Puerto Rico tax
system depend on future island government decisions.
Suddenly Eliminating Federal corporate Tax Exempttons Would Entail Risks to

Future Business Deeloprnent in Puerto Rico
Although the number of tax exempt firms operating in Puerto Rico constituted

only about 10 percent of all businesses, their contribution to the economy is much
greater. Out of the 14,100 firms located on the island in 1977, only 1,360 were
exempt from Federal and Puerto Rico taxes 1607 mainland-based, 7:31 Puerto Rico,
and 22 foreign). Ninety-four percent of these businesses, however, are concentrated
in and make up most of the island's manufacturing industry-Puerto Rico's most
important economic sector and largest contributor to island gross product. Iin the
manufacturing sector during 1977, tax exempt firms accounted for about 87 percent
of net profit, 71 percent of payroll costs, and 7: percent of employment. In total, tax
exempt firms employed about 117,000 persons, o. about 16 percent of total island
employment.

Attracting mainland-based investment has been the corner-stone of Puerto Rico's
industrial development strategy. In 1977 the approximately 590 U.S. tax exempt
manufacturing firms accounted for 82 percent of that sector's net profit and 50 per-
cent of its employment. Moreover, the U.S. I)epartment of' Commerce's Economic
Study of Puerto Rico estimated that about 90 percent of the island's industry has
been financed by mainland-based firms. The study also noted that in view of the
lack of Puerto Rican capital formation, future manufacturing development will
depend very heavily on capital inflows and that continuation of Federal tax exemp-
tion is "virtually the sine qua non for attracting more U.S. investment capital to
Puerto Rican industry."

The combination of Puerto Rico and Federal tax exemption has been a powerful
inducement for locating in Puerto Rico and has resulted in substantial tax savings
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for U.S. firms operating on the island. The U.S. Treasury Department estimated
that in calendar year [1982] these firms had Federal tax savings of [$1.5 billion].

Much of' this tax savings has accrued to the two leading growth industries in
Puerto Rico, the predominantly mainland-based pharmaceutical and electrical and
electronic equipment industries. For example, the effect of Puerto Rican tax exempt
earnings on parent firm profits has been substantial for many pharmaceutical com-
panies, comprising over half of some parent firms' total profits. As shown in table
9b.(;, during 1982 pharmaceutical firms accounted for more than 49.6 percent of
total U.S. tax savings, and the electrical and electronic equipment firms accounted
for an additional 21.6 percent.

[Table 9b.6:I-MANUFACTURING INCOME AND RELATED TAX SAVINGS iN 1982 FOR SECTION 936
FIRMS

U S nz >.- I r;

i, t'y At1[h,,Z r! APo're irn

Pharmaceutical 1 S2054 $832 496
[lectricla and electronic euiprert 896 363 216
Food products 23, 98 5 8
Chemicals 221? 893 53 2
Apparel 102 4? 2 5
All other 683 282 168

Tot3l 4 130 1618 1000

Tax exempt U.S. chemical (including pharmaceutical) and electrical and electron-
ic equipment firms' Lontribution to the Puerto Rico economy has been substantial.
During [19S2] they employed )ver [.1,i0] persons anm paid them -about [$649] inil-
lion. This was about 1511 percent] of total manufacturing employment and [.-6 8 per-
cent I of payroll.

The provision of the U.S. tax code exempting certain I.S. businesses from Federal
taxation could be rescinded at any time. Additionally, equal treatment under tax
laws brought by statehood would end Federal exemptions as would autonomy under
independence. Of course, Puerto Rico under any status could continue to offer ex-
emption from its taxe,

In the event of statehood, exempt mainland-based firms would become subject to
Federal taxes. Their liability would increase from the 0I to 12 percent paid in 1979
Puerto Rican taxes -5 up to a maximum Federal rate of 46 percent as well as any
island taxes imposed. The levels of Puerto Rico taxes would depend on whether or
not the island government would continue to offer local exemptions and what corpo-
rate tax system they might adopt. Any island tax paid could be used to reduce
income subject to Federal taxation.

Statehood also would increase substantially the tax liability of more than 70(0
Puerto Rican and foreign firms that are. ex-mpt from Puerto Rico and Federal
income taxes. The contribution of these firms to Puerto Rico's economy, although
much smaller than U.S firms, is important. They provided more than 23 percent of
manufacturing employment and 21 percent of payroll in 1977.

Like for statehood, mainland-based firms operating under section 936 most likely
would lose their exemption if Puerto Rico became an independent nation. Puerto
Rico could continue to offer U.S. firms exemption from its taxes, but this would
have little benefit without exemption al,,o from U.S. taxes. Because the foreign tax
credit most likely Nkould remain in effect with independence, however, U.S. firms
operating in Puerto Rico would be able to claim any taxes they pay to Puerto Rico
as a credit against their Federal taxes. Additionally,, local and foreign firilns could

According to a 'June I!,sl II S Trv 'u rt, ro,,p rl, for certain firms., uicin converted d to jacrtial
taxation or appilit'd for exeri tion under Ih .rtin ic.'i',, 19 7o, Inlu-tria Incintives Act. tht, maxi-
mum corixiate tax rate currtntl. ranges tron :- too 12 percent but +%clI increase graduallk in .,-
year incremnnt, F'irm+,, with giants , rded iior toc tht' I17, c't Wic have nlot converted. how.
ever, pay 110 coInI t IIX hut ;Ir' suluyct tc tle t,,llgcit, tax of ULp to Ini percent on dividen(s
transfe-rred to) the, pirent cuor<wtin,,
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still be granted Puerto Rican tax exception, but it is unknown whether the inde-
pendent nation could afford to grant widespread exemptions, because it-would lose
revenues and services currently provided by the Federal Government.

Because Federal tax exemption has promoted Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector
and was a primary reason for many, firms locating on the island, eliminating the
Federal exemption would be difficult to overcome, particularly if it is rescinded sud-
denly. The loss of this exemption through statehood orindependence or under the
current Commonwealth status, would reduce the island's ability to attract and
retain businesses because profits would be decreased significantly.

In 1978 the Puerto Rico Economic Development Administration (FDAI analyzed
tax exemption decrees. This study examined 149 cases in which firms were granted
Puerto Rican tax exemptions in 196f)-62 and actually established operations. Al-
though FDA was unable to obtain the current status of operations in 46 cases, of the
other 103 cases:

-62 had apparently discontinued operations;
-31 were still operating under an extension or modification of the original tax

exemption grant; and
-10 were continuing in taxable status, with ( paying taxes and 4 reporting losses.
EDA concluded that very few corporations continue as taxpaying operations in

Puerto Rico once their exemptions expire. one of the reasons cited for this was the
"tax shock" a firm experienced going from total tax exemption to full taxation.

Other analyses performed by FDA concluded th, t the maximum income tax rate
Puerto Rico could impose on the tax exempt sector and still be attractive to business
is about 1 percent. The E'conomic StU(I' of Puert) Ri'co found that most manufac-
turing concerns contacted believed a maximum rporate rate of 21) to 25 percent
could be applied while maintaining business acti ity on the island. Similarly, offi-
cials of the Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce a d the Puerto Rico Manufacturers
Association said that most industries could afford only to pay some taxes in Puerto
Rico.

One FDA economist has stated that if tax exei ption were removed producers in
Puerto Rico would have several alternatives: (1 they could produce abroad with
cheaper labor, closer raw materials, and perhap. closer markets, (2) the, could-
produce on the mainland closer to most marke - but with higher labor and tax
costs, or (31 they" could quit producing altogether. The analyst concluded that these
alternatives implied a reduction in employment and profits in Puerto Rico, and
some combination of them likely would occur unl ss other incentives were initiated
to offset the loss of tax exemption.

Proponents of statehood and independence recognize the difficulties of suddenly
losing tax exemptions but believe their status alter native offers the best framework
for guiding future economic development. State od advocates believe the Puerto
Rican economy has reached the point where indu trial tax exemption can begin to
be phased out. They believe statehood will incr ase political stability, heighten
awareness of Puerto Rico, and lead to more industi locating on the island.

Statehood proponents believe that the revised i dustrial incentives act will dem-
onstrate that business can operate in Puerto Rico aying its fair share of taxes and
that business would be able to accommodate full t fixation after a transition period
of some 21) years. These officials believe that the I dustrial Incentives Act of 1978
will ease the "tax shock" problem by phasing in tc xes over the life of a firm's tax
exemption grant. The government hopes that whey exemptions expire, firms will
continue to operate paying full taxes.

Independence advocates do not see a need for com tinued widescale industrial tax
exemption, primarily because they would not ma le manufacturing the primary
sector of the economy. Agriculture would be given r7 ore attention, and Puerto Rico
would attempt to produce more of what it consume s. All existing tax exemptions
would be phased out, and new exemptions would be ranted selectively when needed
for development.

Advocates of amended commonwealth maintain that, given Puerto Rico's lack of
natural resources and large population, continued fe eral and local tax exemption is
necessary to promote economic development and s imulate job creation. They be-
lieve that Puerto Rico always should have the flexi ility to offer up to 100-percent
exemption from taxes to any firm. They are opposed to the revised industrial incen-
tives ac4.because, in their opinion, it does not provide enough flexibility. For exam-
pie, commonwealth advocates believe labor intensive industries should be given 100-
percent tax exemption, but high profit industries like pharmaceuticalb may require
less to attract them to Puerto Rico.

I
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OTIER F'A( TORS IMPORTANT TO BUSINESS

Although tax exemption has been an important incentive, it is not the only busi-
ness location determinant. Other elements, such as labor availability and cost and
political stability, also are key factors; and like tax exemption, their importance
varies by industry and firm. Tax exemption allows a firm to retain a larger portion
of' its earnings, but it is only valuable to an enterprise operating profitably. The fol-
lowing segments discuss factors important to a firm's profitability--labor costs, ship-
ping costs, trade relations, capital availability, and energy costs-and identifies
whether and how they would be affected by a status change.
US. Wage Ltirvs Would Apply Fully Under Statehood Amended ('ommonu'ealth Pro-

posals an(I In(lepcnd(len'e Would Bring Increased Lo(al Control

Historically, a major factor attracting industry to Puerto Rico has been the rela-
tively low cost of labor. The application of US. minimum wage standards to Puerto
Rico and the extremely low wages paid in other countries, however, have narrowed
the island's advantage. Though labor in Puerto Rico can no longer be characterized
as cheap, it is still less expensive than on the U.S. mainland. [In 1985, average
island manufacturing wages plus fringe benefits were only 51 percent of those in
the states]. In addition, Puerto Rico's worker productivity and the total cost of
fringe benefits compete favorably with the states.

The average hourly manufacturing wage in Puerto Rico is well below that of any
state, but it has been rising more rapidly. Between 1950 and 1978, the average
hourly wage in Puerto Rico increased 719 percent compared to 311 percent in the
States. As a result Puerto Rico's economy has changed from one concentrating on
low wage, low skill. labor-intensive industries to one approaching the structure of
the U.S. economy.

In 1940 it was recognized that wages on the island were significantly lower than
those in the United States. The 19(410 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FISAt provided that covered Puerto Rico employees would have their minimum
wage determined by a wage order procedure rather than congressional fiat. This
procedure established a series of committees to determine the Puerto Rican mini-
mum wage for each industrial group without exceeding the U.S. statutory mini-
mum, curtailing employment, or giving Puerto Rico competitive advantage over the
states. Over the years, minimum wage rates for an increasing number of industries
in Puerto Rico have attained parity with mainland minimums

From 1952 to 1978 the average manufacturing wage increased from a level equal
to 60 percent of the U.S. statutory minimum wage to one equal to 1:0 percent of the
U.S minimum wage. The Economic Study of Puerto Rico reported that, as of De-
cember 31, 1977, about two-thirds of all Puerto Rico workers covered by FLSA were
eligible for the U.S. minimum wage The 1977 amendments to the act provided the
:neans to bring most of' the remaining covered workers up to parity with the U.S.
minimum wage.

An indication of Puerto Rico's competitive wage advantage relative to the States
is shown in table 9b.7.

Table 9b.-AVERAGE HOURLY MANUFACTURING WAGE IN 1978

1;S average $61l $3 94 $7 01 $5 83
;khigan 813 NA 1 79 ? 16
Ohio /29 91 6 50

California 6 4. , ' 1 9.4
touisiana .( . 44 9 6h
New Jersey ? .1 1 h" 05
Florida 01 5 4. 29 13
Georgia 8 3 41 81 -50
Mississippi. j 19 03
North Carolina 41 j 14 5 58 1 91
Puedo Rico 1 3 ? 80 1 4 3 1',9

'a N .I1
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Puerto Rico continues to maintain its competitive wage advantage. 6

Fringe benefits also affect labor costs, and a high level of mandatory fringe bene-
fits exists in Puerto Rico, including Federal requirements for unemployment com-
pensation and Social Security. A study conducted for the Governor's Advisory Coun-
cil on Labor Policy, which covered office and production employees not exempt from
FLSA, concluded that the average cost of mandated fringe benefits in Puerto Rico
was equal to 21 percent of firm's payroll compared to 8.8 percent in the states in
1979.

When the study considered all fringe benefits, both mandatory and voluntary ben-
efits, however, total island fringe benefits averaged about 31 percent of a firm's pay-
roll compared to 36 percent in the States. [By 1986, this gap increased slightly. The
-Economic Development Administration (FDA) of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
estimated the cost of all fringe benefits in manufacturing in March 1985 averaged
about 31 percent of payroll in Puerto Rico compared with 39 percent of payroll on
the mainland).

Although wage rates and fringe benefits can be contrasted with the states, pro-
ductivity comparisons are difficult to make. For one reason, most Puerto Rico indus-
trial groups have a higher ratio of production workers to total employees than in
the States, because island manufacturing firms are production units rather than
complete corporations. [The 1982 Census of Manufactures found that the value
added per wage dollar in Puerto Rico was $8.16 compared to $4.03 in the United
States].

Because U.S. labor laws currently apply in Puerto Rico, statehood would not alter
significantly the difference between manufacturing wages in Puerto Rico and the 50
states. The Execuive Director of Puerto Rico's Financial Council believes that by
the year 2000, sec" ions of the United States will be labor scarce while Puerto Rico
with its expandin,, and young populace will continue to have a labor surplus. In his
opinion this cou'd serve to widen the gap between the U.S. and Puerto Rican aver-
age manufactu 'ing wage and provide the island with a business location advantage.

Amended commonwealth proponents believe that the narrowing of the gap be-
tween the average hourly wage in Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland is seriously
hindering the island's ability to attract new industry. A major cause of this, they,'
believe, is ',he movement to parity with the U.S. statutory-minimum wage. Hence,
advocates believe Puerto Rico should be given the power to determine a flexible
minimum wage for the island's workers and be granted authority to set other labor
related policies.

Under independence U.S. labor laws would no longer apply in Puerto Rico. Puerto
Rico could determine its own labor policies and minimum wage levels, but it would
seem doubtful that an independent Puerto Rico would roll back its minimum wage
levels to the extreme poverty level of those countries currently attracting low wage,
labor-intensive industries. In addition, Puerto Rico as an independent republic could
alter other labor policies to lower effective costs for business without changing wage
rates.
Stateho l Should Not change e Shipynng Costs. but the Effect of (f Amened (Com-

monwealth or IndependIence is Specu1ti'e
Because Puerto Rico lacks the natural resources to supply industry and is far

from mainland markets, transportation costs have been a disadvantage to business-
es operating on the island. In addition, under existing Federal law, Puerto Rico
must use U.S. ships for trade with the mainland. Some studies suggest these re-
quirements result in higher shipping costs, but others contend that the use of for-
eign vesels would not lower costs.

Island economies are very dependent on shipping, and as much as 99 percent of
Puerto Rico's external trade has I'een by ship. The island relies heavily on raw ma-
terial imports from the states, and most finished goods are exported to the states.
Transportation costs are therefore higher than for mainland locations which are
closer to raw materials and markets.

Presently, U.S. shipping la%,'s and trade regulations apply to Puerto Rico. Addi-
tionally, r:mritime trade beween states, territories, and possessions-including
Puerto Rico but not the Virgin Islands-must be carried on U.S. built, owned, and
operated ships.

The 1979 Economic Study of Puerto Rico cited studies in 1i65, 19G9, and 1975
which showed that foreign vessel operating costs were 10{ to 2) percent lower than

',In March 1 '<., the average total hourly comp-risation of ',zkagv plu., bNnefits in na nu factur-
ing plants wa.s $.'; 67 in Pue rto Ric) ..3 I in L,,.,,i, .9th lov tt to,, sta e, and .Z 13 II an t he
United States as i whole]
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U.S. vessels. A 1979 ltarbridge Rouse, Inc., study, estimated that it cost the Puerto
Rico petrochemical industry more than $21 million annually to use U.S. rather than
foreign ships. The Economic Study of Puerto Rico noted, however, that although
open competition might temporarily lower rates of foreign shippers, some observers
believe that in the long run these lower prices may not prevail. It also cited some
disadvantages to open competition, including lost business to Navieras, the Puerto
Rican government-owned shipping corporation and the largest carrier of U.S.-Puerto
Rico trade; reduced employment of Puerto Rican crewmen on other U.S. ships; and
less assurance of ship availability in a national emergency.

The relatively high cost of transportation would continue to be a disadvantage to
firms operating in Puerto Rico, regardless of a status change. Statehood should not
affect shipping costs because U.S. maritime laws and regulations already apply, but
it has been suggested that Puerto Rico be served by U.S. vessels which receive subsi-
dies similar to those received by vessels engaged in international trade. An inde-
pendent Puerto Rico no longer would be required to use U.S. ships in its trade with
the mainland and could establish its own maritime regulations and restrictions. The
impact this could have on shipping costs and businesses depends on the policies
adopted by the new nation. The impact of amended Lommonwealth also would hinge
on future decisions, because advocates have suggested that Federal laws affecting
shipping be studied to determine whether they be retained, modified, or eliminated.

Effects on Trade Arrangements Vary by' Status Option
Puerto Rico is within the economic boundaries of the United States. Businesses

export products to the states without tariffs and quotas or concern about fluctua-
tions in foreign exchange rates. These factors give firms an advantage over those
operating in foreign locations.

Puerto Rico depends on external trade, primarily with the States, for the bulk of
its economic activity. Because changes in U.S. trade policies can have major effects
on Puerto Rico's economy, the United States has solicited input from Puerto Rico
during every round of trade negotiations since 1947. American trade policy is formu-
lated primarily upon national interests, however, rather than regional or local con-
cerns, As a .'esult. changes in U.S. trade policies do not always benefit Puerto Rico.

Realizing the potential negative impact of trade policy changes on certain areas
in the United States, the Congress enacted the Trade Act of 197-1. This act provided
for trade adjustment assistance for workers whose firms' production and sales were
greatly affected by imports. The assistance consists of benefits such as cash allow-
ances, counseling and placement services, tr:,ning benefits, job-search expenses, and
relocation assistance. Through March 31, il-, 73 petitions for such assistance were
filed by various Puerto Rico firms, and 5.', 'ifecting over 4,3H) workers, had been
approved.

Advocates of the three status positions believe that Puerto Rico's present influ-
ence on U.S. trade policies is not adequate to safeguard the island's interests.
Amended commonwealth proponents believe that Puerto Rico must be granted
greater power to act in this area, including the right to impose tariffs on goods ar-
riving on the island and to enter into trade and other agreements with foreign coun-
tries. Statehood supporters believe that, as a state with a congressional delegation,
Puerto Rico would be able to influence U.S. trade policies more effectively.

Independence proponents believe that an independent Puerto Rico could best pro-
tect the island's interests by setting its own trade policies and negotiating its own
trade agreements. The PIP has advocated that a 10-year transition period be grant-
ed for gradually imposing U.S. tariffs at 10-percent increments on Puerto Rican
products entering the states. This would allow Puerto Rico time to adjust to losing
unrestricted trade with the mainland. The PIP also has proposed that companies
already operating under a tax exemption grant be allowed duty-free access to main-
land markets until the grant expires, but no longer than 10 years.

Businesses would retain unrestricted access to the U.S. mainland with either
statehood or amended commonwealth. Under independence, however, businesses
could expect to lose free access to U.S. markets and would have to consider foreign
exchange fluctuations. In addition to its proposal for tariffs, the PIP also suggests a
gradual transition for establishing a Puerto Rico monetary system.

The Efffccfs o/'a StaIlus ('hange on ('apitnl Cost and A cailability Differ
Puerto Rico's capital market is highly integrated with the U.S. market. Potential

Puerto Rican investments compete for funds with other potential investments on
the basis of risk and rate of return. Hence, credit worthy, investments in Puerto
Rico are financed as they are in the states.

Another facet of Puerto Rico's capital market is the availability of section 936
funds-the profits earned by U.S. tax-exempt firms which have not been reinvested
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or r'patria.ted to the U.S. parent corporation. Conflicting evidence exists, however,
on whether the cost and availability of credit have been significantly affected by
section 9:;6 funds. The Federal Treasury reported in June 1980 that the large inflow
of financial assets of "936" corporations had a virtually imperceptible impact on net
capitei flows into Puerto Rico. Although there was a large inflow of 9:36 assets,
therc were offsetting flows out of Puerto Rico, mainly through the banking system.
[According to the Federal Treasury, in fiscal year I9k2, net capital inflows dropped
by $2.5 billion in foreign direct investment possibly "eflecting the large repatri-
ations of 9:3f corporations in response to low financial returns in the first half of
19S)2.j

[At the end of 198:3, of the $1 billion in financial instruments held by section 936
firms,-about $!0. billion were invested in Puerto Rico, as shown in table 9b.8.I

Table 9b.8-ESTIMATED COMPOSITION OF THE FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS OF POSSESSIONS
CORPORATIONS AT YEAR-END 1983

Deposits in Puerto Rican banks S60
Puerto Rico source Government N31ional Mot!gage A ociaton mrt~ge 1 4
Loans to other section 936 possessio'0) co(,rafins 4
Puerto Rican government bonds 4
Repurchase-sale agreernen! not ircluded in balk ftnd) 9
Mortgage and real eStale oar s 3
Other investments in Puerto Rro ?

Total 106

Most section 931; fitrlls have avoid('d placing their lunrds ill long-term in vestments
such as Puerto Rico government bond.s. As a result, most section 936 funds have
been tied to short-term investments, Including repurchase agreements or certificates
of deposit issued by local banks. Although this helped the Puerto Rican government
by providing capital f'or much of' its short-term lfinicing, it has not been a major
factor in the long-term loans necessary to linrance real investment, either by the
public or private sectors.

Despite businesses' reluctance to invest section 936 funds in long-term instru-
ments, Puerto Rico has not had problems floating bond issues. F'or example, a SI '300
million bond issue sold by the Government I)evelopnment Bank in May 1980. was
heavily oversubscribed. A major attraction of' luerto Rican bonds is the triple tax
exemption which they enjoy because a bondholder residing in any of the .0I states
pays no FZederal, state, or local tax on income from Puerto Rican government securi-
ties.

In the event of statehood, section 9:36) would no longer apply to ; S. firms operat-
ing in Puerto Rico, and their prolfts would not necessarily be part of the island's

capital market. Because of the island's integration with U.S. capital markets, how-
ever, the loss of these funds should have little effect on capital availability to busi-
ness and government. As a result, statehood would not significaintly affect the cost
or availability of credit for IbIisinesses operating iII Puerto Rico.

Statehood, however, likely would end the t)ris(,nt arrangement where interest
earned on Puerto ffican bonds is ('xemplt full from state and local ilcole, taxes in)
all 5) states in addition to I'edera] taxes. 'hi' effect statehood wOul1( have on bonds
iss ued while the island was a commonwealth might need to b( a(ldressed during any
del iberations over admission legislation, Although bonds issoied after statehood
wou'd compete oi a1 cquIl lm asis with those ' issued by other state arid local govein-
mens, the extent of the i influence that statehood's political permanence inmight exert
on i terest rates on lui'rto lican bo(ds would dependd on the inivst m(,nt coin iuni-
ty', perI'l)tVion as to statehood's iilpi ict on the isi anid' (,cmmiic nd political stabil-
I V.

With indel)('ndenc(', Pluerto lico's ca)ital market wo)uid n) longer be in teg-rated
with that of the LNiited States., and bond issuLes would lose th ei cur rl'ti t I S. taX
advantage. An indehpende Pt Puirtm lice. howverV, iOUld he ahh' to ,stablbi sh its own
moi't a1 1tary rv i >c, a; pply for l in., from OnUrc(',- "Itch ats the world Baink mnd Interina-
ti-mal NMonetary indi, in seek freig i(d from the united Stitv.- and other li-
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tions. '1'he PiP has advocated that credit terms and guarantees extended to Puerto
Rico by ' S. government agencies remain in effect until the original contractual
terms expire and that the United States continue to recgi~ize the Federal tax ex-
emption for the island's public debt incurred under the control of American citizens
and cornpani's until its expiration.

American bIusi nesses operating in an independent Puerto Rico would still have
access to tit' .5 capital market, but changes in the investment conrinitny's per-
ceition of political and econoiric stabily could afl'Vct capital availability and inter-
est rat 's Also. investors would have to consider foreign exchange fluctuations in
decisions r'gird n+g Puerto Ric:an investments

Ameiledd .'onmloriwealth ad vocates believe that the island need, to be granted
gr,'ater ;,O! hont- to -eek external resource's. For example, they believe Puerto Rico
should be petrmitted to pal ticipate in international oirga nizations arid enter into fi-
nancial. industrial. :grtcultural. techiical, and other agie'me'nts with foreign coun-
t r ies.

A~'ee'itiz ( vest. High'eero tt lILA/h l?v/o, r/lvss of'a Statu.s (hang,,(
IPuerto ilc) iel ies almost t'xcu-;ixe v en i )mported oil to SUppIlV its energy reqJuire-

ments. ILoewer cost oil rmported Ironi foreigrI sources gove Puerto Rico an iin portent
cost ad\vantagt' in developing its petrochemical Industry in the lt191s and early
1974 is Be-gingig in 197 1, however, this situation hais retvrsed as price,, for domestic
oIl have renined below those for foreign oil.

Puerto Ricoe meets onliv a small fraction of its ent rgy needs with its own re-
sources, pri marilv hvdroelectriC power which suppl it's a inail percent of the island's
electriciv. The r,st of' its energy needs; are supplied almost entirely from pet!oleum-
based products. Electricity has been more expensive in Puerto Rico than in tine
states.

P~uerto Rico's electrical system is ,)\ ned and operated by the iiom onwealth's
Electric Power Authority. liecaust' almost all of its electricity J, generated by oil-
fueled power plants, the cost of' electricity soared along with the cost of' oil. The av-
erage cost ier kilowatt hour for industrial customlrS nCrt'use'd from Si1.29 for tilt
year 1971-72 to $.l .I) for 1977-7,' In tie United States, average' electrical costs per
kilowatt hour in 1977 we re about 70 percent of" those in Prerto Rico Further, bt-
cause Puerto Rico is an island, its electrical system is not rtll trconiected with other
stemss to help ineet peak net'ds. Thi,, situation, requires a higher r-'(serve margilii
tan iS n0r1ral and ccIntributt., to hi gher eiergy costs. Puerto Rico hits attempted to
develop alternative soc rt's of of'nc'r iy to reduce' its ust' of" )ItI As is the case' c'Ise-
wher., this ha- proven diPf'icult An: at tenmpt to huild I aL'le:ir power plant was
postr'tned indelinltelv. and efhet t to dtmi v' tier'gv 11rin1 the s unl wind, and ocean
are still in t'x pe'rimen tal stages Uth',r proposals t> deal with ti t island's energy
problem involve further dei'tlcpmnt' t of' hydropew-r, the Ust of sugar cant' to
product' a fuel suc as va,oh(ol, and the' 1rnl(emrtiticin (I coal
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The Spanish also brought their language-a characteristic which has endured to
the present day. Although Spanish and English are both official government lan-
guages, Spanish is more widely used in conducting government business and is the
medium of educational instruction and daily communication throughout the island.
Almost all newspapers as well as television and radio programs are in Spanish.

Since 1898 the United States also has influenced Puerto Rico's culture. Migration
between Puerto Rico and the mainland has contributed to a cultural and social
interchange. American influence has also been substantial in education, particular-
ly in introducing English.
Language Policy / historical' has Flu'uated. but Efforts to Improve English Profi-

ciencv Continue
The number of Puerto Ricans who read; write, and speak English comfortably has

increased considerably. Many are bilingual, and others can speak conversational
English. However, in 1981 a majority were not considered officially bilingual. Puerto
Ricans long have received English instruction, but its extent has varied greatly due
to fluctuating policies. Examples of earl, policies follow:

-Between 1900 and 1905 Spanish was the medium of elementary level instruction,
with English taught as a subject. In the secondary level English became the
medium of instruction.

-Between 1905 and 1916 English became the medium of instruction in all grades,
and reading in English was taught before children were instructed to read in
Spanish.

-Between 1916 and 1934, Spanish was the medium of instruction inl grades 1
through 4. Grade 5 was a transition year when half the subjects were taught in
English and half in Spanish. Grades 6 through 11 were taught in English.

-In 1934 English continued as the medium of instruction in the secondary schools;
however, Spanish was used throughout the elementary level. Also, time devoted
to English in grades 7 and 8 doubled to 9) minutes.

Language policy fluctuations continued after President Roosevelt stated in 1937
that Puerto Rico should become bilingual. Following several changes, Spanish was
established in 1942 as the medium of instruction for grades I through ;; junior high
classes were conducted in English with some subjects taught ir, Spanish; and both
English and Spanish were used in high school instruction.

Emphasizing English as the language of instruction created much controversy.
This policy was dropped in 19-I, and Puerto Rico was given total control of its edu-
cation system. According to the 11;1; status commission report, it was argued that
the English requirement was pedagogically unsound, creating obstacles to education,
and that the use of English rather than Spanish symbolized a colonial status."

Since 191S Spanish has been the medium of public school instruction with English
taught at all levels beginning in the first grade. Puerto Rico's formal English cur-
riculum has two broad objectives: to develop a student's ability to understand,
speak, read, and write English; and establish habits of using English to communi-
cate.

IsTand educators believe that as U.S. citizens Puerto Ricans must have the oppor-
tunity to master English, the language through which many political and socJ.Aeco-
nomic decisicns are made affecting the island. Further, they believe English ;s im-
portant to all Puerto Ricans because it is the predominant international medium of
communication.
Option for ('onducting Federal ('ourt Pro-e,'digs in Spanish is Ad r'ate'd

Federal district court proceedings for the District of Puerto Rico have bxen in
English since 1900. Although the U.S. House of Representatives approved a bill in
1980) to permit using Spanish in the court for a 12-year period, it was not passed by
the Senate. This proposed legislation allowed initial pleadings to Ie in Spanish. Fur-
ther pleadings and proceedings could be in Spanish when requested by a criminal
defendant or upon agreement of all parties in civil cases. The bill also provided that
individuals who can speak,- understand, read, and write Spanish may serve on a
grand or petit jury if the trial or proceeding is to be in Spanish.

hearings on the proposed legislation disclosed that most defendants, parties, and
witnesses, particularly in criminal cases, were primarily or solely Spanish-speaking
Also, because the ability to understand, read, write, and speak English adequately
are prerequisites for grand and petit jury service, about half the lopulation cannot
serve as jurors. Further, judges. attorneys, and court personnel are primarily Span-
ish-speaking.

Proponents argued that because Spanish is part of' Puerto Rico's cultural heritage
and will continue as the dominant language, the bill offered a resolution to the U.S.
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district court's unique problem. Opponents raised several concerns, including possi-
ble additional delay and expense in preparing records, as well as the need for addi-
tional personnel and facilities.

Four States Admitted Between 1812 and 1912 had Language Requirements Imposed
Although no constitutional provision prescribes an official U.S. language, English

always has been the common tongue as well as the language of government and
education. In the past, four states with large groups of non-English speaking resi-
dents had language conditions in Federal legislation enabling the state to be
formed.

Admitted in 1812 as the nation's 18th state, Louisiana had both French and Span-
ish heritage. Louisiana's enabling act provided that:

the laws which [Louisiana] may pass shall be promulgated, and its record.;
of every description shall be preserved, and its judicial and legislative writ-
ten proceedings conducted, in the lang-iage in which the laws and the judi-
cial and legislative written proceedings of the United States are now pub-
lished and conducted.

Similarly, Oklahona's population contained a large number of American Indians
when it became a state in 1907. Consequently , Oklahoma's enabling act pruvieed
that instruction in its public school system be conducted in English.

New Mexico and Arizona were admitted as states in 1912 with large numbers of
Spanish-speaking residents. The enabling acts of both provided that school instruc-
tion be conducted and legislators be proficient in English.

New Mexico's constitution contained provisions protecting the rights of Spanish-
speaking residents. It required that laws be issued in English arid Spaniish for 20
years after admission, teachers be trained in both languages, and children o 'Span-
ish descent never be denied a public education. Ml of these provision.; are still in
New Mexico's constitution.

NIEASI.RIS TO ACUOMMODATL: ! INGUISTIt" MINORITIES

Recent Legislation signed to Protect Right.- of Linguistw Mitnorities
In recent years, greater attention has bt.,-n focused on ensuring non-English

speaking residents full participation in American life. Hispanics particularly are a
large and growing U.S. minority. [in 19(S; the Bureau of the Cfnsus estimated that
Hispanics living in the -() states and the District of Columbia numbered 18.1 mil-
lion.] Some estimate that by the year 2(10, Hispanics will overtake blacks as the
largest minority.

Many H ispanic immigrants continue to speak Spanish after they arrive in the
United States. A l197t; survey found that -(I percent of 1ifspanics live in households
where Spanish is spoken andi about one-third usually speak Spanish. H1ispanics' view
that their language is essential to maintaining cultural identity is reportedly part of
a much broader movement )f various IT.S. ethnic groups to retain their native lan-
guages and traditions.

Federal legislation protecting the rights of linguistic minorities has been passed in
several areas, including voting rights, education, and social services. Notwithstand-
ing the controversy surrounding some of these measures, the basic intent has been
to protect non-English sp,,aking residents' rights For example, the Bilingual Educa-
tion Program of 196,(, was established to meet the special educational needs of limit-
ed English-speaking children from low-income families Also, the Voting Rights Act
arnendrnents of 1975 were designed to facilitate registration Mnd v,-king by persons
whose primary language is other than English.

Assisting non-English speaking Americans has extended to other federal activi-
ties. For example, tihe 1977 Food Stamp Act and regulation- specify how and when
bilingual materials anid personnel must be used. Aiso, l ,511 ('ensus questionnaires
v. ere printedd in Spanih for the first tine

Vairioms .eafstres t.'wd hN Other ( 'oI1ntre's to Accwmn(odotc li/cr,'nt L.angilnucg
Groups

International attvni pts to retognit*e and protect I guist ic groups have increased
since thi turn of the century. The League of Nation, (ovenant provided some pro-
tection to Iinguistic minorities along with racial and religious minorities. Moreover,
the I.United Nations charter consistvntly lists language along with race, sex, and reli-
gion as an impermissihle ground of" (Iiffeirentiation in the real iition of hunan
rights and fundamental freedom+

Nations conplsed of different li gLage groups hlve ernployed various meals to
protect linguistic lfreedon and preclude discrimination. Although no universal rule
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exists, actions taken range from specific legal or constitutional guarantees to less
formal arrangements. A 1976 Southern Illinois University Law Journal provided the
following examples of how other countries have attempted to accommodate different
language groups, but the relative success of these efforts can be gauged only by
those involved:
-Legal equality of more than one national language for all practical and official

purposes (Canada, Finland, and South Africa).
-Legal equality of all national languages, some of which are designated official

ISwitzerland and Belgium).
-Constitutionally protecting linguistic minorities, but the dominant national

group's language is considered the official state language (Yugoslavia, Rumania,
and China,.

-Designating an official state language while recognizing auxiliary state languages
(lreland and the Philippines).

STATUS POSITIONS ON PUERTO RICOS CULTURE

Widely ' Ditergent Methods Proposed to Preserve Puerto Rico s Language and Culture
Maintaining and developing Puerto Rico's unique cultural identity is a vital con-

cern of all political parties. Each, however, steadfastly advocates a different formula
as the best solution.

Commonwealth advocates maintain that the island's culture and language have
retained their indigenous characteristics despite [Puerto Rico's 91-year relationship
with the United States.] Commonwealth supporters argue that a harmonious blend
of American and Puerto Rican culture presently exists. They believe that the cur-
rent arrangement has created unbreakable ties and an important mutually benefi-
cial cultural interchange.

Commonwealth proponents also believe that U.S. citizenship is respected and hon-
ored but that Puerto Rico's identity stems from its distinct nationality. They believe
that only an autonomous commonwealth can preserve and enhance Puerto Rico's
culture and language while maintaining the protections inherent in its relationship
with the United States.

Statehood advocates view admission as the culmination of Puerto Rico's political
development and entirely consistent with America's multicultural composition.
They point to the American system's openness and flexibility in admitting and pro-
tecting diverse ethnic -Jnd linguistic groups. Additionally, they maintain that Puerto
Rico as a Spanish-speaking state can make significant contributions, particularly to
relations with Latin America, in exchange for equal participation in the American
system. Statehood advocates assert that their culture is too strong and resilient to
disappear and that making the island an equal partner in sharing U.S. sovereignty
would strengthen their culture and permit it to flourish. Attaining statehood, they
believe, would make U.S. citizenship more meaningful and assure Puerto Ricans full
and equal political rights.

Independence advocates believe that Puerto Rico has been prevented from pre-
serving and adequately developing its cultural identity. They see a direct correlation
between political autonomy and the ability to enhance their national identity. As-
serting that Puerto Rico has had a vigorous capacity for resisting assimilation, they
argue that the island is a well-defined homogeneous society with all the components
of a national identity, except sovereignty.

Independence supporters believe that U.S. sovereignty and influence have been
extremely detrimental to their culture and have been responsible for many social
and economic problems. They believe independence is the peoples' inalienable right
and the only way Puerto Rican culture can flourish without restraint.

lb+- -+',. luJ+ I. - ,.,t i '[,rJin! ,d trr+m fil, ' I,M);+{ i ,' J I! lt.1 ,'n . i l<.l,

SEcTI0ON 9I.--INTIRNATIONAL STATUS

P'UERTO RICAN SOVERINTY AND THE INTERNATIONAL. COMMUNITYY

Puerto Ricos Status n(bler continuing g ('onsideration by .N committeee , Despite
U.S, Opimsitioll

The United Nations, since its inception, has monitored the political evolution of
non-self-governing territories. The U S. voluntarily placed Puerto Rico in this cate-
gory, and annual information on the island's political development was reported.
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After the Commonwealth was established the United Nations removed Puerto Rico's
non-self-governing designation in 1953 and announced that:

... in the framework of their Constitution and of the compact agreed upon
with the United States of America. the people of the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico have been vested with attributes of political sovereignty which
clearly identify the status of self-government attained by the Puerto Rican
people as that of an autonomous political entity.

This action, however, did not end United Nations consideration. Cuba attempted,
but failed, to initiate discussion of Puerto Rico's status before the U.N. Decoloniza-
tion Committee in the mid-19;0s and before the General Assembly in 1971. In 1972,
however, the committee discussed the island's status and adopted a resolution recog-
nizing "the inalienable right of the people of Puerto Rico to self-determination and
independence .... "

Since then, discussions have been held annually and other resolutions adopted by
the committee. In 197S and in 1979 the resolution also called for transferring all
powers to the Puerto Rican people. This has been interpreted as a condition for
changing their status. In 1980, the Committee again held hearings, reiterated its
prior resolutions, and, in addition, urged the U.S. Government to present a plan for
decolonizing Puerto Rico.

The U.S. Government, however, has stated that Puerto Rico should not be includ-
ed by the United Nations in its consideration of' non-self-governing territories. The
United States maintains that self-determination has occurred and was recognized in
1953 when the U.N. General Assembly removed Puerto Rico from the non-self-gov-
erning list. Moreover, the U.S. has repeatedly affirmed its support for the "continu-
ing right of the people of Puerto Rico to self-determination."

In its official statements, the United States also has said that it would not object
to Puerto Rico inviting the United Nations or other appropriate international bodies
to observe any status referendum. Further, in addition to reiterating its prior posi-
tion, the United States in 1980 opposed the committee "recommending any actions
that, if carried out, would tend to limit the political status options open to the
people of Puerto-Rico."

Although expressing different views, representatives from all major Puerto Rican
political parties have testified at least once before the )ecolonization (ommittee. In
1978, Governor Carlos Romero-Barcelo, a statehood advocate, testified that the
Puerto Rican people have the means to change their political status; therefore, com-
mittee intervention is "neither necessary nor appropriate, and is totally unaccept-
able to the people of Puerto Rico."

Governor Rafael Ilernandez-Colon, a commonwealth supporter, also testified in
1978. lie stated that because the United States has not recognized the Puerto Rican
people's will as expressed in the 1967 plebiscite, the United Nations has an impor-
tant role. Governor llernandez-Colon recommended that the U.N. General Assembly
require the United States to recognize the Puerto Rican people's will to modify the
terms of association, so that the Free Associated State will be brought to full self-
government.

For many years, independence supporters, representing both the Puerto Rican In-
dependence and Socialist parties, have actively participated in the Committee's
hearings. They contend that Puerto Rico is a colony and the United Nations should
force the U.S. Government to give the island its indepe--ndence.

St tus Positions InuHlh IlVot he's' of In ternu tional A cepta nc'
Status participants advance different hypotheses about international acceptance

of the three status alternatives. Like many other issues in the status debate, these
hypotheses often are contradictory.

Statehood proponents argue that admitting Puerto Ric, would evidence ethnic
harmony and prove to the international con mmunity that the U united States is not a
colonialist power. '[hey believe that a Spanish-speaiking state would strengthen the
U.S. image in Latin America by affiriling that Hlispanics are looked upon, not with
disdain, but as equals.

On the other hand, opponents assert that statehood would precipitate widespread
international opposition. According to them, ('aribbean and Latin American coun-
tries would view statehood as forced annexation. In the view of one status partici-
pant, statehood "would certainnly poison U.S--Latin American relations lor many
decades."

Independence advocates believe that cornplvte autonomy would be- fIavorably ac-
cepted by the international community They tmint to nonaligned nations' confer-
ences which have endorsed Puerto Ricin independence. For example. a September
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1979 conference of nonaligned countries held in Cuba supported Puerto Rico's anti-
colonial struggle and asserted that the United States should transfer its powers so
Puerto Ricans could freely determine their status.

Opponents assert that independence is not viable because it is not supported by
most Puerto Ricans. Some believe that many Puerto Ricans would move to the U.S.
mainland if the island became independent. A further contention is that many
Latin American and Caribbean governments privately have reservations about an
independent Puerto Rico because it could eliminate the stability which U.S. pres-
ence provides, but these countries do not publicly express this view because of na-
tionalist sentiment.

Commonwealth advocates believe that the island's right of self-determination was
exercised in 1952 when the commonwealth was established. They believe, however,
that the current arrangement must be amended to bring full self-government. On
the other hand, it has been contended that commonwealth in any form only would
perpetuate international criticisms of the island's status.
Status Proposals Offer Puerto Rico Varying Positions in the International Comrnuni-

t'
The U.S. Government represents Puerto Rico in international government organi-

zations and negotiations. In this regard, Puerto Rico is treated like states, which the
U.S. Constitution precludes from making agreements with another state or foreign
power.

The island, however, has shown some interest in joining certain international
groups. In one such instance, a congressional committee report noted that congres-
sional authorization was necessary before Puerto Rico could join the Caribbean De-
velopment Bank. The repo-t cited the U.S. constitutional provisions prohibiting
states' involvement in foreign affairs and granting the Congress power to "dispose
cf and make all needful Rules and i~cgulations respecting" territories. Although a
few hypothesize that these provisions do not apply because of the island's common-
wealth status, the United States traditionally has represented Puerto Rico.

This situation would not change should Puerto Rico attain statehood. Although
admission would eliminate contentions regarding the inapplicability of the constitu-
tional provision precluding state involvement in foreign affairs, questions have
arisen regarding the island s continued separate participation in certain events such
as sports contests. A U.S. State Department official commented that because organi-
zations sponsoring such events are not typically official government bodies, contin-
ued separate Puerto Rican participation depends on the organizations' rules and de-
cisions.

Independence would clearly enable Puerto Rican participation in international
forums as a separate government. Additionally, Puerto Rico would be eligible for
foreign assistance from the United States, other nations, and international agencies.
With independence would also come the responsibility of negotiating treaties and
agreements with the United States and other countries, foreign businesses, and
international organizations. Treaties in many important areas, such as trade and
defense, would be vital to the new republic's economic development and security.

Amended commonwealth proponents advocate granting Puerto Rico certain rights
in foreign affairs. For example, the 1975 proposed Compact of Permanent Union in-
cluded the following provision:

The United States will have responsibility for and authority with respect to
international relations and defense affecting the Free Associated State of
Puerto Rico. The Free Associated State may participate in international or-
ganizations and make educational, cultural, health, sporting, professional,
industrial, agricultural, financial, commercial, scientific, or technical agree-
ments with other countries consistent with the functions of the United
States, as determined by the President of the United States and the (,over-
nor of the Free Associated State on a case-by-case basis

Another provision proposed grantiniz the ish.id observer status with U.S. trade
negotiating delegations and consulting Puerto Rico on positions and decisions. The
compact also proposed that the United States, upon request and agreement of
Puerto Rico, seek to have the island designated eligible for regional or worldwide
preferences available to developing countries.

STRATEGY IC" DFNSE

Sta tus lk'twite Ma 'v hnchi de Stra tegic lklfens, C'oncerns

Since l Puerto Rico has afforded the United States a secure position for pro-
tecting U.S. interests and training military personnel. In addition, Puerto Ricans
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have served in the U.S. Armed Forces since 1917. In return, the island has received
protection and certan economic advantages from this common defense relationship.

This relationship, however, has prompted controversy. Independence advocates
long have condemned the U.S. military presence. Additionally, many residents have
opposed the use of Puerto Rico's offshore islands, Culebra and Vieques, for military
exercises. Training on Culebra has ceased, but the continued use of Vieques has
drawn protest from all political parties.

All U.S. Armed Force branches operate to some extent in Puerto Rico, but the
Navy uses the island most extensively. U.S. Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, on
Puerto Rico's eastern coast, is the United States' largest naval base. In congression-
al testimony, high-ranking Naval personnel have described the Puerto Rico operat-
ing region as the world's best naval training area. Without Puerto Rico, they state,
the Atlantic fleet would be unprepared to defend U.S. interests and support Ameri-
can allies. In addition to affording a major training facility for the U.S. Navy and
allied forces, Roosevelt Roads provides a strategic U.S. presence.

Although U.S. military bases in the Caribbean were greatly reduced after World
War 1I, Puerto Rico is still considered strategically important. The island's central
location is considered valuable as a communications and control center as well as an
intermediate staging area for military operation elsewhere. Also, the island provides
the potential for expanded military operations if necessary, and it affirms American
presence in the Caribbean--a region considered vitally important to the United
States.

U.S. interests in the Caribbean have been described as including significant 0-
mestic and security concerns. Protecting U.S. citizens and property as well as mari-
time boundaries and fisheries and controlling illegal immigration and narcotics are
mentioned as domestic considerations. Security concerns arise because much of the
United States' petroleum supplies and other strategic materials, such as bauxite,
travel sea routes frown the Panama ('anal and South America.

Recent ever.ts have focused more attention on the Caribbean's strategic impor-
tance. Although many Caribbean islands are still politically associated with larger
nations, including the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, and the United
States, several have recently achieved independence. In contrast to 1959, when only
:3 independent islands existed, there were 11 in 1979 with others expected to be inde-
pendent.

While affirming these islands' sovereignty, this trend has also raised concerns
about the region's political and economic stability. In late 1979 testimony before a
House Subcommittee. a U.S. l)eptt Assistant Secretary of State described the
region as "an area of endemic weakness and potentially .-erious instability." lie also
stated that most islands are too small in size and population to be economically
viable and even the larger islands were suffering. Another complicating factor is
;hat because the ('aribbeari is composed of many islands with different languages
and cultures, it lacks regional unity. Furtlwr. Cuba, the ('aribbean's largest and
most populous country, reportedly has been inovinig to strengthen its regional role.

The ('aribbean's posture and Puerto Rico's defense relationship with the United
States may be factors during status deliberations, but discussion would vary depend-
ing on the status option. Statehood would guarantee U.S. presence, and amended
commonwealth also would most likely continue the present arrangement. Should in-
dependence be chosen, however. provisions regarding U.S. military operations would
have to be negotiated between Puerto Rico and the U.S. governmentt .

SF(TION 11.--SK.IE(rIETi) BIBIOGRAPIY

We developed a selected bibliography based on a variety of sources Following is a
sVnopsis of several hooks ind reports as well as listings of publications prepared by
others.

SEIECTEi) ANNOTATFED 141|I) .I RA I'IY

('arr. Raymond Puerto Rico: A ('olonial Exlrniment. New York- Vintage Books,
19 114.

Raymond ('arr presents a historical discussion of the relations between the
United States and Puerto Rico It begins with a description of the colonial
period and the evolution of Puerto Rico's present relationship with the
United States Subsequent sections deal with contemporary issues, such as
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the Puerto Rican political parties and a status referendum. The last chap-
ter treats events and issues between the election campaign of 198) and mid-
1982. This last chapter illustrates attitudes during an uneasy period in the
relationship between the United States and Puerto Rico. In part, this chap-
ter is concerned with the party politicians' behavior in Puerto Rico and also
with the way that these politicians and the establishment in general per-
ceived the impact of changes in national policies under the Reagan admin-
istration upon the well-being of the island.
Curet Cuevas, Eliezer. Puerto Rico: Development by Integration to the U.S.
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico: Editorial Cultural, 1986.
This study explains 41$ the economic development of Puerto Rico, (2 the
nature and causal relations of the rapid rate of' economic growth experi-
enced from 1950 to 1974, and €1) the slowdown that has been observed since
then. It examines the factors that have shaped ,hat growth to test the hy-
pothesis that the results were determined by the nature of the development
strategy: 11) the industrial specialization for export markets, (2) the reliance
on external sources for capital, technology, raw materials, and energy, and
(:3) the integration with the U.S. economy with respect to financial, labor,
and goods markets. It describes the testing of the hypothesis by using an
econometric model. This model disclosed other factors that are important
determinants of economic growth patterns, such as: (11 the inputs of labor
and capital, (2) tax exemption, (3) the government fiscal and economic poli-
cies, (4$ demographic changes, and ,5) the value of imported oil.
The author discusses the events since 1973, which have been interpreted to
represent a very low net long-term growth trend. It was argued that these
trends cannot be reversed without substantial changes in the economic and
political structure. The author concludes that political stability and gener-
all) sound economic policies and management in Puerto Rico up to 1968
contributed effectively to economic growth. On the other hand, he con-
cludes that political instability and mismanagement of the economy since
then have been an important determinant of Puerto Rico's economic stag-
nation.

I)ietz, James 1, Economic thsto,'v ,/ Puerto Rico. Institutional change e a(1 ('upital
is 't Dvehopmitnl. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 9S;.

,James l)ietz contributes to interpretationS of Pluerto Rico's )oitical eco-
nomic history. In particular, it examines the evolution of the island's indus-
trializat ion strategy from the early 1950s to the mid-i 9SOrs. The athor dis-
cusses PLuerto Rico's rapid conomni7c growth as a1 result of Operation Boot-
strap, which was designed to attract capital-intensive industries through
tax exemption. In addition, the author describes how employment genera-
tion, the expansion o1' public debt to finance social welfaIre programs, and
unimpeded migrant ion of surplus workers to the mainland contributed to
Puerto RicO's economic hibtorv.

Morales Carrion, Arturo. Puetto Ht'o A Poht/mil (ad ('i ltial llIsto,-v. New York:
W. W. Norton and ('ompanrv, Inc.. I ,1S

This book discusses the social, political and cultural factors that have
shaped P'uerto Rico and given it a distinctive character A prime consider-
ation of this book is to establish a more balanced pe-rspective of the United
States' relationship with the island and of what IPuerto Rico constitutes as
a peol,e 'its Spanish letritage :and as a separate a1(nd distinct ('aribbean
entity This book i., divided into three parts. The first deals withl the forma-
tive center',. the trrival of SpMish civil/atM10n, nd th(- Iert)o Rican
struggle fr self-det-rtitnat ion lT'h second dea Is with the t wt ith centui-
rv-colouiaI or dependent reati onliup with th" t'nitt'd Statets and the evo-
lu1ti0n Of PuLICrto ico's cultural proile, including literary ad artiStic traldi-
tiOi.. And the tlrd deal, et ltrely W th PLuerto RIcO's cultural exprscssioll.
its folk traditiw -. 1t, art and [iter;lore I r<mi its Indian heritalge to the
p resent

P'uerto Hio Federal :\flklr A.\d lni .,.tra on n 1),n IO'lll.s oi tf ('wstiftfit mat/ Btla-
tonsh ip ,f I'an 'rt1 /, ',, , e 1 tl ,1111 4. States. e(fit'ed b.,% Marcos ri imlirei Lavn dero,.
VWa-hingtori. I) C' , P.

TI'l'se..- do u tlcl t s, ltl.r , a111 kJj ;t -ed c0,)MIn l)t, c 1i o I l i 1 it micZIl jUd iCial teC.i-
,1mon1, ;lld , ,l:igl t ,v,' charu. , (in l lt'erto ltel',ns t'oritsit l t1mtl lo r'vt-?orloplle'nt
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and its relationship with the United States. Bibliographies of books and ar-
ticles, Supreme Court cases, and some First Circuit Court cases related to
Puerto Rico are included. This reference book provides information on the
leading cases that deal with the legal implications of the Commonwealth
status and the territorial status of Puerto Rico. In addition, it contains a
section on the amendments to the Federal Relations Act and documents re-
latEd to proposed modifications or clarifications of Commonwealth status. It
also contains United Nations documents on Puerto Rico as well.

Thomas, Arnold Norman. Associated Statehoodr in the Leeward and Windw'ard Is-
lands. A Phase in the Transition to Independence (196'7-.98-). New York: City Uni-
versity of New York, 1987.

Arnold Norman Thomas applies the principle of self-determination to the
Caribbean mini-states of Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, Dominica, Gre-
nada, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent. The smaller islands, following independ-
ence of the larger West Indian territories, were not considered to be eco-
nomically viable for independence. The mini-state dilemma was solved
through the constitutional device of "associated statehood," which provided
the islands with full control over internal affairs while the United Kingdom
retained responsibility for defense and external affairs.

As a phase in the transition to independence, associated statehood was also re-
garded as a strategy for creating the conditions prerequisite to independence.

There are six main themes: lI the role of the international system in determining
the status of territories, (2) plans to devise schemes for the decolonization of the
West Indies, :3) the status of associated statehood in the international system, (4)
the debate over economic viability, (5) associated statehood as a transitional phe-
nomenon, and (6; the place of small states within international systems.

The study' is divided into four parts. The first part provides a background to the
choice of associated statehood. The second part, analyzes the experience of statehood
in the Caribbean 19)67-8 1. The third part lays out the debate on economic viability
in the transition to independence for these islands. And the fourth part assesses the
place of small states within the international system.

Several conclusions are offered on the statehood phenomenon.
-The associated statehood was designed more to slow down the pace of decoloni-

zation at a time when the United Kingdom was hard-pressed in the United Na-
tions, and less over the presumed economic non-viability of the associated
states.

-The associated statehood filled to creat( economic viability but provided the is-
lands with experience in international affairs through part icipation as members
of the Caribbean Community and Common Market.

-The transition to independence was riot based on i(esurned econ,.::i. hilitv
but on the more pragmatic premise that independent status o fIVred more oppor-
tunities and greater access to international aid.

-The islands' snall sie and economic viability are no longer impediments to in-
dependence because the criteria for viability had been eroded within a short
space of time.

U.S. General Accounting Office. Expurien'es of Pirs/ Terrthories (Utn Assist Pu'rto
iuo Status Olchb,,rations. (;I)-,-26, Washington, ).C: March 7, 1 9SO.

Procedures arid terms established bv the congress s in admitting states and
granting independence are historically arize. istoric.lly, the congress s
has been guided by tradition, but it has a .( been adaptable when consider-
ing and legislating changee, to) the status of territories The ('onigres<' broad
authority and the diversity (fl e 'al applicant have produced some pattern.
arid iaiiv variatims IIn a(rmittil t le stjtt.s be vond tht, original 13l and
granting independler;ce to the iPhilippines
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encing public administration problems In financial and personnel manage-
ment and human resource development.
Because the United States will have a continuing interest in the long-term
development of Micronesia, we made recommendations to the Secretary of
the Interior to help accomplish this objective, such as conducting assess-
ments of technical assistance requirements of the Micronesian governments
and developing an action plan to guide the provision of all United States
and other technical assistance to the governments.

U.S. General Accounting Office. Issues Affecting US. Territory and Insular Policy.
GAO/NSIAD-85--44. Washington, D.C.: February 7, 1985.

Information and views are provided on the current state of affairs in feder-
al-territorial relations in terms of federal policies, laws, programs, and or-
ganization.
We found the issues involving federal-territorial relations, such as appropri-
ate levels of representation, treatment under federal laws and programs,
and economic and social development strategies, are becoming increasingly
complex with no simple solutions. We believe these issues are likely to re-
quire greater congressional attention and to stimulate debate on whether
further policy guidance is needed to clarify and strengthen federal-territori-
al relations. Many territorial leaders support the concept of a high-level,
interagency group to handle policy-related matters and address major terri-
torial concerns.

U.S. General Accounting Office. U.S. Territory and Insular Policy. Statement of
Joseph E. Kelley, Associate Director, National Security and International Affairs
Division. Washington, D.C.: April 10, 1986.

We testified on several aspects of U.S.-territorial relations, specifically: 11)
the background and history of U.S. territorial policy, 121 the extent to which
U.S. foreign and domestic policies consider the potential impact on the ter-
ritories, and (3) whether federal policies are meeting U.S. policy objectives
and territorial ne,.!-
We found th, I while some of the territories are currently reexamining
their relatimishmp with the United States, the federal government has
adopted a flexible approach in dealing with the political aspirations of terri-
torial inhabitants, and, as a result each territory has freely chosen differ-
ent types of political status based on its unique characteristics and needs;
2i although the United States has consistently encouraged economic inde-

pendence in the territories and has provided financial and technical assist-
ance amounting to millions of dollars, most of the territories have made
limited progress toward ecovimic self-reliance; and (3) significant increases
in economic self-reliance remain unlikely in the foreseeable future because
many indigenous constraints limit access to outside investment.

U.S. General Accounting Office. Welfare and Taxes: Extenhng Benefits un(I Taxes to
Pucrto Rico. Virgin Islands, Guam. ln(d Anmerican Sa(m1i. GAO/IlRI)-47-64). Wash-
ington, I).C.: September 15, 1987.

Our report analyzes the potential effects of fully extending Supplemental
Security Income iSSI), Aid to Families with I)ependent ('hildren 1AFIX'1,
Medicaid. foster care. Child Support Enforcement, and Food Stamp benefits,
and federal income taxes, to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and
American Samoa for 198.1.
We found that, for Puerto Rico: iIi federal costs would more than doubie-
increasing an estimated $1 billion-due to higher benefits, more recipients,
and greater cost-sharing; (2) the ('ommonwealth's share of program costs
would decrease about 3s percent; and (3) federal tax revenues would have
increased in the short term by an estimated $2.1 billion, but might decrease
over time because of lost business tax incentives P'uerto Rican officials gen-
erally supported extending most program benefits, but opposed extending
federal income taxes.

SELE(TEI) UNANNOTATID HIHI.I(XRA PHY
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF .JAMES M. MtP'HY, JR.

We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments to this Committee on S. 712,
legislation to offer a referendum on the future political status of Puerto Rico.

We have examined closely the three options contained in the bill to identify impli-
cations for U.S. trade policy. We do not comment on the overall merits of any of the
particular options.

We had the opportunity of expressing our views on S. 712 before the Senate ('om-
mittee on Energy and Natural Resources on July, 13, 1989, and of submitting a
statement on a draft dated ,July 21, 1909 ) if;:31 p.m.l. The current version of the bill
satisfactorily addresses most of the concerns we indicated in those statements.

The only major remaining difficulty from a trade policy perspective is the treat-
ment of coffee. In addition. we have suggVstions on a few other trade-related provi-
sions of the bill.

TITI.E 1--STATIIOOOPTI) ON)irtIN

7To ril' on (C'ofic
Since 1931), Puerto Rico has been allowed to maintain its own tariff regime on

coffee, despite the fact that Puerto Rico is in the ('ustome territory of the United
States. Using this special Congressional l provided authority, Puerto Rico charges a
duty on all coffee imports (currently at $1 .10 per pound, including those from the
United States, The U.S. tariff on coffee is zero, a rate which is bound under the
rules of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The Puerto Rico Coffee Board
reported that duties collected on coffee imports into Puerto Rico in 198S totalled
nearly $11.1 million.

The language in subparagraph (eNI' of section 213 is ambiguous concerning
'uerto Rico's ability to imposed a tariff on coffee after Statehood. USTR requests

that ('ongress make an explicit determination on this issue. We believe that Puerto
Rico should not be permitted to impi)s(, a tariff on coffee.
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We recognize that Puerto Rico's ability to levy a tariff on interstate shipments of
coffee is an issue for Congress to decide. However, strictly as a policy issue, we be-
lieve that permitting a State to levy its own tariffs, even if limited to imports from
other States, is highly undesirable and sets an unfortunate precedent. We know of
no other State that levies its own tariff on interstate commerce. In this respect, al-
lowing Puerto Rico to continue imposing a tariff' on coffee would appear to be con-
trary to the intent of section 201, lines 18-19, that Puerto Rico "shall be declared
admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the other States."

Having a tariff only on imports of coffee from foreign sources would be useless in
protecting the Puerto Rican industry. Coffee would be transshipped duty-free from
the other fifty States into Puerto Rico.

If it is decided that the coffee tariff ought to be retained in some form, we could
support keeping it only for an ap)ro)riate transitional ipriod, during which it would
be phased down to zero, the level of the U.S. tariff on coffee. Indeed, as a policy
matter, we do not believe that Puerto Rico should be permitted to continue to levy a
tarff even under Commonwealth status.

In tertational (offee Agreement
Although Puerto Rico is part of the U.S. Customs territory for other purposes, it

has been exempt from the requirements of the International Coffee Agreement
(ICA) As a result, ?yeo when the ICA's export quota provisions were in effect,
Puerto Rico was allowed to import coffee from countries which are not members of
the ICA. If this situation were to continue after Statehood, it would seriously under-
mine our ability to implement the import control provisions, which are required-
under the ICA when the Agreement's export quotas are in effect.

Recommended (' hanAes
We strongly recommend that the bill be appropriately revised to reflect the fol-

lowing points:
- that Congress should preferably eliminate or at least phase-out the tariff on

coffee, under either Statehood or Commonwealth status; and
* that Puerto Rico, if a State, will be bound by the requirements of the Interna-

tional Coffee Agreement, as they apple. to the United States generally, at the time it
is admitted to the Union.

TfTI.E Ii--- JNI)FE'PNDI NCE

Free Trade Agreement
Section 316(b) indicates a procedure for developing specific provisions governing

trade between the United States and an independent Puerto Rico. In this section,
Congress expresses its willingness to consider a mutual free trade agreement.

The Administration has not made any decision on the issue of negotiating a free
trade agree-ment with an independent tuerto Rico. Ilowever, we have some sugges-
tions regarding the procedure that should be specified in the bill.

If the Task Force on Trade, established by the Joint Transiticn Commission,
favors the negotiation 9f a free trade agreement, its recommendations should be for-
warded to the Senate Finance Committee, the House Ways and Means Committee
and the United States Trade Representative for appropriate consideration and
action. Furthermore, since the President's authority to negotiate a free trade agree-
ment under section 110U21c of the Onnibus Trade and Competitiveriess Act of I9SS
expires as of June 1, 1993, ('ongress may want to specify a lonmetr t;lle frame in this
bill for consideration of such an agreement with PIue'to Rico

Car/bwuan hsin Ecnonmi'e Reo'erv Act ('BERA i
Section 316i bi seems to require the 'resident to designate Puerto Rico as a bene-

ficiary under the ('BERA if it meets all criteria and requirements.
We believe the bill should be clarified so that the President is given the authority

to designate Puerto Rico as a beneficiary under the CBERA, rather than being re-
quired to do so, provided that Puerto Rico is found to meet all criteria for eligibility.
This would be consistent with current provisions on designation of ('1I beneficiaries.
Also, section 2121b) of the ('BERA should be amended to include "Puerto Rico" in
the list of countries that the President shall consider as beneficiary countries.

Mr. chairmann , this concludes my comments on S. 712. We appreciate the opportu-
nity to express our views.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM OCASIO

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Sk-nate Finance Comnittee. It is
indeed an honor and a privilege to be here today to testify as an economist repre-
senting the Commonwealth on the Federal social welfare programs both under ex-
isting Commoniwealth status and under proposed changes under S. 712.

Puerto Rico currently participates in several federal welfare programs under the
jurisdiction of the Senate Finance Committee. These include full participation in
Social Security, Medicare and unemployment insurance, partial participation in
Medicaid, Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFIX'i, and special participa-
tion in Aid to the Aged, Blind and Disabled (AABD) in substitution for SSI pro-
grams. Puerto Rico currently receives approximately $3.3 billion a year for these
programs. At the same time, Puerto Rico contributes approximately $1.; billion to
the U.S. Treasury in Social Security payroll taxes, Medicare and unemployment in-
surance.

The people of Puerto Rico will vote in 1991 on a referendum that will determine
the Course of our future political relationship with the United States. S. 712 is de-
signed to clearly specify the conditions under which the United States would abide
with the choice of the majority of the Puerto Rican people between the three status
alternatives: enhanced Commonwealth, Statehood or Independence.

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee established three policy ob-
jectives for the design of the tax and welfare provisions: (It revenue neutrality 121 a
"level playing field" (3) smooth transition period.

Unfortunately S. 712. as reported out of Committee, fails to meet these objectives
As Governor Rafael Iernandez Colon testified yesterday, the legislation front-loads
the welfare benefits of statehood in 1992 while postponing the costs to the popula-
tion from imposition of Federal personal and corporate income taxes and phasing-
out until 1997 the repeal of Section 936. This imbalance must be redressed.

The failure of S. 712 to meet its stated policy objectives is based, at least in part,
on incorrect assumptions used by the Energy and Natural Resource Committee on
the revenues to be gained from gradual imposition of' all Federal taxes in Puerto
Rico under statehood, as discussed yesterday, and on the costs of additional welfare
expenditures, which we will discuss today. The Energy ('immittee's estimates of
welfare costs were based on testimony presented by the I)epartlnint of Agriculturi,
and Health and Human Srvice,-. Io%%ever, as has been demonstrated by the Con-
gressional Budget Office. the Administration s cost estimates were severely Ilaved.

The 'Congressional Budget Office has produced a more reasonable. albeit .ttic
anaisyis of the costs of full imposition of' welfare programs to Puerto Rico under
statehood. ('BO's estimate., differ from the Energy ('omnittee's estimates priniarly
in the case of Food Stamps and Medicaid. The earned income credit is also evaluat-
ed, which was apparently excluded from the Energy Committee's analysis.

In the case of food stamps, ('1O estimates the additional costs of full imposition of
food stamps at $7t1(I million, with an additional 3l0,(00N participants. Puerto Rico
currently has both lower benefit levels, resulting in average monthly payments of
$52 per person, compared with $77 in the U.S., and lower cutoffs for eligible income
levels for each family size. The ( 'BO cost estimates for Food Stamps are consistent
with static simulations undeitakeit with data obtained frorn the luert o RICO ('om-
monwealth I),partment )f Social Services.

('130 estimates the Federal co.,ts of Medicaid to be $9' I)0 million in 1992, compared
with the Energy committee'ss asUmlJti0n of onlv $5"i million using Administration
data. ('1O assumes 1.3.-) million eligible Medica d recipients with an average cost of'
approximately $,1100 per person in 1992. of which the Federal share could be 667.
This compares with a U.S. average of total costs of $2310 in 19,Ss, which escalated
at 6 percent per year yields .:.t Il6 in 1992. The state with ioN est Medicaid costs.
Mississippi, had an average per recipient of $1,133 in IsS, or' $1,32"5 in 1 992.

Full imposition of Medicaid to Puerto Rico would transform health and hospital
care from a low-cost svsten where the ('ommonwealth provides all Medicaid-Lunded
services to a system of free provider choice between public and private service provi-
sions and significantly higher costs While ('BO's assumption that the average costs
in Puert( Rico would be about 70 percent of the low est state appears plausible, the
assumptim of' an eligible population of 1.35 million may be low'. currentlyy the ('om-
monweal:h I health l)tpartment certiies 1.1; million persons in Puerto Rico as medi-
cally indigent, or approximately half of the population Th departmentt estimates
the actual indigent population to be closer to 2 2 million. If we use the .I; million
igure, total Medicaid costs would be 1 2,-: billion, with a federal cost share of I.0 62

billion in 1992
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With respect to Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC), CBO estimates
that statehood for Puerto Rico would have a relatively small effect on Federal out-
lays. This is based on the assumption that Puerto Rico would, as a policy decision,
riot raise its AFD(" payment standards. Currently Puerto Rico's maximum AFDC
benefits for a three-person family is $90 per month, which is $28 below the lowest
maximum payment in the fifty states (Alabarnal. The average payment among fami-
lies of all sizes in FY 19SS was $101 per month in Puerto Rico, compared with $370
among the states. Puerto Rico would have strong financial incentives to increase its
AFDC pa~nment levels. Under Commonwealth, Federal cost-shares are capped and
three Federal dollars are received for every dollar from the Puerto Rican govern-
ment. Under statehood, $1.8 Federal dollars are received per each Commonwealth
dollar, an increase of 63 percent. If the Puerto Rican government would invest only
one-third (or $9 million) of CBO's estimates of the Puerto Rican government sav-
ings on Medicaid expenditures in expanded AFDC coverage, the additional Federa!
costs of AFDC would be $433 million, bringing Puerto Rico up to par with average
Federal AFDC payment levels.

Our discussion of increased Federal outlays has been based so far on a static anal-
ysis of the costs of federal outlays. While static analysis may be an adequate first
approximation for revenue estimation in some instances, it is wholly inaccurate in
the case of S. 712. The statehood alternative would, with the phase-out of Section
9 6, completely alter the foundations of Puerto Rico's industrial and economic devel-
opment, would substantially increase unemployment, and would decrease wages and
compensation levels. The resulting changes in Puerto Rico's economy would greatly
increase eligibility for Federal social welfare programs and would further increase
their costs.

We believe that ('BO estimated Federal Outlays under Statehood of $3.25 billion
in 1995 are low. They are low both because the additional costs of AFDC are under-
estimated and because no dynamic analysis of the behavioral impacts of statehood
was undertaken. The phase-out of Section 936, the cornerstone of our industrial and
economic development will bring substantial loss of jobs to Puerto Rico.

The substantial economic dislocation under statehood ,s acknowledged even by
the conservative relocation estimates provided yesterday by the Treasury Depart-
ment. These account for a loss of 25 percent of tax revenues due to foreign reloca-
tion, and imply an even greater relocation of jobs to both the United States and for-
eign locations. If Puerto Rico were to lose at least one-third of its manufacturing
employment, or 57,1)00 jobs, as implied by Treasury's testimony, and assuming an
indirect multiplier of'one, this results in a net loss of 11.1,000 jobs, over 12 percent of
total employment on the Island.

Moreover, neither the Administration nor the statehood proponents have articu-
lated a coherent alternative of economic development under statehood. No explana-
tion has been given of how phase-out provisions would do anything but partially
delay the deleterious impacts of repeal of Section 9:3;. Increased unemployment and
poverty will increase participation in and the costs of Food Stamps, Medicaid,
AFDCX, Earned Income Credit, and eventually SSI. To give Lut one example, an addi-
tional 114,00)0) unemployed heads of household with an average family size of three
implies additional Food Stamps costs of $Sl8; million dollars, over and above ('BO's
static outlay numbers We are currently undertaking a rnore complete dynamic
evaluation of these costs with the assistance of KI)MG Peat Marwick.

It is my professional judgment, however, that the additional Federal outlays
under statehood would easily exceed $1 billion by 19 )5, compared with the $3.25 bil-
lion estimated by ('130. This implies that under any reasonable assumptions regard-
ing increased revenues, statehood would bring about substantial sustained costs to
the UIS. Treasury in perpetuity, at the same tini it brings increased unemployment
and decreased earnings in Puerto Rico. Statehood would clearly not be revenue neu-
tral at the same time it i, harmful to the Puerto Rican economy.

The Senate Fina ice committee e faces some very difficult choices in its consider-
ation of S. 712 and in providing P~uerto Rico with our democratic right to self-deter-
minatiop between the three status alternatives. The policy decisions must beI made.
however, with a r,cognition, as accurate as possible, of' the economic impacts of the
status alte rli ,i,'-es. ''his must by necessity include I full dynamic analysis of both
revenues and costs It i s esse!,iial that C1() estimates of' Federal outlays be revised
to fully account fo0r thcse dynamic eflects

Ihaunk -OU veVy much

U
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY D. PFTEIRSON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is an honor to appear before
you today on behalf of the Department of Justice to discuss Senate Bill 712. a bill
"To Provide for a Referendum on the Political Status of Puerto Rico," As the Assist-
ant Secretary of t he Treasury for Tax Policy has testified this morning, the Admin-
istration strongly supports this bill, which would permit the people of Puerto Rico to
determine the future political status of their island. I am )leased to provide the
Committee with the Justice Department's views on the economic adjiistment provi-
sions of Senate Bill 712.

1 am here today to testify as to the constitutionality of the economic adjustinent
provisions in the statehood portion of the bill. We believe Ihat those prov\isin)s
would meet the requirements of the Constitution and would likely" be upheld by the
courts. As I will discuss shortly, however, the ultimate resolution of that question
hinges, in part, on Congressional findings regarding the type ,and magnitude of eco
nomic dislocation that would be occasioned by Puerto Rico's transition into state-
hood.

My testimony will focus primarily on two provisions in the statehood portion of
the bill: first, the provision in section 213idt of the bill, which would phase out the
section 936 tax credit; and second, the provision in section 21:ue of tihe hili, which
would provide for the covering over of certain Federal tax revenues into the Puerto
Rican Treasury.

I am here today to discuss only the constitutional issu- presented by the econom-
ic adjustment provisions of' S. 712.1 We, of course, defer to the Treasury Del)art-
ment's views regarding the tax policy and technical aspec:t.,s of the bill

I. PHIASE-OLT OF SIE('TION !3, BENEFITS

Section 931; of the Internal Revenue Code currently provides qualifying corpora-
tions with an election to take a tv x credit equal to the portion of' the corporations'
United States tax attributable to <ii the active conduct of a trade or business in a
U.S. possession or the sale or exchange of substantially all the assets used in such
trade or business, and (iil certain possession-sourced investments. Sec. 9:3(a). For
purposes of' this credit, the term 'possession of the United States" is specifically de-
fined to include Puerto Rico. Sec. 936(d,. The effect of the credit is thus to exempt
from U.S. taxation certain income attributable to Puerto Rican business and invest-
ments.

Under section 213(d) of the bill, the Federal internal revenue laws would apply to
Puerto Rico effective January 1, 1994, if' it became a state. As a proviso to this effec-
tive date, Section 213(dl further states that the credit under ('ode section 93G would
be phased out ratably over four years. Under the bill, then, the section 936 credit
would be continued for approximately 6 years after Puerto Rico became a state: the
current credit would remain fully intact from the date of statehoxl proclamation
through 199 l; and the credit would apply as specified by the phase-out provision
from 1994 through 1997.

The proposed extension of' Section 936 benefits to Puerto Rico after it becomes a
state raises a constitutional question under the Tax Uniformity Clause. Article I,
Section 8, Clause I, of the Constitution provides that:

The Congress shall have the Power To lay and collect Taxe , Duties, Im-
posts and Excises to pay the Debts and provide for the common l)efense
and general Welfare of' the United States: but ull Duties. Iflmpsts (11( Fx.
cises s/hmll e unifiornm th,'mighout the iJ,,eil States. [Em phasis added.I

The Tax Uniformity ('lause was one of several measures introduced at the ('onstitu-
tional ('onvention to limit the National Government's authority to wield its power
over commerce and taxation to the disadvantage of' particular States. As stated by
Justice Story in his ('oment(turies on the constitution n of the lit,'(l States § 957 iT.
(ooley ed. 1873, the purpose of the Tax Uniformity clause e "was to cut off all undue
preferences of-one State over another in the regulation of' subjects affecting their
common interests' and to prevent 'oppressive- combinations of states from exercis-
ing their taxing powers to strike at the "vital interests" of one region. The exercise
of the taxing power by a ('ongress compN)sed of representatives of fifty states to
grant temporary tax benefits to the fifty-first state entering the Jni on hardly quali-
fies as the oppression which the Tax Uinifornity ('lause was designed to prevent.
Indeed, there is no evidence that the Framers intended the ('lause to so constrain

'l'ht, 'Ju- .t'. l)e. ,titrnkir h.,- iih r ii t 1-Ji ' llt h. ,r) gu ,vII-, ,lf .i..l uI .Il kr lfl-., th t'rt.ll
jm p 'ilwi , (if S" . 1-1 that % Ill I . lt.-'nu,'|d ti, the ,t irp i) r i ill ', i I Hit- pr:i,-I( l la'"
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the exercise of Congress' power under Article IV to admit new states to the Union
as to disable Congress from fashioning reasonable and necessary transitional ar-
rangements.

Thus, we believe that the proposed phase-out of the section 936f credit would not
create an "undue preference" for Puerto Rico and would not be found to violate the
Tax Uniformity Clause. The courts have not extensively dealt with the various uni-
formity clauses in the Constitution, and the precise boundaries of Congressional au-
thority are not clearly defined. However, in the two most recent cases thoroughly
considering the uniformity provisions of the Constitution, Un ited States v. Pta-
synski, 462 U.S. 74 (1983) and the Regional Rail Reorganization Cases, 419 U.S. 102
(1974), the Supreme Court held that classifications framed in geographical terms
could, in certain circumstances, survive challenge under the uniformity clauses,
Thus, in Ptasvnski, the Court found constitutional a statutory exclusion from the
Crude Oil Windfall Profits Tax Act of 1980 of oil drawn from geographically defined
areas that included portions of Alaska. The Court held that Congress could frame
tax legislation in geographic terms in response to a geographically isolated problem.
It concluded that Congress had not sought to benefit Alaska for reasons "that would
offend the purpose of the Clause," such as "intend[ing} to grant Alaska an undue
preference at the expense of other oil-producing states.' 462 U.S. at 85-86.

Equally, in the Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102 (1974), the
Supreme Court considered a challenge to the Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, on
the ground that it violated the bankruptcy uniformity requirement (Article I, Sec-
tion 8, clause 4) because it operated only in a single statutorily defined region. Al-
though the Court acknowledged that "the argument has certain surface appeal," it
concluded that it "is without merit because it overlooks the flexibility inherent in
the constitutional provision." 419 U.S. at 158. As the Court observed, "ft]he uniform-
ity provision does not deny Congress power to take into account differences that
exist between different parts of the country, and to fashion legislation to resolve
geographically isolated problems." 419 U.S. at 159.

The Supreme Court's recent decisions provide a basis for Congress to consider
Puerto Rico's unique circumstances when structuring tax legislation. We believe
that the retention of the section 9:36 preference as a transitional measure could, if
supported by adequate Congressional findings, be justified as taking into account lo-
calized problems unique to Puerto Rico particularly, the economic dislocation that
would result to an already economically depressed state from a sudden and immedi-
ate termination of the section 936 benefits. We believe that it is within Congress'
powers under Article IV of the Constitution, concerning both the admission of new
states to the Union and the governance of United States territories, to ameliorate
the economic dislocation occasioned by Puerto Rico's admission into the Union.

Retention of the pre-existing tax benefits for a limited transitional period narrow-
ly-tailored to the goal of avoiding severe economic dislocation in Puerto Rico should,
in our view, satisfy the requirements of the Tax Uniformity Clause. As stated by the
Supreme Court in the Regional Rail Reorganization Act ('ases, 411) U.S. 1)2 (1974,
in discussing the analogous Bankruptcy Uniformity Clause, "the uniformity clause
was not intended to 'hobble Congress by forcing it into nationwide enactments to
deal vith conditions calling for remedy only in certain regions."' 419 U.S. at 159
(citation omitted.

In light of' the uniformity provisions in the Constitution, section 213dl i must rep-
resent a direct, tailored response to a geographically isolated problem: namely, the
economic dislocation that would otherwise occur upon Puerto Rico's admission to
the Union. In his testimony, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury noted that the
9:36 credit accounts for 12 percent of' total -uerto -Rican employment. And, the
Report of' the Energy and Natural Resources Committee points out that the unem-
ployment rate in Puerto Rico for 1 ,,S was 1.1 percent, or approximately three
times that of the United States S. Rep. No. 12(1, 101st Cong., ist Sess. :s I 989i We
believe that additional ('ongressioal findings concerning the magnitude of this eco-
nomic dislocation would be helpful. The legislative history of S. 712 should demon-
strate that each special provision addresses a particular probleni in Puerto Rico. We
concur with the views of' the A.-;sistant Secretary of' the Treasury and join Him in
encouraging further faict-finding to support a determination that the Iinited exten-
sion of the section 936w benefits is designed to address a keog raph icallv isolated prob-
lem.

II STATI-110(1) (RANTS AND ASSiSTANCE

Section 21: iie of the hill would provide 1ur' 0 several s0-Calle.V "cover-ox er" iuic''hdi-
nIis l Unde r tihis sectirOrl. reVVeIueVS derived trcml certain Fr'&'r l taxes, collect ed ill
luerto Rico would be, (le)positd into the 'le':lrV Of PLurt01o RicRO fir-l-t, OhW Over-
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over of the rum excise tax would be continued after statehood; second, the revenues
collected in Puerto Rico from any new Federal excise tax would be covered over.
The bill provides that "[als a compact with the State of Puerto Rico," no alterations
would be made in these cover-over provisions until after October 1, 1998. Finally,
the revenues derived from the application of the Federal internal revenue laws
within the State of Puerto Rico in 1994 and 1995 would also be covered over.

Since the passage of the Second Organic Act, also called the Jones Act, in 1917,
the United States Treasury has consistently covered over into the Treasury of
Puerto Rico revenues from manufacturing excise taxes on liquor and tobacco pro-
duced in Puerto Rico and transported to the United States. The cover-over provision
was enacted as part of the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act of 1950, Pub. L. No.
600, 64 Stat. 319 (1950), and is currently codified at 26 U.S.C., Sec. 7652(a) (3. See
('om. of Puerto Rico v. Blumenthal. 642 F. 2d 622, 623 (D.C. Cir. 1980L

The "covering over" provision of Section 7652 of the Code constitutes an indefinite
appropriation arising out of Congress' powers under the General Welfare Clause.
The Supreme Court has held that Congress' powers "to provide for * * * the general
Welfare" are quite expansive. It has stated (Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. at 90-91
(quoting United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1, 66 (1936) (citations omitted))

It is for Congress to decide which expenditures will promote the general
welfare: "[Tihe power of Congress to authorize expenditure of public
moneys for public purposes is not limited by the direct grants of legislative
power found in the Constitution."

Consistent with this language, the Supreme Court has been extremely deferential to
exercises of the Congressional power to tax and spend for the general welfare. See
Helering v. Dacis, 3:01 U.S. 619, 640 (1937).

In light of the Supreme Court's construction of the General Welfare Clause, as
well as Congress' authority to admit new states to the Union, it is highly, unlikely
that the "cover-over" provisions of S. 712 would be held unconstitutional. Indeed,
the cover-overs might properly be viewed as merely replacing funds that would oth-
erwise have to be appropriated to deal with Puerto Rico's economic problems.

This concludes my prepared statement. I will be happy to respond to your
quest ions.

13REPARED STATEMENT OF CA RLOS ROMERO-BARCEI.O

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting us to testify today. It is an honor to partici-
pate in the historic process tilat ultimately will lead to Puerto Rico's entrance into
the Union as the 51st State.

My name is Carlos Romero Barcelo. I am here today in my capacity as President
of the New Progressive Party of Puerto Rico, the pro-statehood party. I served two
terms as Governor of Puerto Rico; also as the Mayor of San Juan. I am a life-long
member of the Democratic Party.

I am privileged to be here with Governor Luis Ferre, Chairman of the Republican
Party of Puerto Rico, the founder of the New Progressive Party, and a man who has
inspired generations of Puerto Ricans in our quest for political equality.

I come today to address two issues: First the unavoidable duty of Congress to pro-
vide U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico with their basic rights; second, my reasons
for believing that statehood would provide important economic benefits both for the
people of Puerto Rico and for the Federal government.

Now-I believe largely attributable to the movement of this legislation-inde-
pendent polling in Puerto Rico demonstrates a majority favors statehood. here has
been an ever-growing preference for statehood among the people of Puerto Rico,
which is now manifesting itself in public opinion polls because Congress finally has
begun to demonstrate its willingness to promote a plebiscite and, if Puerto Ricans
elect statehood, to bestow it. The people of Puerto Rico owe an enormous debt to
Senators Johnston, McClure, the leaders of this Committe,. and other legislators
who have propelled S. 712 this year.

We support S. 712 and hope the Finance Committee and the full Senate will act
favorably on S. 712 as promptly as possible.

But discussion of S. 712 must begin with a discussion of essential constitutional
rights
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I. CONGRESS' DUTY TO PROVIDE PUERTO RICO'S U.S. CITIZENS WITH CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS

A. Common Goal: Self-Determination
We are living in one of Democracy's finest hours. People in every part of the

world are struggling to exercise the most fundamental r:ght: the right of self-deter-
mination. Europe's eastern bloc is moving en masse toward Democracy. In Asia,
Africa, and Central and South America, the people will not long be denied. And,
with this legislation, the longstanding promise of self-determination for the world's
oldest colony finally will be realized for the 3.3 million American citizens living in
Puerto Rico.

I was struck by Chancellor Kohl's comments last week before the German Parlia-
ment?

Let us avoid the temptation to assume that a solution to the German ques-
tion can be arranged in advance with a script and a calendar. History
doesn't follow a schedule.
The precondition for reunification in freedom is the free exercise of the
right of self-detention by all Germans. I am certain that if they get the
chance, they will choose freedom and unity. (emphasis supplied)

I am certain that Puerto Ricans, if they get the chance, will choose statehood and
full vesting of their civil liberties and constitutional rights.

The most basic right guaranteed by Demociacy is the right of self-determination.
Mr. Chairman, you will hear from three very dedicated political leaders. We differ
strongly on matters of policy-on how to promote the economic development Puerto
Rico and how Puerto Rico should be related to the United States.

But let us not lose sight of the common objective: that Congress enact this legisla-
tion authorizing a referendum Whatever our differences, that is our common goal.
There is nothing partisan about this objective. Self-determination has been the com-
mitment of every American President since Harry Truman.
B. The Right To Vote,; The Right To Representation; And Other Constitutional

Rights
For nearly a century since the Spanish-American War, the United States and

Puerto Rico have shared a common bond, a common heritage, and a fruitful inter-
weaving of our societies.

Since 1917, Puerto Ricans have been citizens of the United States. We are 3.3 mil-
lion American citizens living in Puerto Rico: more than live in 27 States now repre-
sented in Congress.

More than two million Puerto Ricans live, work, and vote as fully-empowered citi-
zens all across the United States, in addition to the :3.3 million Puerto Ricans who
live on our island. Puerto Ricans who have moved to the mainland can vote, unless
they move home to Puerto Rico.

In every war since World War I, Puerto Ricans have fought under the American
flag, defending the principles for which it stands.

Nearly 200,000 Puerto Rican citizens have served the United States in this cen-
tury's major wars. Many paid the ultimate price for the Cause of Democracy. In the
Korean War, for example, Puerto Rico was second among all States in the number
of wounded and third in the number of battle deaths, although we are 26th in popu-
lation when compared to the 50 states.

Our cultures have been enriched by our close association Musicians like Pablo
Casals, opera singers like Justino Diaz, actors like Jose Ferrer and Raul Julia, and
athletes like Roberto Clemente, Chichi Rod-iquez, and Angel Cordero, have achieved
fame not only in America, but around the world. Every one of these notable Puerto
Ricans can vote as American citizens, except when they reside at home.

Our economies have virtually become one. More than 75 percent of our consumer
goods are produced in the 50 States. More than 90 percent of our industry derives
from mainland U.S. businesses.

With such a close bond, some people ask why Puerto Rico wants to change the
current status and become the 51st State.

The answer is simple-because we do not have equal right.
We are U.S. citizens, yes, but with a difference-we are second-class citizens who

have no voice in our Natidn's-future, who have no vote in Washington.
Puerto Ricans are a talented people, a hard-working people, a proud people. We

are not free-riders
What we seek is to become full-fledged citizens, with the same rights and respon-

sibilities as Americans in Texas, Oregon, or any American city or state.
I believe the case is compelling for Puerto Rico to become the 51st State.
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There are four compelling reasons why Puerto Rico should become the 51st star
on the American flag.

The fat goes back to the first thirteen stars on that American flag. The American
Revolution was fought to give people the right to decide their own destiny. Puerto
Ricans seek no less.

We are subject to the laws of Congress. But more than three million Puerto
Ricans, more than three million U.S. citizens, have no vote here in Congress. That is
not right. Lack of representation was not right in the thirteen colonies in 1775, and
it is not right in Puerto Rico in 1989.

Puerto Rico is subject to a patchwork of Federal laws, some of which are the same
as they are heri. on the mainland, some of which are specifically written for our
island. But al! thesee laws governing Puerto Rico share a common feature-not one
Puerto Rican had a vote to determine what those laws were going to be.

The ',cond reason Puerto Rico should be the 51st State is because we have earned
the right to become full-fledged American citizens-and many Puerto Ricans earned
it the hard way, with their lives. I mentioned earlier the numbers of Puerto Ricans
who have served and died.

Behind those numbers were heroes, Puerto Rican heroes, American heroes. When
American planes sought to avenge the bloody terrorism of Muhammar Quadafi's
Libya, a Puerto Rican Air Force Commander was in the eye of the raid. And Major
Ribas-Dominicci gave his life for his country.

His mother did not vote for the President who gave the order to take action
against Libya. She had no right to vote-she lives in Utuado, Puerto Rico.

The United States, in its long march to overturn inequality, has historically re-
versed past patterns of discrimination. Other men and women have fought in the
Nation's wars when they too were disenfranchised. In World Wars I and If and in
the Korean War, men and women served and died at a time when neither they nor
their parents could vote. They came from Alaska and Hawaii; they came from
southern States; they were below the age of 21. They could fight, but not until the
1960's and early 1970's were they granted full voting rights.

The nature of the "Commonwealth" or territorial status is undemocratic in itself.
It seems preposterous to suggest that the Congress of the Nation which is the exam-
ple of Democracy throughout the world can sponsor, encourage or support a rela-
tionship between the 50 States and a territory of 3.3 million U.S. citizens based on
permanent disenfranchisement.

The third reason for Puerto Rican statehood is international relations and nation-
al security. Just as Puerto Rico needs the United States, the United States needs
Puerto Rico. The U.S. Navv Base at Roosevelt Roads is the largest in the world out-
side the mainland U.S. and it is vital to our hemispheric and international security.

Puerto Rico is at the crossroads of the Caribbean and North, South, and Central
America If the security of twentieth century America focused on Europe and Asia,
then it is clear that the security of twenty-first century America could well center
on this hemisphere. We need look no further than Cuba, Panama, Nicaragua, and
the drug lords in South America to realize the foreign policy challenges we face.

The Caribbean region is vital to U.S. national security. With the impending with-
drawal of U.S. troops from the Panama Canal Zone in the year 2000, America must
strengthen its presence, as it would under statehood.

Admission of Puerto Rico as a State will demonstrate to Central America and
South America, in an irrefutable way, that the United States is genuinely hospita-
ble to Hispanic language and culture. The present territorial relationship is one in
which decisions are made for the territorials in the national capital, without their
participation. That sends one signal to Latin America

Statehood, in which Puerto Ricans take part in choosing the American President,
and elect actual voting members to the Senate and the House, sends quite another
signal. I do not know how many billions in foreign aid and debt forgiveness such a
signal is worth, but surely it has great value for America's standing in the eyes of
Latin Americans.

And the fourth reason Puerto Rico should become a State can be summed up in
two words-the future. The first thirteen of these United States made a great, free
and prosperous Nation. And that Nation became greater, freer, and even more pros-
perous as each new State was added. When the Louisiana Purchase was made,
many Americans scratched their heads and asked what would they ever do with all

(that worthless land. When William Seward committed his "folly," buying Alaska,
people thought he was crazy.

But today you cannot imagine what America would be like without the States of
the Louisiana Purchase, without the State of Alaska I am confident that in a few
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decades time, the citizens of the United States will look back and not be able to
imagine a time when Puerto Rico was not the 51st State of our Union.

The fifty States have been woven together so fully that succeeding generations
forget how young our Republic is, and how many obstacles new States had to over-
come. How many American citizens know, for example, that Oklahoma and New
Mexico were admitted as late as 1907 and 1912, and that one of the obstacles they
had to overcome was the objection that they were bilingual'? flow many American
citizens know that Alaska had to fight for admission for over 60 years and overcome
the serious objection that Alaska might never be able to pay its way? For that
matter, how many know that the enabling legislation to admit Colorado to the
Union was vetoed over that same issue? How many know that the average value of
Federal statehood grants to all the territories (to facilitate transition to statehood)
exceeded $48,000 per resident in 19 9 dollars.' Those investments, viewed as folly in
their day, are now regarded as acts of genius. To study the process of admission of
the 37 states that so far have been incorporated to the original 13 is to understand
the greatness of this nation and the reasons for its success.

The genius of the American experiment in Democracy is that the United States
has never stopped growing, not just in size and population, but in the diversity,
strength, and freedom of its people. Always a "more perfect union."

Puerto Rico has been a "member" of the Union, although on a hybrid basis, since
1898. In 1918, Congress determined that it should have a separate tax structure. But
the Puerto Rican people have been United States citizens since 1917; they have bled
for their country and they have earned the opportunity that the pending bill would
bestow: the chance to express their preference regarding the type of relationship
they should have with the mainland with an advance knowledge that Congress has
blessed their endeavor. They have earned the right to a bill with consequences, not
just an expensive poll, not just an exercise in futility.

i. WHY STATEHOOD) IS INI)ISPENSABLE TO PUERTO RICO S ECONOMY

People sometimes ask me, "Why upset the status quo, why not just remain a ter-
ritory tied to the United States, getting the best of two worlds? Why would you
want to pay Federal taxes'?"

Puerto Rico has made progress as a territory. But no matter how much economic
progress we make as a territory, we will never be equal; we will always be second-
class citizens without participation in the decisions that affect our Nation's future.
Moreover, we will never develop a healthy, balanced economy. With an economy de-
pendent on tax favoritism that can be withdrawn at any time-an economy on bor-
rowed crutches-we will always lag behind.

From the Congress' point of view, statehood is the only option of the three under
which Puerto Rico will contribute to the Federal Treasury. and not simply make
claims upon it.

The difference is dramatic. The cost of commonwealth rises every year by several
hundred million dollars. Last year, commonwealth cost the Federal Government a
minimum of $5.2 billion. Commonwealth's annual cost will rise steadily to more
than $9 billion during the 90's. Commonwealth offers no hope for ending-or even
reducing-this revenue drain. Commonwealth is a bottomless pit, a "black hole,"
and its supporters want it to go on ad infinitum.

True, statehood would be more costly to the U.S. Treasury, but only during the
initial transition years. But in the second balf of the 1990's the Federal GOvernment
would begin to realize net revenue gains in comparison to commonwealth status.
Compared with commonwealth's perpetually rising Federal revenue losses, state-
hood would yield a continuous annual net budget gain for the Federal Government.
In fact, compared with commonwealth, the Federal Government would recoup a// of
the transitional revenue losses within a short number of years after the transition.
THUS FISCAL PRUDENCE IS ONE REASON WHY CONGRESS SHOULD WISH
TO MAKE STATEHOOD POSSIBLE FOR PUERTO RICO.

From Puerto Rico's viewpoint, this conclusion is inescapable: only statehood will
enable Puerto Rico to develop a viable economy.

Opponents of statehood claim that Puerto Rico would suffer serious economic side
effects from the imposition of Federal income taxes and the loss of Section 93f tax
incentives. The facts are exactly the opposite. It is under territorial status that
Puerto Rico's economic development is uncertain.

Mr. Chairman, in discussions with committee members I have heard serious ques-
tions about S. 712 and about what statehood will mean for Puerto Rico. I will take a

I See Table I icl(omd 1
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few moments to address these questions because they affect the core issues which
you and your colleagues must resolve.

A. ('an Puerto Rico Prosper Without Section .6?
As a state, with a reasonable transition, Puerto Rico can and certainly will pros-

per without action 936. however, I would hesitate to predict the economic conse-
quences for the Puerto Rican "commonwealth economy" without Section 936

Puerto Rico. with the use of the tax exemption allowed by Section 936 and
through other comrxtitive incentives, has developed a manufacturing economy more
advanced than any other in the Caribbean or bin America. The people of Puerto
Rico appreciate the support Congress has been willing to provide for a tax incentive
that is important so long as Puerto Rico remains a territory. But the Section 936
program has matured it now draws capital intensive industries (themselves indis-
pensable, more than labor intensive bm, inesses, without which Puerto Rico cannot
expand employer ynt meaningfully. Moreo ,er Section 936 is encouraging progressive-
IN more unbalt ;mced and unsustainable grow,'th. When one segment of an economy is
disproportionately% subsidized with tax benefits, capital investment is drawn to that
segment at the expense of others.

With respxect to Federal economic programs that would help to diversify Puerto
Rico's economy. Section 936 crowds out alternatives. (Members of this Committee
will recall that the Treasury's proposal several years ago for a wage credit-as a
partial substitute for Section 936-went absolutely nowhere.)

Section 93f; unavoidably would be phased out under statehood. Because Puerto
Rico's economy has relied on Section 936 benefits for so long, a smooth transition is
desirable. For this reason we believe Congress should provide for the longest phase-
out of Section 936 consistent with prudent budgeting.

But, some ask, won't companies which qualify for Section 936 benefits, upon its
demise, leave Puerto Rico? Would that wipe out one-third of Puerto Rico's total em-
ployment, as the commonwealth supporters allege? What would replace Section 936
as an inducement for business investment in Puerto Rico?

I may sound chauvinistic, but let me say candidly that I find such questions un-
necessarily negative. There are many good reasons why companies that now avail
themselves of Section 936 would remain in the new State of Puerto Rico and why
others would come.

I. Adv'antuges Of Statehood
A senior executive of one Section 936 company-a large Puerto Rican, employer-

told me his company would open its headquarters for the Caribbean and Latin
America in the State of Puerto Rico. So long as Puerto Rico remains a common-
wealth, his company has no such plans. It will reap the benefits of Sectioii 936,
nothing more.

Puerto Rico enjoys a tremendous strategic location for U.S. companies doing busi-
ness with Central America, Latin America, the Caribbean. The same is true as well
for foreign companies--especially for Latin American companies, but also for Japa-
nese and European companies-doing business with U.S. concerns.

Puerto Rico has a skilled labor force and a lower cost structure than the main-
land. Mainland businesses will operate in Puerto Rico if efficiencies are high and
unit costs are low.

Puerto Rico also offers an incomparable natural environment. It wil! draw busi-
nesses, investors, and tourists.

Add statehood to these natural advantages and you have the formula for success.
If you were a businessman, would you invest in a strategically located state more

readily than in a well-situated territory or "commonwealth?"
Of course. It's a matter of risk analysis. The commitment of the national govern-

inent to the stability and well-being of its states is decidedly different than its com-
mitmeiit to a loosely affiliated territory, particularly when the state has two sena-
tors and six congressmen watching out for its interests.

Please ask Senators Matsunaga and Inouye what statehood brings. They will
recall that in Hawaii opponents of statehood argued that resulting increased taxes
would cause economic collapse.

An excellent book about the statehood process titled "Breakthrough From Colo-
nialism," sums up the argument made then against lawaiian statehood'

Statehood would bring rising expenditures and increased taxes which in
turn would make it difficult to attract new industries and would also drive
away from the Islands many established firms. In short, statehoK)d would
bring aolXt the economic collapse of Hawaii . .

I
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Independence or Commonwealth status was preferable to statehood espe-
cially since the latter offered certain tax advantages vhich no State could
enjoy.

And what happened when Hawaii became a State? Did Hawaii suffer an economic
collapse as predicted'?

No. On the contrary. In 1970. the First Hawaiian Bank published a report titled
"Hawaii in 1969-Alter a decade of statehood." The growth rates of Hawaii under
statehood shown in that publication are incredible.

* The per capita personal income jumped from $1,987 in 1959 to $3,513 in 1969.
* Bank private demand deposits rose from $220.3 million in 1959 to $524.2 million

in 1969.
* Total personal income rose from $1,178 million in 1959 to $2,705 million in 1967.
• Civilian employment rose from 204,450 in 1959 to 294,8.50 in 1969. The growth of

tourism was remarkable. In 1959 visitors to Hawaii numbered 243,000. In 1969,
Hawaii had 1.4 million visitors. An increase of 476 percent in 10 years. In 1959
Hawaii had 6,802 rooms for visitors. In 1969 Hawaii had 25,882 rooms. Hotel em-
ployment in 1959 was 3,700 persons. In 1969 hotel employment was 13,150.
This kind of economic expansion is precisely what can and should be expected in
Puerto Rico after we become a State.
. Would The Demise Of Section .9,16' Cost Puerto Rico One-Third Of Its El,.ployment?
The "one-third" figure is misleading. Even if all the Section 936 companies left-a

false premise I will address momentarily-Puerto Rico would lose only about 10 per-
cent of its employment. The one-third statistic refers to direct employment in Sec-
tion 936 companies plus derivative jobs which the 936 stimulus purportedly creates
throughout Purto Rico's economy. Put plainly: for eery Section )36 job, two "jobs
supposedly are created in Puerto Rico's economy.

Neither the Section 936 jobs nor the derivative jobs would disappear if Section 936
were phased out in favor of statehood. And the reason is that statehood provides
certainty and brings with it economic stimuli more significant than Section 936 for
Puerto Rico's economy.

In point of fact, the issue is purely academic Most Section 936 companies would
not leave the state of Puerto Rico. Those which elected to leave would be replaced.
In fact, those that would leave are already leaving-atid they tend to be the more
labor intensive operations.

. Why Section 9.16 Comlmnies Won't Leave Puerto Rico
The decision to abandon a capital investment is different than an initial decision

whether or not to invest. Once one builds a plant, hires workers and establishes an
efficient operation, only a powerful motive causes one to pull up roots.

The Section 936 companies have built sophisticated, profitable operations in
Puerto Rico. Puerto Rican productivity is high and unit costs are lower than on the
mainland. They will prefer to retain those operations and pay Federal taxes in the
State of Puerto Rico rather than moving to the mainland, where they would pay
both Federal taxes and higher unit costs. Congress also has enacted disincentives to
discourage their uprooting to a foreign country to avoid U.S. taxes.

These factors will encourage Section 936 companies to stay in Puerto Rico at least
until their products become obsolete: until a prolonged period of patent protection
expires. I also have faith that Congress-as it has for other States entering the
Union-will provide Puerto Rico with a reasonable economic transition. Thus Sec-
tion 93f; would not end precipitously. As Section 936 phases out, the State govern-
ment--as many State governments do-will want to work with the companies to
preserve Puerto Rico's attractiveness

If some Section 936 companies decide over time to leave, they will want to sell
their Puerto Rican plant and operation at an attractive price. This means selling
the business as a going concern. They will Find buyers on the open market: some
domestic, some foreign. In this age of employee buy-outs, the) also will find entre-
preneurial Puerto Ricans ready to buy the operations they have made profitable. It
could turn out to be a blessing in disguise.

Puerto Rico has become a manufacturing economy. Under statehood Puerto Rico
will remain a manufacturing economy with a difference. Al Section 936 phases out,
capital investment and economic stimuli should broaden into other segments of the
economy. This will produce a more balanced, healthier economy, and ultimately a
better standard of living for more Puerto Ricans.

- rebkhro(ugh I'ruai (F'unrrohl Jl.a m." p ,ag(., !Oil, OI,
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B. Is IT IESIRABIE TO MAKE PUERTO RICANS FULLY EIGIBLE FOR F-OERAI. SOCIAL
PROG R A N1S'?

Not only is it desirable. It is imperative.
Some will say the Federal costs appear high Some will argue that full eligibility

mav create permanent dependency, a "welfare state '" I have a simple answer for
them.

Open your eyes. COMMONWEALTH IS THE ULTIMATE WELFARE STATE: a
one-dimensional economy dependent on Section 936 and other tax holidays, with
many people, not benefiting from Section WIG. dependent on social welfare pro-
grams.

Moreover, Commonwealth masks an insidious hidd,:-i Federal cost. Did you know
that 2.3 million Puerto Ricans have moved to the mainland, many to become eligi.
ble for federal benefits?

And what of the poor who stay in Pue-to Rico'? They are the tragic victims of
conmonwealth status. But for commonwealth status and the discriminating Federal
treatment it permits, these pool would be entitled to constitutionally guaranteed
Federal benefits.

You will ask whether Congress should provide these poor with Federal benefits, or
can afford to do so. Are they deserving? Would the benefits make them forever de-
pendent" How costly would it be?

iLt's look at three of the most costly new benefits that would become available.
You dec-ide.

-Earned l Income Tax ('redit." la) Does the EITC foster permanent dependency? No,
just the opposite. It is designed to put people to work. And it works. (b) Are the
beneficiaries truly needy? They are the working oor with children: the poorest seg-
ment of the U.S. population and, until the EITC, the too,:, poorly treated.

9 Repila'encnt of AABI) with SSI: It is academic to ask whether this change
would foster permanent dependency. The program's recipients are the nation's de-
pendents: the aged, the blind, the disabled-the ones who don't qualify for Social
Security. Are they deserving? These are the people beneath whom a civilized society
is supposed to I)lace I safe-tv net. But in the American society, if' they happen to live
.n Puerto Rico-a commonwealth-a couple must live on $6.1 per month plus 50 per-
cent of actual shelter costs while their fellow citizens living in states receive $533
per month.

- Medicaid: Medicaid recipients are demonstrably poor, many are chronically ill.
Eligible low-income people include the aged, the blind, and members of families
with dependent children-again the population f'o whom the social safety net is de-
signed. For Puerto Rico's 1.7 million eligible people, average 19s'l expenditures were
$58 versus ..$1,005 for mainland beneficiaries.

Providing full benefits under statehood to U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico
will be more costly for a time; but less costly than continued commonwealth by the
second half' of' the 90's. That's right. The Federal Government can eliminate the
tragic discrimination against Puerto Rico's poor and eventually save money, in fact
reap a surplus. America can afford to do no less.

That's not all. Several important by-products will occur. The infusion of' Federal
payments into Puerto Rico's economy will create jobs and help in the transition to
statehood, since it will create a greater demand for goods and services which, in
turn, will produce more tax revenues for the Federal and Puerto Rican govern-
ments. And as the economy grows and diversifies, opportunities will expand for
Puerto Ricans who receive the EITC and other incentive-based benefits to work
their way out of eligibility, and the welfare rolL., will be reduced.

Is S. '12 Tilted lmvards Statchowd!
Before I close, let me address an issue that has been raised with many Members

of the Senate by supporters of commonwealth--the issue of the bill's alleged "tilt"
towards statehood.

Commonwealth supporters suggest that Puerto Rican voters will be prejudiced to-
wards statehood because, after statehood, S. 712 conkers upon Puerto Ricans the fRd-
eral social benefit payments available to the citizens of every State whereas com-
monwealth confers no such parity. One might argue that exactly the opposite is
true, that any bill allowing for statehood which imposes individual income , taxes on
U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico and ends Section 93f; benefits could prejudice voters
against stateho d and towards corn monwealt h.

lere is why com monwealth supporters have resorted to this "tilt" argument.

, lut-It[) Hit,"-. l piq'r,im= fl-I d~ .Il [ to hl..\g,qt M IlIn i d l)1=,thd~h
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An earlier version of S. 712 contained a "wish list" uf provisions submitted by
commonwealth for the Energy Committee's consideration. Together, the provisions
were supposed to create a new status: "enhanced commonv'ealth." But the Energy
Committee sensibly-unavoidably rejected many of the propo-.Ils.

- The committee rejected a host of' provisions-f'or exampi-. authorizing Puerto
Rico's governor to issue U.S. passports and requiring the Presidont to appoint Feder-
al officials from a list of candidates recommended by the governcr--because the Jus-
tice Department testified that they would have been both unconstitutional and
broader than the authority enjoyed by governors of the fifty states. They even asked
for the power to veto legislation approved by Congress and the Fresident. Not to
mention their request for the authority for the governor to negotiate international
treaties.

* Advocates asked that commonwealth be "enhanced" with an assurance that,
under commonwealth, the following programs would achieve full parity with the
fifty states: Nutrition Assistance Program, Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren, Medicaid, and the Supplemental Social Security Income program. (There was
no request that Puerto Ricans receive the earned income tax credit: under Common-
wealth Puerto Ricans generally pay no individual Fed,ral income tax.) This pro-
posed parity also was rejected.

Energy Committee did not endorse these proposals. As a result, commornweaIth
advocates complain to you about "tilt": full benefits become available to Puerto
Ricans with the advent of statehood, while there is no requirement for such ;)arity
under commonwealth.

Please evaluate the commonwealth claim in the light of what the Energy ('onmit-
tee said in the "Economic Adjustment" section of' its report:

this section is not optional. nor a matter of' committee e generosity, nor
an attempt to tilt the legislation toward statehood. This provision is consti-
tutionally required.

Governor [fernandez Colon testified last week that he visualizes the common-
wealth relationship as permanent. Think about that from a Puerto Rican's perspec-
tive:

e We are second class citizen;: with no vote and practically no congressional rep-
resentation. However "enhanced," commonwealth cannot eliminate that unequal
status.

* The Supreme Court has called commonwealth "a relationship to the United
States that has no parallel in our history." The Court says ('ongress may discrimi-
nate against Puerto Rico-and Congress has done so-so long as there is a rational
basis for its actions. No Congress can bind a future Congress. Any Congress can
elect to alter the terms and conditions of Puerto Rico's relationship with the United
States. What are "enhancements' worth when they may be removed unilaterally by
Congress at any time'?

• And, as governor, I have lobbied Congress ("begged" is a more accurate wor(l)
unsuccessfully for commonwealth parity in social programs. I am a realist: what
sorts of 'enhancements' will ('ongress grant to a citizenry that pays no Federal
taxes?

Now consider "x'rnmanent commonwealth' from the Federal government's s per-
sx'ct ive.

* ('ommonwealth is an endless drain on the Treasury. l)o you want to pour bil-
lions each year into an economy loosely related to the Ufnited States, one whose citi-
zens barely pay Federal taxes? ('ommonwealth proponents believe the U.S Treasury
to be the horn of plenty: a cornucopia where we lay freely cole to whenever in
need, with no obligation or- the slightest attempt to replenish.

* And until Puerto Ricans can vote and are fully represt'nted in Congress, and
pay their share of Federal taxes,-wi il you feel any serious pressure t() bring Puerto
Rico and Puerto Ricans to a condition of parity?

('ommonwealth is not permanent and it cannot be "enhanced' sufficiently to
equate with statehood. What commonwealth witnesses call "tilt" are constitutional
guarantees availablhronly to the fifty States and their citizens. That's the Am('rican
system. It won't change because comiionwealth wishes it were so. The l'uvrto Rican
people recognize thi.s. So must this committeee .

Mr. chairman , Members cf the ('onmittee, statehood alone will brirg equality
and a viable 'cononmv to Puer'to Rico. Statehood is the onlv realistic hope f'or the
federal governni'nt and for the o)('0ple of Puerto Rico let the( peol)e 01' ofIurt o RI(')
slpeak. They will speak for stateho(xd.

Thank you I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLFS E. SEAGRAV"

BACKGROUND MATERIALS ON THE COSTS OF THE PUERTO RICO STATUS REFERENDUM ACT

[PREPARED FOR THE COMMIT'VEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE, BY THE
CONGRESSIONAL, BUDGET OFFICE, U.S. CONGRESS, NOVEMBER 15, 1989]

TABLE I.-COMPOSITION OF 1988 FEDERAL SPENDING IN PUERTO RICO

S~nlr,; care~orv ,ar

Social Security 1 8
Food and Nutrition Ass::tance I I
Defense 6
Health and Human Services Programs including Medicare 5
Housing Assistance 4
Federal Retirement and Veterans Benefits 4
Education Assistance including Pell Gants 4
Other 1 0

Total 6 2

Sourc, U S Buteau ot rie Cenru'

TABLE 2.-THE ESTIMATED FEDERAL SPENDING EFFECTS OF S. 712
]BY friCal 3 el, 'er blOnr m ,

. .. . . .. .11 1

Projected Baselne
Federal fxpenditures in Puerto Rico

S 712 Changes under Alterntive Status Selections
?9 83 88 94

I Enhanced Commonwealth ' , , ('I (,)
2 Independence 'I )2) 1 3
3 Stalehood 1 18 2 6 3 3

Souce CongressonaI Bue OIce U,1 erM,3?P S . r "

tes 1han $5(I rill1tsr

TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED INCREASES IN FEDERAL OUTLAYS UNDER STATEHOOD FOR CERTAIN
ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . v.. . .. . . . .

food Stamps
Medicuid
Medicare
SSl
AFDC
Foster Care
Earned Income Tax Credit

1 1
9 10
1 I

o 0

0 0

11

(~1"l

1

9

11

3

11 18 26 33

Scirce lor e, e, al r I , - S .S. .' !'
'less r'ra'r $ir r,' ,Cr
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CONGRESSIONAL BUIXIET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE

NMwember 2. 1989.
1. BILL NUMBER: S. 712
2. BILL TITLE: The Puerto Rico Status Referendum Act
3. BILL STATUS: As ordered reported by the Senate Committee on Energy and

Natural Resources on August 2, 19849.
4. BILL PURPOSE: To establish guidelines and provide resources for a referen-

dum during the summer of 1991 in Puerto Rico. The referendum will allow
Puerto Ricans to choose between statehood, independence, and enhanced com-
monwealth status. In addition, the bill outlines the transition provisions for en-
titlement and Federal pr-ograms as well as tax issues for each of the options.

5. ESTIMATED COST TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: This estimate pro-
v'ides only spending estimates for S. 712. Revenue estimates are being developed
separately by the ,Joint Committee on Taxation. The estimated costs to the Fed-
eral Government would be very different depending upon which status option-
statehood, independence, or enhanced commonwealth-is chosen. The table
below shows the total Federal costs under each alternative.

SO..

STATEHOOD
Direct Spending

Budget Aulcrity 1nF6 1810 2560 3250
Estimated Outlay, 166F, 18i0 2560 3250

Amounts Subl ict to Appropiat3on Acto
Estimated Authorization Level I1 10 10 10
Estimated 0utl3ys 10 10 10 10

Total Spend-n p
Budget Au!norty Emmated Ath1r,,aho3ton e.el 1F, 6 1820 25/0 3260
[stmated Outlays 16?n 1820 2570 3260

INDEPENDENCE
Total Spendig

Budget Authoity [stratied Authorizalion Le .. - 100 300
[stmated Ouli3y' 100 300

ENHANCED COMMONWEALTH STATUS
Direct Spending

Budget Authority . 0 1) 0
Sstimated Otl3yS 0 1 0 C

Amourts Su~bject to Appropr31hor Atcr
EsIM3ted Author,,atun Le -

[strMnated 0ut13 V
Total Spend,np,

BuigO Autho ty [. rr,,0-1 At 1, r [3! ,,r. L "

11 ,-ts o fEstrirlate
For purposes off the estimate. ('110 has assumed that the refe(reidu Il would occur

and be certified in the sum IC-r of 1991, and that procedures for i luplement i ng the
certified statIus optIin vould go inrto effect in fiscal v: a r 1992'l The hill has three
status options that are discussed in turin. The cost of the refeCrendum would be in-
curred regardless )[ the opt ion chosen Although the bill does not state a specific
authoizaittion level, ('H3) e.Stltruatt> the e 0St of the rt-Ind l m WouM1( be between
$2.5 million and SI miifliom in' fiscal vear 1991

S 712 would recquir, the UT S Atto'4v 0 ;tiineral to provide, fol' adejuat, mnotitor-
ing of the et, rend urn by U S. Marshal, laed om information frorni the )epa rtment
of ,Justice. ('0 (),e'.lil;tim -t thathese ruoritorirng act iVit it, WMlid cOtSt between .5
miillion and $2 iillin iln 1991, ,eperndin , ml hm the Marshla, S'rvlcv implements,
this prvision
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If they provide a minimal presence of on-call deputy marshals able to respond to
disruptions at polling places, then costs would be toward the lower end of the range.
If on the other hand, they create a greater presence by providing more marshals to
travel to and monitor all 1,02 polling places during the election, then costs would
be closer to the higher end of the range. For purposes of this estimate, we assumed
that the primary function of the US. Marshals would be to insure law and order at
polling places and not to insure against election fraud. We therefore did not esti-
mate the costs that would be incurred to provide oversight and security of ballot
boxes and machines.

S 712 also would require the President to appoint a Referendum Information offi-
cer to distribute education information on the referendum. The bill authorizes the
appropriation of funds to cover the expenses of the Information Officer. CBO as-
sumed that the Information Officer would be appointed by October 1990 and would
work through August of' 199]. The estimate covers costs for salaries, overhead,
printing, and postage. ('130 estimates the cost of these activities would be $2 million
in fiscal year 1991.

STATE Htl)

It' statehood is certified, Puerto Rico would be treated as any other state effective
October 1, 1991. This option would entitle Puerto Rico to representation in Congress
and full participation in Federal entitlement programs This provision would also
provide for a commission to facilitate the transition to statehood.

Senuors an(1 l7epsentatwes. Beginning January 1992, Puerto Rico would be rep-
resented in Congress by two senators and six representatives. At the same time, the
office of' Puerto Rico's current delegate to the Congress-the Resident Commission-
er-would no longer be necessary. The costs of' the additional members would be
similar to the costs associated with members of'Congress from the states with popu-
lation size similar to Puerto Rico and of' similar distance from Washington, D.C.
Such costs would total about $7 to $110 million annually. The estimate for 1992 as-
sumes the new members would be sworn ill January 1992.

(ommussions. S. 712 would require the creation of a seven person commission to
examine the applicabi',itv of Federal laws in t)uerto Rico. The commission would be
created within 60 days of confirmation of the election results beginning of Novemn-
ber 1991 iat the latest I and would have to su'bmlit its reo)(rt by ,Ja.luary 1. 1995. ('110
estimates the cost of these activities Nould be .] rnillio)n annuallV in fiscal years
199 2- 1! 1.

EntItvf -net Prtogrums. While ltuerto Rico is considered a state for many federal
progra Ins, it is not always treated identically to the rest of the ;_)0 states. For exam-
ple, 'e(eral fund., available for AFD( and Medicaid are capped in Puerto Rico, and
the Iood Staintp program is administered ats a block grant Also, SSI is curently notavailable in Puerto RiCo, but the Aid to the Aged. Blind and )isabled AABI)r pro-

graml is. The estirinate,; 1or the entitlement programs are complex awll uncertain in a
number of r'spe,:ts The, uncertainties include the benefit levels for each program,
the nitniber of' participants In each program, the actual a mount of time the t ra ni-
tion to st.atehood would ttke. and the comarabi litv of the progrmtn and population
ini Pueto ]RiIo to th(- [,S

Recent detailed data bases that display tte characteristics of current program ll
particpait - and permit est iLiate-, of' potential participants are not available for
1'utert, lRico. Th . lack ( 1, oatt1 1 C01il i) ckt es tihe estinlating p ri ceSs a11d increases the
uncerta intv ii t e.-timates. Final t, inan1y if the FedTl ;)rogra ins, in part i cula-
A FI)(' and F'ood Stainip., are sensitive toi the co tilit in of the econy, particularly
the uneMplOVniVIt rate If the Puerto Rican economy shouldd change under state-
lood, the cost, to Ilhc heederal governnient liii the.e programs cCould change signifi-
cantly l'r exaimIle, partici nation In the Food Sta rnp and AF)( programs would be
higher, if iivetnl)llvnelt'nt increased significantly+

I'oomd .Yil).s Extending Iund stamps to Plentrt RiCo iS estInatted to increate fe(er-
al costs hv $700 'nillion annually i il 1!09-9 This .,estilmat, as.,sulmes a.t Food Stallip
pr)gralll c(s of 1 7 million in 1992, less $1 .i billion for tht existing Nutr'ition As-
sis!ance lProgjam. The $1.7 billion .,timate aIsume , a r'age monthly participation
of 1 71-, million person",. aV"tlge monthly. benefit.- of $77 per person, and administra-
tive costs of $11. tilion participation i, estimated to4 remain constant in 1992-
1995 Benefits, ,tilI increase annal lv due to cost-iif-living ;adjus,,t Int., but the, ri ,,
il ave'ra'ge i beIfit,-, would be partiallY ,ffset ).y decrease(l F()od St;am) benefits for
households beginning toi receive inicretse(f 'sh welfare. pIrticularlv Supplemllental
SVCU rltV Inme in 199 1 an1d l19.

'lh e tlliate- a.trte il l tt, opetrat ion of the F'ood "tamlnp plrogramn: in 'uerto
Rico prior to Julv 19,s2 ( '1I( )' fst1,i ,ite that 1 77) millIion would participated is based
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oni teit 1>2 average of 1 I million ole)I, adIust'd for the ntI ovil de. lil, in F )d)d
Stall p;articip;itiln ,Ince then The, (i'oj) in jarticiptiln is assulled to be hl' Is
Il-g in IPuertLio Rico as III the rest oIf the United States, where pai'ticipatiori fell
from 2. 1 mill io In i 1>2.', to P, 7 mill iol in I ,SS, and is est imiated to i emain it P .7
million in 1992

('1()'s esl imatev ofA, ave rage nii nthlv I)eIne its of' .. 7TT $77 for 1992 Vs,,IMS thIt under
tItho(d te lIuert() Rica'n Food Staimp jrograi w wouldd follow national standards
'or lliXlltllll Itnit, iltls a id ductLins, 111(1 iat average nefits would 1iw 17 piei-

Cent larlgr thalln ir the rest o)f' tle, United Slalet., Iu-rt'j 1ic;n t ieif it, were only .'
pt'rcent larger thaln iottoinal f'0od Stamp bhnFits in I4" l9tweveyr at that tlime the
Puerto Rican Food Stamp program operated under -t special ,et of' low(r rmalnxitIrIum
hWenefits and deductt'ions. that ('110 asLIcivIid would o0t he iI 'leC unLder statehlood

,r'c,--/ Tie Lublc he ailth jiI r'oglI III uleitto RicO ccUir r t' Cvt 'S IV' tIs approXi-
matelv 2A1 million lof' the iuland's 2,2:+ nil lion perso<,ns. ('110 assumes that thlv new
lprog ri lc ltfer Mt'iicaild would aitellpt to c vt' r a signi fica nt .portion of' tOhe pe rs ns
curreIt lv 'vered. 11(,1( on coilversations with 1'tierto RicO' Mediclid stAff', the
Health (S'Ire Financing Administration I 10'FA, reg1ioarlll office involved in tilt' cur-
i-ent Medicaid programlt, and piebiocis lifli'fit'd wmrk oin lIuOrti RicOs public health
progr,tni. ('110 assueld I(piroximately 1.25 million , participants annually. This esti-
mIte :issuveS that the hea Iltll c;are sy'sterll III Lcrto R CO would respo(f toi the tIw
program in Ly iiicre inig tilt so)l) ()i f Services h fiscal -ar 199112. AIso, JPuerto lRic'o
w\(LI ld rect \'e $14 llin illi n niew Federal f'ITI(Is aild woold be reiVi lrend to put u P
$1 S million ivi matching monies, assuming aln ,: JIerevI't match r(,l4iiired hv cur-
rent Medicaid law. This a1moon1t IS considerabl, less than the $ i4-) million the (C'orn-
moti\wealth is currtentl*v spondiig, so it is possible thit I state government in PLIerto
Rico Could oIllpt Ifo a more extensiv Mlicaid program.

M -t'(,1C Il. Iider CLtIrlt iaW. N('dC re r'inhtI-Il'Set tIls to hospitals in Itlerto
Rico are det ermincd according to provisions Ipp1 icale on' tIo such irnstitit )I18 lo0-
cated there. Inl getieraI. the curliit nt level nif hosj)ita I riImuIItrsti m(t is Iased On a
hlend of, ue rto Rico's discharge-we.ighted average c-osts per case 75I, percent) and
the, [1. . national averig costs p'r case 125) percent, T'hese rei mbursements are oth-
er'ise simi1i" to those received by' t' S. h osp itilIs un-ide r" tOhe prospective paycl it
system The per-case payments to particular hospit s are ildjusted For case inix- for
local wage's iTdti\ve to lIczrto Rican \a'ges. and for" g(e)gtalnic location I atge
u-ban. Othe," urai.Ir, nIld rural' in1 the, same111 matIt-t' is ill the I.V ( S. 1 ii'me, rts are
also ulpdate(l atnru'il lv l a fas hion si11,ilar to provisions,- tplicale to IT.S hospitals.
If' Puerto Rico wrv to galin stlathood, however', ho0,sitl woul he iVIIho'Sed iLc'-
cording to the nithod used for' r4eiihur.-sing U.S. hospitals l 'tLeo Ricos'' hospital
costs would then have Ir l igible, tl oc'to the i>'stltvitllg panirtq ratll , which
would, of, course. h conside-abl % hiigh'r than At plt.seit "'h' T estmillate is Iaed oil

A('s e,,t mle of' tit in'rt'i.r i 1'a-t A-\riiiihuiSWtin'int fSr 1 ttrt i bitable t
tis change, inflated for growth rltes assmiled fVir tol 1.pital paY ,leits in ( 'Bl()'s
project ed blisel i tie

S/.f (ndr OIl t lit(,hood ((litio)n. Iuit'rt i Rox'in woild becotin' eligible lot- federal
51 'Jaciary 1, 199'l Thc' c-stiniatt'd increased (.,t Oxwth cui'retnt Aid to the Aged.

M11inrd ot' I)isbIh'd 'AAil) programs is 14111 1mi n n il9l 91 avid ,91 mill ion 'in44l.
Th'e cuIrretn ,\AII) !prognir cot' ipi'lltnmitelv S4l1 million anluaiIlly. The, first full
\'t'ir t'Stiilitt,' of ,-h5 million inl 199-- astilt's average partic'ipatiovn of
about 7. ,4444 agetd and 11-((4t0 di.-ibled ' including hItIrd, I)trson AVeIage benefits
I'i" the Iged 'it' a)Oit $4i20) a vmiilth and it)(iut $ 1" a month f'ot the disabled. ]Eti-
llated costs., in 191 airt. significant lv lower because Plterto RicaIIs wocld not he eli-
gible f[Or the first three months of' the fiscal \tei- \lso, it is assuml(l that newly
eligible particiilantls would not illive onto thc SS1 pi(grili imllledtilt lv. Estimated
adinistraltivt' costs il 1!11 (if' lbOut $.11; 1i1million ill higher than iln 194.5 as a
re',sult tf tht ilarg' additional cs't Of f'o'ssiig iinitl CI claims Estimated idvnlinistra-
liv' costs IbJr 199.5 ai-e a)o)ut $5i mif!hrn

"'he, estimated cost. fo'r 881 brlf it f.ivlltiits in I 1ut'rto ii Ricowet' weebasc'd on t 19S7
stucidv K , C;A()' Wc'l lare, a i1( TaOWS. 'sXtend inig Ih'ni'it, Zlal d 'tXS t o PIcIrt) Rico,
Virgin islands,. Guaim, aid Alv(i'can S ii.i 'Ibis Stud ' Used I 1,) ceiLS data oIl
incOTIlt's i llPuerto RicO to estiinltt, thit lnt-i- if' peole who wild be eligible fo'r
SSI inI Puerto Rico. Ileci e lisahied l)t'i) under the age of' 1;1-) airt difficult to dits
titi gctsl on t t'census, GA) estimitt'r only the iiuine'-(if eligible' people' agt't "
avid oveI. 'The t 'stinvs att'ol IV averagee iitltllv 881 tIt'nSe' it ofI I aIttti gip Ll wa apI -
promilxinitt'lv 20 percent higher thiil the average aigc(f Fed'ral 8S1 l)t'nt'fit in 114714.

l tst liat, tht' nuiiber of disabled eligibles, we assumed Oth t 1979 rati) (If' .S. agt'd
551 rti'iltn)s to disaled r't'ci itit1 \\00lId het, I It W t ill Iuti'tO R<ic. ('110) LISd
tht sa i,i-proct'(ci'-, i' the, rliahled tilt'fit ptr lith rtlitive to heiltIlts per
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month for' p'rsoiis G;.) and over Following tile (A() stud' wv, v' assumed .;)' percent of
the estInIated eligibl( I)l0aijri wouId have iartic1i)ated irn 197 9. 'hi' is., the wSame
estimated 134 percent SS participation rat f'or aged recipients, in the U.S. based on
the, I 98(1 census.

The est irnated number- of PluertO Rlican SSI |art ici paint, was adjusted bv the
uat oafgrowth rate in the .S. S.SI aged andd (isahled caseloads between 197I! and

1!TS Ihe estimated lnluber of part ic'liPants was further IdjUSted by ('I()'s lMseliint'
growtl for the respective S 1)J)0 lilt ion.s beItweeCn I 4,89 arid I9915 The rUltIllt
chlIge Ibetween 197! arid 1)9, Wo uld be a six p)e(<'Cint .(1ec'rase in tl' ltged iJopu11-
11ol a Id a i; percent increase in (hI disaIbled pop I lat. n A verage benefits for the
agedi and disabled were adjusted by tIhe growth in t S. a average benefits lotween
I +179 and I49.'-S and then adjusted further 'or (C'13()'., projectt'd growth in average ben-

(efits between lI > and 1 .4-!- I-ht'en 197! and 199,- the average benefits wi old in-
crease by ]45 percentt for the iged adll ll percent ho'r the disabled

Adnliii0istratiiT costs were based on 'SA unit co sts I'r workload i tens in the
United States. Estimated costs in 1!!91 and 19!95 reflect ,adj u4.mlitts f'or ()c't, ,'r pa-
merits that get miade in the previous fiscal year.

,,tFlY'. Statehood for Pue rto Ric'O wo1d have a relat ively strt 'IIf'ct on federal
spending in the AFD(' prograri, a. long at Puerto R< ico fid not iaise its payment
standards. ('110 estimats that Federal ocillavs would rise by 4(; million in 1992 aid
$70 1 million in 1995, as aI result o( i higher Federal match rate and a lifting of tle
spending cap. The Federail imitch rate would rise f'roiil 75 percent uder cUI rrtnIt law
to 8:8 percent, increasing Federal out lays by an estimated $1; million il 1992 and s1)
million in 1995. Federal spending is subject Io an to2 ill ion cap P tder currTnt law

(including spendi ng on AAB )and oin thister care and adoption assistance, lifting tht
cap would add nothing to Federal outlays ii 1992 but an estimated $6GO million in

19 15.

Federal outlays resulting frorn statehood would rise significantlv of'rim 1992 to
later years l)ecilse Pue1-to RICO will have t Ii MIplenielnt an AF'1)('- I jnii 1loyed
Parent (UP' program October 1. 1992, as required hv the Failyv SuI port Act of
19,,S i1uiblic Law 1<) ) 185. BIasd 01) ('I() test irites, about :')5,01001 AF'I)('-UI I families
will participate and Federal costs will arlouint to abouIt$614 1il ion a yeit r, when the
program is fully effective in fiscal y'ear 1991 and later.

If' luerto Ricu increased its AFI)(C payment standards,. ,'heral costs of" statehood
would be significantly higher. For example, if' states were to put one-half of their'
savings froml the increased Fede' Iri mltiCh rate hack into AFI)(', Fedc'rail out lays
would rise by another $4 .:W million ill h 9. In its l9IS? stud'. (GA() esti mated that
Fede,,al out lays, as 4k res lt of staehouid, would increase bv ,-72 1 0 ..... illion :a year pi-
malr rl-orn a doubling of' AFI)(' payrnit standards. Whether Puerto Rict weuld
raise its payment standards is uncertain. (On the one hand, its standards are low

ind its Sizaible savings Lfroin expanded Medicaid c:werage, aling with the smaller
sayi Igs i ri AFI)(', could be used to pay f'tir increased pivyment standards. ()n the
other hand, unc Irtatinites surrunding costs of the AF)('-tP program, increased
benefits under thi Nutrition Assistarice lrogran with statehood, and colcer I over
revenue, losses ul(r rStatehiood would argcre frir caution it raising sttidards.

Fo4','4r ('ir. Extending ti, tost ,r c-ire Jirtg rIril to PItUrto Ric'O woouId cost ill eSt.t-
mated $: million annually. strting lig 1992 This e.iM male assumes that 01 perc'tnt
of the estinlated ],701) children ii fib.ter care ili Puerto Rico would qualif'y liir Feder-
a i r, in borselieri IIcirFder Title IV- F ofI tie caiic'i II ecourit Act, that the current

$1111) 1nort hlv p1avmniri'V t rate would be iric'retsed fir iniflttiion, a id that the ritioi of'
adin Iist rat i\t' to benefit costs would he thele salit its in tlt' rest oii the I Ill ited
States.

trud Inu'conit Tax (',dt fIT()'. n ,Jari Lcir 1' V 1 !, 991 tIci'toO RicO Woiuld b' Sktb)-
jt'ct to U.S. tax laws and ias i result som e illnty ' eligible fbOr the Earned Inrcome
Tax creditt . The estimated cost of' the rebatable prl tion of' ihe EIT( in PLc'rto Rico
would be 11 million in 19i1 arid $:11 million in 199.5 llc;icist' Most if' tiht EiT(' is
paid in the f'ori of' tax r'fcirilds, the cost in 1191 is very small Must of lihe cost of,
the EIT(' for' calendar year 1991 fall in fi.,cl year 19. 5

The ('ensus Bureau ias 10bli. shed tables showing fla riilies with childrniil under age'
1,s by I 947!9 iicome li'vel for Puritto RICO Old thi' I Ui it, d Stitt es. Ilndct'r cuIrrei t law,
families with children and trninigs and nithbru inc'wii, of' $ 19 5-i r ltss. are vIlgiilt
f'or EIT(' After niking adjustlilltSi 'or iicollfi, an1d liliIlitioll grl t eltweei
197!9 and 1iI>9, there would be approxiiately :)8(114I41 finii I eligible ili Put i Rico
in 1 4s 4 This i, li)roxi0iIatt'lY .7) per'cert ni the U S imiilie" eligible, jri 11 ! ASSULI-
ing the avengei benefit is Vciil tui hi' U.S average bt'rilitn tht cost l lit Federal
Govern nii t would iincreatse by .7) cri'ri t alo'ive c'oriii ,,t l ini' t iiiat i's
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ESTIMATED FEDERAL OUTLAYS UNDER STATEHOOD
P ' [I , V .. r in , i i l P1 I h i> I

Food Stamps
Estimated 0uth iys 700 700 700 700

Medicaid
Estimated Outlays 900 1.000 1,100 1,200

Medicare
Estimated Outlays 60 /0 80 80

SS
Estimated Oullays 0 0 600 900

AFDC
Estimated Outlays 6 40 70 70

Foster Care
[stimaled Outlays . . . .

Earned Income ai Credit
Estimated Outlays 10 300

Total Spnding
Estimated Oullays 1666 1810 2,560 3,250

IN DEPENJN(D' :

If independence is certified. Puerto Rico would become an independent republic
upon proclamation. Tb-is,!soption would provide for a Joint Transit ion Commission to
f'acilitate a smooth and equitable transfer of' power. Also under independence, the
bill would provide for the continuation of' Federal programs for- a period of' time.

(';m,nhsslon.i S. 712 would establish a Joint Transition Commission which would
oversee the transfer of power from the Utnited States government to the newly es-
tablished Puerto Rican government. It is anticipated that the ('ommission would
need to establish ai number OF task forces to handle various aspects of the transition.
The costs of this (onmission would be borne evenly between the [7+S. arid Puerto
Ricain rgoverniments. ('130 estimates the cost to the deall Goverrient would be
between $2 million and $3 million annually beginnii i it. iscal year 1992

F(h'dru, Iograiis. S. 712 would provide for the con, ',alion of' all Federal pro-
grains until the end of the fiscal year in which independence is proclaimed. At such
timne, a grant wo(d be paid ani ally to the Republic of Puerto Rico in an a mou lt
equal to the total amount if grants. programs, arid services provided by the Federal
(overrinieit in such fiscal year through the ninth yea10 r following certificatinM Of the
refterenidum.

In addition. th,. hll %uiild allow Puierto Rico to reqtlst renMewall ()r contiiuat ion of'
arv existing contractUnl olligationls, provided that PIut'rtt Rico agrees that the cost
of such renewal or cOtisu itirm shall he deducted from the annual grant. Also, all
Federal e pen si onpi(igrairns ,ii(d S<ocial Securi ty benefits shall con tin ue as provided by
U.S, law.

The bill does riot add els th, date of proclaiiit on. but it does state that the pro-
cedo res for ir plement itig the status option certified shall go into effect ol (ctober

11 ]91. The hill then outlines the procedures for implementing independence. The
procedures are I I elect ion of delegates to a coistitutioral convention, i2l develop-
miit ;and adoption (o' the coristitUtion, 1:i) rati fiction of the constitcition., .Ii election
of officer's of thi RLepublc'' arid then ti. proclaiation The length of' time any one of
these event, woUl( tak i. unce'tain While most (if these procedures have a t fite
lInnut specified ill thie hill, the most significant oineii the development 'irid adopt ion
of the coiLstitcution (h---t'. riot. The tirlie requred to adopt at constitution could range
finni six mnt hs to several yersii Biase"d U1O1 d11iscissions with people in Pluerto Rico
and the knowledge that the cLrrent conslittLiti(ii is republicans in f'1rn and irl con-
f'or'initv with the coostitLtiini Of the Ulnited States arid has many of the qta1alfica-
tions pe'ifi'(d in S 712, ('Bo has t'stliiiate( that a' corist itutnOn ('ould be adOpted
within oIne ya': ,a:,Cd 1 upon this tS.;iin1iptiii arid other ir1forrnatoill in the )il, ('110
asLues ind'ii derce would be Iirclaired in fiscal year 1 18:

('110 estimate's the total a1rnouit of1 g' nt. prOgrari-arid .vrvices for l'cu'r toRcI,
Ill fiscal year l1!1:9 will be : , illuOi This estriiate' was di'Velope'd bx exCiludilng
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Social Security, other Federal pension programs, salaries and wages, and procure-
ment from the IIS, Federal e'xpenditurC. in Puerto Rici and adjusting for inflation.

The bill specifties that Social Security and other Federal pension programs would
continue and therefore would not be included in the block grant. The bill also speci-
fies--subject to negtiation--the continued I.S. operation and use of military instal-
lations: therefore, no defInsC expend itures in Puerto Rico would be included in the
block grant. The savings to the Federal (Government for fiscal years 1991) aid 1)95
would be the diffelrence between the 1913 base a.11ount and the 1)91 grant adjusted
for inflation llrroogh 1I9.7. The estimated savings % (ould be $1i. billion and $)1.3 bil-
lion ill fiscal years 199) 1 and 19.-) respectivel. The breakdown bet ween direct spend-
ing aid atthoriatiori ]levelS is difficult to diterrMire, arid the bill is unclear if' the
grant vould be an entitlerment or not,

ENIAN('E) 'OMMONW%'EAr'Hi s'rA'rtS

If' enhariced coln ruonwealth is certified, the relktionoship between Puerto Rico and
the United States remains cs,rentiallv the same finder thi, option, the bill would
establish a ('aribbeai Basini passport office and a Senate Liaison office. The bill also
would provide for the consolidation of Federal grant-in-aid programs.

Passport ()Office S. 7 12 would require the Federal (GOverrinmrit to establish a pisS-
port office i l Puerto Rico fo r tle ('ar'ibbean lasin .'I'he State I),partment estimates
the passport office will receive .(1150,0 applications per year. The cost estimate in-
cludes a one time S2.5 million cost to setM-p, t'quidl, and train office staff for the
office. The annual operating exlerises would (e about Si million annuallv '[his esti-
mate assrues 1 7 tolIl-tir(' Federa I nem loy'r'.
Lunso ()/fice. S. 712 would (,stabl ish tn ()t'fict' of Senate Iiaison for the ('ommon-

wealth of Puerto Rico to facilitate cornru:rlicaLtor)' betwceil the US. St'nate and tilt'
(Comoniowealth. 'I'he bill would authiir'iZe "Irl 1irr1ial ppr'ilr'iat lion of' $G)H,0)II) fmr'
salaries inl San 5,0ll) for o , ' c ' lhii t'stlir ro ) a St( ssUBrus th i ttl' Sena ite I ia
Soil would be rppolliited bv ,Jrilliarv 111)2 ('B) as.s. , that the t'ritire appropriii-
tioll will be Spent in each vn'ar,

Fe ''/ Pu',ra ,ls. If (rih iced c(I OmItrnwt';lth StistuS is elected, sect ion 50ll of'
IPublrc Law 1)--I 8)- -Ai hori/aitiorn, -luirolir'iat ror-d S T'rritorres--worild apply to
Puerto Rico Sectill .-ioll allows aIy governmen'llt agCncyl*V to ciinsolidatt' grants-in-aid
other thiiln direct payeintnts to iridividua, for anllv fiscal yv'rb. "I'll( grant is riot to
be It'ss thall the suml of :il I gl'itllt.o c hIch Purt i co i()s oitierwise enti lc'le The
granl is tio he t'xpierndtd fin tfur h' p gAlll. alld Iul t ' 1 :ItholriAld, tit lIuertr RicO
will lit' allowed to dltt'rrniine thi' prop rtimln of iwt, t rlids granted which hall Ihbe all1c-
catt'd Io stucl '011.ruis arid jlb Irjv)W,',, Iai 1(c i tnll ag1r1rcv .1il IJup blish the
Illeth(( 1)v by 0w titl C O Riot, s illl s.t lllto i lli I C-ill 1 n f it a u ' 1stnl lida t'd gl'lllt ill
the h'der I eg"ter T l'l ac'lr 'c akllsim V cAiV' OW ci t i rr('tjlir'rliltit f lor ;i t)lic'atil
witIi respect 1( a c'tn.-oIldited v railld ( 'h(i I l n;tti's thert' c ill be it nl i riull cost.,
for these pr'tr'ils Withi t'lliactillnt of t hi- )ill

'h' ('M ) ais.s rnw's thit all iult ll/ar ionl ar, tillI iliprolrlati lt t l he'girining
(of tilCt fis cal V(cili ()tltkVr r t' r' rii;i t' t -rll n r)idotlt 'lt' c(Miljii ti by ('110) oI
the basis of r't'ct'rill pr- ran illiti

"lht, rst , I r-i te+ have v en di('c,'lon'd cith t h Otfc't' of thi' (h(r'ral Account-
ing 1ffice arid the ('ngresi,.,oril i'r rv c Ntich o the ccork it thls ti-
iati s 1vs ; t o( i a i t til' (At'i'';: .Vcuiirinc Off ( i' tvillsheOd ill 1i V Wlfare
and Ti'"l-, I\ti tltdng B lti i nfitsr Inl 'lxi's 1i lt iirto R cO, Virgiln ril 1,, (slr i ll, ;11md
lhe Aiu'r'icaru Saiiiti Il add itroIt, lie I 't't'r I i 'uttllrg 0)1iCt nitdt' avarliahle the

back ul) ruiat rias det'lo pec %%liii, l)rI'!- iri p r t 1 hi' rL I 1 r 'l'li's' i ne r terlral wer't' help-
ftil ill prepakrl tl e' istiriiac, 'Thi' ('rigrt's l;ll IRte''lch Service provided as-
sistar ti' in di'wlopini l1(A t ari''it Lm ltC' 'aiIx ( 'r'dil eMrllite ild proivil'd invalu-

Ill ' l ickgr irnd i iifrrat t i ti1 l''rl'n';il l )i ii'cV l, i l cii'rii Il( iL . F liru lly thiY , l v tiv-
vi'llririierit ' I)uiPer ( i Ri( ias r,,- ic' vld Villtitil t' 1i1ritrlm,t 01 in l the possilI' co ists utS
712.

GES<'TIMATEDI]I COST'I "IO( ST'IATE" AND)l(( \I, ( ',(\':!tNME'N']S

'ilt' CIA:t ton -'t,it'c irtil Itil gtxur'riitfri mctui[ud cm tirsifi i d t lt'i'iliri
i I)tn %V11icl -t it , ( t)it I 'tIti 1' i d f I'(ii I i Eli r I r i Ill .4-d 11 nuIr r )IIi\ ', mll t hi, t lier

W(u' stt I ril Itii I nm ch iIits, t Il r i(t nli')o'.-ti ni it ' wi'l tld it i i gs

ixt riit l ii l{'t i \cr) ilil pit'k ip l t itiif' rcllf'm ill pr iiri1 -t'lliilll
tln ( l Rtl l( . , ~ i' l J I ic() % till 1lti 11cil l'ilm- i'll'' Ill 'M w lit ~ litil.-

ln nil lt r ttgr ii,- 'liii' .\ \Il) Jir'tr ii cii i be ho.' t w'dt i, 'tt cit litu, It'tr.'llv
ttilrittl'd SSA pr(t m i ii t t i ci ii i ic i' Pi(, Ii I i i, i io"t C'urre it-
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lv, Puerto Rico spends $150 million on health care, and under Statehood and
the extension of Medicaid, Puerto Rico would spend $1S4 million on health care
for : net savings of $26; million in benefit payments in fiscal year 1992. The
savings would be $24I5 million, $225 million, and $204 million in fiscal years
1992', 1991, and 1995. Puerto Rico would save $6; million, $40 million, $7) million
and $7f) million in 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995 respectively on the AFIX' program.
These AFDC savings would result from provisions in the bill that increase the
Federal match rate and eliminate the cap on Federal funds.

E:tending the Food Stamp program to Puerto Rico would increase adminis-
trative costs to the island, due to increased costs for eligibility certification,
work programs and quality control activities. The net increase would be ap-
proximately $75 million with higher costs expected if Puerto Rico opts to dis-
tribute coupons rather than cash.

7. ESTIMATE COMPARISON: None
S. PREVIOUS CBO ESTIMATE:

On September 6, 1989, ('130 prepared an estimate of' S. 712, The Puerto Rico
Status Referendum Act. This estimate revises the independence option inl the
following ways. In the original estimate, ('130 assumed the amount of' the block
grant would be determined at the end of fiscal year 1991 and the savings to the
Federal Government would begin inl fiscal year 1992. In this estimate, the block
grant is determined at the end of fiscal year 1993 and the savings to the Feder-
al Government begin in fiscal year 1994. Also, in the original estimate, the
block grant contained Federal expenditures in Puerto Rico for Social Security
benefits, Federal pensions, defense salaries and procurement. In this estimate,
we removed these amounts from the calculation on the block grant.

9. ESTIMATE PREPARED BY:
Richard Curley (226-2S20)
Alan Fairbank (226-2S20)
Terri Gullo (226-2820
Jim Hearne (226-28201
Lori Housman (226-28201
Julie Isaacs (226-2820

- ('ory leach (226-2820)
Marta Morgan (226-2820)
Don Muse 22(i-28201)
Janice Peskin (226-2821

10. ESTIMATE APPROVED) BY:
,JAMFS L. BLNI,

Assistant )irector f,)r Budget Anal-
sis.

PREPAR:D STATEMENT:1-' SENATOrR PAl i, SiMON

Good morning, Mr. ('hairman. I am pleased to cone before the Senate Finance
('ommittee today to speak in strong support of the Puerto Rico plebiscite bill, S. 712.
I have joined our colleagues, J. Bennett Johnston and ,James Mc('lure, the ('hair-
man and ranking member respectively of the Energy and ('ommerce ('ommittee, to
cosponsor this important legislation for the future status of' Puerto Rico. I am great-
ly appreciative that the Finance Committee has agreed to hold hearings on this leg-
islation prior to the end of' the session.

As may be awarc, I believe in statehood for Puerto Rico. If' statehood is the ulti-
mate status that the Puerto Rican people desire, then Congress ought to act on that
message. Every tPresident since Harry Truman has endorsed the principle that the
United States will elicit and respect the will of the people of Puerto Rico on this
vitally important subject. The plebiscite bill before this committee gives Puerto
Ricans the full opportunity to express their will, be it for commonwealth status,
statehood or independence.

This choice is one that belongs in the hands of the people of Puerto Rico. I have
made known for many years my support for statehood because I believe that it is
the only status under which Puerto Ricans will be treated as full United States citi-
zens. Nonetheless, it' is more important to ine that the choice of the Puerto Rican
people determine the outcome.The Puerto Rico status question is of critical importance, not just on the island of
Puerto Rico but strikes close to many core, principles of the nation. At )resent, the
people of' Puerto Rico are treated as second-class citizens. We recently celebrated the
72nd anniversary (f' 1.S citiZenship )for P'uerto Ricans granted by tie enactilent of'
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the 1917 Act to provide for a t Liii government for Puerto Rico. But that citizenship
is still second-class citizenship ,and enhancing the current status will not cure that
defect.

Let me share with the Committee some ofl the ways in which Puerto Rico is short-
changed. First, we have no colleagues in the United States Senate representing
Puerto Rico. On any issue that comes to the floor of the United States Senate, the
people of Puerto Rico have view,,;. But Americans living in Puerto Rico have no
direct say on the Senate floor whether that be on housing, employment, defense,
foreign policy or any other issue. Second, in the House of Representatives, the 3 3
million Puerto Ricans have only one non-voting representative. If' Puerto Rico were
a state, it would have six or seven voting, representatives. Third, Puerto Ricans on
the island have no electoral votes for President or Vice President of their United
States. They are American citizens but are virtually shut out of representation in
these two branches of government.

What does that shortcoming translate into in every day terms'? I mentioned that
Puerto Rico has 3.3 million residents. This is roughly equal to the population of
each of" the states of' Arizona, ('olorado, ('onnecticit, Kentucky, Oklahoma and
South Carolina The average Federal expenditure for these states is $1(.3 billion.
Yet the Federal expenditures for Puerto Rico are just $..S billion. The Puerto Rico
shortfall is $4.5 billion and Puerto Rico's population is far more in need than the
populations of these states. Similarly, per capita Federal expenditures nationally
are $3252 per person. But Puerto Ricans only get $17,S in per capita expenditures.
There are a number of' other Federal programs in which American citizens in
Puerto Rico are treated less favorably than other Americans and there are pro-
grams from which Puerto Rico is totally excluded

The sons of Puerto Rico have fought and died for this country in every battle
waged by our military. 65,0)) Puerto Ricans served during Worid War If. 61 ,00)
served in Korea. In Korea, Puerto Rico had one casualty for every 60) inhabitants
as compared to one casualty for every 1125 inhabitants on the mainland. The leg-
endary 65th Inlantry Regiment composed of Puerto Ricans distinguished itself' in
almost all of the major battles in the Korean Conflict and received numerous Presi-
dential commendations. It is said that Puerto Ricans benefit today by not having to
pay Federal taxes. The reality is that they have paid the highest tax of' all in de-
fense of our nation and statehood will give them the respect and fair treatment they
deserve.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by bringing to your attention a report prepared
by the accounting firm of Price, Waterhouse. The report documents the value of
Federal grant-; made available to states at the time of their admission. Translated
into 19S9 dollars, the average state received the equivalent of ' i8,169 per person.
My own state of' Illinois received f,*, per person Obviously, 'uerto Ricans will
be receiving nowhere near that amount nor is anyone proposing that they do. None-
theless, it is important that this historical context be br-ought into the debate when
it is suggested that the legislation as approved by the Energy committee e somehow
unfairly tilts toward one status over the others.

Every status option has it pluses and minuses. Some can be readily quantified and
some are not so easily quantif'ed Statehood brings with it increased and fair par-
ticipation in federal l rograInis and full and appropriate imposition of Federal
income taxes. S. 712 is a balanced bill and a timely one. I thank the ('ommittee for
the opportunity to speak in fa'tvor of'S. - 12 thi, morning.

P)REIARED S,'ATI-EMEi.NT (W ARNOLD 1?R TOMPKINS

,Mr. ('hairrman and Mlembers of t1w (omnmittee- I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before the cnmmittec to provide information on the operation of the )epa rt-
ment of health and lluma Service-, F0111S, program rns in IPuerto Rico and on the
impact of S, 712 on those programs. We agree that it i' irmportant to provide an
opportunity for the people of Puerto Rico to choose their future relationship with
the United States aInd believe that t0lie options set (ut In the bill are, in general.
workable, however, we have certain corIceriis w hich I will discusss

Tbis l)epartment provides approximately .2 f; billion per year either directly to or
on behalf of' residents (oI' Puerto Rico or in pa yments to the ( <uverniment of Puerto
Rico. Most of this--$2 billion ,is for Social S(,curitv benefits,

Each of the three ol)trons ,vt ( ut in S 712 -comIn mI ,nIw IthI. state hood, and inde'-
pendence-%ould have varying e'flcct, an )the finding arnd operation of' lls pro-
grams in luerto Rico I will Ii r,,t -uInlrnria / howV vach (i t he Ihree- opt ions )I' S. 712
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addresses HHS programs and then briefly discuss the specific effects of the bill oil
our programs.

EFFE('TS OF (OMMONW[FA [TII. STATEHOOD, AND INIEPENIIENCE

('or monwealth
Commonwealth status as provided for in S. 712 would have little direct effect on

IIIS programs. The most significant change is related to the bill's provision allow-
ing Federal agencies to consolidate certain financial assistance programs. We do not
anticipate that the consolidation provision-as currently drafted and as we applk it
to other insular areas-would allow consolidation of entitlement programs

Statehowd
Statehood would make three significant changes to operation of tiIIS programs in

Puerto Rico. First, it would substitute the Supplemental Security Income program
(SSI-which is l0) percent Federally funded, open-ended, and has far higher eligi-
bility and benefit levels-for the current Federally assisted program for the aged,
blind, and disabled, for which Federal payments to Puerto-Rico are limited by stat-
ute.

Second, statehood would increase Federal funding for several other 111Is entitle-
ment programs-primarily Aid to Families with Dependent Children fAFDC and
Medicaid.

The aggregate costs to the Federal Government for the HIIS portion of the state-
hood option could be an additional $1.5 billion per year or more in FY 1995. This
estimate is preliminary as the actual costs would depend on how Puerto Rico would
modify its AFD( and Medicaid programs. Nevertheless, the Adiiinistration is ready
to accept the budgetary effects.

Statehood would have little effect on Social Security. It ,-ould, howeer, substan-
tially increase the cost of Medicare in Puerto Rico unless the current method of re-
imbursing Puerto Rican hospitals is maintained.

We believe that if Puerto Rico chooses to bt,conw a state, the new state and its
citizens should be treated similarly to other sates and their citizens.
In (Tewl n ( v'

The independence option would have two primary effects on i111s programs. First,
it would rernove 1IS from involvement in program administration by providing
current program funds to lPurrto Rico through a block grant for nine years.

Second, it w,)uld lead to new Social Security and Medicare systems for the new
nation The current Social Security system would continue for five years, Puerto
Rico would need to( develop its own social insurance programs which would need to
be coordinated with the U.S. systems to protect the rights of beneficiaries and work-
ers in Puerto Rico.

Let me now discuss in more detail what I see as the major implications of S. 712
on IlliS programs.

MAJ( R IMI'ICI(ATIONS OF S. 712 FR 11IS P1R(G;RAMS

I. INI)EIENI)N ('E TRANSITION T) PU'ERTr) RICAN SOCIAL SECURITY ANI) MEI)ICARE
SYST.Ms

Independence would substantially change the operation and responsibilities for
Social Security and Medicare prograruis in Puerto Rico. The transition to the newly
developed Puerto Rican systems could be complex.

('Lirrently, Puerto Rico employers and employees are covered by Social Security--
old age and survivors and disability insurance--in the same manner as employers
and employees in the 50 states. Under statehood or commonwealth status, there
would be no substantial change in this program. 1I1owever, independence would have
major implications for workers and future Social Security beneficiaries and for the
Social Security trust funds.

Urider the Medicare program, employers and erli)lolyees in Puerto Rico, as in the
.nlit ed States, contribut, to the hospital insuraricne trust fund through th( payroll
tax -current ly set at 1 1.5- of' covered wages lVnefiiiaCries also pay premiums i ito
the ,upplemental medicall insurance trust fund f(or physicians services. Beginning
in 19190, they wil l also be subject to the prenili u ins under the Medicare ('atastrophic
('overage Act

S 712 recogn te, the conilexity of' the changes for both Social Security and Medi-
care. and establishes a ('limo)ssirl to address then We support this approach. The
('ori, IlisIon Ow ld need to coIsider ho%% ti treiit current beneficiaries and those
who are about to becom, eligible e and how to assure that equity, financial, and ad-
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1111in istrative issues are dealt with in the most appropriate manner. Subsequently,
fillS could negotiate a totalization agreement for Social Security, similar to ones we
have with eleven other countries

2. STArI.I(mo : PROVIDING ssi '()TilE. AGE), BIINI) AND I)ISAILEI) UNDER STATEHOOD

The statehood option under S 712 would substitute SSI for the current program
f)r<viding assistance 10 low-income aged, blind, and disabled persons. The current

progratn-Aid to the Aged, Blind and Disabled AABI)-is jointly funded by the Fed-
eral government and tile Common wealth, while SSI is Federally funded and pro-
vides benefits. set by statute, directly to low-income aged, blind, and disabled per-
son0s.

The replacement of the AABI) program with SSI has significant budgetary conse-
quences. Tile Federal share of the current program in Puerto Rico is about $18 mil-
lion, while the cost of' full extension of SSI would be approximately $800 million for
the first full Year of implementation-based on estimated 14t95 benefit levels-and
would increase in subsequent years due to the indexing of benefits.

Extension of SSI would constitute' a major change for tile individuals affected and
the communities of Puerto Rico--with potentially significant effects on the Puerto
Rican economy and social institutions. Under SS1, benefit levels ire nationally uni-
form and in ('Y 19 :() are set at $553 per month for a couple with no other income.
In contrast, the benefit level set by Puerto Rico under the current AABl) program
for the same couple is $64 per month plus 50 percent of actual shelter costs. Thus,
there would be a dramatic increase in benefits. Furthermore, the eligibility rules set
by Puerto Rico entitle about 1 1,0) persons to payments under the current program,
while the number of' people eligible for SSI would be about ISSAI-an increase of
about 111 A ( 0 beneficiaries.

S 712 provides a mechanism for addressi ng the most appropriate manner of ex-
tending Federal programs to Puerto !,ict; though estabiihmcnt of' a ('ommission on
Federal Laws. We believe that such ' ('onin mission should consider how the SSI pro-
gram should be implemented in Pucrto Rico. We also ,uggest the Commission's rec-
omnmendations be made as early as possible

3. STATEIIOOI): MEDICARE PAYM ENTS PT H I() Ii 1('0 1 UNiJER STA'rEiOO)D

Payments for hospital, physicri., and other Medicare services are made to health
care providers in Puerto Rico substantiallyl as the,, are [or hospital and other health

providers in the United States. ll,vever, there is one major difference. tinder Medi-
care s prospective Iavment system, the rate of reimburisement for hospitals in
Puerto Rico is different than far hospitals in the 50 states. Whereas the latter are
reimbursed at a national rate, Puerto Rican hospitals are reimbursed at a blended
rate based 25c4 on the national rate and 7,5%} oin the local rate in Puerto Rico. This
is indexed to adjust for the significantly lower cost of providing medical care in
Puerto I -co.

If Puerto Rican hospitals were to be paid as tile hospitals in states are now paid-
that i s at a filly national rate-payments would be :36b% higher than current pay-
ments. The effect would be to increase the Federal costs by approximately $Ts mil-
lion Since hospital costs are substantially lower in Puerto Rico, this could result in
windfall to Puerto {icaii hospitals.

S. 712 provides that "reimbursement under Medicare shall not exceed the actual
costs of providing equivalent health care to the levels of care provided in the several
contiguous states. 'low to implement this provision 1,; unclear. If' we pay at rates
equivalent to what we pay providers in the I S. ,,e would overpay hospitals in
Puerto Rico. 1I wc pa. ''act ual costs," thi.- would be inconsistent with the prospec-
tive payment at)proach which is designed to provide i incentives to control costs.

,4. STA'EH D li t T AR)('ElA ' 't)NS N.SEt';N('ES OEF ST'FATE-.IK. T KATM EN'r )-' ELEMENT
PROG( HA NMS

Statehood . mfld rt-move current limitations on PutIto Rico's participation in

AFI ', MedIdi1d, lF,).t er ( 'r, and the S4 eal St-rvice s Blo.'k (Grant

A W( tf; AhIOm IO i cst i A i (itw,t'it ( 'ib /-oi

Puierto Hio,4 ;mrti ilt's m t it- Ad to Families with Dependent Children 1AFD
program and lit- related l Fytiv<cti r . A,,istane prwgra;i As with the- 51 states ,
Plerto Rio o)',tb t'-AsA. H ), - bet- it i l .e,-i,. m.id the Fdleral (G<)vernment pro-
vides match n tuniuf t" ',taht til ," ilL as! , w" at entitlement to participating govern-
nen's Ill Put(rio R o,-. ,,'-. te f1aki1hungK rtte is, .,tatutirl,, stt at 7-";. while
matching rate- f r [(ii- ,,t'- 1 i g ,o 11, ' --, "-:V;

25-1d1 C) - vv- 11
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A second difference from state programs is that, while Federal matching for state
program expenditures is "open ended," Federal matching for Puerto Rico is limited
statutorilv to $82 million for AFIX', AAFID, and Foster ('are. We estimate that
Puerto Rico will be at its funding ceiling for these programs in FY 1 990 and beyond.
Puerto Rico currently spends about $78 million for AFIX' and receives $64 million
in Federal matching funds.

Under the statehood option, the ceiling would be removed and expenditures would
be matched at a higher rate-8:e. Thus, even without changing benefits and eligi-
bility rules, Federal reimbursement for the basic program would increase by about
$6 million An additional $64 million in Federal funding would be required as a
result of changes Puerto Rico would have to make to comply with the AFIX'-Unem-
ployed Parent requirements of the Family Support Act. In addition, with increased
matching and no cap on the expenditures, if Puerto Rico decided to increase its pay-
ment standard, this also would increase Federal reimbursement. Although payment
standards are low and Puerto Rico could raise its benefit levels, increased costs asso-
ciated with implementing the AFDC-UP program may preclude Puerto Rico from
raising payment standards.

Of course, the interrelationships between AFIX. SSI and Medicaid will influence
how Puerto Rico structures its AFDC program as well as our estimates of participa-
tion and costs for AFDC and the other two programs.

Medicai(1
Federal financing of the Medicaid program is similar in concept to AFIX' in that,

by using a formula based on per capita income in each state, it reimburses states
from 50 to 83 percent of their medical expenditures for eligible persons. Puerto
Rico's matching rate is limited statutorily to 50 percent and total Federal matching
of Puerto Rican medical and administrative expenditures is capped at $79 million
for FY 1990 and beyond.

Puerto Rico reported Medicaid -xpenditures for FY 1988 of about $129 million for
medical services and $18 million for administration The reported expenditures enti-
tled Puerto Rico to reimbursement of $73.4 million allo~ved under the ceiling. The
cap was increased to $79 million for FY 1989.

Under statehood, the cap would be removed and the matching rate would rise to
83 -e.-the maximum allowable rates for states. Even without any changes in the
services provided under its Medicaid program, Puerto Rico would be entitled-based
on the expenditures for FY 198S-to at least an additional $55 million. However,
Puerto Rico would almost certainly make changes in its Medicaid program. These
would likely include: reporting more of its medical expenditures (the incentive for
full reporting is minimal given the ceiling); covering the additional 14.1,000 persons
made eligible as SSI beneficiaries: and expansion of Medicaid-covered services.

The variety of possible changes to the Medicaid program in Puerto Rico make it
difficult to estimate the budgetary impact or ultimate composition of the program
under statehood. However, we roughly estimate an increase for FY 1992 of $300 mil-
lion and $1.1 billion by FY 1996 if the ceiling were removed.

Poster (Care an(! A dopttion Assi stance'
The Foster ('are and Adoption Assistance programs provide F,deral matching on

a statutory entitlement basis of state expenditures for children removed from AFDXC
families into foster care or adoptive placements. Puerto Rico is eligible to partici-
pate in the program, but does not do so because, under current law, the AFIX,
AABI), and Foster ('are programs are subject to the statutory ceiling I mentioned
earlier and Puerto Rico uses virtually all the funds under the cap for its AFIX' and
_AABI) programs. Under statehood, Puerto Rico may participate in this program.

(ONCI-USION

S. 712 provides the people of Puerto Rico with a very important choice. In general,
the bill is structured to make the choice clear and meaningful. However, as I indi-
cated, we have concerns about some of the bill's provisions. We will continue to
work with the committees s of the Congress to ensure that legislation achieves its
intended purposes 19 an equitable manner.

Thank you for this opportunity. I will be happy to answer any questions you may
have and provide any additional information you may require

PREPARED STATFNI-ENI OF LAWRENCE 11, TRIBE

Mr ('hai rman and ,Meml)ers <,f the ( (ilmttte
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Mv nanie is [Laur n ce Tribe I an Tv!Yr Profes.,ssor of (onstitutional ILaw at [far-
yard l[aw School. where I have taught for 20 years I appreciate the Committee's
invitation to testify before You t(oay

I wish to make one point at the outset of my testimony that I believe distin-
guishes it from testimony heard by your colleagues on the Senate Energy and Natu-
ral Resources Committee. While I have been retained by the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico through its lead counsel in Washington. Richard ('opaken of ('ovington
& Burling, to consult and provide objective expert advice on constitutional issues, I
made it clear from the outset that I would not undertake this assignment as an ad-
vocate and would have to retain the freedom to express my personal views-hether
or not those views coincided with the judgment or wishes of the Governor of Puerto
Rico or the political party he leads. That understanding has prevailed, and indeed.
the Governor structured all of' the Commonwealth proposals that came before the
Energy Committee arnd those that are before you now to comply fully with all of the
constitutional considerations I have raised. I h,-ve not altered my views in the
slightest to act as an advocate for any Puerto Rican political party or position.

In short, every void I have put my name to in this process-my letter of June 13.
1989, on the permanency-of-citizenship issue; the 19-page memorandum of law on
the Tax Uniformity Clause dated July IS, 1989; the July 19) cover letter for that
memorandum; my lengthy letter of August 21, 1980), on S. 712 as reported by the
Energy Committee; and finally, my testimony before you today-represents my own
independent judgment as a scholar of constitutional law. What I have written and
what I am telling you today would not change if I were not a consultant in this
process.

It may be that Professor Gewirtz, in his testimony of' June 2 before the Energy
Committee, understood his role differently -as that of a vigorous advocate free to
advance a client's views even though they might not be his own. I cannot otherwise
account for the testimony he submitted and have every reason to believe that, in a
different setting, Professor Gewirtz would come to the same conclusions I have.

In any event, I believe that Professor (ewirtz's June 2 testimony-to which I un-
fortunately have not had the opportunity to respond in person until today'-led the
Energy Committee to make a critical mistake, though air understandable one tinder
the circumstances. As a result, S. 71. as reported is needlessly vulnerable to judicial
reversal or injunction. If' the bill as reported is enacted into law. the status referen-
dum in Puerto Rico) provided for in the bill may never be held, or its results may be
judicially overturned, because the statehood provisions of the bill violate the ('onsti-
tution of the United States.

My testimony today concerns the tax treatment that would be. accorded a State of
Puerto Rico under S. 712 as reported. in the event statehood is chosen in the refer-
endum for which the bill provides I ,iee two fundamental problems with this tax
treatment, and two basic solutions. In overview, these are as follows. Tht first fun-
damental problem is that the bill's continuation into statehood of the tax advan-
tages permitted at present for the ('ornonw'ea/th of' Puerto Rico because of its-
unique non-.'ate status violates the Tax Uniformity Clause of the Constitution,
which mandates that Federal income taxes be uniform throughout the states of the
United States. The .;econd fundamental problem is that these tax provisions also
transgress the constitution's s equal iotting doctrine, which requires Congress to
treat new states on1 the same, footing as it treats states already in the Union.

The two basic solutions that I will de,,cribe would both achieve the same desired
goal of a smoot lF t r ;1nsit ion to statehood, but in a fashion that would be constitution-
al, that would not violate the princilh' of equal footing, and that would have added
side benefits as well F'ir,,t, ('ongress may simply d'/fi,r the moment when Puerto
Rico would becon a state until after the tax advantages presently accorded to
Puerto Rico as a coOlMon 'valth had been completely eliminated. Second, ('ongres,-
unquestionably possesst-s the power to ease Puerto Rico's transition to statehood by
directing its approp.iutions where,,er tihe' are needed under the Spending ('lause--
a power that is not subject to any constitutional constraint such as the Tax Uni-
fornuity Clause.

The Tax I[niformitv ('lause of' the I unitedd States ('onstitution, Article 1, Section S.
('lause I, commands that all ")uties Imports al Excises shall be uniform through-
out the United States.-'' As I explain in ry memorandumi of law, the term 'duti's,
imposts and excises' includes Federal income taxes. What this rneans is that ('on-
gress in imposing Feder-al income taxe-' cannot single out airy state of the United
States for preference or disfavor. The Frarmers' debattes show that it was just this
kind of favoritism or regional sin th:it the (Clause was designed to prevent, cause
the power to tax r. ",.St tly a power to dest roy," Mu'('nll h v Murvlinfd. 17 IT S
I1 Wheat lit;, :2 11 ls, 19 the constit utionil convention expressly prohibited ('Cn-
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gress from using something like the Federal income tax to single out particular
states or groups of states for disparate treatment.

I should tell you that Professor (ewirtz in his testimony before the Energy Com-
mittee argued that it is still a debated proposition whether the Federal income tax
is even subjectt to the Uniformity Clause. In fact, however, it is clear for a number
of reasons that there is no real debate onl this issue. As I point out in my memoran-
dum of law, a 1!16 Supreme Court case called I1rushab, r v. Union Pacific Railroad
(.. 2.10 U.S. 1, 18--l9 (1916), put to rest any doubt on that score. So any attempts to
cloud the- issue notwithstanding, it is clear that Federal income taxes, including
those at issue in S. 712 as reported, are subject to the Uniformity Clause.

I should also point out that Professor Gewirtz draws exactly the wrong lesson
from the fact that the Supreme Court has never relied on the Tax Uniformity
Clause to invalidate a congressional tax provision. The UniformitN Clause has been
a constitutional success story precisely because it is a clear and readily understood
restriction on congressional power. As such, it has had exactly the effect that the
Framers hoped it would-discouraging preferential or prejudicial tax treatment of
any state by Congress, and making litigation on the subject largely unnecessary.
The story of the Tax Uniformity Clause is hardly one of impotence; it is of powerful,
effective (Ieter-ence.

What, then, does the applicability of the Uniformity Clause mean for S. 712? In
the event statehood were chosen in the referendum, the bill as reported would con-
tinue Sections M(6 and 93 of' the tax code into statehood for "phase-out" periods of
6-1/2 and 2-1/2 years, respectively. -The thrust of Professor (;ewirtz's testimony
before the Energy Committee was that this could be done-that Sections 936 and
933 as presently structured can be made to survive into statehood.

That v'iew is incorrect. The Tax Uniformit. Clause flatly prohibits Congress from
providing the same intentional targeted tax benefits to a State of Puerto Rico that it
now constitutionally provides to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Briefly, Section
986 exempts from Federal tax the income earned in Puerto |?ico by (IS. corpora-
tions," Section 9113 exempts from the personal income tax all income from Puerto
Rican sources. Sections 936; and 933 were enacted avowedly to (lis('riminate in favor
of the Commonwealth of' Puerto Rico, and the former in particular was intended ex-
plicitly to aid in building a productive economy. Sections 936 and 9:3 are essential
tools of' economic development that have been very effective in achieving that aim.
These tax advantages have been wise U.S. policy toward an associated Common-
wealth in the Caribbean. But if Puerto Rico becomes a state, they would become
exactly the kind of' naked political preference for one state over others that is barred
by the Tax Uniformity Clause. S. 712 as reported is unconstitutional.

Apparently, the view prevailed in the Energy Committee that Congress's constitu-
tional power to admit new states gives it the power to smooth Puerto Rico's transi-
tion into statehood by continuing Sections 936 and )33-naked preferences that they
are--into statehood if that option is chosen in the referendum. But the worthiness
of' that end does not excuse the unconstitutionality of the chosen means-especially
where there are constitutional means to achieve the same goal. The broad, unques-
tioned constitutional power to admit new states does rot confer a license to violate
the clear constitutional command of the Tax Uniformity ('lause.

Professor Gewirtz's June 2 testimony, apparently accepted by the Energy ('ommit-
tee, was that, "regardless of what the Uniformitv Clause might restrict," it is some-
how "intersected by'" Congress's authority to admilit new states into the Union under
Article IV in a way that would allow Congress to simply ignore the Uniformity
Clause. (Gewirtz Testimony at p. 20) )emphasis added). This is an extraordinary
claim, and I know of no legal authority that would legitimately support it. Iegisla-
tion that violates a constitutional prohibition is not rescued by being enacted under
the guise of', or in some sort of 'intersection with,'' a distinct affirmative source of
congressional authorit v-however legitimate that authority might be in a different
context.

Put differently, a state of' affairs either offends our Constitution or it does not.
Thinking that thie Tax Uniformity ('lause is not violated because the provisions that
violate it only do so for a "temporary transitional period" of' 6-1/2 years is like
thinking that a woman isn't pregnant because her condition will be "phased out" in
9 months.

One fundamental problem with S 712, then, is that it is unconstitutional under
the Tax Uniformitv ('lause. A second fundamental problem is that it violates the
equal footing doctrine.

Congress cannot do ,omiething- evell something temporary-- to a new state that
the ('onstitution does not empower it to do to states generally. That is the holding
and the le ssond (of 'ov, v. Smith, 22 1 t1 S. IV ) 11 1, a case that Professor ( ewirtz
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referred to) in InoaItIr part of his..lJuie 2 testimny a-in. 'I bedrock - In admtting
Oklahoma to the tUn ion. (C'm gress atternllpted to d(Iictate where Okl ihonia's state cap-
ital should be for .USt 6'-1 2 year., alter statehood - coincidentallv, the very same
transition Ixriod found in the hill before YO vU The Supreme courtr t said ('ongress
could not do so. holding that Oklahoma was entitled to be on in "equal fog+oting"
with the other states. free as older state. to choose where its capital would be--
immediately on beconiing a state, not after sonie tr-insition or 'pli1a,,ing in'' period.

There :. no sustainahle argument for the view that the 'equal lIooting" rule of
C'ovle cuts only one way. Under that rule. (origres-, cannot do somnethin, unconstitu-tional to help I new state enter tilt Union onl I "mre''e than equal footing, just as it

cannot do something Lircoo1stitLtional to force a new state to enter the Union on a
'less" than equal foo 4ting. Any other rule,. any artificial "one-way" reading of' (Cole,
would be unprincipled in theory and dif ficult if not inipossible to ad idninister in prac-
tice. This is particularly so since one can read imagine cases where it would be
exceedingly hard to tell which transition provisions amount to beriefits /er the new
state, and which amount to burdens upon it.

For example, in admitting a new state where much-needed resources were in the
hands of private owners, could Congress temporarily exempt the state from the con-
stitutional requirement that just Coml)ensation be paid to citizens whose property is
taken? It is far from clear whether such an exemption f'ron a constitutionalrequire-
ment would be a benefit to, or burden on, the new state. (And indeed, the 17,7 ('on-
stitution imposed no such requirement on the states of' the Union.) My point is that
Congres, cannot condition the admission of new states on standards that are differ-
ent from those it may ('onsttutionallv impose on existing states--whether these dif-
ferent standards are, on balance, seen as beneficial or burdensome. If the Uniformi-
ty Clause means that Congress cannot disfavor Mississippi relative to California by
giving California a social preference in Federal income taxes- -and that is exa(.t/v
what the Clause means-then ('o h, tells us that congress s also cannot use the con-
stitutionally prohibited tool of non-uniform Federal income tax treatment to disf'a-
vor Mississippi relative to a new state (If Puerto Rico In short, the Supreme ('ourt
would have to overrule its bedroLk decision in ( h' v. Smith before Professor
Gewirtz's advice to the Energy ('ommittee--or the provisions of S. 712 in which that
advice apparently was taken--could stand.

The two fundamental problems with S. 712 as reported--its violation of the Tax
Uniformity ('lause and of the equal footing rule ()f ('ovh,--have solutions that are
practical, attainable, and anything but exotic. I will sketch these briefly.

Clearly, ('ongress can use its power under the Spending ('lause to direct grants of
assistance to Puerto Rico so as to fisca ll smooth its transition to statehood. This
would entail no equal footing problem under ('oNIC because the means used to favor
the State of Puerto Rico--use of the Spending Power to single out one state f*Or help
over others-would themselves be j)erfectlY con 1itutional as applied to any existing
state of the Union.

I understand that new congressional speiiding as such may be unpalatable I
therefore merIt ion a const ituLit iona l alternative tax tre~litr, f that I have written
about in connection with S. 712 That is sintmply- to defer making Puerto Rico a state
until after the lst remnants of its comnniorwealtth tax preferences have been elimi-
nated This elimination cani be the kind of gradual lphase-out Iurid in S. 12, or it
can be a complete elimination )f' Sections 9:1(; and 933 in a single moment The key
is sirnply that, as a matter of LonstitutionaI law. stathhw/ cann< ot v'At 1nt0 f/1 the,
tax pre/f'ren'e s 1',i

Speaking now onlv of tax treatment, and not of apl)rol)riations ULder the Spend-
ing C'ause, I see three logical possibilities 'The first is what we have now in S. 712
as reported; the latter two. by contrast, wO~ld both obey the constitutional rule that
statehood cannot begin Untl the tax reference , end The first possibility, "'ront-
hoding," as the Energy 'omnmiittee's report on S, 712 called it, provides for the at-
tainnent o)f statehood along with entitlement to full Federal benefits for Puerto
Rico) ht'/we the cnnwnonwealth tax preferences are phased oit The second possibili-
t. call it '"hei'rrul sto tel) Cd,' phases Out the tax preferences while t hey are still
constitutional- that is, before IPuerto Rico coness I state, The third possibility.
call it ''me '/ saoo(p," cimllilies with the isltut Ion not b)' postponing statehood,
but by acclehEraiting thE' r,'ep'al ' f/ tax pr '/O'1'1'c 'S 5) t hit these P references would no(t
intrude into stiteliood

YOU Lan si, thIt the second and third alilir aches (l< tht sn il thing In differ nt
ways 'I'h kev i- that neil1b1r cro'-'e tilt he riht co<nst toti nil line betw eerm Federal
Irconme tax pr'efterewres aind tat-hood rYou can also see., b tle, v. that while the

Me fell .x ;op approach i- corist itiutlnal il iirlnlatt-e the fronmt-loading prob-
leri. it doe, rot -Il ith the tranlsit(oini i n t tttIiooi<d lut bec;mst' . it nake.s the



onset of full federal benefits simultaneous with the loss of tax advantages, it is still
closer to revenue neutrality than the unconstitutional, front-loaded, net outflow ap-
proach of S. 712 as reported.i

It seems to me that either of the constitutional tax approaches I have sketched
here would have the added benefit of' presenting to the Puerto Rican people choices
in the referendum that are more clear and more ftiir than the present, "front-
loaded" statehood provisions of the bill. S. 712 as reported holds out to the voters of
Puerto Rico the fialse promise that they can have both statehood an(d the tax advan-
tages of commonwealth, at the same time. Our Constitution's Tax Uniformity
Clause, and the equal footing rule of'('ov' v. Sm th, clearly say that this cannot be.
Both of the alternative tax approaches avoid these problems. And the "deferred
statehood" approach would lessen and legitimately defer the net costs to the United
States of' Puerto Rican statehood-to a time when the United States may be better
able to absorb those costs.

(Incidentally, under either of the alternative tax approaches, Congress need not be
concerned that the so-called "incorporation" doctrine would subject Puerto Rico to
the requirements of the Tax Uniformity ('lause prior to the actual attainment of
statehood, As I detail in my August :31 letter, as long as Puerto Rico is not yet a
state, a provision in the law expressing Congress's intent that Puerto Rico not be
considered "incorporated" as part of the United States during the pre-statehood
transition would clearly be controlling.)

One final point. I know that scholars of' constitutional law can seem like nay-
sayers. That is why I have discussed riot only constitutional problems, but also their
solutions. I am also aware that it may seem far-fetched that something as sensible
and innocuous-seeming as a phasing out, during the first few years of statehood, of
tax provisions already permitted for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico should be
prohibited by the Constitution of the United States. But the delegation of power in
the first Grawn-Rudman compromise that was overturned by the Supreme Court
seemed to many- to be just as .sensible and non-problematic when it was enacted.
Between that situation and this one there is this difference: the constitutional tax
alternatives proposed here are as effective as the unconstitutional provisions of S.
712 that they would replace. But there is also this important similarity- Sometimes
a constitutional prohibition is so clear that any violation of it in legislation, even an
innocent-seeming one, invites judicial upset of that legislation.

Even if you do not agree with me that the courts would find unconstitutional the
statehood tax provisions of S. 712 as reported, I hope you will recognize that the
level of risk that the referendum would be enjoined or overturned because of' these
provisions is unacceptoble--and that taking such a risk is especially unjustified
where there are constitutionally soulnd, effective means of achieving the same
result.

I would be happy to respond to your questions.
Attachment

COVIN;'ON X, BURLIN(
Walshing.,to:, D d)'.luv 20. P.INS.9.

IIon BI-..NNET'[ ,JOIINSTON,
lIon ,JAME:S M¢1('t. rA:R.
r. *. Sena ,

l)ear Senators ,iohnst.t alrd Mc('tLurl P1'rclsed for' your in' r0matiorI is a letter
prepared by P rofb-ssor [Ia ur'ence I f i'ih,, 'l 1i' !'I' rofesso It (',Institutional Law of'
larvard U.niv , 'v ILaw Schol t(oget her with a Menor;nduni of Law jointly pre-

pa red by Professor Tribe a rid our law firm, analvzing the Tax tUnif;runity ('lause of
the U united State." ('.onstitlutiol as it aplliW's to he current considetrati,;nI o)f S. 71".

I especially draw Vour' attent ion to Professor Trib('S and our' conclusion regarding
the c(,,m.,t t utiinal infirmity that would i here in any purported legislative traosi-
tiinal pha ..,e Out ()If S(ct ion M:3I in th(' event I'uertC Rico were to become a state of
th1t Tnion 'lhe Suprerne ('o;rt'., decision In ('ovh~' v Smith. 221 (IS 17).0 C19111C

o,. r d iw . ;t transiti nal pr %. CC)C1 ongrvnes,, 'a'ctd it', part of the enabling stat-
Ute JIr*-uarIt to WhiLch Mklahomat I)C(+irl+ i state Ci to thI (1C(1 'VVll though the coin-
dit 'in barred by the ( ')ntitullt ll that (Cig'S to I o i o s it t(lJ<,r'ai',
transitional roaute \%'a.', scheduled tC lasr onlv 6;-1,2 vvr. That section of thb
MnernoranlduI begin-, at page I I IIn ,hrt. that which is prohfibit(d by the (C'onstitii-
tCmi i,, ri)t madte rui r' .Ci('l' taiblv by tilt' ternlpmrary tr nmstiomal ratur'e of' its iln1posi-
Iion 'Thi' peCplI C,1 I 'Cir!C C Rico sh ild ri(Jt be wit to t choice that puCpiwlt.s to assure
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them of more than the courts are likely to permit, especially in regard to the most
fundamental bedrock of their economy.

Sincerely,
RICHARn I). (7OPAKEN.

IHARVARD UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL,
('Cambridge, MA, 1JulY 19. !989.

lion. BENNETT JOHNSTON.
lion. JAMES MC('CIURE,
US. Senate

Dear Senators Johnston and McClure' For several months I have been retained by
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico through its lead counsel in Washington, Richard
Copaken, a partner in the law firm of' Covington & Burling, to consult and provide
objective expert advice on a number of constitutional questions that have arisen in
the context of the political status referendum contemplated in S. 712. At the outset
of this work I made it clear that I would not undertake such an assignment as an
advocate and would have to retain the freedom to express my personal views,
whether or not those views coincided with the judgment or wishes of the Governor
and the political party he leads. And in fact, the Governor has structured the Com-
monwealth proposals that have been finally presented to you to comply fully with
all of the constitutional considerations I have raised.

Accordingly, you may rely on the accompanying memorandum of law analyzing
the Tax Uniformity Clause as it applies to the debate on S. 712 (jointly prepared by
me and Covington & Burling) as reflecting my own opinion and best judgment. The
very same assurance applies to my letter to you of June 13, 1989, on the issue of
citizenship and to the letter and accompanying memorandum of June 11, 1989, on
the constitutionality of Section 1fic) of S. 712. The same will be true of subsequent
memoranda I may be forwarding to you, as time permits, regarding other constitu-
tional issues that arise under S. 712. Although it would appear that the academic
consultant retained by the Statehood party views his role differently, I write as a
professor of constitutional law and not as an advocate of any of the political status
choices being offered to the people of Puerto Rico.

Professor Gewirtz's testimony before your committee is wrong in asserting that
sections 93 and 93f; of the Internal Revenue ('ode as presently structured can be
made to survive statehood. The Tax Uniformity ('lause of the United States ('onsti-
tution prohibits Congress from providing the same targeted tax benefits to a State
of Puerto Rico as it now constitutionally provides to the ('onmmonwealth of' Puerto
Rico. The Uniformity Clause bars special tax treatment for a State of' Puerto Rico as
a naked preference for that state as a state. And clothing that preference with
artful draftmanship, as Professor Gerwitz suggests, would not hell).

The Supreme Court's decision in (Inited Slates v. Itas *nski. 162 U.S. 7-1 (19,S31, on
which Professor Gewirtz places so much reliance, does not stand for the proposition
for which he seeks to make it stand: that congress s can favor a state of' Puerto Rico
if' only it can find sone seemingly neutral geographical description that encom-
passes all of Puerto Rico .r. I only Puerto Rico or some subject of tax exemption that
is found only in Puerto Rico, What I-1.is-isk teaches is in fact the opposite: that if
there were some neutral justification for the favoritism shown to Puerto Rico by sec-
tions 933 and 9; of the Internal Revenue ('ode, ('ongress would not have to try to
hide what it was doing, and that "where congress s does choose to frame a tax in
geographic terms," the ('ourt -will examine the classification ('lose/V to see if there
is actual geographic discrimin ttion. Id at , (emphasis added). To maintain sec-
tions 9 3 and 986iG after statehood in anything like their current Form would be to
afford Puerto Rico exactly the undue preference and actual geographic discrimina-
tion that the Court determined congress s was not giving to Alaska by exempting a
small fraction of its oil from the Windfall Profit., Tax.

The enclosed memorandun also demonstrates why Professor Gewirtz's other
claimed precedent involving the exemption of so m, air transportation between the
rest of the United State.s and Ilawaii arid Alaska from the air transportation excise
tax--the constitutionally of which has never been adjudicated by a court-also is
no precedent for the continuation of sections 9:1:1 and 936 after statehood. The legis-
lative history of section 11:3; leaves no d bt that this provision is avowedly discrimi-
natory arid designed to confer economic advantages on the ('ornmonwealth While
such economic favoritism is perm it ted wit h respect to entities that are not states of
the Union, it wou1(1 collide with the .njifrnity (lause the moment Puerto Rico
became a state
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Although there can be no doubt about ('ongress's power to cushion the effect of

Puerto Ricb's entering the Union with direct economic assistance to the newly
formed state, if it so chose, the Constitution forbids "phasing out" tax legislation
that or, its face contains the kind of discrimination along state lines the Uniformity
Clause forbids. The Supreme Court's well-known "equal footing" decision, Covle v.
Smith. 221 U.S. 559 1911 I-on which Professor (ewirtz purports to rely elsewhere-
conclusively demonstrates the vulnerability to judicial attack of' transitional provi-
sions in enabling acts that seek to continue, E-yen for only a few years, conditions
barred by the Constitution. In its enabling act admitting Oklahoma as a state into
the Union, Congress provided that the state capital would have to remain "tempo-
rarily" in Guthrie, the territorial capital, and phased out its requirement six and
one-half years later', i.e., provided that the capital could be moved no earlier than
1913. The Supreme Court struck down the requirement as an unconstitutional in-
fringement of state sovereignty that was repugnant to the equal footing doctrine-
in spite of the avowedly temporary. nature of the requirement. A state of affairs
either offends the Constitution or it does not. The contrary position is the constitu-
tional equivalent of arguing that a woman is not really pregnant since her condition
will be "phased out" in nine months.

I commend your dedicated determination to place before the people of Puerto Rico
three genuine and fully articulated choices. With all the best intentions in the
world Congress cannot assure the people of Puerto Rico that section 936 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code can continue for one moment after statehood any-more than
Congress could assure the landowners in Guthrie that the capital would remain
there for at least a six and one-half year temporary transition period.

Sincerely yours,
LAURENCE If. TRIBE.

'JulY 18, 198.

MENIORANDUM OF LAW

RE: ANALYSIS OF' TilE UNIFORMITY ('LAUSE AS IT APPLIES TO THE DEBATE ON S. 712

The Committee recently heard the testimony of Professor Gewirtz on behalf of the
Pro-Statehood New Progressive Party of Puerto Rico. In his testimony, Professor
Gewirtz stated, inter alia, that Congress has the power to vary the otherwise geo-
graphically-uniform (in the 50 states) provisions of the Internal Revenue ('ode in
their application to a newly-formed State of' Puerto Rico. Ile asserts that Congress
clearly has the power to frame special tax treatment for Puerto Rico in "geograph-
ic" or "subject" terms and to phase out the preferential treatment for a State of
Puerto Rico under the tax code, without significant constitutional objection. Profes-
sor Gewirtz is mistaken.

Under ('ommonwealth, Section 9*1 of the Internal Revenue ('ode exempts from
Federal income taxation individual income earned from Puerto Rican sources, thus
freeing most Puerto' Rican residents from paying any Federal income taxes. More-
over, Section 936 of' the ('ode exempts from Federal income taxation income earned
in Puerto Rico by United States corporations. Puerto Rico thereby enjoys favorable
tax treatment as a ('ommonwealth that none of' the 5(0 states enjoys. Section 9:36, in
particular, is a foundation of' the Puerto Rican economy; without it, much of' that
economy's growth in recent years would riot have occurred. Were it to be eliminat-
ed, the growth would end and Puerto Rico would fall into direr poverty. The consti-
tutional constraints on the fe-deral tax status of Puerto Rico, if it were to become a
state, are thus a matter of vital importance.

Professor (ewirtz is wrong in asserting that Sections 933 and 93 can be made to
survive statehood, because the ('onstIutioi of the IUnited States would limit ('on-
gress's ability to perpetuate thre present favorable tax status for Puerto Rico if it
l)'cani' t state The 'Tax Uniformitv Clause of the (onstitution +Article I, Section 8,
cLIauSe I i requires that congress s lev:y N come taxes aind certain other taxes in a geo-
gral)hically uniforni, non-discrimi natorv mann, r, thus, (ongress may no! constitu-
tionally provide the saie targeted tax benefits to a State of Puerto Rico as it now

instItLitui<ona I ly provides to the ('imrmon health of Puerto Rico
''he Tax 'nifOrrmitv ('ause is riot the almost mveaningless invitation to artful legj-

i.-litive draftir4 that IProe-,.sor (Gewirtz depicts It is true. that relatively few ca:'es
hlvye b ee n decided urider it. and, as I rofess<i- (Gewirtz say's, the Suprrme Court has
ni'vtr rlled on it to irivaldatte ;a congressional tax provision (;e\v'irtz lest ini.ny' 17..
lHkt hii,u anl ' rrtrely filI' l ,ssion from the latter fiact 'l'he uniformityy ('laase



has been a constitution success; sitorv pr,,clse v beciUSe it is i readily unde-stood
limitation oil congressIOrnii pox er ind, thus , has discouraged ('ongtess from at-
tempting disparate tax treatment of statt's What the cLaut, inttiis is; that, because
of theW uniquely' destructive Caalcit 41of the pwcr to tax ('li ress mi not fivor one
state or regiCil over \ a t1ndther inI tLix lcgi; l lt Miol.

Nor is th1e power to spo'rid consi itittionliy q 1Vui vil lt ko the pow'r not to tax, as
Professor (;twirt/ WIongly suIggsts ii, (otlgt.ss, - aL hotrity to single ou1it a State
of' Puerto Rico 1,r special p('cdr ftIre ,s t,; "cushion* hth,, effects of the loss ot' Section
ti6 doe, not give it author;t, to phase tOit ' Set on 9;6 ta. benefits over an uldis-

closed period, a; suggested by i'rfesser ( iwirtz
Under the Iniformitv cl ausee, spe'il tax treaitdi lt'ilt f tor a State of i'uerto Rico as

a naked preerence "r" thit 4 it e iould u1 t coI iiLUc, inI a ivt i ing ik, ;ts present
form, Aid clothi tig that preference with artful draft an.ship. as Prof'essor (GTwirtz
suggests, would not help.

)IS('t'SSI(IN

i. TEXT. PL RP )SE, St')'I-; AND INTERPRETATION OF' ite t' NI FORMITY ('L.A USE

The ('oustitutin provides
"The Congress shall have Power To !a and Coliect Taxes, Duties, Imports
and F xcnse, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and gen-
eral Welfare of' the United States; but ill lDutits, Inports and Excises shillI
be unifbrlm throughout the U.rnited States." Uted Staltes ('orist it Lit ion,
A rt. 1, § ,, cl. 1.

('ongress's taxing power is liinited by the second part )f the quoted seitenrce,
which we know as the "Tax UnifOrmity ('lauie.'" The clause requires that ill duties,
imports, and excises-which hive come to be characterized as ''indirect" taxes--be"uniform," in contrast to -direct- taxes, which must be tpportioned by population
among the states, Art. I, § 2, ci. :2, as measured by the census, Art. I, 9, cl .1. Ap-
lortionment has proved so fornlidable an obstacle that Congress does riot enact''direct" taxes.

A. The Purpose,' ofthe ' birmttf ('lause
The purpose of' the Uniforvity ('lau,;e is, clear. In the general debate over the

over of the Federal Government to regulate comment between the states, sonle
states "remained apprehensive that the regionalism that had marked the ('onf'der-
ation would persist ... There was concern that the National (Governlent would
use its power over cornmerce to the disadvantage off particular States. The tinifformi-
ty ('lause 'Aas proposed as one of several measures designed to limit the exercise of'
that power.' Umtc(1 States v. Ptasx a ski, 162 U.S. 71. ',1 ( 9)S2) I(citations (in it ted.

As one distinguished commeriltator expiLtined:
[The purpose of' the ('iase] was to cut off' all undue preferences of one
State over another in the regulation of subjects affecting their common in-
ter ;ts. Unless duties, imports, and excises wet'e Uniform, tht' grossest and
most oppressive inequalities, vitally aftcting the pursuits and employment
of' the people of different States, might exist. The agriculture, commerce. or
manufactures of" one State might be built up oei the ruins of' another; and a
combination of a few States in ('ongre'ss might secure t monopoly of certain
branches of tide and business to themselves, to lilt. injury, if" not to the
destruction, of their less f'v-ored neighbors." I Story, ('mtnmentare.s on the
(Constitition (1' the (titlIed Sttes § 91577 ('I'. ('oolev ed l,73, Iuotftl iPt Ia-
svwyskr. 4162 U.S. at S1.

Thus, the Ulniforniitv Clause limits ('ongrtss's power to create special tax treat-
ment--favorable or unfavorable [Or an individual state its defined by its pol itical
boundaries. Because the power to tix is ''essentially ii power to destro '," , h( Culloh
v. MA,'vlml,. 17 U.S 1 Wheat :1M;, 391 ( 15191, the, ostlltitutionalI ('onvenltion ex-
pressly limited ('ongress's ability to single (iit particular states or groups of states
for disparate treatment
Ii. Applibhiltly, off/th' !hnt/lormitv ('luse to the F'd,'erl himnome TaxJ

The Uniformnity ('lause governs duties, imports in(d 'xcises--indirect taxes.1 ntifed ,Sh',s' Itatssv Phisvsk, i;2 U S. 71, 51 19i. We deal here with the Federal
income tax. lrofissor ( ewirtz says that it is still at debated proposition whether the
income tax is anr indirect tax souiject to the I iuifori nitv ('liuse. (ewirtz "'estinlotiV
1 - 17.1 The' debate is riot it ver' serious Ori,. True though, e Stixteenith Amenden't
had to be [idoptedtl i 'espol to Ii the decision in 1/',11h,-k v Furmrs' Trust a(Ii loton
('(1, 1-?-7 5 2 i 1, , holding that it tax tll tilt' r'rts or inoone of real estate wats
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a direct tax subject to the impossibly demanding apportionment clauses of Article I,
§ 2. cl. 3, and § 91, cl. 4. The Sixteenth Amendment empowers Congress to "lay and
collet taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment
among the several States and without regard to any census or enumeration." But
the Sixteenth Amendment, by the quoted reference to the freedom of the income
tax from the apportionment requirement, was not meant to classify a tax on every
source of income as direct. Brushaher v. Union Pacific Railroad ('o., 24l0 U.S. 1, 18-
19 1916). The Court in Brushaber remarked that, if" the income tax in all its aspects
were a direct tax, the Sixteenth Amendment would have the effect of authorizing
Congress "to impose a different tax in one State or States than was levied in an-
other State or States," id. at 12, because the income tax is free of the apportionment
requirement by the terms of the Amendment and, as a direct tax, would not be sub-
ject to the Uniformity Clause. The Court declared: "This result, instead of simplify-
ing the situation and making clear the limitations on the taxing power, which obvi-
ously the Amendment must have been intended to accomplish, would create radical
and destructive changes in our constitutional system and multiply confusion." Id.
There is no real debate after Brushaber that the Federal tax on income is indeed
subject to the Uniformity Clause.
C. The Supreme ('ourt's Interpretation of the ('lause

The jurisprudence of the Uniformity clause e as it stood before United States v.
Ptas ynski was ably summed up by Chief Justice Stone in Fernandez v. Wiener, 326
U.S. 340, 859 (1945). ie said, citing Knoulton v. Moore, 17S U.S. 41, 83-109 (1900),
that "the uniformity in excise taxes demanded by the Constitution is geographical
uniformity, not uniformity of intrinsic equality and operation." In other words,
there cannot be one tax in Kentucky and another in Colorado, but a tax on bourbon
whiskey or thoroughbreds, on the one hand, or on the sale of skis on the other is not
condemned by the Uniformity Clause for its unequal effect in the two states because
the "Constitution does not command that a tax 'have an equal effect in each
state,' " the last phrase again quoted from Knowlton v. Moore 178 U.S. at 104. Fi-
nally, "within the meaning of the uniformity requirement a 'tax is uniform when it
operates with the same force and effect in every place where the subject of it is
found,' " quoting Head Money ('ases. 112 U.S. 5), 594 t lSS-1i. The opinion in Fernan-
dez v. Wiener added to the accumulated doctrine the obvious point that the Uni-
formity Clause is not a super-demanding equal protection clause. Congress, the
Court held, could rationally distinguish as the subject of an estate tax the passage of
community property at death from the passage of' property interests resembling
community property that were privately created in common-law jurisdictions. That-
being so, a Louisiana estate had no complaint under the Tax Uniformity Clause
against the Federal estate tax levied on it, 326 U. at 61-43.

That brings us to United States v. Ptasvnski. which along with the untested ex-
emption of flights to and from Alaska and Hawaii from an air travel excise tax is
almost the entire basis of Professor Gewirtz's argument ('ontrary to that argument,
however, Ptasynski does not mean that any jerry-built tax exemption designed to
benefit Puerto Rico and Puerto Rico only will satisfy the Uniformity ('lause. It says
that a tax may be phrased in geographic terms insofar as these constitute a proxy
for-in that case-higher costs that called for 'exemption from a gross receipts tax.
It expressly does not mean that every tax phrased in geographic terms satisfies the
Uniformity Clause.

I1. THE UNIFORMITY ('IAUSE PERMITS TAXES TIAT MAKE DISTIINCTIONS ON THE BASIS OF
(;EOGRAPHICAIL FEATURES., BUT WOU)D BAR THE TAX AIVANTA(ES NOW FNJOYE) BY
THE COMMONWEALTH

A. The Test in Ptasynwski
United States v. Ptasynski. .162 U.S. 741 119,3, demonstrates that, while the Uni-

formity Clause is simple and straightforward, it is not wooden. It does not force us
into a constitutional jurisprudence of labels. Congress could not constitutionally lay
a tax on "Virginia tobacco--if by that phrase Congress meant tobacco indistin-
guishable from other tobacco except for being grown in Virginia. But it could tax
(by that name if' it chose' what the trade knew as "Virginia tobacco," if' that were
indeed a product different from other tobacco and if' it were taxed without regard to
where it was in fact grown

So in Ptasvnsk. Congress freed from the ('rude Oil Windfall Profits Tax some-
thing it called "exempt Alaskan oil defined as "crude oil l)roduced through a well
located north of the Arctic ('ircle, or . . on the northerly side of' the divide of' the
Alaska-Aleutian Range and at least 75 riiles from the nearest point on the Trans-
Alaska 1Pipelxne Systte- '' 1;2 t T S at 77 The Suprerne ('ourt noted that, "[a lthough



the Act refers to this class of oil as 'exempt Alaskan oil,' the reference is not entire-
ly accurate," id., because the exemption covered only a small part of the oil pro-
duced in Alaska, id. at 7-. and because "exempt Alaskan oil" included oil produced
outside of Alaska--''!oil produced in certain offshore, territorial waters-beyond the
limits of any State,' as the Court stated id. at 7S-7!9. Indeed. the ('ourt noted that
only 5.1 percent of the oil currently produced in Alaska was "exempt Alaskan oil."
Id at 77 and n.5.

The Court held in I'tusv,,ski that the treatment of' "exempt Alaskan oil" in the
Windfall Profits Tax did not offend the Uniformity Clause. 'Fhat Congress had used
the convenient shorthand "exempt Alaskan oil" to describe the subject of the ex-
emption did not mean that it had stepped over the line drawn in the fleml .on'ev
('ases-that a "tax apply, at the same rate, in all portions of the United States
where the subject of the tax is found." 462 U.S. at S1. The ('ourt said that a tax
defined in geographic terms may' be valid because the Uniformity Clause "does not
prohibit [Congress] from considering geographically isolated problem:;," id., but it
emphasized that, "where Congress does choose te frame a tax in, geographic terms.
we will examine the classification closelv to see if' there is act ual geographic dsc'i'im-
ination. " Id. at 85 (emphasis added).

The Court looked closely and found '(nJothing in the Act's legislative history
[that] suggests that Congress intended to grant Alaska an undue preference at the
expense of other oil-producing States'' ."62 U.S. at 8,6. There was no "indication that
Congress sought to benefit Alaska for reasons that would offend the purpose of the
Clause." Id. at 85. Indeed, that was "especially clear because the windfall profit tax
itself falls heavily on the State of Alaska." Id. at SG. Of all the oil produced in
Alaska, 82 4; percent was subject to the windfall profit tax. Id. at 77 n.5.

It was not undue preference for Alaska but recognition of' the special nature of
the small proportion of Alaska oil that qualified its ''exempt Alaskan oil" that gave
rise to the exemption. The ('ourt emphasized the "ample evidence- before the ('on-
gress "of the disproportionate costs and difficulties--the fragile ecology, the harsh
environment, and the remote location--associated with extracting oil from this
region." Id. at S5. These geophysical factors were described by the ('ourt as ''neutral
factors;' the Court specifically found that ':t lie exemption ... i., riot drawn )n slate
political lines." Id. at 7S. The ('ourt aciluiesced in ('ongres:'s finding of a zelation-
ship between the difficulty of extracting oil under such cond:tions, the price incen-
tive for exploration for oil in such areas, and the national interest in encouraging
such exploration at at tinif, when the country was trying to reduce its clependetce on
foreign oil Id at s5,86. While some producers Of oil in Alaska profited by the ex-
emption, any advantage to Alaska as a state wvas purely incidental to the' purposes
of the tax.

Thus, !'tus'ist;li does not stand for the proposition for which P'rofessor ( ew rt z
seeks to make it stand: that Congress can favor Puerto Rico if only it can find somnie
seemingly neutral ge.ographical description that encompasse, all of Puerto Rico ind
only Puerto Rico or some subject of tax Ileally some' subject of tax exemption, that
is found only iII Puerto Rico. What PItasvnsk, teaches us is in fact the opposite' that,
if' there were some neutral justification for the favoritism shown to Puerto Rico by
Section 982 and 93f; of Ihe Internal Revenue ('ode, ('ongress would not have to try
to hide what it was doing. But their , is no possible jistification-conparable to the
justification found in the rigors f their north for exeni 1ng from what aniounted to
a gross receipts tax on oil production the most northerlv, difficult and costly (iil- for
the exemption of ol Puerto Rican-source income from the net incorne tax paid by
corporations and from the income tax paid by individuals The corporation incoM
tax. as a net tax, already takes account of ,ny special expense burden associated
with doing business in an insular tropical setting, 71Tnd the tax on individual income
is designed to relieve poor people, who disproportionatelv iiiialtit Pluerto Rico. of a
tax burden borne by those who art' better off'. T maintain Section-; 933 and !1:)(;
atter statehooed would be to accord LIPu crt lRicO ex;actlV the uniuet' jr'efer.'t.nce that
'ongress was not g iving to Ala.,ka by extrnlpting that tiiction of its oi that was

''xempt ,Alaskan oil'' from the Wintdfall Prfits Tax

B. ThelHawaii A 1(k1 4(1 iDat.qcuntm Tla x
No just ification for that pr ,erence is suggested ) Professor (Gewirtz's other

cil ined precedent, the exemption of stne' air t rinsp(irtati< n between the rest of the'
Uinitvd States mnd Ilaw'aii and Alaska frI'm the air tra nsportattor excise tax, 24;
U.S (' §§ 12;1, 12;2. ( tewirt/ '''esttmon v 19 21, 'l his Ai.-kaalawaii exemption has
niot been subjected to a court ch:illezigv tunde'r the lT nif)Irtilt v ('lIause it any report-
ed cas"'. TIh texempti n ill nanv i'Ve't i', klaid on g e()gr )hic alid ge 'olJ)hysicaI fa cc-
tors- distarce, from the mainlkend, tl' ri'cr.ssit. ctliving ownt foreign lands uir inter-
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national waters to reach either of the exempted states, and the difficulty of travel-
consistent with Ptasynsk.

The original transportation excise tax was passed as a wartime measure. Begin-
ning in 1946, specific exemptions lifted the tax for specified areas. At first these in-
cluded only Europe, Asia, and South America, but in 1956 a bill to amend the tax
was reported that would have eliminated the tax for travel to our "best friends and
customers," Canada and Mexico, or any of the Caribbean countries, but would have
retained the tax on travel to the territories of Hawaii and Alaska. 102 Cong. Rec.
5S31 (19561 Sen. Smathers).1 This was regarded as "unwarranted inequity," and
"discrimination" against Alaska and especially Hawaii, which competed for many of
the same tourist dollars as the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands. 102 Cong. Rec. 5,831 (1956 (Sen. Morsel. The bill to enlarge the 1946 exemp-
tion was itself broadened to include Alaska and Hawaii within the exemption and,
as so broadened, was enacted. 70 Stat. 64.1. Thus the original intent of the Hlawaii/
Alaska exemption, far from seeking to discriminate in favor of Alaska or Hawaii,
was to elinminute discrimination against these two territories.

The transportation tax exemption for Alaska and Hawaii was simply allowed to
remain in effect when they were admitted as states a few years later.2 The reason
for this, as explained by Senator Morse in the 1956 debate when statehood for the
two territories was already seen as a possibility, was that theirer becoming states
will not change their geographical location, and the transportation tax handicapp re-
sulting therefrom." 102 Cong. Rec. 5831. Accordingly, the isolation of Hawaii and
Alaska is a neutral factor permitting a geographi'ally-based departure from strict
uniformity in the application of the tax laws.

Sections 933 and 936 are quite otherwise. The special tax treatment of Puerto
Rico embodied in those sections is not a neutral function of its geography. The pro-
visions are openly and avowedly discriminatory. The legislative history of Section
936 demonstrates that Congress enacted it largely in hopes of' stimulating economic
growth in Puerto Rico and other" United States possessions. Set, S. Rep. No. 9.1-9 ,
94th Cong., 2d Sess. 277-79 (1976). Section 986 focuses straightforwardly on economic
advantages and disadvantages for the Commnonwealth and for United States posses-
sions and freely associated states. While such economic favoritism is permitted with
respect to entities that are not states of the Union, it would collide with the Uni-
formity Clause the moment Puertc Rico became a state. Section 93f6 extended to a
state would constitute precisely the economic regionalism and favoritism the found-
ers intended to avoid.

Ill. CONGRESS MAY NOT PI{ASE IN FEDERAl. INCOME TAXES AND PHASE OUT SE('TIONS 933
AND 93f; FOR A NEWLY-AI)MI'FrED STATE OF I'UERT() RICO

There is one final point. Professor Gewirtz asserts in his testimony that Congress
could phase out the benefits, of' Sections 9 2 and 9:36 for a newly admitted State of
Puerto Rico. Apparently he means to say that, accepting them as the preferential
provisions they are, ('ongress could nevertheless keep them in effect for five, ten,
fifteen, twenty-Professor Gewirtz does not say-years to cushion the effect of state-
hood on Puerto Rico and its residents and the corporations doing business there.
The Uniformity (lause permits no such thing. There can be no phasing in or phas-
ing out of tax legislation that on its face contains the kind of' discrimination along
state lines the Uniformity Clause forbids.

The well-known "equal footing" case, ('ovlc v. Smith, 221 U.S. 5591 1191I , demon-
strates the emptiness of phasing in or phasing out as a constitutional concept. In its
enabling act admitting Oklahoma as a state into the Union, ('ongress provided that
the state capital would "temnlrarily" be in Guthrie, the territorial capital, and
phased out this requirement 'ix and one-half years later, i.e., provided that the cap-

I A ,,vcod rv tconlideratilon f the bill .%a, to correct a tax ,iv.ioii pfiractict encouraged by t he
(l[d taw, which bLd he eftec 1f diverting traffic awev froti y t , Arican-flag carriers to f'regri-
flag c:eITI 'r, cLivt'ririg tl0' ,MW ri OVe t S 'l'h (Ii vt, r WIor iC rred kx'caueS, it +% a% c hea;'r Il so t
iistaince, for Unlited tattt,e cit iwen, top flN- first to certatilrl airMrt, Ill Mexico arid Canida %hetn
tht'ir real <esliration %%as tm' if the hirdir states or Ala,-k, or iawaii, and "as therefore ,,ub-
jt.ct to tax 1112 (',iiig I{ .' :1 2 1C17,;, .-Sen Mor.-.e

21'hi, required no ,ckrioledgetrmnt in the ,r~iblrig act. for Alaska atnd hawaii, slrict the
rtlevarit pro\i,n it the tax codet. is amended in P),;, def ri-d the' term "continental nlt ted
States" to, m ian 'thi' exit i ri l* Startes and th. l).trlct if ( ',lu111iiA " (12 2c 1 , 71 1 Stat Il 1.
ki.' 'the. rfebirition oA 'motirnentil 1'noted .ftat, ir the tax code vAas amended after Ala,,ka
bt.carit. a state to rvar "thi' lIiStrict if I 'lr ifiI ari l'ht- States other than Alaska." 7:1 Stat
I 1i6, arid ifter l me .ti i .-, i'.,iei. a "(ate' to read "th,. [).i.tnit o I 'luidila arid the State.-,ither
thi n ..\lisk, md Iav,,i. ' 71 Stit Ill;
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ital could be moved no earlier than 191;3. Act of June 1;, 1i0;, .1 Stit. 26i7, c. 3335
'quoted in ('o*v/e. 221 t. S. at 5511. The Supreme Court held that ('ongress could not
impose conditions in admitting a new state 'which would not be valid and effectual
if' the subject of congressional legislation after admission." Id at 573. Thus, the
Court lound the state capital requirement an unconstitutional infringement of state
sovereignty repugnant to the equal footing doctrine-in spite of the avowedly tempo-
ran- nature of that requirement.

('ov/e is the case that Professor Gewirtz speaks of in a slightly different context as
a "bedrock." U;ewirtz Testimony 27) It teaches that, contrary to Professor (;ewirtz's
contention, an unconstitutional condition in an enabling act is nct saved by being"phased out," even if phased out quite soon after statehood. The Supreme Court's
decision in ('ovh, came less than two years before Oklahomans would have been free
to move their capital, but the Court did not stay its hand on thai account. A state of
affairs either offends the Constitution or it does not. The opposing position is the
constitutional equivalent of arguing that a woman is not really pregnant since her
condition will be "'phased out" in nine months.

Professor (Gewirtz cites a 19S) report uf the Comptroller General, Etxlwriences of
Past Territories ('n Assist Puerto Rico Status Dehberaotions, in support of his claim
that ('ongress may "temporarily adjust the tax laws and grant temporary special
tax treatment" to Puerto Rico during the initial years of its statehood. U(ewirtz Tes-
timony 21.) He mischaracterizes the substance of the report, which merely described
the nature of' Federal non-tax legislation designed to facilitate Alaska's entry into
the United States. The only tax provision mentioned in the report is the Alaska/
Hawaii tran,-,portation tax exemption. That was not something phased in or to be
phased out but appears to be as permanent as any provision of the tax code, and, as
explained above, the exemption is fundamentally different from the type of political-
ly-defined legislation at issue here. There is nothing in the ('omptroller General's
report to support the novel proposition that Congress may "temporarily adjust" the
tax laws in fIavor of' Puerto Rico without running afoul of toe Uniformity Clause.

Similarly unsupported is Professor Gewirtz's claim that ''regardless of' what the
Uniformity Clause might restrict," it is somehow "intersected by" congress''s au-
thority to admit new states into the Union under Article IV of the ('onstitution In a
way that would allow Congress to ignore the Uniformity ('lause. ';ewirtz Testimony
210. This extraordinary claim stands without any citation of legal support-and we
have been able to discover none that could support it. Legislation that violate., a
constitutional proscription is not rescued by bfoing enacted under the guise of an-
other affirmative source of' congressional authority that might be constitutionally
legitimate in a different context

Of course Congress could, if' it chose, elect to "cushion the ef'fet" of Puerto Rico's
entry into the Union with direct economic assistance to the newly formed state.
That is not to say, however, that ('ongress could accomplish the same end by con-
tinuing for Puerto Rican residents and corporations doing business there advantages
under the tax code not available in the other states. While the economic effect of
these actions might be similar-though it is one thing to tax the average Puerto
Rican resident less and quite another to grant his government more--their constitu-
tionaI underpinnings are w-holly different. There is no constitutional impediment to
congress''s spending money in a waY that differs from state to state. But tile Uni-
form it y ('lause forbids effe cting discriminatory treatment of states states through
the taxing power. It is incorrect tor suggest that. since ('ongress could give money
away to benefit at particular state, it could a fortior take I, s., money away from the
residents or corporations of' the same state by selective appl nation of the tax laws.
The constitutionn does not permit such sleight of haid And surely (Congress has not
accepted the proposition that all property belongs to the government, and that there
is thus no difference lketween the government giving some back via the spending
power, and riot taking ,.) ine m Ihe first place tvia tax exellj)tioist.'

SFl-r i (-ti,,U4O ((I 0bn- pnlpu<.lu, 0w.lpt.rc-, I ' hickh \ortid v'Ltb' 1tJtl l+ 1 it .Id' 'rl of
fpr'xat1- prolju~rt:, .t- + t' k f,),t o t. (, goril . ,1 sufrtl,.+ , rt/ l, ,, (# 714 l 1t4'/I ,,,p /f' att'r/

Fl .r . ..... V2 ' ti' . Slltir re ' lllMlr l ul- 11 h1 & :\ l ult , "lIt/ 111.lf 011n (', ,(i lrlt w i M 111-1

Ir<Idari ,.: .iirt-l t ,1 t tialhlengt' ud'et'r lh,, F-:-t bti ,mv tt li t(t N'ou-u N ', !k, ', r:K q l ir ,'" Iu4\ t' t ltpl ,ll

Itir" ]ia't", ii 'i.d w t-hr ;r. h t' O w ,t f'Icktif 'rThe . mr,ll0t , ,+ t \t llifli l I, If)ltt" ,l'ntil",hij+ '11144c
ther I ltsl l fo'll itl , 1l4Ii fr lful 11,Art 40t i t, O'\

4 
lHW' t1) ( drtt "t4-.- /t'lt , I '. til' , im lik h 'dv

111'trldilll 0 1,11 O le* c.htlrf+.i ". lm. l thl' - , ' \W.,il/ % /'(11 C',,ra m +..+,-+1 ,'" I'S li,; /9" / ' ,
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Finally, there is a glaring inconsistency between Professor Gewirtz's argument fa-
voring preferential tax treatment for a State of Puerto Rico and the fundamental
premise of his testimony--that Puerto Rico deserves statehood on grounds of equali-
ty, "an equal place in thie American family and the American dream." iGewirtz Tes-
timony 5.) Professor Gewirtz laments what he calls Puerto Rico's present "separate
but unequal" constitutional status, then argues moments later that a newly-formed
State of Puerto Rico should be given tax treatment more than equal to that accord-
ed the otner states. This lack of consistency on so fundamental a matter is reveal-
ing, symptomatic, and deeply troubling. After hearing Professor Gewirtz's repeated
calls for equality, his unembarrassed defense of more-than-equal tax treatment for a
State of Puerto Rico is like the thirteenth chime of a clock: it makes one doubt all
that has come before.

('ONC'IUSION

For the above reasons, the present sections 9:33 and 936 would offend the ('onstitu-
tion if extended-temporarily or pernmnently-to a State of Puerto Rico.

('OVINGON & BURLIN;,
WoIshilton, )(' Augnst .11, 1989.

flon. ,J. BENNET'r" JOHNSTON,
lon. JAMES M(CLIURE,
US. Senate.
Dear Senators ,Johnston and Mc('lure:

Enclosed is a most thoughtful letter from Professor Laurence Tribe of Hiarvard
Law School updating his comments on the Tax lUtnif(ormity Clause issue to reflect
his learned assessment of S. 712 as reported by the Energy and Natural Resources
Committee on August 2, 19S9. J understand that you disagree with Professor Tribe's
view of the constitutional law issue. But I urge you to take a careful look at Profes-
sor Tribe's letter nonetheless because it not only describes the constitutional prob-
lem which S. 712 as reported clearly still raises, but also identifies on pages four
and five tw p ractical alternatives that are both unquestionably consistent with th.
constitutionn .

Warmest personal regards.
Sincerely yours,

l{iIRIARt) ). ('(OPAKFN.

I{RVAI) NiviRsrI'F IAW S('1100L.,
(Calnt,c,(. MA, Ang.:ist .;1. 1.98 9.

lion. BENNrr ,JOHINST(N,

lion. ,JAMES M'('rLUR:,
US. Sen rte.
Dear Senators ,Johnston arid Mc('lure:

On ,July 19, 1)89, I submitted to you a memorandun of law that I prepared jointly
with the law firnl of ('ovington & Burling concerning the constitutionality of special
favorable treatment of a new State of' Puerto Rico undrr the Federal tax laws. Our
memorandum addressed assr'rtions of Professor (vwi rtz in lis testimony on behalf
of the Statehood Party that, despite the Tax Uniformity Clause of the United States
('onstit ution, several forms of such favorable treatment would be constitutional. Our
principal conclusionl, su mma'rized in my cover letter also dated 'July 19, was that if
Puerto Rico were to become a state of the Ui on, the ('onstitution would forbid con-
tinuation, prl)etually 0r for a limited ''phasing out" period, of the present preferen-
tial treatment of P)uerto Rico under the Federal income tax laws

As I noted in the .Jul v 19 (over letter, these are my own be.t judgments as a pro-
fesso r of cOnStit uti(O)Ma" Iaw, not those of an advocate for all.y particur Ill Pouet
Rican political party or position.

I write this further letter to addr(-ss Section 21:,d of S 712 as reported by the
Energy and Natural Resources committee e On ALgust 2. There one finds an ernbodi-
ment of on(, of the things Prof1essor (ecwirtt said could conlrstitutlonally be done: a
t&'ml)oriiry coit in uat lon into statehood of both present asq)ects Of preferent ial t reat-
MIent of I 1ut' t4 Rico under the federall income tix laws and the rafter a te rrinia-
tion of, one, and a g raudual I phasing out oif the other Seeing the proposal in black and
white (hes, not change v on p <)inion that such tIr*Vltrrierit i.s unc.onstitution1,l
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Setion 213(d) of S. 712 as reported differs in some respects from the correspond-
ing provision originally proposed by the Statehood Party. The Statehood Party
would have continued Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code-which exempts
corporations from tax on income from Puerto Rican sources-in effect for 11) years
after a proclamation of statehood and would have phased it out over the next 15
years. The current version of S. 712 would continue the Section 986 exemption until
January 1, 1994, and would then reduce the amount of the exemption by 20 percent-
age points a year until it disappeared five years later. (riven a referendum in 1991,
that is a six-and-a-half year continuation during statehood of a provision that was
enacted avowedly to discriminate in favor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and
intended explicitly to enable it to build a productive economy. 1 do not pretend to
have an opinion on the wisdom of this change in the provision as reported. Both the
original Statehood Party proposal and the provision as reported, however, are equal-
ly unconstitutional, condemned by the Tax Uniformity Clause as precisely the sort
of outright preference of one state over others that the Clause was adopted to pre-
vent.

Section 993 of the Internal Revenue (ode is the other Puerto Rican tax preference
provision of the present Code. It exempts from the personal income tax all income
from Puerto Rican sources. Section 213(di of the current S. 712 would continue that
exemption until January 1, 1994, when it would end. That is a two-and-a-half year
preference for Puerto Rico, but it is not saved from constitutional condemnation by
its relative brevity. Under Section 213(d), a resident of a State of Puerto Rico would
not pay the Federal income tax that residents of other states pay. I believe that the
Uniformity Clause does not permit that kind of discrimination whether for two-and-
a-half years, two-and-a-half decades, or forever.

It seems clear enough that Section 21:31di as reported is founded on the theory
that the power to admit new states to the Union enables Congress to do things for
fledgling states, by way of supposed transition, that it could not constitutionally (10
for more senior members of the Union. That this is the theory seems clear because
there is no attempt to disguise the discrimination in favor of Puerto Rico, no effort
to construct a tax exempt ion that would be justified by neutral objective fcactors-as
was the exemption of "exempt Alaskan oil" from the windfatll profits tax in I Gttted
States v. Ptas nshi, 162 U S. 74 i P0,31.

There is no substance, to this theory. When the power to admit new states tt) the
I Tnion "intersects"--Professor (Uewirtz's term--with a sp-cific constitutional inhibi-
tion, the specific constitutional inhibition controls. The Uniformity ('lause is a spe-
cific constitutional inhibition, and one of' notable clarity. ( oiigress is not able, in
easing the way for a new state, to do things-even t(npoirary things that can be
characterized as phasing, in or phasing out-that the (C'onstitution would keep it
from doing for an existing state

We know that (ongress can not do something, even so mething temporary. to a
new state that the institutionon does not em pover it to do to states generally. That
is 'he holding of'( ov/e v Smith,. 221 US. 55.79 1 1l congressss , in adinitting ()klaho-
ma to the Union, attempted to dictate where Oklahoma.,s state capital should be for
just six-and-a-half years after statehood. The Supreme (',,irit said no, holding that
Oklahoma was entitled to be on an -equal footing' with the other states -a. free to
choose where its capital wu(ld be as the others surely were -from the date of state-
hood, not after some transition or phasing-in period

There is no defensible argunmInt for the \1,0w that the rule If (Of '/4' dloes not (ut
both ways: just as (Congress cannot do something to a new state that the 'onstitu-
tion f orbid~s it to do to an existing state, so) ( Ionlgress cannot t do< something /'r' 41 1ne\%

state that the ('onstitution forbids it ti(dio fOr a i existing star A nv other rule
would be unprincipled in t heory and difficult it not impossible to adminiister in prac-
tice-especially since oie can readily iniaglle cases, in which It is exceedingly hard
to tell which transition provisions arnount to benefits for the nw state, ard Which
arnount to burdens upon i t

The power to adinit new states no more create-, an except ion to the I ri form itv
Clause than it provides an exception to tnv other !,-ilt M ('ongrI',ss' pi)\ tr, riit-
withstanding the fact that such an exct-ptio n [i)ight OnILt h thbe road of earIv state-
hoo<d. The ability to handicap a nw state temlporarily ioul d obviously facial tate ac-
ceptance of' statehood bY a miajori:tv ('ongress. j nst a the abilit' to give a new
state a temporary hreak could fic'littt(' acceptable Cif statehood iyvthe Ilpulac' of
the new statte

In admitting a new ,tate with cr \ deil courts, culd ('ongre.s.s t(,iiporarilv sus-
p('nd the right to jury trial In criiinaIl cask's" W<uld such t sISI'Visioril be so re-
thing congress s had dion(e tti the ne'w sta t's p'p'lt' or /or thero" Il adiitting a state

that had foriner been a hert'ditarv monarchy. cou-ldY ('-rul .rigres overlook the giuaran-
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tee of a republican form of government for the lifetime of the monarch then reign-
ing'? Would that be a benefit or a burden'? In admitting a state where much-needed
resources were in the hands of private owners, could Congress temporarily exempt
the state from the requirement that just compensation be paid to citizens whose
property is taken'? Benefit or burden? These are not unfair analogies to what is
being proposed to ease Puerto Rico's transition from the protective fostering policy
of Commonwealth to the uncompromising and unl:otected, single-market Union of
States. From these analogies it can be seen that the Supreme Court's decision in
Coy*N v. Smith must stand for the proposition that Congress cannot condition admis-
sion of new states on standards that are different from those it may impose on
states whether conceived as more beneficial or more burdensome. Indeed, the
Court's decision in Coy'le v. Smith would have to be overruled before one could
follow Professor Gewirtz's erroneous advice.

Congress could not now exempt all citizens of Louisiana or Alaska from Federal
income tax liability for more than two years, or grant Federal tax preferences for
more :hai, six years to corporations doing business in Idaho or Hawaii. No more can
Congress free Puerto Rico of the Federal tax burden borne uniformly by all the
other states.

I agree with Senator -Johnston that Congress can and should do everything within
its constitutional power to ensure the smooth entry of new states into the Union.
One expedient way of accomplishing this would be to delay the commencement of
statehood until after the phase-out of Sections 933 and 9,36 cf the Internal Revenue
Code was. completed. Under such a plan, the selection of the statehood option by the
voters of Puerto Rico would terminate Puerto Rican tax autonomy and begin a
period of transition that would lead to statehood at a predetermined: future date.
During this period a phase-out of tax benefits could operate similarly to that envi-
sioned by Section 213(d) of S. 712 as reported. During this same period, maintaining
Federal program benefits at current levels would not contravene the equal protec-
tion standard of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. After all, the Su-
preme Court held in Harris v. Rosario, 446 U.S. 651, 652 (1980h (per curiam), that as
long as Puerto Rico is not a state, Congress under its Territorial Clause power "may
treat Puerto Rico differently from States so long as there is a rational basis for its
actions"-a standard very easy to meet in practice.

As a non-state, the (ommonwealth of Puerto Rico is not subject to the Tax Uni-
fornity clause e today, and it is possible that the Supreme ('ourt would hold the
clause inapplicable to Puerto Rico during the transition Period preceding statehood
simply because Puerto Rico was still not a state. But even assuming that the appli-
cability of the Tax Uniformity Clause hinges on the distinction between "incorporat-
ed" and "unincorporated" jurisdictions, it is clear that congressional intent controls
what is "incorporated' and what is "unincorporated. I)ouni's v. lflw'ell. IS2 U.S.2.15 11901 ' Indeed, in holding the Tax Uniformity Clause inapplicable to Puerto Rico
in l)om'nes v Bulwcll the Court described approvingly ('ongress' "practical interpre-
tation . . that the ('onstitution is applicable to territories only when and so far
as ('ongress shall so direct.'' Id. at 279.

Thus, if ('ongiess included in the referendum bill a provision expressly stating its
intention that Puerto Rico not be considered ''incorporated" as part of the I tni ited
States during the pre-statehood transition period, the Tax Uniformity Clause surely
would not bar unequal tax treatment for P~uerto Rico, just as it does not bar such
treatment now. Id ; see Ba lzw' v Purt, Rico. 25 L' S 29-s,, :W1(5-; '1922 In Balzac,
the ('ourt found in a unanimous opinion that the absence in the Foraker Act of anexpress congressional intention to incorporate Puerto Rico 'strongly tends to show
that ('ongress did not have such an intention", especially after ('ongress has been
alerted to incorporation as an issue, ''incorporation is not to be assumed without
express declaration," Id at :3i);

Thus, an express statement by ('ongres.s in the referendum act that the Tax Uni-
formity ('lause ws not to applv to Puerto Rico until statehood would be control-
ling-- all the more so because the clause d(oes not implicate fundamental Individual
rights For while the concurring opinion in To-r,'s % Poevti toc. .112 t' S 4;,, 175-
7; 1I979 J questioned the continuing r'leva nce of Ba L ' to the issue before it- .the
applicability to Puerto Rico of the Fourth Amendment- -its discussion revolved en-
tirely around application of the ll of Rights Neither the corcurriing opinion in
Tore's nor any Supreme Court holding of which I am .iware casts doubt on ('on-
gress' ability to declare whether an entit such as lPuerto Rico is incorporrated or
unincorporated for purposes of the aippl icti of constitutional provisions outside
the Bill of Rights. In short, the power of ('ongre.os to ad nil states combined with its
residual plenary poVer a Under the Territorna I ('L uIe and its l;x,)er under the Neces-
sary and Proper ('lau,.S enable ('ongres.- to deterriine that at entit% will riot become
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a state until a predetermined future date, and that it not be considered "incorporat-
ed' as part of the United States until that date.

A second way to assist Puerto Rico in the transition to statehood is with direct
economic assistance. It is clearly possible to assist at Puerto Rico in transition
through the spending power-through Congress' ability to direct its appropriations
to where they are needed--which power is not subject to any constitutional con-
straint like the Tax Uniformity Clause.

The fact that Section 21:V&d of S. 712 as reported is unconstitutional thus does not
mean that Congress is powerless to assist Puerto Rico in the transition to statehood
from its status as a Commonwealth exempt from Federal taxes. I have identified for
you two practical alternatives that are not mutually exclusive and that are fully
consistent with the institutionon. What cannot be done is what Section 21;d) of S.
712 proposes to do.

Sincerely yours,
LAUREN' It. 'RIlE.
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STATENIFNT OF PUERTO RICANS IN ('ivi. A('-InON

STATEHOOD FOR PUERTO RICO & I.R.. SEC. l ;

To: The United States Senate Finance ('ommittee
Re: Senate Bill 712

Honorable Senators: Thank you for the opportunity to express our views On State-
hood for Puerto Rico and on Section 936 of the federal, Internal Revenue ('ode.
Puerto Ricans in Civic Action is a grass roots movement that with the force of more
than 350,000 individually signed petitions of' individual United States citizens
living in Puerto Rico has essentially petitioned Congress for a redress of our griev-
ances and requested Statehood for Puerto Rico, pursuant to Article IX of the Treaty
of Paris of 189,S, to end the present colonial status of Puerto Rico.

Because of' the truncated time allowed me, I commence with the following high-
lights: (I I that federal, Internal Revenue ('ode sec. 936 is a scandalous waste of' Fed-
eral f'unds,:i which the United States can and should terminate soon, even now,
under the present so-called Commonwealth status; (2) that any person concerned
with revenue neutrality or equality among the political status formulas in the
coming plebiscite must logically at least require the so-called ('ommonwealth to pay
the -"O)15 million every year which the so-called ('ommonwealth repeatedly promised
to pay annually by 19K5, to the Federal Treasury in lieu of' Federal taxation upon
Puerto Rico: 4 and f31 that Statehood is the only status formuIa that ia categorically
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accepts both the rights and responsibilities of United States citizenship, and (b) that
can relieve the taxpayers and voters of each one of the States that you represent
from the heavy and ever-increasing burden of the so-called Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. If you aid or tolerate that so-called Commonwealth in any way, you in
effect crucify the taxpayers of your States, your constituents, on the cross of' that
Commonwealth and particularly with the nails of! "f.

Statehood should not be an issue or in all honesty any, problem, The costs, the
immense, wasteful and ever increasing costs of "('ommonwealth" are the issue and
the problem.

Independence, no matter what Federal largesse is provided, means that Puerto
Rico and the Puerto Ricans will have to fend for themselves. Statehood, no matter
what the transition period, signifies that Puerto Rico and the Puerto Ricans will
share the common burdens of the Union, such as Federal Taxes and other contribu-
tions to the United States. But, Commonwealth means now and in the future the
continuation of current many billion dollar costs, the ever increasing multi-billion
dollar waste of 93f; and the continuous demands for more and more amendments to
Federal laws (to food stamps, to Supplemental Social Security, etc.) to give Puerto
Rico more and more Federal monies without any, tax payments from Puerto Rico or
the Puerto Ricans. From your point of view, Commonwealth is the supplicant of P.T.
Barnum's adage, "There's a sucker born every minute.'

The Director of the Harvard Law School International Tax Program, Mr. Glen
Jenkins, and economist Mr. Tomas llexner have kindly allowed me to present to
you some of their findings concerning I.R.C. sec. 936 and regarding the 51st state-
Puerto Rico:

"The US government could pay for the Commonwealth's transition to Statehood
through its elimination of Section 936, Recently, the U.S. I)epartment of the Treas-
ury announced that revenue costs of the Section 936 tax program in 1989 are ex-
pected to be $1.9 billion A tax reduction of (; per cent. $0( billion would be neces-
sary for citizens of Puerto Rico to pay Federal taxes without incurring higher tax
burdens than the citizens of other low income states. Tax savings from 9I36 could
cover this $0.9 billion with approximately $1.0 billion left over annually to finance
development investments.

Who would pay, the piper? The parent corporations of' section 93(; firms who have
benefited from the tax credit (primarily through transfer pricing would now bear
the costs.

Mlany have contended that the elimination of 9368 would create havoc on the econ-
omy of the ('omnmonwealth---decreased investment and increased unemployment.
This contention is falacious because there are many more cost effective methods for
promoting healthy economic growth.

Consider the following:
1. On average the tax revenues lost in 2.1 years would pay for the total invest-

ment these corporations have made in net fixed assets in Puerto Rico. (See Tabl!es I
and 31. For pharmaceuticals the revenue costs cover the costs of the assets in 1.5
years.

2. In terms of' employment for pharmaceuticals the revenue cost of a dollar of'
wages is on the order of .250 per cent. isee Table 2).

These extremely high rates of tax loss are proof that the Section 93G provisions
are primarily a tax shelter device for US parent corporations rather than an effec-
tive investment stimulus for Puerto Rico. Section 93; benefits neither the people of
Puerto Rico nor the people on the mainland. The tax savings from 936 could be used
in a development program for the Island, which would, for instance, pay for .50 per
cent of fixed asset investment (after it is up and running and save both the govern-
ment of Puerto Rico and the Federal Government substantial sums.

The proposed plebiscite is also a time for self assessment. It is sad to note that the
State tax burden (as a percentage of personal income' is 60 per cent higher for
Puerto Rican residents than for residents of North Carolina, Indiana, and Mississip-
pi, a good cross section of' mainland America. If' Puerto Rico chose statehood, an ad-
justment process will be necessary to bring its state taxes and expenditures in line
with those of other states. This will take time. lowever, in subjective terms there
appears to be a lot of fiscal fat which could be trimmed and used for development

Rl -o' h ,,mi , ' i t,'. 'lot in t hi form ,d laxe,, t, ti,, uuun,,n hdr'(/',ris ol/', ll iti,s ,,/ /lif'
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grow until it ge.ts to whlit'v('r si/ it )ms tou gid't a according to a fair tIirriili , it can a' itimuJi a,-,
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purposes. If section 93(i savings could be applied to cover state expenditures, the
transition could be accomplished by reducing Puerto Rican local taxes immediately.
This tax room could then accommodate the introduction of the Federal taxes."

TABLE 1.-ASSET AMD PAYROLL INFORMATION FOR SELECTED SECTION 936 INDUSTRIES (1983)

Net fixed umber wae Reveni. cost
assets Number of Avea a to US

m.los) ' employees - copensto Treasurymillsw) (2 wr year m

Pharmaceuticals . $1,160 $13,149 $21,823 $760
flectfcal and electronic equip 912 25,439 15,659 382
Apparel 100 15,628 10,408 51
Food 345 8,098 15,205 113
Other 908 / 26,265 N/A 335r-1

Total 3,488 88,519 14,836 1,641

Source United Stale'. Depaitrent of he teas.ry. The Operalni ard Effect of Possessos Corporat*n System of Taxation, Srxth Report"
March 1989 Table 4 1 onvenors included

-' Source ibid. Table 4 6
- Source See note a Table 4 5 Revenue cost to he U S Treasury is the dollar amount of the Section 936 tax credit thai was claimed in

1983 by US corporations operating in Pwero R-co

TABLE 2.-REVENUE COST PER EMPLOYEE (1983)
IIn thousands !

Revenue cost Average Revenue cost
I empoye per dollar ofper o'ee compsation wages paid

(1) (2) (3

Pharmaceutical ... $57,161 $21,823 $2.46
Electful and Electronic equip . 15,005 1 15,659 0.96
Appael 3,295 10,408 0.32
Food 14.003 15,205 0.92
All manufacturing industries 18,523 14.836 1.25

Source U S DeDartln of the Trevury
Revenue cost is the dollar amount of tax credit claimed by co(poraTions, minus income and tollgate taxes paid to Puerlo Rico

TABLE 3.-COST OF SECTION 936 PER DOLLAR OF CAPITAL, PER JOB AND PER JOB DOLLAR OF
WAGE BENEFIT (1983)

Cotp olt Numbler of Su-bi frale

Of Nfer tal 1 years b a arevenue cost pcentage ofto equalnet thcost onlassets capital

(11 (2) (3)

Pharmaceuticals... .............................................................. $13 1.5 327%
Electrical and Electronic Equipment ..................................... 5 2.5 196
Apparel .................................................... 2 2.0 254
Food ....... .... ............ .. . ...................... 5 3.1 163
O ther . .. . . ............ ...................... ................. ... .................................................. N /A 2 .7 184

T o ta l ..... .................. ... . .............. ........................ ........ ................................... 6 2 .1 2 3 5

'The dollar ued is the incremental dollar The figures here represenil the ircremental wage be eit over the tax cost per job
This figure represents net assets mult ied by the cost of capital over total tax be.efits

I now point out some of my ideas to handle I.R.C. section 936 or make adjust-
ments after Statehood, even for those who still have some desire to maintain that
Federal tax expenditure:
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(1) You can terminate I.R.C. sec. 936 now and substitute it with a direct Federal
employment program for Puerto Rico, funded with amounts below what previously
escaped the Federal treasury because of I.R.C. sec. 936.

(2) You can cap or segmentize I.R.C. sec. 936 and thereby stop or reduce its hemor-
rhage of Federal funds, for example, (a) by prohibiting the use of the tax sparing
credit of I.R.C. sec. 936 after a certain cut-off date, (b) by phasing-out I.R.C. sec. 936
as you phased out Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations 5 and China Trade Act
Corporations,6 (c) excluding pharmaceutical mixing operations and electrical ma-
chinery assemblage from the definition of corporations that can use the tax sparing
credit of I.R.C. sec. 936.

3) You can eliminate 936 and substitute it with a national program of enterprise
zones for all States whose statewide rate of unemployment is, for example, 14% or
higher, which program would remain in place for the State until it lowered said un-
employment to say 9% and maintained that lowered rate for a consecutive period of
say 5 years.

(4) You can arguably prolong I.R.C. sec. 9:36 intact for a short period of time after
Statehood for Puerto Rico.

The above segmentization or cap approach takes into account, for example, that
although pharmaceutical section 936 operations obtain 46.3% of the total Federal
cost of I.R.C. Sec. 936, such pharmaceuticals provide only 14.8% of the employment
in Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector.7 In 1987, according to the Puerto Rico Plan-
ning Board, the chemicals and related products sector, basically pharmaceuticals,
had $3,757,600,000 of the $8,661,300,000 total net income of all the manufacturing
sector in Puerto Rico," but chemicals and related products only had 18,000 employ-
ees of the total 148,900 employed in manufacturing in Puerto Rico. 9 The shocking
fact is that the "top sixteen possession corporations accounted for 24.2 percent of
the tax benefits but provided only 3.6 percent of the employment of the 378" section
936 corporations in the Sixth Annual Report of the U.S. Treasury Department on
I.R.C. sec. 936.10 Sixteen section 936 corporations obtained $100,000 or more of the
Federal tax expenditures of I.R.C. sec. 936 for each person they employed."

The most effective choice for the Congress is the substitution of the present open-
ended, unlimited, Federal tax expenditures of I.R.C. sec. 936 with a direct Federal
unemployment program for Puerto Rico. Thereby you totally avoid the constitution-
al problems of geographic uniformity." I recognize that the constitutional analysis
of former Puerto Rico Secretary of the Treasury and of Justice Wallace Conzalez
Oliver is ably presented 12 and is confirmed by Professor Arthur Sutherland of the
Harvard Law School '3 and by Professor Alexander Bickel 14 of the Yale Law
School, and more recently by Professor Cewirtz also of the Yale Law School. I recog-
nize that even after Statehood, I.R.C. sec. 936 could perhaps persist for a short
period of time, and accordingly that Professor Tribe's constitutional analysis "s is
foo rigid and seemingly too politically partisan. However, there is no geographical
uniformity condition on the Federal Constitution's expenditure clause; expenditures
are expansively for the "general welfare." 16 And through the direct expenditure
route, I emphasize, you achieve effectiveness and control for your present Federal
tax expenditures. You and I should wholly agree with Professor Stanley Surrey of
the Harvard Law School:

"(A) tax incentive does involve the expenditure of government funds."

I .R.C. secs. 921, 922 1198 7.
6 1.RC. sec. 941 11987j,

U.S. Department of the Treasury, The Operation and Effect of the Possessions Corporation
System of axation, Sixth Report, 51, 46 Mar. 1989).

R Puerto Rico Planning Board, Informe Economico al Gobernador, 1987, at A-12, Table 12
i Feb. 12, 1988;. See attached Exhibit A.

9 Ibid. at IV-12. See attached Exhibit B.
10 U S. Department oa the Treasury, Sixth Annual Report, supra. note 7, at 48.
" Idem. See attached Exhibits C and D.
II U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 8, cl. 1: "'Afll Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform

throughout the United States."
It Wal'ace onzalez Oliver. Power or Congress to Admit Puerto Rico as a State of the Union

with Special Tax Treatment. (IH-1970.
I Arthur E. Sutherland, Letter to Wallace Conzalez Oliver. (July 8, 1970).
4Alexander E. Bickel, memorandum for Wallace Conzalez Oliver. OJuly 2"2, 1970P.

I' Laurence H. Tribe & Covington & Durling, Niemorandum of Law Re: NPP Statehood Reso-
lutions (Oct. 12, 1984).

16 U.S. Constitution, Art. 1, Sec. 8, cl. 1: "The Congress shall have Power to ... provide for the
common Defense and general Welfare of the United States."
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"A dollar is a dollar-both for the person who receives it and the govern-
ment that pays it. whether the dollar comes with a tax credit label or a
direct expenditure fabel. "
"(14)any incentives look, and are, highly irrational when phrased as direct
expenditure programs structured the same way."
"(A) resort to tax incentives greatly decreases the ability of the Govern-
ment to maintain control over the management of its priorities."
"(Tiax incentives do involve expeditures - 'back-door
expenditures' . . . and . . . a legislator concerned with expenditure levels
and expenditure control should not, while holding the front door shut, let
hidden expenditures in through the back door. "(emphasis added). I

We commence with the basic fact that Statehood for Puerto Rico is good both for
Puerto Rico and for the United States. Among marry other benefits, Statehood
would provide the United States citizens of Puerto Rico with the equality and digni-
ty enjoyed by their fellow citizens in every State of the Union, provide Puerto Rico
with the political stability necessary for economic progress, stimulate investment in
Puerto Rico by eliminating the risk premium on such investments that the present
foreignness of Commonwealth status causes,' 8 and terminate the horribly wasteful
Federal tax expenditures' 9 now suffered by the United States because of I.R.C. sec.
936.20 I.R.C. section 936 is a section of the Federal Internal Revenue Code that
allows United States corporations, principally the "Fortune 500" to organize United
States subsidiary corporations to do business basically in Puerto Rico. The "Fortune
500" parents then shift profits from their taxable operations in the United States or
elsewhere to the Puerto Rican business (that receives Fomento Tax Exemption in
Puerto Rico) and then retrieve those profits plus the tax free investment income
generated by those profits almost completely free of both Federal and Puerto Rican
income taxation either via the 100% intercorporate dividend deduction or a tax free
liquidation. The parent companies then commence again this circle of avoidance of
Federal income taxes by shifting other profit to the Puerto Rican operations. The
I.R.C. section 936 subsidiaries do not pay Federal income taxes because they receive
a Federal income tax credit for taxes that they have never paid. The credit device
spares-excuses-the income covered by the credit from Federal taxation.

I.R.C. section 936 is one immense price that the United States continues to pay so
as to prop up the so-called "Commonwealth" status of Puerto Rico. Not only has the
"Commonwealth",of Puerto Rico never paid to the United States the annual contri-
butions in lieu of Federal taxes that Governor Luis Munoz Main promised in
195921 and reiterated in 1965 22 and that for 1985 should have been $500 million 23

but the United States via I.R.C. section 936 suffers tax expenditures that amounted
to 1.167 billion in 1979; 1.326 billion in 1980: 1.711 billion in 1981; 1.678 billion in

I Stanley S. Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing Government Policy: A
Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 8:3 Harvard L. Rev. 705, 717, 721-722, 732
1 1970 .

N E.g., Ofice of Economic Research, Puerto Rico Development Administration, Analysis of
the President's 'fax Proposal to Repeal the Possession's Tax Credit in Section 936 of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Code (J. Stewart & T. Lane) (Revised 1985) 7 n.l: "the risk premium demanded
by firms on investments made outside the mainland;" R. Forbes, M. Hopewell, G. Kauffman &
J. Petersen, The Outlook for Puerto Rico Municipal Bonds 73 Preliminary Report for the Com-
mittee to Study Puerto Rico's Finances, July 30, 1975) 73: "All respondents generally agreed
that Puerto Rico bonds-no matter what their particular quality or backing-suffered from the
'foreign country' syndrome."

'9 See generally supra notes 17 and 20.
20 See my various articles in the Puerto Rican Bar Association Law Review: Costas Elena,

I.R.C. Section 936 and Fomento Income Tax Exemptions in Puerto Rico, 40 Revista del Colegio
de Abogados de P.R. 53-602 (Nov. 1979); Costas Elena, I.R.C. Section 936 and Fomento Income
Tax Exemption, in Puerto Rico ISecond Part), 41 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de P.R., 101-
148 (Feb. 1980); Costas Elena, I.R.C. Section 936 and Fomento Income Tax Exemptions in Puerto
Rico, 41 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de P.R. 225-277 IMay 1980); Costas Elena, I.R.C. Sec-
tion 936 and Fomento Income Tax Exemption.. in Puerto Rico (Part IV), 42 Revista del Colegio
de Abogados de P.R., 61 1-66P (Nov. 1981).

21 E.g., Testimony of Governor Luis Munoz Marin, in Hearings On S. 202:3 and Proposed Sub-
stitute of S. 2708 before the Senate Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 86th Cong., 1st Sess.,
Proposed Amendments to the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act 37 (1959).

" Statement of Luis Munoz Marin, in 3 United States-Puerto Rico Commission on the
Status of Puerto Rico, Hearings on the Status of Puerto Rico -Economic Factors in Relation to
the Status of Puerto Rico, S. Doc. No. 108, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 233 1966).

'" Statement of the economist representing the position of Commonwealth in id. at 751: "We
could probably make a contribution of $500 million by 1985."
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1982;24 and $1.641 billion in 1983.25 Accordingly, in only these two Federal tax ex-
penditure programs, 26 the cost to the United States of the present "Common-
wealth" status exceeds $2 billion each year.

There is no need for further study or vacillation on I.R.C. section 936. Its utter
failure to achieve its stated purpose of creating employment in Puerto Rico has been
and is evident to all who wish to see. I.R.C. section 936 has not and cannot provide
Puerto Rico with its desired opportunities for employment. In 1940 unemployment
in Puerto Rico was 15%,27 hovered around 20% from 1976 to 1986 and was 17.7% in
1987.28 The sorry fact is that, as reported by-the former Chief Justice of Puerto
Rico's Supreme Court, in 1899 unemployment in Puerto Rico was 17%.29

About a decade ago I discovered that I.R.C. section 936 and its predecessor (I.R.C.
section 931) were already among the ten highest corporate tax expenditures in the
entire Internal Revenue Code;3 0 and I wrote:

"I.R.C. Section 936 is not working. I.R.C. section 936 will never work. What
maintains I.R.C. Section 936 and Fomento tax exemptions are not benefits
to Puerto Ricans since historically 'little of the profit earned by U.S.
owners of Puerto Rican subsidiaries has been invested in the Puerto Rican
economy' . . . but the vested interests . . . that benefit from those privi-
leges.,,

3 1

Since then the United States has shaved off some benefits of I.R.C. section 936,
essentially to recoup some of the business deductions taken by the parent corpora-
tions while researching and developing the patents and other intangible property
that the parent corporations subsequently transferred to the section 936 subsidiaries
and that shifted the profit of such property to Puerto Rican exempt sources;3 2 and
Puerto Rico via partial exemptions and a toll-gate or withholding tax on dividends
does receive a small cut or commission from the section 936 corporations in the
aforesaid circle of avoidance;3 3 but the basic failure to produce employment and the
profit--shifting that lie at the center of I.R.C. section 936 have remained unchanged
or grown worse.

In fiscal year 1986 the number of persons employed in the entire manufacturing
sector of Puerto Rico was 148,000; and in fiscal year 1987 incremented by only 100
persons to 148,900,34 which is less than the 156,000 so employed in 1980.35 Howev-
er, net interest and profits in manufacturing rose from $5.331 billion in 1986 to
$6.276 billion in 1987.36

Since 1970 the proportion of net income paid to Puerto Rican manufacturing em-
ployees has declined from 64% to 27.5 in 1987.31 The reason is that more and more
the greatest component of net income in the exempt manufacturing sector corre-
sponds to the low employment-high profit pharmaceutical and electrical machin-
ery operations. In 1987 the entire number of employees in basically pharmaceutical

24 Department of the Treasury, The Operation and Effect of the Possession Corporation
System of Taxation, Fifth Report 53, Table 4-9 (July 1985).

25 Department of the Treasury, Sixth Annual Report, supra note 7, at 44, 45.
26 The nonpayment of the in lieu taxes, or I.R.C. section 933, and I.R.C. section 936.
2? Junta de Planificacion de Puerto Rico, Informe Economico al Gobernador-1977, at A-26

(Jan. 25. 1978).
28 Junta de Planificacion de Puerto Rico, informe Economico al Gobernador-1987, at A-33,

Table 29 (Feb. 12, 1988).
2 Jose Trias Monge, I Nistoria Constitucional de Puerto Rico 7 (lst ed. 1980) (University of

Puerto Rico Press).
"oCompare U.S. Department of the Treasury, The Operation and Effect of the Possessions

Corporation System of Taxation: First Annual Report 3 (June 1978) with Office of Managemebt
and Budget Special Analysis F: Tax Expenditures of the United States Government 108-109
(Feb. 19751.

-' Luis P. Costas Elena, I.R.C. Section 936 and Fomento Income Tax Exemptions in Puerto
Rico 408 (19791 (S.J D. Thesis for Harvard Law School).

32 See generally, RNA Tax Management The Possessions Corporation Credit Under Section
936 (1987) Pursuan % to I.R.C. sec. 5%4 1) the dividend is subject to the corporate alternative min-
imum tax; but against it the domestic parent corporation can apply 50% of the Puerto Rican
toll-gate tax and the payments to Puerto Rico on partially exempt operations as a foreign tax
credit; see idem. 186-187.

3.1 In fiscal year 1985, for example, out of 6.984 billion essentially exempt manufacturing net
income, Puerto Rico obtained $44.7 million in corporate taxes on partially exempt income and
$107.784 million in tollgate taxes on dividends; see Informe Economico al Gobernador-1987, at
A-12, Table 12, A-26, Table 24; and Departamento de Hacienda, Informe Anual 1985, at 20, 50
(June 12, 1986.

34 Informe Economico al Gobernador, 1987, at IV-4.
s Informe Economico al Gobernador, 1987, at A-35, Table 31.
36 [bid, at A-il, Table 11.
37 Ibid, at IV-10.
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operations was 18,000 and in electrical machinery 20,000;:8 but their respective net
incomes were $3.758 billion and $1.330 billion. 39

In 1988 Squibb reduced its Federal tax rate from :34.4% by 11.8 because of 1.R.C.
sec. 936.40 In 1987 Eli Lilly and Company, because of its Puerto Rican operations,
reduced its 40% Federal income tax rate by 10.7%.41 In 1986 Westinghouse lowered
its 1986 Federal statutory rate of 46% by 12.2% because of I.R.C. section 936.42 And
Baxter Travenol Laboratories Inc. obtained a 38.8% reduction in its federal tax rate
of 46%, because of its tax exempt operations in 1985.43

Because of I.R.C. section 936, in 1982 the United States essentially paid the sec-
tion 936 pharmaceutical subsidiaries $69,200 for each Puerto Rican employee to
whom they paid $20,765 in compensation. The section 9:36 intermediary or middle-
man gained the other $48,435.44

To our mind we should eliminate the middleman. And Statehood now is the only
logical solution. Any delay or postponement of Statehood for Puerto Rico means not
only a denial of the aforesaid fact that Statehood is a good but also continues the
immense, wasteful, costs of the present so-called Commonwealth.

We cannot any longer tolerate the illogic of Statehood in the future, for the
future is never today and never comes.4 5 Whatever adjustments are required or de-
sired for the Union of Puerto Rico and the United States are precisely just adjust-
ments, after Statehood.

Finally, some pointers on the drafting of the proposed Commonwealth formula-
tion. Such a formulation should never imply or include words to the effect that
"Commonwealth" means permanent union with the United States; for such words
would communicate a falsehood and would make of the plebiscite a travesty.

Only Statehood signifies permanent union. Such is the basic fact of the United
States, with effectiveness 46 decided in the Civil War and confirmed by the United
States Supreme Court 47 in Texas v. White:48

"When therefore, Te) i;s became one of the United States, she entered
into an indissoluble relr. .ion." "The Act which consummated her admission
into the Union was something more than a compact; it was the incorpora-
tion of a new member into the political body. And it was final. The union
between Texas and the other States was as complete, as perpetual, and as
indissoluble as the union between the original States."

"The Constitution, in all its provisions, looks to an indestructible Union,
composed of indestructible States."

The so-called "Commonwealth" is nothing more than a name, a label, attached to
a category of indeterminate reference. 49 It has no content except in reference to his-
tory, the psychology and politics of the moment and the vagaries of interpersonal
relations.5 0

But if you cannot define by inclusion; you can certainly define by exclusion. And
excluded from the concept of "Commonwealth" is precisely the concept of perma-
nent union. Indeed, nothing could be more alien or atavistic to the Union of the
United States than the proposals of Governor Hernandez Colon before you which
are tantamount to the doctrines of nullification and interposition of the Confeder-
acy. 5

-8 Ibid, at IV-12.
39 Ibid., at IV-7.
40 Squibb Corporation Annual Report 1988, at 27. (Anniversary ed.).
4, Eli Lilly and Company, 1987 Annual Report 35 (Feb. 8, 1988).
42 Westinghouse, Annual Report 1986, at 37 (Jan. 31, 1987).
43 BaxterTravenol Laboratories Inc., 1985 Annual Report (Feb. 28, 1986).
44 Department of the Treasury, the Operation and Effect of the Possessions Corporation

System of Taxation, Fifth Report 49, Table 4-6 (July 1985).
43 In 1959 and again in 1965 for the Hearings on the Status of Puerto Rico, some argued that

Statehood was 15 or 20 years in the future. In 1977 some again argued that Statehood was still
15 or 20 years in the future.

46 Cf. Hans Kelsen, The Pure Theory of Law 208-214 (Max Knight trans.) (U. of California
Press, 1967 ).

4, Carl Brent Swisher, American Constitutional Development 327 (2d ed. 1978).
48 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 700, 726, 725 (1868).49 Julius Stone, Legal System and Lacers' Reasonings 264 (1964).
50 Luis Costas Elena, History of Federal Income Taxation in Puerto Rico; Analysis of the Pos-

session Corporation in Comparison with Other Modes of Business Operation in Puerto Rico: An
Ins'ght into Tax Exemption in Puerto Rico, 36 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de Puerto Rico
477527 (May 1975) (L.L.M. thesis for Harvard Law School).

", See John C. Calhoun, A Disquisition On Government and Selections from the Discourse xi-
xv (Intro. by G. Post) 41853, reprinted 1953).
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And Commonwealth assuredly repudiates the basic economic premise of perma-
nent union, Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seelig:5 2

"The Constitution . .. was framed upon the theory that the peoples of the
several states must sink or swim together, and that in the long run prosperi-
ty and salvation are in union and not division."

States Saint Augustine, On Free Choice of The Will:5 3

"Our freedom then consists in submission to the truth. It is our God Him-
self who frees us from death, that is, from the state of sin. Truth itself,
when it speaks as a man, says to those who be, eve in Him, 'If you remain
in My word you shall be My disiples indeed, and you shall know the truth
and the truth will make you free'. The soul enjoys nothing with freedom,
unless it enjoys it securely."

And such a truth is that such prosperity and security for Puerto Rico exists, and
will exist, for Puerto Rico, only in the permanent union that is solely Statehood.

52 294 U.S. 511, 52:1 (19341 J. Cardozo) (emphasis added).
s Saint Augustine On Free Choice of The Will 69 (translated by A. Benjamin & L. Hackstaff)

published 1964).
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TOTAL

Alornoantot y prodctos reltaconaldo

Products do tabaco

Pr ductO! textile
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96 1
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24 3
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344.3

4,808 7

548 5
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35 6

360 7

29 6

s 8

95 4

1.453 7

26 5

64.9

505 6
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644 8

54 0
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373.7

30 0
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1.786 1

90 4

1.721 4

28 1

73 8

323 3

2,841 4

381 6

473

34 7

268 2

28 5
3991

943 3

77.4i

19.3

34 3

18821

1 1982

5.40r-.91

681 6

604

34 3

375 1

27 2

65 7

1.907 5

786

1.828 3

31.0

68 5

247-7
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Ntgocwado do Anilosi Economico.
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TABLE 4-8
TAX BENEFITS. EMPLOYMENT, AND COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES

BY SIZE OF TAX BENEFITS PER EMPLOYEE, 1983

Qua FlTie
Number possession Tax benefits E:,ployeesof net income k -ount Percent of Percent of
returns (S thousand)o (S thousand) total Vu.-ber total

ALL FIFIS

All manufacturing
corporations

$100,000 or more

$ 50,000 under $100,000

$ 10,000 under S 50,000

S 5,000 under S 10,000

$ 1,000 under $ 5,000

S 500 under S 1,000

S 1 under $ 500

No tax btnefits

FIP.IS ELIGIBLE FOR TEFRA

All manufacturing
corporations

S100,000 or more

S 50,000 under $100,000

$ 10,000 under S 50,000

S 5,000 under S 10,000

$ 1,000 under S 5,000

S 500 under S 1,GOO

S 1 under S 500

No tax benefits

378 4,059,624

16 951,128
23 967,573

112 1,673,172
57 283,731

91 167,147

11 2,983
13 1,365

25 12,525

REQIREMM2JTS

292

10

17

115

45

71

8

9

17

2,959,327

550,004

688,492

1, 364, 7h
195,452

144,819

2,226

1,037

12,525

1 406,406

3'.0, 417
31.3,204

-62, 671

103,338

55,229

1,126

421

0

1,010,705

198,553

245,305

449,360

69,759

46,578

810

320

0

100.0

24.2

24.4

40.0

4.3

3.9

0

100.0 58,877

19.6 1,354
24.2 3,488

44.5 21,638

6.9 9,979

4.6 15,902

* 1,227
* 923

0 4,366

Department of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

A Less than 0.5 percent

Equals net income from the active conduct of a trade or business in a possession plus net
qualified possession source investment income.

75,966

2,319

5,018

25,955

15,511

19,327

1,599

1,206

5,031

100.0
3.1
6.6

34.2

20.4

25.4

2.1

1.6
6.6

100.0
2.3
5.9

36.8
16.9

27.0

2.1
1.6
7.4
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-8.
NU ERO OE EMKEOS EX LA MANUFOCrMG POR GRUPO INDUSTRIAL

Ik iles do personas-Amos fisciliei

Cimbio

SIC 6rupo Indultrial 1970 1980 195 1986 1987 Abialuto

1986 1987 196 1987
1985 1986 1985 1996

rorAL 136.2 155.5 148.3 143.6 148.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

20 Alistatos y relacionado 21.7 23.3 22.3 22.3 22.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.3
21 Tabaco y proiuctos do tabaco 6.1 2.1 0.3 0.8 1.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 62.5
22 Productoi textiles 9.1 4.0 2.0 3.3 3.4 0.5 0.1 17.9 3.0
23 Ropa y productos aniloqos 38.1 34.3 30.9 31.1 30.5 0.2 -0.6 0.6 -1.9
21 Madera y prodectos dI madvra 0.7 1.1 0.6 0.9 1.1 0.1 0.2 12.5 22.2
25 MucbIl 4.1 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.5 0.1 0.1 4.3 4.2
26 Paoe4 y relaclonados 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 lpreata y puilcaciomes 2.5 3. 3.0 3.2 !.4 0.2 0.2 .7 6.2
21 Oulicos y rtlactonados 8 9 tAA4 1. 1 17 .0 0.6 0.5 3.6 2.9
2 Refintrlas do petrOlto y relacionados 2.6 2.6 1.6 1.5 1.4 -0.1 -0.1 -6.3 -6.7
30 Productol plisttcos y do qosa 4.2 4.5 5.0 4.6 4.1 -0.4 0.2 -8.0 4.3
31 Cuero y productos do cutro 8.9 6.0 5.3 5.6 5.4 0.3 -0.2 5.7 -3.6
32 Productos dt plidra, Oarro y crystal 6.5 5.1 3.9 4.1 4.4 0.2 0.3 5.1 7.3
33 Producto$ pritarios dip total 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 ).v
34 Prouctos fabricados #, ,tal 4.5 4.7 3.7 3.6 3.1 -0.1 0.1 -2.7 2.835 maquilaaria, ,ictoto floctric, - 1.3 A ,., -7.6 5.9 5.5 -1.7 -0.4 -22.4 06.6
36 miquimarli v e lupo flctrico 19.1 17.6 22.5 21.4 2.0 -1.1 -1.4 -4.9 -6.5
37 Equip* do tramsportaciam 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.0 16.7 0.0
33 Instrusentos profolionalsl y
39 lIdustrias asnufactutiras iscllnea 4.2 4.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 0.3 0.2 10.0 6.1

Fi#Atei Oepuai#tAto del frabajo y Iecursos Nueanos, Encuesta di [stibleci.e-tol y Junta do
Pllnificaci~n, Aea dt Plaificact6o Econdmica 1 Social, iolociado di Anlisis Econbetco.
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TABLE 4.7

DISTRIBUTION OF TAX BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT,
BY INDUSTRY, 1983

IPer centage ofIPercentage of
Stax benefi"TO e121oyees

,!I -anufacturing industries 100y 100%

.-o. and kindred products 6.9 9.1

T7o:ti; e nill products 0.2 1.1

,.parel 3.1 17.6

Che ni ca Is 49.3 17.2

harmaceuticals 46.3 14.8

!.her 3.0 2.6

?ucter ,and plastic products 0.7 1.3

:.,,a tier 1.0 5.3

.aor:cated metal products 1.3 2.2

!3cnlner, except electrical 1.1 1.0

.- :.::cal and electronic equipment 23.3 28.7

.- s::%-.ents and related products 7.0 14.3

.,:."r -anufacturing 6.1 2.2

L,nar'-ent ot the Treasury
, e oi Tax Analysis

0. U5C: The amount of tax benefits is from Table 4-5, column 3. The
number of employees is from Table 4-6, column 3.

0


